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1. INTRODUCTION
The

traditionally

employed

instruction-by-Iecture

system cannot meet the increasing demands of education
without an adverse effect on quality and effectiveness.
There are mere students at 'III Ievels: there are greatcr
distances within and between educational complexes: and

there has been a great increase in course content as weil as
curriculum. There has also bcen an increasingly difficult
communication problem between teacher and student, as
weil as in the use of immense library collections or complex
laboratory procedures. In short, the lecture system is hard
pressed in its ability to meet effectively the modern
requisites of education which ensure social and economie
progress.
The new technologies available today are potentially
capable of evolving a radically new instructional methodology. Su ch an instructional system must be spontaneous in ils response to a class or to an individu al student
who is able to indicatc desire for review, digression,

accelcrated or decelerated progress in pursuing suhjeet
matter. Another requircment, very important for economie
and stalfing reasons, is that material prcpared (or
referenced) by teachers should be completely and automatically processed, stored, and retrieved upon dernand.
The technological and intellectual difficulties related to
these two requirernents have been the subject of research in
laboratories and universitics for the past decade. This
background indicates that ample technology and methodology is at hand to proceed with a synthesizing effort
leading to the realization of a truly novel instructional
system.
The traditional teaching of electrical engineering in
undergraduate studies has undergone sorne recent, notable
changes, Rubinoff C1968), Bordogna (1969). The Cosine
(Computer Science in Elcctrical Engineering) Committee of
the Commission on Engineering Education, U.S.A. National
Acaderny of Engineering, Cosine (1967), has reeognized the
importance of the digital computer as an "educational
software system" which can significantly aid and strengthen

the curricula of computer sciences in particular and
electrical engineering in general. At the sa me tirne , the
Committee points out that there ~ no general software
available for such a purpose.
There has also been increased motivation toward
developing a unified thread of basic engineering concepts
through the entire undergraduate curriculum. This idea has
becorne so intriguing that it has been extended into the
pre-college educational system of the U.S.A. through the
Engineering Concepts Curriculum Projeet (ECCP) of the
Commission on Engineering Education, National Acaderny
of Engineering, ECCP (1969).

We believe that a general purpose undergraduate
engineering educational software system can be realized and
also that its general applicability can be based on fundarnental engineering concepts. The Computer-Communication Based Instructional System, already in a
developing state on an RCA Spectra 70/46 computer
system at the Moore School, will provide these mechanisrns.
Specifie objectives of the research underway and a description of the system are discussed below.
2. DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND
REPOSITORY MATERIAL
The eleetrical engineering concepts material includes a
collection of program modules and their associated data to
be placed in the computer repository. Additional tutorial
data is associated with the modules containing instructional
information about the use, presentation, and understanding
of these modules. Collectively, these modules, data and
software means include
Ca) comrnonly used mathematical routines:
E.g., for fin ding roots of polynornials and solving
ordinary differentiai equations. Sorne of these
routines are provided by the computer manufacturer; however, the use of these routines is
hindered by the necessity of cornplicated and
tedious program preparation, narnely, setting up the
job control cards. With the simple and versatile new
language, routines could then be called in for
execution directIy by students and instructors,
(b) prograrns related to the analysis and simulation of
basic electrieal engineering problerns:
They include the areas of transient analysis,
frequency response, Fourier analysis, and network
analysis. They also include special purpose
simulation programs such as MIMIC, CSMP, ECAP,
BLODI, and JOBSHOP.
(c) sernantic and syntactie tools for automatic or serniautomatic processing of indexing, classification,
storage and retrieval, as weil as text editing of
instructor's rnaterial and student work.
(d)utility prograrns:
E.g., for grading students' examinations. The on-line
facility for student-cornputer and instructor-computer interactions will be made available. This
requires considerable re-orientation of current
teaching rnethods and approaches. This teaching and
learning experience will be used as a testbed from
which conclusions about usefulness and further
explorations are derived.
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(e) a relatively simple and versatile language for students
and instructors to communieate with the software:
It could be used to specify input and output
material, and initiate computation and manipulation
of data. Problems in undergraduate studies are not
restricted to numerical calculations; they. involve
non-numerical manipulations, such as two dimensional graphie display and model simulation.
Thus the commonly adopted drill in a numericalcalculation-oriented language such as FORTRAN
may not be entirely justified. To teach students
additional problem-orienteds languages for simulation, string manipulation and graphie display
à"0uld overburden the students as weil as the
instructors. A language with sorne basie and versatile
features is therefore needed for students and instructors alike.
(/) a repository of instructional material of fundamental
importance to the undergraduate engineering curriculum:
The material should include lecture notes, diagrams,
charts, and pictures which play a major role in
.introducing basic concepts in engineering to the
student, Without the aid of the software, a great deal
of the instructor's effort is expended in preparation
of the material, (and subsequent lengthy presentation to the student) since material taught must be
updated continuously to keep up with the advances
in research and development. With the availability of
the repository, the situation would be changed. Basic
material could now be shared among instructors.
Duplicate effort in updating and preparation could
be eliminated. Automated lectures and home preparation would now require team work and pooling of
talents and expertise. Thus, both the quality of the
material and the coherency of presentation are
greatly enhanced. Furthermore, there would be more
time available for personal interaction with students
in gùiding them through the rnaterial.
(g) an automatic facility whereby a user of the software
does not have to be concerned with the management, storage and retrieval, execution and parameter-passing, and formation of complex program
and data structures of his accumulated modules,
data, and instructional ma terial.
3. DESCRIPTION OF
BASED SYSTEM

COMPUTER·COMMUNICATION

As conceived in general form, a graphical portrayal of
the computer-communication based instructional system is
shown in Fig. 1. Although not in itself a new idea, it has a
number of distinguishing features of which, probably, the
most important is the intermediate repository between the
input of educational material and its dissemination as
output. Namely, the teacher in preparing lectures or other
instructional material, addresses himself to the repository
where the mate rial is being received, updated, and filed
away. The feacher may continuously refer to this material,
modify it, and perfect it. The users, in turn, also corn.
municate with the repository, receiving display of instructional material via fixed service, closed circuit, or
broadcast television in response to demands placed via
keyboard terminaIs and telephone communications.
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The role of the teacher is considerably modified when
the subject matter of a course is presented in this manner
and not from the teacher himself as it has been done
traditionally. There is a new dual role for the teacher. On
the one side of Fig. 1 he is the originator and curator of
instructional material - greatly aided by automation in the
preparation and selection of material, As shown, he may
specify the input of a variety of documents which serve as
instructional material to be placed in the repository; he
may prepare audio-visual materia! including sketches that
serve as slides or animated movies to be shown during c1ass
instruction or study sessions: and finally, via conventions]
television programs, entire lectures may be placed in the
repository. The other role for the teacher is at the output
end of Fig. 1 where he is relieved of the traditional
lecturing to cnable him to plan better the presentation of
cducutiouul material. He uses a keyboard to search and
place dernands for the display of chosen materia!.This type
of system permits the teacher to give individu al attention ta
students, guide them and encourage them - a function for
which there is a great need and demand but inadequate
time in the present educational structure. This alteration in
the role of
the
teacher will require much experimentation, study, and adjustment 10 account for the
various impacts.
The central computer in Fig. 1 serves the dual purpose
of input processing and demand searches. The similarity of
these functions to those of a computer serving a library is
evident. However, from the start we should liketo avoid
the costly and staff-demanding functions in which even the
most modern libraries are engaged. Therefore, we shall
strive toward performing almost the entire input-processing
by the computer. For example the computer could aid the
instructor or the staff in ad ding or extracting alphanumeric
information in conjunction with input of ail audio-visual
mate rial. This information could be scanned automatically
and translated into digital form ta serve as a basis for
indenlification and future retrieval of the material, ft is
advocated here that the most advanced approaches ta
storage and retrieval be employed. For instance, the
indexing process based on the digital portion of the
information should be entirely perfonned by the computer,
utilizing content analysis and automatic indexing techniques, Prywes (1970). Il should be based on the posteriori
indexing approach: the vocabulary used should not be
controlled. Provisions could be made for authorized staff ta
freely add or delete index terms assigned to material in the
repository. This vocabulary of index terrns should also be
automatically arranged in a dynamic classification to
provide the structure for interactive man-machine refinement of search queries to pin point the area of interest of
the dernands. The methodology developed at the Moore
School effectively avoids the manual effort involved in
indexing, cataloging, and maintaining indexing vocabularies,
Litofsky (1969), Prywes (1964). Finally, reliance should be
placcd on the interactive man-computer search which offers
the best potential ror effective retrieval. In time, such a
st orage and retrieval system will become truly use fui as an
extension or hurnan memory and recall.
Documents referenced or used as texts by instructors in
college courses constitute a significant portion of college
library. The availability of this ma te rial al rernote terminaIs
is tantamount to "exporting" the library to users scattered
over the areas which are being serviced. The duplication of
major portions of libraries in microform and its computer-

controlled storage and retrieval appears to be both practical
and economical in the foreseeable future. One outstanding
problem is the appropriate identification and retrieval of
the materia!. While the documents themselves may be
handled entirely as microforrn images, certain key portions
would have to ·be translated into digital form; this includes
information which is typically on library catalog cards such
as title, author, publisher, dates, etc., much of which may
be derived from the front page. Thus, this information may
be extracted from the document serni-automatically, Incorporating manualkeypunching and editing with the digitizing by scanning of entire pages and the employment of
characterrecognition processes. (Significant advances in
recent years in the recognition of printed characters of
greatly varying fonts are encouraging).. Cont~nt analysis:
techniques can then be apphed to the digital information
extracted from the incoming document to perform automatie indexing of subject matter based on titles, abstracts,
or similar information.
The processed information would then be a~socia~ed
with the images and stored together while mamtairung
catalog en tries, and thesauri of index words arranged
according to automatically generated classification systems.
The dictionaries would incJude additional information,
about authors, instructors and the courses. Access to the
information) for inspection, dissemination or modification
would be limited only to those authorized, Hsiao (1968).
Extensive work on these techniques has been conducted at
the Moore School and experimental collections automatically-indexed and automatically-cJassified have been
maintained in computer mass storage, McEowen (1969).
Figure 2 diagrams the pro cess of document input f1ow.
The search procedures used within such a system are
included within directories and they aid the searcher in the
interactive process of browsing through the collection to
retrieve desired information. This approach is applicable,
not only to published material, but also ta research data
which constitutes much of the information used in instruction. This applies equally ta many areas of University
instruction ranging from the natural sciences to engineering,
medicine and the social sciences. The latter type of
information is frequently locally generated and may be
captured in digital form at the source at the time of initial
transcription. In this form it may then be. subject . to
extensive computer analysis, formatting, and editing during
the preparation of responses to demand searche~.
.
The repository of instructional information IS located in
automated mass storage deviees, Three types of storage
media are involved: digital, video signais, and microforrn
inmages. The digital informa tian consists primarily of
directories and catalogs. The video and image information
consists primarily of documents places totally or partially
in storage.
.
..
The manner of preparing course matenal within the
proposed computer-communications system is very sirnilar
to that presently employed by an instructor. The difference·
lies only in the means that he would employ. Instead of
pencil, paper and typewriter, he would employa light pen,
the screen of a display unit, and a keyboard. He could
similarly enter linguistic script of drawings, a tapie presently under separate investigation at the Moore Schoo!. In
operation, the instructor would first determine the ideas
whtch he wants ta convey. Then'he would proceed with
creating a broad outline for a class or study session. Ftnally,
he would rnove ta a more detailed level, specifying the

diagrams, slides, reference material, and script that would
be required. If appropriate, the instructor rnight then
perfect further the material through the addition of audio
and animated movie portions appropriately inserted,
The animated rnovie technique is partieularly valuable
where movement of parts of a figure further illustra te a
princip le, and where the animation helps ta emphasize
dynarnic changes. Examples for use of animated movies are
three programs under development at the Moore Schoolto
illustrate electromagnetic .wave phenornena, projective
geometry, and graph theory, Wolfberg (1969). This mode
of preparing instructional rnaterial is illustrated in Fig. 3
showing an instructor utilizing a display-keyboard-light-penmicrophone console and interacting with the computer
system. The process of input described above is very similar
to computer programming and a similar technique,
Simmons (1968), will be employed to capture and
automatically document the instructor's planning of
teaching materiai. Since the information flowing into the
computer is in digital form, except for the audio portions,
il can be readily processed by the computer which may also
aid the instructor through a suggested protocol for various
functions. For instance, Fig. 3 indicates instructorcomputer collaboration in the indexing, drawing, animation, and sound coordination functions. When the
material is considered complete, even in a temporary sense,
it will be filed in the repository with appropriate entries
being made in the catalog and the directories ta account for
the new material that has becn added. This material will
continue thereafter ta be available ta the instructor for
additional modification and perfection.
Since the dissemination of the information ta students
requires considerably more communications channel capacity for movie and sound than for display of slides and
sketches, it would be valuable if bath modes could be.
retained, with the sketches and slides constituting a subset
of the animated and sound portions. Then the students and
instructors can make an appropriate selection when the
material is being taught.
Video tapes are another important and widely used
source of instructional programs. With present technology,
this medium presents problems of higher costs because of
need for the relatively larger channel capa city for transmission, and because of the video tape represents low
storage efficiency. On the other hand, the preparation of
video tape can be carried out independently of the
computer system and its input does not have ta be on-line
with the computer during the preparation, but can be postponed until a convenient time. The process of involving
video in a computer-communication based system is diagrammed in Fig. 4.
4. PROGRESS TO DATE AND PLANS
The arrangement of procedures here is intended ta
provide a basis for evaluation of the computer:communication instructional system applied ta a specifie undergraduate course and thereby ta form a foundation up?n
which the technique can be expanded ta the entire
curriculum and also adapted for use at other schools.
The initial steps of the development of the computercommunication hardware complex (RCA Spectra 70/46
time-sharing system) and collection of descriptive material
on basie pervasive concepts have been implemented. The
collection of concepts material has been accomplished over
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the pàst four years, resulting in the establishment of a new
electricaI engineering concepts course for freshman students
taught by two members of the project team. This is a
one-semester course which meets three hours per week for
15 weeks and was offered for the fust time in the faIl term
1969. The course serves as an introduction to electrical
engineering concepts including decision-making, optimization, modeling, prediction, energy coupling, amplification, feedback stability, and the implementation of
logicaI thought. Orientation of the course materiaI is
toward discovering that these technicaI concepts are fundamentaI to many situations aristng in our daily lives. For
example, the students leam that the feedback concept can
explain interactions among individuaIs as weil as between
outputs and inputs of eJectricalsystems.
This fall's (1970) electrical engineering concepts' course
will be split randomly into two or three sections of about
15 students each. One of these sections will constitute the
test group for the proposed computer-communications
educationaI system; the other section(s) will be taught in
the usual lecture-recitation manner.
In preparation for teaching the test group, the project
team will spend the three summer months preceding the faIl
semester reorganizing the concepts materiaI for input of the
computer. Since it is anticipated that with a lead time of
only three months only a few of the concepts can be
processed in this manner, development of the material will
continue throughout the following year in preparation for a
second presentation to a new test group in fall 1971. The
lessons leamed from the moderate presentation to the first
test group will be used to modify the continuing development of the system. In the fall term 1971 another test
group out of the entering freshman c1ass will then be
subjected to an electrical engineering concepts course
completely within the proposed computer-communication
system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is ta present sorne principles
that the CAl group at the University of Western Ontario has
been considering as guides for its future CAl curriculum
projects. Sorne of the work in CAl that has been done at
Western and sorne iIlustrative studies from the literature are
cited in arder ta point out the directions that curriculum
developments appear ta be taking. Although a great deal of
effort in the CAl field is being invested in developing
software such as author languages, the focus of this paper is
on CAl courses.
The involvement of the University of Western Ontario
with CAl dates from 1967 when discussions were held with
Dr. Suppes' group at Stanford. Every effort has been made
ta maintain an interdisciplinary operation, and there have
beenparticipants from Althouse College of Education, the
Department of Computer Science, the London Teacher's
College and the Departrnent of Psychology. A PDP-1O
computer was the central unit of a time-share system
suitable for CAl. The Computer Science Department
modified the Ontario Institute for' Studies in Education
author language, CAN, ta rnake il suitable for our
computer, ta imprve its performance, and ta add sorne
special features. Starting in the fall of 1969, research and
development in CAl was begun, but, due ta budget
limitations, the amount of work has not been great. Most of
the work has been undertaken in the Department of
Computer Science, however, beginning in the fall of 1970,
Althouse College of Education intends ta set aside sorne
terminal time for CAl projects.
2. EVALUATION OF SELECTED CAl PROJECTS
2.1 Tutorial programs

Most CAl programs, as far as can be judged from
descriptions in the literature, are of a fairly standard,
branching variety. They can be iIlustrated by a brief
trigonometry program hhdeveloped at the University of
Western Ontario (Suttle, 1969). It consists of 8 one-hour
lessons. Lessons are .made up of a series of frames, each one
of which poses a question ta the student. If the student
makes an error he is branched to a remedial routine. At the
end of each lesson homework assignments are given based
upon the student's performance. This type of teaching is
sometimes referred To 'as a "tutorial" system. While it is
true that there is only one student working at a terminal,
the response repertoire of the "tutor" is very restricted
since the programmer has ta predict the range of correct
and incorrect ,student responses that might occur and
prepare remedial routines for errors. Anticipating the total
range of possible student response is impossible, but in spite

of the limitations, the prospects for providing immediate,
individual positive reinforcement in the case of correct
responses, and sorne degree of corrective feedback in the
case of incorrect responses, is outstanding, Certainly a
greater degree of individual response can be provided than
couId be reasonably expected frorn a busy elassroom
teacher with more than 30 students. Drill and practice
routines, e.g. Suppes' (Suppes and Morningstar, 1969)
arithmetic drills are an excellent example of this limited,
but extremely valuable form of immediate reaction to
student response.
Although in one sense this type of CAl curriculum is
individualized, in a more fundamental sense il can be seen
that the degree of individualization or .studentcentredness" is very limited. This limitation is apparent
when one examines how a quality CAl curriculum is
prepared. The programmer does a careful task analysis,
defining desired terminal behaviour objectively. He carefully defines the entering behaviour of the population for
whom the program is being prepared, and he then writes a
program working carefully from lower-order concepts and
subprinciples through ta the principles that are the terminal
goals. The student progresses through the program and his
comprehension of the various components of the ultimate
skills or principles is continually tested. This procedure is
sometimes referred ta as individualized and as adjusting
itself ta students, but it should be noted that this is only
true ta a limited degree. All students are exposed to the
same concepts and principles in the same sequence. They
have no influence on how the material is ordered or on how
the frames are stated. The same limitations are imposed on
the elassroom teacher who selects the CAl package.
Essentially the basic design of the course 'is in the hands of
the program writer.
2.2 Multiple-level programs

Multiple-level programs have somewhat more power ta
adapt ta student ability. An example is a program designed
ta teach introductory FORTRAN (Arnett, 1969). Three
versions of each CAl frame were prepared, varying from a
simple, fairly concrete version ta a more difficult, abstract
version. Indices of difficuity level were derived for each of
the three versions based upon the successes of students
taking that version of the frame. In addition, a value was
calculated for each student which continually changed as a
function of the student's success during the course of the
program.
Prior ta each frame a branching decision was made about
which level ta present ta the student using a decision rule
recommended by Smallwood (1962) that incorporated the
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index of student success up to that point, and the indices of
leve! difflculty associated with the 3 versions of the
upcoming frame. This approach resembles the multiple leve!
Drill and Practice arithmetic exercises developed by Suppes,
Adams et al. (1968) report a language program to teach
German where the classroom teacher can determine
whether students are given more rnaterial within a
particular unit of a program or even, in sorne cases, skip
entire units by adjusting certain criteria of student
performance. In this latter procedure, the classroom teacher
is given sorne control over the COurse that the program
takes, however the control is still minimal. Basically the
general framework of concepts, principles, practice exercises, and their order of presentation are detennined by the
prograrn writer.

2.3 Increasing student control
A number of attempts have been made to increase the
degree to which students can make decisions about whether
they need to do certain parts of CAl programs. An example
is a course intended to teach a simplified machine language
for programming (Newkirk, 1969). In this course, the
student is given a passage of text, and in order to go on to
the next passage, he must demonstrate comprehension by
answering questions about the content of the passage.
However, within this broad frarnework he has considerable
leeway in requesting or rejecting extra explanations and
extra practice problems. Hansen (1969) reports that college
students, when they are given the opportunity, are quite
capable of making decisions about whether they require
additional instructional materials that wou Id remedy
weaknesses of knowledge and performance. Hansen's
observation is in keeping with the results of Newkirk's
work.
Perhaps the most ambitious attempt to write a CAl
program that will aIlow student control is that of Grubb
(1968). He reports a project to develop a CAl program
which gives the student an overview of a course and then
lets hirn enter it at whatever point the student selects. At ail
times the.sstudent is free to move ahead, backtrack, or
continue working at the same point. Like Newkirk's
approach, the programmer decides what concepts, principles and practice exercises will be included in the
program, and how they will be phrased, however the
student has considerable choice about the sequence in
which he will take the program. Grubb's work is very
interesting, however the program required is very long and
complex.
An article by Mager (1961) has had a very great
influence on our views. He demonstrated that students,
when they are given the opportunity to do so, choose to
begin a course of study with very different topics than
curriculum experts. Mager's work raises the possibility of
involving students in curriculum development, even in the
initial stages of planning topic sequences. This possibility
will be developed in greater detaillater in the paper.

2.4 Research and Implementation
Tuming from the organization of CAl curricula, it is
worthwhile discussing sorne of the research in this area. If
CAl follows a similar path to PI (Programmed Instruction),
we can expect that much of the research will focus on
rather narrow, theoretical problems and use brief programs
that require, at most, a few hours of terminal time. It is
important to study problems of how best to present
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stimulus materials and how to handle informational
feedback to the student. lt is also important to examine
how a relatively unknown medium such as CAl will
motiva te students. However, in the final analysis, these
sorts of questions can only be answered in actual c1assroom
settings where CAl is integrated as part of the total teaching
situation. The novelty effect of a short-terrn exposure to
CAl might give quite different results th an would be found
with an extended use of CAl.
It can be predicted that there will be numbers of studies
comparing the outcomes of CAl with other instructional
modes. Undoubtedly, lectures, texts, linear programs and
other media will be used as comparisons. While this type of
study has sorne limited value in demonstrating that a new
method is no less effective than present methods, it has
little other value. In point of fact, when CAl cornes into
common use, it will probably be used to achieve objectives
for which it is particularly weil suited. If this assumption is
correct, much of the heat generated by questions such as,
"Does CAl do a better job than the c1assroom teacher? " is
dissipated, and it becomes clear that whether CAl is more
or less effective than sorne other media is a function of the
Adams (1966, p.4) essentially
task and of the students.
rnakes this point when he argues that three fundamental
questions about instructional method must be answered
whenever a decision is made to implement CAl;
What parts of a subject can be efficiently taught?
What instructional techniques would be effective and
economie?
What administrative restructuring of traditional course
work is necessary?
Ideally, then, development of a course would involve a
teacher working out how he could best combine various
media in order to accomplish his objectives. In addition,
problems of cost and convenience would have to be
considered.
Criteria of effectiveness of PI and of CAl program
frames have tended to emphasize such measures of
achievement as time spent learning the program, amount of
immediate and delayed retention, error rate while working
on the program, and amount of transfer, In sorne cases
there is an investigation of the student's attitude toward the
CAl program. In PI, frames were revised if the error rate
becomes too great. Here, again, the programmer makes the
decision about whether changes should be made, and the
student has only an indirect influence based on his error
rate. It might be useful ifstudents could have a more direct
influence in frame modification by indicating their opinion
of each unit of the program and recommending changes.
3. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER
DEVELOPMENT
The pre ceding observations con cern the degree to which
much of the development of CAl curricula is technology or
expert oriented. Clearly, limitations will be placed upon
any CAl programs that are a function of limitations of
computer hardware and software systems. However, even
when allowances are made for the technical medium, most
CAl curricula involve an organization of subject matter that
seems logical from the viewpoint of the curriculum expert.
Similarly, recommendations for organizing PI or CAl
curricula emphasize definition of behavioral objectives and
sequencing of topics starting from basic concepts and
progressing toward ultimate principles.
Most recomrnen-

dations emphasize starting at the level of the student's
entering behaviour, they do not emphasize starting with
topics of most interest to the student or sequencing topics
in a manner that is meaningful to him. In most disciplines,
there is sorne leeway about where one might begin a course,
and starting at a point of maximal interest to students
seems like a reasonable consideration.
An outcome of this focus on technology and expert
design is the implicit tendency to view students and
teachers as passive abjects in the CAl prograrn, They are
recognized to be the ultimate consumers of the CAl
product, however there appears to be a tendency ta
approach them in somewhat t.ie same way as a physical
scientist would study inert or living matter in isolation.
They are variables with certain idiosyncrasies to which the
program must adapt. The CAl group at Western asked what
changes in procedure might be called for if the focus of
attention was shifted to the classroom teacher and to the
student. If classroom teachers and students bec orne active
participants in the development of CAl programs, we may
have to turn to the work of innovators such as Mager in
arder to find procedures for determlning the most effective
sequences of subject matter from the viewpoint of the
student.

3.1 Variety ofstudent reaction
One additional problem relatcd to student attitude that
has not been documented might be mentioned. There is a
great variety of reactions to CAl, and it is quite possible
that attempts ta develop CAl curricula in different subject
matter areas might have ta be handled in quite different
ways, not just because of differences in the subject itself
but because of personality differences in learners in the
different subject areas. Any of you who have tried to
explain the fascinations of computers to a colleague in
humanities can appreciate that an approach that seems
natural and reasonable ta a graduate student in physics
might be quite offensive to an English student who intends
ta teach in an. Elementary schoo!. If this observation is
correct, it indicates that the reactions of different types of
students, who are the ultimate users, should be very
carefully considered.

3.2 Student participation in materials preparation
The CAl group at Western felt that we should broaden
our approach in arder to try and use the computer ta
facilitate leaming of expressive skills. As indicated in the
preceding section, models of CAl have tended to conceive
the student's role as sitting before a terminal working on a
pre-arranged program. We would like to suggest that this
use of the computer only partially exploits the great
potential of the system. Students should also get direct
experience preparing material for presentation by computers, We feel that this additional use of the computer
would have a variety of positive consequences. Sorne of the
feeling of helpless resentment towards machines is
overcome when one is in the position of being a
programmer. Attempting to communicate knowledge forces
one to learn concepts and principles in precise detai!. Of
course, such desirable outcomes would require a favourable
environment and careful planning.
Mager (196 I) found in his study that if students had genuine control over the learning situation, they would structure the course quite diffcrently than would a curriculum designer. In the subject area used by Mager, ail students inde-

pendently began by asking questions about the same topic in
the course. Students appeared to be highly motivated. At the
beginning of each session a number of students recapitulated previously learned material to make sure it was
correct , but they did not want a review by the instructor.
This type of study indicates that the ultimate user of the
program, the student, should be much more directly and
actively involved in design of learning materials, Il seems
that the design of curricula has been more controlled by the
logical organization of the subject matter than by a
psychological organization. If students were more deeply
involvcd in design of material, initial entry into programs
and program organization might be intluenced very mu ch
more by what is of interest to the student.
If planned carefully, a number of educational objectives
might be achieved. Traditionally, students have been
required to write essays in order ta develop skiIls in
communication. Similarly, science reports are intended ta
develop communication skills. However, the feedback from
these assignmen ts is lirnited.
Usually the teacher is the only one who reads the papers,
and he gives a general assessment. If a student prepared
materials for computer presentation to ether students, he
wou Id have the advantage ofleaming how a variety of other
people react to his productions. In addition, with CAl
procedures it is possible to ob tain detailed feedback about
reactions ta the component parts of a project as weil as an
overall, general assessment. This sort of detailed feedback
from a variety of other people can be immensely helpful in
learning about one's strengths and weaknesses in communication skills as authorities in programmed instruction attest.

3.3 Students as teachers
Il has frequently been observed that we learn a subject
much better whcn we teach it. Not only do we master
details of concepts and principles better, but also we are
forced ta work out the way they are organized into
hierarchies from subordinate through higher order levels. If
the experience is well-designed, the students should come
ta understand such basic principles of learning and
communication as stating behavioral objectives, using
optimal balances of abstractions and exarnples, and
selecting content that appeals to the audience. One bene fit
of examining factors that facilitate the process of learning
might be that students would apply these factors more
effectively in their own leaming. Another bene fit is that in
this situation the teacher becomes a consultant helping
students with their projects. Teachers could become active
participants in projects rather th an directors. Improved
communication between teachers and students and greater
insight into the teacher's role are desirable educational
objectives that could he achieved in this learning situation.
One other advantage of placing students in the position
of communicating material to other students might be
mentioned. Lindsley (1970), who has been deeply involved
with training children to chart certain clearly-defined
responses that they make, points out that, even at the
elementary school level, bright children often are rmrch
more effective at explaining charting procedures than
adults. For one thing, they spontaneously use vocabulary
and sentence structures that are maximally meaninful to an
audience of children. Adults are often inhibited by the
necessity of translating their technical and semi-technical
vocabulary. If students are directly involved in preparation
of material there may be a great gain in simplicity and
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naturalness of expression.
When students are given considerable freedom in
selecting projects of interest to them and consultation and
facilities for completing these projects, a remarkable variet y
of mate rials is produced. The quality of thèse projects
varies from excellent through mediocre to very poor. Even
poor productions may serve a valu able purpose if students
can profit from the experience of preparing and testing
them. Sorne projects will be of sufficient quality that they
can be used as instructional resources in their own right, if
they are developed with adequate professional-technical
support. The major objectives would be the development of
greater knowledge and expressive skills in students,
however, a very important bonus could be the production
of valuable instructional materials that could be used by
other students. Production of products that are valued and
useful to other people is a very rewarding experience.

3.4 Organization and resources
In order to accomplish the above objectives an adquate
organization would have to be developed involving teachers,
curriculum consultants, large numbers of students, consultants in learning and instructional theory, technical
personnel and appropriate software and hardware. Probably
the best arrangement would be on a regional basis so that
an adequate Humber of teachers who wcre anxious to
participate could be included. Teachers would have to be
trained to work io the situation, probably by participating
in the same sort of project-oricntcd program that they
would later use with their students. The ultimatc objective
would be to expand this educational approach so that a
majority of studeuts in the region would be involved. The
students, in consultation with their teacher, would decide
upon a project that interested them in the subjeet they
were studying.
Availability of consultants and technical assistance to
students and to teachers would be partieularly important. A
factor that would have to be under constant evaluation and
development is a mode of communication among the
various consultants, the technical specialists and the
students and teachers working on specifie projects. 1f this
approach is to be succesful, effective and rapid ~onsultation
is particularly important. Students would order and
structure rnâferial and write sequences, and so they would
act as initiators and eonstructors of materials. However,
consultation about the exact meaning of concepts and the
application of princip les might require a subject specialist.
Similary, advice on techniques of setting objectives, writing,
evaluation, and presentation would be provided by
consultants in leaming theory, measurement and media.
Technical support people such as systems analysts, media
operators and secretaries would have to be available to the
students, teachers and consultants.
A particularly important part of project planning would
be to determine how the computer would interrelate with
other media such as seminars, tutorials, books, documents,
graphies and audio recordings in order to accomplish the
course objectives. Very careful consideration would be
given to working out an integration of media so that their
strong features would be maximized and their weaknesses
would be minimized. During the developmental phase the
student and teacher would decide what supporting
mate rials would be required, would begin colleeting them
and, with the help of consultants and technical specialists,
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would prepare any other necessary graphies, modeIs and
audio materials. Il is very important to plan curricula so
that there is a selection of media that is optimal with
respect to course objectives and to the interests of the

students.
Basically, we conceive this type of CAl system working
as a research and development laboratory closely tied with
a library and recource centre and with consultants and
technical help on call. Lines would go to a time-share
computer and a range of peripheraI deviees would be
available to students.

3.5 Student role
After deciding on a project, a student would research
the problem and begin working on teaching mate rial. The
project would be developed and tested in the laboratory. In
all stages of development the writer would be. constantly
evaluating and testing his material within his group. During
the course, the student would be involved in several roles,
and he would be exposed to a variety of content areas and
approaches to those areas. His roles would include rescarch
in a project area, active developer of mate rial, critic and
adviser about others' material, and user of quality material
that had been produced by past groups.
Initially,
students might be encouraged to work on small topic areas.
As they improved in skill, imaginative teacher and student
groups might expand their objectives. Possibly the group
would work on a larger project with individuals orsubgroups
working on special phases or sections. The problems involved
in organizing lower-order concepts and principles
into larger patterns of knowledge would Ilàve to be dealt
with. This form of cooperative organization would add a
new dimension as students acted as subjects to determine
whether this hierarchical organization of mate rial had been
communicated effectively.
4.

RESEARCH

Although the present suggestions have tended to
emphasize curriculum development there should be a great
deal of possibility for research. lt seems to our group that
advances in knowledge and in practice will be most
facilitated if students, teachers and experimenters are
encouraged to participate together in research and
development projects in an active and creative manner. The
use of a computer allows detailed recording and analysis of
a variety of responses of individual students while they are
in the process of learning. One particularly important set of
observations might involve the way in which the research
and development team functions. Such data might help
indentify some of the critical variables in interdiciplinary
cooperation. Experts in technology, on the one hand, and
teachers and students on the other, will have to develop
methods of working together in a productive manner. When
we consider that 150 hours or more of preparation are
required for 1 hour of CAl terminal time , it is imperative
that ways be found to draw on the immense potential
resources of students and classroom teachers for curriculum
and project development. Furthermore, research on human
learning of meaningful subjeet matter is going to require the
sort of long-time study with a type of control and response
measurement that is only possible with modern computer
systems.
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SIMULATED

APPRENTICESHlP

Arthur B. Kahn

1. PURPOSE
At the first IFIP World Conference on Computer
Education, there is already evidence of a bifurcation of
computer education into two distinct areas.
One is education about the computer which emphasizes
detailed hardware and software techniques rather than
functional utility. The other is computerized education
wherein the computer serves merely as a medium of
instruction, albeit a powerful medium.
While there is little need to testify to the importance of
both these areas, the purpose of this paper is to cali
attention to a third aspect. of computer education. This
third area involves a fusion of the computer as the medium
of instruction with the computer as the subject of
instruction. The intent is not only to use the computer as a
vehicle to advance the student's knowledge of a subject
area, but to develop at the same time skills and
understandings for effective computer utilization.
This paper considers the computer from two viewpoints: first, as a force with great impact upon our
environment; and second, as a valuable tool which can help
our educational system prepare students for the rapid
changes in the environment. ln Section 2, these viewpoints
are amplified to show the need for simultaneous use of the
computer as both a means and an end of education. We
consider methodologies to meet this need in Section 3. A
comparison of the older form of apprenticeship education
with current modes of formai education leads to the
conclusion that the two approaches should be used to
complement each other.
Simulated Apprenticeship is proposed as a means to
combine the advantages of on-the-job learning with formaI
or semi-formal education and as a means to integrate
various disciplines. This is accomplished by extracting a set
of progressively sophisticated apprenticeship experiences
from a productive setting for simulation in a classroom.
Section 4 presents the' general methods used to
construct Simulated Apprenticeship courses. A specifie
example is presented in Section 5 which also discusses
experiences with various types of classes which included
medical doctors, managers, practicing engineers, city
aldermen, and teachers as weil as liberal arts and
engineering undergraduates.
2. THE IMPACT OF THE COMPUTER

2.1 Computer Appreciation
The developments reported are extensions of 'An
Appreciation of Computer Appreciation' Kahn (J967)
which proposed that computer scientists must develop an
appreciation of just what Computer Appreciation might be.

That paper implicitly defined Computer Appreciation by
reporting the development and implementation of a specifie
pedagogical approach for engineers and managers of a large
industrial organization.
Since this is only the first lFIP World Conference on
Computer Education, a definitive definition is premature.
Following is a tentative definition for purposes of
discussion.
Computer Appreciation: That understanding of the
computer's implications which is necessary for an
individu al to intelligently contribute to policy making
on computer utilization.
This definition is broad enough to cncompass the wide
range of viewpoints expressed in a panel discussion at the
1967 ACM Conference and reported by Organick (1968).
Before presenting the extensions to the previous paper,
we must review sorne of ils salient points.

2.2 The Age of Specialization
A primary purpose of education is to prepare the
student to cope with his environment. To romain relevant,
the education al system must track the ever changing
environment. 'An Appreciation of Computer Appreciation'
noted that an important change in the environment
strongly associated with the advent of the computer is the
growth of interdisciplinary projects.
Before this change, we relied almost entirely on
handbooks for the transmitting of information. While the
handbooks were efficient, since it was cheaper to retrieve
than to re-analyze , the effect was to fracture our
technology into isolated islands of specialization, The
specialization which hastened the progress of the Industrial
Revolution also created segmentation into fragments.
This was vividly brought home in World War II when we
recognized that a complicated system, such as an airplane,
could not be designed by specialists who did not
communicate with one another. Here is where the
handbooks became an obstacle. The feasibility of handbook
construction depends upon use of special cases and
simplifying assumptions. However, simplifications adequate
for the discipline creating the handbook frequently prove
totally inadequate for integration with another discipline.
The need for interdisciplinary integration stems from
the fact that every solution to a problém creates sorne new
problem. When Henry Ford invented the automobile he
could not know that he had also invented a major air
pollution problern. One hundred, or even fi ft y years ago, it
was acceptable to ignore the new problem for the sake of
accelerated progress, but with the increased pace of
population and technology we can no longer affort the
luxury of ignoring the new problems created by partial
solutions.
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2.3 Raie of the Computer
Fortunately, the modern computer pennits us ta
recompute from fundamentals rather th an retrieve simplified solutions. In the process we obviate the restrictions of
the handbooks and gain the generality and flexibility
required for interdisciplinary interfaces. The increasing
urgency of such problems as environmental pollution,
urban strife, and the world-wide population explosion
make il clear that man's survival may hinge upon effective
use of the computer for interdisciplinary problem solving.
Il would be ironie if man's survival depends on our
ability to computerize bigger and better solutions. Already
we have large masses of militants in the United States who
feel that a non-militant voice cannat be heard above the
clatter of the ponderously mechanical government. The
computer poses both a promise and a threat to our
democratie institutions. Sin ce the computer makes it
possible ta consider the needs and aspirations of each and
every citizen, we can envision the most effective democratie
society the world has ever known. At the same time the
computer threatens investigation of the private Iife of each
citizen in much more comprehensive detail than was
available ta any tyrant in history.
2.5 The policymaker and the Computer
In a democratie society the authority to direct our
course between such extremes rests with duly authorized
officiaIs of government and private industry, the policymakers. Most of our current policy-makers completed their
education 25 years B.C. (before computers). They are
generally unfamiliar with the computer and afraid to
becorne involved. The result is a serio us danger that the
policy-making prerogatives will be defaulted to technologists.
Il is urgent that we provide our policy-makers with
sufficient computer appreciation ta permit them ta exercise
their prerogatives intelIigently. We must provide short
courses, seminars, and even private tutoring to our current
policy-makers,
Just as important are the future policy-rnakers presently
enrolled in our universities and colleges. We must start
incorporating Computer Appreciation into the curricula
immediately if we are ta have properly prepared
policy-makers by 1995. We cannat limit ourselves to future
heads of government and industry, even if we could predict
who they will be, since policy-rnaklng does not stop on this
lofty level. The ultimate policy-rnaker is each and every
citizen when he casts his ballot or votes with his consumer
dollar. Computer Appreciation will be a prerequisite for
every intelligent layman who wishes ta main tain sorne level
of control over his Iife.
3.

EDUCATIONALCHALLENGE

3.1 Policy-Maker's Needs
The current and future policy makers urgently need an
understanding of the role of the computer in the
interdisciplinary problem-solving process. At present they
are in the, position of the conductor who is desperately
trying ta coordinate the sections of an orchestra without
any real understanding of the conductor's purpose and
methods. A two-day quickie course in FORTRAN is Iittle
more than teaching him how to wave a baton. He requires
more than that. He must understand that a computer
application, just like syrnphony, has a progressive evolution
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with a start, a build-up and a climax. Even more than this,
our policy-maker is not really conducting a performance,
but rather he is providing direction for an effort in
composition and arrangement.

3.2 Apprenticeship vs. Formai Education
There are serious questions as ta the adequacy of OUr
formai educational system in teaching the methods of
progressive interdisciplinary problern-solving. These questions are of relatively recent origins. In earlier periods
professions were learned largely through apprenticeship. ln
such a system one automatically gains a view of the
evolutionary development of a project drawing its support
from a wide variety of disciplines into an integral whole.
As recently as 1836, Abraham Lincoln learned his
profession by 'reading law' in the office of Johri T. Stuart.
Until the turn of the century, the same was true of
medicine, and the medical school graduate was the
exception rather than the rule.
ln time a body of knowledge developed which could be
more readily taught in a more formai setting. Thus, for
example, reading and writing and arithrnetic becarne
prerequisites for many apprenticeships, With the onset of
the Industrial Revolution, it became more efficient ta
encourage specialization. As the base of factual knowledge
exploded, even specialists could no longer be efficiently
taught through an apprenticeship system.
Gradually, the formai education system, which is sa
much more efficient in presenting facts, becarne more
prolonged. Thus, we arrive at a point where high school and
college are primarily organized for presenting bits and
pieces of knowledge. The student sits in the class, a bell
rings, he crosses the hall ta another class and another
subjcct, and rarely, if ever, do the twain meet. Dry bones of
knowledge are tossed at him and by some miraculous
proeess, with Iittle or no assistance, he is expected ta
assemble a viable skeleton. As the bones proliferate, it
becomes a formidable task even for a modern day Ezekiel.
Our educational system is geared ta prepare the student
for an environrnent which for 100 years or more has been
tending toward greater specialization. Il presents nicely
catologued, polished conclusions. Even when we present
derivations, all rough edges of the de rivatian proeess are
polished away. We impress the student with the antiseptic
eleganee of Euclid's theorems, when it might be more
purposeful ta show hirn the blood which Euclid spilt along
the path of his problem-solving.
These deficiencies of our educational system are not
new discoveries. John Dewey (1931) pointed them out long
aga. If this was true then, it is ever so more true today.
There have been numerous attempts ta develop methodologies for integrating the curriculum. Our purpose here is ta
show that the computer provides an ideal vehicle for su ch
an approaeh. We shall demonstrate this with a methodogy
which is based somewhat upon the apprenticeship methcd
of education.

3.3 The Dilemma
Apprenticeship education has advantages over formaI
education in developing problem solving skills. But we
cannat return ta the system of 100 years aga. Another
alternative is ta select policy-makers largely from the ranks
of experienced programmer analysts. But this would only
foster technocracy with computer scientists as high priests.
Even if it were feasible ta return ta our former system,

apprenticeship is not a pedagogica! panacea. It is embedded
in a functional environment which produces constant
conflict between pedagogical and productive goals. The
specific topics covered are at the random whim of the work
load. In arder ta meet schedule pressures, the supervisor
must frequently impose a methodology upon the apprentice and inhibit the educational activity of developing a
'new' method. Frequently, the repetitive operational
requirements may limit the learning experience ta the first
year repeated three times with increasing over-polish, rather
th an providing three years of progressive growth, Frnally,
the superisor may have little or no pedagogical skill.
In the formaI system we have a better opportunity ta
train the teachers and also ta organize efficient presentation
of factual knowledge. But there are sharp discontinuities
when the student crosses from one c1assroom ta another. In
real [ife the hot pursuit of a solution ta a problem does not
stop short because the project has crossed the county line
into the jurisdiction of another discipline.
We cannat resolve the difficulty by selecting between
formai education and apprenticeship. We must recognize
that formal education did not replace apprenticeship - it
rnerely delaycd it. Even today, many professions, such as

accounting and engineering, require several years of
experience in a junior position as a prerequisitc for
professional licensing. Elsewhere, we have the internship of
medical doctors, and research assistantships in gradua le
school.
We must recognize thatmuch of our formai education is
preparatory for an apprenticeship which ma st profession ais
serve in the first few year of their career, and that it is in
the apprenticeship where much of the relevance ta real life
is developed. This apprenticeship is delayed by the over
lengthening of the formai education. ft may be that already
this delay is tao long ta provide much needed motivat ion
for growing numbers of students.

3.4 Resolution
There is a paradox in the impact of the computer. It
increases the urgency of the apprenticeship, and at the same
tirne it adds ta the body of factual knowledge which delays
the apprenticeship.
If the computer contributes ta this paradox, it can also
contribute ta the resolution. There is no reason why it
cannat provide interdisciplinary glue in the educational
system as it does in real life.
The computer provides an ideal vehicle for this
integration in two respects. First. as a medium of

instruction we can construct much more elaborate and
realistic case histories and simulations of real life th an
would otherwise be possible.
Second, as the subject of instruction we can make the
student aware of the use of the computer as a tool in
interdisciplinary problern-solving, It is the author's contention that if we use the computer in this way, then
Computer Appreciation is developed a!most as a by-product.
This conference testifies ta the growing concern over
computer education. The question is will we realize the full
potential of the computer in education. or, will computer
subjects become another fractured segment patched onto
an already overpatched curriculum" And will the computer
medium serve mercly ta accelerate the outpouring of bits
and pie ces"

4. SIMULATED APPRENTlCESHlP

4.1 Curriculum Development
Simulated Apprenticeship is an attempt ta realize the
full educational potential of the computer as a vehicle ta
blend the motivations of a productive situation, and the
integrating effect of apprenticeship with the pedagogica!
control and efficiency of formai education.
ln Section 5 we shall present a typical syllabus and
student reactions, but first we shall discuss how the
curriculum is developed in three distinct steps: Selection;
Scenario Construction; and Extracting the Syllabus.

4.2 Selection
Selection involves establishing the scope of the syllabus
as weIl as the choice of a case history scenario. As in any
curriculum development project, we start asking, who is the
audience, what are the goals, and what resources do we
have in timc, equipment and mate rials? From this we
construct a list of topics and skills ta be developed.
Now we depart from the traditiona! approach. We
'THINK REAL'. We consider the student as an apprentice
in a productive shop. The student is the boss's son-in-law
and we have been directed ta assign him ta that project
which will provide the best progressive experience. He will
follow this project over the next two or three years in arder
ta gain an insight inta its complete evolutionary cycle from
concept proposaI through: trial design, finished design,
implementation, testing, evaluation, redesign, operational
use, obsolescence and retirement. But we have better
control th an the productive supervisor. We can select the
project and alter the scenario ta minimize the conflict
between productive and pedagogical purposes.
The selected project must provide a representative and
plausible thread on which ta string the varia us topics and
skills ta be developed , If aIl of our topics do not fit the
string, we must look for another string. If we cannat find
one, we must reexamine the validity of the topic set. In
such an apprenticeship, topics are taught because they are
required by the productive environrnent and not because
they are in an arbitrary syllabus,
This insistence upon a single string may seem ta be a
stringent requirement. But Dewey points out that many sa
called project case histories 'are tao trivial ta be educative.'
He asks for the development of ' ... problems and projects
that come within the scope and capacities of the experience
of the leamer and which have a sufficiently long span sa
that they raise new questions, introduce new and related
undertakings, and create a demand for fresh knowledge.'

4.3 Scenario Development
One we select a project which meets these requirements
we develop a scenario by holding a dialogue with a
hypothetical apprentice. We imagine what should happen,
what rnight happen, and what we want ta happen. This step
might ne comparable ta the development of Programmed
Instruction material. However, our concern is macroconcepts rather then microconcepts. For example, we present
just enough machine language ta provoke the student into
inventing symbolic language.
The scenario starts with a statement of the problem and
a straight forward solution which is plausible ta the novice.
The purpose of the solution is not ta present the elegance
of a finished product, but rather ta develop an insight ta
the construction proeess. (A by-product of this approach is
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that there is little embarrassment if unitended bugs crop up
during presentation to the c1ass).
Next, we plan an assignment which will use this
formulation as a tool in making a management decision.
This assignment is carefully planned under a principle of
'Controlled Frustration'. Hidden deficiencies have been:
built in ta produce frustration on a level low enough ta
ensure success, but high enough to provoke ideas for
improvements. We anticipate suggestions from the student
and prepare material ta present the new techniques
required. We aIsa implement the improved solution with
still further built-in deficiencies ta be discovered.
The entire case history is developed as a continuous
series of such cycles: motivation, techniques, active
implementation, and discovery which motivates the next
episode. Instead of telling the students about the historica!
evolution of either Computer Science or our case history,
we have him experience it in an accelerated fashion. Ta
create the necessary episodes we draw freely upon the
environment of the project and the interactions between
various disciplines such as engineering, accounting, marketing, and management.
We build greater sophistication with each episode until
we reach a climax with a program which automatically
optimizes. This leads to questions of whether the computer
can replace the policy-maker. This is turn raises basic
questions of goals and values which can be related to the
age old quest of religion.
We must take care to remain in the THINK REAL
mode as we implement the scenario with a sequence of
computer programs. In the pro cess we save any bad runs
and blind alleys, and if enough are not encountered we
create a few.

4.4 Extracting the Svllabus
The completed scenario serves as the basic source
material from which we extract a syllabus for actual use
with a c1ass. We evaluate each episode in the case history on
the basis of our view of the student, his background, and
his goals, as weil as the c1ass schedule and available
resources. Sorne episodes are eliminate d and elsewhere new
ones created to fill gaps. We also worry about su ch details
as the c1arity of the notation, and the presence of any
ove riy sophisticated programming.
A mode of treatment is then established for each
selected episode: brief discussion, detaiJed discussion and
demonstration, or a student exerices. In a short course of
12 ta 15 hours it is only possible ta have the students
actually program one or two episodes. However, tluee or
four major episodes and perhaps 10 or 20 minor incidents
can easily be demonstrated and ail set in perspective by
lecture.
In a full semester course there may be 7 or 8 episodes
actually programmed by the students, but there is also a
need for many incidents ta teach basic skills such as
flowcharting, tracing and debugging.
5. EXPERIENCE
5.1 Scope
Ta data the methods described have been used ta
construct a number of scenarios. The first, (reported in the
author's previous paper) developed the c1assical Bouncing
Bali problem into a complete scenario for engineers. The
next scenario ta be implemented demonstrated that the
methodology could be adapted ta as different an audience
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as medical doctors. Il involved the use of computer ta
monitor a critically iIl patient.
Currently, work is starting on a scenario for Real Estate
Appraisers which will be based upon access ta a time
sharing system. Work is also commencing upon a full scale
scenario for business managers. However, for 'the present
the needs of this audience are being met by the
GRADBLOCKS scenario which has been stripped out of
the engineering syllabus.
We shall describe the GRADBLOCKS scenario in sorne
detail. Il has been used on several occasions in short courses
sponsored by the American Management Association and
also for the Madison City Council. Portions of it have been
adapted for an undergraduate survey course.

5.2 GRADBLOCKS, Inc.
GRADBLOCKS, Inc. is a company which manufactures
sets of graduated cubes. Each black has a hale which
permits a machinist ta stack them on a peg ta set tools. The
blacks are sold in sets of five ranging from one ta two
inches in quarter inch increments. Initially, our problem is
ta determine the costs of the set given the cast rates of:
drilling per inch, surfacing per square inch, and material per
cu bic inch. This problem is formulated with a simple 110w
ch art and an elementary FORTRAN program.
The initial presentation of this material was for the
entire first day of a five day short course sponsored by the
American Management Association for corporative executives of middle-sized companies. In this instance, part of the
challenge was to explore the feasibility of simulating
machine interaction in a situation where no machine access
was available. In arder ta accomplish this, we worked in
advance with a hypothetical student who produced a
sequence of 30 progressive versions of this program.
A major unit of the actual presentation consists of a
guided tour through the listings of these programs and their
output. The first four runs show an actual sequence of
debugging runs with various syntactical, logical, and
arithmetric errors, Once the program is debugged the
purchasing department reports that we can vary the material cost continuously by changing the alloy. The marketing department recommends that we use the best quality
alloy which can be obtained within a priee limit of flve
dollars per set. The next several runs involve a search for
the cast rate of materiaI which will yield this target priee.
When the c1ass suggests that the limitation ta a single
trial per run is tedious, we introduce the concept of
incremental loops. After two or three runs ta de bug a
runaway loop, marketing requests pricing for different
finishes. This leads ta a doublenested loop which spews out
large volumes of results including details on each black in
the set. The students react with a request for condensation,
and suggest that since we desire only the total cast we
should delete the WRITE staternent from the innermost
loop. The next run implements. this and produces
overabbreviated results because the omitted detail includes
the identifying information. Another run corrects for this.
Additional runs in the series introduce the concept of
arrays and their use for printing out tables, as weil as the
concept of subroutines. At present this series of thirty runs
culminates with a dichotomizing search which automatically de termines a material cast rate that would yield the
desired priee,

ln actual cIass presentation, a certain momentum
develops as the students suggest an improvement and the
response is to turn the page. When used without machine
3ccess this entire series requires two to three hours,
ln a six hour day, we spend an introductory hour
covering the functional subsystems of computers, machine
language programming, and the hlerarchy of languages.
There is also ample time to conclu de with the punch line
dealing with the role of the computer and the policy-maker.
For example. we describe how we can use steepest
gradient ascent to find the optimum design. We then use
this design to produce $ 100,000 worth of blocks only to
discover that we cannot seil them. The motivational
research consultant, who is called in, determines that most
of the machinists who use the blocks have one of two types
of handicaps. One group has poor sight and requires a
particular surface finish; the other. group has po or
coordination and rcquires a particular sized hole. The
computer found us an optimum solution which serves the
needs of neither group!
Since it is prohibitive co st-wise to satisfy both needs
with either a single design or two separate designs, we are
forced to choose between the blind and the lame! ln this
way we drive home the point that the computer cannot
takc over the policy-maker's role of setting values, but it
can help him do a better job by freeing him from much of
the tcdious detail.
This material was also used for a short course for the
mernbers of the Madison City Council who wanted to be in
a better position to evaluate budget requests for computers.
ln this instance, machine access was available so two of the
episodes were used as student exercises with active machine
interaction. One member of this group, who cIaimed to
have never had high school algebra, recognized that the
total cost was Iinear with regard to the drilling cost. This
incident has led to the development of another episode in
the scenario.
ft is planned to expand this sequence to about 100
runs. Possible extensions include: collection and analysis of
a data' base on costs: inventory considerations, capital
investment considerations, graphie output, and actual
implementation of optimization.

5.2 Medical Doctors
Exceptional success in developing participation .was
achieved in a short course on computers and medicine
jointly sponsored by the American College of Physicians
and the University of Wisconsin Medical School in October
of 1968. This success was largely due to the contribution of
Dr. J. L. Simms in selection and development of a problem
appropriate to the audience.
A fairly elaborate program was developed representing
the logic of a computer monitoring a patient in an intensive
care unit. After describing the medical regimen, a flowchart
and a FORTRAN 'program were developed. Then the
participants were asked to medically evaluate a simulated
performance with a patient. The doctors were .asked to
identify instances where the computer followed poor
medical practice and to recommend modifications to the
program. They were also given machine access to actually
implement some of these improvements.
5.3 Undergraduate Students
ln the fall of 1968 the author accepted a visiting faculty
position at the University of Wisconsin in order to adapt

the methods of Simulated Apprentiseship to undergraduate
teaching.
The working drafts of a textbook for undergraduate
engineers using the Bouncing BalI Scenario were used for
classes in the fall of 1969 and in the spring of 1970. Some
of the chapters were not available in time for the first cIass.
Nevertheless, the student reaction was generally favorable
and criticism .was largely of a constructive nature. The
reactions of the second cIass, now in progress, indicate that
the major rough spots have been smoothed and that
considerable student involvement and enthusiasm is being
generated.
Elements of the Gradblocks Scenario were used in a
survey course intended for a broad spectrum of undergraduates, but in this case, the student reaction ranged from
unfavorable to indifferent. Il appears that in such a course,
students are looking for a broad survey and find it tedious
to follow a single problem in depth. The approach used by
Davidson and Koenig (I967) is perhaps more suitable for
such students.

5.4 High ScllOOITeachers
Il is appropriate to conclude by discussing experiences
with a graduate seminar for high school teachers. As a term
project each teacher was required to develop material which
would integrate computers into their existing course which
covered mathematics, physical sciences or business. It took
considerable effort to get these teachcrs to discard their
preconceived notions of inserting an isolated unit on
computers in favor of integrating the computer by applying
it to units already in their syllabi. Although suc cess was
ultimately achieved, they had difficulty in secing the
curriculum as an integral whole.
An interesting anomaly in the group. was the only
elementary school teacher. This individual was extremely
weak in mathematical and programming skills, but her term
project may weIl be the most significant contribution to
come from this group. She developed a set of flowcharts to
present forest ecology to sixth graders, and is currently
working with the author to develop a companion computer
mode\. Although this is an isolated case, it is perhaps
indicative that over the years, sin cc Dewey suggested the
need, there has been significant development of integrating
methodologies on the primary school leve\.
There have been also numerous efforts to introduce
such methodologies into secondary and higher education.
The author is interested in receiving communications which
would help to relate Simulated Apprenticeship to other
existing methods. But even more important there is a need
to examine the entire catalog of integrating methodologies
to establish the role of the computer, not only as a medium
of instruction, and not only as another subject of
instruction, but as a vehicle to facilitate integration.
We must realize this full educational potential of the
computer if our policy-makers of 1995 are to have the
computer appreciation they require.
6. SUMMARY
A major impact of the computer is to provide a
powerful tool for solving the interdisciplinary problems we
must solve in order to survive. Our policy-makers must have
an appreciation of the computer in this role if the y are to
make effective use of this resource. Our secondary and
higher education systems, although they have many
advantages, present knowledge in too highly fractured
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fashion to meet this need. The development of skills in
synthesizing formai knowledge for problern-solving is more
generally acquired in a professional appreriticeship.
To meet our current needs, we cannot return to the old
apprenticeship system, but we can insert elements of
apprenticeship into the formai curriculum to better
integrate the two stages of education. Simulated Apprenticeship provides a pedagogical mechanism directed at this
goal.
The computer enhances the approach in two ways. lt
provides subject content on a powerful real life problernsolving tool and, it permits more sophisticated simulation
than would otherwise be possible. When we use the
potential of the computer to implement integrating
methodologies such as Simulated Apprenticeship, we
develop a good measure of the Computer Appreciation
which is essential for our policy-makers,
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1. SClENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS
Scientific and technological progress generates a
considerable pressure upon national educational systems.
Not only quantitively as more people with more knowledge
and skill are needed but also qualitatively as the level of
intellectual content in the knowledge and skills required is
raised. New disciplines have to be introduced, old
established boundaries me!t away and a continuously open
mind has to be maintained. New technologies arise,
develop, are exploited and die away in the working lifetime
of one man. No longer can education be equated with the
absorption and retrieval of a set quantity of knowledge. A
continuing capa city to learn must be acquired.

2. THE COMPUTER AGE
Rapid technologica! progress is exemplified in the
development and application of the computer over the past
thirty years. In 1939, Couffignal, Zuse and Turing had each
developed general theories on computing but their work
was little known 'outside a very small circle of enthusiasts.
Between 1941 an 1951 the se theories were applied in the
first electronic cornputers, the Z3, the ENIAC and
UNIVAC 1. Between 1951 and 1961 came the trasistorised
computer, the first compiler, FORTRAN, ALGOL and
COBOL and multi-programming. The pace of change is such
that it is still too early to list the significant developments
of the third decade, 1961-71. However, we do know that in
1959 there were about 550 systems operational in Western
Europe, by 1961 the number had increased to 1,600 and at
the end of 1969 the number was in the region of 20,000
computer systems. A phenomenal rate of growth against a
background of new ideas and a technology of growing
cornplexity.
3. NEED FOR TRAINED PEOPLE
The 20,000 systems in Western Europe probably had
sorne 300,000 trained staff attached directly to them and
possibly twice that number were so directly affected by
their activities that they needed more than a general
knowledge of computers to carry out their work. ln
addition there were the training staff and the teachers, of
science, mathernatics and physics in particular, who had
produced the computer personnel and training staff.
Around a million people approximately had tackled and
absorbed a new science, a new subject in some twenty-five
years. An impressive figure, but it had strained the
European educational system ta the limit. Already many of
those concerned with the future of computers realise that
the time is shortly coming when the growth of the industry

will be limited not by shortages of technological or
financial resources but rather by a grave shortage of
adequately trained personnel. The overall growth of the
number of computer installations in Western Europe is
likely to be over 20% per annum for the next five years.
The educational system as it is currently structured just
cannot meet the demands for trained personnel that the
growth figure predicates.
3.1 Rising demand for qualified scientists and technologists is not, of course, restricted to the United Kingdom
alone, it is a world wide phenomenon. In the United States,
for example, the U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics forecasts
a shortfall of some quarter of a million qualified scientists
and technologists between 1960-1970, whilst the U.S.
Engineering Manpower Commission expects to have to
obtain some 400,000 engineering graduates from outside
the U.S.A. if demand is to be met between 1965-1975. A
considerable proportion of the U.S.A.'s shortfall is likely ta
be met from Europe, particularly from Britain, whose
qualified scien tists and engineers will be attracted ·by
similarity of language, higher salaries and better conditions.
The serious situation in Europe will therefore be
exacerbated.
3.2 Within Europe governments, industry, commerce and
academies have ail agreed that the key to increased national
productivity can be. found in the effective. widespread use
of computers. Within Britain, France and Germany some
action has already been ta ken to ra tionalise the native
computer industries so that they can meet the demands of
the future. Industry and commerce have been stimulated by
growing competition to apply computers to an ever
increasing degree, the universities are gradually being
supplied with the computers they need and the Aigrain
Committee plans a European computer network. Seen from
the position as it was five to six years ago an enormous
amount has been achieved.
33 Ali these gains can be lost over the next decade,
however, unless immediate action is taken. However great
the investment in computing systems, however considerable
the support of governments, Europe cannot benefit if its
computer installations are bereft of trained men and
women, guided by properly trained managers, a large
proportion of whom must come from a computer
orientated background.
4. THE SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Ali Western European countries have, over the past 20
years, been faced with having\ to provide mass education at
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the secondary leve!. Taking the 1969 figures against those
for 1955 there is an increase of 40% in enrolments overall.
If the figures are broken down between general secondary
education and that oriented towards technical/vocational
education, however, a considerable and disturbing
uneveness ls apparent. For example;
Total Enrolments 1965/66 against 1955/56
O/cCrowth General Secondary ,o/cCrowth Technical Secondary
Austria
Belgium
Germany
Ilaly
United Kingdom
Netherlands

17
81
Il
41
34
63

o
114
-19
141
1
44

Table 1.1
4.1 Il should be remembered that the distribution of
intelligence throughout the community can be shown by a
normal distribution curve and that we must be rapidly
approaching the point where society has 'worked-out' the
vein of intelligence in the upperclass student group.
4.2 There appears to be a loose connection between I.Q.,
currently our only generally accepted way of quantifying
intelligence, and social class.
I.Q.
Job Category
High Professional - administrative 153 )
Lower Professional - technical and
)
132 ) computer personnel
executive
Highly skilled manual and clerical
)
117 )
workers
109
Skilled manu al workers
Semi-skilled
98
Unskilled
87
82
Casual labour

This is, of course, a very broad categorisation but it does
point out once again the fact that society has narrowed
down the area from which we can recruit. Il is up to us to
take the necessary measures needed to open it up again.
4.3 The possession of an I.Q. of a certain grade does not
guarantee the success or failure of a person in their battle
with existence. To be the only son or daughter of a rich,
well-educated family is likely to weight the battle in your
faveur even if you are of only average intelligence. A person
born with the same innate intelligence to a large,
impoverished family with little interest in anything but the
daily fight for survival will be unlikely to be anything other
than as unsuccessful as his or her parents. In Western
Europe we need to follow and improve a pattern of
education similar to that deveIoped in the U.S.S.R. That is
one that concentrates on getting a sound higher secondary
education to the greatest number of people. In other words,
we need to start our educational recruitment for such an
education from around, at least, the I.Q.level of 105.
4.4 One step that can be taken towards achieving this aim,
and 1 believe it to be a significant step, is the introduction
of computer education into secondary schools. By
computer education in this context 1 mean general
computer' appreciation, computing as a subject and the
computer used as a tool by the pupil to aid him in his other
studies.
4.5 This idea, although limited enough, meets with a
considerable degree of opposition from many of the older
members of the teaching profession. They argue in defence
of their prejudice that money is short, that computing is
but an extension of mathematics and that the subject will
only benefit the cleverer pupils, On the question of money
the y may weil be right but we in Europe must learn to
invest now in order to ensure a worthwhûe future.
Secondly, it is up to those of us with experience of the
wide applications of computing to educate the educators
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into a realisation of the truth that those being educated
now may weil be working until the year 2020. By then
certainly, and 1 believe long before, virtually every task,
both intellectual and commercial, will involve the use of
computers. Thirdly, experiments in England have shown
that children from deprived and disturbed backgrounds are
quite capable of learning, albeit slowly, the basic principles
of logical thought and the simple use of computers. What is
more they not only benefited educationally, their standard
of behaviour and social responsibility also improved
noticeably.
4.6 We in Europe must see that our children have an
understanding of computers, their applications, limitations
and their impact on society. We need to replace the fears
and prejudices that surround computers with knowledge
and understanding based on practical experience.
4.7 A Europe-wide campaign needs to be mounted by the
manufacturers, software houses, bureaux and large computer users to ensure that as many schools as possible
rapidly introduce into their curriculum, general computer
appreciation courses. This is a necessary short term action
and would;
give the maximum number of children, regardless of
intellect or background, the minimum knowledge
required.
give teachers an understanding of the principles of
cornputing and allow them to utilise computers in their
own fields.
This would allow the subject of computing to develop
naturally through practical experience and would stress its
wide area of application. Additionally, it would greatly
extend the reserve of educated personnel from which the
computer industry and computer users could recruit.
4.8 Throughout Europe, various national bodies are
attempting to formulate sorne form of programme for
computer education. Generally they are meeting with little
success as they lack official support and are made up of
part-time volunteers. Il is absolutely vital that a full-time
organisation be established with official backing. In default
of unified pressure from any other area, it may weil be that
once again computer manufacturers, large users, software
houses and bureaux will have to take the initiative. The
functions of the required organisation must be
to carry out a depth study to establish the scale of the
problem.
to recommend detailed solutions.
to press governments and ail appropriate bodies to
ensure that the recommendations are carried through.
to monitor the situation over the years and to act as a
c1earing-house for information on ail aspects of
computer education.
topromote research and development in this area.
Without sorne central body to direct effort in the field of
computer education, Europe continually lags behind the
U.S.A. and probably also behind the U.S.S.R. and Japan
eventually. The consequences in human and economie
terms would.be disastrous.

its general economie improvement has led to a period of
academie affluence. Enrolments to universilies and other
higher educational establishments have greatly increased
but a study of the situation reveals disturbing social factors.
There is a need to democratise higher education. We run
our economy using an elite chosen from a small minority of
the total population. In the U.S.A., more than half the
college students are the children of manual workers; in
Europe this is true of Jess than a quarter. Furthermore in
the U.S.S.R. 35 per cent of new engineering graduates are
wornen, in Europe only 0.1 per cent. We are obviously
ignoring a high percentage of our total intellectual
resources. In absolute terms, so a recent O.E.C.D. study
tells us, the number of students of working-class
background increased threefold in Germany and fourfold in
France and lIaly between the mid-1950s and the 1960s.
But in relative terms the picture looks different, for the
number of students from an upper-class background
increased by 6:1,000 in Germany, 47:1,000 in France and
20: l ,000 in Italy, The figures for working-class students are
1: 1,000; 3: 1,000 and 1: 1,000 respectively.
6. EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
If il is to meet international competition, Europe needs
a greater output of scientists and technicians and educated
management who can apply discoveries in development and
production. To achieve this there must be a broader degree
of higher education. In the U.S.A. two out of three boys
can expect sorne kind of higher education, in Europe only
two out of nine. In Europe many U.S. firms earn higher
profits than their European counterparts; a study of titis
phenomenon indicates that this is, in part, due to the better
qualifications of their executives.
Per Cent Profits/Total Assets

Per Cent of Executives
with University Degrees
13.5
25-49
50-74
75 and over

0·24
17.9
19.5
23.8
Table 1.3

6.1 ln particular, more executives with scientific and
engineering qualifications must enter general management.
7. GREATER MOBILITY
Greater mobility is needed between government,
industry and the centres of higher education, especially at
senior leve!. One result of planned mobility of this kind
could be the emergence in Europe of a centre of excellence
such as has grown up on Route 128 outside Boston where
sorne 250 advanced companies have been created by the
movement of scientists and engineers out of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Work with industry at
M.l.T. confers academie status, and the companies thrive on
both governmental and commercial markets drawing bright
people and ideas from and to M.l.T. According to the U.S.
Department of Commerce study on innovation, the total
net personal worth of a dozen of these new academie/industrial entrepreneurs is around $500 million.

5. HIGHEREDUCATION
The rapid growth of Europe over the past 25 years and

7.1 Il is important, too, that the educational system
should be positively formed so as to reflect the new
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structure of society. There is no poin t in laying down an
educational system for the future based on present
experience which will be overtaken rapidly, We have to see
that technology becomes a desirable element of our
national cultures and that those concerned with the
political, social and economie sciences and the humanities
receive an education that is supplemented by an introduc- .
tion to technological problems and an education in basic
science.
7.2 In the same way this process must be reversed and we
must broaden the education given to our engineers and
scientists. They must see the consequences of theiractions
upon the whole economie, socio/poütical structure of
society.
8. FUTURE PATTERN
One serious weakness of our present secondary system
lies in its uniformity. From our own experience we know
that different children and adults respond best to different
educational procedures. This being so, equality of educational opportunity requires ideally a system that allows the
individual to be taught by the right educational process for
that individual, Such a system would obviously be
prohibitively expensive but we can, through computeraided instruction systems, come much closer to it than even
before; so today the computer is the key to the new
learning. If we are to have a future in the fields of science
and technology we must first set up an appropriate
educational system that will give everyone a broad
appreciation of the computer's potential and a sound idea
of how their own lives will be affected by them.
8.1 In order to broaden the outlook of the universities we
must make it as academically respectable to work in applied
science as il is respectable at present to work in basic
science. We must get people out of the universities and into
industry. Industry itself must do a great deal to ensure that
the people who are working inside it are continuously
re-educated in the technological field. To meet the
challenge of life today ail of us need long re-training courses
every two or three years throughout our working lives. If
we do not do this we will soon find ourselves out of touch.
8.2 Obviously, if we are going to do this, we have to cali
upon the teaching profession to provide the training
programmes and training. 1 hope that this will be the first
step towards the integration between the two separate
classes of society at the moment; the academie and the
industrialists we must get them working together if we are
to produce managers capable of profiting from the new
technologies.
8.3 Ali these ideas can be carried out purely on a national
basis, but economies of scale demand that we think in at
least a European context whilst really, international action
requires to be taken. ACter leaving college or university,
students should, as far as possible, go and work in an
industry or organisation outside their own country, and the
fact that they have done this for a year or two should count
strongly towards their promotion when they retum to their
own country.
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8.4 [agree with those who say that a European institute
of science and technology should be established. The
overail objective of such an institute should be the training
of leaders for the management of technological research
and development and innovation with reference to the total
socio/economic European environment. This irnplies educational and research programmes.
a) Stimulating an interdisciplinary approach to complex
problems taking into account the scientific, technical,
economie and social aspects of possible solutions.
b) Promoting methods of facilitating the transfer from
scientific discovery to technical application,
c) Imparting the ability to forecast future situations and
possibilities, and hence to conclude where to intensify
and where to abandon scientific and technological
projects.
d) Stimulating studies of large-scale enterprises concerned
with problems of international importance such as
communication, transportation, pollution and so on.
9. CONCLUSION
1 have spoken today of some of the problems facing my
fellow Europeans in constructing an educational system to
meet the demands of the computer age. These are not
Europe's problems alone, however; they are repeated to a
greater or lesser degree troughout the world. Unless they
are seriously considered and solutions can be rapidly found
to them, the world will not bencfit from the computer age
which, instead of fulfulling its great promise, will prove to
be one of the most disheartening in world history. It is our
responsibility to see that this does not happen.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this report is ta present the objectives of
C.S.A.T.A. CAl laboratory's research and development
programs. The laboratory structure and the results obtained
in the first periad of activities (May 1969 - May 1970), are
described herc.
C.S.A.T.A. (Center of Studies and Applications in
Advanced Technologies) operates in the Bari University
environment and is supported by Italian Agencies for
Southern area development as Cassa dei Mezzogiorno and
FORMEZ, and other agencies and industries interested in
promoting rescarch and developrnent activities in the
South.
The dcvelopment of instructional and research programs in the Computer Sciences field is one of the areas in
which C.S.A.T.A. operates,
The CAl laboratory is conceived as a function of two
aspects closely related to computer use: Computers for
Education, and Education about the Computer. In this
sense the CA!'s activity is interpreted in a broader context
as the information system in education. The laboratory
makes use of the C.S.A.T.A. equipment including the IBM
360/65, IBM 1130 and IBM 1800 systems (see figure 1).
The IBM Scientific Center of Bari collaborates with Cive
researchers in the laboratory activity program.
2. DEVELOPMENT AND DIRECTIONS
The CAl laboratory's research and development activity
is closely related ta the C.S.A.T.A. activity in the computer
science field.
In order to do this it takes, and will take, advantage of
the methodologies of ail other research groups operating in
C.S.A.T.A.: the group developing information storage and
retrieval techniques, the group working on nurnerical and
statistical analysis automation, and the group investigating
pattern recognition techniques and methods.
The approaches taken by these CAl laboratories take
into consideration the three more important aspects of the
computer role in education:
a) business management of educational institutions;
b) logica! and computational tools used by technical
professional people;
c) direct factors in an instructiona! system.
This justifies the broader context in which we put CAl,
because ail functions cam mon ta other systems, i.e.,
storing, retrieving, processing, disseminating and creating
infonnation, arc taken into consideration.
As is weil known, point (c) is until now in an
experimental phase and its development is connected ta
sorne technical progress which must be reached:
- more advanced terminaIs;

improved processor in this kind of terminal-oriented
application;
more powerful logica! techniques of response processing:
a better understanding of what are good instructional
strategies and programming methcds.
Taking into consideration these general aspects and the
realization and orientation of several CAl projects in U.S.
Centers, we intend ta direct the CAl laboratory development in the following operational directions:
il Computer science and instruction:
a) training for computer users and computer
technical-professional people;
b) undergraduate degree prograrns and graduate
research programs,
ii) Instruction and use of cornputers:
c) convenience computing for students, ta develop
suitable facilities and prototypes for use in
courses:

for problem-solving using APL, FORTRAN,

PU;
d)

in simulation laboratories using APL;
general student and facu!ty use of advanced
application packages in ail schools of the
University; by developing a center of expertise
for promoting this use and providing consultation
services.

iii)

Instructional use of the computer as a medium:
e) development of system programs;
f) development of a .demonstration center of
expertise in instructiona! techniques and course
strategies;
g) development of expertise in computer-managed
instruction by means of a prototype course
development project;
h) development of a center for instructional evaluatian.

3. PRESENT ACTIVITIES

3.1 Computer science and instruction
This activity has been developed for many years
through yearly courses for undergraduates and two year
courses for graduates conceming the basic logic of data
processing systems, programming languages (PLI, FORTRAN, Assembler) and some of the basic methodologies of
the Information Science (numerical and statistical analysis;
simulation, mathematical programming, methods of information managements).
This educational activity also allows for the development of a training program for people associated with the
research program of C.S.A.T.A.. Every year 50 undergraduates and 20 graduates are instructed.
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3.2 Instructional use of computers
This activity is closely connected to the CAl group
which develops conversational systems and applied mathematically oriented languages.
At present the group is studying:
a) a conversational system for experimental data processing;
b) a language for formai computation;
c) a language for mathematical programming;
d) the definition and the carrying out of a new
conversation al system for automatic numerical analysis
and of procedures for formai computation.
We consider the results of this activity as a basic point
for using the CAl system at problem-solving and simulation
level for University curricula.

3.3 Instructional use of the computer as a medium
We focus our attention on the purely technological
aspects concerning three principal functions:
a) defining suitable languages for the student-machine
interaction and their use in some experimental
applications;
b) implementation of more flexible methods of response
analysis. This is a complex field to which the laboratory
gives the meaning of basic research activity;
c) methodologies for the course management aspect
(CMI).
These points have been developed, carrying out' some
basic applications.
3.3.1 Conversationallanguage for CAl
The student-computer interaction is realized through a
language by means of its text-processing, diagnostic and
computational functions. The different kinds of languages
actually used belong to two main classes in which are
prevalent:

computational performances;
text processing performances.
At the C.S.A.T.A. laboratory, general objectives not
being limited to a particular project, we studied two
languages belonging to the two previously described classes
(Coursewriter 1Il and APL). These languages were analysed
for their internai structure point ofview.
ln a CAl program in a large shared system we can
distinguish between communication locations (CPU and
fast memory controlled by an operating system, slow
memory, user stations, partitions of the core memory with
partition supervisor) and communicators (human student
and author, course prograrn, interpreter or compiler,
operating system, ilo control programs). In the process of
constructing, computing and executing the CAl programs,
communication becomes necessary between a number of
different pairings among the abovernentioned communicators. Each such communication pairing or interface has its
characteristic language for communication.
To develop and use the system efficiently it is necessary
to understand the requirements for each of these interfaces
and how, they are achieved in the particular system one is
working with.
An effective language reflects, in its choice of
characteristics, the nature of each of the two communicators and the kind of messages they have to exchange. We
want briefly to discuss the two languages we use for CAl in
large shared computer system: the Coursewriter III
language running on the IBM 360 system, and the APL
language.
Conversational programming systems Iike APL and
Coursewriter involve a system of several programs and
languages:

d

o
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a partition supervisor with its task control;
a programming language;
an author text editing language;
a command language for controIling program execution.
We can associate the conversational programming system,
lik APL or Coursewriter Ill, with a conceptual machine ta
wich it is addressed. The APL con cep tuai machine has:
a) a CPU which can execute the APL programming
instructions;
b) a working memory;
c) a slow memory in which reference copies of working
memory are kept.
The Coursewriter III conceptual machine has:
a) a CPU consisting of the Coursewriter supervisor and
interpreter, record log prograrn, etc.
b) a working memory normally stored on disk,
c) a program memory always stored on disk.
When a user makes a request for service, the working
memory is rolled in and the appropriate page of the
program memory is copied into core, unless already there.
Control is given ta the program page, which executes
until the request is serviced or it ends before service is
complete. After service is complete, the memory is rolled
out ta disk.
Il is noteworthy that the relation of the APL user ta
the APL program is very different from that of the
Coursewriter Ill program. The APL user is a source of a
program and this program is executed as saon as it is
received. The Coursewriter Ill student is a source of data;
the program executed is that of the author. Therefore the
Coursewriter III program is most analogous ta a prcgram of
process control with the student as the process.
At present, we are making applications of these
languages in different fields and with different instructional
techniques (drill and practicc, tutorial, simulation, problem
solving). Il is evident that APL is vastly more powerful for
what is concerned with computational capability. However
Coursewriter III has several useful features which are not
present in APL:
the capability ta "page" a very long course through a
small "key hale" of core.
a course may control any number of students.
student record data and performance storing.
- the function feature, which pennits the addition of
special user's functions ta Coursewriter m.
Taking into account the last capability, we have begun
ta add ta the Coursewriter III some functions implied by
OUr experimental experience with the language in different
fields such as mathematics, physics, Ilalian grammar. In
particular, our attention is now devoted ta adding sorne
computational functions which can be used in various
teaching courses in case the student is only required ta set
the problem.
With the aim ta rnake more dynamic and flexible the
dialogue between the student and the computer we are
furthermore developing several answer processing functions.
On the basis of the experience with the existing
Conversational languages, we developed a subroutine
package for advanced CAl applications using the IBM 2250
video unit; this unit will be connected ta the IBM 360
system via an IBM 1130 computer
3.3.2 Experimental applications
The first experimental applications

of the

CAl

laboratory had the aim ta define more suitable instruction
strategies depending on the course subjects and Ievels, and
ta achieve a deep knowledge of the actually employed
languages (Coursewriter III and APL). For this we
developed several course segments concerning:
Arithmetic for the secondary level schools (general
properties of arithmetical operations);
Physics for the first course of the University level
(Coursewriter laws);
Grammatical analysis for the second level schools.
The arithmetical and physics courses make use of the
tutorial technique. A grammar course example, using the
drill and practice technique, in which the student has ta
compose Ilalian ward s, is reported in appendix A.
According ta the C.S.A.T.A. activities in the computer
users training, we are now developing courses for teaching
programming techniques and languages (Assembler, FOR·
TRAN, PLI, etc.). A CAl course for the FORTRAN
language, using bath the tutorial and drill and practice
modes of operation depending on the student's knowledge,
is in an advanced phase of realization.
We are further carrying out some applications at the
University level with the simulation and gaming technique,
by using the APL language and/or the subroutines package
developed by the CSATA laboratory for the interactive use
of video terminals.
In arder ta experirnent with the capabilities of the
inquiry mode technique in a leaming system, we have
begun a research activity in the response analysis field.
3.3.3 An approach ta the automatic answer analysis
By use of the computer as an aid ta instruction we put
our attention on the capability of the computer ta analyze
messages written in natural language in arder ta recognize
the meaning of what is said in a given context and then ta
take the more appropria te decisions peculiar ta a multiple
branching technique. Il seems ta us that an adequate
development of this capability will give the computer an
exceptionally broad potentiality in the education field.
The usefulness. of an educational method in which the
computer supervises the teaching functions is tightly
connected with the computer's ability ta react in an
appropriate way ta the student behavior, that is ta say, it
resides in the diagnostic value of the decisions consequent
upon the student-answers analysis and in the peculiarity of
the corrective action undertaken. ln many cases such
decisions can be taken in an adequate and proper way
basing oneself on mechanical rules, provided the meaning of
the answer has been exactly discovered.
Unfortunately, while it is desirable ta allow the student
ta reply in a free enough form, the difficulty of an
automatic analysis of the student-rnessage greatly increases
when this message is not cIosely constrained.
The method shown here is limited ta the answer
processing case rather than ta more general problems of
message processing. ln the former case, in fact, the question
provides a certain type of constraint, since the answer must
at least contain crucial elements that can be foreseen by the
author. Even question-constrained answers will vary greatly
when they involve generation of relatively complex
sentences; this fact forces us ta substitute an analysis on a
pure right-wrong basis with a more sophisticated one which
points out the degree of correctness of the student answer.
3.3.4 The algorithm
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The aim of the study is the definition of an algorithm
which, though providing the possibility of reducing, ta a
very Iimited number the basic reference forms, allows us at
the same time, to process answers who se forms can vary in
a fairly wide range.
The research field has been Iimited ta algebra and
geometry because the terms of their vocabulary, further
because of their being Iimited in number, they can, in most
cases, be considered as having a meaning which does not
strictly depend on the context.
Furthermore, in their propositions, some logical
structures are detectable and make possible their reduction
ta symbolic forrns. Anyway, generally speaking, the
reasonably possible propositions of any theorern, present a
structure complexity, a forrn variety and, for each of them,
a possible choice of words such as ta make us believe that it
is impossible ta efficieutly follow a method of analysis
based only on the check of some key-words presence.
Let's think, for example, of the variety of forrns,
equivalent ta each other, by which it is possible ta express
the "concept" of "SQUARE".
Anyway, it is possible in those cases in which the
number of concepts exprcssed in a proposition is Iimited, ta
change in a natural way l'rom "Key-words" to a "key
concepts" analysis. This is the case of the geometrie and
algebraic propositions.
The proposed algorithm is rather complicated in nature
and cannot be described here in detail; howcver we shall
give some outlines, using exarnples which ilIustrate how it
runs.
The logical operations of the algorithm of interest for
our purpose are:
the determination of the standard reference forms,
check of the presence of sa me "key-concepts" and
absence of ethers,
rearrangcment of the student's answer in a symbolic
form,
message ta the student ta confirm, correct, complete, in
whole or in part, his answer.
In this kind of analysis, a main role is played by the
"key-concepts" research algorithm.
Il makes use of a vocabulary structured by successive
inclusion levels and su ch that each of its elements, which
fully describes a concept, de fines a section which
constitutes the title.
Each section is defined as an union of two classes:
the class of synonyms defined as those words such as by
themselves express the concept associated ta the section
they belong ta;
the c1ass of definitions, such as when every-one of them
is constituted of more elements, each of which
expresses a complete concept distinct from the others,
contained in its own section and chosen in such a way
that their number is minimum.
One of the possible definitions, for exarnple, belonging
ta the section "SQUARE", has as elements: 'QUADRILATERAL, EQUILATERAL, EQUIANGULAR".
This structure can be repeated for every element of
each definition, giving fisc, in successive inclusions, to more
and more lower levels. That is ta say, corresponding ta
more and mare elementary concepts. The process is
terrninated when it reaches sections for which the class of
definitions is empty.
When, for every section, we use the c1ass of definition
as ernpty, this algoritlun reduces ta a generalized keywords
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analysis, in the sense that each of them can bcsubstituted
from one of its synonyms,
The algorithm, anyway, gives the author the facility ta
substitute, where he wishes, a research of the rnentioned
type, a proper key-ward research.
Let's observe that the same section can be included in
more sections of an upper levet. This fact allows us ta
utilise, in the formulation of other concepts, previously
structured and defined sections, sa avoiding the listing, at
more and more elementary levels, of ail of their expression
forms.
In the section "RECTANGULAR", for example, we use
the section "QUADRILATERAL", previouslydefined as
"SQUARE".
Let's anyway observe that:
1) the possibility of alternatives in the definition of some
concept and
2) the possible non-empty intersection, of the section
corresponding to two or more elements belonging ta
the sarne definition; involve an ambiguity in the
assignment of the elements intersection (if they are
present in the answer), ta one or other section. This
fact can cause the missing of recognition of the present
and/of cornpleteness of concept research form, notwithstanding the necessary elements for its definition ail
being present in the answer.
The algorithm provides an optimum criterion for the
resolution of su ch an ambiguity. Furthermore, it verifies
the graduai complétion of every key-concept and the
presence of them in the answer and provides a localized
diagnosis of the error (and thercforc a specifie remedial
action). In addition it gives the author the possibility of
scoring the student's answer not on pure "right-wrong" but
On a "degrce of correctness' basis,
3.3.5 An advanced technique for learning system manage-

ment
The student-computer interaction control and recording
represents olle of the basic clements for a computer-based
learning system. This is one of the CAl aspects connected
with instruction management (GYII).
From a technical point of view, these functioris have to
be realized by ta king into due consideration some general
solutions:
a) the data must be organized on direct-access supports,
easy for updating;
b) their format has ta be free; in fact, only in this case it is
possible to generalize the procedures ta the manifold
demands of the different cases;
c) facilities such as abstracting Iists, statistics, subject,
copies, etc., must be automatical1y accessible. Further,
the updating operations must be executable by méans
of simple languages;
d) in a cornplex educational system case, a certain degree
of data format independence from a specifie computer
has to be kept.
ln order ta have a quick and 'efficient way of creating
and updating archives, the main procedures of the GISS
(General Information Store System) carried out by the
C.S.A.T.A. research group in the Information Storage and
Retrieval field, are just being inserted in the Courscwritcr
III system.
Under the direct management of the Coursewriter, the
GISS system allows other applications in the education
field, such as the planning and administration of

educational services (study curricu!a for each course,
programs and course status, school status, etc.).
The system is composed of a set of subroutines,
procedures, macro-instructions, access methods autornatically available ta the users by means of a language which
needs no particular knowledge of the computer functions.
This language allows automatic data updating of
archives and the reorganization of the stored information
on direct access support. The main characteristic of the
system is the complete freedom in the data format choice:
it is possible to generate archives holding any length of
alphabetic information, different size integer number and a
logica! vector for any set of binary information,
The continue-string data organization is independent of
the computer type. In the case of scholastic archives this
fact allows one to utilize the simple archives for the usual
management and to collect data at a centralized level in
order ta obtain statistical evaluation in a standardized way.
Sorne routines supply statistical information, condition al
lists, archive reorganization and partial copying.
The system allows the optimal use of three access
methods:
a) indexed sequential for homogeneous sets;
b) direct access for fast aecess requests;
c) an original direct-sequential method ta main tain
grouping of sirnilar sets having at the sarne time direct
access facilities.
We foresee an automatic system to choose the more
suitable organizatiorial methcd with regard ta store
optirnization.
The research key can be defined in a free format with
thc autornatic selection of the randomizing method.
The archives can be entered in:
a) batch-rnode for listing, statistics, large updating:
b) teleprocessing-mode to obtain information with fast
response time.
The system actually runs on the IBM 360. We are
developing an IBM 1130 and 1800 version. As we said
previously the peculiar data organization neverthless makes
the system computer independent.
We used the PLI and Assembler languages for the
management subroutines and FORTRAN and PLI for
service subroutines.

APPENDIX A
-

Grammar course

ln fig. 2 is reportcd the loglc diagram of the first part of a lesson
of the grammar course which the student practices in building sorne
composed words starting [rom two lists of words which contalu the
flrst and second parts of the tcn words to compose. Among the
words ta compose arc hidden the names invented by Dante for two
devils. Upon the fourth mistake the author advises the student ~
Upon the firth ruistake , a list of uncomposed words is shown and
the meaning of them explained with cerumen examples.
The second part of the lesson ccnsists of having the student split
up sorne composcd words, wrülng every part as in the Italian
dictionary mames in the singular. adjectives in the masculine
singular, vcrbs in the infinitive).
The student has to analyzc each word in arder to perform the
grammatical analysis and complete sorne phrase with one or more
chosen words arnong thosc just composed.
The first pracücal experiments with the grammar course,
performed on a limited group of students, have awakened a Iively
interest among them.
The mcantng of the different blocks of fig. 2 ts reported herc:

a. Exercise atrns and exnmplcs.
Lisis of words to compose.
Rcquest for answer.
d. Analysis of the answcr.
e. 15 the answer in the list of the correct cnes?
f. Was this answer alrcadv elven?
g, Advisory message 10 tl~c -studellt.
h. Have ail the words bceu corrcctly composed?
Errol'message to lhe srudcnt.
b.

c.

ls this the firth errer?
k. 15 titis the Iourth errer"

j.

1.

Did the student cive six correct answers?

Ill.

Did the studcnt ~OIllPOSC the dcvils' naines?

Il,

Advisory message to the studcnt.

o. Lists of uncom poscd words.
p.

Mcuning of Il Il corn poscd words.
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PLANNING FOR THE EFFECTIVE UTILIZATION
OF TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION SYSTEMS
MorrisRubinoff

1. TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION
There is an abiding faith, both among educators and
technologists, that technology will somehow revolutionize
education. In the 1920's, radio was going to revolutionize
education. In the 1930's, films were going to revolutionize
education. In the 1960's, it was programmed learning, and
now ifs computers.

Suppose there had been a world conference on
blackboard education in 1841, and there might weil have
been, Suppose it had been organized around the recurring
the me of this conference:

" ...it (programmed learning) is the first major technological innovation in education since the invention of
printing.""

1. The blackboard as a means of better conducting
education.
2. The blackboard as an instrument in education.
3. The blackboard as a subject for study.
The real question is: Can we discuss education and new
technoJogy, even blackboards, by Tocusing on three relatively peripheral uses of technology, without raising and
examining the whole philosophical problem of education
and technology? The salient problems in education simply
do not lie at the technological level of deviees and
arrangements. The problems are basically philosophical, and
the questions are basically questions of purpose and
direction. If technologists are to have an impact in
education, they must reorient themselves from individual
gadgets and mate rial systems to functional goal-oriented
systems, with man as the central point of reference.
On the other hand, this does not fully explain why
technology has somehow flown around the world of
education. Traditionally, the educational institutions have
been charged with transmission of our culture. Censequently, most educational practices, politics, and values
have been developed on the assumption that stability was
more charaeteristic of the world th an change; that change
was but a temporary perturbation of stability or a
transition to a new and presumed better stable state.
Technology undermines this fundamental metaphysical
assumption. Consequently, educational practice is not
prepared to cope with it.
ln summary, then, these are two prerequisites for
effective utilization of technology in education:
1. Expansion of technology's vista.
2. Systematic expectation of change.
Both prerequisites must be incorporated into an
education planning system.

For computers (1967)

2. IMPACT ON EDUCATIONAL PLANNING

"The impact of computers on society and, hence on the
curriculum has been compared to that of moveable type
and the printing press since Gutenberg.?"

The implication of the above two concepts on
educational planning are profound. Il calls for ~ complete
change in the way educational planning is currently being
carried out.
The concept of planning has been commonly understood as a method for defining certain objectives and then
recommending general and specifie policies and actions to
guide efforts toward the stated objectives. In the past,
many individual efforts have been initiated to deal
successfully with the problems confronting education.
However, these planning efforts made no provisions for the

The fact is, we have yet to see a successful marriage
between education and technology. This doesn 't mean
there hasn't been any promise. Technology has been the
perpetuaI bridesmaid. As early as 1841, Josiah Bumstead
stated in a book on black boards:
"The inventor or introducer of the blackboard deserves
to be ranked arnong the best contributors .10 learning
and science, if not among the greatest benefactors of
mankind."!
Similar claims have been made for other technologies:
For Films (1940)
"The motion picture is the most revolutionary
instrument introduced into education since the printing
press."?
For television (1957)

"Il now seems clear, however, that television offers the
greatest opportunity for the advancement of education
since the introduction of printing by moveable type ."3
For programmed learning (1962)

Technology has surely been the tempest in the
educational teapot. As we pat ourselves on our backs at this
world conference on computer education, let us remember
thar we have yet to fully realize the potential of the
Blackboard, and let us reflect a moment on the widening
gap between basic thinking and applied action in
educational technology.
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systematic expectation of change. Furthennore, planning
efforts tended ta be highly compartmentalized into fiscal
planning, facility planning, programs planning, management
planning, staff planning, etc. Technology, if it was at all
considered, was relegated ta a minor role as part of a
materials and equipment planning process.
What is cIearly caUed for is a comprehensive approach
ta educational planning, rather than a fragmented,
piecerneal approach. Comprehensive planning mal' best be
understood in terms of the three sets of responsibilities
common ta the management of education agencies:
l , Responsibilities for the Conduet of the Affairs of
the Education System
These responsibilities involve the exercise of guidance,
mfluence, and leadership ta steer the system and its
component parts toward desirable goals and objectives.
Management pursues diverse activities ta provide the
necessary guidance, influence and leadership. This set of
management responsibilities must be planned.
2. Responsibilities for the Conduet of the Affairs of
the Education Ageney
The agency engages in activities directed at spccificd
goals and objectives, identifying work ta be accornplished ta realize those ends, specifying ways of
accomplishing the work, and mustering rcsources ta get
the work done. This set of management responsibilities
must be planned.
3. Responsibility for the Conduet of Managements
Own Affairs
Managers perform work presumably directed ta explicilly recognized goals and objectives. Il is necessary ta
identify work ta be accomplished, specify ways of
accomplishing the work and most needed resources
(time, monel', personnel) ta get the work done. This set
of management responsibilities must be planned.
Consistent with these sets of responsibilities, Anthony"
identifies three sets of administrative processes:
1. Strategie Planning
Strategie planning is the process of deciding on
objectives of the education system, on changes in these
objectives, on resources used ta attain these objectives,
and on the policies that are ta govern the acquisition,
use, and disposition of these resources. Strategie
planning is associated with the first set of management
responsibilities.
2. Management Control
Management control is the process by which managers
assure that resources are obtained and used effectively
and efficiently in accomplishment of the agency's
objectives as a part of the education system.
3. Operational Control
Operational control is the process of assuring that
specifie tasks arc carried off effectively and efficiently.
At this point, it is important ta distinguish between
"systems" and "processes". ln brier, a system facilita tes a
process; it is the means by which processes occur. A
comprehensive planning system thcn facilita tes ail three of
the processes described above. In such a system, every
activity of an organization is compared ta every other
activity in terms of its relative merits in achieving
organizational objectives. Thus, a comprehensive planning
system is not concerned sa much with planning per se, but
with tying together the individual planning efforts which
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occur throughout an organization and at aU Ievels of an
organization in such a manner as ta give a common thrust
to the work of the man y individual units which comprise an
education system.
3. DEVELOPING A COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING SYSTEM
While it is possible to talk about comprehensive
planning as a means for planning for the effective
utilization of technology, the question remains can it be
put into practice. As of l'et, no organization has been able
to develop such a system.
First, comprehensive planning differs markedly from
the way planning is traditionally carried out. Planning, as
any school boy will tell l'ou, involves lIuee types of
calculations:
1. defining a problem;
2. evaluating alternatives; and
3. selecting a solution.
We planners are remarkably bullheaded about this. On
the other hand, comprehensive planning, if it is to be
comprehensive, involves three different types of calcultions:
1. Justification of need for a program without
reference to legislative mandates or past practices.
2. Justification of program expenditure levels based on
need.
3. Justification of program "costs" from group up.
We planners have l'et ta recognize the legitimacy of
such a process. Furtherrnore, comprehensive planning goes
beyond the traditional concern of planners in at least two
ways:
1. Il is concerned bath with specification of objectives
and the selection among prograrns.
2 Il presupposes decisions on these matters and can
be aided by systematic analysis, using criteria which
are prirnarily not political.
On each cou nt. it significantly affects that web of
relations known as the "politics" of the budgetary process,
an area planners have always shied away from.
In closing, we find ourse Ives in the embarrassing
position of the freshrnan engineer who knows ail about why
a strapless evening gown is held up, but does not l'et quite
know how. We know why a comprehensive planning system
is a superior approach for planning for the effective
utilization of technology in education, but dori't quite l'et
know how ta implernent such a system. Maybe cornprehensive planning represents nothing more then wish fulfillment
on the part of educators and technologists. Maybe the
incrementalists are teUing it the way it is. At least we
should find ou t.
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Roulette Wm. Smith

1. INTRODUCTION
Much, if not most, of the literature on teaching appears
ta be aimed at the social and emotional aspects of how
teachers behave and how students respond and devclop.
Few detailed and weil designed studies have examined the
cognitive effects of teaching. Notable among the exceptions
are the efforts by Smith & Meux (1962,1964), Bellack, et
al (1963) and Taba (1963). Thèse studios are descriptive.
Their focus tends ta be analyses of verbal protocols or units
of 'thought'. Gage (1965) notes that...
'Any study of reaching that does not...concern itself..
.with the changes that teaching brings about in students,
runs the risk of dealing with irrelevancies.'
Certainly the logical aspects of classroorn discourse
described by Smith & Meux (1962, 1964) lcad to new
dimensions of teaching and instruction if their importance
were exhibited. The same can be said concerning the
categories of meaning in classroorn language d iscussed by
Bellack (1963). Moreover, the less cognitively oriented
researeh by Ryans (1960) and Flanders (1965) examined
classroom interaction by an observational approach.
A more rewarding result would be the characterization
of the variables and the processes of teaching in suffieient
detail ta postulate strategies of teaching. Il is also desirable
la establish upper bounds on the quality of teaching that
would result from the use of those strategies.
Perhaps the main criticism of previous research efforts
is that of the absenee of rigorously controlled experimental
situations. These are necessary for the models and
Inferences that are sought. Rigorously controlled experirnents are not sufficient. The research paradigm must
accornodate a representative class and Humber of known
variables. These variables must be allowed ta operate
simultaneously. Consider the following exarnple. Ta
research the effects of teacher discourse on student

performance

the curriculum,

classroom environment,

teacher discourse and behavioral patterns should be
preeisely controlled. This author knows of no studies in
which ail the se considerations were simultaneously controlled.
Some of these criticisms may be avoided. One method
is to use computer-assisted-instruction(CAI) models in the
research on teaching. It will not be sufficient to develop
CAl systems in their present 'idealized' forms howevcr.

By 'idealized', 1 mean the presumption ofartificially intelligent CAl systems. Rather, the system must be very close
approximations or simulations of the actual c1assroom teaching process. The rnodels must also interact with students
as a c1assroom teacher does. It is important ta understand
that the simulation of a particular teacher's approach ta
instruction are not being discussed. Rather, the first task is
ta de termine which variables are fundamental, but not
necessari1y exclusive, in the process of teaching.
Two advantages offered hy this approach are presicion
of control over the instructional environment and the
ahility 10 replicate an instructional paradigm. In a particular
examplc concerning the relationship betwecn teacher
discourse and student performance thore is an added
advantage. The CAl model presumably generates a
consistent discourse , possibly dependent upon the subject's
protocol, Another advantage is that latent variables, which
may be present in the c1assroom instructional process,
might he discovcred and explored. Still another advantage
may he the ahility to systematically 'fine-tune' variables.

The underlying assumptions of the instructiona! proccss in
the 'idealizcd' CAl systems may thus he verified.
There are several goals of this research. Although this

author may not complete them, they are cited to
demonstrate the general utility of our approach. The first
goal. cited above, is the simulation of the process of
instruction. The second goal is ta model the protocol of a
particular teacher, This is similar to the approaches taken
hy Newell (1966, 1967). The simulation of a particular
teacher should not precede the simulation of the teaching
process though: at least la the extent that this is possible.
One reason is ta assure that the model of a teacher
incorporate aspects the teaching process in their proper
perspective. It will he an important result ta characterize
what features are unique in the model of the teacher too.
These features might be called, albeit without precise
definition, 'teacher' variables. One can easily infer how
these models (of teachers) can he used in ma king precise
the c1aims and conjectures such as the recent Rosenthal &
Jacobson (1968) results.
A third goal of this research is the use of the models (of
the teaching process) in evaluating other CAl systems. This
is accomplished by examining the target CAl model or
system ta determine the relative weighting of known
varia hies (of the teaching process). It will th en be desirable
ta characterize and verify the realtionships betwcen those
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variables and student performance. Il is also a function of
the cost of the mode!.
A final goal of this research is to encourage further
research on CAl systems, programming languages, and
simulation languages. One need not go far before he realizes
that present systems and approaches leave a great deal to be
desired. This is partieularly true of commercially developed
systems.
ln summary, the principal interest of this work is to
help bring about the development of CAl models that
imitate, in a serious way, some of the features of 'good'
teaching. This is not to conclude, however, that a model of
the c1assroom teaching process is nessarily good.
3. THE 'LOGIC TEACHER'
The 'Logic Teacher' (LT) is a simple model of the
teaching process. Il is used in teaching sententiallogic. The
curriculum that it uses is developed by the IMSS
(l967,1968) and has been used successfully throughout the
USA. Some of the LT's features, which wc describe below,
are simply to permit an understanding of how these
approximations affect the performance of the mode!. The
model is being used to teach several classes of sixth graders.
The LT model includes aspects of the following salient
cognitive traits in teaching behavior:
1. learning (by the instructional system) of new information about the student's behavior or subject matter;
2. alteration of the currieula to permit problem generation, deletion, replacement or reassignment as a
function of individual and group differences;
3. forgetting of information concerning both the subject
matter and the student's behavior; .
4. deductive inferences about problems, their solutions,
and the cognitive facts relating to these situations;
5. limited recognition of patterns and hidden concepts in
order to emphasize the experiential details (and learning
to incorporate them in the currieula (see item 1));
6. answer processing capabilities which include proof
checking, stored answer analyses, and answer calculatien;
7. 'optimization' of natural language diseourse to minimize boredom, avoid redundancy, and accomodate
individual differences;
8. answering questions posed in a restricted grammar of
natural language such that succeeding dialogues may
accomodate the questions that were asked;
9. ability to interrupt the instructional process to provide
help or guidance, or to terminate a lesson.
The instructionaJ discourse, and, hence , the student-teacher
dialogue, thereby incorpora tes information concerning
student and teacher cognition, problem and subject
structure, and student performance. Descriptions of how
some of these features have been implemented will be
discussed momentarily. Il is perhaps noteworthy that the
features listed above easily relate to the characterization of
the educational process as stated by Bruner (l962).
Before proceeding there should be some mention of
features of the teaching process which are not a part of the
LT. Foremost of these is what this author calls 'social and
enviromen tal' learning. This would occur when two or more
students interact with the teacher as weil as among
themselves. Few persons would deny this as an important
consideration when describing the process of teaching.
Another of these features might be called teacher
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incompetency or teaching capacity. This is in recognition of
teaching variables being, in fact, a part of the teaching
process. These and other features are deliberately ignored in
this first pass at modeling the teaching process. Il is felt
that the nine items selected represent a sufficient and
manageable sam pIe of variables needed to demonstrate the
technique of modeling c1assroom instruction. Nonetheless,
future research is contemplated wherein these concerns will
be accomodated.

3.1 The 'LT' instructional strategies
Because the LT is a CAl program severai adaptations
were required. Students using this system are remotely
stationed at Model 33 TELETYPE consoles. The programs
are run from a direct-coupled OEC POP-10/POP-IO
computer system operated by the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS), Stanford
University. The computer programs are re-entrant, and
coded in assembly language.
Thore are four basic modes of operation. Students are
presentcd multiple choiee, derivational, counter-example,
and truth-analysis problems. This paper is only concerned
with the derivational problems. An ex ample of a problem
of this type is found in Figure 1.
This problem is taken from the introductory logic textbook
by Suppes (l957).
Problems of this type are presented linearly. The student is
presently not perrnitted to purpue another problem until he
successfully completes the problem in progress.
The student is expected to derive the desired conclusion
by using any and as many of the given premises as
necessary. This is accomplished by using parametrized
mnemonics for rules of inference. These rnnernonics and
their corresponding rules of inference are taught by the LT.
Figure 2 demonstrates two solutions to the prob1em in
Figure 1.
The student input is underlined (by this author) for c1arity.
The computer output is not underlined. At the time that a
derivation is complete the LT types 'CORRECT' and
proceeds to the next problem. Students therefore cannet
specify a correct or wrong answer to these problems.
One observation, whieh should be obvious, is that
students can pursue any proof. Creativity is therefore not
stifled. The computer rnerely serves as a proof checker.
Dialogue may be necessary in the pursuit of either of
these proofs, Imagine, for example, the student not being
able to proceed past line 6 in the first proof. One reason
may be his inability to recall how the '00' rule (deny the
disjunct) is used. Another reason may be his lack of insight
in how to proceed towards the conclusion. Either of these
reasons may be inferred because of a prolonged Iatency to
response.
Another need for dialogue may con cern the working
premise (WP) 'A & D'. This arises since the usual instruction
concerning working premises ernphasizes the introduction
of the antecedent of a conditional expression as a working
premise.
Figures 3 and 4 provide hypothetieal examples of a
dialogue between the student and the computer. Figure 3
would result because the LT has learned no proofs and it is
necessary to generate a proof. The dialogue in Figure 4
depends on the student's previous history. The student's
familiarity with the '00' rule is the prime determinant of
the discourse generated by the LT.
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ln Figure 6 the student is being encouraged to pursue
an altcrnate l'roof. I-Ic is cxpected ta try ta complete that
l'roof in order ta gain real 'hands-on' experience.' This
procedure may be used in conjunction with either of the
cases cited in Figures 4 and 5. Il might follow the
acknowledgemcnt of the correct derivation.
The uage of alternate proofs may be useful in
researching their effects on the student's proof-generating
performance. They are also expected ta enrich the
.experiences of problem solving. They should accomodate
any individual differences that may be present tao.
Further examples of types of comments that can be
generated by the LTare found in Appendix A. See
Appendix B for lists of sa me of the questions that arc
answered by the LT.

3.2 Simulating teacher learning
Teachers have at least two, if not more, reasons for
learning. The first is ta main tain the subject matter
competency and their professional competency. This may
involve the acquisition of new knowledge as a result of
technological advances in their subject area. Il may also
involve the learning of better methods for teaching. A
second type of learning in the teaching process in the
acquisition of facts about student performance and
behavior. This type prirnarily involves concept formation.
The concepts arc gleaned from observable performance
data.
Learning in the LT involves the storage of different
l'roofs, dialogue, and rule usage characteristics. Each new,
distinct proof is stored in a linked list file (of proofs). Thc
file of these l'roofs is accumulatcd for cach problem. A
maximum of eight l'roofs arc stored. Future systems should
attempt ta weight problcms so that l'roofs would be stored
only if they are intcresting ones. (One very simple way of
doing this is by periodically purging files having smail
number of l'roofs. This would correspond ta a forgetting
strategy. It is, in some sense, analogous to the STS of the
Atkinson & Shiffrin (1968) buffer model. One can also
easily envision using rehearsal strategies ta save small files
which are used frequently. The initial LT model is a
demonstrational model however. The intention is not that
it be a complete model of the teaching process. A more
elaborate scheme, like the one just described, would be
needed in a comprehensive model of the teaching process.)
The 'LT' uses no strategy for censoring l'roofs except
that derived lines, which are redundant or irrelevant, will be
stricken from the l'roof. The reason for this decision is that,
in the first version of the LT, it was found (administratively) desirable ta not have the LT generate discourse
related ta those redundancies and irrelevancies. Il is known,
however, that the teaching process does involve learning of
redundant and irrelevant information.
The l'roof procedure is stored along with the l'roof.
fhat is,the results of applying axioms, rules, and theorems
are saved along with the rule mnemonics and their
parameters. This permits discourse concerning the rules and
the concerning the ru les and the consequences of having
applied them. It also increases the speed of determining
equivalent l'roofs.
The reasons for storing l'roofs as linked list are
important. One reason is to facilita te the access and storage
of proofs. It is considerably faster to manipulate pointers
than continually adjust the text withing the file. But more
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important, this storage technique lends itself ta efficient
editing and it embodies aspects of the type of learning
envisioned in the normal classroom situation. Another
important reason is that since l'roofs are variable in lengths,
disk storage may be préserved by locating them wherever
space i; available.
A second type of learning consists of accumulating
individual and group characteristics of rule usage. Recall
that the student has available ta him certain rules of
inference for deriving lines. His percentage of applications
of each rule will be accumulated in a student record .
Another record, indicating exposure to rules, is maintained
(or each student. Moreover, for each student there is a
record of percentage of applications of ru les for ail other
students exposed to the same rules. Thus individual as weil
as group performance may be cornpared. These data are
used in the decision-ma king process when generating
instructional discourse and other reinforcements.
One consequence of the above organization is that the
brighter (faster) students and the earliest students ta be
taught by the LT receive discourse which is less rich and
iess varied. It is, therefore of interest ta determine relationships between teacher learning and student performance.
lt should be obscrvcd that the present discussion
depends very little on the inherent properties of sentential
logic. In fact, the LT can be used in teaching and subject
whose format is analogons to curriculum described in
IMSSS (i 967,1968). The programs are being used in
teaching logic, algebra, ward problem solving, boolean
algebra, and probability theory. The only difference in
performance is that if na l'roofs arc stored and if therc is
Ilot a resolution procedure availablc for generating or
c1irecting the student ta a proof, then the LT remarks that
it..; 'cannet help you.' ln the logic curriculum a resolution
procedure is available for generating l'roofs. lt is the
Binford, ct. al., (1968) procedure, and has been described
in Smith (1969).

3.3 Dynamic altemation of the curriculum
The LT employes simplified, dynamic item analyses to
(sometimes) prescribe alterations to the curricula. It is
assumcd that the curricula are Iinear and homogeneous in.
'difficulty' within lessons. That is, within lessons l'rob lems
must be successiverly and successfully solved. They are also
assumed to be ordered according ta non-decreasing
difficulty. Problems are reassigned only if they viola te the
monotonicity in difficulty assumption and if they have not
been flagged indicating that are intentionally out or arder or specifically ordered by seme other criteria. The
curriculum author thus has the option of specifymg that
certain problems arc exempt from the reassignment
procedure.
lt must be emphasized that the 'soundness' of the
statistical tests are not a consideration here. The focus is a
simulated description ta teacher behavior.
The procedure for performing these analyses is as
follows. Problems are stored on a disk file as linked lists.
Problem reassignrnent becomes a task of manipulating the
linkage pointers. One word of the problem record contains
a count of the total number of errors (as defined below)
and a count of the number of students who have attempted
that problem. Problem reassignment may occur after the
count of the number of students exceeds 30 (for the three
reassignable l'rob lems) immediately -before and after the
current problem. When the number of errors for one
problem exceeds the nurnber of errors for a succeeding

problem the reassignment takes place. The actual process of
reassignment is autornatically effected when there are no
students operating with the LT. This is to minimize systems
problems since the LT is coded in re-entrant form.
Adding new problems ta the curriculum causes no
difficulties. The error count for a new problem is set ta the
average of the errors for the preceding and succeeding
problem. The student count is set ta the corresponding
value of the preceding problem.
The notion of difficulty expressed here deserves an
explanation. Because the derivational problerns have no
incorrect answer, difficulty is not cxpresscd as the
probability that the problem is correct. Rather, difficulty is
defined in tefins of the amount of discourse (ove rai
students) required ta complete the proof. The rneasure of
difficulty will be the total number of errors, diagnostic, and
hint messages generated for a problem. There is no atternpt
ta control for characteristics of individual students. In
other words, there are no contraIs for students who
consistently require assistance by the LT.

3.4 Recall ofprevious dialogue
Problerns requiring ten or more messages are recorded
in a tell record file associated with the student's name.
These problems, their proofs, and the codes identifying the
message are saved, This information is purgcd each six th
session. (Six is an arbitrary chaise. Ils significance is that
each sixth session should correspond ta the beginning of a
week. It is assumcd that forgetling mal' occur in that period
of time.)
Each time a diagnostic message is necdcd this file is
scanned ta see if the message was required in any of the
proofs (and dialogue) savcd, The proof is comparcd with
the one that the student is using. Any correspondences
found mal' be discussed depending on the values of certain
internaI weighting functions.

3.5 Deductive inferences and heuristics for question asking
and answering
The concern is, among other things, that the 'LT' not
require large data bases. Anothcr concern is ta use the
computer to assemble weIl known facts (data) ta produce
less than obvious Inferences. Simply stated, to expect that
the lesson author will adequately perce ive the many
variations of correct answers runs counter ta prograrnming
experience.
The 'LT' uses information which it has 'lcarned' in
generating instructional discourse. This is particularly true
of the stored proofs. Il (the LT) scans those proofs for a
derived line which is common ta the proof that the student
is pursuing and those on file. The scanning proceeds by
examining the last lines of the student's proof and the
stored proof and searching backwards through the stored
proof until a match is found. If no match is found the
algorithrn considers the line before the last of the student's
proof and proceeds similarly. If no lines of the student's
proof occur in any of the stored proofs the 'LT' discusses
the shortest stored proof. If no proofs are stored (learned)
it uses the Binford, et al., scherne for generating a proof,
which, in turn, is saved. Scanning of the stored proof
always begins with the shortest proof.
There are many ether strategies for scanning the file of
stored proof for matches. The one cited above has the
virtue of simplicity. One can easily imagine examining ail
proofs and choosing the one for which there are more lines

in common. The scherne used by the 'LT' does have the
advantage that if the student changes his proof, in
mid-course, then any dialogue will probably be concerned
with the most however. It can direct the student through a
desired proof in arder ta however, It can direct the student
through a disired proof in arder ta expedite matters.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Our research has shawn that a useful technique for
educational researchers mal' be the usage of computer
models of the teaching process. The concept of modeling
need not be restricted ta those models of teachers or the
teaching process. One can easily infer their usefulness in a
variety of other areas. The simulation of school systems,
conflict resolution, teacher (and tenure) evaluation, and
administrative decision-ma king are ail obviaus candidates
for these methcds. This is particularly true in view of the
size sophistication offered by many computing systems.
The 'LT' model was chosen in arder ta research the
relationships between teacher discourse and student
performance. Although these results will be reported
elsewhere, we shall mention how the 'LT' model is relevant
ta this question.
The instructional discourse generated by the 'LT'
relates ta cither lin es of proofs or ta previous dialogues.
Hence one can systematically change which line of a proof
is discussed. He would examine the student performance
data for systematic changes in performance. For exarnple,
one group of appropria tell' chosen students might receive
one type of message while another group would receive
another type of message. Considering these as trearments an
analysis of variance might be used ta determine differences
in performance. A protocol anal l'sis mal' alsà be used.
Another method of examining this question is to
consider proofs to the derivational problerns. If systernatic
changes in the weightings of the variables lead ta gross
changes in the types of proofs generated a similar
conclusion could be reported. (That is, that there is a
relationship between teacher discourse and student
performance).
Finally, it is hoped that the present research will
challenge educators, psychologists and cornputers scientists
ta devclop adequate CAl systems. These systems must be
cvaluated according ta practical as weIl as empirical
considerations,
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after Une <oomher). H the refore must not be y.
see if you can decide the anawe r ro your que.tlon. Try
recalUng my comment ln problern < probiem .... mber x .
Look'-<stutient name) ••. the re te only one pceetble
anewer 10 that question.
Yes, x te y ln z. (x, y, and z aa in Il of Appendix BJ
No, x' te y in z. [y and z 3S in Il of Appendlx B. x' te
the correct answerJ
Yes , x can y. [x and y as ln Vof APpendl.x BJ
Yes, x can y. x'canytoo .. (xandyaa:lnVofAppendix
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Ir 1 ccrrecny understand what you're trylng to do then
tbe <rule mnemontc s rule should he uaed,
You should he able to complete the proof without using
the rule moemorac rule,
Can you cite which rule you wtab tc use?
Can you tell me more. For instance. whl.cb worklng
premlse would you Uke to use? < Subject may answer
"1 don't know" to thls or the next question.)
Weil, wblch ones would you not Uke 10 use?
TI')' uslng tbe ...rule mnemonic > rule.
Now, try to get the expression expression •
t've Just notlced that you dldn't use x. Your proof
could tberefore be reduced by y. [x:: Hne < number >
x :: x and x. y:: 1 step
numher gtr 1> stepaJ
1 just answered tbat in the last problem.
100111' tbink !bat 1 see what you're trying to do. But Cirat
try to show tbat "<expresslon>".
1 think that l've said enough for now.
Enough sald ..• let's Beè you finisb tbings.
Your proof Beems to he an Interestlng one. 1t uses the
x where other studentB have not. (x :: rule <rule mnemonic >' 1 expression <expression» •
That Is commendable.
Notice the differences in llne(s) <Hne number(s)>'.
Observe that x. [x:: different rules are used 1 Une(a)
<Une number(s) > are different L rule <rule mnemoftlc: >
was used on lIne 4; Une number>'j.
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1. CURRICULUM MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Curriculum design should be an ideal field for
operations research Churchman [1957]. Yet, over the past
few years the present authors have observed the failure
of several competent O.R. teams in curriculum design. We
are convinced that the major source of failure is in the
emphasis upon completely specifying educational objectives
and rather restrictive selection from among the complete
set. In our judgement, only rarely can an educational
community c1early define a set of basic, static objectives.
At best, a universe of objectives can be identified and a
temporary priority assigned each objective. We emphasize
that while role differentiation among students, faculty, and
administra tors is maintained, the system proposed opera tes
to increase the impact of students and the current faculty
on the curriculum. This increase in influence could be
dramatic in its proportions.
One of the fundamental problems in college management is the lack of a formai model for the process of
curriculum revision. We shall attempt to avoid this
difficulty by immediately establishing a communications
model for curriculum management. In general, the present
model is designed to function in accordance with the
principles of modern communication theory Garner [1962]
and the three theoretical axioms summarized below.
First, the academie community is assumed to be a
restricted communication· system, as defined by Cherry
[1966]. Thus, a college is a social unit established through
the use of a common language or set of problems. Second,
the main elements of communication are descriptions of
educational objectives. Each rnernber of the community
(faculty, administrator, and student) enters the system with
a unique set of educational objectives. Daily instructional
activities are determined by the curriculum, i.e., sorne
encompassing set of instructional activities. Third, the
major objective of the curriculum management is to
maximize the educational satisfaction of community mernbers by helping them achieve their educational objectives.
For proper functioning, the system must provide reliable
communication of educational objectives among faculty,
administrators, and students.
'Figure 1 provides a formaI model of the communication
process in the traditional curriculum management system.
As illustrated, most traditional curriculum management
systems are based upon a linear communications network.
ln such networks, communication mainly occurs between
personnel at equivalent levels. Even here, communication is
handicapped by the lack of a standard language for use in
stating agreements and conclusions with a reasonable degree
of precision. Communication between levels (e.g., between
the Dean and any given student) is subject to much

distortion and loss. The curriculum management system
summarized in Figure 1 illustra tes two basic cornmunication problems: message reliability and message
validity.
Consider the problem of message reliability. Suppose
you are a student hoping to transfer an opinion about
educational objectives to your instructor, your department
chairman, and your dean. Assuming that messages have a
fifty percent chance of exchange, the probability of your
message reaching the chairman is .50 x .s0 or .25, since you
must communicate indirectly through your instructor.
Your chance of reaching the dean drops to .125. The
problem of message reliability can be solved by providing
multiple/direct channels of communication.
The problem of message validity concerns the effect of
a message on the receiver. The message is valid to the extent
that the receiver understands the educational objective of
the sender. The method usually employed to make
messages more valid is to standardize the language used to
state messages. Thus, the problem of message validity can
be partly solved by standardizing the descriptions of
educational objectives.
ln our judgement, traditional curriculum management
systems have at least two serious faults: they lack sufficient
lines of communication and they lack a standard language
for stating objectives. Given the availability of a cornputer-based information management system, these main
faults can be corrected through a common information file
which could be independently accessed by ail members of
the academie community.
2. UDEANS: THE UNIVERSITY
MATION SYSTEM

DEANS'

INFOR-

The UDEANS curriculum management system is an
operational system now functioning on the CDC 3600
computer at Michigan State University. However, it should
be emphasized that UDEANS is only a prototype developed
for research and demonstration within the College of Social
Science. The UDEANS system was developed with the
Basic Indexing and Retrieval System (BIRS). The BIRS
programs are used to store, manipula te, and retrieve data
from the UDEANS information file. Essentially, BIRS is a
collection of portable Fortran programs designed for
information management in education and social science.
Copies of BIRS are available at cost from the Information
System Laboratory at Michigan State University, Vinsonhaler and Hafterson [1969]. The UDEANS system was
developed in cooperation with the School of Social Work in
the College of Social Science at Michigan State University.
The school: is an academie department with about 500
students, 20 faculty members, and 20 undergraduate
courses. It grants both bachelors and masters degrees.
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The first step in cstablishing the UDEANS system was
the development of a standard me thod of stating education
objectives by creating a formaI staternent of the major
concepts included in the courses taught. After much
consideration, a questionnaire, or profile, was decided
upon. The profile consisted of a list of educational
objectives as statcd by faculty, students, and administrators
in the School of Social Work* An individual records his
educational interests for UDEANS by assigning a nurnber
between one and five that is proportionate ta his interest in
each objective.
Figure 2 shows a partial list of objectives or concepts
used ta characterize each individual faculty rnernber,
student, and course. Faculty and student profiles are
developed by having each individu al score himself on the
basis of a 5 point "interested-not interested" scale for the
list of objectives. The UDEANS profile provides the
fundamental data for the information flle used in
curriculum management.
Since UDEANS has yet ta be regularly used for
curriculum management, wc can only suggest sa me patterns
of application. Let us begin by considering the overaIl
functioning of the system as sumrnarized in Figure 3. As
shawn in the figure, the UDEANS operation may be
analyzed into three main cornponents: input, processing,
and output.
The input for UDEANS consists of data records for
faculty, students, and courses. At minimum, each record
must contain identification and a UDEANS profile of
educational objectives. The system ean accommodate any
ether type of information requircd for curriculum
management, e.g., faculty salaries and publication lists,
student course records and programs; course costs and
projected enrollments; etc.
Ali processing of the UDEANS data records is
performed by the BIRS programs. The information input
for faculty, students, and courses is stored on magne tic
tapes as illustrated in Figure 3. As shawn, two files are
maintained: the data file containing data records, and the
index file which is used ta search for data records ta be
used for report generation.
The output of UDEANS may be c1assified into several
basic types: student reports, instructors' reports, research
reports, and planning reports. Figure 3 shows that cach of
these reports is designed ta serve one or more of the types
of individuals involved in curriculum developrnent: students, faculty, adrninistrators, and curriculum committees.
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The system may be used ta generate two types of
reports for students:personalized catalogs of courses and
directories of faculty mernbers, Thèse catalogs consist of
course or faculty member résumés !isted in arder of
similarity to each student's personal interest profile. Figures
4 and 5 illustrate the input and output associated with
students' reports generated by UDEANS. As shown, the
reports are requested by specifying the type required
(faculty or course) and giving the student's interest profile.
The output consists of faculty sketches or course numbers
ordered by similarity to the student's interest profile.
Both courses and faculty mcrnbers are listed in arder of
similarity. Thus, in the course catalog SW 810-811 has the
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highest degree of similarity to the student's interest profile,
while SW 813 has the lowest degree of similarity. The
relevance value indicates the degree of similarity for each
faculty member or course. The purpose of such individualized listings is to ensure that students can locate faculty
members and courses concerned with their individual
interests.

Figure 3. Curriculum Management witt, UDEANS: The
University Deans Information System

4. UDEANS REPORTS FOR INSTRUCTORS
The system is capable of generating a variety of useful
reports for instructors. For example, each instructor may
obtain a personalized directory of students Iisted by
similarity of student and educational interests to those of
the faculty member. The instructor can obtain a special
summary of educational interests for any given group of
students, e.g., the students currently enrolled in his course.
The retrieval methods are similar to those used for
student reports. The instructor simply indicates the type of
report desired and specifies his profile of educational
interests. The system au tomatically generates Iists of
courses or students ordered by similarity to the instructor's
interest profile. The output format is analogous to the
illustrations above, for students.
5. UDEANS REPORTS FOR ADMINSTRATORS: THE
CURRICULUM REVIEW ANAL YSIS
The UDEANS system is capable of generating an
impressive array of reports which would be valuable in
curriculum planning. We can demonstrate the tremendous
potential of computer-bascd curriculum planning by
describing one easily obtained report: the curriculum
review analysis. Essentially, the curriculum review reports
are statistical summaries of the educational interest profiles
of students, faculty, and courses. These reports provide
curriculum planners with periodic overviews of the shifting
pattern of educational objectives in the faculty and the
student body. They also provide a periodic review of the
major emphasis in the courses offered within a department
or college. Figure 6 illustra tes a curriculum review analysis
of student profiles. This report is generated by submitting a
complex search request specifying ail possible interest
patterns to UDEANS. The resulting output is then
combined into a table showing the number of students,
faculty, or courses with various levels of interest in each of
the educational objectives included in the UDEANS profile.
One can imagine many uses for the type of analysis
iIlustrated in the above figure. First, the faculty and
administrators could compare the reports of facully,
students, and courses to identify ' divergent patterns of
interest which might present serious problems - e.g., the
faculty is interested in research goals while the students are
interested in occupational goals. Second, the faculty and
adminstrators could use student reports to keep aware of
the interest patterns of the student body. In the cxample,
the problem of adoption is c1early a popular topie for
students in social work, while the problem of working with
handicapped is mu ch less interesting to most students, If
this is a topic of real importance, special attention to the
method of instruction may be necessary to enhance student
interest as much as possible. Finally, the curriculum review
analysis can provide a rational basis for curriculum changes.
The UDEANS report gives reasonably firm numerieal data
On what the consumers and produeers of higher education

Figure 4. Faculty Directory
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say they want from the university. These data may be
directly applied ta restructuring the curriculum ta meet
revised educational objectives.
6. UDEANS REPORTS FOR ADMINISTRATORS:
PROGRAMMED PLANNING AND BUDGETING
(PPB)
Among the most important recent developments in
rnanagerial technology is the concept of PPB - Programmed.Planning and Budgeting. Essentially PPB is aclass
of procedures which directly allacates resources ta
well-defined objectives - rather than allocating them ta
administrative organizations. The UDEANS system can be
used ta help administrators review their allocation of funds
by educational objective rather th an by department, school,
or college.
For example, the administrator can ask for a summary
of ail faculty or course records in which the objective of
teaching "ADMINISTRATION" is assigned an interest
weight "greater than or equal ta" level three (GE ta 3). The
resulling output would show the allocation of facullyand
courses, i.e., the number of facully members in the system
who show a high interest in "ADMINISTRATION" and the
number of courses in which "ADMINISTRATION"
objectives are emphasized. ln the case of the School of
Social Work under study, the UDEANS report showed that
the major allocation for training in administration consists
of the salaries for two interested faculty members and the
costs required for four related courses. Obviously, the
UDEANS report could reduce the allocation ta dollar
expenditures, provided such data were available in faculty
and course records.
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7. UDEANS REPORTS FOR ADMINISTRATORS:
COURSE ENROLLMENT PREDICTION
• . Cur]"iculUlll

E.!..&.u~e ~

Ta complete our review of the types of analysis which
may be performed by computer-based curriculum management systems, consider predicting the next year's enrollment. At minimum, the accurate prediction of enrollment
for any given college course requires three types of data:
the total number of students in the program; the
proportion of students who have taken the course in
previous years; and the number of students whose program
specify the course. If the UDEANS student data records
include a list of courses taken and courses planned, the
system can generate analyses which are valuable for
predicting future course enrollment.
One type of enrollment prediction is made by
establishing the upper and lower bounds for enrollment in a
given undergraduate course. The lower lirnit for enrollment
is determined by counting the number of those who must
take the course during the next academie' year. The upper
limit is estimated by counting the total number of students
who intend ta take the course.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The computer-based curriculum management system
provides a means of continually adapting the curriculum ta
the needs of faculty and students. Such a management
system can open lines of communication which are
presently non-existent. Il can provide for regular, periodic
review and improvement of the college curriculum ta meet
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changing student educational needs and changing facully
interests and competencies.
Il would appear to the present authors that computer.based curriculum management systems could provide the
basis of complete Computer Managed Instruction systems
for college and university education. However, il is very
Iikely that such automated systems will be faced with
powerful opposition within the academie community. Two
stereotypic examples are already familiar to the present
authors: The Traditional Academie and Student Radical.
The Traditional Academie rejecls computer managed
curriculum systems on the bas;'; that the reports generated
are irrelevant because he believes curriculum changes should
be designed intuitively in terms of abstractly defined goals
rather than in terms of student and faculty interests. The
Traditional Academie argues that revisions in the curriculum should be prescribed by faculty with highest
academie rank and impeccable traditional scholastic
credentials.
The Student Radical rejects the concept of computerbased curriculum management on an emotional basis
believing that computers can not possibly provide the
means for achieving humanistic goals. The Student Radical
argues that adequate curriculum revisions should be
prescribed by student ultimatums - supported by the
threat of disruptive demonstrations.
Both the Traditional Academie and the Student Radical
can invalidate any curriculum management system like
UDEANS by encouraging facully and students to behave
irrationally, e.g., by deliberately falsifying interest profiles.
Such systems can not be imposed by higher authority; they
must be developed jointly by administrators, facu1ty, and
students.
In surnmary, cornputer-based curriculum management
systems have great potential for the reformation of higher
education by improving communication and providing
empirical data for discussions and decisions. However, such
systems also have a potentially fundamental weakness they require the honest, active participation of the entire
academie community in a spirit of mu tuai accommodation
by ail concerned.
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Footnote
The reader should know that this particular list is only a first
approximation. Work continues toward a refinement of the list and
a more adequate concept of the important properties of such a list.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is little doubtthat the ideal teaching situation is
where you have one teacher and a very smaU group of
students. Perhaps under sorne circumstances the oneteacher-one-student approach is ideal a1though this is not
universally so. The aims of computer-aided leaming contain
an implicit and sometimes explicit recommendation that we
should attempt to use the computer to attain this ideal.
Alas! However, at this point in tirne this is an expensive
solution to a problem and whilst a considerable amount of
research is being done in this field on 'both sides of the
Atlantic, it will be sorne time before national economies are
in astate to absorb the high levels of expenditure that this
approach demands.
However, there are other benefits of computer-aided
leaming which it may be possible to attain without recourse
to the one-student-one-terminal approach; amongst these
are individualised instruction, careful control of management of the learning situation and help for the teacher in
planning and administering the work in the c1assroom. What
is more, if individu al student terminais are not required
then it may prove possible to use the sort of computer
which is available in many local education authorities for
their normal data processing work.
2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The system we are proposing relies on the computer to
select for each student a work assignment - a Computer
aided Learning Task (CALT) - from an analysis of stored
information and of data about the student's abUities and
attainments. The student works on this task, retums a
completed questionnaire which is analysed by the computer
system, and the most appropriate next assignment is
selected for him. Information about student progress is
collected for the benefit of the teacher, as also is
information about the effectiveness of the specifie sections
of the course. The CALT's are in fact modules of a
completely programmed course of instruction.
.
The use of the computer to control the student's path
through such a series' of programmed tasks allows the logic
of the system to be flexible whereas with conventional
teaching machines or programmed leaming texts the logic
has to be defined from the outset, and the conventional
system is less adaptive to individual circumstances thanis a
computer-based system. Further, these more passive
systems are less capable, for practical reasons, of
continuous up-dating and modification, whereas any
particular CALT may be revised as necessary,
Il is possible, to use the computer to pro duce short
individual booklets displaying the sarne information as that

obtainable from an on-line teleprinter or CRT display
system. As a result of the computer's assessment of
previous performance, each student would be provided with
a booklet of such a length as to cover the work of the next
lesson. Il wou Id be quite simple to produce these on a line
prin ter. In practice the fully developed system cou Id work
along the following lines:
1) Ail students would be given an initial CALT booklet
setting out a module of instruction, practical work and
a diagnostic questionnaire - a programmed lcarning
task.
2) They would record, on a from or mark sensed card,
their response to particular questions.
3) FoUowing the end of each lesson, these response forms
of cards would be collected and transmitted to the
computer centre (by courier or other rapid means).
4) The computer centre would then process the data
indicating for each student his response to the set tasks
and, dcpending upon these responses, produce the most
suitable selection of the successive programmed sections
for his next lesson (overnight turnround is possible
using this system).
The student would then proceed with subsequent
CALT's following the steps set out in (2), (3) and (4)
overleaf until the course was completed. ft is extremely
important that the students should be given frequent check
tests in the process of following their programmed courses.
These diagnostic tests and remedial exercises would be
produced and marked, for the benefit of both the student
and teacher, by the computer. These tests could and should
be especially designed to test the particular fields in which
the students' performances had been questionable.
3. SELECTING A LESSON LENGTH
The approach which the team at The Royal Liberty
School Computer Department is investigating is based upon
a series of individualised work tasks which the students will
work through and at the end of each task, tests will be
administered. These tests will be used both diagnostically
and prescriptionally, i.e., to select any remedial work for
the student and to prescribe the best approach for his next
lesson. Adopting this approach, one is faced with a variety
of problems and it is sorne of these problems that 1 wish to
discuss in this paper,
Let us take a closer look at the one-student-one-teacher
situation: here the teacher makes a selection of ideas,
usually based upon his own personal teaching experience,
and from these ideas he will select those mostappropriate
to teach the particular student. At the end of a short
presentation or discussion, the teacher will usually ask the
students sorne questions and from the answers to these
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questions will diagnose what additional explanation is
required and also use these answers (often subconsciously)
to formulate the best future presentation of material. For
an on-line computer aided learning situation, the approach
is normally very similar and indeed it is this approach which
is perhaps simplest to apply because of the immediacy
between the presentation of material (usually in very small
quantities) and the study of the student's response to that
small section of the material, In an off-line situation one
has to form a compromise between the very small work
tasks which mal' last between 3 and 6 minutes, and large
work tasks which mal' last a whole lesson; the srnall work
tasks create administrative problems in the classrocm, and
if the feedback for the computer system is only coming
back once every 24 hours (reasonable frequency, taking
into account the practical problems involved) then there is
undoudtedly going to be a problem in estimating the
amount of work the student is going to achive over the
period. This problem will be more difficult in the initial
stages than in the later stages when a profile of the
student's performance can be built up and used to estima te
his rate of working. This rate of working however will vary
for different types of mate rial,
An addition al problem is met in assessing how long
the work tasks ought to be so as to ensure that i) the
student does not run out of work during the lesson and il)
he does not have a large arnount of work in his hands which
he has not completed. The interval between sending work
back to the computer system for assessment and receiving
his next set of work to be prescribed as a result of this
assessment is critical when considered in relation to the
arnount of work that the student has in hand at the end of
a lesson. If the work which the student has not l'et
completed con tains items for which responses are required
and if these responses will significantly affect the
prescription of future work tasks then it is highly
undesirable that the prescription be made before these
responses have been analysed by the computer. Yet with an
off-line system, data collection has to be timetabled
carefully. It is therefore necessary to ensure that either:a)
any work task that the student is unlikely to complete does
not contain responses which will significantly affect the
prescription of future work.or b) the expected duration of
the work tasks should be small so that the amount of work
outstanding from the computer's point of view can be
minimal ;or c) if the work tasks are to be of a significant size
relative to the duration of the lesson then the questions
generating responses have to be embedded in the work task
~t frequent intervals to provide close monitoring of thestudent's work. It is this that last course of action that we
favour particularly if the interval between sending work
back to the computer system and the student receiving his
next allocation of work is to be short (overnight tumround
for instance).
Il is hoped that by adopting this strategy we will be
able actually to base the prescription upon the maximum
possible amount of work completed by the student. This is
clearly the best approximation we can achieve to the
immediate feedback normally expected with computeraided learning, and it is certainly mu ch more reliable than a
system whereby ail the questioning and testing is done at
the end of a work task, for it rem Oves the need to break
work tasks into very small modules.
Ail additional problem arises here when one cornes to
study the problems of the presentation of remedial work;
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clearly a remedial section of the material can be very short
- five or ten minutes - or it mal' take a whole lesson. This
is dependent upon the student's performance in the
diagnostic and prescriptive tests. For these reasons we have
decided that in general we will aim at tasks which will take
an average student ten minutes, and we have devised an
algorithrn to study the student's rate of working and
present him with individualised leaming tasks that he is
likely to have completed at the end of the lesson.
4. STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATION MATERIAL
We consider the learning mate rial capable of being
represented by a network, the nodes of which each
represent an educational objective that should be attainable
in about ten minutes. The amount of educational material
in a node will vary considerably with the abilities of the
student. The links between nodes in the network are
possible entry routes to or exit routes from anode.
Therefore a path through the network defines a course of
learning. A group of nodes will be combined to give a
lesson; a series of lessons will be combined to give a course
of learning. Furthermore, there are many weil defined
algorithms for handling networks within computer systems
and we hope that it will prove possible to use the Craph
Traverser program (Doran & Michie 1966) to learn (in the
machine intelligence sense) the best way through the
network for any given student's behavioural characteristics
that have been demonstrated to the computer system in the
past.
5. CHOOSING AN ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
This approach does present additional problems in that
many students arriving at the same node in the network at
different times by different paths have to Île able to he
compared at that point in the network. Making this
comparison is a non-trivial problem for if one decides to
adopt a taxonomy of educational objectives (e.g., the one
by Bloom and others) and to test the student's behaviour at
various levels within this taxon orny , then it is quite likcly
that students following paths at different levels (and of
different lengths) have been tested on different criteria. For
example, those at a lower level mal' have been inadequately
tested at a higher level in the taxon orny (and perhaps have
been inadequately taught at this level as weil) whilst those
following the path at a higher level would have been more
thoroughly tested and taught.
As a result of this
difficulty, one is presented with a problem in devising a
marking scheme for the system. We have a number of
possible schemes under review. A basic design criteria
however which we wish to build into the marking scherne is
that the person writing educational mate rial should be able
at any point in time to have a high degree of l1exibility in
deciding upon the nurnber of' marks to be given for many
activity. We would then wish to use the computer system to
ensure that these marks become comparable when the
students arrive at anode which could be reached by any
alternative paths.
It appears ai first sight that a possible
solution here mal' weil be to adopt the concept of "the
shortest path" to a node and consider this to be entirely
analagous to the idea of lowest number of maximum marks
obtainable at any particular level of the taxonomy to reach
that node. As ri student progresses through the network the
computer must accumulate for him the maximum number

of marks he can score in the taxonomy and scale his marks
down in proportion to the maximum he might have
achieved and the maximum that could have been achieved
by following the shortest path thus producing comparable
marks. However, this system is not as simple as it appears
for it is possible for sorne levels of taxonomy not to have
been tested on ail posible paths to anode before this no de
is reached. This situation makes any adjustment of marks
nonsensica!. Furthermore, it may be possible that the
student could arrive at a particular place on the network
having answered a relatively large number of questions at a
low level and a very small number of questions at a high
leve!. Il is also possible that very few of these questions will
be exactly the same as the questions asked of students who
have proceeded through the network at a different leve!.
Because the students have not been asked the same
questions it cou Id weil be argued with sorne considerable
force that the same things have not been tested and thus
cornparis on is invidious. To overcome this difficully it has
been decided to adopt two different classifications of marks
and questions. We will cali these two classes local and
global: .
Questions of a, local, type will be used purely for the
diagnosis of faults and the prescription of remedial work
whereas questions of a global type will be given to ail
students who have studied a particular set of educational
objectives and will be used only in prescribing the best
future course for the student's progress forward through
the network towards the educational objectives that form
the goal of the network. Thus because ail students arriving
at a particular node will have been asked a varying subset of
questions from the global list, it will be possible to make
comparisons based upon the intersection of ail the subsets
which will have been achieved at that node. Il can of course
be argued that a subset of questions would probably have
existed under the system proposed in the preceding
paragraph. We feel however that by formalising the system
we can be sure that the subset can be defined to meet
specifie requirements. Further implications of the problems
here have been investigated and will be reported upon later.
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6. SUMMARY
Our philosophy in this research is to devise a system
which will be as acceptable to the teachers in the classroom
as possible and also which will be capable of being
implemented on a wide range of computer systems. The
programs used in this system therefore are largely being
written in the language ALGOL and our design of
educational material is being done in the closest possible
cooperation with a group of teachers from all types of
secondary schools. We are endeavouring not to impose
unnecessary constraints upon the text writer either for
administrative or technical reasons and yet we are
endeavouring to produce a system in which the teacher as
weil as the student will have a high level of confidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Using a teletype and a Kodak Carousel Slide Projector,
a simple computer aided instruction system has been made
available on a slow second generation machine. Although
by no means a system suitable for large scale class use it has
enabled us ta experiment with CAl and with CAl languages.
Two items of software have been written. Firstly, a
language has been designed ta facilita te the writing of
programs and a compiler written for this language. Secondly, a monitoring system ta record the progress of individuals through a number of CAl programs. The instruction programs are regarded as a suite or series of
programs through which various students are in general
progressing in a predetermincd arder.
2. PROCRAMMINC LANCUACE
The abject of the language is ta simplify the job of
writing CAl programs for this system. There are eleven
statements in the language, developed as a result of past
experience in writing such programs. Single letter
abbreviations may be used for ail statements. Bearing in
mind the monitoring system, the language allows the writer
ta include suitable restart points for students who do not
complete the entire program at one sitting, but wish ta stop
and return at some later date. The compiler provides output
suitable for input under the monitoring system.
Each statcment must start on a new line, but may
occupy more than one line.

2.1 Display
This takes the form
DISPLAY SLIDE NUMBER b
Where b is an unsigned integer in the range 1 ta 80.
When obeyed, this causes the slide in position b of the slide
tray ta be displayed. There are eighty positions in the tray
and it may be rotated bath clockwise and counter clockwise. The tray will be rotated in whichever direction is the
shortest from its current position ta position b.
2.2 Type and Quotes
This takes the forrn
TYPE @ any string of charaeters excluding an at sign.
The string may ex tend over many lines as this one does
and is terminated by an at sign thus @.
The statement, when obeyed causes the string, exactly
as typed but excluding the @ signs ta be output on the
teletype.
lt is possible ta change the string quo tes ta any
character of the programmers choice by use of the statement QUOTE X. This will change the type statement ta the
forrn:

TYPE X String X.
The string quotes may be changed at any point in the
program and any number of times. If no QUOTE statement
occurs @ is assumed as the delimiter.

2.3 Goto
This takes the form
COTO label
The statement causes a break in the normal sequence of
obeying statements and transfers ta the staternent labelled
and continues from there. A label" is an unsigned integer.
Any statement may have at most one label and a label may
only appear as a label ta one statement. The label is written
in front of a statement and is separated from it by a colon.
A more general form of the Cota statement is
COTO label AFTER (N) TIMES COTO label.
Where N is an unsigned integer. This statement is used
ta stop a student from getting stuck in a loop by repeatedly
failing ta give the correct answer. It is best illustrated by an
ex ample.
IO:TYPE @ WHAT IS THE ANSWER @
IF@A@70@B@80,90
90:TYPE @ DO VOU WISH TO TRY ACAIN- YES OR
NO? @
IF@YES @ 10, 20.
If the student repeatedly fails ta respond with either A
or Band insists on a retry, he is stuck in a self-made loop
and wasting time. What is required is an upper limit on the
number of retries allowed - say 3 in this case.
Ta accomplish this the final statement becomes
IF @ YES @ GOTO 10 AFTER (3) TIMES COTO
20,COTO 20.
This may be abbreviated by omitting AFTER and
TIMES COTO giving
IF@YES @ 10(3) 20, 20.

2.4 If
The general form of this statement is
IF REPLY IS @ string @ GOTO label @ string @
COTO label ...... @ string @ GOTO label, OTHERWISE COTO label.
Just prior ta an IF staternent at run-time, input is requested from the teletype. The input string is compared
with each of the strings in the if statement. If a match is
found, control is transferred using the COTO statement
following the matched string. If no match.is found, control
is transferred ta thelabel following OTHERWISE.
Abbreviation: ail COTO's may be omitted as may OTHERWISE.
e.g. IF @ P @ 10 @ Q @ 20, 30
2.5 Right
This statement is used ta record a correct response and
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causes the count associated with correct answers to be
increased by one. This count together with the number of
incorrect responses gives a measure of the students performance. The statement takes the form
RIGHT

2.6 Wrong
This is similar ta RIGHT and is used to record the
number of incorrect responses. Il takes the form
WRONG
2.7 Comment
This statement takes the form
COMMENT @ any sequence of characters @
This statement is provided to allow the program writer
to include a commentary. lt is ignored by the compiler and
thus has no effect on the program,
2.8 Any
The simple form of this statement is
ANY @ string 1 @ @ string 20 ... @ string P@GOTO
N, OTHERWISE GOTO M.
Just prior to an ANY statement at run-time, input is
requested from the teletype. The input string is compared
with each string in turn. If a match is found, control is
transfered to statement labelled N, otherwise to statement
labelled M.
ln this form the statement is equivalent to
IF @ string I@ N @string 20 N .... @string P@N, M.
A more general form of the staternent is
ANY (N) FROM @ string I@ string 2@ ... @ string
P@GOTOS,OTHERWISEGOTOT.
ln this case N sequential requests for input are made at
run-time.
If the N responses are ail different and correct (i.e. in
the Iist) then control is transfered to S. Any duplicate or
incorrect responses are marked with an asterisk and after N
responses control is transfered ta T.
This statement allows the analysis of N replies in
random order taken from a possible P correct answers.
P must be greater thanor equal ro N.
Thus, for example, to analyse the response to the
question 'name three vowels' one might write in abbreviated form:
ANY (3) @A@@E@!l!I@C'-'D@@U@100,200
The most genera! forrn of the statement is
ANY (N,M) FROM @ string @...@string P@GOTOS,
OR GOTO Q OTHERWISE GOTO T.
ln this case a minimum of N and a maximum of M
sequential requests for input are made at run time. If the
first N response are correct and different then control is
transfered to S. If a response is incorrect il is marked with
an asterisk. For each incorrect response a further request
for input is given up to a total maximum of M requests. If
N correct replies are obtained in greater than N responses,
control is transfered to Q. If less than N correct responses
are obtained.control is transfered to T.
e.g.Type @ WHICH THREE PLANETS ARE CLOSEST
TO EARTH @ ANY (3,5) @MERCURY @@MARS
@VENUS @ 100,200,300.
At run time we might get the following dialoque;
? MOON *
? MARS
? VENUS
? SATURN *
? PLUTO *
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The special form 'ANY n' will GOTO n following any
input whatsoever.
2.9 Use & Back

This staternent takes the form
USE Label
and causes a temporary transfer to the labelled statement.
Statements following the labelled statement are obeyed
until a back statement is met, at which point control
returns to the use statement and the program continues on
from there. This statement is used for repeated sections of
code. For example.if the responses YES or NO are required
frequently then we might have typically:
IF@YES@n@NO@m,P
P: USE Q

Q:WRONG
TYPE @ YOU MUST RESPOND WlTH EITHER
YES OR NO-TRY AGAIN
BACK

2.10 Finish
This statement is the last.line of a program.
3. ENTRY POINTS

When a student is running a program, he may interrupt
by de pressing any key on the teletype at a time when input
is not expected of the student.
This will cause the message
DO VOU WlSH TO STOP?
to be displayed. If the response is NO, then the program
will continue as if nothing had happened. If the response is
YES then the values of RIGHT and WRONG are output
and control returns to the monitoring system (see later). If
at a later time the student wishes to continue with the
programme he will be restarted at the latest ENTRY point
passcd through. An entry point is indicated by prefixing the
appropriate statement wilh
ENTRY: or E:
The entry prefix must follow by a label for the statement it
prefixed
e.g. 10: E: statement.
The entry prefix causes the address of the object code
for that statement to be planted at run-time into a standard
location which th en forms part of the student's information
held by the monitoring system.
4. EXAMPLE

This examp!e is an adapta tion of a teaching program
which appears in the book 'Conditions for the Existance of
Life" published by ESL, Bristol.
DiSPLAY 1.
.
5: IF@AIR@I @WATER@2@FOOD@3,4.
1: TYPE @ YES, BUT THAT IS NOT THE REPLY 1
WANTED. WHAT DüES THE PICTURE SUGGEST? TRY
AGAIN@
WRONG
GOTO 5 (1) 6.
2: TYPE @ YES, BUT 1 AM AFTER SOMETHING ELSE.

WHAT DOES THE PICTURE SUGGEST OTHER THAN
WATER? TRY AGAIN@
WRONG
GOTO 5 (1) 6.
4: TYPE @ NO, THERE ARE 3 OBVIOUS ESSENTIALS
FOOD, WATER AND AIR. WHICH DOES THE PICTURE
SUGGEST@
WRONG
GOTO 5
6: TYPE @ THE ANSWER 1 AM LOOKING FOR IS
FOOD@
W
GOT07
3: TYPE @ CORRECT @
R
7: DlSPLAY 2
T @ SOME FOOD CAN BE PLACED IN MORE THAN
ONE GROUP, FISH FOR INSTANCE CONTAIN FAT
AND@
11: IF @CARBOHYDRATE @8 @PROTIEN @9,10
8: @ LOOK AT THE PICTURE AGAIN @
W
GOTO II (1) 12
JO: @ THE RE ARE ONL Y TWO OTHER GROUPS CARBOHYDRATES AND PROTIEN. TRY AGAIN @

W
GOTO Il (1) 12
12: T @ FISH APPEAR IN THE PICTURES FOR FAT
AND PROTIEN SO THE ANSWER IS PROTlEN@
W
GOTO 150
9: T@CORRECT@
R
150: DISPLA Y 3
15: IF @ENERGY@ 13,14
14: T @ READ THE SUDE AGAIN AND HAVE
ANOTHER TRY@
W
G015(1)16
16: T @THEANSWER IS ENERGY@
W
GO 17
13: T@CORRECT@
R
17: D4
T @ FROM THE FIGURES BESmE THE PICTURES YOU
CAN TELL THAT OUR DIET CONSISTS SOLELY/
PARTLY/MAINLY OF FOOD@
21: IF @SOLELY@ 18 @MAlNLY@ 18 @PARTLY @
19,20
20: T @ RESPOND WITH SOLELY, MAINLY OR
PARTLY@
W
GOTO 21 (1) 22
22: @THEANSWERISPARTLY@
W
GOn
18: T @ HARDLY: LOOK AGAIN AT BANANAS. TRY
AGAIN@

W
GO 21 (1) 22
19: T@GOOD@

R
23: D 5
T @ SO FAR THEN WE KNOW THAT IN THINGS WE
EAT THERE ARE 3 KINDS OF FOODS:

CARBOHYDRATES, FAT AND PROTIEN AS WELL AS
A GOOD DEAL OF -------@
IF @ WATER 24,25
25: T @ THE ONLY OTHER THING WE HAVE MENTlONED IS WATER@

W
G026
24: T@FINE@

R
26: DlSPLAY 6
31: IF @ LARGE @ 27 @SMALL @ 28,29
29: T @ RES POND W1TH LARGE OR SMALL @
W
GO 31 (1) 130
130: T@THEREISONLYO.8%LEFTIN FACT@
GO 30
27: T @ YOUR ADDITION NEED SOME ATTENTION. 1
MAKE THE SUM 99.2% SO THE RE IS NOT MUCH
MISSING@
W
GO 130
28: TO @CORRECT - ONLY 0.8% LEFT IN FACT@

R
30: DlSPLAY 7
ANY @ VITAMIN @@ VIT AMINS @ 32,33
33: T @ THE ANSWER IS VITAMIN. ORANGES GIVE
US THE VITAMIN C FOR EXAMPLE@
W
GO 34
32:T@GOOD@

R
34: T @ READ THE NEXT SUDE AND GIVE SIX
ANSWERS ONE EACH Tl ME A? APPEARS @
DISPLAY 8
39: ANY (3) @ CARBOHYDRATE @@ PROTIEN @ @
FAT@37,38
38: T @THE FIRST THREE ARE FOODS @
W
D2
T @ REMEMBER NOW @
ANY 36
36: DlSPLAY 8
T @TRY AGAIN @
GO 39 (1) 40
40: T @ THE FOODS ARE CARBOHYDRATES,
PROTIEN AND FAT@

W
37: ANY (3) @ WATER @@ VITAMIN @@V1TAMINS @
@ MINERALS @41,42
42: T@WATER,MINERALS, VITAMINS @

W
GOT043
41: T@CORRECT@
R
43: FIN
5. MONITORING SYSTEM

The monitoring system is designed ta monitor the
running of CAl programmes for a number of students.

5.1 Student Identification
On entry to the system a student goes through a login
sequence which demands a user name and a password. The
password is marked by typing it into a masked area ;
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e.g.? LOGIN user name
'1 &&&&&&
If the user fails ta login the following output occurs.
USER NAME OR PASSWORD FAlLURE
IF VOU HAVE NO USER NAME
USE THE USER NAME 'CASUAL'
'1
Users using the name 'casual' do not get a password test
.and no information is kept after the run. This avoids the
system becoming clogged with people who Use the system
once only and whose statistics etc., are kept by the system.
On leaving the system each user should type
LOGOUT
Following logout the system cycles waiting for a login
sequence. The output following the login sequence is
discussed in the section on restart points.

5.2 Statistics
A number of items are recorded about the overall use of
the system. These are as follows. A count on the usage of
each program on the system together with the total number
of errors made. A count on the number of logins.
Information is also gathered for each student as follows:
A list of ail the programs used. A count of the number
of errors made on each program. The total number of errors
made. A count on the number of times logged in.
The statistics may be output by the librarian (any
persan logging in under the nome SYSTEM and passing the
password test) by typing STATS in response ta the
question JOB. (Note on logging in under SYSTEM one is
not given the opportunity to use the system only ta output
the statistics or update the library). Following the output
of the statistics the question JOB? is re-output ta allow the
library to be changed if required. The response NONE ta
the job question causes an exit equivalent to logging out.
The output of statistics can be terminated by use of the
interrupt.
5.3 Restart points and Library
Using the interrupt facility on the teletype it is possible
for a student to terminate a program at any time other than
when input is awaited from the teletype (Le. it is not
possible to interrupt whilst the teletype is switched to input
mode). The system will record against that student the
restart point ready for the next session by that student.
Following student identification at login, the facility exists
for the student to restart at the appropriate restart point
(which may be the start of a new. program if the student
left the system having completed a program) or ta start a
new program (or restart the current one). Thus the
foilowing dialogue might occur.
'1 LOGIN GMBULL
OLD OR NEW? OLD
program title
output from last restart point passed at last session.
or alternatively
'1 LOGlN GMBULL
OLD OR NEW? NEW
LIBRARY? NO
SECTION NAME? GEOGRAPHY
PROGRAM NAME? GLACIER
title
output from GLACIER
or alternatively
'1 LOGIN GMBULL
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OLD OR NEW? NEW
LIBRARY? YES
list of sections in the library by name
SECTION NAME? GEOGRAPHY
list of programs by name in this section, each naine is
foilowed by a brief description of the program
LIBRARY? NO
SECTION NAME? GEOGRAPHY
PROGRAM NAME? GLACIER
title
output from GLACIER
The ability ta change programs, interrogate the library
and obtain statistics occurs at the end of a program at
which point the dialogue is
END OF PROGRAM
STATISTICS? NO
CONTINUE OR BREAK? CONTINUE
Title of next pro gram
output from program
or alternatively
END OF PROGRAM
STATISTICS? NO
CONTINUE OR BREAK? BREAK
LIBRARY?
etc., as in login
or alternatively
END OF PROGRAM
STATISTICS? YES
MINIMUM NUMBER OF QUESTIONS POSSIBLE - X
QUESTIONS ANSWERED - y
RIGHT-P
WRONG-Q
CONTINUE OR BREAK?
etc.,
If a student opts from a new program then any restart
point held is lost and is replaced by the start of the new
program.
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1. EVALUATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE IN A
CAl ENVIRONMENT

1.1 Hardware system requirements
ln a real-tirne system which requires immediate
responses, such as the HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAl SYSTEM, failure for extended periods of time cannat
be tolerated. Ta reduce the likelihood of such failures, the
technique of hardware system interchange via ATT
Telephone lines, and equipment redundancy, will be
utilized along with a procedure for switching ta the back-up
equipment. When one piece of computer equipment ceases
ta function, a second one should take over the functions,
either by means of system interchange, or auto matie
pre-prograrnmed equipment redundancy takeover.
The HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE requirement
for recovery in case of malfunction of the CAI-CMI system
(hardware, software, or applications) is that the mal functioning system or a back-up system must be completely
operalional within 30 minutes al'ter the initial malfunction.
Deviee independency of software, ease of interchangeability
of peripherals, and ease or' systems interchange with
another similar user configuration are a -necessity in any
proposed system. In addition, checkpoints in the CAI-CMI
on-line system shotild be taken every three minutes.
Recovery should prevent loss of data or specify the data
loss. A procedure for recovery should be described with
every system proposed. Included in such a procedure
should be a planned degraded mode of operation if the
nurnber al peripherals available ta the central site CPU system falls below the minimum required for normal operalion. There is no requirement that back-up equipment be
on-site at HOSTOS. The only requirements are stated
above.
Because of the nature of the HOSTOS COMMUNITY
COLLEGE CAI-CMI System, and the responsibility which

HOSTOS must assume in the operation of the HOSTOS
CAI·CMI System for its students, the recovery requirements
mentioned previously must be strictly adhered ta in the
design of the computer system. This responsibility includes
the consideration that ail of the HOSTOS CAl terminais
should have interface message switching capability ta
another user's computer system, in a interchange processor
mode. This means that all HOSTOS CAI-CMI/WIS mes
should be established permanently in the back-up user's
site. It should be noted that the student terminais must
have integrity in the abllity ta main tain on-line CAl Education, and that this factor must be ta ken into account in the
proposed vendor recovery plan.
1.2 Computer hardware system comparisons
Ta compare the performance and capabilities of
proposed computer systems, it is necessary ta objectively
evaluaje the effectiveness of the Central Processing Unit
speed efficiency, the CPU Instruction/Mix, the 1/0
capabilities, and the Telecommunication efficiency. In the
following algorithm, the lower the value calculated for each
element, the more efficient the element.
Consider now the cycle time of the IBM 360-75, of .75
microseconds per two byte fetch using 2 or 4 way interleaving. The Univac 1108 has a cycle lime of .75 microseconds per ward fetch, with a minimum of 2-way parallel
multi-processing; and a capability of 4-way paralle! processing. The following formulas will permit the calculation
of the effectiveness of the proposed mix of any third generation computer system. For a somewhat different outlook
on hardware evaluation the reader is directed ta the IBM
Systems Journal, Volume Eight, Number Four, 1969; "A
perspective on systems performance evaluation" by M.E.
Drummond, Jr.
The following formulas were developed by A. Schilkret.
The formulas are:
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1.2.1. Processor Speed Efficiency
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1.2.5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
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1000
Pe s

=~Aver.ge
Re-~ x Gemory
in Terminal
K re- ~
sponse Time/
quired per
Per Terminal
ln Seconds

(aU times in Microseconds)

~Add
+ (Divtde + (MUltiP1Y]
rime)
rime}
Time)
3

NOTE: Assumes 5 Digits to 5 Digits Field, fixed point.
single precision.

1.2.3. Tape Proceasor- 1/0 Efficiency (Transfer Rate on K
Characters to per second)

III/52

Card Punching is for 80 column cardo
Printing Speed is 132 aector , alphanumeric
print Iine,

1. 2.6. Telecommunication Efficiency

x

1.2.2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency

E

Car-d Reading ts for 80 column cardo

x

NOTE:
To compare chat-acter- or byte or-iented computers to word or'Iented computer-a, convert the word to
char-acter-a, Compare unpacked bytes to unpacked char-acterse

Pez =

NOTE:

x

Central Processing Unit)

PeZ =

~

J

1000
{Reader Speed + (Punch Speed + (Printer
in CPM)
in CPMj
Speed in
LPM)

The above formula is modified for a multi -processcr ,
parallel stor-age system.

Pel =

x 10

1000

(No. of
of
interleaving factor per
individual Central Processing Unit)
NOTE:

~

Average (random
access lime) in
Milliseconds
100

Transfer Rate
in K Bytes/Sec)

x

wa~s storag~

DX

~(Disk100
or Drum

~

100.000
(Tape Speed Transfer
Rate) x (Tape Denslty)
in K Bytes/Sec.

to support Terminal
W/8 in Core Cornuni cation W/8

NOTE: A 2400 baud line was assumed in this text,
Core requirements are not converted to bits because
char-acter fetch length varies from a char-acter- to a
word processor.

+ 100

..,

§:

Figure 1

HARDWARE COST/PERFORMANCE SUMMARY CHART
(The lower the total score, the higher the efficiency)
Comparative Characteristics for 161 Terminais

Characteristic

615

RCA
70/45G

RCA
70/60N

H-3200

SIGMA-7 NCR-200

Digital
PDP-l0

Hewlett
Packard
HP-2116B

IBM
360-67

IBM
360/75

Univac
1108

Processor Speed

5.40

90.00

12.00

52.77

12.50

50.00

15.25

100.00

5.85

5.85

5.19

Processor Instruction

1.70

8.92

1.31

33.03

2.31

45.90

.98

1.44

.67

1.37

.57

1.30
(7970)

Efficienct (Pe il

Mix Efficiency (Pe2)
Tape Processor 1/0
Efficiency (Pe3)

2.08
(MTH-301)

Disk/Drum Efficiency 7.88
(Pe,)
(DSU-270)
ReaderjPunchjPrinter

1.25

1.04
1.04
2.08
.86
(70/445) (70/445) (204B-9) (7322)

1.56
(633-121)

3.47
(TM-20)

6.41
6.41
(70/564) (70/564)

2.23
.53
3.15
(RD-l0) (HP-2771Al (2314)

1.20
(278)

.06
(7212)

6.51
(655-201)

1.14

1.14

1.18

2.31

1.59

1.53

6.70

6.70

17.88

6.33

12.36 3

7.68 2

114.21

28.60

106.92

25.59

1.00
1.00
1.79
(2401-5) (2401·5) (UniservoVm-e)
3.15
(2314)

1.92
(9414)

1.99

2.00

2.00

1.25

24.00

6.70

6.70

6.33

129.26

19.37

20.07

17.05

Efficiency (Pe,) ,
Telecommunication
Efficiency (Pe.)

.33 1
(GECOS 111)

Computer System
Efficiency

18.64

106.92

31.14

NOTES
1) The GECOS III operating system overlays communications core workstorage extensively. GECOS III was dcsigned for a Fortran-based
problem solving environment. lt would he questionable whether this type of operating system would support a large CAl Installation.
2) This manufacturer does not currently provide CAl software.
3) This manufacturer does not provide CAl software, nor an author language.
4) Does not include calculaticns for degraded use - used TSS as an operating system. System degradation can be expected to be 31 ~%for a
161 Terminal System, or near 40% for a 900 Terminal System. Refer to Auerbach IBM System 360-ModeI67, page 427:201-101.

2.

DETAIL FORMULA ANALYSIS OF
EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
A.

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
DSU-270

G.E.· 615
Pe 4

=

1. Proceaaor Speed Efficiency

Ward Bize = 37 bits. Cycle time

Pel

=

~)

[(h'X 2~ x
x

1000

Cüo ~ x

K:;)

~.303)

microseconde

(j x[i] x

x
(1)

~J

=2

[~~

10

(.zj x

10

(.07878) x 10

7.88

1000

1000

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
1000

.0054 x 1000

+ (300)

(900)

+ (lZ00)

3

5.4
1000

iïOO
I.Z5

2. Proceasor Instruction Mix Efficiency
ADA

4.0
6. Telecommunication Efficiency

FMP

=

16.2

Floatlng Multiply
FDV

.33

31.0

Floating Divide

~.O)

+

17.01

(1~.2)

+

(31.~.;-

10

Note:
GECOS III operating system overlays communicacation core workstage extens ively , GE COB III was designed
for a Fortran-based problem solving environment ( e, g ,
Dartmouth College). It would he questionable whether the
GECOS III operating system would not cause degradation of
response Ume beyond three seconds in a much larger terminal baeed CAl system than the 161 terrntnale It used in this
example,

10
B.

G.E. 635

A 'Iwo- Way Parallel Processor

1.70

1. proceeeor Speed Efficiency
3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
MTH-301 7 Track Tapes
100 , 000
(60KC) x (800 BPI)

Pel

=

[t36)

=

[G~) x

(Z)

100,000
48,000
.00345
3.45

III/54

(.25)]

J"~
x[

\"''' x
2.08

(1)

x (50~ x
x

1000

1000

x

1000]

1000

4.B.

G.E.-DSS-160

2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency

=

Pe 2

t

l . 9) + (6

35)

+ (6.5J

-;-

Disk Storage

[IOJ

Pe

ADA

=

Add to A for Add Instruction

FDV

=

Floating Divide Single Precision for Divide Inst ,

FMP

=

Floating MultipLySingle Precision for Multiply.

4

=

[G~~)
[<.48)

x

(~~o5;Jl
(.875)J

x

10

x 10

.420

ri;..!.i.J1.
~
3

4.20

4.76

5. Reade r /Punch/Printer Efficlency
4.76

Pe

=

5

3. Tape proceesor 1/0 Efficiency

Pe 3

=

[100, 000
]
(160 KB) x (800)

l

+ (1200)J

Ca rd Reader

CPZ 201

Ca.rd Punch

PRT 201

Printer Subsystem
1000
2400

.41

.781

Pe 4

+ (300)

CPZ 201

100,000
128,000

4.A.

[1000
(900)

Disk/Drum Efficiency

=

rl(;~~k or Drum TranS!)
L Rate ln K Bytes/Sec. ')

x

(~~~:af~ ~~11f::cs)1
\; 100
J

For G. E. - MDS 200/201 Magnetic Drum Subsystem.

=[(100

'\

x

.370 KIi)

The higter the
value. the better
the t ranafer- rate.
Use reciprocal
value.

(.0486) x. 10

.49

(~~o)]

x 10

The lower the value
the access time Ia,
the better this characteristic. Use regular
value divided by 100.

6. Telecommunication Efficiency
Based upon a proposai submitted by the Generai Electric
Company by James J. By rne , ta Hostos Community Collège,
dated February 16, 1970, it has been ext.rapolated that 11K
of 36 bit G. E. -635 core would be requtred to handle 161
terminais.

Pe 6

=

[(3) x

(33)

(I~

100

100

.33
Note: The GECOS III ope rating system overlays communication core workstorage extens ively . GECOS III was designed for a Fortran-based problem-solvtng environment
(e. g. Dartmouth College). It would be questionable whetherthe GECOS III ope rati.ig system would not cause degradation
of response Ume beyond three seconds in a much Iarger
ter-mlnal-based CAl system than the 161 terminal system
used in this exarnple ,

I1I/55

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
C.

RCA SPECTRA 70 - 45-G

1. Processor Speed Efficiency

Pel

(1.44~

=
[(8/ (2)

[k

1.4~

x

[1.44
.16

J

(.09)

x

x

x

1

r

x

.641 x 10

JOOO

8.41

x

1000

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Effîciency

JOOO

J

1000
[ (1435 + ~OO + llOO~

1000

90

1.14

Note: Above speeds are peak speeds.
2. Proceasor- Instruction Mix Efficiency (5 digits to 5 digits)
(Refer to Auerbach, Page 715 = 051 100)

6. Telecommunication Efficiency

Add Decimal

15.36 + 1.ll (5)

The IBM-360 Formula for Coursewriter III was used in lieu
of a formula not p rovided by ReA. Approximately 223,353
bytes of core would be requir-ed for a 161 terminal system.

15.36 + 5.55
20.91

Multiply Decimal

28.49+[9.52(5)] + [.59(5)2

J

Pe 6

=

t3> x (22j

100

=

6.7

28.49 +47.60 + 14.75
D.

90.84

Divide Decimal

28.33 + [19.14 (5)] + [1. 35 (5)2
26.33 + 95.70 + 33.75
155.78

r

O' 9 1 + 90.:4 + 155. 78J

89.17

10

10

J

RCA SPECTRA 70/60 N

Processor efficiency calculation assumes 131,072 byte module 1
of each 263,144 byte bank of main rnemory is "shaded memory".
Shaded memor-y is bas icalty comparable to 2-way interleaving
on IBM's 360 Model 75. Because the RCA processor concept is
still a traditional single pr-ocesscr CPU. interleaving ts effectively to â-way , even lhough the re would be five (5) shaded
memories in the p roposed 1 million byte processor. Ta have
more than 2-way effective Inter-leaving, five input-output control
logic units would be required. Refer to G"2,E. -600 family for this
electronic concept of computer hardware.

1. Processor Speed Efficiency

x

8.92

.024 x

(.765>J

x

~

x

1000

!

3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
(.012) x 1000
100 , 000
12.000
12.0

100.000
98,000
NOTES:
1.04

III/56

1

Refer to Auerbach, Page 7l8:0ll.100

2

G.E.-615/635 Information Systems Manual CPB-371F

E.

2. proceeeor Instruction Mix Efficiency (5 Decimal Digits)
(Refer ta Auerbacb, Page 718:051.100 Fixed Point,
Single Precision)

Add Decimal

HONEYWELL 3200

1. Processor Speed Efficiency
The H-3200 char-acter- is a 9-bit character conaiating of 6
data bits, 2 punctuation bits. and one- parity bit used by the
automatic checking circuitry. 1

9.18+0.25D
9.18+1.25
10.368

x

x

1000

11.51 + 0.29 D

Multiply Decimal

11.51 + 1.45
12.96

Divide Decimal

rs + 0.29 D

14.

52.77

15.98

[(10,37) + (15;98) +

(13.10)

(12'96~

10

2. Proceaeor Instruction Mix Efficiency
Decimal Add - A/A, B
Fixed Point

14

10
10

Decimal Multiply - M/A,B

91

Decimal Dlvtde - D/A, B

1.31

10

3. Tape Processor rio Efficiency
(330.3)
100.000
(60 KB)

x (1600)

10

33.03

1.04

3. Tape Proceaaor- 1/0 Efficiency 204 B-9 Tape Drive
4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
Pe

4 = [(~~~K)x

100 , 000
(96 KC) x (1200)

70/590-4

C6DJ

x

10

100,000
115,200

6.41

.86

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
Pe 5

=

[t~~~

(3)

+ 100 +

1100~

4. Disk/Drum Effleleney
Pe 4

=

[C~~KC)

1.14
(.2404)

Note: Above speeds are peak epeede , Formula for calcuIatlng average peripheral speeds was not avatlable ,

x
x

~l
.50J

x

x 10 (4)

10

(.1202) x 10
1.20

6. Telecommunication Efficiency
The IBM-360 Formula for Coursewriter III was used in lieu
of a formula Dot provided by ReA. Approximately 223,353
bytes of core would be required for a 161 terminal system.
Pe

8

=

[(3) x (223)]

-;.

100 = 6.7

NOTES:

1 Honeywell Series 200, Model 3200 - Summary Description,
Page 10
ibid, Page 45
(3) ibid, Honeywekl Series 200: Madel 200 Summary Description,
Page 25.
(4) Honeywell Hardware Bulletin ';<111.00051300.1 A81, dated
January, 1969.
Average Seek 'I'ime Is 50 mUliseconde.
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5. Reacter/Punch/Printer Efficiency
Pe 5

=

~l~~O~PM

Decimal Divide
(DD)

+ 1050 CPM + 400 CPM
Reade r

PunCh]

19.3 + 0.5 VQ

v

Number of digits in divis or inc!uding

Q

Number of digits in quotient

.

3

19.3 + 0.5 (5 x 5)

1000
2550

-3-

19.3 + .5 (25)
19.3 + 1.25

1000

850

20.55

1.176
Pe

[19.4 + 2;.3 + 20.55]

2

10

1.18

~9325J

6. Telecommunication Efficiency
Pe

6

[(3) x (596)

=

J

10

-e-

~3.08J

100

10

2.31
(1788)

100

17.88

3. Tape Proceeso r 1/0 Efficiency

7322 Magnetic Tape Unit

F. SDS - SlGMA 7

J

100.000
[ (60 KB) x (800~

1. processor Speed Efficiency

Three-way access was proposed. This provides a 3-way
memory bus structure. The effect of this electronically la
the creation of a S-way interleaved processor-.

.0375 x 1

3"

x

• (1.2)J

x

1000

x

[~x

100.000
48.000
2.08

1000

Pe
.0125

x

1000

4

=

[~~~oo KCj
[(.033) x

12.50

7212 Fixed Head Storage Unit

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency

x

(.17)J

[.00561 Jx

(~60)]

x 10

x 10

10

2. proceesor Instruction Mix Efficiency 1
.056

Decimal Add

17.4 + 0.4 D
17.4 + 2.0
19.4

D

Decimal Multiply
DM

Number of Decimal Digits
19.3 + 0.4 Mm

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
400 CPM

Reade r

19.3 +' (0.4) (5 x 5)
19.3 + 10
29.3
M

Number of digits in Multiplicand

m

Number of digits in, Multiplier

NOTES:
1

Aue rbach, Page 740:001.061
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1000

433
2.31

1000
+ 600 CPM

Printer

+

300 CPM

Punch

sign

6. Telecommunication Efficiency
pe

6

=

[(3) (211)]

+

633

+

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency

100

Pe
4

=
[(

100

[
[

6.33

Note: 131,032 core rnemory was propoeed for a 100terminal system. Core has been ext.rapolated to 210,961
for a 161 Terminal dedicated CAl system. The Sigma-7
system Is limited to a maximum of 200 competing users. ( 1)

~~~

655-201

(7~Ô~4

x
KC)

(.925) x (.7040
.6512

I-

)}

10

x 10

10

6.51

5. Reader/Punch/Printer/Efficiency
NCR - CENTURY 200

G.

Note: 1)

1. Processor Speed Efficiency
Pel

=

~(1

x

\

L' (8)(2))
x

1

16

(.80)J

.80

x 1000

#686-Cards-Read/Punch punches at 82 cardai
minute for punching 80 columna, (1)

2)

#640-Printer-1500 lines per minute per- 48
contiguous characters. (2)

3)

#686-Card Read/Punch reading speed as Indicated in NCR propoeal ts 300 CPM.

x 1000
(1) Auerbach, NCR Century Series, Page 620:072.100

.05 x 1000

(2) Auerbach, NCR Century Serree. Page 620:081.100

50
Pe

[

5

2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency

a

1000
(300) + (82) + (1500
3
1000

D

Pe

2

=

No digits

1.59

3780 microseconde for 5 digits

Multiply

Divide

627

15.2 mtcroseconds + 7.2 D

Add/Substract

9930

mlc roseoonds for 5 digits

[51.2 + 9930 + 3780J
3

6. Telecommunication Efficlency
Core proposed was 128 K Byte memory for a 50-terminal
teletype system. In lieu of a formula, core re extr-apolated
to be 412 K Bytes for a 161 terminal system.

10
Pe 6

[13~61 ]

=

[.(3) x (412) ]
[1236]

[ 4387J

100

10
~

+

100

10

12.36

45.9

3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
633-121
100.000
(80) x (800)
100.000
64.000
1.56
NOTE:
(1) Auerbach, SDS Sigma 7. Summary Report. Page 740:001.010
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4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
H. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. PDP-10
Pe 4

=

RD10 8wapping Disk File (1)

œo)J

[G~~ KCJ x

x 10

1. Processor Speed Efficiency

Pel

=(

[Ü36) x (1») x 1.0

J

(1.31)

x!

.2227

Note: Digital Equipment proposai contains a statement on
Asynchronous Operation. (Refer to Page 5 of Digital Proposal to Hostos Community College, dated December- 15,
1969.) It Is assumed that the proposed 64 K total core
mernory would he used in two way Inter-leavtng of banks of
32 K core each, by meana of a hardware awitch ,
Pel

1

=[

36

x 1 ]
2"

=[

.0305

=[

• 01525

x

x

M

(1) Digital PDP-lO Systems Description Booklet

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency

x 1000

No card reader-, punch, or printer was proposed , The CR 10
Card Render- at 1000 CPM ts used in this example .
The LPI0A Line Printer at 300 Hnee per minute. 64 cha.racter font, 132 columns/line is used in this example , Because
no card punch exists in the pr6duct Hne , none ts used in this
exemple,

] x 1000

5

1000
1000 + 300
2

=

2. Pr-oceasor Instruction Mix Efficlency

Nole:

[(2.53 + (10

36)

x 10

2.23

Pe

=

x 10

(.17)

1000

15.25

Pe 2

x

)x 1000

+ (16.2)J

1000

ii50

10

1.53

From Digital Proposai to Hostos, Page 4-15
Execution Time = °2.53 microsec. Il

"Ftxed Point Add"

"Ffxed Point Multtply" Execution Time

"Fixed Point Dlvide"

= "10.60 mic rosec ."

Execution Time = "16.2 mic roaec ,"

6. Telecommunication Efficiency

"Average using random fixed point numbe r-s,"

[

29}3

J..;-

[ 9.77]
.977

-r-

10

10

The propoaal states that one PDP-IO system of 64 K memory
will serve as a Ireestandtng 40 terminal system. It has been
extrapolated that four (4) Digital PDP-IO Systems would be
requtred for a 161 Terminal System; and that 256 K of core
would be requtred in the total system.
Pe

6

=

[(3) x (256)J

100

-r-

100

[786 ]
7.68

3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
The proposal recommends the TU-55 DEC tape transport,
which is a fixed-address magnetic tape storage system
which provides random aecess for high speed reading or
writing of files. Because this type of tape transport is not
comparable to ether manufacturer-a, the TM 20 magne tic
tape transport was substituted in this calculation step.
The TU 20. reade or writes at the rate of 36 KC. and records at densities of 200. 556. and BOO BPI. Seven or nine
channel halfinch industry standard tape is used,

I.

HEWLETT-PACKARD HP-2116-B

1. pr-oceasor Speed Efficiency
Pel

=

[

(~16)

100,000
(36 KC) x 800

[Ch)

100,000
28,800

(.100) x 1000

3.47
100

111/60

x
x (1»)

x

(1.6)]

(1.6)J

x 1000

x 1000

6. Telecommunication Efficiency

2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency (1)
Add
Mulliply
Divide

3.2
19.2

20.8

[(3.2) +

Pe 2

(2~.8)

d

43
[

+ (19.2J

10

The proposed HP-2116B System will handle 32 ter-mtnala as
stated on Page 3 of the Hewlett Packard Pr-oposal to Hostos
Community College, dated Decembe r 18, 1969. Blxteen (16)
K of core ts r-equi red to handle 32 terminais on one
HP-2116- B System. Extrapolating the requir-ementa for a
161 terminal system we require five (5) HP-2116-B Systems,
witb a total core r-equi rement of 80 K.

~3)

Pe 6

10

x

(240)
10

[14.4]

J

(80)

10

10

24.0

1.44

J. IBM 360/67

3. Tape- Processor 1/0 Efficiency

7970 Magnetic Tape Transports were proposed.
However, the only data available was applicable to
the 7980 Magnetic Tape Transport. Therefore, the
7980 unit was used for this example , Tr-ansfer- rate
was calculated by multiplying 800 BPI density x 120
IPS Tape Speed, yielding 96 KC as a transfer rate.
Pe 3

=

1. Processor Speed Efficiency

Pel

=:

l

1,(1

L'

~h

[100.000
(96) x (SOO):J
100.000
76.800

x

'\

(.75) x

(8)(8))
x

~J

.75) x

X}J

[

.0117

[

.00585J

x

J

x

x

1000

2,,-1

1000

1000

1.30
x

1000

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
5.85

HP-2771A Disk

Pe

4

=

GIOO
(160 KC)

l·625)

[0525

x

J

x

8.35J
100

(.0835;J

x 10
2. Processor Instruction Mix Efffc iency - 5 Digits to 5 Digits
x 10

x 10

.53

Fixed Point, Single Precision
3.88 + 0.3 D

Add

3.88 + 1.5

Multiply

5.38 '
4.25 + 2.1 D + 0.3 D2

Divide

6.44 + 2.3 D + 0.6 D2

22.25
5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency

HP-2779A High-Speed Punch Card Reader - 1000 CPM is
substituted for the proposed HP-2731A Paper Tape Readerin this example ,
The HP-2754B Teleprlnter that was proposed pr-ints at la
char-acter-s a second. Extrapolating tbis to minutes, we obtain 60 char-acter-a a minute, or one (1) line per minute.
No summary punch Is available on the HP-2116-B System.
1000
[ (1000)2 + (1)

J

J

D = The number of decimal digits in the Operand, (1)

(1) Aue rbach , IBM System 360, Model67. Page 427:051:300

[5.38 + 32

[20
1000
500.5
1.99

(1) Instruction Times from Hewiett packard, 211GB,
"A powerful gene ralpurpose computer for sctenttüc ,
real-Ume, and instrumentation appUcators.

319 ] +

[6.73

]+

394

+ 22.25J

la

10

10

.673
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3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency

IBM Madel 2401-5 Tape Drives
100. 000
(61.2 KB)

100.000
(61.2 KB)

(lGOO)

(1600)

1.00
(61.2)

(1600)

1.00

4. Disk/Orum Efficiency
IBM 2314 Disks

x

100

Note: 61. 2 KB represents a rate for 1. 000 char-acter- blocks
for the IBM Model 2401 - 5. p ropceed Tape Drives.
(Auerbach, Computer Characteristics, October- 1969 ,
page 63.)
1

87.5
100

277
3.15

4. Disk/Drum Efficiency
For IBM 2314 Disk 8torage

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
1000
600 +

300
3

+

Pe 4

600

=

~ 10

2.00

x

10

Note: For IBM 2501 Reader/Punch estimated al 600 CPM
Read, 300 CPM Punch, and a 1403 Pt-inter- at 600 CPM.

3.15

6. Telecommunication Efficiency

Pe 6

[(3)

(223) ]

-;-

100
5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency

6.7

For IBM 2501 Reader Punch estimated at 600 CPM Read:
300 CPM Punch; and 1403 Pz-Inter- at 600 LPM.
K.

IBM - MüDEL 75

TWü WAY INTERLEAVING

Pe s

=

1. Proceaeor- Speed Efficiency

Pel

=

([G~)
[

(oll~

(.75j

Ct)]

x [

t]

1000
(GOa) + (300)
3

+ (600)

1000

500

x 1000 )

2.00
x 1000

5.85

6. Telecommunication Efficiency
IBM System 360 Telecommunication Efficiency for 161
Te rminals

2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency
(4.87) + (22) + (15)
3

(3) (223)

100

G.7

la

1.37

Note: From Auerbach Computer Char-acter-Iatlcs Digest
October, 1969, page 34. Add Ume Ia an average of 2.3
microseconds best case, plus 7.3 - mic roeeconds wor-st
case. The divide Ume, is an average of 9.0 mlc rcseconds
best case, and 33 mtcroaeconds wor-st case. The multiply
Ume ts an average of 5.1 rntc roeeconds best case and 25
microseconde worst caso,
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7. CSE

=

(4.65) + (1.37) + (1.00) + (3.15) + (2.00) + (6.7)

For IBM Model-75
18.87

L.

UNIVAC 1108 (With 2 -Way Parallel Processing)
6. Telecommunication Efficiency
A Parallel Processor

L proceeeor- Speed Efficiency

Pel

=\ [

~

C

5
) ]

x

[(.50)!J

>

1000

One full word fetch of (36 bits) 6 char-acte re

[ (.

02077~ x (2~]

Univac System 1100 Telecommunication Efficiency for 161
Te rminala

7

(3) (211)
633

7

100

100

6.33

1000
7. CSE for UNIVAC 1108

5.19
(3.12) +(.57) +(1.79) +(1.92) +(1.25) +(6.33)
14.98

2. Processor Instruction Mix Efficiency
(2.3) + (11.6)
3

+ (3.9)

10

3. DETAIL ANALYSIS OF SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE

.57

3. Tape Processor 1/0 Efficiency
For Uniservo Viii - C Univac
100.000
(69.6 KB)

(800)

100.000
55680
1.79

4. Disk/Orum Efficiency
For Univac 9414 Disk

[O~~)
[

(.32)

x

(~~O)]

(.60)J

x 10

x 10

1.92

5. Reader/Punch/Printer Efficiency
For 1108 Punched Card Subsystem Reade r is 900 CPM
Effective:
Punch ts 300 CPM effective output;
Printer Model 0758-00, is 1200 Lines per minute effective

o

...co

o

'"
'"

speed.

(900)

1000
+ (300)
3

+ (1200)

1.25
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161 TERMINALS
HONEYWELL ELEMENT(l)

1. MûD-4 Resident Monitor

CORE
REQUffiED

~

'1

480 TERMINALS

960 TERMINALS

COST/MONTH

CORE
REQUffiED

COST/MONTH

CORE
REQUffiED

,[

i COST/MONTH

40K

$ 1587.20

40K

$ 1587.20

40K

2. MOD-4 Partîtion-l

8K

317.36

8K

317.36

8K

317.36

3. MOD-4 Partition-2

8K

317.36

8K

317.36

8K

317.36

4. MOD-4 Input Files. Output Files,
Job.Classes, Job Queue Items

19K

754.73

19K

754.73

19K

754.73

5. ·MOD-4 User Operating Ar-éa

56K

2221. 52

56K

2221.52

56K

2221.52

6. HAL Author Language Resident

32.7K

1297.21

32.7K

1297.21

32K

1297.21

7. Terminal VIP Message Handling
and Software (2)

563.5K

22354.00

66645.00

3360K

133291.00

727.2K

$28648.00

TOTAL

1680K
1843.7K

$72939.00

3523.7K

(1)

Core cost is $10,394 per 262K on a 7-year lease . This cornes ta 539.67 per rnonth per 1K of core.
Refer to Honeywell p roposal ta Hostos Community Collège dated March 26. 1970.

(2)

Refer to Honeywell's Author Language System for Computer Assisted Instruction - Honeywell Education
Application Summary.

$

1587.20

$139785.00

SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE

Non- Resident System Components
Core

HONEYWELL - Mon 4 + HAL 161 Terminal System
1. MOD-4 Input Reader

Core
Requi rernent

Resident Element

40K

1. MOD 4 Resident Monitor
2. MOD 4 Partition-l

8K

3. MOD 4 Partition-2

8K

6. MOn 4-26 Job Classes
7. MOO 4-10 Job Queue Items

2. MOD-4 Schedule r-

BK

3. MOD-4 Transitional Monitor

8K

4. MOD-4 Output Writer

8K

Dependent Components - Within User Partitions

4. Mon 4-8 Input Files

5. MOD 4-6 Output Files

Requirement
12K

]

19K

Element

Core
Reguirement

1. MOD-4 Cobol Compiler

56K

2. MOD-4 Fortran Compiler

28K

8. MOD-4 User Operating Area

56K

3. MOD-4 Assembler

36K

9. HAL - Author Language Resident

32,768K

4. MOD-4 Easycoder

44K

5. MOD-4 Report Generator

28K

10. 161 Terminal VIP Message Handling
& Software

563,500K

TOTAL

727,268K

CRITERIA EVALUATION OF MOD-4 SOFTWARE
HONEYWELL - MOD 4 + HAL 480 Terminal System
Resident Element

Requirement
1. MOD 4
2. HAL - Author Language Resident

Evaluation
Fa:etOrViiüe

Core

131.000K
32,768K

1. Fixed Task Partitions

2. Variable Task Partitions
3. Spooltng Capabtltties

.10
.20
0.00

3. 480 Terminal VIP Message Handling
& Software

4. Real Time Checkpoint and Recove ry

.05

l,6BO,OOOK

::>. Remote Acceae File Management

.05

TOTAL

l,843,768K

6. Full Background Utilities

.05

7. Compile and Execute Capab ll lty of AuthorLanguage (One- Pass Compile)
1. Honeywell Series 200 MOO 4 Operating System
2. Honeywell MOD 4, Page 2-1

.50

9. Mass Storage RoHout and Rol lback

.05

la. Systems Logging

3. Honeywell MOn 4, Page 4-3

Resident Element
l, MOD4
2. HAL - Author Language Resident

3. 960 Terminal VIP Message Handltng
& Software
TOTAL

Core
Reguirement
131,000K
32, 768K
3,360,000K
3,523,76BK

,OS

Il. Total Hardware Support

.05

12. Storage Dynamically Assignable

.20

13. Executive Program Dynamically Assignable
HONEYWELL MOD 4 + HAL 960 II'ERMINAL SYSTEM

0.00

8. Total Communications Software

14. Swapping of Priority Pr-og rams in Core

0.00
.20

15. User Programs with Integr ity

.10

16. CAl Terminal Handler - Software

.05

17. Complete File Supe rvf sor-

.10

18. Data Handler Routine

.05

19. Process Files at Item or Block Levels

.05

20. Processor Interface Routines

,30

21. Real Time Priority System

.62

(NOTE: Thirteen levels of assignable priority are
requi red. MOD-4 has only four Ievela of priority.
Refer to MOD-4 Ope ratfng System Summary
Description, Page 3-3.)
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22. CMI W/S - 3 Minule Checkpoinl

0.00

23. CAl Frame Handle r - 3 Minute Checkpoint

0.00

TOTAL

2.77
EVALUATION COST/PERFORMANCE
UNIVAC - EXEC - 8 SOFTWARE
IN A CAl ENVIRONMENT

SUMMARY EVALUATION OF COST/PERFORMANCE
UNIVAC 1108 - EXEC 8 SOFTWARE +
COPI _. II IN A CAl ENVIRON MENT

UNIVAC SOFTWARE SUMMARY TABLE
Number of TerminaIs
HAL - AUTHOR LANGUAGE -

FORMULA

CORE CALCULATION SUPPLEMENT

161

$18.46

DEOICATED CAl SYSTEM

480

11.43

960

9.73

ELEMENT

No. OF CHARACTERS

1.

~~;I~AEUNTTH. LANGUAGE

2,

161 Terminal Vip-Message
Handling of- Software
TOTAL

@ 1970 Copyriglu HOSTOS ('.omm unit y Collegc

32,768(1)

596.268

NOTE:
t'The minimum hardware requl rements for this system are:
A Honeywell-type 1201 central processor with 32, 7G8 chat-actet-a of memory, and the specifie capabilities requi red by the
systems.
Wlth this minimum configuration, up to six VIP deviees can
operate etrnultaneoualy on either one or two communication
Unes.
In o rde r to lnc reaee the number- of terminaIs, additfonal memery la requl red. Any increase above six VIP deviees requi ree a
basic 3,000 char-acte ra plus 500 char-actet-s for each display
terminal. 11(2)

(1) Honeywell's Author Language System for Computer Assisted
Instruction, CRP-0326, Page containing "Equipment Requirements. Il
(2) Ibid, Page contatning "Equipment Requl remente".
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Cast of Univac Software
per Terminal in Dollars/Mo.
(Educational Discount)

SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE
UNIVAC EXEC -B + COPI- Il
For 161 Terminais
No. of Wards
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1. thru 4.
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a>

564 x 161 =

90, B04

5. Buffer Pools

21,000

6. Copi - II Ftxed Storage Requirement

35,000
65.000

7. Exec - 8 Fixed Storage Requirement

211, B04

TOTAL
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0
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Il:
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SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE
UNIVAC EXEC-B + COPl-Il
For 480 Terminais

e'"

No. of Words

'"

f-<
Z

0

:E

<,

f-<

0
'"

1. thru 4.
a>

e-

a>

a>
"
,.,'"'" ,.,'"'" ,.,a>

0

,.,"

~

~

..
a>
a>

:;;

"

564 x 480

=

270,720
57,000

5. Buffer Pools

6. Copi - II Fixed Storage Requirement

35,000

7. Exec - 8 Plxed Stor-age Requirement

65,000
427,720

TOTAL

Cl

~g

a>

o

,

~

0'"

"C-

"'
0:

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

e'"
,- ca>
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0

0

e'"
<'"
"

SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE
UNIVAC EXEC-B + COPI-II
for 960 Terminais
No. of \Vards

'"

f-<

Z
0

:E

<,

f-<

0
'"
o

.. .. .. .." ..
a>

'"
'"

~

0

a>

0

~

a>

'"
"'"

0

<'"
a>
'"

1. thru 4.

541,440

564 x 960

117,000

5. Buffer- Pools

6. Copi - II Ftxed Storage Requlrement

35,000

7. Exec - 8 Fixed Stor-age Requtrement

65.000

TOTAL
Cl

f;j~

0'"

"C-

"'

0
0
0

:i

"
0

cc

0
0
0

0
0
0

'"

'"
'"

0

a>

Il:

75B,440

g
'"

In evaluating CAl Author Languages, tjntvac's COPI II was
. evaluated in tet-ms of resident COre requtt-ementa. Tc esttmate
the resident core storage requtrement for COPI II, we must
understand the following table:
Estimating Resident Core

"e

Storage Requl rements - COPI II

re,
\'.0

-5
~

~

f-<
Z

"':E
"'
"'
>-1

eo
0

~

"'"

...;

"~

r;;

,
0::

0

o

'"

Element
Terminal Message buffer
wcr-katorage (exec 8)

1iî

'O~

"0

Ô

c,

~

~
co"
oÔ

~~

.~ ~

"8

9E

>-1

og

0

P;:"S

.

"Il:

7 words z'te rminal

2.

Line table workstorage

3.

COPI II communications
workatorage to identify
ter-mlnals

4.

COPI II Pooling Ter rninala 20 words/terminal
for buffer que ring wor-ketet-age
TOTAL
564 wards/terminal

-<:

s-

f-<

# of words "
512 words Zte rmtnal

25 words/terminal
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161 TERMINALS

480 TERMINALS

"
'"

960 TERMINALS

CORE
REQUIRED

COST/MONTH

CORE
REQUIRED

COST/MONTH

CORE
REQUIRED

1. MVT

262 K

$6471

262 K

$6471

262 K

$ 6471

2. Coursewriter III

108 K

$ 468

108 K

s

468

108 K

$

3. Terminal Message Handling Area

224 K

$ 970

568 K

$2460

1,108 K

$ 4798

594 K

$7909

938 K

$9399

1,478 K

$11,737

TOTAL

COST/MONTH

468

Notes:
1. Main core storage of 262 bytes was used for MVT costs. Large Core Storage was used for the remainder of core requirements.
Large Core Storage costs $4. 33/month on a 30% discounted basis pe r 1 K of core.
2. The following core costa were obtalned from Larry George, IBM Account Representative, on April 2, 1970.
- For Code 2365 Main Core Storage: 262.144 bytes at $9245/month list rental.; Iess 30% educational discount is $6471/month.
-

For Code 2361 Large Core Stct-age: 1,048,576 bytes (4 micr-osecond cycle .ttme) $6495/month list rental or less 30% at
$4546/month.

-

For Code 2361 Large Core Sto rage of 2,097, 152 bytes at $10, 990/month Itst. or less 30% at $7683/month rental ,

"'
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IBM - MVT + COURSEWRITER III COST/PERFORMANCE TABLE
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SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE

SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE

IBM - MVT + COURSEWRITER III

MVT + COURSEWRITER III

IBM

161 TERMINAL SYSTEM

960 TERMINALS

Core
Reguirement

Resident Element
1. MVT 2. MVT -

~ixed Area

sve

)

'I'rans ient Area

3. MVT - 1/0 Supe rvi sor- T'ranaie nt Ar-éa

4. MVT - System Queue Area

262 K

Core

Reguirement
1. . MVT

262,000

2. Cour-sewr-tter- III

108.000

3. 960 Terminal Message-Handling AJ'ea
(Suggested Method of Calculation)

5. MVT - Link Pack Area

1,107,570

TOTAL

1,477,570

6. MVT - Dynamic Area
(1)
15 Storage Keye pel' each 2 K Black

7. Coursewriter III (lncluding BTAM)

108 K(Z)

8. 161 Terminal Messages/Hand1ing Area
(Suggested Method of Calculation)

TOTAL

223,353

DEFBLKS FOR 161 TERMINALS

593,353

IBM COURSEWRITER III
REVISED METHOD OF CALCULATION

(1) IBM System/36û Operating Systems, Program Logic,
Form Y28-6658-2.

(2) Coursewrtter III for System 360, Version 2, Application,
Description Page II.

Revised Method
of Calculation
Fixed

660

(64) (4 Tapes)

264

(2048) (20 Subroutines)
SOFTWARE COST/PERFORMANCE

(64) (1 Type line)

480 TERMINALS

Core
Reguirement
1. MVT

262,000

2. Coursewriter III üncl . BTAM)

108,000

TOTAL

64

(385) (161 Terminal Connecl Lines)

IBM -MVT + COURSEWRITER III

3. 480 Terminal Message-Handlïng Ar-éa
(Suggested Method of Calculation)

40,000
61,985

(123) (40%) (161 Teleprocessing Buffers
for 500 Char-acter' Screen)

7,956

(263) (8 Disk Drive Units)

2,104

(2048)(25%) (161 Line Data Areas)

82,720

Fixed Storage Requi rement

28,600
TOTAL

223,353

567,724
937,724

nr /69

DEFBLKS FOR 480 TERMINALS
IBM COURSEWRITER III
REVISED METHOD OF CALCULATION

Fixed

660

(64) (4 Tapes)

264
40,000

(2048) (20 Subroutines)

(64) (1 Type Line)

64

(385) (480 Terminal Connect Line)

184,800

(124) (llO%l (480 Teleprocessing)

65,472

(Buffers for 500 Character Screenl
2,104

(263) (8 Disk Drive Voits)
(2048) (25%) (480 Llne Data Areas)

245,760
28,600

Elxed Sto rage Requirement

567,724

TOTAL

DEFBLKS FOR 960 TERMINALS
IBM COURSEWRITER III
REVISED METHODS OF CALCULATION

# of Bytes
Flxed

660

(64) (4 Tapes)

264

(2048) (20 Sub rouünes)

40,000

(64) (1 Type Line)

64

(385) (960 Terminal Connect Lines)

370,600

(124) (170% (960 Teleprocessing Buffers
for 500 Char-acte r Sereen)

202,368

(263) (8 Dlsk Units)

2,104
491,520

(2048) (25%) (960 Line Data Areas)

TOTAL

Copyright HOSTOS Community College
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1,107,570

SOME

EXAMPLES

OF

COMPUTER~ASED

INSTRUCTIONAL

SYSTEMS

Alfred Colyer, John Gilligan and Arthur Oppenheimer
l.

[NTRODUCTION

One corn mon and interesting feature of the schemes 1
shall try to describe is that they are ail altempts to solve
existing education and training problerns. That is, rather
than having ta think up educationa! applications for our
machines, we were fortunate in finding people for whom
the computer seemed ta offer a solution for at least sorne
of their difficulties.
As a result of being involved in real-life situations for
several years, we have reached a point of view, about which
1 would like ta make sa me general remarks before going on
ta describe the applications.
When one works evcry day with computers, it is
scarcely avoidable ta get very excited about their present
and projected capabilities. Large-seule operating systems,
time-sharing, graphies, hardware etc. can sa far occupy the
foreground of our thinking, that it is worth rerninding
ourself that "Computers in Education", for example, is
primarily about education, not about computers,
1 am sure that we have suffercd, and probably continue
ta suffer, far tao much from the computer expert who is,
for example, more fascinatcd by solving the problems of
implementing an "au thor-language" than he is either
concemed or infonned about its educational feasibility.
In contrast, it is easy ta sec that this approach would
not be tolerated in a business situation. Any business is
known ta consist of a large nurnber of inter-related
sub-systems and when the implementation of computers is
being considercd, it is common and sensible practice ta
stand back and try ta comprehcnd as large a canvas as
possible. It is not obvious that this message has got through
ta the world of education and its asscciatcd computer
experts ta the same extent. In certain subject areas, the
computer offers the opportunity for a genuine and
beneficial revolution, and this is an opportunity whieh we
are either slow or rcluctant to face.
If the failure ta think comprehensively enough is one
danger, a second danger could be our ability ta deceive
ourselves conceming the subtlety and practicability of our
technology. Except where a computer is being directly
programmed by the student, most dialogue between the
student and a computer can only be crude or impractical
for many years ta come. Similarly, information produced
by the computer about students is unlikely ta be use fui
without interpretation and amplification by a much more
intuitive, i.e. human , mind. Relevant ta the last point is a
recently-reported complaint by an eminent American
psychologist, Dr. Ogden Lindsay, that the cornputer's
ability ta store statistics and cross-refer was creating a genre
of case-study generalisations which was undermining the
psychologist's belief in the unique qualities of every human
being.

Because individual human beings are unique and
because, in our context, we are largely ignorant of how
they learn, it seems sensible ta build flexibility and
opcn-endedness inta any eductional system we devise. The
open-ended system works within a broadly-defined framework, is flexible ta the ad hoc needs of the individual, and
is capable of day-tc-day development.
Additiona! advantages of open-ended systems are
safety, higher possibility of benefitting the community, and
relative financial econorny. Perhaps the most open-ended of
ail educationa! computer applications is the one which
started at Dartmouth College in !964. This was a safe thing
ta do since it was evidently feasible; it has been relatively
economical in terms of software development and
cast/benefit during operation; and it has been of obvious
benefit ta the community. There was never any doubt of its
educational worth, since it was concemed, not with
brain-washing facts or doctrines, but with helping students
ta discover basic intellectual concepts for themselves.
Finally, as we ail know, it is possible for a
computer-based open-ended system ta provide feed-back on
its own efficiency, thus painting out where amendments
can be made.
1 hope that these few preceding remarks help ta
illustrate the frame of mind in which we have approached
the following fairly large-scale experiments.
The first application may perhaps seem rather introspective, and therefore of limited interest, since it concems
the teaching of a computer language; but it should provide
a means of illustrating some of the systems considerations
that have already been mentioned. If using a computer ta
do computer-training seems an obvious thing ta do, exactly
how ta go about it effectively and economically is not
always sa clear.
The second illustration is of a computer assisting in the
management of a highly complex individualised rnathematies teaching project in secondary schools. [ hope ta
show that the subject-matter is not important: it could be
individualised anything, since the main role of the
computer is not ta teach, but ta prescribe a unique
programme of work for every student and ta report on the
efficiency of the teaching mate rial and methods,
FinaIly, 1 would like ta draw attention ta other
experiments where we have been involved in the use of
terminais in schools and colleges. With the exception of the
mathematics management schème, which goes live in a few
weeks' time, aIl the schernes !mention have been running in
an educational environment for sa me time.
2. TEACH[NG OF A COMPUTER LANGUAGE
The first example, then, is of computer training at
Brighton Polytechnic. The task at Brighton was ta train
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students to write and test off-li ne FORTRAN programs.
These were undergraduate students in mathematics,
engineering, chemistry, physics etc. Learning about cornputing was incidental to their main studies and, in fact , it
was unlikely that they could spare more than two or three
hours per week for this activity. Jt was required that within
about ten weeks of his first year at the College the student
would be brought to the point where he could easily find
out for himself anything else he wanted to know about
using the language.
The previous method of using highly-qualified staff
l'rom the Computer Departrnent to give elementary lectures
on FORTRAN to computing novices proved quite
unsatisfactory: this is, of course, a common problem at the
university and technical college leve!.
The system we devised was based on the use of a
prograrnmed-text, a student's workbook, and a suite of
specially-prepared monitoring software. The programmed
text, written bya colleague, Mr. John Wallers, is one which
has been available on the open market for sorne time.
The purpose of the workbook is ta advise the student on
the purpose of the whole package, how to prepare his
programs for computer runs, how to interpret results l'rom
the printer, and so on. The software, designcd for running
undcr the GEORGE Operating System, supervises the
compiling and running, and subsequent judging, of
students' programs, and produces reports for the student
himself and for the teaching staff. The tcachers can easily
be kept informed of the cfficiency of individual students
and of performance of ail students on individual exorcises;
the latter, of course, gives an indication of the effectiveness
of the teaching materiel.
The main computing hardware consists of a 1905 E
processor with 32K words of core, and two 4 million-word
Exchangeable Dise Stores. This implies, of course, the use
of the GEORGE 2 Operating System. The schème was
originally devised for running undcr GEORGE 3, so many
amendrncnts and extensions to the monitoring software
(i.e. the applications prograrn) had ta be made. Even sa, the
lise of thc GEORGE 2 Operating System rnakes life a great
deal easier for bath students and staff.
A brief impression of the system l'rom the student's
viewpoint ma)' perhaps be gained l'rom the following two
ex tracts from the student's workbook.
"Self·instruction is accomplished using a programmed
text, that is a book writtcn so that the student is taken
step by step through the course. At each critical stage
the student is asked a question based on the
information he has just learncd; and by replying and
checking his response against the given answer, he is
constantly monitoring his progress and finding out how
weil he understands the mate rial. Clear clirections are
given ancl the student, in his own time and at his own
pace.can work his way through the book."
Besicles cloing the exercises in the programmed-text, the
student writes prograrns for problems given to him by the
teaching staff. These are the prograrns which must be run
on the machine and, here, the workbook goes on to tell
him that
"In this scherne we have tried as far as possible to
provide the student with a true life picture of program
clevelopment and testing. The student analyses an
exercise then Ilowcharts and codes the problem; test
data is wrilten and both program ancl test clata punched
on ta cards. The program is then run against this test
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data and correctecl if necessary until he is satisfied thar
the program is working correctly, Then the same
program is run without the studen!'s test data in what
we cali the "judging run". The "juclging run" runs the
program using a set of test data for this exorcise
supplied by the' system, then compares the results
produced by the program with the anticipated correct
output. Thus for each exercise the system uses the
judging run to provide a definite check on the student's
program. This ensures that he has produced an accu rate
working program and has an absolute rneasure of the
success of his work."
ln this completely self-paced scheme, whenever he is
ready the student takes his pro gram pack along to the
computer. Since the student's program is prefaced by
pre-punchecl GEORGE macro cards, il slips naturally into
the computing job-stream; that is, it has no clisrupting
effect on the ether data-processing work of the college.
One useful sicle-effect of this self-paced instruction has
already been a significant smoothing of the computing load,
since stuclents' programs now come along at random times.
From the lecturer's point of view there is the relief
l'rom a tedious lecturing load, plus the ability to obtain
selective information about the student's performance l'rom
the machine. For example, a print-out on il particular
exercise for a particular student mal' show a string of
characters such as CCCRCCRCJCS, where Csunsucccssful
compilation, Rsunsuccessful run, J=unsuccessful judging
run, S=successful judging run, So, in this hypothetical
exercise, the student is shown to have taken eleven runs
before getting his prograrn to work; cause, one would think,
for the lecturer to investigate how other stuclents
performed on this exercise, or how this particular student
fared on other exercises.
Many enhancements are already in hancl, and are
relatively easy to incorporate, since this is not a
rigidly-defined system. Amendments can be made to the
programrned-text, ta the workbook, or built into the
software; and as more experience is gained, this will
inevitably be done.
It seems hardly necessary to clwell on the economies of
this system since, if running jobs on a computer is regarded
as a sine qua non of programmer-training, and using an
operating system the only smooth way of handling these
jobs, then the additional cast involved is minimal,
In sumrnary, then, the main characteristics of the
Brighton scherne are that:
ail training is based on individuallsed self-paced
instruction;

ail students have unrestrictecl access to the computer;
teachers have immediate access ta the kind of
information which enables them to isola te areas of
inefficiency in the learning system.
3. INDIVlDUALISED MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
The next scheme 1 wish to describe is one which we
usually refer ta as the Tunbridge Wells project, since il is
basecl on a scheme of individualised mathematics instructions started several years aga at Ridgewaye School,
Tunbridge Wells, by the senior mathematics teacher,
Mr. Bertram Banks.
The system is basecl on the single idea that a child learns
best if allowecl to work at his own pace on material suited
to his ability leve]. Although, in these days, this idea isby

no means new, it takes a lot of determination and some
organisatioilal changes to carry it through. But if the
management of large numbers of children, ail working at
different speeds at different topics, can be han die d, this is
weil worth doing. The alternative is orthodox classroom
teaching by, often in these days, non-specialist teachers,
and the consequences of this can be disastrous.
The crux of this auto-instructional scherne, as with any
ether similar system, is the provision of enough high-quality
individualised material. Fortunately, other neighbouring
schools have joined in the project over the last two or three
years, and there exists a panel of teachers working and
meeting in their own time, to providc a large catalogue of
small modules of instruction on different mathematical
topics. Ali newly-submitted material is tested in the
member-schools before being incorporated into the scheme.
The age range being covered at the moment is the three
years 12-14, and the number of tasks so far included is 300.
[Iltimately, it is hoped that the scheme will cover five or six
years of secondary education, when the number of tasks is
expected to be about 1000.
These hundreds of tasks are arranged in eight horizontal
levels of difficulty, and a number of vertical streams of
mathematical activity. The main problem is, for each child,
to select from the network a set of tasks exactly suited to
that child's level of ability.
A task may involve working with a programmed text,
programmed audio-tapes, with apparatus etc. Every task has
built-in tests, many of which the student himself marks.
A complete set of 12 tasks may take a child several
weeks. When he reaches this point he is given a
comprehensive test, which the teacher marks. Up to now,
the teacher has used the se test marks together with his
knowledge of previous performance, to determine the
composition of the child's ncxt group of tasks. But, clearly,
selecting a new set of tasks, even from the several hundred
so far available, becomes an impossible job for the busy
teacher. It is clear that, from the test marks provided by the
teacher, the computer can quickly prescribe a new set of
work for any child. An example nf a teacher conversing
with a computer, via an on-Iine typewriter, to performthis
function is shown in Figure 1.
ln practice, although the quickest method of getting the
teacher's marks to the computer is via the typewriter, it is
expected that the line-printer and the postal service will be .
fast enough for sending the computer's reply. The
typewriter can be used by the teacher subsequently, if
necessary, for over-ruling any of the computer's choices.
Besides the obvious advantages of helping the teacher in
his local situation, this system has other clear advantages
when large numbers of schools are using the system. The
number of schools in the schème will, in fact, be increasing
significantly du ring 1970-71, and it is obvious that massive
evaluation of the teaching material will be taking place.
Such evaluation will only be meaningful if the large volume
of data thus creatcd is collected centrally; from the amount
of data potentially available ta the computer, much can be
learned about where improvements can be made ta the
system.
ln an education al environment, where money is always
difficult to find, there is some attractiveness in a method
such as this which promises to supervise large-scale
individualised mathematics education at a cost of only
about O. per child per year.
Schèmes which were just dreams two or thrce years aga
are now becoming real, and schemes of this size and

promise rein force the point made earlier conceming the
need ta think comprehensively about educational systems.
One specifie question may be worth asking in this
connection. What is the purpose of sett!ng a child an
examination in mathernatics? Is it to find out how much
mathematics he knows? A system such as the one 1 have
just described always has this information instantly
available. And this kind of system does not just work for
mathematics: it is a pattern for managing individualised
instruction, and could therefore be appropriate for other
academie subjects. So could the human race be spared
many of the examinations it has to suffer, along with the
false view of education that examinations can give? And, if
we reject the educational argument, there is another
question. Can we cope administratively with the examination system much longer, anyway?
4. TWO OTHER EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS
1 would like to finish by referring ta two other
experimental systems, one at the Thomas Bennett School,
Crawley; and the ether at Kingston Polytechnic.
At the Thomas Bennett School we have gained valu able
experience of working for a whole year in a secondary
school environ ment, using Teletypes for teaching students
and collecting report data for the teacher.
The two Teletypes at the school are Iinked through the
public telephone network ta the ICL 1903 at Hedsor Park.
They are used by pupils working through the first year of
the Nuffield biology course to test themselves on their
understanding of the programmed-text material they have
studied and the associated experiments they have completed. The pupils' answcrs are scored immediately and
their final score tells them whether the y can continue with
the course or whether they must first see their teacher.
Each pupil's answers to the tests are stored by the
computer in an individual student record to which the
teacher has access to check on each pupil's progress.
Any measures of success we have in this experiment are
purely subjective ones and 1 make no apologies for this:
there is a Iimit ta the time one can spend in trying to
quantify the obvious. And what is obvious is this:
a) the system is motivating for the children and they are
anxious ta get through their work so that they can take
their tests on the computer
b) children who cannat nonnally spell, learn ta spell for
the computer (even though we have arranged that they
don't have ta)
c) the system is useful in producing reports for the
teacher, reports which he wou Id otherwise have ta work
out for himself since, in an individualised leaming
situation, he needs this information.
But this is still a smali-scale experiment: only one
biology class of about 33 children is involved, and the
tenninals are on-line to the computer for a total of no more
than three hours per week.
Nevertheless, we have here a school situation in which
the computer has come ta be accepted as part of the
environment. We are in a position to start studying the
effects that different methods of data collection have on
the children's work. And as niore programrned teaching
material, bath in Biology and in General Science, becomes
available there will be no difficulty in building it into.the
system.
The final example is based on work done by two
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Fig. 1
+-SCHEDULE
CLASS?
+-2B!
NAME?
+-KEVIN TUPNER
ON SET 5
WHEN DIO HE FINISH?
+-15/12/69
ACTUAL SCORE,POSSIBLE SCORE?
+-22 25
DATESTARTED
DATE FINISHED
TEST SCORE
MEAN DIFFICULTY

01/10/69
15/12/69
88%
4.82

TYPE CODES FOR COMPLETED TASKS
AI+-1
2+-1
3+-3
Teacher types codes to tell the
4+-1
Computer that the tasks just
BI+- 1
tested for the student were
2+-1
3
Too difficult'
3+-3
Too easy
2
4+-1
Just right
1
CI+- 1
2+-1
3+-2
4+-1

1SUGGEST NEW SET AS FOLLOWS
A 1 NS.5.00 P/B
BINARY NUMBER 1
2 NS.5.01 P/B
BINARY NUMBER 2
3 NS.5.02 P/B
BINARY NUMBER 3
4 NC.6.01 P/B
LOGARITHMS 1
B 1 NC.6.02 P/B
LOGARITHMS 2
2 GP.5.10 W/S
CENTRE OF TRIANGLE
3 GP.5.11 W/S
CENTRE OF CIRCLE
4 GS.5.12 W/S
CYCLIC QUADRILATERAL
C 1 GS.5 .20 TAPE 24
HOW MUCH LARGER?
2 GS.5.30 W/S
DUALITY
3 T0.3.11 W/S
NETWORKS 1
4 T0.3.12 W/S
NETWORKS 2
DO YOU,WISH TO OVERRIOE
ANY OF MY CHOICES?
+-YES
WHICHTASK?
+-C4
REPLACEMENT?
+-DECODING 1
ISTHAT ALL?
+-YES
O.K NEW SET AS FOLLOWS
A"I NS.5.00 P/B
BINARY NUMBER 1
2 NS.5.01 P/B
BINARY NUMBER 2
3 NS.5.02 P/B
BlNARY NUMBER 3
4 NC.6.01 P/B
LOGARITHMS 1
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lecturers in the Business Studies Department at Kingston
Polytechnic. We are aIl weIl aware of the growing number
of students following courses in Social Science: one of the
unfortunate consequences of doing social studies is that one
has to learn sorne statistics: many of these students have
little mathematical background, and, in these circumstances
particularly, statistics is a difficult subject to teach.
Again the lecturers sought to overcome the leaming
difficulties by using programmed-instruction. And to save
themselves from the repetitive and trivial task of checking
simple exercises, it seemed worth using an on-line Teletype
for just this purpose. At the time of preparing this paper,
we are in the middle of a six-week experiment using two
Teletypes at the Polytechnic connected to the 1903 at
Hedsor Park.
Figs. 2 & 3 show the start we have made at Kingston.
Provided one remembers that the small arrow precedes
every entry typed by the student, these two examples
should be easy to follow. First, the student is taken through
the reasoning of an example, and the computer checks his
ability to make the required calculations; then, he is
interrogated on his knowledge of the formulae for several
statistical functions.
Not only did this strike us as a sensible use far a
typewriter terminal, but we were also attracted by the fact
that the terminal was to be used in conjunction with a
programmed text. This suggested to us an ecanomical use
of a computer, and the objectivity that programmed
instruction implies,
Now, before concluding, 1 must thank aIl our friends at
Brighton Polytechnic, Kingston Polytechnic, Thomas
Bennett School, Ridgewaye School and elsewhere who have
helped and continue to help us so much in this work. What
we may have done in the way of experimental software
follows entirely from the innovative ideas being worked
upon in the se educational institutions and this is, 1 think,
the right way round.

Computer prescribes new
Set of tasks

Fig. 3

Fig. 2
PROBLEM
+-Il
F
10
17
39
24
7
3

PROBLEM AND MODEPLEASE
+-12
WHAT IS EQUATION FOR MEAN
X=+- S(M'F)/SF
MEAN=96.00
WHAT IS EQUATION FOR STANDARDDEVIATION
SD=+-SQRT(S(F*(M-X)**2)/SF)

ANDMODEPLEASE
M
75
85
95
105
115 +125

SF=+-IOO
SF*M=+-9600
x= +-96.00
F
M
10
75
17
85
39
95
24 105
7 115 +3 125

F*M
750
1445
3705
2520
805
375

M-X
-21

-n

-1
9
19
29

(M-X)*'2
441
+121
1
+81
+361
841

STANDARDDEVIATION= 11.62

.F«M-X)**2)
4410
2057
39
1944
2527
2523

S(F(M-X)**2)= +- 13500
SD +- 11.62

DOVOUWANT Ta DO ANOTHER PROBLEM ? -e- YES
DOVOU WISH Ta READ IN DIFFERENT DATA? e- NO1
l'LEASE RETYPEYOUR REPLy +- NO

PROBLEM AND MODEPLEASE
+- 12
WHAT IS EQUATIONFOR MEAN
X= +-S(M-X)/SF
WRONG ANSWER TRY AGAIN
WHAT IS EQUATlON.FOR MEAN
X= +-S(M*F)/SF
MEAN=96.00
WHAT IS EQUATION FOR STANDARD DEVIATION
SD= +-SQRT(S(F*(M-X)/SF))
WRONG ANSWER TRY AGAIN
WHAT IS EQUATION FOR STANDARD DEVIATION
SD=+-SQRT(S(F*(M-X)**22
CANCELLED
+-SQRT(S(F*(M-X)**2)/SF)
STANDARDDEVIATION= 11.62
DO VOUWANT Ta DO ANOTHER PROBLEM? +-YES
DO VOU WISH Ta READ IN DIFFERENT DATA? +- YE~
NEWDATA FOR PROBLEM 1 HAS BEEN READ IN
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ln the sphere of Medical Education, the United Kingdom has until recently been singularly fortunate in respect
of its clinical facilities. This particularly applies to the
numbers of patients available for study, so that in the U.K.
students have until recently enjoyed adequate opportunities
for practising their diagnostic skills. Moreover, the number
of medical teachers available has until recently ensured a
generally acceptable degree of student supervision during
this formative period.
Ali of this is now changing. The student population is
rapidly expanding - in sorne teaching centres to twice or
three times the 1969 figures - and considerable problems
ensue as these expanding hordes of students face a relatively static population of medical teachers and patients.
Indeed, in sorne hospitals the number of patients
suitable for teaching is actually decreasing. This is because
teaching hospitals in the U.K. are becoming increasingly
specialized in their patient intake; so that patients with
common but 'non-academie' ailments tend to be admitted
to 'non-teaching' hospitals, physically separated from the
larger teaching centres, and weil away from any students!
This in turn means that a) individual students tend to
have decreasing opportunities to practise their newlyacquired diagnostic skills; b) the degree of supervision and
control of each individual student by his c1inical teachers
may fall to an unacceptably low level; and c) the type of
patient seen by the student may not be representative of
the patients he will encounter in day-tc-day clinical practice
in his subsequent career.
Clearly, therefore, there is a major problem about to
confront clinical teachers in the U.K. during the next few
years :- and a problem, moreover, which conventional
teaching techniques may not readily be able to solve. And,
this being so, there is therefore an equally c1earcase for the
exploration of 'unconventional' teaching techniques (such
as those involving computer-based systems) in the sphere of
Medical Education in the U.K.)
2. POSSIBLE USESOF THE COMPUTER
Dr. Zinn, in his important paper {see page III/235)
comments cogently upon the 'dimensions' of computer use
in a comparable situation, but one or two specifie
comments about possible users in the sphere of clinical
medicine might be desirable.
First, the 'tutorial' mode, in which the student works
through a linear or simple branching program under close
computer control. This type of program would seem to
have relatively little place in teaching c1inical diagnosis by
computer. Apart from the expense of a computer based

system -'its use for this sort of teaching program is in my
own view uneconomic - diagnosis is an individual process,
the 'facts' of which are difficult to teach in didactic fashion
because they themselves are so ill-understood. Ideally,
therefore, computer-based systems employed to help teach
clinicai diagnosis should be 'student-orientated' in which
the student is encouraged wherever possible to develop his
own initiative.

The same considerations apply to the provision of
stereotypes of various diseases for students to practise diagnosis. This may have sorne intrinsic merit - and indeed our
own students seem to find it enjoyable and valuable -'but
it can be done infinitely more easily and cheaply without
the aid of a computer. One further way in which the
computer can help the student is by providing an on-line
statistical analysis of any attribute sub-set which the
student happens to have collected. Our own experience
with this is fragrnentary, and it is by no means certain that
this is helpful to students in the long run.
Turning now towards 'student-orientated' modes of use,
such as simulation and game situations, it would seem that
these could be highly relevant to this type of teaching, We
ourselves in Leeds have sorne experience in these fields. The
details of these systems have already been reported
elsewhere (de Dombal et al, 1969, a.b.c.), Clinical informa.
tion about a number of patients is collected and stored in
the computer. The student selects a patient for diagnosis;
and obtains the relevant clinical information from the
'patient' via the computer - just as he would at the bedside
- by taking a history, asking for physical findings, and so
on. Each item of information is released by the computer in
response to an appropria te question put by the student.
The student can aiso obtain, (if he wishes), helpful
information from the computer about the meanings of
terms used and about the relevance of certain symptoms
and signs. FinaIly, if he feels he is not making much
progress, the student may switch to a special rernedial
sequence rnerely by asking for 'Help'.
A large number of students have already used the
system; and a 'library' of suitable cases has been
established. Additionai cases who are present on the wards
may be added to the computer 'Iibrary' in less than two
hours. The cost of preparing each additionai hour of
teaching material is therefore less than il.
3. PROBLEMSIN IMPLEMENTATION
It may now be helpful to deal with sorne problems
encountered in implementing such a computer based
system.
3.1 Lack of data-base

By far the most serious problern encountered came with
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our realization that mu ch of our 'conventiona!' diagnostic
teaching was based upon very scanty information both as
regards the teaching of diagnosis and as regards the
diagnostic process itself, as it is currently practised on the
wards. Such has been the difficulty engendered by this lack
of information that the major portion of our own effort is
now concentrated in this sphere - that of investigating the
diagnostic process itself - with fascinating results.

3.2 Peripheral terminals
In our current efforts, we have reverted to the use of
the teletype - abandoning the use of more sophisticated
equipment. This is not only on account of the cost of such
equiprnent; but is chiefly because the random access
audio-visual deviee we formerly employed took an
unacceptably long time to respond - at least in this
situation, and in the audio mode - to the students' query.
Perhaps with the.advantage ofhindsight it would have been
more suit able to have a random access audio dise - rather
than to move audio tape physically from spool to spool in
response to each student query.

3.3 What are we trying to simulate?
Here the work of Fraser (1966) is very relevant to our
own concept of simulation. Sorne diagnostic simulator
systems make what is in our view an error of judgment in
attempting a 'whole-task' simulation. We, on the other
hand, have aimed at a 'part-task' simulation. That is to say
we are not trying to teach 'diagnosis' - whatever that may
bel - as such, but instead we are trying to teach selected
aspects of diagnosis, such as specifie techniques of patient
interrogation and so on.
4. PLACE OF COMPUTERS IN TEACHING CLINICAL
DIAGNOSIS
It is this concept of 'part-task' teaching and simulation
which surely provides the key to this final problem. The
place of the computer is surely in an integrated teaching
system involving real-life as wellas artificial situations, To
suggest that a computer by itself can teach clinical diagnosis
- so that a student reaches the level of competence
required from a medical practitioner, is as absurd as the
suggestion that simulated training is adequate to permit a
student pilot to carry fare-paying passengers between Leeds
and Amsterdam. However, in sorne aspects of diagnostic
teaclùng - such as in part-task simulation - computerbased systems may weIl have a role within an integrated
curriculum. In the meantime, whatever the effect upon the
students, the effect upon their teachers has been
profound!
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1. [NTRODUCTION
The next decade will, il is felt, see a sharp increase in
the use of on-line techniques in the commercial data
processing sector, as opposed to. the scientific field. Such a
development is being forced by steadily increasing costs of
clerical staff, desires to shorten the working week, yet
tempered by the need to increase efficiency and competitive operation. There is also a rapid growth in the
understanding of the economies to be obtained by
centralising operations, yet maintaining diversified information outlet points.
Notable examples of the development of real time
systems are to be found in the major airlines, where
reservations, passenger check-in and aircraft weight and
balance control are being handled by on-Iine terminaIs.
There are other applications: banking, insu rance, public
utilities, criminal detection, mail order houses, and so on,
where the requirernent for the rapid collection and
dissemination of information has taken the computer out
of its computer centre and into the second by second
operation of business life.
This ingression of the computer on to the "shop floor" has
placed new demands on those who must use the system as
part of their daily activities. This paper is concerned with
those demands and, where CRT terminal systems provide
the man/machine interface, the use of such a system to
provide an efficient education media.
2. THE PROBLEMS OF THE OPERATIVE
The ultimate success of a real time system lies, not with
the analyst and programmer, although they play the major
role during the design and implementation stages, but in the
ability of those who, on a day to day basis, are able to use
the facilities offered by the system in the most efficient
rnanner. Therefore, there is a new sense of responsibility
placed upon the operative. This responsibility may never be
stated, but it is implied and is quickly seen as such by the
operative. The degree of responsibility may be measured
either by the extent of the integration of the computer
system into the operative's work or by the financial
investment in the system, sorne of which must be recouped
by increased operative efficiency. Such increases in
efficiency may only be attained by dexterity in the use of
the system facilities by the operative.
If the business environment in which the computer is to
operate is either complex or intricate, two further
problems, which are definable as individual problems but
are constituent elements of the responsibility problem,
become apparent. Firstly, there is the problem of learning,
understanding and committing to rnernory a number of

entries and responses to and from the system and secondly,
that of manipulating the various entries and responses to
meet varying circumstances within the work pattern of the
environment.
The physical use of the terminal deviee may, initially,
cause sorne problems. The majority of terminaIs contemplated for commercial real time systems utilise a keyboard,
either numeric or one similar to a typewriter. The number
of adults who have never come into continued contact with
an adding machine or typewriter and who view the use of
such a keyboard with sorne alarrn is surprising..The author,
when involved with a large system found that Americans,
Canadians and those from certain European countries were
more familiar with the use of keyboards than were their
U.K. contemporaries. This was attributed to two major
factors; Americans and Canadians, both male and female,
were introduced to typewriters du ring their High School
days; in Europe, the use of secretaries and clerical typing
pools is less evident than in the V.K. Such was the lack of
this particular expertise, that special courses had to be
devised for the V.K. operatives in keyboard dexterity.
There is a problem of technique to be overcome, that is,
integrating the terminal into the work process, so that it
replaces, say, a pencil or piece of paper. This aspect can be
particularly important in an environment where the
operative must undertake a conversation with a third party.
For example, in an airline reservation situation, the
operative must extract information from the prospective
passenger and simultaneously translate this into inputs to
the computer system, and pass computer responses to the
passenger.
The final major operative problem is psychological. lt
concerns job security and work motivation. Until recently,
automation has occurred primarily within the con filles of
factory processes. Where automation has occurred within
commercial spheres, il has been within closely defined
spheres of traditional batch processing applications payrolls, sales accounting, statistics, stock control and so
on. Such applications, although causing sorne traditional
fears of redundancy and changes in working methods, cause
little upheaval and affect relatively few people. However,
with the development of highly integrated real time
systems, embracing many related work areas, the computer
is no longer a remote object but sits on the operative's desk.
The apparent potential threat of the computer to change
and affect the most intimate work processes can serve to
heighten the normal fears of computerisation.
In summary, the training plan must overcome the following
operative problerns:
Responsibility
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Knowledge of system facilities
Dexterity in use of system facilities in varying
environ mental situations.
Operation of terminal deviees
Technique of integrating the terminal into work
processes
Psychological problems.

computer team?
Although these problems are subsidiary to the main
the me of this paper, they are included to iIIustrate the
various points which must be considered when an operative
training plan for a real time system is being formulated.
4. A
POSSIBLE
SIDERATIONS

SOLUTION

BASIC

CON.

3. EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS
Any of the problems stated above can produce fairly
heavy demands on educational techniques. When the
various problems cannot be readily subdivided and must be
viewed as a total problem, the techniques employed in, and
the phasing of, any training plan take on a highly complex
form.
The most difficult technical problem to overcome, and
one which forms the foundation stone on whieh the
solution to many of the operative's problems can be built,
is the provision of a realistic training media. This is true in
nearly ail adult training situations but it is even more vital
in a rea! time computing environment.
The problems of committing to memory the system
facilities and gaining dexterity in their use must form
separate educational steps. However, dexterity of use and
integrating the terminais into the work processes are better
thought of as closely allied teaching problems since, when
operating in the field, they are inter-dependent.
The operation of the terminal deviee can be treated
either as a separate subjeet, or can be woven into the fabric
of the training plan.
Fulfilling the responsibility problem should be a
continuing aim of the training plan, which should be
carefully phased so that confidence in both the system and
its use is steadily built up.
The psychological problem must be dealt with at an
early stage, even before detailed instruction is commenced.
Perhaps the best way to meet this need is to provide a series
of short presentations on the system the way in which it
opera tes, .its benefits - both ta the company and to
indlviduals, and sa on. The essence is to present the system
as just another business tool, which, if used correctly, will
provide faster and easier working conditions.
Apart from satisfying the needs of the operative, certain
other criteria must be met which could have a profound
effect on the educationa! techniques employed. One of the
major criteria is how the training should be presented. That
is, what percentage of the total effort will be expressed in
theoretical training and what percentage in practical
training. Also, where and how will the balance between
theoretical and practiea! be maintained?
Another very important factor is the number of
operatives to be trained. In a large organisation, there may
be two thousand people who must receive training in
various system facilities. They may be spread over very
wide geographical areas. This point poses critieal questions:
Can training be done on site? Should there be regional
training centres? What is the maximum time span between
receiving initial instruction and the system going live should there be refresher courses? If so, when and where'?
How can a man's knowledge be maintained before he
receives a refresher course? A further question concerns
the instructors who are to design and present the courses.
Should they be computer specialists, or should they be
drawn from the field and given specialised training by the
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1t has been shown that the training plan must meet
several criteria, from both the operative's viewpoint and
that of the educational techniques. Further, it has been
shown that if a realistic training media can be utilise d, the
solutions to many of the problems are weil on the way to
being found. Therefore, the solutions lie in building the
training plan around the terminal deviee itself, and in using
the terminal as a prime teaching media.
Having reached this basic decision, further questions of
a more technical matter must be considered. Firstly, in the
majority of cases, a terminal is of little use by itself. It
requires a computer to drive it, in sorne cases to form
characters on a CRT screen and so on. Further, .the
computer must have sufficient facilities to be able to drive
several terminaIs simultaneously, sa that a c1assof students
may receive instruction, and it must be able to hold the
programs and data required for .the training sessions, either
in core or on peripherai storage deviees such as dise or
drum.
lt may seem preferable to use the operational system
and hardware to provide the training facilities. However,
the programs and hardware for the operational system may
not be available in sufficient time ta allow ail the operatives
to be efficiently trained before the system is due to cutover
to live operation. Therefore, a separate computer is
required, whieh need not be as powerful as the main system
computers. If the terminal deviees, in their operational role,
are designed to be controlled by satellite computers, then
the satellite computer may be used to act as a stand-al one
system for training.
The number and location of the operatives to be trained
may demand more than one training unit, each equipped
with a small computer and a number of terminais. Once the .
initial training has been completed, the standalone
computers can then be used for their operational purpose in
the system. Adopting this method means that there may be
no need to ob tain additional equipment for training needs;
certain components of the operational hardware on early
delivery will suffice.
The basic system philosophy is to use the computer and
its terminais as a teaching machine. Therefore, the
operationai system facilities must be reduced and segmented into teaching modules. Thus, in an airline
reservation system, for example, the prime teaching
modules might include such areas as:
Seeking Availability
Selling Space from Availability
Creating a Basic Passenger Record
Retrieving a Passenger Record from storage.
ln a complex real time system, each of the prime
teaching modules may con tain many different entries and
responses, and courses of action dependent on particular
circumstances. Therefore, each prime module must be
broken down into sub-teaching modules or lessons.

Each lesson and prime module should form a path of
increasing complexity through the system facilities.
However, the advanced modules should always utilise
facilities learned in earlier modules. Normally, a real rime
system which is transaction-based will have a certain
number of entries and responses which form the backbone
of the system. Such entries and responses must be
constantly used throughout the training period, so that the
operative
treats them as second nature, thus speeding up his/her
reaction time in an operation al situation,
has time to concentrate on the more complex facilities,
thus gaining more efficient use of the system.
The integration of the CRT subsystem into the teaching
environment must be given careful consideration. lt is very
unwise to use the subsystem as the prime teaching media. A
careful balance between theoretical teaching and practical
experience, using the subsystern, must be maintained.
The teaching system must operate in a conversational
manner, simulating the operational system. A prompt to
the student is displayed on the screen of the CRT, either
instructing the student to take sorne action, or cornmenting
on a previous action already taken. This is followed by a
suitable entry being made by the student. If the entry is
correct, then the relevant response is displaye d, together
with the next prompt. If the student had made an errer,
then a suitable error response must be given and perhaps an
error prompt.
It is important that the responses, other than the
prompts, given by the training system exactly match those
of the operation al system. The same holds for the inputs
made by the student.
Each error made by the operative during a lesson should
be logged by the system and output to a supervisor, not
individual operatives, at the end of each training session.
These, together with the results of theoretical sessions, can
be used to closely monitor the progress of each operative
and to direct hirn to more detailed study of any area in
which he finds difficulty.

5. SYSTEM DESIGN
lt is not the purpose of this paper to give a complete
narration on systems design. However, to gain a deeper
understanding of the operation of the system, it is
worthwhile spending a few moments considering its
structure. Figure 5.1 provides an overall picture.
This diagram is obviously very much simplified. lt does
not take into account such items as program and data
loading, CRT control and so on. The major system areas are
the prompts, input checking, error and normal response,
output and the relationship between one step and the next
within the lesson.
The prompts should be clear and unambiguous. They
may appear on any part of the screen of the CRT, if
desired, but since we are seeking to simulate the operational
system, it would be more appropria te if they appeared on a
part of the screen which wou Id seldom be used by the
system - sayat the bottom. The prompts should lead the
student step by step through the lesson, so that his
confidence and knowledge is gradually built up at each
step. Obviously, as the lessons increase in cornplexity, so
will the prompts, but they should never lose their clarity.

The sytem under discussion was designed to compare an
input made by an operative, in response to a prompt, with
an expected input stored as part of the lesson data. The
comparison method was to break the input down into fields
and compare the input fields with those stored. For
exarnple, in an airline reservation system, the system input
required to seek availability might be:

Where

A 12MA Y LHRJFK 1220
A
Availability entry code
12MAY Desired date of travel
LHRJFK Board point and off point (London
Heathrow and John F. Kennedy, New
York)
1200
Approximate departure time required
by passenger.

ln this case, the total entry breaks down into four fields.
It is often the case that within one entry type, there may be
alternative formats. These alternatives must be stored by
the system. Therefore, each input must be analysed and
details built up from which the computer data can be
derived. For example, the above input could be analysed as
shown in figure 5.2.
It should be remembered that the table shown in figure
5.2 is not only dependent on the input format for the
entry, but also on the prompt which will cause the
ope rat ive to make titis entry.
Havlng defined the expected inputs in this manner, the
error responses and error prompts can then be defined in a
similar manner. The error responses should be the sarne as
those which the operational system will output. The error
prompts can supplement the error responses where
necessary. Again, a table can be built up from which the
training simulator data can be derived. Continuing with the
example shown above, the error response table might
forrnulate as shown in figure 5.3.
Following the error responses and error prompts, the
response that would follow a correct entry and the next
lesson step prompt can be defined. Again, the rcsponse
must be as it will be in the operational system. A further
table can be compiled as is shown in figure 5.4.

6. A BRIEF EXAMPLE OF THE SYSTEM IN ACTION
The example taken is for an airline reservations system
and the first few steps required to create a passenger
booking are shown. In order to clarify the situation, inputs
from the operative are preceded by an asterisk.
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The operative instructs the simulator that he wishes to start
lesson 1.

*STARTOI

The operative makes an entry:

OIJUN
1 KLl24 F4Y6 LHRAMS 1100 1155 DC9 TT 0
2 KLl30 F2Y6 LHRAMS 1415 1510 DC9 LL 0
3 KLl32 FOY3 LHRAMS 1500 1600 DC9 TT 0
*S2FI

YESo VOU ARE RIGHT. NOW SELL SPACE ON
THE FLiGHT DEPARTING AT li 00. 2 FIRST
CLASS SEATS PLEASE.

This entry is not correct. The system displays the relevant
error response and an error prompt.
The system replies with the first prompt.

*STARTOI

HELLO.
THIS
LESSON
DEALS WITH
AVAILABILlTY. PLEASE SEEK AVAILABILITY BETWEEN LONDON AND AMSTERDAM ON
01 JUNE DEPARTlNG AT ABOUT 1200.

The operative attempts an entry:

*A OIJUN LONAMS 1200

HELLO.
THIS
LESSON
DEALS
WITH
AVAILABILlTY. PLEASE SEEK AVAILABILlTY BETWEEN LONDON AND AMSTERDAM
ON 01 J1JNE DEPARTlNG AT ABOUT 1200.
The system checks the input. As it is correct, a response is
displayed, together with a new prompt.

01 JUN
1 KLl24 F4Y6 LHRAMS 1100 1155 DC9 TT 0
2 KLl30 F2Y6 LHRAMS 1415 1510 DC9 LL 0
3 KLl32 FOY3 LHRAMS 1500 1600 DC9 TT 0

YES, VOU ARE R[GHT. NOW SELL SPACE ON THE
FLIGHT DEPARTING AT 1 [00. 2 F[RST CLASS
SEATS PLEASE.
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OIJUN
1 KL124 F4Y6 LHRAMS 1100 1155 DC9 TT 0
2KL130 F2Y6 LHRAMS 1415 1510 DC9 LL 0
3 KLl32 FOY3 LHRAMS 1500 1600 DC9 TT 0
*S2FI
INVALID ENTRY

NO, NOT QUITE. REMEMBER THE ENTRY
CODE FOR BOOKING SPACE [S N FOR NEED
SEATS. TRY AGAIN.

The operative tries again:

OIJUN
1 KL124 F4Y6 LHRAMS 1100 [155 DC9 TT 0
2 KL130 F2Y6 LHRAMS 1415 1510 DC9 LL 0
3 KLI32 FOY3 LHRAMS 1500 1600 DC9 TT 0
*S2FI
INVALID ENTRY
*N2FI
NO. NOT QUITE. REMEMBER THE ENTRY
CODE FOR BOOKING SPACE IS N FOR NEED
SEATS. TRY AGAIN
This time, the entry is accepted.

1 KL124 F OIJUN LHRAMS HS2 1100 1155

GOOD. VOU HAVE YOUR FIRST· FLIGHT
SEGMENT. NOW WE MUST ENTER SOME
PASSENGER DETAILS. THEIR NAMES ARE
MR. AND MRS. B.J. SMITH. PLEASE ENTER
THESE NAMES.

So the lesson continues. Il will be noted that the responses
from the simulator are of a fairly convivial nature. This
helps, particularly in the early stages of the training plan, to
alleviate any fears the operative may have in conversing
with a machine and to gain confidence.
7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has briefly discussed the use of a CRT
subsystern for adult education within a business environment. Il was not intended to be a highly technieal paper,
rather to give sorne thoughts on the problems of computer
education, borne out of some practieal experience.

Fig. 5.1

Il is felt that such a system can provide the answers to
many of the educational problerns inherent in training
operatives to use a realtime computing system. However, it
is felt that, partieularly with the development in computer
graphies, that this form of educational media could weil be
developed for other industrial and technical areas. For
ëxamplc, chemical engineering, structural engineering,
mathematics and so on.
Where there is a degree of dynamicism in the working
environment, the small computer, together with a cluster of
CRTs or, special terminal devices related to a particular
application, can provide a fast, efficient and flexible
training media.

SYSTEM BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM

Operative commences
les son

system displays
first prompt

Opexeti Lve makes input
aa directed by prompt

Compare qperative input
with expected input

System displays correct

response and new prompt
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Fig. S.2INPUT TABLE
INPUT TABLE

1

ENTRYTYPE

: SEEK AVAILABILITY

NUMBER OF FJELDS

:4

FJELD

NAME

NUMBER OF

ALT 1

ALT2

REMARKS

1

2
3

ENTRYCODE
DATE
SEGMENT

ALTERNATIVES
1
1
2

A
12MAY
LHRJFK

-

-

LONNYC

AIRPORTOR
CITY CODES

4

TIME

1

1200

-

-

Fig. S.3 ERROR RESPONSE TABLE
ERROR RESPONSETABLE

1

ENTRYTYPE

: SEEK AVAILABlLlTY

NUMBER OF FJELDS

:4

FJELD
1
2
3
4

ERROR PROMPT
VOU WERE ASKEDTO SEEK AVAILABlLlTY
TRY THE 12MAY PLEASE
AVAILABILITY IS REQUIRED
BETWEEN LONDON AND NEWYORK
THE PASSENGER WANTS TO DEPART
AT ABOUT 1200

ERROR RESPONSE
INVALIDENTRY
INVALID DATE
INVALiD CITY PAIR
INVALiD TIME

Fig. S.4 CORRECTRESPONSE TABLE
CORRECT RESPONSE& PROMPT TABLE
1

RESPONSETYPE: AVAILABILITY DISPLAY
RESPONSE

PROMPT
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12MAY
1 BASOI F2Y7 LHRJFK 1100 1340 VIO LL 0
2 BASOS F3Y7 LHRJFK 1300 1540 VIO LL 0
3 BAS09
Y7 LHRJFK 1800 2040 707 DD 0
GOOD,THAT IS FINE. NOW BOOK2 FIRST CLASS
SEATS ON THE FLiGHT DEPARTINGAT 1300.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lecture 2:

The Department of Computer Science at the University
of Manchester undertakes teaching in four main areas,
namely:
(il a three-year Honours Degree course in Computer
Science,
(ii) a one-year postgraduate diploma/Mastcr's course in
association with the Department of Mathematics,
(iii) an undergraduate subsidiary course run for several
other departments,
(iv) service-teachingfor computer users.
lt is in the last two areas that television has been found
useful as an educational medium - primarily because it
provides a means of dealing with the large numbers of
students involved. Two 12-lecture television courses, plus
accompanying book lets and work-schernes, have been
prepared in conjunclion with the University of Manchester
Television Service, to meet this need.
Since the two courses differ in their design-philosophy,
the y will be described separately.

Lecture 3:

2. THE SYLLABUSES OF
SERIES

Lecture 4:

Lecture 5:

traction.

Lecture 6:
Lecture 7:

Lecture 8:

Lecture 9:

THE TWO TELEVISION

2.1 'LogicalDesign'
The syllabus for this course is bascd on two
assumptions, namely:
(i) A farniliarity with the general operation and pctentialit y of computers is becoming part of the basic
education of ail University science students.
(ii) Better programs are written by programmers who have
a knowledge of computer configurations and devieeperformance.
To cover these two points the emphasis of the series is
therefore on practical aspects of computer systems. The
lectures are aimed at first-year undergraduates from several
fields of study, and an elementary knowledge of physics enough to know what is meant by 'voltage' and 'current'
is the only course-requirement.
Wherever possible, photographs, models, and filmsequences of actual deviees are used to enliven the theory,
and performance and cost-figures are frequently mentioned.
ln this way, interest is maintained for the non-specialist,
Many of the iIIustrative ex amples are taken from the three
machines currently in use in the Department of Computer
Science - namely, the Atlas, a 1905E, and a PDP8. A
feature of the series is the concluding lectures, during which
a complete small computer is designed. The detailed
syllabus is as follows:
Lecture 1:
Introduction; binary numbers and functions
of binary variables.

Electronic digit - representation; dioderesistor AND and OR gates; practical points.
Logical arrangements for seriai addition;
performance of a particular adder; the need
for parallel adders.
Techniques for parallel addition - (synchronous; self-timing; carry look-ahead;
others); comparative performance.
Negative number representation, and sub-

Lecture 10:

Slow and fast multipliers; division.
Storage, part 1: definitions; princip les of
magnetic rccording: tape, dise, and drum
stores.
Storage, part 2: operation, and organisation
of core stores; ether deviees (thin films,
flip-flops); complete memory-configuration
for a typical computer.
Design of a small machine, part 1:
cornputers From a user's point of view:
choice of word-Iength (fonn of an instruction l nurnber-rangc etc.): how instructions
arc obeyed.
Design of a small machine, part 2:
function and address-decoding; choice of

main store; function-list; design of
lator and adder; its speed and cast, using
TTL integrated-circuit modules.
Lecture II:
Design of a small machine, part 3:
central machine rhytm, and timing of orders;
complete arithmetic unit logical connections; input and output deviees in genera);
choice of a particular 1/0 deviee; complete
machine cast.
Lecture 12:
Use of cornputers: a binary loader for the
small machine. Possible design-improvements,
including:
address-modification;
hlgh-level languages; peripheral-handling facilities. General comments; historical notes;
course·summary.
The accompanying course-booklet con tains: an easy-toread summary of each lecture; detailed notes and diagrams
for each lecture; examples and course-work for each
lecture; and bibliography and glossary of terms. There is a
further booklet intended for the course-tutor which
contains, amongst other things, answer ta the exercises.
The 'Logical Design' course is self-contained, though at
Manchester it is used in conjunction with the 'Algol' series
as described in §2.2 of this paper. In other Universities it
has been run, for instance, as part of an Electrical
Engineering course, and also by itself as a General Science
option.
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2.2 'Programming ill Algol'
This serie is rcally about problcrn and the expression of
the solutions in Algol 60: there is verv little numerical
analysis.
.
The design of thc course is based on the following
principles:
(i) That students should be encouraged to write and test
complete programs from the start and each of the early
lectures con tains at least one program. Once procedures
are introduced emphasis rnoves ta them.
(ii) That it is desirable ta produce good programmers rather
than just give them sorne idea of what programming is
about. Consequently sorne stress is placed on procedures and one lecture is devoted to récursion. Another
deals with program debugging and efficiency.
(iii)That languages of Algol 60's complexity are best
understood by use of formai rnechanisms such as BNF.
Thèse are used quite widely in the lecture, though it is
clearly convenient sometimes to modify or condense
definitions, and sometimes to avoid using them.

A dctailcd sumrnary of the course follows:
Lecture

1:

Lecture 2:

An introduction to the nature of computation; derivation of a computer model; a
simple Algol program (to add 3 numbers)
Transformations of the simple program of
Lecture 1 arriving at one which will add any

number of numbcrs;
introduction to BNF.
Lecture 3:
Arithmetic - the definition of the <simple
arithmetic expression> with examples: sorne
input - output procedures.
Lecture 4:
Conditions - the definition of the <simple
Boolean> and the <conditional statcment>
with examples; flow-diagrams,
Lecture 5:
Control - the definition of the <for
statement> and the <go to statement> with
examples,
Lecture 6:
Arrays and blocks - the definition of the
<block>, the <array declaration> and the
<subscripted variable> with examples.
Lecture 7:
Complete définition of the<expression>s;
comment conventions; fuller discussion of
input and output (for Atlas and the ICL
1900 series) including character procedures.
Lecture 8:
Introduction to procedures; value and name
parameters; body replacement.
Lecture 9:
Function procedures; full list of <specifier>s; philosophical justification of procedures.
Lecture 10:
Recursion both in recursive procedures and
recursive calls: Jensen's deviee.
Lecture Il:
Discussion of what makes a 'good' program;
efficiency; debugging.
Lecture 12
A case study.
The associated course booklet is the static equivalent of the
dynamic TV lecture. It contains exactly the same
information and examples, but makes no reference to the
televised lectures. It could, therefore, stand on its own,
Each lecture is followed by a number of short exercises
which can be completed in a few minuteseach from the
information provided by the lecture. There is also a series
of problems which can be programrned with the facilities
discussed up to that point.
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3.

THE USE OF THE TWO TELEVISION SERIES

3.1 Subsidiary Courses
Subsidiary courses at Manchester run for the full
academie year (24 weeks) and are examinable.
A Computer Science subsidiary could take an Infinite
variety of forms and as time goes on, different.courses will
evolve. At present wc give only one course, which uses both
TVcseries. A threc hour period is required each week which
is allocated as follows:
\:\ hour TV lecture
\:\ hour tutbrial/discussion
2 hours programming practical
Programming can commence after 3 lectures (so in the
first period of the year two Algol lectures are shown) and
t1us continues throughout the yeaf. The logical design
lectures are shown du ring the second half of the yèar; there
is no associated practical work, though each lecture has a
set of questions for discussion.
Students are required to complete lO Algol programs
during the year according to a schedule which allows them
a choice for ail lO programs. The programs are rnarked and
this mark contributes towards the final mark.
Although two hours are set aside for writing and
dcbugging program, and obtaining assistance from demonstrators (one mernber of staff or research studcnt to 10-12
students), students are encouraged to make use of the
tu rn-round from the punching service and from the
computer to ob tain daily runs if necessary,

3.2 Service Courses
Service courses arise in a number of ways, for cxample
as crash courses for new research students, or for
undergraduate studcnts whose major course (such as
numerical analysis) presupposes sorne knowledge of Algol.
These are usually of very short duration (1 or 2 wceks) and
are not examinable. Clearly, very little practical work is
possible and these courses nced to be followed by COurses
which enable prograrnming experience ta be gained.
4.

AUDIENCE-REACTION

Questionaires and simple tests have been conducted
both at Manchester and at ether Universities, to assess the
reaetion of the studcnts to the television courses. Tite main
conclusions are summarised below.

4.1 Feedback on the Television production techniques
52% of ail audiences tested stated that the diagrams and
captions were of adequate legibility. The remaining 48%
were about cvenly distributed between thinking that the
clarity was more than adequate, and thinking that it was
rather Inadequate. 64% of aIl audiences felt that each
television lecture had attempted to cover about the right
amounl of ground. 26% thought tltat too much mate rial
was being included, and the remaining 10 felt that too little
was being covered. There was also a tendency (31%) to
state that the pace of the Television lectures was rather fast.

4.2 Television as a teaching medium: students' viewpoint
Most of the students whose comrnents have been sought
had not experienced educational television before being
cxposed to the sc two Computer Science courses. lt was
found that the students' first reaction was to express
approval of the number of photographs, diagrarns, and

film-sequences which appeared during the series, This
probably indicates a scarcity of such visual aids in
conventional teaching, rather than any superfluity during
the television series. The students had been warned that the
pace of the lectures demanded their full attention, and
although they had been advised to read over the printed
lecture·notes before viewing a programme, only about 30%
ever did so. Although the booklets were not intended to be
read during the actual programme, 55% found it reassuring
to have the notes open in front of them as viewed the
screen. 69% of ail students found the amount of
course-documentation, examples, etc., just right, and the
remaining 31% were almost evenly distributed between
thinking that the course-documentation was more than
adequate, or rather sparse.
4.3 Television as a teaching medium: tutor's viewpoint
Normally the course-tutor is not the same person as the
original presenter. This has sometirnes meant that the
course-tutor is out of sympathy with the way certain points
are described during the television programme. These cases
of differing personel emphasis can however be exploited to
advantage, with the course-tutor sometimes being able to
give a new, and less formai viewpoint. The course-tutor is
able to identify himself more with the student and his
problems.
A single experiment was tried on a class of 60 students
at Manchester to compare the degree of information-recall
subsequent to a television programme with that obtaining
for a normal blackboard-and-chalk lecture. Lecture 5 of the
'Logical Design' course was chosen for experiment, since
this depended least of the series on complicated diagrams,
films, apparatus, etc. 30 students were given lecture by the
presenter using a normal blackboard-and-chalk technique,
whilst the remainder watched the recorded television
version. Each group was given a simple mernory-test of 8
questions yielding a total maximum score of 15 points. The
average percent recall-scores for the two groups immediately after the lecture and 3 weeks later, are given below,
IMMEDIATE
RECALL
TELEVISION AUDIENCE
80%
BLACKBOARD AUDIENCE
90%

was about .t 5,000. This includes television-staff salaries and
studio overheads, but does not include booklet-printlng or
lecturer's salary. Each course took about a year to produce
(overlapped with normal teaching and research duties), and
each programme involved about 20 hours of the lecturer's
time before rehearsal and shootmg could begin. The
University of Manchester Television Service is making
available the video tapes and course-booklets to other
educational institutions. The selling-price of the Logical
Design tapes plus 50 copies of the booklet is .t 312.10.0.
The booklets cost 12/6d each. A similar priee-structure is
being arranged for the 'Algol' course, though here the
booklets will probably cost 17/6d to E 1 since they contain
much more material.
6. CONCLUSION
The production of these two Television courses has
enabled the Department of Computer Science's subsidiary
and service teaching to be expanded to meet a growing
demand, whilst freeing skilied lecturer effort for other
tasks.
7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The authors wish to thank Professor T. Kilburn of the
Department of Computer Science for supporting this
project, and the Director and staff of the University of
Manchester Television Service for the production of the
programmes.

3 WEEKS
LATER
56%
63%

The blackboard-and-chalk lecture was not typical of its
kind, in that it had been very adequately prepared, and it
incorporated a visual aid. Thus the experiment tends to
show that a good live lecture is preferable, for this kind of
material, to a television presentation in that recall-scores are
about 10% higher. Television does, of course, have other
advantages such as organisational convenience.
lt was interesting to note that in the above experiment
the television programme presented in 29 minutes material
which took 53 minutes to present by conventional
blackboard-and-chalk techniques. The difference in time
was mostly concerned with the mechanics of note-taking,
On comparing the printed notes for Lecture 5 with the
versionsproduced live by the 30 blackboard-and-chalk
students, 20% of the se students thought the printed notes
superior to their own. The remaining 80% thought the two
versions contained about the same amount of information.
5. ECONOMICS
The overall production-cost of each 12-lecture course
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1. INTRODUCTION
The teaching of probability and statistics without a
digital computer has the obvious disadvantage that the
student is not able to perform large scale calculations. The
use of a computer alleviates this calculation problern and
enables the student to analyse simply large samples of
observations. This particular asset of using a computer is
not emphasized here. The problem considered here is how a
computer can be used to motiva te the student to discover
by himself sorne of the the ory in probability and statistics.
ln § §2.1 - 2.3 three examples are given to illustrate the
method of stimulating the student's imagination and giving
him more insight of both the ory and problems. A broad
outline of the course (Computing Science 312) is given in
§2.
An IBM 360/67 computer system running with aS/APL
was used. Eighteen typewriter terminais (IBM 2741 's) out
of sixtyfour were available for students. In this particular
course a student was able to use the interactive computer
system for one hour per week. Good supervision of these
computer-terminal sessions was found to be essential. Even
though the students had not been exposed to the APL
language before, they were able to program APL functions
after three terminal sessions and beeame quite proficient in
APL after about ten terminal sessions.
The two main assets of APL as far as statisties is eoneerned
are that it is an array-oriented language allowing for the
easy manipulation of arrays in an arbitrary number of
dimensions, and that the query operator? (see Lewis et al.
(I969)) provides a simple means of generating random
integers from a uniforrn distribution (see §2.1). The ease of
manipulating arrays gives incentive to the student to try
various cornbinations of operators and explore arrays of
more th an two dimensions. One of the disadvantages of the
APL system for eomputing science students is the fact that
APL functions may take an undue amount of st orage or
execution time. Since the main purpose of the use of
computers in this course is to encourage students to design
algorithms and to experiment with them, this disadvantage
is considered to be of min or importance.
The definitions of the APL operators are given in the
Falkoff and Iverson (1968) manual and are reduced in
tables 1 and 2. An introduction to the APL language with
sorne illustrations of its use in elementary statistical analysis
is given in the Srnillie (I970) manual.
2. TEACHING METI-IOD
The course for which this particular method was
developed is a first course in probability and statistical
inference for second year undergraduate university students

in science. The required prerequisites are Iinear algebra and
calculus. No knowledge of prograrnming was assumed. The
course deals with the concepts of probability, discrete and
continuons random variables and their distributions, sorne
sampling theory, estimation, and hypothesis testing, (see
von Maydell (1970)). Thus the course content is
comparable to most of the topics in Freeman (I963) and
Freund (I962). Distributions of various random variables
are emphasized in order to assure a strong background for
sampling distributions and test statistics.
As mentioned in § 1 the prime aim of this teaching
method is to motivate the student to discover by himself
some of the theory, some of the difficulties in solving
practical probIems, and some of the necessary methods. ln
the following § §2.1 - 2.3 three different ways are
described in which an interactive computer system,
particularly with APL, can assist the student to discover
various aspects of the theory of probability and statistical
inference.

2.1 Probability
One of the most difficult tasks in teaching the concepts
of probability is to convey 10 the studcnt the ernpirical
basis of the subject. If a random experiment is repeated
many times under the sa me circumstances the relative
frequency of each of its ourcomes tends 10 a stable value,
which in the hypothetical case of an infinite number of
repetitions can be defined as probability. With an
interactive computer system the student can simula te an
experirnent and repeat it as often as he Iikes. The ?
operator in APL greatly simplifies the simulation of
repeated experiments and the student ean easily observe the
'Iong-run stability' of relative frequencies.
As an example let us consider a thumbtack tossing
experiment, in which live identical thurnbtacks are tossed
and the outcome is the number of upward-pointing tacks.
The operation ? 5 results in one number out of the set
(1,2,3,4,5), where each one of these numbers has the same
chance of being selected. To simulate the tossing of one
thumbtack such that it has an arbitrarily chosen chance of
20%, say, of pointing upward, we are interested only in the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one of the five integers.
Hence,
1 :: ? ~

......

1

o.

where 1 corresponds to the thumbtack pointing upward
and 0 to the thumbtack lying sideways. A toss of five
thumbtacks is achieved by
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which, for example, may resuIt in

frequeney for eaeh of the six values ean be expressed as the
vector.

11001.

r ID[; InN)

Then the number of upward points on one toss of five
thumbtaeks may result in

and, similarly, the veetor of minimum relative frequeney
for eaeh of the six values is

= ?SoS
l/DC; 1+11'0').

. To simulate
expression

M repetitions
+/1

:

of

this

experiment,

the
The range of relative frequencies for eaeh of the values is
simply the differenee of these two veetors. An APL
funetion giving a matrix of the six values and the
eorresponding relative frequeney ranges is

?(H,S)"S

yields a veetor of M elements, which are numbers from the
set (0, l ,2,3,4,5)=(number of upward points). For M=10

Il

R" RELFRANGE D;N

[1 j

N ..

(2}

R ... lIl(2,6)o,D[;1],<UO[;11'IN)-l!D(;ltIN]

(pDl(2]-!

+/1 '" ?{ 10.5 lpS

For N=IO rcpcated sets of M=50, and 10000 repetitions of
the experiment the relative frequeney ranges were found to
be

may resuIt in
1

0

0

2

1

1

3

0

1

1.

The frequeneies eorresponding to 0, 1,2,3,4,5 points upward
in M repetitions of the experiment are given by the veetor
V ..

+/(0. \ 5 JO.",+f1 = ?(M,5

number of
upward poin ts

rel. freq. ranges
for M=50

rel. freq. ranges
for M=10000

o

0.10
0.20
0.12
0.10
0.04

0.0110
0.0108
0.0053
0.0088
0.0037
0.0008

1
2
3

)"s.

for example,

4
V

++

3

5

1

1

5

O.

Finally, the frequeney and relative frequeney corresponding
to the values 0,1,2,3,4,5 ean be expressed in a 3 x 6 matrix
by the following APL function:
V

F''' THUMBTIiC

M:V

[Il

V" ./{O.ISlo,.,!l=?(M,S)DS

r2 J

F .. 11I(3,6 Jo (O,IS)

.v,

( 2.1)

VfH

For instance,
THUMBTAC

10

.....

0

0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1

The algorithm (2.1) ean be cxpanded to handle large values
of M and to include output headings as shown in algorithm
(A. I) in the appendix.
Relatively frequencies from M=50 and 10000 repetitions
are given in the Appendix (A.2 and A.3). Thus having
designed the algorithm himself the student knows exaetly
what is meant by repeating an experiment many times.
ln order to study the stabilizing effeet as M inereases, the
variation in relative frequencies for a given number of
upward points and a given M must be eonsidered. Suppose a
set of M repetitions of the experiment is repeated N times,
then the range of the N relative frequeneies indieates how
widely these relative frequeneies vary for a given number of
upward points. Let D den ote a matrix of relative
frequencics such that the first eolumn con tains the number
of upward thumbtaeks, 0,1,2,3,4,5 and the rest of the
elements in eaeh row are the eorresponding N relative
frequeneies for a given M value. Then the maximum relative
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Henee, the student can eonelude that in the long-run the
relative frequeneies for different values tend to stabilize to
certain constants, that these constants lie in the interval
(0,1), and that they ail add up to one (see output (A.3)).
Thus not only has the student illustrated the empirical basis
of probability, but he also has discovered sorne of the
probability axioms.

2.2 Random variables
In § 2.1 the numerieal results helped the student to
visualize part of probability theory. In this section we
indieate how the aetual design of the algorithm helps to
clarify sorne of the theory of random variables.
Let us consider the addition of two independent,
diserete random variables. Then the distribution of this sum
poses two problerns, that of finding the value set of the new
random variable, and that of determining the eorresponding
probabilities. To illustrate the algorithm with a simple
example, let the random variable X have the value set
(x)=(-l,l) with P(X=x)=~ and Y have the value set
(y)=(-2,0,2) with P(Y=y)=! /3' The value of the random
variable T=X+ y are formed by considering the carte sian
product of (x) and (y) and adding the values in eaeh pair.
Thus for

the matrix of ail possible values is obtained from the outer
praduct

Forming a vector of thèse values, we obtain

(2.2)

which in ascending order is
ve4Vl

.....

1

1

1

(2.3)

3

Then
~

1,(HV(4V]) .. -1

vetl']

..... 1

1

0

1

0

1

where the zeros indicate the positions of duplicate values in
the vector (2.3). Thus
1

1

0

1

0

t/V[4V].....

-

gives the set of distinct values of (2.2), which is the value
set of T. The complete APL function, VALSET, for finding
value sets of the sum of two random variables is given in
(A.4). Finally, to obtain the corresponding probabilities for
T, let

sampling is very difficult. The interactive computer system
not only enables the student to easily generate samples, set
up frequency tables and calcula te moments but the
Immediate output also encourages him to try various
sam pIe sizes and observe the variation in sample moments.
He then can test whether or not the sample statistics
confirm a hypothesized population distribution. Repeated
sampling from a given distribution can of course be used to
illustrate the normal behaviour of the sam pie means. On the
other hand, the different sized samples will show the
student how the amount of information for more reliable
results increases with larger samples.
ln order for a student to determine the distribution of
an unknown population from sam pie observations, APL
functions, simulating different distributions from which
samples can be generated were 'Iocked' in an APL library
from where they can be used but not seen. Thus sarnples of
different sizes could be obtained without disclosing the
values of the distribution parameters. Consider the APL
function in (A.?),

PX .. 2p

DISTN3

l'Y ... 3p

ln order to specify the duplicate values in the vector (2.2)
and add the corresponding probabilities, the vector

N.

which generates N values of a random variable with
unknown distribution. If N=10, then the vector
R .- DISTN3

,pXD ... py

....... 1667

.1667

.1667

.1667

.1667

may have the values

should be multiplied by the matrix
B .. (.Xo .+YJD =(X VALSET

o
o

o

1

0

0

0

1

0

o

0

0

1

0

10

.1667

s

R ...... 6

YI

3

..

7

2

..

5

5

6.

Immediately, the student will class the random variable
as a discrète random variable with integer values. For a
sample of size N=500, then
R .. DIBTN3

s oc

Thus the vector
The maximum and minimu m observed values could be
(,PXo ."py)+ x8 ...... 1667

.3333

.3333

.1667

gives the corresponding probabilities of the value of T in
(2.4). The complete algorithm, SUMRV, for the distribution of T is given in (A.5) and the corresponding output in
(A.6).
ln order to design this algorithm the student must
define precisely the addition operation of two random
variables. Thus, he is weil aware that this operation is not
an arithmetic sumo He also can see from this example that
the sum of two uniform random variables does not have a
uniform distribution. This method can easily be extended
to add more than two random variables and, hence, enable
the student to determine that the sum of binomial (or
Poisson) random variables is itself a binomial (or Poisson)
random variable. If the random variables have the same
distribution, the student also can discover the centrallimit
theorem on his own. This algorithmic approach of adding
several discrete random variables seerned to facilitate a
better visualization of the convolution theory in ad ding
continuousrandomvariables.

2.3 Statistical inference
Another topic with which students often have
difficulties is sampling distributions. Without a computer
the selection of large sarnples, their analysis and repeated

r IR

.. -

13

L/R ..... 0

,

respectively. With the APL function (A.8) a frequency table
can be set up for this example
s

1

0.5
0.5
1.5
2. ~

:'l.5
'.5
5.5
'.5
7.5
0.5
9 •. 5
10.5

0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
'.5
5.5
&.5
7.5

.
. .."
•

O.S

fREQ

14

R

12.5

ao

5

81

7

59

B

rs
"'

re

78

,

9.5

11. 5

0
1
2
3

10.5
11. 5

10
11

12.5
13.5

ra
13

(2.5)

B
5
3
3

The sam pie mean and variance were found to be
SAHEAN R .... ·5.0711
SAVAR

R ...... 5.1117
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At first the student will probably class this distribution as
binomial. Upon further sampling he may realize that the
me an and variance are nearly equal, and, hence, conjecture
that the population has a Poisson distribution with
parameter value of about five. At this stage, in order 10
check rus conclusion, the student is encouraged to invent
some test of his own to compare the conjectured
distribution with observations from another sample. This
motivation can be used to introduce the chi-square test.
Thus this example also has introduced the student to the
theory of estimation and hypothesis testing.

3. CONCLUSION
This teaching method was used here at the university
for the last three years in which time the number of
students taking the course increased from 30 to 130. With
this approach the student seems to have a mu ch better
understanding of, for example, rand am samphng, the
addition opcrator in sums of randorn variables, the
empirical basis and axioms of probability, sampling
distributions for various sample sizes, estimation, and
hypothesis testing. The students, themselves, have cornmented that the laboratory problems and terminal sessions
clarify the theory and also point out strategies for solving
practical problems. Some students have said: 'titis is great,
now 1 can really see what's going on.'
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As indicated in § 2 the approach is intended to be open
ended, so that an inquisitive student can explore various
given topics in as mu ch detail as he likes, or even develop
some theorems or methods on his own. In general the mere
fact that the student deals with actual numbers and sees the
Immediate results in the typewriter output makes the
theory and problems more meaningful and less abstract.
The ease of programming in APL is a great asset in
developing involved and difficult algorithms. In writing
APL functions the APL-operator definitions, themselves,
assist the student in obtaining a general perspective of the
problems and hence promote the design of algorithms to
solve classes of problems.
This teaching method may be classed under 'computerassisted-instruction' (CAl) in the broad sense, but clearly
does not belong to the set of software packages designed ta
teach students by the 'question-and-answer method' usually
referred to as CAl. The method introduced here is not as
restricted as the usual CAl method and hence is more likely
to provide the student with incentive to learn.
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Table 1:
Monadic form
Definition
or example

Definitions of APL Operators
(Primitive Scalar Functions).

f8

Plus

-B ++ 0-8

Negative

x8 ++ (8)0)-(8<0)

Signum

f8 ++ 1f8
Il
1 f81 L8
_3.141_4 1_ 3
3.14
3
4

N ++

1- 3.14 ++ 3.i4

+

Definition
or example
2+3.2 ++ 5.2

Minus

2-3.2 ++

x

Times

2 x 3. 2 ++ 6.4

Reciprocal

f

Divide

2+3.2 .. + 0.625

Ceiling

f

Maximum

3f7 ++ 7

Floor

L

Minimum

3L 7 ++ 3

*

Power

lJ

Logarithm

Natural
logarithm

H~N

Name

Af8

Plus

*8 ++ (2.71828 .. )*8 Exponential
+--+

Dyadic forro

Name

+8 ++ O+B

.*N

f

Magnitude

- 1.2

A.8 ++ Log 8 base A
AlJB ++ (.B)tlJA

Residue

Case

AI8

B-( IA)xLllfIA
A "'0
A =0 .B~O 8
A=O.B<O Domain error

t o ++ 1
Factorial
:8 ++ e « l8-1
or !8 ++ Gamma(Il+1 )
?B

++ Random choice Roll
from 18

oB ++ 8x3.14159. '.

pi times

-1 ++ 0

Not

-0 ++1

(-A)08

(1-8*2)*.5
Arcsin 8
Arccos 8
Arctan 8
(-1+8*2)*.5
Arcsinh 8
Arccosh 8
Arctanh 8

A

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table of Dyadic

A08

(1-8*2)*.5
Sine 8
Cosine 8
Tangent Il
(1+8*n*,5

Sinh R
Co s h 8

Tanh 8
0

Functions

Reprinted by permiss1-n

!

Binomial
Al8 ++ (!8)f(!A)x!B-A
coefficient 2:5 ++ 10
3!5 ++ 10

?

Deal

A Mixed Function (See
Table 2).

o

Circular

See Table at left

A

And
Or
Nand
Nor

o
o

V

,.,
"

Av8
0
1

0
0

100
1 1 1

o

1

1

1
1
1

1

o
c
o

1

o

Less
Relations
Not greater
Result is 1 if the
Equal
relation holds,
Not less
if it does not:
3$7 ++ 1
Greater
7$3 ++ 0
~RSON

[1968].
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Table 2 :

F
Size

: Reshape

Definitions of APL Operators
(Primitive Mixed Functions).

Sign l

Definition or example 2

pA

pP + .. 4

VpA

pE

-

-p5 + .. ,0

+.. 3 4

Ravel

,A

Re s ha pe A to dimension V
12pE .... 112
OpE + .. 10
,A .... (x/pAlpA
,E +"112

Catenate

V,V

VLn

P.l2

M[A;A]
ArA; •.
. • :A]

}

Index
generator3

lS

First S integers

Index of 3

V,A

Index 3 4

++

P[ 2]

.....

+ ..

.....

3; 3 2 1]
1 2 3 4
1 5 9

Least index of A
in V, or l+p V

.....

3
2
11 10

1

++

2 3 5 7 1 2
' T' 'HIS'
..... 3
P[4 3 2 1] ..... 7 5 3 2

E[l
E[ 1 ; ]
E[ ; 1]

p.5

' THIS'·

1
9

'ABCDEFGHIJKL'[E]
14 ...+ 1 2 3 4
10 ++ an empty

P,3

++2

PtE

VtA

Droo
Grace up e

V+A
liA

Grade down 5 t'A
compress 5

V/A

Expand 5

V\A

Reverse 5

4>A

Rotate 5

A4>A
VillA

Transpose

Membership

} Take (drop) 1 V[ IJ first
elements on coordinate
I. (Last i f V[ I ] <0)
}The permutat10n Wh1Ch
would order A (ascending or descending)

2

.....
3tX

5 1 2 5
3 5 4 5
5 5 5 5

.....

- 2tP

ABC
DEF

...+ 5 7
.3 5 3 2 ++ 4 1 3 2

5 3 2 ++ 2 1 3 4
1
3
1 0 1 O/P ++ 2 5
1 0 1 OIE ...+ 5
7
9 11
1 0 lI[l]E++ 1
2
4 ++ 1 0 1rE
3
9 10 11 12
t'3

A BCD
E FGH
l JKL
DCBA
IJKL
~X + .. HGFE
4>[1]X ..... ex ... + EFGH
LKJI
ABCD
~P + .. 7 5 3 2
BCDA
34>P ++ 7 2 3 5 ...+ -l~P
1 o -l4>X ...+ EFGH
LIJK
AEI
Coordinate l of A
2 1 III X ...+ BFJ
becomes coordinate
CGK
V[ T] of result
1 11llE ..... 1 6 11
DHL
1 0 1 \,2

.....

1 0 2

1 0 1 1

III A

Transpose last two coordinates

A€A

pW€y
PE \ 4

Decode

V.l.V

10.1.1

Encode
Deal 3

VTS
S?S

W? y

++ pW
1 1 0 0
7 7 6 ++ 1776

++

l\X

.....

litE ..... 2 11llE
-0- -1 TO
E€P ++ 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
24 60 60.1.1 2 3 ...+ 3723

24 60 60T3723 ...+ 1 2 3
60 60T3723 + ..
+ .. Random deal of W elements from ,y

Reprinted by permission from FALSOFF and IVERSON [1968]
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ABCD
EFGH
IJKL

...+

vector

4 4,4 ...+ 1

Take

E

+ ..

3 4p 1 12

2 3

APPENDIX
The following APL functions and output werc refcrred to in §2.
'1 7'H"T/liJ.'.!STACX N ôT.'fl;TII2;flO;II1,J
[lJ

,'10 .. /1

(71

1H1"5

{;IJ

TIl2"(THltl)cO

[li]

(6J

fl1"//
J ...o
.. (NSlllOO)/9

~~]

~:~~1I1"1"O(J

{s1

;A.l)

In the algorithm (A.8) the parame ter X represents the vector of
values to be grouped into a frequency table and the parame ter P is a
vector of crder threc. The clements of P are the startlng point of the
frequency table, the interval size and the number of intervals,
respcctlvely. The output T is a four-column matrix with columns
1,2 and 3 giving the starting point, the end point and the midpoint
of the intervals, and column 4 representing the frequency of values
accu ring in each interval {see (2.5».
V ~SMfEAN X

Ct]

('.9)

n-Ct/X)fDX

T}/2"'TIf2ttl (0.1 TH! ). ,·=+/1 =? (Hl. TH! )Dl'Hl

[9]
(101
(11)
(12)
[13J
(111 J

"(J=l )/"

'NO. OF, ';'RIAIS

»r

vourcouee

ourCO.IlE5

T//UMBTACKS 15: ';NO
'THE PROBI.BlLITY OF A THUN8TACX PQINTING Ill' 15: ';ITHl
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Statement (9) in (A.t) con tains the main algorithm discusscd in
§2.1.
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AN
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FOR

COMPUTER

EDUCATION
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1. INTRODUCTION
The application of computers for solving complicated
problems, optimizations, and fr.r increasing the accuracy of
solutions, spans more and more areas and, with the
d!,velopment of modern mathematical methods, has
particularly increased. This has resulted in the need for
well-trained specialists for computer centres (CC) and at
Ieast an acquaintance for the remaining specialists such as
enginecrs, econornists, etc., with computer science.
The general formulation of the problem, the topic of
this paper, is to propose an optimal strategy for computer
education (E), showing the way to assure specialists
necessary for implementation of (CC) what kind of
procedure has to be undertaken by the others in order to
obtain maximum efficiency of education.
The solution to this problem can be reached on the
basis of a stochastic self-justifying system, with the
automatic control object, the education system (E).
2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Let us suppose that the structure of the system E is as
shown in Fig. 2.1. The meaning of the symbols is as
follows:
E
Computer education-system
EF Facultative education on computers, using courses
El Education by insertion of special subjects into the
school syllabus
ES
Education by specialized schools on computera
E(m) E(h) --

-

-

( )-'- Education of medium to highly qualified specialists

EF~C- Facultative education ofhigher specialists for CC

Facultative education of higher specialists of the
j-th subject not closely connected with the CC, for
j=I,2, ... ,k.
Ei~j- Education of the type Er of higher specialists for
the j-th subjcct jj« I,2 •...,k).
ln order to establish the corresponding mathematical
model, it is assumed that each form of computer education
has, as a main parame ter, the number of the students Il ,
with appropriate subscript (resp. superscript) at each
standard.
Because of the changes of the computer system, the
system of education E has to be flexible enough in order to
react on time to these: changes.
ln this paper, the optimal control of E is carried out by
the help of a stochastic, self-justifying, discrete, noninterrupted system. with a time-interval of one year. The
corresponding scheme is shown in Fig. 2.2.
As is clear l'rom the schème, Y-controlling block ,
vt =

E(h)-

F.n j

_ ('-") {h} (h)
nF ,n F ,c,n F ,n

-

(n)

t".

l

[m ]

,n::,nknr

(h)

(n)

(m)

,n r , l ' " .nr,k .n s

(h»)

,n s.

Control vector for a certain value of the discrete parameter t
(years), Ethe object of the control. the system of

education, (see Fig. 2.1), characterized by so-called ..pure
delay", reflecting the period of the study, T -the vector of
the ..pure delay" for the different forms of education.

Yt + =(~F(m) '~F(hC) '~F{h) ""~F(h) ",,~,{m) ,~,(h~",,~{,hk) .~(=n) .~(h»)
T

•

,n,

,nk

'

•

e

s

the output vector of the object, whose components form
the number of graduated students,
the vectors Q[ the
random disturbing effects, respectively, on E and Y; x, the
input action characterizing the aim of the control.
The choice of the optimal strategy for compu ter
education is reduced to define the control vector
optimal in a certain sense. As an optimal criterion is
supposed to be the maximum of the efficiency function
HIV ) , it can be defined in the following way:
t

y,6

''t

H(V } =-\l(V } - L(V )
t
t
t

where \l(V t ) is the optimal profit for the state of certain
periods as a result of the machine-solving of the problcrns,
instead of manually, L(Vt ) the total expenses for the same
period are on the basis of the chosen strategy V"
3.

PROBLEM SOLVING

3.1 The function of the total profit
Il is supposed that the total profit W is coming mainly
from the
Mathernatically, this is:

cc.

N

"(v t )

=

Li:' "i(''t)

(3.1 )

where Wi is the profit from the i-th CC, and Ne is the total
numberof the CCs. Let us assume that the vector of the
..pure delay" consists of different value components 7.
corresponding to the different forms of· education, and
7 . x=SUp7. In this case. the yearly prQ!lt functions Wi(s)
w'Jlf depend on the control action V for the period
t+ l'';;S';;;t+7
+ 1. This results in that each of the functions
W. is defined~'h the basis of the entire period, or:
t.e-r

1

Wi

(Vt ) =

rs=t:~

+1

\3.2)

The defining of the yearly profit function "i (Vt.S) can
be obtained as a result of the following considerations:
Let us suppose the problems to be carried out in the i-th CC
are considered as separated realizations Aij of the random
event Ai which can be defined, for instance. by the
following parameters: Wi- the profit for the State at a
problern, solved by the cornputers, instead of manually, tai
the tirne necessary for the algorithm to be prepared to
make the prograrns, etc., tmi the machine-time for problem
solving.
So the random event Ai is characterized by the density of
the probability fj(wj,taj,tmi)' In the timetable for loading
the computer, the problerns Aij are considered as not
equally probable. A special group, say, the group for
analysis in every CC makes a selection of the problems
depending, for instance. on Wi and tai!tmi- Consequently,
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the analysis group appears ta be a kind of functional
transformer for the density fi of a form:
f ci (.... i' taï 1 t mi ) = k i ·I;:i (ta/t mi ' ....i ) . ri ( v i. t
,t
ai mi)

(3.3)

In this case, !; i(Wi,tai/tmi) is a positive funetion of the
weight for the problems selection and has a value between 0
and 1, ki is the coefficient, which can be defined sa:
k

• ------------

i

In. I;:i( .... i' ta/t mi) . ri (Vi

1t ai , t mi )dfl i

(3.4)

l

is the nurnber of specialists on different subjecls whose
problems are being solved on computers in the CCs, and
(Ath'
At hl)
1 Onk A
( °n1

r:

the number of specialists, who. have been educated on
compu ters previously.
Practically, there will be problerns. ta be solved On
computers in the CCs and they are carried out by Iimited
numbers of specialists. That is the reason why tai,tmi and
Wi appear ta be dependent only on the part of the
parameters in the expression of the conditionaI density. In
this case, (3.8) can.be presented in the following form:

where m=D.i(tai,tmi,Wi) is the set of the feasible meanings
fi, con(tai'tmi' v i)

of rn, and tai,tOli.
The yearly profit realized, Wi by the i-th CC, if the
realizations are independent (as a restrictive condition) can
be defined by the expression:
r mi w.. : m.M[w.] •
Lj=l

lJ

l

l

mi! n..... i . rd (vi' t ai , t mi )dQi
l

where M[wil is the mathematical expectation of Wi,mi is
the number of the problems solved yearly, mima, the
capacity of the computer in the i-th CC.
Il is necessary ta notice that bccausc of the
cornparatively big values of mi, the approximation
introduced in (3.5) is completely permitted, PUGATCHOV
1960 (Rer. 3).
The variable l11i is stochastically dependent on the
number of spccialists nci ' working in CCi and on the set of

the moments

ui

=

il(li.§i1~i.r}

are partial sets from the total set of the
pafametefs (n l h)) and (nth~ from (3.8).
n

i

nE

h

As a result of the present analysis, we expressed the
profit for the certain year S as a function of the nurnbers of
specialists on computers where t+I<S';;t+ +1. Taking in ta
consideration that the year S appears ta be a future one
with respect ta the year t, the a priori information which is
necessary ta define the funetion of the profit can be
obtained on the basis of short and long peri ad forecasting.
Each of the numbers ni sof specialists available for the
S-th year, (for the sake ~f simplicity we will skip the
subscripts) can be expressed on the basis of specialists
'i"itVt_"Y's) who graduate\Luntil_the~-th year, as a
result of the previous con troIs V t-l=(V t - I,V t-2, ... ) and the
specialists ni' as a result of VI> which has ta be optimized:
(3.10)

of the random variables Wj,tai,tmi as weil.

This relation is a hyperplan:

(3.6)

which can be described by the help of an equation of a
non-Iinear regression. In special cases i:ii can consist of
mathematical expcctations only, that is: M[t.J and M[tm) •
The maximal valu" of mimax can be defined by the
yearly loading-up T. at a specialist and M[tail as weil,
according ta the expression:
mi max' tnci·TsI/M[t.,] ~ Tim/H['im]

(3.7)

where T im is the total maximum yearly usage (in hours) of
the computer in certain Cc. Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2, the
curv~ ~t~.(ta/tn .) for
and Wi=W.( Î1'çj) for certain
sets Ili are s~lOwn. YIere, Wima x =M!'max' M[WJ
Ta define the distribution of t le number of specialists
necessary say, fie i ta work in the CCs, between high and
middle grade fil., and fi{~)on one hand, and those who are
not directly woCrbng wiill the computers and who have ta
be educated on them somehow fi~hl on the other, this can
be donc on the basis of the density of probability fi(t i'
t m i, Wi). This influence is shawn in Fig. 3.3, where t~e
curves are C(t " t ., W.) for t .=C and W =C tc
The curve ! o"~ thn,; lfigu're is b:illt up for fit1=ft(h! Il and the
h
curve 2 represent the relation for Îln )=ft~(2 »ft~~h r
Similar are the curves of the density f, for ""=""1 and
"'t"i 2>"i,1 where "i=ÎI~~l/ft~~'l. Mathernatically this
coula be expressed by the eonditional density of the
probability:

Wtcte

'C

(3.9)

fi(tai.tllli .....

il. and il.,

ln this case,
ni::: ni(nFi,nri,nsi,:;:.':r"Ç,s) expresses the
relation between ' 1 and the number of specialists cducatcd
by the different forms of education, ta king into consideratian the random ·factors. The variable:;: is a vector, which
defines the connectian between y,+<
and
~,
Ils
components represent the percentage of failed students and
of those not working with the subject they have studied, T
is the vector of the "pure delay"; Çi is a vector whose
eomponents are weight-coefficients reflccting the preferences ta the different forrns of education of specialists for
CC's; 6 a ,is a coefficient for staff ehanging in the CCs.
Because of the relatively large period of the control-one
year, it is not possible ta define a realistic density of the
probability of the random variables 6 and:;:; that is why in
(3.10) their forecasted values were introduced with the help
of corresponding extrapolating operators.
_
Finally, for the function of the profit W(V,), the
following expression was obtained:
W(\\):::

l

N

t+T

i~l Es:::t:~

+1

r

r.

LMi(fiei(S)1~i)..n;i·ki·i;i

x fi eon(t a i .tmi ,vilai(s)'Si (s)'§ir(S)dnJ

x

(3.11)

The number of needed specialists ta be educated,
according ta the structura! schorre for computer education
(see Fig. 2.1) and whieh appear ta be an element of the
control VI> can be defined in the following way:
Ne

nc'Li.,n ci

(3.12)

for the specialists, working in the CCs and
In this expression
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(3.8)

n

n

::: b

Ne

L 1=1

n

ni

(3.1

3)

for the specialists not directly connecteo with the CC's,
where b is the coefficient of simultanety.

4. CONCLUSION
1. As is clear from this paper, the problem for computer

3.2 The funetion of the expenses
This function is defined in the observed interval of time
t+I<5";;t+T max+l using the expression of the forrn:
L(\\l =

r: -

Tm~'Lll(Vt_l)

J+t

U

+ L 1(V t)ke f

tH

: L !Ft:~
i ,

+1

L2[fici(g~

where II(Vt_1l are the yearly returns~n the expen~s for
education connected with the control Vt_I, and ~ (V t) are
the expenses on the basis of the strategy chosen, Vr. keff- a
standard coefficien t for the efficiency of expenses,
L2[fic;(s)) the yearly expenses for the staff (wages, etc.),
"oi(s) of the i-th CC, T max are considered as an
integer(years).
With the help of the defined function of the profit
W(Vr) and also that for expenses L(V t ), can be defined,
according to (2.1) the efficiency function we are seekirig,
H(Vt), whose maximum corresponds with the optimal
strategy Vt for computer education for a given moment t.
Fig. 3.4 represents the function mentioned above with
regard to the number n~h).
_
The definition of the maximum of H(Vt) can be carried
out on the basis of the well-known methods for
optimization, FELDBAUM 1968, HASEN 1968.

education can be described mathematically, which gives
us a possibility of defining its optimal strategy.
2. Using a stochastical, self-adjusting model, we assure the
flexibility necessary for the system of computer
education with the aim of obtaining maximum efficiency.
3. The method we offer here for the optimal control of
computer education could be applied successfuUy for a
similar system for computer education again, but would be
much more complicated.
4. The investigations we have shown here, do not exhaust
completely the complicated problem for a selection of
optimal strategy for computer education, but they can be
used as a fundamental basis for further investigations into
this question.
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1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LEARN

The impetus for ADP (Automated Data Processing) in
the Madison Public Schools came out of the tedious task of
hand tabulating the annual school census. The need for the
automation of this process was apparent and in the fall of
1962, conversion of the school census records into punched
cards was started. From the census project, automation
moved into school enrollment procedures because of the
direct relationship to the school census.
A short time later, a data processing department was
created within the Business Services Division. At its
beginning, the department consisted of three staff members
and basic unit record equipment.
The 1963·64 school year saw additional utilization gf
the data processing equipment. A payroll system was
designéd in the fall of 1963. This system went into
production on J anuary 1, 1964.
A budgetary accounting system was designed and
implemented during the 1964·65 school year. This system
automated ail accounting procedures effective January 1,
1965.
Concurrently, additional projects utilizing ADP equipment were proposed. One of the projects, c1assscheduling,
was planned and implemented in the junior high schools
during the 1965-66 school year. Grade reporting for senior
high schools was also implemented that year.
At this time, new requirements for services were not
possible on the unit record equipment, thus, an IBM 1401
computer configuration was placed on order.
In addition, due to the increasing complexity and
demands of data processing, a separate division for data
processing services was created in the organizational
structure of the Madison Public Schools. The new division
called Management Information Services, becarne a functional unit with the installation of the IBM 1401 computer
configuration in August, 1966.
0
In 1966·67, the first year as a division, aIl existing unit
record operations were converted to the new computer
system. Grade reporting and scheduling were extended to
ailjunior and senior high schools.
During the next two school years, 1967-68 and
1968·69, the use of data processing in the school system
expanded rapidly and became an integral part of the
administration of Madison Public Schools.
To coordinate the future growth 0 f data processing, a
new concept, LEARN (Local Educational Automated
Reporting Network) will be used. It breaks the present and
proposed reporting systems into nine major areas. The nine
major systems presently contemplated are Financial,
Library, Payroll and Personnel, Physical Facilities, Pupil
Accounting, Purchasing, Instructional Applications, Educational Research and Administrative.

These reporting systems will be designed to allow for
general expansion or growth as weIl as the introduction of
new data which may be determined at a later date, to be
significant. It is entirely possible that the proposed
reporting systems might be merged or new cnes created as
experience pro vides a clearer picture of the total
requirements of data processing in Madison Public Schools.
2. DATA PROCESSING CENTER
The data processing center is located on the basement
level of the central administration building and is divided
into the computer room and office space. An IBM 1401
computer

configuration,

unit

record

cquipment

and

keypunch equipment are locatcd in the computer room.
Adjacent to the computer roorn is office space that is
shared with Financial Services. In addition, two MIS
(Management Information Services) staff mernbcrs occupy
office space elsewhere in the central administration
building. The situation has been further compounded with
the creation of new positions in MIS.
To rectify the lack of office space and to provide for a
new computer configuration, remodeling of the entire data
processing center is necessary. The plans have been
completed and the actual remodeling will begin early in
1970. At that time , Financial Services will move to a new
complex of offices on the second floor of the central
administration building.
The existing office space will be divided into a
keypunch area, storage area, and offices. The area for the
keypunch machines will be sound-proofcd because of the
high noise level of the equipment. The storage area will be
designated for storage of data proscssing supplies. Ali
remaining space will be provided for offices.
The present computer room must be rcvamped to
accomodate a new IBM Systcm/360 computer configuration to be installed in June, 1970. Due to the critical
temperature and humidity control requirements of the new
computer configuration, a separa te air conditioning facility
will be installed. Rernodeling of the data proccssing center
is scheduled for complétion by no later th an May 1970.
3. PROPOSED AND IMPLEMENTED SYSTEMS
SECTION A
FINANCIAL
The current financial system encompasses budget
preparation and budgetary accounting and reporting.
Salaries make up a large part of the total budget and
arriving at a realistic salary estirnate is an important
segment of budget preparation. Using the salary placement
information. contained in the payroll-personnel master file,
salaries are projected for each budget year. The salaries are
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first projected by position within the fourteen functional
salary areas of the budget. Then thc projectcd salaries and
positions are summarized by track and level. Using the two
projectcd salary Iists, an accurate salary estimate for the
budget year is obtainable. This process has an additionaluse
during salary negotiations. Each salary proposai can be
projected to arrive at a cost factor and a realistic evaluation
can be made of il.
The remaining portion of the automated budget
'preparation process is used to main tain a current budget
during the modification and review stage. Once the final
budget is approved, the budget preparation file is uscd ta
prepare the required chart of accourus. Finally, accounts
are loaded with annual budget appropriations.
Next, budgetary accounting and status reporting is
initiated on a regular basis. The file is maintained in punch
cards with each financial transaction updating the appropriate accounts.
Monthly reports are preparcd to show budget activity,
A monthly detail ledger shows ail income and expenditure
activity for the month. The accounting status (detail) and
the budget status (summary) reports arc prepared to show
what occurred at each location of budget responsibility.
These are used by management to keep abreast of their
budget status. An operating statement for the entire system
is prepared to show the budget activity in summary.
Other reports include the encumbrance listing, cash
receipts, Interim bills and accounts payable (board bills).
An analysis of operational and maintenance accounts is
prepared for Building Services to evaluate thcir accounts.
The detailed ledger is also prepared both on a calendar l'car

basis and a fiscal year basis. Thèse arc summarizcd with an
annual opcrating statement.
In the near future, a new budgetary accounting system
will be designed for the IBM S/360 computer configuration
schedulcd to be installed in June, 1970. Since the program
budgeting concept is under serious consideration at the
present time , the new Iinancial system will include
provisions for il.
The most significant departurcs from thc present
system will be the elimination of punched cards from the
accounting pro cess and the utilization of telecommunication terminais for remote update and inquiry. Thc
master accounting file will be maintaincd on a computer
accessible file. Ali transactions affecting the file will either
be entered via terminal or in the case of automatic purchase
order writing, machine generated.
Il is comtemplated when a purchase order is written,
the computer system will encumber the correct account
and crea te an accounts payable record. Invoices entercd on
the terminal will cause the de-encumbering and liquidation
of the account and put the accounts payable record into
the next board bills process. New appropriations, and
transfers in and out of accounts will be entered via
terminal. Also, the system will be developed ta provide for
the de-encumbrance of partial payrnents. The entire
function will be controlled by the Director of Business
Services or his delegated agent.
With thc implementation of the new budgetary
accounting system, meaningful budget status reports will be
provided. Account transactions could be shawn in addition
to the normal summary totals now shown and periodic
budget status reports would reûect an accurate up ta date
picture ofall accounts.
Over a period of years, a continuing analysis of present
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and past budgets as weil as forecasting future budgets
would be possible. Il is felt that statistical anal l'sis of budget performance would be more effectively obtained th an
has been possible in the past.
SECTION B
L1BRARY
Automation of book ordering procedures and the
printing of catalog cards was the first data processing
application developed relating to the Iibrary reporting

system.
The information necessary for book ordering and
cataloging was converted to a computer accessible file.
From this file, a Madison Instructional Materials (MIM) list
is produced annually. The MIM Iist contains ail books
alphabetically Iisted by author that can be ordered through
the system. Periodically, new titles are added ta the file and
supplement MIM lists are produced.
At the sarne time the MIM Iist is printed, order cards for
each book title are produced. The school librarian uses the
arder cards ta specify the number of books and the number
of catalog card sets desired. The completed card set is then
used ta activnte purchase orders printed on the computer
and th en receipt cards are produced. Ali output is sent ta
the Cataloging Department for processing. When books on
order have been received, the receipt cards are returncd to
Management Information Services to pro duce the catalog
card sets and encumber the appropriate budget accounts.
Lastly, catalog ca rd sets and encumber the appropriatc

budget accounts. Lastly, catalog cards are returned to the
Cataloging Department ta be cornbined with the books and
sent ta the schoollibrarian.
This process of book ordering will be expanded from
selected library books ta ail instructional materials, library
books, periodicals, reference books and textbooks. Thc Iirst
phasetoward this goal will bc the conversion of ail
cataloging information obtained through the Library of
Congress, Once this plan is fully implemented, a complete
inventory of ail books will be established.
A circulation control system will be developed after ail
books are on the main file. Overdue notices and [ollow-up
overdue notices will be prepared and sent to the home of
the student when nccessary. In addition to the control
function, this system will generate valu able readcr
preference information. It will show what specifie books
and what general category of books are in dernand and with
this information, selective book ordering will be possible.
With a central computer accessible file, a central card
calalog system using telecommunications will be developed.
A student will have the ability to determine whether a book
is in their school library of if it is available in any other
school Iibrary by me ans of a remote terminal deviee. Book
sharing between schools will be possible and it could rnake
feasible the purchase of books either too costly or in not
high enough dernand for one school.
The ordering process of new books will be simplifie d,
because ail titles would be on the central file with a unique
identification number. The school would code the
identification number of the book and the total number of
books desired to ail optical scanning sheet. The sheets
would be processcd causing the purchase orders to be
written and the correct accounts encumbered. Upon receipt
of the books, they would becorne part of the circulation
control system and available for utilization.

SEcnONC
PAYROLL~ERSONNEL

A payroll-personnel master file has been developed for
ease in maintaining payroll and personnel information and
because the Personnel Division and the Financial Services
Department have been duplicating their efforts in many
areas of respective record keeping. This effort began in
August, 1967 with the preparation of he Teacher Education
and Experience Record. In addition, applications implemented in the personnel area include the State Teachers
Report, the Staff Directory, salnry projection and contract
printing.
The creation of the payroll-personnel master file also
made it possible to process ail payrolls from one master file.
In addition to checks, other payroll reports include check
registers, deduction registers, payroll preprints, and payroll
distribution. Other reporting requirements include the
Wisconsin Teacher Retirement (monthly), Social Security
(quarterly), Wisconsin Retirement Fund (quarterly) and
annual employee earnings (W-2).
The combined information for both payroll and
personnel on one file provides the ability to collect, sort,
process, store, retrieve , analyze and report information on
ail employees of the Madison Public Schools. The system
simply involves the process of pulling together many
disparate activities into a logical, meaningful, integrated
whole to accomplish a given objective. Here the computer
acts on masses of infonnation in a much more efficient and
orderly manner than previous methods allowed,
ln the next several years, the major change in the
payroll-personnel system will be the conversion to a new
computer configuration. The new configuration will make
possible the direct access to the payroll-personnel master
file using telecommunications terminais. This development
wauld enable sorne addition al applications in the system. A
potential application would be the creation of an applicant
file. If a principal wishes to look at the applicants for a
specifie teaching position such as English, a code could be
entere d through the terminal, and retrieve a video display of
ail English applicants. When an applicant is put under
contract, the applicant's record would be transferred to the
payroll-personnel master file.
ln conjunction with the applicant file and the
passibility of program budgeting, a position control file
wauld be created. The position control file will contain ail
the certificated personnel allocations in the school system.
At any time, the number and nature of vacant positions
would be available for recruiting purposes. Statistica!
analysis of the position control file would give valuable
budget information by disciplines, turnover rates, average
years of experience and other information as required.
These future applications only represent a sampling of
the true potential of this reporting system and the benefits
which will be derived.
SECTION D
PHYSICAL FAClLlTlES
Although the computer is not utilized in the present
physical faeilities system, many excellent potential subsystems do exist. One of these sub-systerns could be an
equipment inventory control system. Items to be included
in this system would be furnishings (chairs, desks, etc.) and
moveable equipment (typewriters, movie projectors, etc.)

maintained through the use of the computer.
An identification number would be a unique control
number assigned to each item and permanently attached to
each item in the Madison Public Schools. Transactions
effecting the file, (additions, deletions, etc.), would be
updated as required. Various reports for analysis of
equipment utilization, abnormal rates of repair of obsolescence, and surplus items could be produced either by
location or for the entire sytem.
Annually, a complete equipment inventory for each
physical site would be produced. The school administrator
would mark each item as accounted for, missing, in need of
replacement or surplus. ACter the file is updated, reports of
missing items, work orders for the repair of items, bid
specifications, and purchase orders for the replacement of
items could be produced.
The equipment inventory control sub-system will
provide control of equipment not now possible. Il is
believed that accurate cost figures and analysis will be
available , and maximum utilization of existing equipment
will be reached.
Another sub-system could be a physical facilities
inventory system. This sub-system would main tain a
complete inventory of all buildings in the Madison Public
School System with a situs file containing pertinent
information on each building. Typical information contained in the file, by building, would be site size and cost,
site improvements and cost, size of the building by floor,
building cast by functional category, size and function of
rooms, number of students and teachers by classroom and
other related data.
With the planning and construction.of schools spanning
several years, CPM (Critical Path Methods) and PERT
(Program Evaluation and Review Technique) could be used
to good advantage for deve!oping timetables through use of
the computer. The results would provide each person,
responsib!e for certain tasks, ample notification of when
completion should be accomplished.
SECTION E
PUPIL ACCOUNTING
The pupil accounting system main tains student information for census, enrollment, the student cumulative
record, scheduling, grade reporting and attendance.
Census is the starting point for the accumulation of
information on a student. Each spring, census enumerators
take a census of the Madison Public School District. The
census identifies ail children from birth through the age of
twenty by name, address, age, sex, and school of
attendance. The major uses of this census data are to
project future school needs and to establish school
boundaries. Once this in formation is captured and put into
machine readable from, it is used to produce several
reports. Two primary reports are the Census Report and the
Child Census Distribution. The Census Report Iists all the
census information on a child and the Child Census
Distribution summarizes the information by schoo1 district.
Another service provided to Pupil Services is the
maintaining of the student enrollment file. When a child
enters school for the first time, an enrollment card is
prepared and it becomes a component part of the
enrollment file. Each fall, these cards are prepared and sent
to each elernentary schooJ. A rnaster enrollment file for the
cntire school district is maintained in Pupil Services.
A pilot study to automate the cumulative record
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keeping function at the secondary level was made at
LaFolIette High School during the 1968-69 school year.
This is the first phase in the development of an on-line
pupil information, system. Each student record was
maintained on a computer flle and was automatically
updated From scheduling, grade reporting, attendance,
census, and standard test scores. A current cumulative
record for use at the school was printed after each grade
period. Other features of this system provide the ability ta
print student transcripts, calculate class standing and grade
point average, and in general terms, main tain each student
record on a current basis.
Class scheduling is simply meeting demand (student
requests) with supply (teachers and classrooms). The
purpose of computer scheduling is ta help school
administrators assign students ta class sections rapidly and
efficiently as possible. Each student submits an election
sheet for the classes thev desire ta attend. Election sheets
are then processed by the computer and the result is a total
request summary for each class. Next, the school
administrator prepares a master schedule (teachers, class
times and roorns) using the summary as a guide. The
computer then matches the rcquests against the master
schedule assigning students to a class schedule.
Upon completion of the scheduling process, class lists,
horneroom lists and student schcdules are produced.
Currcntly, sccondary schools are utilizing the computer in
their class schcduling process. Scheduling information is
then used ta prepare grade and attcndance cards. Quarterly,
thc attendance cards arc sont 10 MIS (Management
Information Services) with thc quarterly grade sheets for
proecssing. The attendance surnmary cards and grade sheets
are used to produce student report cards and teacher gradcd
class lists, Cumulative labels containing student grades and
attendance records are produced as requircd by the
computer and sent ta the appropriate school ta be afflxed
ta the student cumulative record.
ln addition, MIS (Management Information Services) is
providing schcduling and grade reporting services ta four
Madison suburban high sehools with another SCIIOOI
contemplatc d for the 1970-71."chool year.
A pilot attendance system was performed at East High
School during the 1968-69 ..school year. Duily, euch tcacher
recordcd attendance on the studcnt's card for that class. At
the end 0 r the weck , ail attendance cards were processed by
the computer with a total summary of ail absences for the
school and l'cr student calculated. If a student had two or
more class absences l'cr week, a notice indicating the
absences was produced and mailed ta the parent. A
duplicate copy of the notice was provided ta the student's
guidance counsclor. At this tirne, the feasibility of
expanding this attendance system throughout Madison
Public Schools is being evaluatcd as ta its merits.
A new innovation planned for the pupil accounting
system will be the combination of ail the student files into
a single computer master file. The single master file plus the
use of telecommunications terminais will greatly facilitate
the tedious and tirne consuming record keeping function.
Maintenance will be made ta a single file rather than the
present six or seven files ta kcep student records accu rate
and up ta date.
Test scoring of. standardized tests and teacher made
tests is now possible due ta the installation of an Optical
Scanner. The initial phase in a program for scoring
standardized tests has been implemented. This phase
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involves scoring of ail G.E.D. tests on a weekly basis.
Expansion of this program is currently in the systems and
design stage. A pilot program for scoring teacher made tests
is in developrncnt stage, Schools participating in the pilot
program will be West Senior High, West Junior High and
Leopold Elernentary. The curriculum discipline for this
program has not been selected at this time ,
SECTION F
PURCHASING

Curreutly, Management Information Services provides a
monthly report showing ail stock transactions by departments or schools and annually, a complete stock inventory
report for the Purchasing Departrncnt.
ln the future, the entire stock inventory cou Id be
maintained on a computer master file. Using advanced
prograrnrning techniques, optimum in stock quantities,
reorder points and reorder quantities would be calculated.
This would be a continuai process with any change in usage,
reorder lead time or the many ether variables effecting the
calculation of an optimum stock inventory. In addition, a
new inventory system for Food Services could be developed
on a similar basis. It wou Id keep an accu rate perpetuai
invcntory of cafeteria food supplies.
lnitially, purchase orders will be produced by the
computer ta replenish the inventory items with the
appropriate accounts being chargcd. Saon after, purchase
arder writing will be expandcd ta include non-inventory
items as weil as inventory items. Ali vendor information for
purchasc order writing will be storcd on a vendor master
file and be available as nccdcd.
In summary, is should be noted that the purchasing
function in the Madison Public Sc/wols is one of a very
cornplcx nature. As a result, a great deal of human
judgment must be cxerciscd to main tain ycar-cnd inventories with surplus limitations. Thereforc , only further
detailed systems analysis will determine whc thcr or n01 the
above thoughts are feasible for implementation.
SECTION G
INSTRUCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
/\ pilot study of the instructioual use of a computer was
undertakcn at two Madison senior high schcols during the
1968-69 school year. This was Madison Public Schools first
exposure to utilization of the computer as an aid to
tcaching.
The exposure siarted whcn a tclccommunications
terminal was connectcd to a computer in Chicago in
Scptcmber, 1968. Two months wcre uscd setting IIp the
pilot and it was implernentcd in November, 1968.
The initial pilot covered only the problem solving use of
a computer. Two general math classes, one experimental
group and one control group, were chosen for the project.
The experimental group used the terminal ta enhance the
learning of properties of the real numbers, geometry,
operations with rational nurnbers and probability and
statist ics. The control group procecdcd as a normal general
math class. Comparisons were made between the two
groups periodically throughout the year.
An evaluation at the termination of the pilot program
in May, 1969, showed the experimental group were higher
achievers than the control group in motivation and learned
concepts.

Another instructional application arca involved the use
of the Management Information Services computer center
to dernonstrate computer concepts. This was accomplished
by two rnethods.
The first method was a demonstration and familiarizatien of the data processing equipment. The second method
involved students developing their own programs for the
IBM 1401 computer. These programs were written in c1ass
and tested on the computer by the students. The "Hands
On" concept has proved beneficial in learning the
operations of the computer.
As a result of the 1968-69_ pilot study using the
computer as an instructional aid, the following plan to
pursue the use of CAl (Computer Assisted Instruction) and
CMI (Computer Managed Instruction) has been approved:
Develop a design team which should inc1ude the
Directors of Secondary Education, Elementary Education
and Management Information Services, an Educational
Research Analyst, and teachers who are presently involved
in this effort to date to perform the following fuction.
l , Analyze the CUITent system for purpose and need.
2. Specify educational objectives of computer use in
instruction at senior, middle and clernentary levels.
3. Define everyday limiting constraints which any proposed system must satisfy.
4. Adopt alternative approaches to implementing such a
prograrn.
5. Analysis and selection of best alternative approach.
6. Development and pilot implementation of selected
approaches at the senior, middle and elementary levels
of education.
7. Evaluation to determine effectiveness of the system on
meeting stated objectives.
8. Based on experimental and real results, feedback the
required modifications and continue this cycle until
objectives have been.attained.
Il is believed this approach will facilitate communications among rnernbers of the design team, speed up design,
development and production and increase satisfaction of
participants with the ultimate product. In addition, it is
believed this approach has a particular applicability because
it places rnuch emphasis on problems of implementation,
evaluation, feedback and revision - an emphasis which is an
integral part of the educational process.
Defmitions
CMI - The computer analyzes student performance and
directs them to mate rials such as audio-visu al aids or
programmed instructional segments stored elsewhere.
CAl - The computer is utilized in four different modes
as presented below:
a. Problem Solving is a technique where the computer is
used as a tool in solving problerns in math, science,
business education, etc. In this mode, the student has
direct commuaicatlon with the computer via a terminal
deviee,
b. Simulation and Gaming is a technique where the
student has the ability to carry on a dialog with the
computer via a terminal deviee. This technique provides
the ability to extend c1assroom experiments with the
computer's capability to act on large volumes of data.
In addition, it provides the ability to sam pie and
simula te selected data for purpose of arriving alternative
solutions to problems.
c. Drill or Practice is a technique that allows the teacher

to author lesson plans to be presented and maintained
on a terminal deviee, by the computer to students. The
teacher then follows with discussion of subject matter.
The prime benefit to this mode is standardizing
presentation of subject matter to students.
d. Tutorial is a technique that tests, and judges the
understanding of students on subject matter. As in the
Drill or Praetice mode, this mode is teacher developed
and is presented on a terminal deviee by the computer
on a question-answer basis to the student. If the student
answers a question correetly, the sarne question
reappears to give the student another opportunity to
advance into the lesson. After a predctermined number
of unsuccessful efforts, the computer will relay
remedial action to the student via the terminal deviee.
SECTION H
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Projects not falling within the systems defmed
previously may be assigned to the Educational Research
Analyst. This area of responsibility is described as a "what's
needed" function, in that the analyst works with the user
ta further define necessary procedures for processing the
particular project.
These procedures include such services as:
A. Basic explanation of data processiug.
B. Development of card formats.
C. Devclopment of coding.
D. Selectioi of programs.
E. Writing of prograrns,
F. Preparation of control cards and submission of data to
computer.
G. Explanation of computer output.
The user submits a written description of the project ta
the Director of Management Information Services. This
should include the purpose of the study , the data to be
used, the method of data collection, and the output
required. Preferably, this request should precede the actual
data collection, especially in a survey-type study, since the
format of the questionnaire of survey from used has a great
effeet on the efficiency of the processing.
Specifically lacking from this list is interpretation of
results and statistical consulting. Although in sorne
instances, discussion of the various statistical procedures
available may oceur, determination of the statisties ta be
used remains the responsibility of the user.
Priorities for eompletion of projeets are determined by
their order of receipt and the processing requirements. Any
. employee of the Board of Education may submit a project
request; the Director of Management Information Services
reserves the prerogative of acceptance or rejection, and of
determining a projected completion data of projects
accepted.
Examples of the edueational research projects completed during the 1968-69 school year are shown as
follows:
A. Analysis of the questionnaire sent to ail 1967 gradua tes
of Madison School District high schools. The hypotheses developed by the committee of guidance
counselors direeting the study were tested by the use of
the chi-square statistic.
B. Comparison of different teaching methods used in
elementary physical education classes and in reading
classes.
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facilitate the administrative task of record keeping for the
I.S. program.
The system operates very simply with each student
being evaluated on number of conferences; number of
projects, initiative, originality and performance three times
a year. The teacher records the evaluation on mark sense
cards and sends them to Management Information Services
for processing and production of the following reports. The
most important is the I.S. Progress Report, in essence a
report card on the students independent study, which is
sent to the parents. Three other reports list the student
evaluations by teacher, by course, and then in summary by
teacher and course.
A third exampie of an administrative system is the
printing of student identification cards. Each year, current
student identification information from the student file is
printed on the I.D. form. The forms are distributed to the
appropriate school which in tum affixes the student photo
and laminates the card before giving to the student.

C. Calculations for PhD. dissertations in educational
administration.
D. Analysis of questionnaires designed to test the effect of
special education programs.
SECTION 1
ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS
.Administrative systems are on-going applications that
. are too small to be considered as a separate reporting
system and do not fit into any of the previously defined
reporting systems. However, they are still very important in
the total LEARN program.
An example of an administrative system .would be the
sports registration system under development at the present
lime. This system will provlde. for a .registration and
printing of rosters for ail teams participating in various
sports sponsored by the Sports Office of the Madison
Public Schools.
Presently, the Sport Office oversees nineteen different
sports. The registration and printing of the team rosters is a
cumbersome manual task. In the softball program alone,
there are about 3,000 participants.
.
The registration card has been revised 'to a new format
from which information will be keypunched into an IBM
cardo These cards will be sorted by league and team and the
rosters will be printed for distribution. Periodically, MIS
(Management Information Services) will print updates of
the roste rs.
Another administrative system is the Independent
Study Reporting System at James Madison Memorial High
School. Under the I.S. (Independent Study) program, a
student was allowed to take course work in addition to his
regular class load. A computer system was designed to
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introduce data processing to ail staff members of the
Madison Public Schools. Periodically, seminars will be held
either at the central administration building for central staff
or at each school for the school staff.
The course outline is below:
1. Brief history of computer development.
II. Basic computer concepts.
A. Computer system elements.
B. The stored program concept.
C. Computer organization.
D. Stored media.
Ill. Survey of computer equipment.
A. The card reader.
B. The card punch.
C. The high speed printer,
D. The magnetic tape system.
E. Random access deviees.
F. Central processing unit.
IV. Stages of system development.
A. Defmition of the problem.

B. Design of the system.
C. Program development.
D. New system implementation.
V. General discussion period.
An organization chart (Exhibit 1) and position
descriptions (Exhibit II) are shown on the following pages.
5. EDP PROCEDURES GUIDE FOR USERS
The EDP Procedures Guide for Users containing
procedures to be followed to secure data processing
assistance in any school or department is under development and will be issued as a supplement to the LEARN
Program Report.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The LEARN Program Report was the 'product of
thought and diligent work of the entire staff of the
Management Information Services Division.
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EXHIBIT II
MIS POSITION DESCRIPTIONS
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A. DIRECTOR
Administrative and technical director of all data
processing activities for Madison Public Schools.
B. SYSTEMS ANAL YST
Deals with management throughout the school system
to develop information requirements, describe procedurai and operating improvements and define data
processing support.
C. EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ANALYST
Dcals with management throughout the school system
to develop research requirernents, describe procedural
and operating improvements, and define data processing
support.
D. PROGRAMMER ANALYST
Assists in analysis of systems problems, development of
solutions and programming of computer applications.
E. SENIOR PROGRAMMER
Plan, devclop, test, document and modify computer
programs.
F. PROGRAMMER
Assists in planning, developing, testing, documenting
and modifying computer programs.
G. MANAGER, DATA PROCESSING OPERATIONS
Schedules and supervises operation of data processing
equipment.
H. DATA PROCESSING OPERATOR Il
Lead operator on data processing equipment.
I. DATA PROCESSING OPERATOR 1
Assists in operation of data processing equipment.
J. KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
Keypunches data into computer input compatability ..
K. DATACONTROLCLERK
Controls input to and output from the data processing
center.
L. ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK 1
Provides the secrctarial and clerical services for the
Managemen t In form~tion Services Division.

This paper is published with the permission of Her
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INTRODUCTION

1.1. This paper describes a project which will extend work
on programmed learning in HMS COLLINGWOOD. HMS
COLLINGWOOD is the Weapon Electrical School of the
Royal Navy and trains ail members of the Navy's Weapon
Electrical Branch from newly entered Mechanics to Senior
Technicians and Officers. Programmed instruction has been
used here in sorne form or other since 1963. The early
experiments have led to accepted practice, but experimentation con tinues as more programrned instruction is
developed. The Mechanic training scheme and its progress
towards 'Individually Paced Training', 1963 to December
1968, is described in the Pergamon Training Systems in
Industry series Volume 1 Number 3 - Integrated
Programmed Instruction in HMS COLLINGWOOD. A
major disadvantage remaining in the present system is that
learning is still not individually paced throughout and there
are no tangible goals for the trainees, by diligent work, to
becorne trained men more quickly. Individual pacing occurs
in parts
However, the course as a whole remains tied to the c1ass
system and there is little incentive to the man to try harder
since he reverts to his c1ass for the unprogrammed parts.
These classes start every two weeks and il is possible for
men to jump classes but few actually do il. An objective of
the individually paced wholly programmed course is then to
permit men to go through the system more quickly by
offering them seniority and hence cash for expeditious
work on course. Wc attach great importance to this. First,
because we think it will make men more objective minded
and il will give them a better sense of purpose. Second the
Services have the prospect of shorter engagemen t time
being imposed on them which will bring into very mu ch
sharper focus the need for task specifie training and
objective minded men - (Huggett 1969).

1.2. Il was these disadvantages which identified the need
for Individually Paced Training. The work done by the US
Naval Training Research Laboratory and reported by
Johnson (1968) indicated that the potential advantages to
trainees of programined methods cou Id be more fully
realised by attempting to hold student qualily constant
while allowing the training time ta vary. Training time can
be reduced by any or ail of the following factors in an
individualised training system:
(1) Alternative paths through the instruction.
(2) Elimination of unnecessary instruction.
(3) Avoiding repetition of what sorne students already
know.
(4) Taking advantage of tutorial and self instruction
material.

1.3. At the beginning of 1968 we decided to design and
impie ment an individualised version of the Radio Electrical
Mechanics Course. The course is 19 weeks long with
instruction in 4 categories:
(1) Basic hand skills.
(2) Electronic fundamentals.
(3) Communication principles and equipment.
(4) Radar principles and equipmenl.
The target population averages Il years educalion, but can
vary in age between 16 and 26 years, and averages 18 years.
Tests revealed great variation in student ability and the
need for individualised training.

1.4. From the very beginning of the project we studied the
possible use of a computer ta help individualise training by
processing tests to provide diagnostic and prescriptive
reporting on the course material and individual man; whilst
still ensuring the optimum use of resources by:,

(1) organising the programmed instruction modules making
up the course;

(2) Distributing trainees and tutors to maximum advantage,
(there are 60·130 men in the system at any one time);
(3) organising the use of course facilities (sorne 300 pieces
of equipment are included for praclical work).
And the computer was used further ta aid the production
of programmed instruction modules (using text editing,
video graphies and hard copy output) ta reduce the course
revision rime cycle. We were encouraged by Brudner's
(1968) paper on Computer Managed Instruction published
in Science, Volume 162, but took careful note of the
Schutz (1969) letter in Science, Volume 163, which stated
that sorne of the problem areas identified by Brudner were
far from trivial and that CMI technology required a range of
capabilities that necessitates the setting-up of a multidiscipline team. For this project the team had to be capable
of:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Producing the course behavioural objectives;
Constructing criterion tests;
Preparing the programmed learning materials;
Devising manage able logistical procedures for adrninistering the course;
(5) Producing computer programs to mark the tests,
main tain files on traince performance, analyses test
results and file contents a.. d prepare diagnostic and
prescriptive reports on the learning materials and
tramees:
(6) Developing training for the instructor ta ensure
competent lise of the system.
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The multi-discipline te am set-up included:
(1) programmed learning material writers, plus the service
of a Learning Systems Limited consultant;
(2) subject area specialists, in this case engineering training
staff;
(3) computer programmers and a system analyst trained in
the Naval digital weapon field;
(4) and, when required, the assistance of behavioural
scientists from the Royal Naval Applied Psychology
Unit.
1.5. Ta date the course objectives and criterion tests have
been produced, the programmed learning materials have
been prepared and are currently being validated. The
remainder of this paper is concemed with the devising of
manageable logistical procedures for administering the
course and the production of the necessary computer
programs.
2. THE ROLE OF THE COMPUTER
2.1. In defining the raie the computer was ta play our
intention was ta use the computer ta manage the leaming
process and individualise the Mechanics training. Although
extensive claims have been made that a computer, using the
students past history, can adjust the work presented on a
lesson ta lesson basis we accepted the views of D'Aracy et
al (1969) that there was no evidence that we knew enough
about individual differences ta effect any advantage, or
determine what the benefit would be. But a degree of
individualisation was possible:
(1) Aliowing the time for the achievement of an objective
ta vary.
(2) Providing learning materials of different degrees of
difficulty.
(3) Employing different modes of presentation.
whilst still ensuring the optimum use of resources,
particularly capitalequipment and tutor time, by scheduling each trainees learning.
2.2. Ta achieve this degree of individualisation in the
Mechanics learning process we have designed the course ta
consist of a number of learning material modules ail of
which must be taken by each trainee, although not
necessarily in the same arder. The trainee must successfully
complete a criterion test before he can proceed ta the next
module. He can take as much time as he requires, within
reasonable limits, ta complete each module. The following
design aims for the computer management of the
instruction were specified:
(1) Ta provide the optimum utilisation of resources; there
are 300 separa te pieces of equipment of 20 different
types, 7 laboratories with 100 work spaces and 12

tutors:
(2) ta ensure that the trainees are subject ta minimum
waiting times as they move from module ta module;
(3) ta relieve the tutors, as far as is possible, of the routine
tasks of marking;
(4) ta main tain dynamic files on trainee performance that
can be interrogated by the tutors ta provide information on training progress;
(5) ta evaluate continuously the learning materials by the
analysis of the trainee success/failure scores in the
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criterion tests, the trainee answers ta the questions in
any particular test, and the trainee responses as they
study the programmed learning materials.
lt is this last evaluation which will help .to eliminate
unnecessary instruction, avoid repetition of what sorne
trainees already know, classify learning materials into
different degrees of difficulty and assess the efficiency of
different modes of presentation. By doing sa we aim ta
further individualise the Mechanics training having first
established the trainee quality which can be obtained from
a standard set of programmed learning modules with
alternative paths through the instruction.
3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Training Modules
Each trainee on entering the Computer Managed Training
System will be given a training module on which to start
work. Il will consist of programmed learning materials
largely in the form of printed booklets, but audio
programmed learning materials will also be used. In
addition he will require certain equipments and other
materials as the theoretical and practical work are closely
integrated. He can take as long as he likes, within
reasonable limits, to complete the module.
3.2 Criterion tests
Before he may proceed to the next module the trainee must
succesfully complete a criterion test. This can take many
forms, varying from a test consisting of multiple-choice
questions to a test that requires the carrying out of a
routine to set-up a complex piece of electronic equipment.
3.3 Test Marking
Computer marking imposes limitations on the mode of the
questions that can be set unless considerable computer
programming effort and expertise is available. Objective
questions - multiple choice, multiple completion, multiple
response, true/false, matching and classification, lend
themselves to computer marking as shawn by the work of
Maddren et al (1969) on the computer marking of
multiple-choice questions. Questions requiring an alpha:
numeric answer selected from a number of alternatives can
be computer marked, even ta the extent of allowing for
spelling mistakes as indicated by Gilligan (1969). Freelystructured answers can be handled by syntax analysers but
the greater the freedom the trainee has in forming his
answer the more difficult become the computer programming problems.
We have the additional problem of the delay the trainee
can experience in obtaining knowledge of his test results
from computer marking, because insufficient on-line
computer terminais can be provided in such a diverse,
self-pacing Training System. Reducing the marking load on
the tutors would be ta the mutual benefit of bath tut ors
and trainees. The tutor would have a less routine and more
creative job as he endeavours ta assist and guide the trainees
with their difficulties and ta improve the quality of the
learning materials. The trainee would enjoy more individual
attention and an improved leaming experience. Despite the
benefits resulting from computer marking our problems are
such that some marking in the Training System will still be
done by the tutors. This applies particularly tothose
practical tests such as the setting-up of a piece of electronic
equipment.

3.4 Tutorials
Those trainees who do not reach the required standard in a
criterion test will be given a tutorial. This means that those
trainees who are having most difficulty will have the largest
contact with the tutors. Where the criterion test has been
marked by the computer the tutor will have a Tutor's
Report ta assist him in conducting the tutorial. Il will
contain such details as his mark, the questions he got
wrong, the answers he gave ta those questions, etc. As a
result of the tutorial the trainee may be allowed to proceed
ta the next module or be required ta repeat the module.
3.5 Prescriptive reports
This report, which is produced by the computer, prescribes
the next module that the trainee is ta start work upon Il is
designed to:
provide optimum utilization of resources;
whilst ensuring that the trainees have minimum waiting
time between modules.
The resources available include:
(1) 300 separate equipments, consisting of 20 different
equipments ranging from complex communications and
radar equipment ta relatively simple test equipmenl.
(2) 7 laboratories with over 100 work spaces.
(3) 12 instructors.
The number of trainees in the Training System at any one
time will be about 70. They will be, at 70 different points,
proceeding at 70 different learning rates along many
different paths through the modules. By using the
computer ta process this data on resources and trainees we
aim to ob tain :
greater utilization of equipment, faciIities and tutors
required;
minimum

waiting times for the trainees between

modules.
3.6 Trainee history file
The Trainee History File is a dynamic file containing
information on trainee performance. Il will ob tain :
(I) Trainee success/failure in the criterion tests.
(2) Trainee answers ta the questions in the tests.
(3) Trainee responses ta the programmed learning materials.
(4) Times ta complete each module by the trainees.
The interrogation of this file will provide:
Tramee Progress Reports;
Learning Materials Reports.
The trainee Progress Reports will indicate those trainees
who are doing weil, those that are doing badly, those who
are deviating from expected performance, etc. They will
provide the tutors and others with reports on a trainee's
progress that will be useful in conducting tutorials,
detecting a run of poor results at an early stage, act as a
final report on completion of course, etc. The Learning
Materials Reports based on analysis of data held in the
Trainee History File will indicate - tests that are proving
tao difficult, poorly worded test questions, learning
materials that are too difficult or tao easy, etc. By
analysing student responses using the type of statistical
methods used by Greenway (1965) and Nicoud (1969) an
attempt will be made ta improve the programmed learning
materials.

(1) Marking of trainee tests.
(2) Production of Tutor's Reports.
(3) Production of Prescriptive Reports.
and used each evening ta provide:
(4) Updating of the Trainee History File.
(5) Production of the Trainee Progress Reports.
(6) Production of the Learning Materials Reports.
We restricted the computer access ta once an hour during
the training day because the computer is used for other
training activities. This rate of access is sufficient to manage
the Training System without delaying any one trainee for
an unacceptable time. Ideally this project should be on-line
but within our training establishment this would not have
been the most cast effective use of our computer and not
justified ta ob tain the management results we require.
4. SUMMARY
4.1 Our work with programmed learning and our progress
towards Individually Paced Training, 1963 ta 1968, has
lead us inta Computer Managed Instruction. Il was the
realisation that the potential benefits to be obtained from
programmed learning methods were eluding us because we
did not have a complete individually paced course that first
started us along the pa th to an individualised learning
system. In attempting ta individualise the learning system
for Meehanics we became aware of a resource utilisation
and management problem eminently suit able for computer
application. Using a computer ta manage the course
inevitably raised the question of rnanaging the learning
process and this we are about ta attempl. At this stage we
do not know how individual the learning process can be and
must therefore use an empirical approach ta establish those
factors which effect the learning proeess within our own
Naval training environrnent.
Initially we intend only ta attempt a system which perrnits
alternative paths through the instruction sa that the
training quality is held constant while the individual
training time varies. Eventually we hope to establish other
parameters in our learning process which can be varied ta
permit further individualisation of the training. We would
emphasise the fact that without a computer ta manage the
utilisation of resources and the evaluation of the results we
would have found it extremely difficult ta have attempted
even this initial stage in our advance towards an
individualised training system. Within our particular
training environment we see the computer playing a major
role in the future management of training, including the
actual learning process.

3.7 Computer Access
The computer management of this project is done using an
IBM 1130, accessed once an hour ta provide:
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J. INTRODUCTION
The notion of multi-access working is now common in a
number of complex situations and this paper is concemed
primarily with the hardware and software problems of
implementing a multi-access system for cornputcr-based
leaming. In this particular context, a potentially large
number of students interact with a computing system
through remote terminal deviees and the computer contrais
the material presented ta the students.
New terrninals deviees ·and new educational approaches are,
however, being rapidly developed and it is necessary ta
design hardware and software systems in a tlexible way.
New terminals can then be added ta the system casily and
new teaching strategies accornodated. The concept of
modularity in design is therefore stressed.
The paper brietly reviews early experience gained in
cornputer-based learning on a uni-access Elliott 903
machine and then develops in general terms the requirements for multi-aceess systems. The particular case of
computer-based learning is then examined and the basic
components of a general operating system and their
functions are reviewed. The hardware characteristics of a
Modular One computer are then assessed and the
implementation of the operating system is discussed.
Further, some of the special hardware and software
problems arising in interfacing different types of peripheral
deviee are examined. Some assessment is then given of early
experience with the system and the desirable additional
developments are discussed.
2. EXPERIENCE OF CAL. ON A UNI-ACCESS SYSTEM
This section brietly surnmarises sorne work carried out
ov~r a period of eighteen months on an 8K (la ter 16K)

Ëlliott 903 computer with a single teletype console. The
educ.ational areas examined included junior arithmetic,
Enghsh as a second language, elementary science and
ehmcal diagnosis. At the same time a tlexible author
language was developed (CBLP INTERNAL REPORT
(1970)) which allows authors ta teach any suitably
structured subject. (Fox et al. (1970) and de Dombal et al.
(1969) have reported use of this system in the teaching of
English as a second language and c1inical diagnosis
respectively.) Further, as the aim of a C.A.L. system is ta
mdlvidualize instruction such that the system is able, as far
as possible, ta adapt ta the needs of the learner we have
mvestigated adaptive systems where details of performance
are ~sed ta control the generation of teaching material l'rom
baSIC elements. Recent experiments carried out (Woods et
al. (1970» using such a system ta teach junior school
anthmetic have shawn very considerable gains in the rate of
studentleaming.

A sub-routine facility has been added ta the Author
Language which allows the student ta gain access ta
facilities (such as calculation facilities) ta help him with his
work: similarly the author is afforded the facility for
instance to monitor the students' progress or ta create
material "on-lmc".
On the Elliott 903 system these facilities are provided as
sub-routines of the processor but it is expected that on the
Modular One these will be segments called l'rom within the
operating system.
At an early stage it was apparent that the teletype
imposed serious limitations and that, in many areas, the
presentation would be greatly enhanced by sorne fonn of
audio-visual presentation. Therefore a prototype was
developed and attached ta the system. This deviee enabled
any of a set of pre-recorded messages ta be played and any
of a bank of about 50 slides ta be presented.
The audio and visual components can be controlled
separately l'rom the computer and by using a form of
relative addressing, the particular "frame" specified by the
teacher can be accessed.
3. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR A MULTI-ACCESS SYSTEM
As a result of early experience, we have concluded that
the following are the key features for a multi-access system
for computer-based leaming.
a) Modular computer hardware such that the basic
compu ting system and the number and type of
peripherals may be readily expanded.
b) Modular construction of software sa that new
teaching approaches, additional facilities and subroutines ta service new types of peripherals can be
accommodated without causing a major revision of
the systems software.
c) Modular construction of the teaching station. Here it
is suggestcd that the system should not have a
number of fixed teaching stations comprising of, for
exarnple, a graphical display unit, a teletype
keyboard and a taperecorder, but rather that there
should be a number of different types of terminais
grouped and re-grouped ta accommodate the needs
of any particular teaching situation.
d) Finally, the efficiency of the system is greatly
affected by the extent ta which the input/output
transfers are autonomous.
In a later section we will discuss sorne of the details of
the computer hardware and of the proposed network of
terminaIs. However, the emphasis of this particular paper is
on the design of the software ta control a rnulti-access
system and the structure of the various segments required
ta provide the calculating facilities, ta carry out the various
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teaching strategies and ta service the terminais. (Here we
are using the segment ta mean part, or the whole, of a
compiled machine-code program which uses base control
(see § 4.2) for service func'tions such as input/output.) ln
fact, wc suggest that the requirements set out above are
those for a very considerable number of systems including
process control, on-line patient monitoring, as well as
C.B.L. systems. There are necessarily considerable differences in the nature of the input/output peripherals
attached ta the various systems and also in the algorithms
used ta control the systems. However, we suggest that the
following general structure is able ta acconunodate all the
above applications:

Fipre J ~ Proposeâ Layout of the Systems Software
(vlodtcates pennanentlycore-resident)

A multi-acccss system having a very similar layout ta the
ab ove lias already been implemented on the KDF9 (see
Wells et al. (1970)).
We shall now analyse the various components of such a
systems layout; where it is necessary ta be specifie we will
discuss the C.B.L. application.
4. ELEMENTS OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM

4.1 Basic Keme/l Executive
The executive should be modularly designed sa that it is
possible ta 'tailor make ' an executive ta fit the
configuration ta be serviced and ta provide the desired
opera tor-machine and programmer-machine interface.
Given a configuration with suitable backing store, then it
would be desirable ta segment the executive and keep the
code for the less frequently accessed routines on backing
store. The most basic form of the executive is one which

services interrupts.

4.2 On-tine Base Control
This is the program whieh effectively controls the whole
of the on-line system. The system wc have designed in
Leeds performs the following functions:
a) Records the number, type and grouping of all the
peripherals in the system.
b) Records the status (i.e. inputting, outputting, etc.)
of each peripheral,
c) Contrais and services ail the peripherals.
d) Records the status of each segment which has been
called by a job (typical status will be active,
suspended, suspended and on dise].
Controls
the segmen t overlaying facility.
e)
f) Maintains a queue of jobs ta be serviced.

4.3 Input/output Sub-Routines
The number and type of these routines will depend on
the nature of the peripherals attached ta the configuration.
It is desirable to have a buffer for each active deviee
resident in core; however, the optimum size of the buffers
will depend on the speed of the deviee, the size of the main
store and dise access times. (Although logically separate
there is very considerable interaction between base control
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and the peripheral servicing routines and in practice thes e
sub-routines form part of base control).
Details of the available peripheral configuration are
given ta the system during the initial set up phase, and so
the system knows how much buffer spa ce ta allocate and
which peripheral service routine calls are permissible.

4.4 Application
Variables

Programs

(Segments)

and Associared

The system has been design cd such that each task
processor is written as a segment or series of segments
which interface with the base control in a defined way, A
large task will, in fact, be a series of segments which will
cali each other and which will interface with themselves in a
pre-arranged manner. Thus we have the concept of a job
which has a set of variables associated with it - sorne of
these variables give information about the status of the
associated deviees, sorne about the segments which are
being used and some which are used by the varions
segments themselves. Jobs Ircqucntly need ta be suspended,
for ex ample waiting for il" rrunsfers ta complete, and. if

there are further entrics in the job queue then base control
writes the variables associutcd with the suspended segment
to the dise, rends 11lL' ncx t segment and its associated
variables into core and initiatcs the job. (See § 4.2).
Thus at any one time only a very small fraction of the
existing systems software is in core; the rest is dise-resident.
ln a C.B.L. system the application segments scem to l'ail
into four distinct parts:
a) Teaching segments (using both pre-storcd and
adaptive teaching (see 2).
b) On-line calculating facilities which can be called
l'rom within the C.B.L. system.
c) System Control. There must be sorne Iacilitv bv
which <.1 'controller' can determine how the svstem is
being used and some facility which gives hirn control

to réarrange teaching stations. to tcrminatc lcssons,
etc.
d) Systems software such as file arne ndcrs (for
modifying computer and educational program tcxts),
assemblers, teaching mate rial pre-processors. macrogenerators, etc.
ln various segments of the system it will be necessary ta
collect information about the allocation of systems
resources. This information will be used to provide an
insight into the operational efficiency of the system: it is
conceivable that sorne form of accounting may also be
provided.
Most of the application segments will need ta
manipulate information which, because of its bulk, will
have ta be dise resident and so it is necessary ta design and
irnplernent a disc based filing system.
The disc system has been designed su ch that it can be
used bath by the multi-access systems and by background
jobs. Both binary and text information is kept in chained
files and a common systems index is held at a known black
on the disco This system also allows for di sc blacks to be
allocated ta the multi-access system for use as scratch store
. (e.g. for suspended segments). In fact, the layout of the dise
is such that il could co-exist with a second filing system if
this were necessary .
The executive has to contain sub-routines which allow
reading and writing of blocks of information. A further
useful facility, still ta be implemented, is the ability for one
program ta inhibit transfers from ail others until it gives the

corresponding 'ail clear' instruction. These two executive
commands are rcquired when one is updating information
accessible ta a large number of users.

4.5 Background Programs
Whenever possible background programs should be run
simultaneously with the on-line system in arder ta utilize
the c.p.u. efficiently. Obviously, off-line job should run at a
lower priority than the on-line system. The sort of jobs
which might be run as off-tine jobs in a C.B.L. system are
the processing of student records, compilation of statistics
and perhaps the off-line generation of teaching material
using macro-generation techniques.
5. HARDWARE FOR THE C.B.L. NETWORK
The Leeds Educational Network, L.E.N., is in fact being
based around a Modular One computing system (COM·
PUTER TECHNOLOGY L1MlTED (1969». The design of
this machine is such that the hardware can be readily
expanded and that additional and new types of pcriphcrals
can be fairly easily interfaced ta the system. The very
important feature of autonomous transfers (noted in 3) for
the peripherals is achieved in this system by means of the
communications multiplexer (fig. 2) which transfers
information ta and from core and only interrupts the
central processor unit whcn such a transfcr has occurrcd.
This special purpose piccc of hardware han dies information
in seriai form and is able to cope with a number of Iines
using simultaneously a varie ty of specds from 200 to 4800
baud.
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6. THE DESIGN OF THE TERMINAL NETw.JRK
Recently, a thorough survey of peripherals requircd for
the different teaching arcus has been made ISlceman
(1970»: for the present IVeplan ta attach 8 teletypes and 4
audio-visu al deviees to L.E.N.
The audio-visuul deviee 111 fact works on a parullc l signal
and therefore a seriaI ta parallel/serial converter has to be
interposed between the deviee and the communications
multiplexer. Remote deviees would norrnally be auached
via modem links ta the communications multiplexer. As
bath the teletype and the audio-visual deviee are relatively
slow, it seemed sensible ta atternpt ta drive both of these
over a single GPO line. In arder ta do this a Character
Recognition and Line Switching deviee (CRLS) has been
developed. This spots certain control characters and then
switches ta the appropria te terminal deviee. (It is possible
ta control 4 "serial" devices,i.e. TT and 4 "parallel" deviees
with the CRLS.) The CRLS deviee has beeri' designed sa
that it also carries out serial/parallel conversion.
(On our configuration, peripherals which arc in the
central laboratory can either be attached directly ta one of
the spare input/output channels or into one of the channels
from the communications multiplexer.)
The computer will not only be able to send messages to
the audio-visual deviee but it is proposed that the deviee
will contain a status word which the computer will read.
From this the controlling teaching program will be able ta
infer the status of the deviee (e.g. rewinding forwards,
rewinding backwards, error condition etc.) The following
would be the sequence of commands where an audio-visual
presentation is required ta accompany a message on the TT
and ta precede a response from the TTY:
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SWITCH UNE TO AN DEVICE
SEND COMMAND TO A-V DEVlCE
READ STATUS (Check message received retransmit if necessary)
SWITCH UNE TO TTY
SEND MESSAGE TO TTY
SWITCH UNE TO A-V DEVI CE
READ STATUS (Loop until frames displayed)
SWITCH LINE TO TTY
READ RESPONSE FROM TTY
Because of the modular design of the communications
multiplexer and the features of the CRLS deviee it will be a
fairly straight forward matter to interface further deviees
into the system as they become available.

the system design but, hopefully, the basic design is such
that the system can subsequently be easily improved.
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7. SYSTEMS RELIABILITY
REFERENCES
As the system will be servicing a large number of users,
many of them situated at sorne distance from the system, il
would be very desirable for the system to have sorne fail
safe or at least fail soft capabilities.
The National Physical Laboratory (sce DAVIES (1968»
have recently considered such systems in detail and have
suggested possible configurations for remote access computer networks.
As our present configuration has only one c.p.u. it will
not be possible for us ta provide such a capability.
However.rwe feel that any considerable expansion of the
system should include an additional processor and that the
systems software should be amended ta provide a fail soft
capability.
8. CURRENT STATE OF THE SYSTEM
At the time of writing we have only taken delivery of
the most basic parts of the system and we still await the
dise, dise controller, communications multiplexer and the
real time clock. The design for the whole system is now
complete and the prclirninary version of much of the
system described above has been written and partially
tested using simulation technques. The initial system will
use a version of C.T.L.'s multi-progranuning exeeutive
modified to provide dise read/write facilities and the ability
to control the communications multiplexer (see COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY LIMITED (1969».
In arder to increase the performance of the C.B.L. system
we envisage that it will be necessary to rewrite the
exeeutive along the lines indicated above.
As usual with dise systems, both because of systems
back-up and systems maintenance considerations, we have
also provided a suite of dise maintenance programs. In our
case because of the lack of suitable auxiliary storage we
have been forced ta use paper tape as a back-up medium.
Naturally, we wou Id welcome the opportunity ta change ta
a more convenient auxiliary storage deviee such as magne tic
tape or removable dises.
9. CONCLUSIONS
In the above paragraphs we have set out what we intend
ta implement and have given some indication of what has
been achieved at the time of writing. At the Conference we
propose ta report experience which we subsequently will
have gained from the working system. This, and subsequent
experience will undoubtedly point ta the shortcomings in
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many ways are used to prepare and present course
materials ta serve the different needs of CAl instruction.
Certainly authors who wish- ta inform others about their
courses need an overalI verbal description. Authors who
wish ta review another course would Iike a general
statement about the flow of materials, espccially the
strategy used in the instruction. FinalIy, any serious
committment ta a CAl implementation demands details
about individu al text statements, possible answers, and the
author's method of handling the student interaction.
The preparation of such materials has been a bottleneck
ta the more widespread use of CAl as a teaching vehicle.
One reason for this has been that authors have generally
needed a knowledge of the computer and of sa me
programming language. Unless one wished ta become
heavily committed ta learning about computers and
programming, he cou Id not actively participate in a CAl
development. Only after having learned about computers
and a programming language is the author prepared ta do
battle with the mate rial itself. This means that he is ready
ta decide upon his text presentations, the possible set of
alternative answers, the strategy used in handling these
answers, the branches ta rein forcing lessons, etc. At this
point, not only does overalI logic become complicated but
it must all be organized with respect ta the specifie
computer and author programming language at his disposaI.
Programming languages for CAl now number in the
dozens and more seern ta be developing with passing time.
Sinee standardization on one language seems highly
unlikely, sa me means in needed ta simplify the author's
task in writing his course without tedious involvement with
the computer. This means should also prevent the
obsolescence that cornes frorn having ta redo the basic
presentation of his course merely because of a computer or
a language change. Demands exist for use of CAl
instructional mate rials that have already been developcd.
Unless the computer system is compatible and the
programming language the same , such exchangc is
prohibited. Authors working with different equipment and
languages are able ta trade rnaterials only with difficulty
when the course presentation is tied ta the only availablc
CAl system. As a result, many potential CAl anthors are
discouraged before they begin.
One compelling author neecl is a mode of prcparing
COurse rnaterials that:
(1) will express complex decision logic;
(2) is independent of computer equipment and
programming language Iacilitics:
(3) will 'speak for itself", that is, is a good
documentation system ta present details of what is
done in a particular lesson or lesson segment.
The purpose of this paper is ta present Decision Tables as a

potential methodology for preparing CAl course materials
because they inherently meet these criteria.
The decision table is a very useful technique in the
design of management information system. As a management tool it facilitates description of the complex logic of
the information and processing flows, and the myriad of
decision points and paths that branch from them. Business
managers have learned ta work with them independently
from computers and programming languages ta describe the
information system logic. System analysts and managers are
able ta state the various alternative conditions that may be
present and the actions that are ta be taken with each set of

conditions.
Because they focus on the overalI logical construct of
the problem and not on computer systems or computer
programming they have the same potential usefulness in the
design of CAl courses. They can provide authors who desire
to devote their energies ta preparing their course materials
rather than ta studying the computer, an efficient méans ta
express the logic of the teaching strategy.
2. DECISION TABLE FORMAT
The general format of a decision table and the four
basic clements which constitute its structure are shawn in
Figure 1. The double horizontal and vertical Iines separate
the four basic elements. The condition area is above the
horizontal; the action area is ta the right. These relative
positions remain constant in any discussion of decision
tables.
Conditions and actions reflect an 'IF ... THEN'
relationship. No conditions may appear in the action area;
no actions may appear in the condition area. The entry is
used ta show, in each case, whether the particular condition
is truc or 'Yes' (Y), false or 'No' (N), or not pertinent
(blank). ancl whether a particular action is to be taken (X).
This notation is used in Figure 3.
The basis of ma st CAl tessons is an author presentation
of sa me material ta the student and an analysis of the
subject response. The interchange or interaction between
the author and subject is an IF ... TH EN relationship. If the
response is such-and-such, THEN such-and-such action is ta
be taken. The simplest case is a True-False question. IF the
subject response is 'correct' THEN this is recorded, and the
student may go on ta the next question. IF the response is
'incorrect', THEN this is recorded and the student may go
on ta the next question. In the T-F situation, the strategy
may be more complicated. Sorne encouraging comment
may follow a 'correct' answer.Sorne direction ta reread the
question and try again may be given after an' 'incorrect'
answer. Even in this simple case, the overalI teaching
method may become quite complex and a verbal
description tedious ta follow.
Decision Tables permit an author to record his strategy
in tabular form. The author Iists the set of alternative
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conditions in the condition stub and the set of alternative
actions in the action stub. He then uses the entry sections
of the table ta record the actions that are to follow the
conditions when they are present.
3. EXAMPLE OF A CAl QUESTION
Figure 2 is a flow diagram for one CAl question taken
from a geography course reported by Gordon Fielding
(1968) of the University of California, lrvine. The flow
chart uses svmbols adopted as more or less standard in the
computer field: rectangle, circle, and diamond, (Flow
charting is widely used as a method of presenting
instructional material.) Figure 2 also has terminology from
the Coursewriter programming language. PR, QU, CA, WA,
WB. Un and TY are actually Coursewriter commands for
Pkesent, QUestion, Correct Answer, etc., and as such they
become explicit directions to a programmer. Fielding's flow
chart illustrates not only the teaching logic and the material
to be presented, but also the actual language commands
used in his implementation.
The same instruction logic is shown in Decision Table
form in Figure 3. This is an ex ample of a lirnited entry form
because ail of the conditions and actions are in the stub and
the entrv is limited to showing for each case whether the
particular condition is true, false, or not pertinent, and
whether a particular action should be taken.
The table shows at a glanee that there are five
conditions and nine possible actions which may be taken in
combination. Six rules will satisfy ail of the IF ..' THEN
relationships. The rules are interpreted as follows:
(1) IF 'next question' is true, THEN 'text' and
'question' are presented. The quote marks are used here to
signify that something is to be typed or displayed in some
fashion.
(2) IF the answer by the student is 'discrete', THEN
the 'correctmessage' is written and the next question ts
called for.
(3) IF the answer is 'contingent', TH EN the
'no-message' is written followed by 'try again'.
(4) IF the answer is 'continuous', THEN the
'incorrect-message' is written followed by 'try again'.
(5 and 6) IF the answer is unspecified, that is, not one
of the three key words given in the text, TH EN the first
time the student is asked to sign off if he has not read the
material; the second time he is to reread the question. The
parenthesized nurnbers (I) and (2) are used here to
designate the order that is taken into account 10 the lesson.
Decision table vocabulary and grarnmar are left to the
discretion of the user. Just as management adapts decision
tables to the subject matter of management information
systems, so may CAl authors adapt to their own subject
matter and the conventions that surround it. One
suggestion has already been made: that of numbering the
preferential order inwhichcertain conditions are to be taken
into account. Another is an extension of the decision table
format on the left (the stub) to include room for text in
quotation marks. A revised decision table that incorporates
both suggestions is shown in Figure 4. The decision table tS
now complete with respect to the overall logic of the
question treatment and also ils specifie content.
4. CAl LESSON AND COURSE
The decision iable presentation is computer and
programming language. independent. How the geography
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question illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 is translated into a
particular programming language for a given computer
system is up to the programmer. The author has presented
his teaching approach for the subject without regard for
either a computer or a programming language. Another
geography teacher may view this question and decide
whether the wishes to use it intact or modify it in
someway. A modifica tion can be made on the decision
table form.
The example given here is for only one question. A
complete lesson becomes a series of decision tables, each
one labeled for reference.
Since the need exists to presen t an overview of the
instructional process at a less detailed level th an individual
questions, a decision table approach can be used to show
the general logic of the course. Individual lesson decision
tables become imbedded in the course decision table;
individu al questions become imbedded in the lessons.
Implied in the foregoing discussion is a claim that the
decision table form is simpler to prepare and understand
than the flow chart. ft is simpler to prepare because a
standard recording form is used for each table and an
author need merely write in the stubs his list of conditions
and actions, and under each rule check off the set of
conditions and resulting actions. ft is sirnpler to understand
because the tedious tracing of flow chart paths through
various routes and syrnbols is made unnecessary.
5. ANOTHER EXAMPLE
A second example is derived from a CAl Physics course
now being implemented by Bork (University of California,
Irvine and Sherman (University of Michigan). They are
prcparing the same course on two different computers in
two different programming languages. They have recognized the need for a chart showing the general flow of
materials in a section on Engergy Conversation and for a
standard set of symbols.
Their notation is T for text statement; U for user response;
M for match of user answer to text question. Subscripts are
attached to the symbols to reference different statements,
responses and matches in the instruction al sequence. The.
details of the text statements and the alternative matches
are not given in their general discussion. Since the y are
numbered, they are written in a separate dictionary from
which they are taken when the instruction is programmed
for the computer.
The heart of their presentation is summarized in Figure
5 where the rnatching rules are shawn. The first two lesson
segments l' 1 and T 2 are shown in the flow charts of Figure
6. These are relatively uncomplicated as compared wilh
sorne later segments.
The same two lesson segments are shown translated into
decision table form in Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 8 shows a more complicated decision logic in the
condition entry. IF M2 1 and M22 are bath true, THEN one
action is taken. IF M2 1 and M2 2 is false, THEN another
action is taken. The fact that the rules are to be checked in
order is written under the rule heading rather than to have
an entry and a rule for the N alternative to each y and the
y alternative to each N in the condition entry. This is a
departure from the usual convention that only one rule in a
decision table may be carried out each time a table is
examined. ft is a departure which further shows the
flexibility of decision tables and one that will not cause any
difficulty.

Sorne of their flow charts caver more than one page and
embrace as many as four levels of matching with some
Jevels having as many as l'ive mat ching alternatives. (Only
the two cases are shawn here because the intent is ta
illustrate decision tables and not present an exhaustive
treatment.)

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Examples of the decision table approach ta the design
of CAl instructional mate rials have been given using two
lesson segments l'rom actual CAl courses. Decision tables
that are sa use fui in the desigr. of management information
systems appear ta have a potential for solving one of the
bottlenecks of author committment ta CAl: the need for a
simple means ta prepare materials, This is because they.
(1) will express the complex instructionallogic;
(2) are computer and laaguage independent;
(3) are self-documenting;
(4) can be adapted ta an author's grammar for text and
response
according ta his subject ma tter needs.
(5) are prepared in a standardized form that is easy ta
read and interpret ;
(6) are adaptable ta course, lesson and individual
question presentations.
(7) will facilitate interchange among authors working
with different equipment and languages.
This is a long list of claims. Il behooves authors of CAl
materials to investigate this recognized managment tool.
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1. PROVlDlNG APPROPRIATE OPTIONS

1.1 Placement data
The increased number of students enteringinstitutians
of higher education, and the concomitant increase in their
diversity of academie preparation, have resulted in
additional burdens for departmental administratars respansible for the placement of freshman students inta their
academie programs, Selecting the most useful and beneficial
educatianal programs for these freshmen without wasteful
repetitian, dernoralizing failure, or compromise of standards can only be achieved with any real ratianale when
there is good and sufficient data for such administrative
decision making, Departmental administrators express the

need

instructianal units in mathematics are being developed now
at the University of Denver and will eventually be available
to the students as an alternative method for repairing
deficiencies, Research on the reporting of results 10
students shows the advantages of immediate feedback la
him. He is apt to take more initiative and responsibility for
his own learning and becomes more self-directive, LEE
(1966).
There are implications in the developmcnt of this kind of
instrument for teachers, administrators, and those who
develop teaching materials, but these go beyond individual
student progress. The emphasis here , is on the student and

the role the test can play in assisting him to reach his
highest level of achievement, given a part icular educat ional
milieu.

for assistance in, adrninistcring and evaluating

placement examina tians and in designing a freshrnan
curriculum ta meet the varied and changing needs of the
entering collcge population. Innavative programs utilizing
electronic digital computers, video tapes and numerous
combination audio-visual deviees are among the dcvcloping
methods for irnproving a variety of school and collcge
services and mal' be of special value in callege placement.

1.2 77œ raie of testing
Computer testing and diagnosis are investigated as the
first steps in a sequence of testing, computer remediatian
and retesting for incorning callege students, The purpase of
a diagnostic test is ta isalate deficiency areas sa that a
student mal' be directed inta a short pragram of
individualized instruction before starting his frcshman
sequence COurses. The purpose of the develapment of a
computer terminal administcred test is to provide an
efficient methcd of diagnasis and rcporting, ta relieve the
university of this task and ta provide the appartunity for
future students ta be testcd befare they come ta callege so
that they rnight repair their deficiencies individually if the y
sa choose. The lest dcsigned and evaluated in this study is
being used by the University of Denver, Department of
Mathernatics, in place of the custornary placement test, but
it is expected that its value ta the student and ta the
institution is considerably more than as a placement
instrument. The results of this test are not for the end
purpase of passing or failing a sludent, but as the first step
in his continuing education in rnathematics. The autornatcd

diagnostic mathcmutics examination is designed to indicate
to the departmcnt and 10 the high school senior,
Immediately upon completian of the lest, thosc tapies in
which he evidences need for seme further study bcforc

continuing his rnathematics education with Calculus at the
university leve\. Further , the progrummcd test recommends
texts and chapters to the studenl for such self study if ile
chooses this form
rcmcdiation. Computer assisted

or

2. CONSTRUCTING A DIAGNOSTIC MATHEMA TICS
TEST

2.1 Selection and description of diagnostic areas
There are several sornewhat compartmcntalizcd bodies
of knowledge with which a studenl needs a degree of
familiarity and facility in order 10 expect that he can
succeed in college Calculus, Il might be that even with the se
skills he will not ido weil, but it is almost certain that
without them he cannat succeed. These areas of subject
matter arc included in courses normally taught in high
scheel Aigebra and Trigonometry in this country. The
National Longitudinal Study of Mathernatical Abilities
(NLSMA) which had as its main purpose the evaluatian of
màthematics achievement throughout the nation, isolates
subject malter normally covered du ring two years of
algebra and one semester of trigonometry, WILSON et al
(I968). In addition to the NLSMA study findings,
standardized tests, texts and discussions with callege and
high school instructors provided the sources that were
valuable in the selection of areas for diagnostic analysis.
The derivatian afdifferentiation formulas is found near the
beginning of most Calculus texts. An examination of the
presentations of these derivatians point out the necessity
for a weil developed capability for algebraic manipulation
sa that the concepts of differential caluculus, developed
with the use of algebra, can be clearly seen and understood
by the student. Concepts of the structure of the real
number system, lagic and set theary, are nat ornitted as
special topics because they are considered unimportant, bu t
because they are considered rather as an aid to the student
for a facilitated developmcnt of algebraic achievernent of
the nature necessary for beginning calculus, and students
who are cansidering studying mathernatics beyond calculus
are offered a more rigorous course in mathcrnatical analysis.
A test of techniques is considered ta be sufficient and
appropriate at this tirne.
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The results of these inquiries and studies was the
identification of the five following competence areas for
diagnostic analysis as being significant in the de termina tian
of the mathematical background necessary ta complete a
college course in Calculus.
1. Simultaneous equations, powers and roots.
2. Factoring and quadratic equations.
3. Absolute values, inequalities and solution sets.
4. Graphs of functions, solution of right triangles and

radian measurc.
5.

Logarithms, change of base, arbitrary base.

2.2 Selection of items and test format
Standard item selection procedures were employed for
choosing test questions. A pool of items was constructed
after studying several college placement tests, standardized
tests and faculty recommendations. Preliminary administrations of the test and item analyses resulted in the selection
of 25 test items, Cive items in each content area, considered
a minimum for diagnosing competency. Therefore, the
difficulty of the question rather th an the number of
questions, associa tes the importance of the area with the
ability ta begin Calculus. The test utilizes a multiple choice
format, thought ta be most suitable for computer

administere d exarninations.
3.

COMPUTERIZlNG A DIAGNOSTIC MATHEMATICS
TEST

3.1 Computer software
The University of Denver program library includes an
ALGOL symbolic language version of a Coursewriter
program developcd at I.B.M. for the purpose of Iacilitating
automated course instruction. William Eichelberger, Manager of the University Computer Center, wrote the
ALGOL
version
and
entitled it,
TEACHER/DU.
TEACHER/DU provides the structure for writing computer
assisted course instruction with almost no knowledge of
computer programming. This program for the Burroughs
B5500 providcd basis for a new program wrillen for this
study with the programming assistance of Mr. John
Skelton. This modification, known as DU/TEST, uses ail
the instructions and constructs available in TEACHER/DU
and includes additional options required for the diagnostic
test. It is useful for diagnostic course instruction as weil as
testing in mathematics and a variety of other subjects.
3.1.1 DU/TEST Program Description
DU/TEST structures provision for typed messages and
questions ta studcnts. It also provides the teacher-programmer with the ability ta re-teach, continue, or rein force a
concept depending upon correct anticipated answers,
alternate forms of correct anticipated answers (e.g., Your
answer is correct, but l'ou misspelled Mississippi,) anticipated incorrect responses, and instructions for unanticipated rcsponses. The tcacher-prograrnmer need not have
any real knowle dge of prograrnrning ta use these options,
but follows a set of instructions clearly outlining ta him the
rnanner in which ta write su ch a course. Branching in the
IBM version is limited ta options following question
responses. This does not provide the f1exibility required for
a diagnostic test or COurse. DU/TEST pennits GO TO
(label) IF statements which alter the arder of the program
by shifting ta any labeled instruction, depending upon the
results of the IF test. Thèse can be used before as well as
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after questions. No provision for tallying responses is
included in the previous program. DU/TEST defines
variables for use in tallying correct responses ta questions in
any given area, sa that after a question is· answered
correctly, the variable which scores that sub-test can be
incremented by an add instruction, also new ta this version
of the program. A further modification has ta do with the
use of another defined variable that is used as a random
number generator, In arder ta protect the secrecy of a test
available ta any te letype user with a valid chargenumber at
the computer center, it was considered necessary ta write a
pool of items ta be available for each of the. twenty-five
questions. For this study, five items were written for every
question, and are selected at random as questions are put ta
the students. The program can multi-process and correctly
score any number of students taking the test at different
terminaIs simultaneously, the only limitation being imposed
by the hardware.
3.1.2 Math Test
MATH test is the automated version of the written
diagnostic examination. The test itself is input as data into
the DU/TEST program. Il selects at random one of a
nurnber of items for each question, tallies responses, and
gives additional sub-test questions until an assessment of
achievement in that area can be deduccd. At the conclusion
of the test, it prints out messages ta the student advising
him of any achievement deficiencies he might have before
continuing mathematics with Calculus.
The variables, VI, V2, V3, V4, and V5 represent the
subtest score tallies. After a question in one of these areas,
i, is answered successfully, the variable tallying that area
score is incremented by a cornmand, AD 1 ta Vi. The test is
now being scored by an examination of that variable for the
value of zero (fail) or three (pass) once three questions are
asked in the arca. The fourth and fifth questions are asked
only as necessary. There is no need for questions in any
area ta follow one another consecutively and they are
scattered troughout the examination. Fig. 3. J iIlustrates the
input required for DU/TEST with an excerpt from MATH.
The variable, VO, is a random number between zero and
nine.
4.

ADMINISTRATION AND
AUTOMATED TEST

VALIDATION

OF

AN

4.1 Problems and limitations of a computer administered
test
The most severe restriction of the automated form of
the test is the limited character set av ailable at the teletype!
This is probably at least as severe a limitation for a
mathematics test as for any other department test
application. Radical signs, superseripts for exponents,
subscripts for Jogarithm bases, fractional representations,
etc., must be represented ta students in forrns other than as
they appear in textbooks and on most examinatians.
Answers must be given by means of the teletype keyboard,
which means the examinee must type the letter correspan ding ta the correct answer, and then another 'special
character which allows the computer ta process this
response. For students unfamiliar with a typewriter or
teletype keyboard it was possible that this mode of
response might have some adverse affects on test outcomes.
A third problem had ta do with the inflexibility of a
computerized examinatian. Test questions that are difficult

cannat be skipped and returned ta at a Jater time as on a
wrillen examination. Answers cannat be reconsidered and
changed once the process key has been typed. Additionally,
teletypes in use at the University and in the participating
high schools are fairly noisy while they are running. As a
comparison they are considerably louder than are electric
typewriters.
These were the conditions that presented potential
problems in the feasibility investigation. An instruction
sheet was given ta participating students several days before
the examination. This was written and distributed for the
purpose of acquainting students with the kind of an
examination they would be taking, and generating a
positive attitude toward it. As indicated on this sheet,
fig. 4.1, instructions are summarized again for the student
when he is seated at the teletype. A sample question
utilizing the asterisk construct for exponentiation follows
the automated instructions and must be answered correctly
before the program proceeds ta the first test question. In
the event the question is answered incorrectly, an ticipated
responses are uscd ta direct messages re-explaining the test
ta the student. These instructions and the sample question
are shawn l'rom an actual te letype output in fig. 4.2. A
questionnaire aimed at assessing the extent and determining
the cause of any problems connected with the automating
of the test was given ta students following the teletype test.
The form is shawn in fig. 4.3. The results of the
questionnaire indicated a neutral ta favorable attitude
toward the automation of the test.

4.2 Administration
The experimental test was administered in Denver,
Colorado during the months of April and May, 1969.
4.2.\ Population Sarnple

Over 700 high school juniors and seniors l'rom four
Denver and suhurban high schools participated in the
development and evaluation of the autornated test. The
student population for the computerized version of the test

was chosen sirnilar in every way ta a sam pIe of 580 students
who look a written version of this sarne exumination , No
attempt was made to control the proportion of juniors and
seniors nor the proportion of boys ans girls, neither for the
written nor for the automatcd version. The schools l'rom
which the samples were drawn were not dassified or
weighted according ta their urban or suburban characteristics, school size, etc. Each school used in the study,
however, had a suificient number of students ta offer a
three track program in mathernatics, and ail the students
were selected l'rom the college bound mathematics
program. Ali the schools used in the testing program were
in the greater Denver area, except for a sam pie of 97
students l'rom Bedford, New York. As further tests of
Ireshman students are given, sample differences should be
noted in arder ta make recommendations for revisions of
the diagnostic goals of the examinatian.
4.2.2 Test Conditions
Tests were administered in two different settings al'ter
the multi-process (time-sharing) capability of the software
and hardware had been checked out by members of the
staff who ran the test program simultaneou sly at four
terminals of the University. Twenty student volunteers with
the sarne general background as those l'rom the actual
sample were invited ta the University ta take a preliminary

test using the D.U. teletypes. Their comrnents rcgurding the
testing conditions, the sarnple question, instructions, and
the format of the questionnaire resulted in sa me minor
changes. These students were brought in ta record the kinds
of questions asked by a student with a monitor present ta
respond ta them and ta time the tests. No method for
controlling question-response tirne has been instrumented
ta date. The time required for printing out instructions and
questions is about eight minutes. This was added ta the 45
minute administration time and an additional seven minutes
was allowed for adaptation ta teletype characters, etc.,
giving a one-hour administration urne, which proved 10 be
more than adequate.
On May 10, 1969 fort y students l'rom Lakewood High
School came ta D. U. four at a time, at 50 minute intervals
l'rom 8:00 in the morning The high school was visited
during the week prior ta the test date and students were
given the instruction sheet shawn in fig. 4.1. Because of the
telephone line limitation of the BSSOO at that tirne , only
four teletypes could be used simultaneously, although there
are many more available on campus. With the help of
graduate assistants these tests were also monitored.
Although ail phases of software and hardware had
undergone debugging, there were sa me problcms connected
with teletype performance that rcquired the assistance of
monitors. Altogether four tests were lost becuuse of
hardware difficulties. On the following Saturday, tweutysix students l'rom Thomas Jefferson High School came 10
the University, and the tests were adrninistered again.
Scheduling was prompt and there were no difficulties.
Students filled out the questionnaires and made verbal
comrnents ta the investigator, which together with the
results of the test, indicate d thar the exarnination was
satisfactory for continued testing, without monitors, ~IS il
was originally designed ta be administcrcd. A computer
charge number for off campus tcsring was then assigncd,
and high school students were instruct ed in the procedure
for calling the University Computer Center and logging in
on the teletypes located in thcir own schools. The
procudere was the same in both schools, The student caille
ta the school Mathematics Study Room or the Mathematics
Faculty Room where the teletypes are locate d. He went
there during his free period or mathemutics period, and
look the terminal-administercd rest. Studeuts were not
monitored during the test, but they had only 50 minutes
(one period) ta complete the test and would not have had
time ta refer to textbooks or notes even if they had shawn
a desire ta do sa. Classroorn teachers sceme d confident that
their students would accepr the responsibility for selfmonitoring and daily visits by the investigator to the

schools indicated that they were correct in their assessmcnt
of their students. The messages ta the student regarding his
demonstrated abilities were maske d during rhese tests.
Students were told that because the test was still un der
development it would be necessary for their teachers 10 go
over the results before ma king recommendationsro them.
However, variables that normally control the selection of
the messages were printed out with their magnitude and
this information was sufficient 10 give the instructors a full
summary of results ta report to their students. Fig. 4.4
shows the final portion of a sample test.

4.3 Validation
was

After a written fonn of the diagnostic placement test
demonstrated ta be reliable and valid. il was
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administered to 580 high school juniors and seniors. The
results of the automated version, described in § 2 were then
tabulated. The null hypothesis was then proposed: there is
no difference bctween the resuIts of the written and
automated test. The chi square coefficient was considered
to be most suitable for comparing pass-fail decisions for the
total test as weIl as for each of the five sub-tests. The
statistic, chi square, is useful in determining whether
discrepancics in grouped data are as great or greater than
might have resulted merely from fluctuations in the sample,
WERT et al (1954). Two way classifications of automated
and written administrations with pass and fail groupings
formed the rows and columns of a four celled contingency
table. Table 4.1 shows this information for the total test
resuIts. The chi squares calculated from sub test and total
test tables arc shown in Table 4.2. In order to reject the
hypothesis that there was no difference between the
automated and written examinations for the one degree of
freedom analysis, chi square would have to be greater than
3.841 at the 5 per cent confidence level. The large st chi
square calculated was 0.044. There was no evidence to
reject the hypothesis and it was accepted.
Table 4.1

depend upon an investigation of appropriate content for
. diagnosis of difficulties, a study of the literature to select
items which isola te content area and are interpreted by
students in the way they were intended, and a testing
program that anticipa tes negative reactions and prepares ta
compensate for them. The prograrn software for eonstructing such a test is now available for a variety of
teaching and testing purposes and provides the program,
ming flexibility required for diagnostic teaching and testing.
In the fall of 1969 the University of Denver adrninistered
both its existing placement examination and a computer
scored diagnostic test to its 300 entering mathematics
students. Placement deeisions were made on the basis of the
results of the existing test, but follow-up studies of these
students and especially the six students whose scores
differed enough to indicate a different decision regarding
their placement, are being performed and will be available
in June, 1970. The major obstacle for utilizing an aIl
computer administered placement examination is the lack
of sufficient hardware to process the students.

5.2 Recommendations
In addition ta a constant reconsideration of the subject
matter tested for diagnostic analysis, the following
recommendations are made.

2 x 2 Contingency Table for Pass-Fail With
Written and Automated Test
Failcd onc or

Passcd

more units

Total

Writtcn
Automatcd

244
51

216
46

460
97

Totals

295

262

557

Table 4.2
Tabulation of Chi Square Coefficient for Five Sub-Tests
and Total Test with Written and Automated Samples
Chi Square
Sub-Test 1
Sub-Test 2
Sub-Test 3
Sub-Test 4
Sub·Test 5
Total Test

0.044
0.00015
0.00066
0.0045
0.0075
0.0070

To reject hypothesis at the 5 percent level, one degree of
freedom, chi square must be equal to or greater than
3.841.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

5.1 Conclusions
The investigation has given evidence that it is indeed
feasible to automate a diagnostic placement examination.
This has been demonstrated with the correlation between a
reliable and validated diagnostic instrument in its two forms
- written and automated. The results of this study are
evidence that college departrnental placement testing can
safely and effectively be left to computerized methods. The
success of such a program, however, has been shown to
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5.2.1 Providing Alternatives
The automated diagnostic test results point ta
individu al deficiencies and weaknesses. In order ta make
full use of the information gleaned from such a test. it
would be weIl to consider the developrnent of systematic
methods for aliowing students to repair such deficiencies.
The developmcnt of computer assisted instructional (CAl)
units for students who fail to pass only one or two of the
sub-tests seerns a logical step in the developmerit of
individualized alternatives. A CAl program of remediation
which could be given during the sumrner months or
concurrently with the Calculus, could eliminate man)'
wceks of non-credit classes for the student who requires
only a small portion of its content. At the sarne tune the
CAl alternative would free Calculus instructors fronreviewing algebraic and trigonometrie concepts, which they
must do now for the minimally prepared students who were
allowed to register for Calculus sim ply because of the lack
of other reasonable choices for instruction.
5.2.2 Modifications and revision of items.
The diagnostic test requires a systematic program for
evaluation and revision, as does any good testing program.
The ease with which items can be altered or changed using
the MATH test limits the problem of time and cost for the
revision and updating of the test, making it more likely that
such revisions will be made as often as necessary. ln the
event that a question or a number of questions is to be
modified or replaced, the cards on which the questions
appear are pulled from the card deck, repunched, and
inserted back in ta the proper piace. The card deck is then
taken back to the Cornpu ter Center and is reloaded onto
the disk, replacing the old edition without any publication
costs or delays. If disk modification is available the matter
is further simplified.

5.3 Implications
The implications of the success of this test go beyond
ils use as a placement instrument. Diagnostic teaching, long

an ideal, becomes a practical procedure with the advent of
the computer test. In the area of coUege counseling,
automated diagnostic tests can provide, quickly and
accurately, the data that is needed for helping a student
choose a relevant and suitable sequence of courses for him.
As colleges tend toward more liberal and flexible degree
programs, the need for diagnosis of individual needs persists
and grows. The feedback from those tests to teachers and
those engaged in curriculum studies should be of
extraordinary value in evaluating instruction, materials, and
content, by providing the hard data to add to personal
evaluation. Such data would not be intended to replace
knowledgeable judgments, but to broaden the input from
which decisions are made. 1t appears that student
populations will continue to grow more numerous and
more varied as social and economie conditions continue to
change. The university which seeks to prepare for its
changing role as pivotai institution in a changing society
will attempt to provide the varied educational experiences
necessary for its future population. Computer testing is one
way to gather more information about the needs of
individual students. 1t is only the flrst step toward filling
those needs.

UNIVERSITY Of DESVER AUTOMATED PLACEMENT EXAMINATlON
Depanment of Mathellliltics
InscruccionGtotheScudent
The lll.lthalll.lticG tesc you are about ta take is an autolllated
multiple choice cxlllllination. You will be saat<!d at a teilla te t"minal
of the Burroughs Computer at the UniverGicy of Denver. Thetemlnal
100kslIluchlikeanord1narytype...rlter, butyoudonotneedtoknou
ho ... to type 1tlorder ta use the celecype. Youuill, ho...ev",r, need
tolocatethekeys.A, B.C,l>andEandoneotherspecLal;':eycalled
the "left-polntlngarro.... " Thesc"'l1lbepo'ntedouttoyou"henyou
cake the elCamlnacion. After èach question ls t}'ped for you, ilve
respons"s label.ed .\, B, C, 0 and E "111 be listed for you , After you
"orktheproblem (you"",y use pape r' and pencll) youare co cypechc
lettet corr,,~pondin& ta the correct ansll'er. After you are sute you
typedtllc letteryouintended to, youtype the leftpolnt1ngarro".
Should you chang" your mind bd or" you type the arro", type the
ans"""r you "i~h and then the arro..... Once the artow 15 typed your
ans ....e rcannotbechanged.
In rht s teSt et,,! e see e rsk uene ees exponentiation. Thal h.
X"'2 Istobe interpreted, x squaredorx ralsed tothl!po...er 2.
fractionsarc"rittenasthuyare InSOl'lctextbooks, ...itha s Laah ,
Thus, onehalfis ....r 1tten, l/2, and x divlded by theexpresalonx
squared plus ) lJOuld appear, XI (X~2 -1- ) . The test iB not a epeed
test aud you ...111 have ample time ce becollIe accul>tomed to th18
notationshould itseemalittlestrangetoyouat first.
The test 15 deGigned cc take bet""en ~~ IIllnutes and one hour.
Vou "Ill Ilot be penalized fot using a full hout.
If a quescion eeeee
toodHfieult,m.ake the!:lostcarefulguess you can and go on.

rnese xnse euce tens ...l11berepaatedforyoulnsulll:llary ....hen
youareseatedat the temin .. l. At the cunclusion of thecelltyou
willrece1vefivelllessage5indlclltlngyouraucceSGwithproblCClll
normally covered ln Algebra and Trlgono.. "try c Lasaes . The eeae ill
deslgned to he1p yeu by assesslng ycur Individual capllbUitlelland
nceds • r e 'sourhopethatyou"1l1findthls teSt an intereating
and "due<ltional experlence.
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Fig. 4.4
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'LEARN-IN':
EXPERIENCES WITH A METHOD FOR GROUP STUDY
J.S. de Vries
W. van der Klooster

1. ORIGIN

the entire learning process takes place during working
hours;
the 'teacher' guides, bu t never leaves the background.

Business undertakings are experiencing an increasing
need to extend, or keep up-to-date, the proficiency of their
staff by means of full-tinte day courses which can often
extend over a number of weeks.
Participation in one of these courses me ans a return ta
the schoolroom atmosphere for employees who may
already hold important positions within the firrn and, in
sorne cases, having done sa for many years. This retum is,
in sorne ways, a corne-down, as industriaJ training is often,
as one rnight expect, copied from the conventional schcol
situation where discipline and teaching me thods are
adapted to youthful pupils who still have to learn how to
study and who still require a great deal of guidance and
supervision.
Many of the participants at industrial courses, however,
have had a secondary or higher education and may be
considered as having knowledge of what study involves.
What is more, they are confronted every day, in exercising
their duties, with situations which dernand initiative and
independent action and for which the ability to co-ope ra te
is an indispensable condition.
To bring su ch industrial officiais back in the tutelage of
a school-like situation obviously would me an a serious
failure to recognize skills they have acquired and which
they can utilise to such very great advantage in a new
learning process.

The subject matter to be studied is first recorded in
writing - in a textbook or by assembling chapters from
books, notes, summaries, dlagrams, etc., - and divided soas
to form a number of rounded-off study tasks. Il is
important that each part should be provided with good
questions on the matter to be studied and assignments in its
application.
The teacher tells participants about the study task as a
whole and gives them, before the start of each new part, an
idea of the objectives of their study and of the
requirements their knowledge and ability will finally be
expected to meet,
On each such occasion he also makes an estimate of the
time they will need. This estimate is based on his
experience. For each study task the learning process
comprises the following five phases:

2. BASIC IDEA

3.1 Orientation and organization

After this diagnosis, it is obvious that the remedy must
consist of creating an atmosphere of study which shows the
sarne characteristic features as the modern industrial
situation. A teacher who prescribes and supervises the
learning process down to the finest details has no place in
this system. What does fit in is a method of study whereby
those taking the course themselves organize the job of.
studying in order to attain the goal set by the teacher and,
at the same time, assessing the correct execution primarily
by themselves. The social situation has to be such that
students have ample opportunity for individual enterprise
and co-operation. hi other words, a situation which, in
school education and also in courses, is sometimes by way
of exception created for certain forms of group work.1:his
has led to the organizing of a system of permanent group
study, the essence of which is the following:
-

the course members study in small groups, assisting,
guiding and checking one another;
every course member also accepts a share of the
responsibility for the performance of the ethers in this
group;

The method developed, which will be referred to here as a
'learn-in' has, meanwhile, been tried out in a number of
courses. Participants learn from and with one another in an
atmosphere which, though free from constraint, is not
unsupervised.

3. THE PROCEDURE AT A 'LEARN-IN'

From a quick perusal of the material to be studied, the
participants from an idea of the aim, level and scope of the
task before them. In common consultation, they draw up
the plan of study and then divide the whole task into
sub-tasks and prepare a time schedule.

3.2 Private study
In this phase, the participants study the rnaterial
independently but are at liberty to con suit one another
incidentally. This phase is characterized by silence and
concentration on individual study.

3.3 Group discussion
In their groups, the participants hear one another's
'lessons', point out to each other link-ups they have found
in the mate rial and the relation with other fields of
knowledge or practice, so that they can correct and
supplement each other. In the course of such discussions,
the participants learn that their reading thoroughness and
interpretation are often lacking in quality.
Consultation with other groups may prove necessary
during this phase, If this does not solve the difficulties, the
participants may approach the teacher for hints or
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supplementary study materia!. ln ma st cases it will be
found that the difficulties are due ta imperfections in the
mate rial. ln this phase, there is a tendency for participants
ta become emotional, resulting sometimes in hot discussions.

3.4 Practice in application
As stated, a study task includes a number of questions
and assignments. By answering the questions independently, the participants can test their ready knowledge and
understanding. The assignments enable them ta show how
they can apply their newly acquired knowledge. If they get
stuck, mutual consultation is, of course, pennitted.
Everyone should, however, be able eventually ta supply his
own answers and solutions.

3.5 Evaluation
The answers are compared in a group discussion and
alternatives are discussed; participants pick out each other's
errors. A goad solution must now give way to one which is
better.
Finally, cach group has to produce a single set of
answers and solutions which is submitted ta the teacher for
assessment. Every study task is terminated by a test to be
takcn by cvery participant independently.
.The moment of tcsting is decided in common
consultation, bearing in mind the desirability of spreading
the study tasks cvenly over the pre-arranged duration of the
course. Those who would Iike to devote some extra time to
the subject are allowed at least one extra evening for this
purpose.

4. THE SEATlNG ARRANGEMENTS AT 'LEARN-INS'
The participants sit together in groups of 3 or 4 in a
single c1assroom, with each group in its own 'study corner'.
The fumiture in each such corner is arranged so that
participants can either be separated for private study or slt
together for group activities.
The following figure shows the two arrangements:

Seating
arrangement for private
study at 'learn-ins'
Seating
arrangement
for
study at
group
'learn-ins'
ln order to change over from one arrangement to the other,
participants need only tum their chairs by an angle of 90°.
For a 'learn-in' attended by 4-5 groups of participants
(12-20 persons) a room of larger dimensions than that of an
ordinary c1assroom is desirable. Another point is that the
acoustic requirements for a 'learn-in' are exactly the
opposite of those for a schoolroom where the teacher has
to be c1early audible from the farthest corner.
Nevertheless, it has been found that, with a little
goodwill, 5 groups of 4 can be accommodated even in a
c1assroom of ordinary size and that, except dnring some
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climaxes in discussions, the groups suffer Iittle incon.
venience in the way of noise from each other.
5. EXPERIENCES WITH 'LEARN-INS'
The 'learn-in' method has meanwhile been used a
number of times for a day course lasting six weeks '. This
course was previously conducted in the traditional way, by
setting homework regularly and by using a textbook
compiled in the actua! course of teaching.
ln addition to imparting the necessary knowledge,
concepts and understanding, the course is primarily airned
at leaming solution methods for computer programming.
The latter has a pronounced 'problern solving' character and
necessitates many exercises. In the course of a 'learn-in', it
becomes c1early evidenl'where the imperfections of the
study material lie. This is because the teacher receives the
problems which participants have neither been able to solve
within their own group nor in consultation with the ether
groups. Consequently, the teacher at the first 'Iearn-in' had
his hands full in improving the mate rial in accordance with
indications from the participants. The textbook was
rewritten after that first 'learn-In' and it was found that the
next was thereby greatly improved.
A condition for the success of the 'learn-in' is that every
participant accepts sorne responsibility for the performance
of his group mates. Such acceptance occurs spontaneously.
Experience to date shows that participants considcr it a
point of honour to ensure nobody in their group falls
behind. A weaker member of a group is coached -- often
with striking success - by one or more other mernbers.
Precise Il' because it is possible tornake contact sa often and
so easily with fellow students - contact which is essential
for various phases - there is Iittle chance of mistaken ideas
being formed or of gaps in knowledge and ability coming
into existence.
ft has also been found that the assignments which
conclude the study task have to be 'rneaty', then making
co-operation necessary.
The considerable consultation involved in working out
these assignments consequently tends to blur the difference
between phases 4 and 5; but the participants themselvcs
remain strongly motivated to find final solutions. Active
personal assimilation by each participant is th us ensured.
No distribution of tasks results from this.
When, however, in the final stage of a study task, fair
copies have to be drawn up for submission to the teacher's
assessment, then this part of the study task is efficiently
distributed among the members of the group. Because of
the small number of groups, the teacher can devote rnuch
attention ta these group answers and solutions. If
necessary, he discusses the results with the group
concemed, trying to get the participants themselves ta
discover the causes of weak performances and the means of
putting them right.
At 'learn-ins', the entire leaming process should take
place in the 'study corner' du ring the assigned working
hours. This restriction with regard to tirne and place is
found to lead to regular and intensive study.

* One of the courses of the ISA Dept. (N.V. Philips), namcly that
which prepares students for the programming examination of
the 'Stichting Studiccentrum voor Administratievc Automatise ring',

Traditional courses uscd ta necessitate at least two
hours' homework daily ; good and average participants in
'Iearn-ins' have hardly nceded ta do any homework.
6. CONDITIONS
It will be clear from what has been said above that the
'Ieam-in' can certainly not be used in every training
situation. The most important conditions for successful
application are:
- The course must be full-time or spread over not less than
half day periods, sa that the entire or almost entire learning
process can take place du ring the 'learn-in'.

that the 'Iearn-in' will be employed on a wider scale for
courses in industry. Courses, other thau industrial, will also
undoubtedly be able ta benefit from this method. We are
thinking, for example , of university courses where complete
frcedom of study and the limited opportunity to evaluate
short-term results of study are satisfactory ta ne ither the
authorities nor the students. Uscd in this context, the
'learn-in' nced not follow the five-phase pattern rigidly.
We imagine that the 'Iearn-in' is also basically suitable
for material which, from the instructional point of view, is
not highly organized, e.g., selected articles from professional literature. We arc planning ta experiment along these
lines, observing the necessary caution. Possible motives for
experiments of this sort arc:

- Participants must be sufficlentlyt grown-up and possess
sufficient experience of study and previous training ta be
able ta accept personal responsibility for active and efficient co-operation in a group.

- There is scarcely any specially compiled study ma terial
available for courses intended ta keep up-to-date with
recent developments.

- The aims of the study must be established as clearly as
possible in operationally formulated study requirements.

- Il is most important that people following courses
should learn to find their way about professionalliterature,
sa that this might be made one of the objectives of such

- Study material and study hints must be available ta
enable thc participant, independently or with the aid of
colleagues, ta attain the proposed objectives.
- The room and furniture must be suitable for an
arrangement which acccntuates the group character of the
'Iearn-in' and also makes it possible for the participant ta
engage in individual activity.
- The teacher must naturally have an expert's mastery of
the material and also show that he is prepared ta remain in
the background and knows how ta do sa. He must be able
to play the far from easy part of sorneone who can always
be appealed ta for assistance or coaching - a discrete
operating manager of the learning process.
7. WIDER APPLICABILITY

ft seerns obvious, in view of what experience has shawn,

courses.
A numbcr of successive 'Iearn-ins' would then eventually make it possible, on the basis of practicc, ta arrive at
a draft for a definitive textbook. For people following the
course at later dates, the course cou Id be expandcd by
studying recent or even the latcst dcvelopments drawn from
professional literature.
Our aim with the 'learn-in' has becn to croate a study
situation in which adults can study effcctively in a manner
which they find acceptable.

Exarnination results * and the favourable verdict of
participants as revealed by interviews and surveys show that
the 'lcarn-in' defiuitely attains that objective.

*

92% of those who teck part in the first 'Iearn-in' passed the
nationaJ examination in programming - an cxtremcly high
percentagc!
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1. PREREQUISITES AND LEVEL OF STUDENTS
This course is currently being offered ta graduate
students enrolled in a Master's Program in Computer
Science at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee (USA). These students have already taken
beginning and intermediate courses in computing that
concentrate on basic programming and hardware principles.
ln the 'software' courses, which are prerequisites for this
advanced course, the students are required 10 write
programs in several computer languages including ALC (the
machine language for the IBM 360 series), FORTRAN,
ALGOL, and PLI!. In the 'hardware' courses the students
have been exposed ta topics such as Bcolean Aigebra,
rudimentary Operating Systems Princip les and basic
Switching Theory. Though this laller sequence of courses is
not required as a prerequisite ta this advanced course in
programrning theory,it is helpful ta the student if he has
taken il. Other prerequisites for this course include the
equivalent of two years of Calculus and at least one course
in Probability and Statlstics.
Though it is not a formai requirement it has been
observed that practical programming experience is an aid ta
students taking this course. The students who have derived
the greatest benefits from this material are those who have
held programming jobs in either business or university
environments. By combining this practical background with
knowledge from their previous courses thèse students have
built a foundation which they use ta integrate the theory
learned in this advanced course with their previous
experience. Consequently, these students find it casier ta
understand how programming theory has developed and
why it has int1uenced programming languages. Students
with a beller applied background also tend ta more easily
discern how programming theory can be extended ta apply
ta other areas such as the description and generation of
natural languages.
2. PHILOSOPHY
COURSE

AND

ORGANIZATION

OF

THE

Since The University of Tennessee currently awards
only a Master's Degree in Computer Science, this advanced
course is one of a few required courses in the program. For
the benefit of ail the students, bath those who are
terminating at the Master's level and those who will be
pursuing Ph. D.'s elsewhere, an attempt is made ta build a
theoretical structure which a student can use as one means
of analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of various
programming languages. The student can better appreciate
sorne of the differences in form (and content) in the varia us
programming languages by learning the theory necessary ta

explicitly describe these languages. Due ta the availability
of Iiterature discussing the merits of the ALGOL and
FORTRAN languages and because of the availability of
these .cornpilers at the University of Tennessee Computing
Center, these two languages, particularty ALGOL, are
studied most extensively in this course. ft was found that
the students dcvelop a better understanding of not only the
problems associated with constructing programming languages, but also the problems of irnplementing them by
having an available programming language serve as the
mechanism for introducing examples of the programming
theory. With this background a student is better prepared
ta read and understand the current literature in the area of
programming languages plus, in sorne cases, make contributions of his own.
This course is organized in to twenty 70 minute sessions
(two per week for ten weeks, on a quarter system) with an
approximate distribution of the time as follows:
First Part
1. Two sessions - Intuitive and Formai Descriptions
of a Language
2. One session a. Development of the Four Types of Grarnrnars
b. Properties of Grammars
3. Four sessions - Context-Free Granunars
a. Derivation Trees
b. Chomsky Normal Form
c. Greibach Normal Form
d. Self-embedding Propcrties
e. Special Types of Context-Frce Crarnmars
r. Parsing
Second Part
4. Two sessions - Use of Context-Free Gramrnars ta
Describe Programming Languages
5. Three sessions - Acceptors, Transducers, Processors
6. One session - 75 minute Mid-term Exam
Third Part
7. Four sessions - Discussions of outside readings that
point out the influence of prograrnming the ory in
the design and implementation of ALGOL 60 and
EULER
8. Three sessions - Oral Sumrnary and discussion of
Research Papers
9. Individu al Oral Finals
Though there are sorne deviations from this general
outline, the above breakdown summarizes how the author
allocates the time for various subject areas in this course.
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3.

MATER[AL COVERED

Much of the material used in the first part of this course
is containcd in books by Ginsburg (I 966) and Hopcroft and
Ullman (1969), plus sorne prepublication notes of a book
to be published soon by Professor G.K. Krulee (1969). ln
particular, Chapters l, 2 and 4 of Hopcroft and Ullrnan's
book contain pertinent material as do the first two chapters
in Ginsburg.
During the first part of the course students are
inforrnally introduced to sorne of the concepts of formai
language theory. Where possible: prograrnrning and natural
language examples are' used as motivating deviees in
introducing the formai definitions of such concepts as
languages, grammars, alphabets, procedures, and algorithms.
ln pàrticular, a formal definition of grarnmars is developed
whereby a grarnrnar is described in terms of a 4·tuple
consisting of an alphabet composed of terminais and
non-terminais, a set of production rules, and a starting
symbo!. Motivating exarnples for a representation of a
grammar are drawn from parsing diagrams of English
sentences and ALGOL strings.
Having received an overview of grammars and language
theory, students are introduced to the four types of
grammars. Definitions are given for a type 0 gramrnar (an
unrestricted grammar), type [ (context-sensitive gramrnar),
type 2 (contex t-free grammar), and type 3 (finite state
grammar). These definitions are presented both formaUy
and infonnally in su ch a way as to show how the grarnmar
is effected by increasing the number of restrictions. Thus,
each restriction placed on a grarnmar is shown to make that
grarnrnar a sub-sct of the grammar from which il was

derived. For example, every context-free grammar is a
contcxt-sensitive grammar, and every context-sensitive
grammar is an unrestrictedgrammar.
Special properties of grammars are also discussed
including l'rob lems encountered in working with the empty
sentence, recursiveness of context-sensitive grarnmars, and
the deviee of representing grammars through derivation
trees. This last pro perty is examined in some detail with the
student being asked to extend this concept ta context-

sensitive and unrestricted grammars. Students are also
required ta work a great number of problems, since it is the
author's belief that it is through working the problerns that
the student has the best opportunity to understand the
mate ria!. Most of the l'rob lems used are drawn from
Chapter 2 of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969).
The nex t set of lectures present rnaterial related ta
context-free grammars. In particular, various procedures are
developed through which one can arrive at a Chomsky
Normal Form Grarnrnar (Binary Standard Form Gramrnar)
and using this as a basis derive a Greibach Normal Form
Grammar, bath of rhese being special cases of context-free
grarnmars. Other special cases of context-free grammars are
examined plus additional topics are introduced such as the
solvability of finiteness, the 'uvwxy' Theorern, and
self-ernbedding properties. AU of this material is generously
supplemented by problerns which the students are requircd
to work. Most of these problerns are drawn from Chapter 4
of Hopcroft and Ullman (1969).
In conjuction with this material the students are
required to read two basic outside papers, one by Chomsky
(1959) and one by Landweber ([964). It is hoped that
these papers serve as a reference point for students in terrns
of their being exposed ta sorne of the initial work published
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in titis area. Further, thèse papers serve ta bring into focus
several relationships between this theory as applied to programming languages and the extension of this .theory as it
has been applied ta naturallanguage concepts. In particular,
the [imitations of this theory in relation to bath programming and natural language representation is discussed.
In the second part of the course, in which the author
attempts 'in part ta demonstrate how and why programming
theory is important in the development and implementation of programming languages, the students are required to
do considerable outside reading. Sorne of the articles
discussed in class (in the order Iisted) include: Sarnelson
and Bauer (1960), Hamblin (1962), Floyd (1961, 1962,
1963,1964), and Randell and Russell (1964).
These articles were chosen because of their contributions to
the development of programming languages, particularly
regarding their approaches for describing and implementing
various syntactic expressions. In addition, some of the
pre-publication notes of Krulee's on recognizers, acceptors,

and transducers are introduced herc. In a discussion of
grarnrnars the idea of level of complexity of various types
of grammars was introduced. It was shawn that grammars
can be classified by examining the complexity of their
replaccmen t (or production) rules. In similar fashion,
processors can be c1assifîed and, in fact, a major portion of
this set of lectures discusses the connec tian betwccn the
complexity of a processor and that of the grammar that is
built into its functioning, In addition to the pre-publication
notes of Krulec (1969) and some notes prepared by this
author, Aiken (1970), a paper by Evey (1963) is citcd quite
frequently in the developmcnt of this material.
The basic points made in this series of lectures coucern
the properties of finite state processors and the nccd for the
addition of pushdown stores (mernory deviees). In
particular, it is shawn that a finite state processor can
pro cess a finite state language; a finite state processor with
one pushdown store is needed to process a contcxt-free
language and a finite state processor with two pushdown
stores is necded to process contcxt-sensitive and unrestricted languages. Examples of each of these types of
systems are discussed and the resulting complexities are
introduced in a step-by-step fashion. In addition to the
author presenting a series of examples, the student is
required ta work a number of problems related ta the
development of each of these types of processors. In
addition, the topics of state diagrams and state tables are

introduced in conjunction with finite state processors, and
tree diagrams are introduced in the discussion of both finite
state processors and finite state processors with one
pushdown store.
The third and final part of this course primarily consists
of outside reading that attempts ta acquaint the students
with how programming theory was used in the design and
implementation of ALGOL 60 and EULER. The studcnts
read papers by Knuth and Merner (1961), Naur and
Woodger (1963), Wirth and Weber (1966, a.b}, and Knuth
(1967). Class discussion involves not only a review of sorne
of these papers but also an attempt to weld these topics
into a unified structure. This includes analyzing the
contributions of programming thcory 10 the development
of ALGOL 60, analyzing problems that occurred as a
consequence of allowing non-phrase structure rules in
ALGOL 60. and examining how additional rules could be
developed to generate a more complete and satisfactory

programming language. This last topic is motivated and
examined through a comprehensive discussion of the
EULER system (Wirth and Weber (1966 a,b )).
In particular, the EULER papers provide a major
portion of the material needed for a summary of the topics
presented in this course. EULER is a language based on a
method for defining programming languages in which a
rigorous relationship is established between structure and
meaning. The structure of the language is defined by a
phrase structure syntax, and the meaning is defined in
terms of the effects which the execution of a sequence of
interpretation rules exert upon a fixed set of variables.
Thus, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between
syntactic rules and interpretation rules. In the execution
sequence interpretation rules arc determined by the
sequence of corresponding syntactic reductions which
constitute a parse. Thus, this system embodies the
theoretical aspects which were discussed at the beginning of
the course and applies them to the ALGOL language in a
mariner which extends and generalizes ALGOL. Specifically, various defects in ALGOL (defects in terms of
properties in ALGOL which cannot be described by a
phrase structure language) are rernedied in the EULER
system through the one-tc-one correspondence between
syntactic rules and Interpretation rules. Thus, in EULER,
unlike ALGOL, various concepts Iike block structure,
procedures, parameters, etc, can be defined adequately and
precisely.
ln addition, the various features necessary to implement
the EULER language are also discussed in the Wirth and
Weber articles. Further, the problems encountered in
implementing the ALGOL language, due in part to the
problems of ambiguity for features which cannot be
defined by a phrase structure language, are outlined in these
papers and the corresponding solution is given for the
EULER system. Thus, programming theory is shown to be
valuable as a means of constructing an unambiguous
programrning language, EULER, based on a phrase
structure syntax. In addition, the description of the
implementation of this language is quite straightforward.
The students seem to be in a position to understand the
EULER papers and appreciate the facilities which EULER
has incorporated. Though the EULER system is not
available at The University of Tennessee, the students are
motivated by the fact that it is a usable prograrnming
language and one that has sorne very interesting and use fui
features that can be derived from properties predicted by
the theory.
Thus, in this course a series of lectures are given in
which the author atternpts to do the following:
1. Acquaint the student with concepts and developments in prograrnming theory, The developrnent of
the formai ideas in these areas are motivated by the
use of natural and programming language examples.
The relationships in these areas are stressed so that
the students can combine the theory with practical
ex amples where at ail possible.
2. In conjunction with the theory in the first part of
the course, a series of lectures are given relating the
gramrnars and their corresponding languages to
processors. The obvious relationship between processors as computers and the languages as prograrnming languages are made but the differences
between these corresponding relationships are also
emphasized.

3. The concluding lectures in the course are primarily
based on the EULER papers which bring into focus
how programming theory can aid the development
of a programming language. Not only is the EULER
language unarnbiguous, but through its formai
definition there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between syntactic rules and interpretation rules.
Since the EULER system is an extension of ALGOL
it is easy for the students to see the advantages of
an unambiguous language both in terrns of prograrn
Interpretation and in terrns of ease of implementation. These points are brought out in the EULER
papers and are further strengthened by examples
brought in by the author.
4.

PROBLEMS, PAPERS, EXAMS

Problerns were assigned about once a week, prirnarily as
rein forcement for material covercd in class. Both Hopcroft
and Ullman (1969) and Ginsburg (1966) have some
excellent problerns: however, Hopcroft and Ullman (1969)
have a more complete set of problems of varying degrees of
diffieulty. Neither Hopcroft and Ullman nor Ginsberg has
workcd solutions or an answer book. Sincc about half of
the outside reading assignments parallelcd material from the
tcxt, most of thc problems related to this material were
drawn from the exercises in the tcxt, ln addition, in this
initial portion of the course, the student was usually
required to work one problem and/or work through one
example related to each of the outside papers. (See
Appendix A for somc saln l'le problems).
In seme of the second part and most of the third part
of the course the students were assigned a problem, an
example, and/or a l'roof to work out bascd on material in
each of the papers they read. Also, in sorne cases, the
students were required to make up and solve a l'rob lem
based on the material currently being covered.
Tests consisted of a written mid-tenu and an oral final.
The mid-terrn was divided into two parts with one-third
being 'closed book' (short answer questions) and two-thirds
being 'open book' (problems). The final was an individual
oral final. Three-fourths of the oral final consisted of short
answer and definition questions which were the same for ail
students. One-fourth of the oral consisted of a different
general question for each student in which he was asked to
ex tend or relate to another area a research paper he had
presen ted in class.
The final requirernent for this course was a research
paper. The reasons for assigning this paper were twofold:
(1) to help acquaint the student with the literature and (2)
to encourage the student to start working on a thesis. Since
the Cornpu ter Science Program at The University of
Tennessee requires a thesis, the student has an opportunity
through this course to do some research on a thesis topic
while fulfiIling a course requirement. Since this is the first
course in a required two course sequence taught by the
author, the paper is not due until the latter part of the
second quarter. The requirement related to this paper for
the first quarter is that the student turn in a critieally
annotated bibliography that evidences thorough research on
his topic. In addition to the written report, the student is
required to present the paper orally before the class and
interested faculty. One reason for having the student give
an oral presentation is that by presenting this paper before
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a critieal, yet receptive audience, the student gains
experience which will better prepare him ta present papers
at technical meetings and symposia. Learning ta present
material orally is sometimes very difficult for these
students, yet most, if not ail of them, have said they think
the effort is worth the experience. (See Appendix B for
summaries of sorne of the oral reports).
5. CONCLUSIONS
This description outlines the course 'Applications of
FormaI Language Theory to Prograrnming Languages; A
Course Description Wilh Observations'. Il also con tains
details of many aspects of the course (including certain of
the author's prejudices) that might be useful to others
interested in offering a similar course. Though it has been
designed for a particular set of circumstances, il is hoped
that the substance of this presentation can be used by other
individuals in various programs and universities.
Currently, the aspect that needs the most development
is the third part of the course. Though the outside reading
is quite interesting and informative, the material is too
diverse to unify satisfactorily. In addition, it is also difficult
at times to relate the material in this last part to the first
two parts of the course. Thus, there seems ta be a definite
need for an approach that would link this material to
programming theory in such a way as ta clearly show the
relationship existing between programming syntax, design
of programming languages, the implementation of programming languages, and compiler design. Though discussing the
EULER papers helps ta establish these relationships. it
would be beneficia! if more material were available that
presented these tapies in sorne unified manner.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Several hundred gradua te students, trained previously in
the liberal arts and humanities, have been taught the
elements of programming, file design, and mechanized text
processing during the past three years in a course given by
the author at the School of Library Service of Columbia
University, using the Columbia University Computing
Center for practical experience. Related courses have been
given by the author at The H.W. Wilson Company for
management and editorial staff. As the central element of
these courses, the participants are taught to program in the
SNAP (Stylized Natural Procedural) language. This is a kind
of 'basic English' designed to express text processing
operations in a way that is relatively 'natural' for editors,
librarians, educators, and other users who deal primarily
with verbal mate rial, rather than computations or accounting (1) - (6). A prototype processor, that executes
SNAP procedures was implemented in FORTRAN IV. The
IBM 360 and RCA Spectra 70 versions are available from
P.LD. and P.A.L. (7). They are in operation in several
University computer installations. The processor also runs
on the computers of several other manufacturers. A new
processor, that incorporates a powerful table driven
syntactic analyzer and string synthesizer is nearing
completion. Il will permit easy adaptation to stylizations of
other .tongues, merely by.changingthe syntax.that is used
by the portion of the processor that translates a SNAP
procedure into a numerical representation (SNAPIC) that
an Interpreter then executes.
A college text that explains programming in SNAP has
been published recently (4). Il serves also as an
introduction to mechanized text processing. The language,
and the examples and exercises that the author uses to
teach it enable quite large classes of students who would
shy away from more symbolic or arithmetically oriented
languages to start writing, running, and correcting SNAP
procedures on the computer, very quickly, without burden
to the teaching staff. The studen ts gain an understanding of
programming concepts, and confidence in their ability to
cope with the computer, that enables and motivates many
of them to learn other ~anguages, including IBM Job
Control Language, that they would not have attempted at
first.
The author believes that programming and related
matters should be taught to students of the humanities and
the arts for several reasons.
(1) Computers are being used to a rapidly increasing
extent in publishing, Iibrarianship, marketing, and education, and other non-arithmetical activities of public and
private organizations. The advantages of the applications
expert understanding computing principles and being able

to program have been weil established in other areas of
computer application. Many of the applications experts in
the areas just mentioned are trained in the humanities and
the liberal arts, and in professions that are extensions of
these.
(2) Teaching large nurnbers of students of the
humanities and liberal arts to program may create a new
source of personnel for those aspects of systems programming and systems design that do not require mathematical
knowledge.
(3) Despite the increase in Business School training,
and its technical content, 'command decisions' very often
will continue to be made by administra tors and legislators
whose formai education was entirely humanistie. Since
decisions that require insight into the realities of computing
will be of increasing importance in the future, there are
potential benefits to increasing the level of understanding
of computers by students who are being trained in the
humanities now.
(4) Students who may undertake research work in the
Iiberal arts and humanities should be trained to use the
computer since it may be a useful tool in their research.
(5) The computer and programming can be considered
part of contemporary 'culture' (in the anthropologieal
sense) and as such merit a place in general education.
Leaming to pro gram moreover teaches a mode of thought
that may weil lead imaginative students to develop new
ideas inother fields (e.g. stylistics, linguisties, subject
classification and rigorous definition schemes), even though
these do not require use of the computer per se.
These points are discussed further in references (4) and
(6).
The essential style of the SNAP language is described in
Section 2, by reference to a simple SNAP procedure. The
order in which the elements of the SNAP language and their
applications are introduced in the author's course and text
is summarized in Section 3, and two major phases of this
development are discussed in more detail in Sections 4 and
5. Sorne more advanced topics are considered briefly in
Section 6, leading to an account in Section 7 of the
capabilitics of the new SNAP processor to perform
syntactic analysis and table driven translation. These
present sorne intcresting possibilities including counterparts
of SNAP for other naturallanguages.
2. THE SNAP LANGUAGE
The general style of SNAP is iIlustrated by a procedure
to print the incremental ballad 'The Twelve Days of
Christmas' which has parallels in other languages (8). The
fixed words of the SNAP language are underlined in the
procedure that follows, to facilita te explanation, not for
input to the computer.
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CALL "DAY OF CHRISTMAS/ MY TRUE LOVE SENf
TO ME" THE THEME.
CALL "A PARTRIDGE IN. A PEAR TREE//, TWO
TURTLE DOVES AND,
THREE FRENCH HENS, FOUR COLLY BIRDS, FIVE
GOLO RINGS, SIX
GEESE A·LAYJNG, SEVEN SWANS A-SWIMMING,
EIGHT MAIDS A-MILKING,
NINE DRUMMERS DRUMMING, TEN PIPERS PIPING,
ELEVEN LADIES
DANCING, TWELVE LORDS A-LEAPING,"THE GIFT
LIST.
CALL "FIRST, SECOND, TH/RD, FOURTH, FIFTH,
SIXTH, SEVENTH,
EIGHTH, NINTH, TENTH, ELEVENTH, TWELTH" THE
ORDINAL LIST.
SET N TO 1. (VERSE START) PRINT "THE" THEN THE
N-TH ORDINAL
THEN THE THEME. SET M TO N. (LINE ACTION)
PRINT THE N-TH GIFT.
IF M IS GREATER THAN 1 DECREASE M BY l, AND
REPEAT FROM THE
LINE ACTION, OTHERWISE CONTINUE AS FOLLOWS.
IF N IS LESS THAN
12 INCREASE N BY r, AND REPEAT FROM THE
VERSE START, OTHERWISE
TERMINATE. EXECUTE.
A CALL statement in SNAP gives a name to either a string,
or to a list of strings. The first two statements in the
procedure just displayed illustrate these two possibilities.
The general form of the first kind of CALL statement is
CALL string-expression string-narne.
The most elementary kind of string expression is a
quotation. Other kinds are described later. Within a
quotation, a slash causes a line-break in the output. The
general form of the CALL statement that defines a list is
CALL 'first-element, second-element,... , last-elernent' THE
generic-name LIST. where first-element, ... stand for the
actual strings that are the elements of the list. The comma
acts as a separator between list elements. To include a
comma within a list element it is preceded by an asterisk.
An individual element of a list of strings also can be defined
bya CALL statement of the form:
CALL string-expression THE rn-th generic-name.
A SET statement in SNAP gives a value to a quantity narne,
as in SET N to /.
or to a list of quantities (see reference 4, page 183). The
PRINT statement has the general form:
PRINT string-expression.
A string expression in SNAP can be either (i) a quotation;
(ii) an 'unsubscripted' name (e.g. THE THEME) that was
given to a string by an earlier CALL statement or by an
input staternent (see reference 4, page 20); (iii) a
'subscripted' name for an element of a list of strings, e.g.
THE M·TH GIFT, (iv) an extract expression of the form
THE rn-th CHARACTER OF string-narne
or
THE rn-th THROUGH n-th CHARACTERS OF string-name
(v) a quantity name, (vi) two or more items of the kinds (i)
to (v), joined by the word THEN. A name may be a word,
or a phrase, or an. arbitrary combination of letters and
digits.
The unconditional transfer statements in SNAP have
the forrn j(CONTINUEIREPEAT)ll(WITHIFROMl! [THE)
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transfer-address.
The transfer address may be a statement label that is
displayed in parentheses before a statement in the
procedure, or it may consist of certain words such as
BEGINNING, NEXT SENTENCE and AS FOLLOWS. The
conditional statement has the form IF condition success,
action [OTHERWISE fail-action].
Omission of the OTHERWISE part implies OTHERWISE
CONTINUE AS FOLLOWS. lt could have been omitted
accordingly from the first IF statement in the 'Twelve
Days' example given earlier.
A SNAP procedure at present consists of a sequence of
(i) imperative sentences, that begin with fixed words of
language, and (H) conditional sentences of the form shown
above that contain clauses in the success and fail action
parts which individually satisfy the syntax of the
unconditional sentences. Indicative mood sentences are
being added, to allow format and syntax definitions for use
during the execution of a procedure. The principal verbs
used in SNAP at present are PRINT, CALL, COPY
(explained below) APPEND, INSERT, OVERWRITE,
DELETE, READ, SELECT (an 1/0 deviee), FETCH (input
from the selected deviee), PRINT, PUNCH, WRITE (on the
selected 1/0 deviee), SET, INCREASE and DECREASE.
Sorne simple constructions are used in conjunction with
these verbs to express standard operations in a 'natural'
manner, e.g.

OVERWRITE string-expression ON THE n-th AND SUBSEQUENT CHARACTERS OF string-name.
The COPY instruction originally had the form:
COPY string-expression, AND CALL THE COPY stringname.
The purpose of this instruction is to forrn, in memory, a
copy of the string that is specified in the first clause, and to
give to this copy the name that is specified at the end of the
second clause. For conciseness, IT is now writtenIn the
second clause, instead of THE COPY, but with the sarne
interpretation. The string that a COPY instruction produces
is not affected, after the instruction has been executed, by
a change in the interpretation of a name that forms part of
the string-expression in the first clause. This is in contrast
to an ordinary CALL instruction, which automatically
changes the interpretation of the definiendum to correspond to changes in the interpretations of names in the
defining expression, after the instruction has been
executed, This 'irnplied redefinition' convention is very
useful in a variety of circumstances..Some simple examples
are given in reference (4), that include a procedure to print
the 'Twelve Days' without using lists or indexing.
The SNAP language that is now in use has a certain
amount of further detai!. The 'Twelve Days' example and
the general comments of this section, however, provide a
sufficient basis for the discussion of the SNAP project in
the sections that follow.

3. AN ORDER OF DEVELOPMENT
The elements of SNAP are presented in the author's
course, and in the text (4) in an order thatpennits the
student to start running simple examples on the computer
after learning just to use MICROSNAP, i.e. instruction of
the form
(i) CALL quotation string-narne.
(ii) PRINT quotation string-name-deflned-by-an-earlierCALL-instruction.

(iii) EXECUTE.
The word THEN is introduced next, to forrn MINISNAP.
The READ instruction and REPEAT FROM THE BE·
GINNING are then added to enable the students to print
the entire contents of data decks, and then extract
expressions, to permit the selection of individual card
fields. Statement labels and REPEAT instructions that refer
to these, and IF instructions that compare strings and test
for an end of file condition are presented next. Arithmetic
operations and tests are then introduced and indexing is
explained. The use of literai ordinals in extract expressions,
such as THE N·TH CHARACTER OF string-name then
provides the basis for string scanning operations. The string
processing verbs COPY, APPEND etc. can be introduced at
this point, or left untii after a discussion of simple uses of
lists of strings, such as the 'Twelve Days' example quoted
earlier.
The author's students use IBM 360 computers, under
OS-360. Considerable impetus is given to the course by
providing students during the first lecture with control
cards to run their first SNAP procedure. The novelty of
punching cards and the extent and apparent arbitrariness
and unintelligibility of the control card conventions
compound the likelihood that if this is not done
control-card errors will paralyze sorne students initial
efforts to use the computer. Each student is given a
complete deck, ready to run, that con tains the trivial SNAP
procedure.
PRINT 'JOHN DOE'. EXECUTE.
This gets the student past the hurdles of submitting a job,
obtaining the output, and finding the results within the
morassof systems messages, which are not inconsiderable
issues of morale and logistics. Success with these feats
emboldens the student to replace the SNAP card with one
that contains his or her own name in the PRINT
instruction. After the machine prints this, the rest is
incremental progress, for most.
4. MlCROSNAP AND MINISNAP
The point that computers can reduce human effort is
made at the start of the author's course by examples that
print more than the user types. This capability in fact is an
important element of many applications of computers to
mechanized. publication. A very simple prototype is the
production of two line display labels that repeat a common
item of information under items that vary from one label to
another. This can be developed in relation to practically
any discipliné or special interest group and has multilingual
possibilities (for the Pax Romana Trade Fair example in
reference 4, the Mesopotamian Merchants Mart variously
can use as their slogan - 'You cannot error make a
bloomer with the wares of ancient Sumer', 'Il n'y a pas des
erreurs avec produits de l'Ur' - etc.) Processional scenes of
stylized animaIs, and panoramic vistas that repeat a few
topographical elements, composed of patterns of letters,
printed along the length of the output stationery enthuse
sorne of the artistically inclined. These, and form letters
and catalog cards that are of practical interest ail fall within
the scope of MICROSNAP.
The further capabilities of MINISNAP, provided by the
word THEN allow the mechanized production of a
surprising variety of printed products of general and
specialized interest. Tourney rosters afford a convenient
plot mechanism for introducing combinatorial problerns,

and whilst the Arturian Tiddlywinks match of reference 4
may seem a little parochial, outside England, a singing
match at a fictitious Council of Varyablysz, requested as a
diversion, perhaps by the Littoral powers, has potential for
mediaevalists across the Continent.
MINISNAP permits the introduction of sorne more
abstract issues, at the cost of negligible linguistic
machinery. Problems of optimization, to minimize keyboard work, can be illustrated by the production of subject
and author en tries for articles in successive issues of a
professional journal, to be included in a bibliographie index
that covers a range of journals. These entries exhibit a kind
of hierarchical repetition, that typically is produced by
nested loops using the full power of a programming
language. MINISNAP itself can save keyboard work by
giving names to pieces of bibliographie data that are
repeated from entry to entry. The number of levels at
which this is advantageous can vary however, from journal
to journal, depending on such factors as the length of the
name of the journal and the average number of authors per
article. This makes the point, at an early juncture, that the
optimum tactic for a problem is often sensitive to the 'fine
structure' of the data, that may vary from one corpus to
another, in ways that often are known to just the
applications expert.
Another optimization problem can be built around the
production of a multilingual calendar, in which each day is
represented by four lines that contained respectively (i) the
day of the week, (il) the ordinal of the day within the
month, (iii) the month and (iv) the year, each printed side
by side in ten languages. A direct MICROSNAP approach is
tedious, but only about one tenth as tedious as typing the
calendar directly. The word THEN in MINISNAP perrnits
hierarchical definitions of string names, that can provide
still further savings. Enumerating the alternatives, and
selecting the shortest systematically may give pause for
thought. The 'Dietmobile' example of reference 4, that is
concerned with the production of 81 low calorie table
d'hote menus, that each consist of a different combination
of appetizer, fish, meat or poultry, and dessert dish, taken
from three alternatives for each, can be handled in
MINISNAP in a variety of ways, that include the use of
implied redefinition, an the use of a procedure to write a
longer procedure, to write a still longer procedure, to print
the set of menus that is longer still.
These examples have been cited to stress the fact that
knowledge of just a small amount of simple programming
grammar can provide scope for ingenuity and sytematic
analysis of the 'rhetoric' of programming - the way
statements are used in conjunction with each other, over
and above their individual grammatical structure. The
author believes that this programming rhetoric warrants far
more extensive study, systematization and pedagogie
presentation than it has received to date. A study of
programming rhetoric in fact may be made tractable by an
initial direction to procedures that consist of instructions
restricted to a relatively simple grammar. Interest in
programming languages of late has tended to focus on the
syntax of artificial languages of ever increasing complexity.
This preoccupation with 'powerful' languages, and the
tempo of the computational scene in sorne quarters seem to
be leading to widespread programming efforts that use
linguistic steamrollers to crack logical nuts, in disdain or
perhaps ignorance of the simple solutions that exist to
simple problems. The virtue of sirnplicity, an the traps of
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tortuousness are dominant themes in the teaching of verbal
expression, certainly to the author's knowledge in English,
and finctional characters have epitomized linguistie extravagance in the literature of many lands. There are lessons to
be learned here by computer users. The idea of cost
effectiveness may weil find application to programming
languages, for ex ample in relation to grammatieal cornplexity and conciseness of expression, with possible bearing
on the economies of processor implementation and use, and
machine design. Il may even have implications for the study
of how naturallanguages have envolved.
5. THE DESIGN AND USE OF RECORDS AND FILES
• The introduction of the READ instruction, and the
presentation of the further elements of SNAP, in the order
described in Section 3, provide the basis for an extensive
discussion of the design and manipulation of files of
reference data, in the author's course. This is partieularly
important in the context of library school education, in
view of the two way relationship to several major elements
of librarianship. On the one hand librarians use files of
bibliographie data concerning monographs, seriais, individual articles and other published works, to find citations,
descriptions and the actual physical location of these
materials, for themselves and for library patrons. The task
of putting these files in machine readable form, and
processing them mechanically has been started in several
centers, and this kind of work may be predominantly, if
not totally, mechanized as the years progress. Reference
librarians, moreover, deal with reference materials that span
the totality of human knowledge, an in many instances
these materials should be put into machine readable form
and processed mechanically. Here then are problems of
record and file design for materials that librarians already
use, and in sorne cases write. Reciprocally, such traditional
library issues as descriptive cataloging, the design of systems
of subject headings, and filing rules, have direct bearing on
the design of data bases that is being attempted in sorne
instances by personnel unaware of the traps and snares that
beset these matters, and of the elaborate systems that
already have envolve d through the overall activities of a
profession of long standing and world wide experience.
To begin the discussion of record and file design, the author
uses a simple fixed field, one card per record file, that
con tains for example, elementary biographical data of
Presidents of the United States. Each student is required to
suggest another topic for a file and to design records and
files of reference information that pertain to it, and which
iIlustrate the design features that are discussed in class.
Within the frarnework of fixed format records, these
include:
(i) the use of a fixed number of cards, greater than one, per
record; (ii) the choice of words or phrases to express
alternative 'values' of a qualitative pro pert y (this is
intended to make the students thinkabout the problernsof
designing classification schemes, and of defining terminelogy); (iii) the representation of a 'value' by an abbreviation
or code, when this is advantageous; (iv) multi-component
values of fixed multiplicity, that may be codified
advantageously; (v) the elision of characters that punctuate
or subdivide a field; (vi) the elision of units of measure; (vii)
the elision of other redundant characters (e.g. century digits
in a date), that can be restored trivially or algorithmically;
(viii) the completion of an item of excessive length on a
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suitably identified continuation card; (ix) the representa.
tion of properties of variable multiplicity, in fixed format
records, when the 'values' have to be given explicitly, when
the y can be codified, and when combinations can be
codified; (x) hierarchically structured records, in whieh the
levels of the hierarchy are of different status that can be
designated by a code (e.g. records that pertain to countries,
that contain subrecords of increasing .subordination that
pertain to states, counties, municipalities and wards); (xi)
explicit and codified cross references between the records
for items that have a special relationship, though of
equivalent status in the file as a who le (e.g. a reference from
the record for one monarch to that of his father if he ruled
the same domain, in a dynastie file).
Then, within the framework of free format records,
attention is given to (i) the use of field separators; (ii) the
specification of field length at the beginning of a field; (iii)
the use of a list of pointers (easily conveyed as analogous to
a table of contents) at the beginning of a record; (iii)
positional parameters; (iv) keyword parameters and
precedence codes; and (v) default Interpretations.
Although the design tactics that have been enumerated
may seem self evident to many programmers, it is the
author's experience that many of his students do not
consider them so, and do appreciate their explicit
identification and mention. The programming rhetoric to
extract information from records that use the se design
tactics is discussed in the course and in the text. The
discussion involves elementary scanning tacties and the use
of subscripted variables (lists, in our terminology).
Consideration is given also to the 'rhetoric' to augment the
extracted information, to make it easily understood, for
example by incorporation in verbal messages that are
grammatically consistent.
The discussion of internally and externally expressed
file structure follows naturally from questions of record
design. The file of hierarchically structured geographical
records mentioned earlier can be regarded as a hierarchically structured file of records that individually contain
information about a territorial region as apart from its
constituents. To facilitate certain kinds of search, structural
information can be included in the records, for ex ample (i)
to point forward from the record for one territorial region
to the record for the next region of equal or higher status,
and (ii) to point backward from one record to that for the
region that subsumes it. The former tac tic can be applied in
records that are added to a file to permit skipping over
portions which share a characteristic by which the file is
ordered, in a searching operation (e.g. including heading
cards that give the number of records beginning with the
same letter in an alphabetically ordered file).
Programming tactics that deal with lists (as we employ
the term) permit the external expression of the structure of
a file, by a table of pointers, to be used. Consideration of
the internai and external expression of the structures of
such tables opens up further possibilities of file design, and
further problems of enumerating the alternative ways to
organize a data base, and selecting the optimum. The
trade-off between avoiding redundancy to save space, and
allowing it to save time, and the self defeating aspects of
sorne ways of trying to achieve economies, are stressed.
The author introduces input/output operations by
reference to punched cards and the line prin ter. The
discussion of file processing however leads inevitably to the
consideration of magnetic tape and direct access storage

devices. Most students in the author's c1ass show sorne
antipathy, or worse, towards control card conventions at
the outset of the course, that is sidestepped in the manner
mentioned earlier. The enthusiasm engendered by processing a file on a topie that interests the student, and the
confidence gained from running jobs successfully, and being
able to find and correct the errors when jobs fail, however
do create an excellent c1imate later for introducing the
elements of job control language, in relation to
input/output operations (9). Sorne students even go on to
elementary use of data set utilities, during the sernester.
This is encouraging, in view of the central role of control
language and utility programs in the mechanized processing
of large bodies of reference information, and the exchange
of reference files between installations that are almost, but
not quite compatible; and the difflculties that often result
from an excessive dependence on full time systems
programrners in such circumstances.
6. SOME MORE ADVANCED TOPICS
The author ends his present course with (i) sorne
elernentary examples of text processing, (ii) examples of
information that can be displayed as trees, and as multiply
connected graphs, (iii) their representation for input to the
computer, and (iv) simple algorithms to derive information
from these. Genealogical tables (i) that show only male
issue, (ii) show ail issue and cousinly marnages and (iii) the
deifie relationships of a mythology, provide examples of
graphs of increasing complexity, within the educational
experience of most humanists. The author can only touch
briefly on the se issues in his present course, but the
response has been extremely encouraging from students
who, a1most without exception, cannot differentiate: a
square.
These students have also responded very weil to the use of
set terminology, to systematize sorne aspects of file and
record design. A 'Mathematics for Librarianship' course is
being proposed accordingly, that would cover (i) the use of
symbols for names and operators, and the gramrnar of
symbolic expressions, (ii) enumerative subscripts and
collective ope rat or (e.g. sigma) notations, (iii) the
elementary ideas and notations of sets, (iv) Boolean logic,
(v) algorithms for sorting and merging, (vi) a treatment of
trees and multiply connected graphs that is more extensive
than the present course allows, (vii) combinatorial problems
of optimization, (viii) statistical terminology, and (ix) sorne
elements of an algebraic notation for symbol manipulation,
that is easily adapted for input to the syntactic analysis and
table driven translation subroutines of the new SNAP
processor. These topics ail bear strongly on the use of
computers in information processing by persons trained in
the humanities. The author believes that they can and
should be taught to such people. In this regard, the
increasing attention ·that finite mathematics is receiving in
liberal arts curricula, and the publication of texts on this
subject for humanists should be noted (see, for example
reference 10). There seems to be scope also for more
advanced systematic instruction in mechanized text
processing, using table driven techniques, and the author
plans to explore this area, in relation to the relevant
capabilities of the new SNAP processor, that are discussed
next.

The prototype SNAP processor that was released to
IBM P.1.D. last year, after running at Columbia University
since 1967, was developed in a rather tentative fashion. It
was written in a subset of FORTRAN IV, and can operate
in 105K bytes on an IBM 360 computer. Portions of SNAP
statements are delimited and translated by sections of code
that would have to be rewritten (at least at the FORTRAN
level) to allow even minor changes in the SNAP syntax.
This resulted in part from the uncertainties about the SNAP
project, when it was started at the end of 1966, to see if a
processor could be written inexpensively for a stylized form
of natural language that humanists could learn and would
be willing to apply to problems that did exist in reasonable
numbers. Because these points were ail in question, a
minimal subset was implemented first, as rapidly as possible
and titis was followed by a succession of short terrn
incremental efforts. Writing the prototype processor,
however, and using and teaching SNAP with its aid gave the
assurances needed to undertake the new processor, in a way
that promised much greater flexibility.
The new processor will work optionally in a restricter'
or an expanded character set, accepting input from
punched cards, paper tape or magne tic tape images of thèse,
(depending on the computer configuration) and recording
output on line printers with upper case or dual case print
trains, or on media to drive ether deviees. The processor
consists of a main prograrn thar can immit syntax and
transformation tables (or use ones that are cornpiled in
labelled COMMON), and invoke five major subroutines: (1)
An input subroutine that obtains, from an input stream,
either a record or a sentence, or a string that is delimited in
other ways that the user specifies by control staternents. (2)
A syntactic analysis subroutine that analyzes this record or
sentence or other string, by reference to a syntax that has
already been stored (see ab ove) and represents the result of
the analysis, as a 'structure table'. (3) A synthesis
subroutine, that constructs the corresponding string of
SNAPIC codes, or sorne other string, by reference to (i) a
'transformation table' that has already been stored, (ii) the
structure table of the string that was analyzed, and (iii) the
string itself. (4) A subroutine to plant cross references from
transfer statements to staternent labels. (5) The SNAP
interpreter, that interprets a procedure which has been
translated into SNAPIC. This organization allows a little
more generality than just processing SNAP procedures. The
syntax and transformation tables that the main prograrn
immits directly (or gets via common) must be expressed in
an internai representation that is an extension of the
SNAPIC code. It is possible however to 'bookstrap' by
immitting short coded syntaxes and transformations to
translate, into this internal code, further syntaxes and
transformations that are expressed in more convenient
verbal or symbolic styles. The style that is employed at
present for syntaxes is described below. When the processor
is used to deal with a SNAP procedure, the input, scan and
synthesis subroutines are invoked in a cycle until an
EXECUTE instruction is encountered. The subroutine to
plant transfer addresses, and the interpreter are then
invoked. To deal with a procedure that is expressed in a
non-English verbal or algebraic equivalent of SNAP, ail that
need be changed is the syntax and perhaps the
transformation table that opera tes on the structure table
which the analysis subroutine produces. Sorne problerns of
symbol manipulation however can be handled entirely by a
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table driven translation in a cycle that uses just the
subroutines (1) - (3) described above. The inclusion of
appropriate control cards in the input pennits the processor
to be used in just this way, recording the strings that are
synthesized at the end of each cycle (1) - (3), without
proceeding to the steps (4) and (5). Table driven translation
can also be performed within a SNAP procedure, since
there are SNAPIC operation codes that make the
Interpreter invoke the analysis and synthesis subroutines.
. At the time of writing, the syntax and transformation
tables that these use are immitted in the style that is
adopted for the tables that perform the SNAP to SNAPIC
translation, pen ding completion of the syntax of a verbal
equivalent. This will resemble, at least for the syntaxes, the
style that is used to describe the SNAP syntax in reference

(4).
The form of syntax description that has been used for
the last few months, to debug parts of the SNAP processor,
and to test the consistency of the SNAP conventions,
resembles that used by the author in his earlier SHADOW
work (II). A generic name is devoted for simplicity by the
letter S fol1owed by a numeral; thus S6 denotes a quotation
and S48 denotes a DELETE instruction in the current
SNAP syntax. A generic name is defined by a syntax
statement of the form:
generic-narne IS generic-expression.
A generic expression consists of either (i) a simple generic
expression, or (ii) two or more simple generic expressions,
joined by the word THEN. A simple generic expression is
either (i)· a quotation, that begins and ends with quote
marks (within a quotand '''signifies a quote mark, and"
signifies a single asterisk), (ii) a generic name , (iii) an
expression of the form SOME Ln, or SOME Ln THEN
generic-expression, where n stands for an integer, and the
Ln are names of lists of strings, that are augmented as a side
action by the synthesis routine. In the SNAP to SNAPIC
translation, for example, six of these lists are used, for
unsubscripted and subscripted string and quantity names,
and for apposited and referenced statement labels. The first
form of SOME expression is satisfied as soon as an element
of the list is matched, the second form progresses through
the list until an element fol1owed by a string that fits
generic expression within the range of the statement that
the comma delimits is matched.
(iv) an expression of the form
EITHER first-generic-expression OR second-genericexpression ...
OR last-generic-expression,
(v) expressions of the form
[ARBNO MINNO n 1 MAXNO n 1 EXACNO n]
generic-expression.
The ARBNO operator makes the analyzer try to delimit a
substring that starts at the current scanning ,position and
satisfies the generic expression that appears as its operand.
If this cannot be done the construction is considered to be
satisfied by a substring that is nul, and the analyzer goes on
to the next portion of the syntax staternent. If a substring
that fits the generic expression is found, however, another
is sought immediately after it. This process is repeated, for
as many substrings of the requisite form that are
concatenated from this point in the string being analyzed.
The MINNO n operator requires at least n substrings that fit
the operand expression, and if this minimum is satisfied, it
takes as many as there are. The MAXNO n operator begins
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in the same way as the ARBNO operator, and discontinues
when no more substrings of the requisite form can be found
in sequence, or when n have been found, whichever OCCUrs
first. The EXACNO n operator requires n substrings of the
specified form to occur in sequence.
(vi) ARBS1'RING generic-name ENDED BY generic-

expression,
This delimits a string that starts at the current position of
the scanning pointer, and ends immediately before the first
substring that satisfies the generic expressionwhich fol1ows
the words ENDED BY. The scanning pointer is moved past
this delimiting substring, and it is given the name that
appears after the metaword ARBSTRING in the syntax
statement.
(vii) ARBSTRING generic-name STOPPED BY generic-expression,
This crea tes an entry in the structure table similar to that
described in (vi), but the scanning pointer is left at the
beginning of the delimiting substring.
(viii) NOT
generic-expression-I,
THEN
generic-expression-2
.
This is satisfied by string that starts at the current position
of the scanning pointer and satisfies the generic expression
2, provided that a string which satisfies generic expression 1
does not start at the current position of the scanning
pointer too.
Every generic name that appears in the object of a
syntax statement must appear as the subject of a syntax
statement, with the exception of a name that follows an
ARBSTRING operator. Generic expressions may be nested,
and statements may be non-recursive, directly recursive, or
indirectly recursive.
Transformation expressions are written at present in an
algebraic style. A transformation name is denoted by the
letter T followed by a number. A transformation statenient
equates a transformation name to a transformation
expression. This may consist of a single simple transformation expression, or two or more of these, joined by commas
to signify concatenation. A simple transformation expression may be, for example, a constant string, a
transformation name, or an expression that denotes a copy
of a substring of the analyzed input that is identified by a'
row of the structure table. Severa! tree climbing operators
are used in transformation expressions to shift attention
within the structure table in an appropriate manner. Other
operators append strings and quantities to name and
pointer lists, and plant f1ags and replace them. The further
details of the transformation expressions will be reported in
due course. They have several convenient a!gebraic
properties, that raise sorne interesting questions in relation
to the mechanization of a!gebraic manipulations.
A superset of the SNAP constructions described in
Chapters 3-10 of reference 5 can be defined by a syntax of
less than 100 staternents, that are almost all less than 80
characters long. The corresponding transformation table to
form SNAPIC is even shorter. The SNAP syntax is premised
on an approach that actually runs counter to the one which
seerns customary in compiler design. It may well be that the
path we have followed is necessary to avoidself-defeating
restrictions on the use of sorne very common words. A
name can appear for the first time in a SNAP procedure in
only a few kinds of context. A string name may be
introduced as the trailing definendurn of a CALL
instruction, or as the object of an' input instruction, or at

the end of a RESERVE SPACE instruction. A quantity
name can be introduced in a SET instruction.
A string expression in say a PRINT or CALL instruction, is
scanned from left to right testing for quotations and
previously defined names, in alternation with the word
THEN. The definendum of a CALL instruction then is
identified when the last (or only) simple string expression
in the direct object has been found by content, and is not
followed by THEN. The definendum itself could contain
the word THEN, and be used in the direct objects of
instructions that came later in the procedure. In the
analysis of a SET instruction, the quantity name that it
defines is delimited by scanning not for just the word TO,
but instead for TO followed by an acceptable quantity
expression. This permits quantity names to contain TO,
which at times would be hard to avoid (e.g. THE
DISTANCE FROM AIX TO GHENT). Of course examples
can be constructed to confound this scheme, but the
objective is naturalness in circumstances .that are likely
rather than rigorous safeguards against the exceptional or
deliberately bizarre. The principle of scanning for
previously defined names, and treating the residue of the
sentence as connectives will be particularly important when
the subroutine capability is added to SNAP. The totality of
the verb and this residue will identify the subroutine,
without improving on the syntax an enumeration of the
roles that the se connectives serve, or Iimiting their use by
writers of procedures (see reference 4, Chapter II).
Il is possible that the design of the SNAP language has
been made particularly simple by the tolerances of English
grammar that some other languages do not share. ln the
statements
CALL 'HENRY II, JOHN,...' THE ANGEVIN LIST.
PRINTTHE I-ST ANGEVIN.
the word ANGEVIN is used first as an adjectival modifier
of the noun LIST, then as a noun that is qualified by an
ordinal adjective. This could be avoided however, by CALL
' ...' THE LIST OF ANGEVINS. PRINT THE I-ST
ELEMENT OF THE LIST OF ANGEVINS. Then insteadof
dealing with singular generic names, that appeared in the
contexts THE generic-name LIST and THE rn-th genericname, the translation wou Id deal with pluralized generic
names that appeared in the contexts. THE LIST OF
pluralyzed-generic-name and the rn-th ELEMENT OF THE
LIST OF pluralyzed-generic-narne,
Again, in the constructions
CALL 'ABRACADABRA' THE SPELL. PRINT THE 3·RD
CHARACTER OF THE SPELL.
The SPELL does not suffer any inflectional change from its
change of case. The nominative cou Id be preserved however
by a circumlocution such as PRINT THE 3-RD
CHARACTER OF THE STRING THAT IS CALLED THE
SPELL. The author hopes that variations such as these will
facilitate the design of SNAP equivalents for other
languages. A first attempt at a Spanish SNAP syntax, made
with the help of a Spanish speaking colleague, paralleled the
English one quite closely, in its hierarchical structure, with
changes in about one half of the individual statements
because of differences in vocabulary and grammar.
Even though English is relatively uninflected, word
variations often are required for 'naturalness' to a reader,
though inessential to the interpretation of procedures in
which they occur. A simple expedient is to ignore such
variations, by treating the variant forms as equivalent. It
may even be possible to ignore sorne such variant words

entirely. This is do ne at present with the articles A, AN and
THE. Names of the form A s, AN s, THE sand s where s
denotes a word or phrase, are considered synonymous. This
facilita tes the processing of constructions such as (ST ART)
READ A RECORD. PRINT THE RECORD. REPEAT
FROM THE START. in which the switch from A to THE
may have parallels in other languages (see reference 4, page
84 and reference 12)
.Beyond ils use in running procedures in English SNAP,
and perhaps in equivalent stylizations of other natural
languages to teach elementary programming and related
matters to humanists, the SNAP processor may have several
other educational uses. The development of an algebraic
equivalent of SNAP, to teach symbol manipulation' to
symbolically oriented students is in hand, and could weil
find a place in the curricula of mathematical physics, in
connection with the tedious algebraic manipulations that
beset such work (see for example, reference 13). SNAP is
being used in an experiment to construct illustrative
examples mechanically, for classroom and printed instruction in such matters as systems programming. The examples
illustrate variations and combinations of principles in a
systematic fashion, and are produced by repeating and
varying the details and combinations of pieces that are
much shorter in aggregate than the sets of examples
constructed from them. Sets of data set utility jobs, that
print self explanatory messages concerning the control card
options that they contain have been generated in this way.
Once the pattern of such a progression of examples has
been embodied in a procedure to generate them, moreover,
new sets can be produced mechanically to correspond to
local systems conventions and written languages, just by
changing parameters and input data. And finally a
systematic study of stylizations of natural language of
increasing complexity could be attempted, for procedural,
interrogative and descriptive forms of expression.
Language is stylized to some extent in many forms of
communication and publication today, for example in
concise accounts of biographical and geographical reference
information. The power of sentential expression, albeit of
restricted form, over tabular expression is illustrated by its
ability to express situations concisely that have such varied
emphases as:
He lived mostly in London, but visited Paris, Rome and
Genoa in 1763, and Madrid, Avignon and Brussels in
1765.
and
He lived mostly in London, but visited Paris in 1862,
1866 and 1867, and Rome in 1863,1864 and 1869.
A seminar on text processing could be organized around
(i) the adaptation of existing stylizations of reference and
other materials, to forms that are acceptable to human
readers, and machine processable by e.g. the SNAP
processor, and (ii) the design of procedural string processing
languages, of a higher level than SNAP, suggested by the
experience of writing SNAP procedures for a variety tasks.
This could complement a presentation of the practical
operations of text manipulation, required in mechanized
publication, that have been enumerated previously (6).
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TEACHING

AND

LEARNING

LANGUAGES

C. BeUissant

1. INTRODUCTION
ln ail instructional processes there are at least two
characters: on one side the teacher and on the other, the
student. The liaison between the two is established in
various ways. The simplest way, oral communication, still
seems ta have a few golden days ahead of it. Books,
whether programmed or not, are the mediums employed
with increasing frequency. Audiovisual techniques have
barely been mastered, and people are already including
computers in ta the process.
A tenacious theory predicts that machines will saon
replace teachers and will, of course, do a much better job in
teaching than teachers themselves. Luckily, we have not yet
reached such a point. The computer is only a tool and
ought to remain as such, especially in an area as important
as education. Computer assisted instruction systems should
be considered in the same c1ass as the other intermediary
agents mentioned above. Moreover, it would be highly
appropriate ta employa combination of the various means
of communication between teacher and student, given the
inherently complementary nature of these media.
One can introduce the computer into instructional
pro cesses at many different points: for example, in
experimenting with models of knowledge attainrnent, in
statistical evaluation of results obtained, in planning of the
scholastic activities, etc ... Here, 1 shall deal only with the
use of computer by the teacher when he writes his course
on the one hand, and by the student as he pursues his
learning on the other, in short, at the two extremes of the
instructional process.
These two applications of computers depend essentially
on the degree of liberty which one wishes to leave ta the
student. If one wishes ta guide the student along his way in
the course, one will use a language of the type
"course-writer", where the prograrn involved strictly
contrais the progress of the session and practically nothing
is left to the initiative of the student. Conversely, if one
wishes ta leave him with the ability to act on his own
initiative, one will then employ a language with considerable conversational orientation.

syntax makes it difficult ta use by a non-specialist in
computer science. If one wants to spread this mode of
teaching, however, it is necessary ta entrust ta the teacher
the task of writing his own course. One is therefore led ta
define a new type of specialized language, specifically
adapted ta this application.
The principal properties required of su ch a language are
the following:
2.1 The language should be as general as possible. This is ta
say that it should be able ta accommodate a wide spectrum
of courses, with regard ta the content, the form, and the
teaching method they ernbody. Thus, it should not be
restricted either ta a particular discipline or ta a particular
pedagogical strategy.
2.2 It must be capable of being easily mastered by those
teachers who wish ta use it. They are not computer
scientists, and are easily discouraged by complicated syntax
or semantics. However, it should also avoid the opposite
extreme, which consists of providing, in the narne of
simplicity, a language which is inefficient owing to an
insufficiency of concepts. A careful balance between these
two objectives must be achieved.
2.3 The teaching language should be readily expandable in
arder ta allow the introduction of new procedures,
necessitated by the needs of a particular teaching strategy.
This implies that the definition of the language should be
modular. The technique of interpretation would seem best
suited ta this purpose in that it is relatively easy, given this
mode of operation, ta add new facilities. For exarnple, the
teacher might wish ta use in his course a different module
for response analysis in place of that which he has been
using. The computer scientist should then be able ta
quickly extend the power of the language in the desired
direction.
2.4 The actual use of the language must be convenient.
This strongly suggestsa conversational environment, letting
the teacher write his course at the terminal, where an
Incrementai compiler can detect the syntactic and semantic
errors as they appear.

2. TEACHING LANGUAGE
One may ask oneself what is the justification for
Specialized teaching languages. In fact, there already exist
so many programming languages that it should suffice ta
use one of them in the context of automated teaching. The
language most suitable for this purpose wou Id appear ta be
SNOBOL 4. It con tains a whole set of statements needed
for parsing and constructing strings of text, as weil as very
sophisticated pattcrn-rnatching facilities. Unfortunately, its

2.5 The language must facilitate the preparation of courses
which will not seem monotonous in the eyes of students.
This can be obtained by a randomizing process, applied
bath ta the manipulated quantities and ta the statement
sequences comprising the course.
3.

LEARNING LANGUAGE
The first question ta be asked about a learning language
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is what is its intended purpose. There are, in fact, several
conceivable applications of such a language. lt cou Id be, for
example, an ancillary facility available to a student in order
to perform computations du ring the learning process. In
this case, it corresponds in function to an office calculator.
It cou Id also be a language which permits the student to
pose questions to the system when he is interrupted in the
course of a [esson. One has then to consider a program of
assistance which recognizes a certain number of key words
in the student's request, and responds appropriately.
Finally, it could be a complete language allowing the
description of data structures and operations to be effected
on them. It is this type of language which one uses in
simulation and gaming experiments. In this situation, the
learning process is aimost entirely encompassed within the
domain of the Iearning language; the task of the teacher is
confined to developing the situation to be simulated.
Obviously, such languages necessitate a conversational
environment, since the requests must be executed on the
spot. Here the technique of Interpretation is evidently the
most appropriate, since repeated evaluation is not a factor.
These different objectives of a learning language could
reasonably be combined within a single system, with the
result that the overall flexibility of the system is
significantly increased.
4. THE SYSTEM USED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
GRENOBLE
The Laboratory of Applied Mathematics at the
University of Grenoble has at its disposai an IBM 360/67
computer accessible from about 50 tenninals, including
both typewriters and graphie consoles. Researchers of the
laboratory use the conversational time-sharing system
CP/CMS. CP is a simulator of "virtual machines", which
gives the effect that each user has available from his
terminal his own standard 360 with its memory and ail of
its input-output deviees, The computer assisted instruction
system has been imbedded in this environment. This fact
permits the computer to support other tasks in parallel with
that of teaching. The teacher has his own machine available
as does each student. It is the teacher's machine which
supports the first phase of the process - the development
of a course. A conversational and incremental compiler
analyzes the course typed by the teacher on his terminal
and identifies ail errors as they appear. The second phase is
supported, for each student, on his individual machine. This
phase deals with the execution of the interpretive code
provided by the compiler. A student can disconnect at any
moment and invoke the program of assistance which will
analyze his requests.
5. MAGISTER, AUTHOR-LANGUAGE USED AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRENOBLE
For the programmer, MAGISTER is a fonnal language
oriented towards string manipulations. Within this language
one treats characters or groups of characters by either
presenting an item to a student or analyzing his answers. A
course in MAGISTER is composed of one or several
chapters. Each chapter is in fact a program for the
compiler, and a pedagogical unit corresponding to a
learning session.
Lines typed by the teacher arc numbered by the
compiler and can also be rnodifled afterwards; they are
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located by means ofthis number. When the contents of a
line is syntactically incorrect, the error is localized by a
pointer and the compiler reprints the same line number
until a correct line is obtained.
A chapter is composed of a series of statements whose
execution is usually carried out in sequence, except when
otherwise indicated. Variables manipulated in the language
are text strings and they may be referred to by name. A
string composed of numbers can evidently serve as the
object of any ordinary arithmetical operation. A concatena,
tion or partition may be applied on any kind of string.

5.1 GOlO statement
Ali instruction can he labelled in order to allow
branching. There are two kinds of branches: simple transfer
to a labelled instruction, or activation of a sequence of
statements before returning after the calling instruction.
Two basic symbols correspond to these two kinds of
transfers.
ALLERA and ACTIVER.
The instruction: ALLERA reading;
is a simple transfer to the instruction labelled "reading".
The instruction: ACTIVER reading;
has the same effect plus a return to the instruction which
follows the transfer. This return takes place at the first
appearance of a period (.) at the end of an instruction.
ln fact, during the interpretation of an object program,
when a period is encountered at the end of an instruction,
two situations may be considered: if the sequence of
instructions which has been just executed was called by
means of an ACTIVER instruction, then a transfer to the
instruction following the calling statement is executed, if
not the next instruction in sequence is ta ken.
This notion of sub-prograrn is similar to the execution
of a PERFORM instruction in COBOL.
The two instructions for transfer, ALLERA and
ACTIVER, may have as operand not only a label but a list
of labels.
example: ALLERA el 1e2 1e3;
ACTIVER el 1e2 1e3;
During execution we will execute a transfer to one of
these three labels with a random decision.
This allows the teacher to present random problems
taken from a group of exercises having the same teaching
result. This list notion will be found in writing and
assignment instructions.
Some instructions of MAGISTER such as a reading
during a limited period, a research or a comparison lead
logically to the verification of a test. For example, whether
wc found such and such a sequence in the student's answer,
or whether the student has answered or not within seconds,
etc ...
The success or the failure of this test can be verified by
méans of a prefix which permits the conditional execution
of an instruction.
The two prefixes are:
- (yes, the test is satisfied).
1 (no, the test is not satisfied).

Example:

LIRE EN 10 SECONDES;

"1 ECRIRE ,.faster! "
If the student has not answered within 10 seconds, he
will see printed on the terminal the message: faster!
Execution of an instruction can also depend upon the
success of a condition which is more elaborate than a
simple test. Il is a conditional instruction whose scheme is:
if <Boolean expression> then <unconditional statement>
else <unconditional statement>.
A Boolean 'expression is similar ta those in ALGOL
except that there are no real Boolean variables and that we
always go back ta the verification' of a relation between
arithmetic expressions.
Beside the two instructions already studied, there are in
MAGISTER the following unconditional instructions:

expression. Once again, as in type statement, we find the
notion of list of expressions.
Examples:

a:=a-b+ 12&a;
answer : = a 1 bic 1 17;

(We assign ta the string "answer" one of the values a, b,

c or 17).
5.5 Compare statement
Il allows comparison of values between an expression
and a list of expressions. The first expression can be the Iast
answer provided, or an expression given explicitly.
Examples: COMPARER AVEC 171 a + b;
(We compare the value of the last answer with 17, if it
is not 17, with the value of the expression a + b).

5.2 Read statement:
The simplest form is: LIRE;

COMPARER a & .Jng" ET c;
The line typed by the student is then retained in a
specifie buffer which will be named .Jast answer",
The program has access ta this last answer by research
and comparison instructions.
The teacher can add after LIRE an identifier ta specify
a buffer in which the student's string will be stored,
Example: LIRE answcr;
Il can also indicate a time lirnit for the student's

The result of the comparison can be tested by a
prefixed statement.

5.6 Search statement
Il permits to search in a string the presence or absence
of a certain am ou nt of values separated or not by contexts,
The result of the research can be tested by a prefixed
statement.

answer.
Examples: CHERCHER "ABC";
Example: LIRE answer EN 20 SECONDES;
(We look in the last given answer for the appearance of
the string ABC).

or: LIRE EN 1 MINUTE;
This delay in answcring can then be tcsted by means of
a prefixed instruction.

CHERCHER DANS a: "ABC", "XYZ";
(We -lcok in the string a for the appearance of ABC
followed by XYZ eventually after a context of any length.)

5.3 Type statement
Il permits ta present an item ta the student:

CHERCHER "a" & 17 & a;
Example:

ECRIRE "yes";
ECRIRE a;
(The contents of the string is typed on the terrninal.)
ECRIRE "it is" & n & "o'clock";

(We look for the number 17 preceded by a context
named a, then we search after 17 for the sarne context a).
If the last answer provided is: 2172

(The message which will be typed consists of three parts
which will be concatenated at printing tirne. Of course n is
a string identifier, contents of which will be printed.)
ECRIRE

al bic;

(Here is a list of three expressions appearing as operand.
At execution time we will print one among these three
expressions according ta a random decision.)
ECRIRE

a-bic;

(We will print a result corresponding ta the calculatian
of the expression. A concatenation operator has a priority
lower than that of an arithmetic operator: The expression
ID & 5 + 7 has the value 1012 but (10 & 5) + 7 equals ta
112.).

5,4 Assignment statement
Il permits the assignment to a string the value of an

then the research is satisfied and, in addition, the string a
has the value 2.
Thus the search statement operates a truncation of a
string followed by one or several assignments if there are
contexts).
CHERCHER DANS a : "b" & " " & "a";
(This statement will execute a shortening of ail
characters preccding the first blank in the string a. Il is a
convenient way ta isolate the first ward of a string called
here b. The remaining part of the string after the blank is
the new value of a.)
Thus, if a is the string: "one two three four"
after the execution of this statement: b will equal to "one"
and a will equal ta "two three four','
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Contexts may be alphabetic, numerical or free, and
have any given length.
Examples: CHERCHER '<a,3>' & 12:
We look for 12 preceded immediately by a numerical
context composed of 3 digits.
CHERCHER '(a,' b)' .b;
We search for the value of the string b preceded
immediately or not by an alphabetical context called a with
the same length as b. The operator! placed before a string
identifier signifies the length of this string. If a equals
"ABC", ! a equals 3.
Instead of a string, a substring may occur, for exarnple:
a (3 : 7) is the sub-string cornposed of the 3rd, 4th, 5th,
6th, and 7th characters of the string a. It is another way ta
eut up a string.
A formaI grammar describing the syntax of MAGISTER
in Backus normal form is shown in the addendum.
The definition of the learning language used by the
student in our system is not yet completed. Its purpose will
be ta assist the student in getting information about the
problemsituation (concepts) and ta give him the operations
necessary ta resolve the situation.
Our system should become operative in October 1971
and the first applications will concern Computer Science at
the University level, clementary rnathematics and French
grammar in the secondary school.
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ADDtNDUli: S;rnfaKof liAGISTER

<course> ::" <chllpter> .1

<cha~ter>

<course>

<ch;:lpter> ::" esreterent> <punctu<,tlon> 1
<staterrent> <pul'1ctuatlon> <chapter>
<stater-t'!nt> ::" <label> : <statetrent> 1 <preflxed st<lterr.nt> 1
<Ul'Ipreflxed s taterent)
<;r.;nctuatioo> ::" ; 1 •

<assign statCf'lef'lt> ::" <left part> Olst of expressions>
<left part> ::" <string> :'"'
<llst of exc-ess toos> ::= <expression> 1 cexoressroo <stroke> <llst of expressions>
<e;(~ressIO"l>

::- <slrrple expression> 1
<expression> <coocatenettee ('operator> <slllOle expression>

ecoocetence tco oeereroro ::- h

<orefixec! st<ltcment> ::- <prefIx> <unpreflxed statement>
<prefix> ::- _ 1'"
<w:preflxed statermnt> ::" <condltlonal staterrent> 1
cenccedtttcoat staternent>
<uncondltional staterent) ::" <read stete-enc> 1
<type steterene> 1
<(.oto stilteM!nt> 1
<errpty statereent> 1
csccrco staterrent> 1
<assi&n state!"ent> 1
ccceoare sterereot>

<s;r.ple expression> ::- car-t tteettc excresstoc 1 <alphanUTleric eXPN:sslon>
<arltl'uetlc eœressrco> ::" œerno 1 <add eeeretcrc 1
cert tb-etlc expression> <add ccerarcro ceerrrc
<add ccereeoro ::"
<ter~

+

1~

::- <factor> 1 <tem> <rrultlply opeJ::ator> <factor>

<r:ultlply pperator> ::" .. 1 1
<factor> ::'"' <aritmetic prllrory> [ <factor> .. <arltl'm!tlc prllTllry>
<arlt~tlc

prlrmry> ::- <lel'18th> 1 <variable> [
<ul'Isigned nurber> 1 ( <expressIOJl> )

<cnr.(!itlonal st erereot> ::" <condition> <unconclltlcnal statefl'lent> 1
<condition> <uncondltional st<lterr.cnt> SINON
<Ul'1conclitlonal st<lt~t>

<lel'lgth> ::- ! <varIable>

<ccn~itlon>

<search statement> ::- CHERCHER cseerca attrlbute>

::- SI ebcoteen expression> ALORS

eêecteae expression> ::" cbccteae factor> 1
<boolean factor> 00 cbcoteen expression>

<search attrlbute> ::- eseercn sequence> 1
DANS <string> : cseerch sequence>

etooteen factor> ::" <booleill1 secondarv> 1
ctooteeo sec\'lrldary> ET <boolean factor>

<search sequence> ::" csearcb element> 1
cseercb sequence> rccocateoetrce ooerator> cseercb elll!JTleflt>

<'Ylt;lleM second<lry> ::" cbooreeo p";m,lry> 1 .. cbcol een prlmary>

cseercb clement> ::" <cOl1text> 1 <alphanu:rerlc Ilst>

occteen prilnary> ::" <relation> 1 ( ebcotean exprr.sslon> )

<context> ::" , 1

crctetto-o :: .. certtbrer te expresstoro <relation oeeretoro

catcharc-ertc ccotexr> ::" <alphabet le ccocext> 1
<nunerlc contcxt> 1 <contents of context>

<aritlJ:net,Ic expression>
<relation oPerator> ::- " 1 < [ > 1 .... [ <c 1 >..

1

<alphilflwerlc centext>

1

<etcneter!c context> :" ( <eeoeeoes of ccotext> )

<re,1r1staterrent> ::"LIRE 1 liRE creed ct n-tbure>

<m.meric context> :" < <contents of context> >

<read at t rlbutc> ::- <string> 1 <strin~> <tlme limlt> 1
<tirre Ilmit>

<contents of centext> ::" <string> , <elttent> 1 <extent> 1 <string>
<<.:xtcnt> ::" <Icnr:th> 1 cuns Igned nll:"ber>

<string> ::-<Identlfler>
<identifier> ::" <Jetter> 1 <IdentIfier> ctenero 1
<Identifier> <digit>

ctet terc :: .. a 1 b [ cid 1 e 1 flEt [ h 1 r 1 J 1 k [ 1 1 m t n 1
o 1 p 1 Q 1 r i s 1 t 1 u [ v [ w 1 x 1 y 1 l:

<a1phanureric 1isO ::" <nlphant.fT'Cric element> 1
<alphant.fT'Cric 1 ist> <stroke> <aloh ..nurer-Ic elerlent)
(alpnam.~ric

etereno ::" cetotrow-ertc excress too 1

<;lI;:>nilnUTeric

eltpre~s;on>

«seilrchsCQuence> )
::- <vilrlahle> 1 <constilnt>

<di&lt> ::-0 11121314 [5 16171819
<v"riillJl':!> ::" <strinr:> 1
<ti~

(tll~

<Slll>~strinr:>

1 (part>

I1mit> ::" EN <unsigned nurber> <tlm? unit>

(unsigned m.nber> ::" <digit> 1 <unslgned nlJl'Ùer> <dIgit>
unit> ::" MINUTE [SECCtlD

(type staterrent> ::= ECRillE Olst of expressions>
<r,oto statlY"eflt> ::- <transfer verb> <llst of tral'lsfer>

<sub-string> ::" <string> ( <<rPlltude> )
<;:rplitude> ::" <bound> J <bould> : 1 : <bolJ1d) 1 <bo!.nri> : <bound>
<bo<.Jnd) :: .. <string> 1 <nunber> 1 Oength>
<part> ::"<strin&> < <nL'!'ber>>

<t',lnsfer verb> ::" AltERA [ ACTI'/ER

<nurber> ::- <unslgned nl.'l'ber) 1 <slgn> <unslgned n\Zlber>
<sim> ::" <add o;')Criltor>

<Iist of tr;msfN> ::" <transfer> 1 <llst of transfer> <stroke> <tral'lsfer>

<cens tant> ::" <tcxt> 1 <nlf"ber)

<trilnsfer> ::" <Inbcl> 1 <label> <chapter sPeclflc,1tI0l1>

(text> ::"

<stroke> ::- 1

<c"aracters s;cquence> ::- <char.:tCter> 1 <characters seQUence> <character>

(Iilbel> :: .. <Identifier>

<ch;:lractcr> :: .. (digit> 1 <Ietter> [ <capital> 1
" 1 < 1 ; 1 : l ' 1> 1 .. 1 ( 1 ) 1_ 1 + 1 ! 1
- 1 -!l 1 $ l , 1 , 1 • 1 .. [ 1 1 1 1 <stroke>

<C"ilPter speclficiltilYl> ::" DU OiAPITnE <unslgned nlPber>
<co<'Pare statement> ::= C(J.IPARER <ccr.pare attrlbute>
(c<m>are attrlbute> :: .. AVEC <Iist of expressions> 1
<expression> ET <Iist of expressions>

Il

<characters sequence>

Il

<copital> ::" AI 8 [C 1 DIE 1 FIG 1 H i l l J I l { l l i MIN 1
o 1 P 1 Q 1 RIS 1 T 1 u [ V pi 1 X 1 y 1 Z
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COMPUTER

AIDED

PROGRAM

EXPLANATION

(CAPE)
J~M. Bennett and C.S. Allison

1. INTRODUCTION
The documenting of large and complex programming
systems is one of the most significant problems facing the
compu ter industry today. !ts economie importance increases with applications of increasing sophistication.
Moreover, as industry, commerce and government become
more and more dependent on computers, the dangers of
major dislocation inherent in software systems, the details
of which are often not properly understood by those
charged with maintaining them, continue to mount.
The situation no doubt is very simitar to that which
existed in the early days of the evolution of engineering as a
profession. So long as a controlling designer could supervise
all the details of 'construction of a building or a machine
himself, only rough sketches or models were necessary.
However, with new materials and techniques, it became
necessary to plan more complicated structures and
machines.
As a result, the practice arose of separating design and
specification from construction either by an inde pendent
contractor or by a separate section of the sarne '
organisation. The technical difficulties of inforrning aIl
parties of what was required of them, together with
questions of legal responsibilities Inherent in the use of the
joint efforts of a number of separate organisations, led to
increasing emphasis on fult documentation. As a result, the
drawing office tc-day plays an essential part in any large
engineering concern, both in making possible the completion of large undertakings and in providing a repository for
information necessary for maintenance and later modification.
The early fifties were the heyday of the individualistic
programmer, and the attitude that proper preliminary
specification, flow charting and documentation is a waste
of time is still all too prevalent, particularly among
scientific workers. Scientific workers can often justify such
an attitude when their programs are small and of usefulness
which termina tes with the completion of the immediate
experimental projects for which they are designed.
Moreover, the brightest members of this group have
accomplished sorne prodigious feats of unaided system
building - though they tend to be a great deal less
enthusiastic when it co mes to writing up their work and
subsequent 'tinkenng'. Even tc-day, there are eminent
proponents of the "shock-troop" approach (MICHAELSON
(1968)) - the approach of handing over the hardware to a
smalt team of brilliant amateurs who, by living laborious
days (and nights), can come up with a better system more
cheaply than their more pedestrian colteagues in large
mdustrial software groups.
However, it is clear that an established industry cannot

be dependent on small groups of prlma donnas. And sa,
inevitably, industrial groups are becoming structured and
formalised, and are observing standards of specification,
documentation and test (HUNT (1967)) which are more
appropriate to a mature industry. .Thus preliminary and
acceptance test specifications are no longer written by the
same group which plans prograrnming strategy for a
software system, and yet another group constructs and
"factory tests" individual sections of the system and fits
them together.
Under such an arrangement, much of the problem of
documentation subsequent to completion, is avoided, as
these documents have become an essential part of handing
over information from one group to the next.
However, it is at this point that the industry finds itself
on the horns of a dilemma. For the better the
documentation, the more formidable is the pile which the
newcomer must go through to become acquainted with the
details of a system. In fact, many reputations have been
built on an individual's ability to master this or that system,
to know its idiosyncracies (which in practice means those
features which have never been properly debugged or which
have been ambiguously written up), and even in some cases
to make smalt changes to it despite the obscurantist
virtuosity of its author.
Attempts have been made to enlist the aid of
computers. Automatic flow charters (e.g. MAEKAWA
(1965) and ROBERTS (1969] and other references listed at
the end of the article) are becoming common, and there are
even some organisations offering to produce such flow
charts commercialty. Computer assistance of this type is
invaluable in cases in which flowcharting was not done
properly in the first place, and in fact, without a flow chart
(with break-downs of individual sections if necessary)
showing all decisions and processes, group discussion of a
complicated system is well nigh impossible.
This paper is concerned with an attempt to invoke
computer aid, not as a documenter, but to provide a guided
tour of individual sections of a program. The proposai is
based on the idea that it is unnecessary to have to
understand the whole of a prograrn in order to tinker with a
part of it. What is needed is a means of putting the prograrn
through the type of operation we wish to modify and to
have it describe what it is doing.
First, it would do so in approximate terms only.
Then, more detail of individual sections would be supplied
on request, until finalty the appropria te section of code or
controlling parameter is pin-pointed.
The' scheme (to which the acronym CAPE is given)
assumes the copious use of the comment facility permitted
(and ignored) by most compilers and assemblers. It is
discussed in terms of the English Electric KDF 9
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USERCODE: however, no special features of this assernbly
language are invoked.
2. DESCRIPTION OF CAPE
The process makes use of a monitor (HADDON [1966])
which is a modification of one supplied by English Electric
(ANON [1964 J). This monitor normally provides prin tout
of specified registers at a number of test points. Moreover it
is possible to use it between stated limits, and for several
depths of testing. With CAPE, test points become check
points.
Monitors of this type are of course not new, and are
normally used as diagnostic aids. In fact, one of the authors
(J.M.B.) has designed two such schemes (BENNETT [1953]
and BENNETT et al. 1957). The second, which was
intended to use a minimum of storage space, produced a
paper tape output which was subsequently re-input for
suitable conversions and formating a similar arrangement to
that outlined here.
The proposed scheme intercepts the output of the
monitor and stores it on magne tic tape for subsequent
processing. The processing takes the form of integrating the
output with the original text (which includes details of
check points.) The integration consists of locating check
points and printing out accompanying comments and the
contents of registers which forrn part of the output of the
monitor program.
So that this output can serve as a guide to fuller
documentation, comments include references to a flow
chart. ln the case of the example discussed below, the flow
chart has been computer-drawn by a line prin ter using a
standard program (WAITE [1966 J), and each "unit"
operation shown in the chart has coordinate values
associated with it. These coordinate values, with correspon·
ding page numbers, are inc!uded in comments for ease of
cross reference. The output also inc!udes check point
references. These check point references are used in
requesting information in greater depth between quoted
check points.
As 'the monitor provides printout of designated registers
in five forms, the comments also inc!ude a specification of
the form in which the register contents are required. This
specification is suppressed in the output, but is used by the
section of CAPE which integrates comments from the text
with monitor output in order to select the final form of
output most suitable for didactic purposes.
The monitor routine inc!udes a facility which allows a
path between two stated check points to be monitored a
given number of times, register information being output
on each occasion. An alternative, which can be used at the
same time if required, outputs trace information giving the
course taken by control, described in terms of check point
numbers.
When these facilities are used for expia nation, comments 'are printed out the first time individual check points
are encountered and suppressed thereafter, using the
alternative faciIity, modified to include a reference to the
number of times the check point has been encountered.
However, while the facility is still "turned-on", specified
register contents are output when check points are
encountered on subsequent occasions. Trace information
will also be given within the specified limits.
The scheme has been extended so that, as simple loops
with up to five check points are detected, trace information
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is not repeated. Instead, details of check points encou-,
tered during the first and last execution of a loop are given,
together with the number of times the loop is repeated.
Ideally, the quest for increasing depth of expia nation
would take the form of man-machine interaction using a
versatile display and a light pen to indicate for example,
test point limits for requirements for explanations in
greater depth,
Full faciIities for ma king this possible were not available at
the time the work described here was planned, and so the
preliminary trials were carried out in the batch processing
mode. The decision about whether to extend the plan to
provide Immediate interactive facilities wiII be based On
experience, and will not calI for a great amount of
additional programming.
3. PREPARATION OF COMMENTS
The use of the technique requires the careful
preliminary preparation of comments (in English) and the
placement of check points. The scheme does not require
the use of any "documentation" language (except perhaps
references to a parallel set of flow charts if such a set is
available); the availability of comments placed next to the
check points in the original text is all that is needed.
However, in a situation in which the strategy of a program
is planned by a group so that coding can be carried out
elsewhere, sufficient detail must be set down to describe
what is to be done. As this information should provide at
least a basis for explanatory comments, the additional
labour should be small.
The selection of check points is crucial to the success of
the scheme, as is the amount of detail required at each
point. Fortunately, the same considerations apply to the
choice of check points as to the selection of test points for
diagnostic purposes when the prograrn is first wrilten.
Thus check points should appear at least
(1) after each transfer of control,
(2) on entering a subroutine,
(3) on leaving a subroutine, and
(4) after each significant step of a calculation.
The levels assigned to each check point and the
information requested would also be expected to correspond to the levels one might assign to test points. These
would be chosen so as to correspond to the various levels of
coarseness which flow diagrarns used for planning would
represent. Thus the first (highest) level of test point would
correspond to points at the ends of major blocks in' an
overall flow diagram, the second level to strategie points in
diagrams showing the first breakdown of these blocks, and
50 on.

So the proposed technique should require very little
work over and above what should have been carried out as
preparatory planning in any case. In program testing, care
must be exercised when logical errors in the overall
structure are discovered to ensure that cornrnents and
check/test points numbering are. adjusted accordingly.
However, the discipline required to ensure this adjustment
is necessary if the comment feature is to be helpful for the
purpose for which il is normally used - viz., for
understanding program text presented in its entirety.
To reduce the length of the comments, a glossary
should be available. Such a glossary would set out the
meaning of terms used in describing counters, switches,
etc.: if il is not provided, the meanings of these terms may

have to be set out several times. For even if they are
defined in comments when they' first appear, there is no
guarantee that the course of control for the partieular test
example being examined will bring defining comments into
print.
4. WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD EXPLANATION
BERKELEY [1967] has recently examined the question
of cornputer-assisted explanation in general, and has sorne
apposite comments which are as applicable to the problem
of conveying information about computer programs as to
the more general exarnples with which his book is
concerned.
He points out that explanation, though part of an
exposition, is a great de al more. lt is a deliberate attempt to
make "sorne previously obscure topic cIear and plain and

understood" .
A successful expia nation is one which conveys the
information it is intended to convey to someone who is not
strongly motivated to understand.
This point is particularly significant in the computer
field, where many users with sorne computer background
often have a choice between making minor changes to an
existing program and writing a new one. When faced with a
so-called documented program which consists of program
tex t plus a sparse peppering of obscurantist annotations,
anyone faced with su ch a choice will usually prefer to begin
again.
This is particularly true when the programconcerned is
designed by its author as a demonstration of coding
virtuosity ~ and when il is known tc contain one or two
obscure bugs which manifcst themselves under conditions
known only to the cognosccnti. A little thought given to
explanatory aspects of a program is likely to increase its
useful life considerably.
5. AN EXAMPLE
The rest of the paper will be concerned with an
example of the application of CAPE. The cxample cornes
from a program with which CAPE was initially tested. The
program chosen is a KDF 9 program entitled "PRINT
ANYTHING" (BENNETT and BLATT r 1966]), the
purpose of which is "to enable a user to obtain a printup of
8·channel tape punched in f1exowriter or in ASCll code,
and S-channel tapes punched in either SILLIAC code or
Telex code on the line printer", The details of the
non-standard codes are not relevant 10 the purpose of this
article.

The method of operating is simple. The paper tape
concerned is input. "Codes are differentiated by leading
runout, and no operator's action is required. Any mixture

of 5·chunnel or 8·channel may be printed in one run."
Output consists uf a series of line pairs on the line prin ter,
each pair of lines representing what would have appeared as
a single line on the deviee producing the punched paper
tape. One vertical character pair represents one input
characrcr. Apart from the leader characters, there is sorne
representatioll for every character on tape and for the
effects of such Iacilities as case shift , underlining and
tabulate.
The tabulate [acility has been set initially so that the
printed output has the appearance it would have with tabs
Set cvcry eight prin table characters,

The documentation available consists of a users'
description (setting out code equivalents, etc.) and a
computer-drawn flow chart. The program, though a small
one, is sufficiently complicated to be regarded as
non-trivial. There are, for example, fifteen switches, five
involving more than two alternatives. Comments include
flow chart reference numbers, subroutine reference nurnbers, decision point reference numbers and labels designating the destination of transfers of control.
Thus, in the first comment given below CI16
FLOWCHART REFERENCE AI B2-G3 PATH
R
67-41-24-32 means that the course of control between its
predecessor and C 116 is through the labels with reference
numbers 67 (R67), 41,24 and 32, and is shown on page AI
of the flow chart between references'Bâ and C3.1'he check
point occurs at R32 which is shawn at reference G3 on
page AI of the flow chart. Where the course of control
through switches and decision points is undefined at the
level selected, the labels selected are those common to ail
switch positions and decisions. Ta ensure that register
output is easily understood, the fiTst comment produced by
CAPE is an explanation of the form of this output.
Moreover, wherever the contents of registers are output,
they are preceded by a short remark stating what they
represent.
Much of the reference information is perhaps unnecessary for the explanation required. However, it has been
included to enable a user to ·investigate more of the
performance of the program under examination if he so

desires.
Suppose we wish to determine how to alter the tab
settings, which according to the write-up, are specified by a
series of tab numbers: the schème should therefore be used
to track down the location of these tab numbers.
Ta find this information, a rab character is supplied as
input, and output at level 1 (the coarsest level) is requested.
For this exarnple , the most relevant of the comments
obtained, that concerning tab numbers, is shown below
together with the register output preceded by an explanatory remark:
CI16

FLQWCHART REFERENCE AI B2·G3 PATH
R67-41-24-32 TAB NUMBER * EXTRACTED.
BRANCH TO SWITCH M* POSITION 1. SWlTCH
C* SET TO POSITION 2 AND SPACES INSERTED AS NEXT VERTICAL CHARACTER
PAIR. TAB NUMBER IN NOl
NOl
t8

Starred items are described in the glossary. The relevant
entries are as follows:
TAB NUMBER. The position in a line at which the next
character appears after a tab character has been received.
SWITCH M. This switch makes possible the changing of
the tab counter*. When the tab number equals the
flexowriter character counter", it is changed from position
1 to position 2 so that the next lime a tab character is
encountered (even if it is the next character), the tab
counter is advanced and switch M set to position 1.
SWITCH C. This switch enables the tab and line feed
facilities to be handled. Its setting is changed to position 2
when a tab character is encountered, and to position 3
when a line feed character is encountered. These settings
each close a loop which ailows the required line (tab) or
page (line feed) position to be attained. On cornpleting the
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operation, switch C is set to position 1 allowing the
translation of the next character to begin.
Starred items referred to in the above entries are also
contained in the glossary, the relevant entries being as
follows:
T AB COUNTER. This refers to the position in a list of
up to eight tab numbers giving successive tab settings. The
list provided gives tab settings every eight characters, the
last tab setting being character position 63.
FLEXOWRITER CHARACTER COUNTER. This refers
to a running count of the number of characters which
wou Id have been output in a line had that line been output
on a flexowriter.
Further details of the information we are seeking may
be obtained by requesting output at the levels 2, 3 and 4 in
succession, between the higher level check points concerned
with the tab character. The check point limits required at
any one level are easily determined using output at the level
immediately above it. The cornments (with register output
deleted) obtained at these finer levels which concern our
problem are as follows:
Level2:
C216 FLOWCHART REFERENCE AI B3-C4. PATH
R41-24 TAB NUMBER* EXTRACTED AND
FOUND TO BE NON-ZERO INDICATlNG THAT
MORE TAB POSITIONS REMAIN. BRANCH ACCORDING TO THE SETTlNG OF SWiTCH M*.
Level3:
C1301 FLOWCI-IART REFERENCE AI B3 PATH R41
APPROPRIATE TAB NUMBER* EXTRACTED
FROM REGISTER V34 BY USING THE TAB
COUNTER* TO INDICATE THE CHARACTER
POSITION IT OCCUPIES.
Level4:
The comments associated with level 4 check points do
not differ from those of level 3 except that they are
preceded by the actual USERCODE text which the y
describe. This provides an opportunity for the examination
of the code together with a description of its operation. In
this case, the code involves the extraction of the
appropriate tab number from register V34, using the value
of the tab counter as a pointer to its position as a six bit
binary number packed in register V34.
With such information, our problem of determining
how the tab settings could be altered, is resolved, The tab
numbers have been found to be located in register V34
from which the appropriate one is extracted (as shown by
the USERCODE text accornpanying the level 4 check
point) using the value of the tab counter at the time. To
alter the tab settings then, it is merely necessary to adjust
the contents of register V34 to suit our requirements,
6. CONCLUDlNG REMARKS
The CAPE scheme as outlined is an initial step towards
the use of a computer to make documentation in the usual
sense unnecessary. Although it has been demonstrated in
the batch mode. provision of inter-active facilities will not
require much additional effort.
The paper describes the mechanics of providing the
cxplanatory facility. The question of its effectiveness
depends on the way in which the explanatory matter is
prepared , a remark which is true of ail CAPE-type schemes.
A realistic evaluation of its worth must await the
accumulation of sufficient experience of its use in practice.
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TEACHING

COBOL

WITH

A

MINIMUM

OF

PERIODS
A. Berger

1. INTRODUCTION
In the scho ols of many countries, cornputing is
becorning a subject of its own, with about 2 periods a week.
If this subject extends over one or two years, it is not easy
ta decide which chapter should be stressed and which parts
of the big field of computer science should be omitted.
But everyone will agree that at least one high-Ievel
progranuning-Ianguagc must be taught. In such a short time
as indicated above, it is impossible ta teach the pupils
thoroughly, that means with the rosult that the y are perfect
programmers after having passed the course. lt is important
ta tcach them in such a way that:
1) they are able ta prograrn a complete problcrn howevcr
small it may be;
2) that they ger acquainted with the principal structure of
a high-Ievel language.
Ta reach this aim it is our proposai ta start not with a
very simple but with a medium-sized model problem. After
having drawn the flow-chart, the teacher reads the program
of the model problem with the pupils and explains the
position at that moment (no special features of COBOL,
just the general meaning of the different sentences). Sa the
pupils get a first impression of the COBOL structure.
Now there are two different ways of continuing the
course, viz., by covering the topics of 2.2 or 2.5. A third
possibility is ta rnix them up in a proper way,
The next chapter is a sort of smail handbook which is in
the hands of the pupil. After each subsection a basic
problem should be discussed with and coded by the pupils.
2. COBOL 1440
2.1 Structural Principles and Basic Instructions
Each COBOL program is of uniformly general structure.
A great number of cards remain unchanged ; many others
have a strictly prescribed fonn and only one single word (a
field narne) may be changed at random.
Let us therefore start from a sarnple problem.
Such cards as remain unchanged are characterized by an
exclamation mark in this description. If there is one ward
underlined on such a card this méans that the name
concerned can be ChOSCIl at random.

The punching of the cards is done beginning with
column 8 and, partially , column 12. The model problern
shows how the cards have to be punched.

Each program falls into two main parts:
a. Control cards and general description of data file and
fields necessary ; and
b. the program proper, beginning with the card PROCEDURE DIVISION (in the model problem characterized
by two exclamation marks). Individual staternents arc
always punched beginning with column 12. ln case of
branching, however, statcmeuts can never be addressed
directly but so-called paragraph names must be used,
which must precede the statement concerned and which
are punched beginning with column 8 (cp. model
problem).
The first 6 columns of the punch card may be used for
continuous numbering of the cards. This numbering is done
in the following way:
001010
001020
001030 and 50 on. The first 3 figures indicate the page
of the code sheet.
ln the model problem, thc numbcring has been omitted.
What is very important is making full stops in the right
places; after each statcment or paragraph narne a stop must
be made. There arc, howevcr, saille exceptions (e.g.. in the
FILE SECTION, cp. model problem ).
2.1 Let us no! discuss il/ de/ail tltose cards which are not
compulsory, i.e., whiclt contain naines thot can be
chosen al random.
2.2.1 PROGRAM-lD. .Progran: identification".
The prograrn identification must not be longer thau 10
charactcrs. One or several cards with rcmarks may foilow.
The ûrst card must read:
REMARKS
. turther tcx t
.
Other cards with certain remarks· which, howcvcr, are
without any influence on the program
may stand in this
division.

2.2.2 ln the SPECIAL-NAMES paragraph, the various
machine units may be allotted random narnes.
Example:
1447-CP IS CONSOLE
This line produces the effect that the console inquiry
station may always be referred ta as CONSOLE. Ta the left
of the word IS the standard narnes of the machine units
must be inserted. These are:
1442-R,1
Card reader
1442-1',1
punching unit
1443-P
prin ter
1447-CP
console inquiry station
1443-CT, n
carriage tape
channel n
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Switches, too, may be characterized by symbolic
narnes, e.g.
1443-P-CV ON STATUS IS SHEETEND.
To the left of the standardized word group ON ST ATUS IS
there appears the standardized name of the indicator or
switch. Such names are:
1443·P·C9
a hole in channel 9 of
carriage tape has been
reached
1443-P-CV
a hole in channel 12 of
carriage tape has been
reached
1440·SS X
switch X is on (X may be
A toG).
2.2.3 ln the FILE-CONTROL paragraph the files are
described, i.e., they are given names. Actually the names are
taken at random but we will aIways use the names CARDS,
PRINTER, PUNCHER and. OISK for those files.
According to which mes are to be used, several of the
following cards must be taken:
SELECT CARDS ASSIGN TO 1442·R, 1
SELECT PRINTER ASSIGN TO 1443-P
alternatively
SELECT PUNCHER ASSIGN TO 1442-P,1
SELECT OISK ASSIGN TO 1311-D, .

locations will be reserved for figures.
02 NUMBER PICTURE S9(8).
ln the reading area GETFIELD the field CNR is
immediately followed by the field NUMBER. Here
the PICTURE entry means the field to be of length
8, numeric and bearing an algebraic sign.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(67).
The word FILLER has not been chosen at random
but means space or intervaJ. In this case, therefore,
the remaining 67 places of the reading are a are
vacant, i.e., filled with blanks.
2.2.5 ln the WORKING. STORAGE SECTION the remaining calculation fields and constants are described as
follows:
Example: 77 BALANCE PICTURE S9(J 7) VALUE ZERO
Explanation: These 'fields always have level 77 (a
characteristic feature of COBOL).s,
BALANCE is the field name.
PICTURE S9( 17) means that a numerical
field of length 17 with algebraic sign is
concerned.
VALUE ZERO means that at the beginning
the field BALANCE is to be filled up with

zeros.
2.3

2.2.4 ln the FILE Section paragraph the files and the
corresponding input/output areas must now be described.
This may be iIlustrated by the following ex ample :
FILE SECTION.
FD CARDS
LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
DATA RECORD IS GETFIELD
01
GETFIELD
02 CNR PICTURE 9(5).
02 NUMBER PICTURE S9(8).
02 FILLER PICTURE X(67).
Explanation:
. FILE SECTION.
This card must be at the beginning
of this section.
FD Name of file (here CARDS)
This card must correspond with the
FILE-CONTROL name.
LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
This card indicates that no labels
are used.
DATA RECORD IS Name of input area (here
GETFIELD)
This card indicates the name of the
reading area for the first tirne,
Now the reading area will be described in detail:
01 GETFIELD.
The name of the whole reading area will be repeated
on level 01. This means thatby later entries on level
02 no new fields are defined, but that the area of
level 01 will be subdivided. In our example,
therefore, the area GETFIELD is subdivided into
several fields:
02 CNR PICTURE 9(5).
CNR is the name of the field. The PICTURE entry
indicates how many and which storage locations
this field is to have (more details about PICTURE
will be given later). 9(5) means that 5 storage
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The PICTURE entry

Size and type of a field are deterrnined by the
PICTURE entry. There are the following types:
PICTURE 9(l 0)
length 10 numerical field
length 10 alphanumerical field
PICTURE X(lO)
length 10 alpha field
PICTURE A(lO)
lnstead of the bracket entry it would also be possible to
repeat the field syrnbol several times.
Exarnple:
PICTURE 999999 or PICTURE 9(6) means
exactly the same.
If the numerical symbol 9 is preceded by an S, this
means that in the field concerned the algebraic sign is being
considered.
Exarnple:
PICTURE S999 or PICTURE S9(3) means a
3-digit numerical field with a sign.
The position of a comma in a numerical field may be
indicated by inserting a "V".
Examplc:
PICTURE 999V99 is a 5·digit numerical
field with 2 decimals.
PICTURE S9(5)V99 is a 7-digit numerical
field with 2 decimals and sign.
Masks and constants are also defined by PICTURE
entries. For masks the following symbols are available:
Comma and full stop will remain unchanged in numerical
fields.
9 positions for figures.
Z positions for figures in which, however, preceding zeros
will be suppressed.
B symbol for true blanks in a nurnerical field.
• leading asterisks (comma or stop will also be replaced
by a preceding protective asterisk).
- tloating minus sign. The first valid figure is preceded by
a minus symboJ.
,
+ tloating plus sign. The first valid figure is preceded by a
plus sign.
CR (inserted after the number) will be retained or not if
the number is positive or not.
+ (inserted after the number)will be retained or not if the
number is positive or not.

For relevant examples, sec enclosed exercise sheet
EDITING (fig. 2).

2.4 The VALUE entry
Constants are defined by adding a VALUE entry to the
PICTURE entry.
Example:

PICTURE 9(7) VALUE ZERO means that
this 7-digit numerical field is to be filled up
with zeros.
PICTURE X(4) VALUE IS SPACES. This
4-figure alphanumerical field is filled with
blanks at the beginning. The word IS may or
may not be written after VALUE.
PICTURE A(5) VALUE "YEARS". In this
5-figure field the word YEARS is stored,
PICTURE 9(6)V99 VALUE 008826.69. In
this 8-digit field the figure sequence
00882669 is stored; the comma is supposed
to be inserted between the two sixes.

2.5 The statements in COBOL
The PROCEDURE DIVISION con tains the statements
proper.
2.5.1 At the beginning and the end there must stand OPEN
or CLOSE statements.
Example:
OPEN INPUT CARDS OUTPUT PRINTER.
CLOSE CARDS PRINTER.
2.5.2 Reading statements: READ narne of file.
Exarnple:
READ CARDS
This statement may be supplemented in two ways:
a) READ CARDS INTO KEEPFIELD
Upon this, transfer is made immediately from the
reading area to the preserving area named KEEPFIELD.
b) READ CARDS AT END GO TO
After the final condition branchi~g"i~"'made to any
paragraph desired.
2.5.3 The printing staternent: WRITE name of file.
Example:
WRITE PRINTER.
This statement may be supplemented in two ways:
a) WRITE PUTFIELD FROM KEEPFIELD.
Transfer from a prescrving area (KEEPFIELD) to the
printing area is carried out and then printing is done.
b) WRITE PUTFIELD AFTER (BEFORE) ADVANCING
4 UNES.
Here printing is done only after (before) a 4-line
advance.
WRITE PUTFIELD AFTER (BEFORE) ADVANCING
NEW-PAGE.
If, in SPECIAL-NAMES, NEW-PAGE is equalled
1443-CT, l , printing is only after/before advance to
channel 1.
2.5.4 Moving and caculating staternents:
Field narnes are indicated by small Ietters, COBOL
statements by capital letters,
a) MOVE fielda TO fieldb
b) ADD Iielda TO lieldb
c) SUBSTRACT fielda FROM fieldb (GIVING fieldc)
d) MULTIPL y fielda BY fieldb (GIVING fieldc)
e) D1VIDE fielda INTO fieldb (GIVING lieldc)
f) COMPUTE fielda = algebraic expression.
An algebraic expression may contain + - / • and".
The sequence of calculations may be indicated by
brackets,

2.5.5 Unconditional branching: GO TO name paragraph.
2.5.6 Conditional branching: IF condition instruction
(ELSE instruction)
The following conditions may occur:
fielda GREA TER lieldb
fielda NOT GREATER fieldb
fielda LESS fieldb
fielda NOT LESS fieldb
fielda EQUAL fieldb
fielda NOT EQUAL fieldb
Example:
IF lielda GREATER fieldb GO TO PRINT
ELSE MOVE SPACES TO fielda.
ln connection with IF, the IWO logical
operators AND and OR may be used.
Example:
IF fielda = (il AND lieldb = 0 OR lieldc
GREATER 12 GO TO ......... etc.
The AND operator is more powerful than the OR operator.
In order to secure a certain sequence, brackets may be used.

2.5.7 The PERFORM statement:
PERFORM paragraph name has the. effect that
branching is done into a subroutine. Return is effected
automatically. In case the subroutine consists of several
~aragraph~, the first and the last paragraph name must be
indicated m the following way:
PERFORM first paragraph name THRU last paragraph

name.
2.5.8 The statements OCCURS and VARYING (builtup of
multidimensionai charts).
Let us start form an example:
We have 7 types of cost. Each of the 7 types of eost
may occur within each one of II accounts. Therefore we
need for differentiation purposes 77 different fields which
are defined as follows:
01 FIELDS
02 BER OCCURS 7.
03 SUM OCCURS II PICTURE S9(2)V99.
The new feature of this field definition is the statement
OCCURS. This statement results in the field being stored so
often side by side as is indicated by the number to the right
of the OCCURS statement. The total area of the 77 fields is
given the name FIELDS in level a1. This total area is
divided into 7 zones called BER. Each of these 7 zones is
subdivided into Il fields named SUMo Thus we have 77
fields with the name SUMo In order to address these fields
unequivocally, the field SUM must be indcxcd. This is do ne
by writing the 2 indices in brackets beside the word SUM.
Example:
MOVE NUMBER TO SUM (3,8)
By this command the 8th SUM field in the third BER
area is addressed. If ail 77 fjelds are to be processed in the
same way (e.g. store values, check values, etc.), an
interesting PERFORM statement is at our disposaI for this
purpose. This statement reads (with regard to our
example):
PERFORM SUBROUT VARYING X FROM 1 BY 1
UNTIL
X GREATER 7 AFTER Y FROM 1 BY IUNTIL y
GREATER Il.
ln this command, SUBROUT is a random paragraph
name for the subroutine. X and y are random names for
the indices. The figures 1 me an the beginning and the pace
length of the changes. 7 and Il are the top Iimits, ln the
subroutine itself the field name SUM must be indicated by
Xand Y.
Example:
SUBROUT.
MOVE NUMBER TO SUM (X ,Y).
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MODEL PROBLEM

EDITING
IDENTIFICk1'ION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. 'DEB-AIlD-CRED'
itE/1ARKS. 'l'HI'::; ni A HODEL l'ROilLEN.
ENVIHONMEtlT DIVIsIOn.
cütH"IGURATION SECTIOf\.
SOURCE-COMi'U ..iR. IBM-1440.
-..)ô~E~6:~~~~~:~~oJ~-1440NE~mHY SIZE 4000 CHARACTERS

NO-MULTIPLY-DIVI DE.
SPECIAl.-NAMES.

~::~:gt I~ î~f{~~~PAGE.

INPU~~GT~Ugvs~~T~b~:US

IS ::;HEETEND.

FILE-CONTROL.

~~t~g~ ~~~~~~G~OT64~~~:.p

1

RE:iERVE-mr-AI:T'ERNATIVE AREA.
DATA DIVISION.
FILE BECTION.
PD CARDS
-r:ML RECORDS ARE OMITTED
DATA RECORD IS GETPIELD.
02 Q!!B PICTURE ~
02 NUMBER PICTURE S9(8).
FD ~~I~~~R PICTURE X(6?).
~ECORD OMITTED

01

DATA RECORD PUTFIELD.
PUTFlELD.
---

g~ tiHE~I~ig~~R~(~~'

02 Q!ill11 PiCTURE ZZBZZZBZZ9.99.
02 CREDIT l'rCTURE B7.ZBZZZBZZ9.99.
02 BAL~CI': prC'l'URE BZZBZZZBZZY.99.
'JORK~~G~~~~R~&i'l'~~~'I,~aN.
CTURE 9(8)V99.

77 .
77
77
77
77
77
!!

E 9(5).
plC'rURE 9(6)V99 VALUE ZERO.
J'ICTUHE a9(8)V99 VALUE ZERO.
PICTURE 9(8)V99 V..u.UE ZERO.
T PICTURE S9(8)V99 VALUE ZERO.
IvrSION.

PR
START.
OPEN INPUT CARDS OUTPUT PRINTER.
MOVE SPACES~ETPIELD PUTFTrrD
READ CARDS AT END GO TO END
•
ANPANG.
MOVE CNR TO ZCNR DCfŒ.
LOOP.

IJ!' NU~IBf:R GRt;ATER 0 MOVE HUMBER Ta DEBIT ADD flUMBER TO
~~~~~T Pi;~~E~g:E HUMBER Ta CREDIT ADD NUMBER TO SCREDIT.

MOVE SPACES Ta PUTFIELD.
READ CARDS AT END GO '1'0 END·
IF CNR • ZCNR GO TC LOOP.
IF CIŒ LF.sS ZCNR DISPLAY 'ERROR' UPON CONSOLE.
UP.

MOVE BUEBIT Ta DEBIT.
MOVE SDEBIT Ta CREDJT
COP'IPUTE ZBALANCE • BDESIT !:< SCREDIT
Ir ZBALAllCE LESS 0 MOVE 'CR' TO SIGN.
Jt'IOVE ZBALANCE TO BALANCE.
IJl' SHEETEND WRITE PUTPIELD A.FTER AIlV ANCING NEW-PAGE
ELBE WHITE PUTFULD BEPORE ADVANCING 1 LII/ES.
MOVE SPACES TO PUTFIl::LD.
ADD SDEBI'l' TO SSDEBIT.
ADD SCREDIT TO SSCREDIT.
MOVE ZEROS Ta SDEBl'I' SCREDIT.

FIN.

GO 'ra ANFANG.
EHDE.
PERP'ORM UP.
MOVE SSDEBIT TO DEBIT.
MOVE 5SCREDIT Ta CREGIT.
COMPUTE Z,BALANCE LES5 a MOVE 'CR' Ta 5IGN.
MOVE ZBALANCE Ta BALANCE.
WRITE PUTFIELD AFTER ADVANCING 1 LINES.
ciœs CARDS ~. STOP RUN.
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Transmitting Field
PICTURE

data

99999
99999V
9(5)
9(5)V
9(5)
9(5)
999V99
V99999
9(5)
9(5)
9(5)
99V999
V99999
S99999V
S9(5)V
S9(5)
S99999
S9(5)
S9(5)
S9(5)
S9(5)
S9(5)
S9(5)

12345
00123
00100
00000
00000
00000
12345
12345
12345
00123
00000
12345
12345
1234512345+
0012312345+
00123+
000011234500123+
12345+
12345-

Receiving Field
PICTURE
ZZ,ZZ9.99
ZZ,ZZ9.99
ZZ,ZZ9.99
ZZ,ZZ9.99
ZZ,ZZZ.99
ZZ,ZZZ.ZZ
ZZ,ZZ9.99
ZZ,ZZ9.99
**,**9.99
**,**9.99
**,***.99
**,**9.99
**,**9.99
-ZZZZ9.99
-ZZZZ9.99
-ZZZZ9.99
ZZZZ9.99
------.99
------.99
ZZZZ9.99CR
+++++.99
ZZZZ9.99CR
ZZZZZ.99+

report
12,345.00
b123.00
100.00
0.00
.00
blanks
123.45
0.12
12,345.00
***123.00
******.00
****12.34
*****0.12
-12345.00
12345.00
-bb123.00
12345.00
123.00
-1.00
12345.00CR
+123.00
12345.00
12345.00-

USE R-O RIE N T E D

LAN GUA G E S

FOR

SEL F·E D UC A TI 0 N

Lea M. Bohnert

1. INTRODUCTION OF PROBLEM
ln the spring of 1968, a project was undertaken at the
School of Library Science at the State University of New
York at Albany, SUNYA, ta investigate the feasibility of
teaching one of the new user-oriented computer languages
as an introduction ta learning how ta communicate
effectively with computing personnel.
Most people without data processing experience, such
as librarians, have considerable difficulty in describing ta
computer. personnel the work they want ta have done.
They also have difficulty in determining the kind of work
appropriate ta delegate ta computing facilities. Bath of
these difficulties are linguistic, and sa, require linguistic
analysis and linguistic solutions.
People are accustomed ta using natural language with
ail its richness and versatility, ambiguity and contradiction,
for everyday purposes. Most people employ natural
language for delegation of work ta other human beings.
This is efficient as long as the people know each other and
can communicate directly with each other whenever they
wish. It is best, of course, when the work to be delcgated is
obviously simple, or when it is so complex that not much
needs to be, Of cao be, communicated.
Languages for data processing have been modeled on
the languages of mathematics. Compared with natural
languages, mathematical languages are rigid and limited.
One can only deal with things or processes that can be
specified unambiguously. Yet, in many concerns, human
beings have learned ta value the indirectness and ambiguity
of naturallanguages.
Persans who are primarily literate, such as librarians,
lawyers and teachers are certain ta have communication
difficulties when trying ta talk ta individuals who are
primarily numerate, such as statisticians and computer
scientists. Computer scientists have the difficult job of
translating from an ambiguous natural language, such as
English, in ta data processing languages. Computer scientists
ean be substantially helped by knowledgeable customers
who themselves are able ta translate their work into data
processing terms.
Sometimes in exasperation, data processing consultants
make the rude remark, 'The customer does not know what
he wants done.' Il would be closer ta the truth to say that
'The customer do es not know how to state in data
processing tenninology the job he wants done.' When the
statement is so rephrased, the responsibility of the
computer scientist beccrnes c1ear. Cornputing scientists
should develop and provide a variety of methods to assist
the users in specifying the work to be done. Such
specification aids, like flow charts, help to guide decisions
as to the kinds of jobs that are appropriate for data

processing solution. At the same time, they assist in the
choice of techniques for performing the job.
Most professionals have the responsibility of delegating
the simpler tasks in their own field ta other workers, or
when appropriate, ta machines. The simplest kind of tasks
ta delegate are 'clerical routines,' where an explicit and
limited set of rules is to be followed repetitively..Of course,
not every task called a 'clerical rou tine' has the necessary
simplicity that permits precise description. A good ex ample
of a 'clerical routine' that is more complex than it at first
appears ta be is the alphabetization of a list of proper

names.
When one delegates clerical routines, either to a persan
or ta a machine, it is advisable to prescribe the steps in the
work ta be perfonned as weil as to describe the results
wanted. Prescription of explicit steps becomes a necessity
when the machinery operates only according to formai
instructions of a limited kind. This is the case with
computing equipment. This kind of explicit prescription
has not been part of the training of many people, including
librarians.
2. ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF SELF-EDUCATION
As in most new fields or disciplines, the main way for
an outsider ta disco ver the capabilities of computer
facilities has been ta become an 'insider', One 1earns how ta
use the facilities at one particular place. This requires
considerable aptitude. Until recently it was a time-consuming activity.
There are a constantly increasing number of textbooks
and how-to-do-it manuals that testify to the keen desire of
computer experts ta cornmunicate the accomplishments
and the possibilities of the new field. There are an
increasing number of good case studies of data processing
applications in particular fields, which are presentcd in the
languages of the fields. One can discriminate the better case
studies by the small amati nt of description devoted to data
processing equipment or techniques, and the large amounts
of description devoted ta the application being made. A
good example of this in the library field is the book, The
Computer and The Library, by N. S. M. Cox. 1D: Dews, and
J. L. 'Dolby, Northumberland Press. England , 196il and
Shoe String Press, 1967.
Finally, one can hire a consultant, an expert in the
techniques of data processing and with sorne skill in
problem solving. Because one is delegating to ianother the
responsibility of translating onc's particular requirements
presented in natural language into the language of a
particular computing facility, it is preferable that the
consultant has sorne understanding of the field in which the
problems are to be solved.
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3. NEW POSSIBILITIES
After twenty years, experts in the data processing field
are beginning ta be able ta describe, in languages other than
computing languages, the work they have done. Also, the
logic and the semanties of computer languages are
beginning ta be generalized, simplified, and standardized. In
fact, sorne languages are being developed ta facilita te direct
experimentation with computers by non-experts. These
new kinds of languages boast hyphenated names, such as
'user-oriented', 'problem-oriented', or 'hlgher-level' languages.
ln 1969, a monumental compilation of these kinds of
higher level or programming languages was published. The
author, Miss Jean E. Sammet, states:
'The most weil known language (FORTRAN) is merely
one of approximately 120 languages described in this
book. (Of this total, approximately 20 are completely
dead or on obsolete computers, about 35 are receiving
very little usage, about 50 are for specialized
application areas, and about 15 are widely used and/or
implemented.)'
SAMMET (1969)
The development of effective user-oricnted languages was
not possible until substantiel progress had been made in the
following three areas:
J. The proof by computer scientists that computers were
'general purpose' machines by creating machine inde pendent languages for controlling computers. In
1958-1960, international committees of data processing
experts developed ALGOL, ALGOrithmic language for
general use.
2. The experience gained in exchanging programs when
computer language and equipment were nearly the
same. In 1960 in the United States, programmers began
ta exchange prcgrarns that were written in FORTRAN,
FORmula TRANslation, language. These were usuable
on most of the large IBM computers.
3. The development of simple and inexpensive ways for
using cornputers by people with or without data
processing expertise. This has now been accomplished
by use of time-sharing terminais that can be located
anywhere, sa long as a connection with a telephone is
possible.
4.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SELF-EDUCATION

Like most other professional schools, the SUNY A
School of Library Science desired ta develop a good way ta
introduce graduate students ta the proper use of computing
services. We wished ta introduce our students in terms of
library work.
First, we decided ta use only those computer languages
that were alphabetically oriented because we wanted ta
counteract the prevalent myth that computers can handle
only numbers. Furthermore, librarians mainly serve by
providing easy and frequent access ta primarily alphabetic
materials.
Second, we required that any computer language
chosen should be easy ta learn by people who had no
previous data processing experience or aptitude. Still, the
language had ta be powerful enough ta be able ta
manipulate bath alphabetic and numerie data. Fortunately,
the two requirements turned out ta be interdependent. A
language easy for librarians ta learn was also necessarily a
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language capable of manipulating strings of alphabetic
characters in ways suitable for Iibrary work.
Third, we decided ta select computer languages in
which the names or codes, whether for the instructions Or
for the data ta be manipulated by the instructions, wou Id
either be identical to, or be related mnemonically to the
familiar words in the English language. Of course, the
grammar or logical structure of the language should be
simple and consistent.
Fourth, we wanted the introduction to the new
technology ta be economical and simple, so that our library
students eould experiment and explore the new tools as
much as they wanted. We selected only off-the-shelf
equipment, and chose among the operational computer
languages developed for time-sharing use.
Finally, we wanted ta have the support and guidance of
the local computing personnel. In our case, we were most
fortunate in the excellent help we received from the
SUNY A Computing Center. They have doublechecked OUr
choices of software and hardware.
5. CHOICE OF ADVISORS
We had several outside consultants ta advise on the
project as we had no data processing expertise in the
SUNYASchool of Library Science. First and foremost, we
were able ta secure the consulting services of Mr. Calvin N.
Mooers, the creator in the early 1960s of TRAC, Text
Reckoning And Compiling, language* He had designed it as
a ' ...general tool for dealing with text.' MOOERS (I965)
Equally important, ML Mooers was a pioneer in the field of
'information retrieval', a term he had coined in 1950.
MOOERS (1952). Therefore, he weIl understood the nature
of library work. His guidance was crucial in the first two
months in getting us started quickly and weil.
We named our project, the Reactive Typewriter Project,
because of another new term Mr. Mooers had created in
1961. The words 'reactive typewriter' were chosen to
distinguish tcletypewriters connected over telephone lines
to computer services from those connected over telephone
lines with other teletypewriters for purposes of long
distance record communication. MOOERS (I963)
We also had the benefit of the advice of ML R. A.
Fairthorne, a British information scientist, DL John
W. Mauchly, one of the first computer scientists, and ML
Joseph Hilsenrath, creator of the üMNITAB (not and
acronyrn) language for scientists and statisticians, HILSEN·
RATH (1966)
6. STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Dean John J. Farley of the SUNY A School of Library
Science approved the payment of three graduate students
ta work on the Reactive Typewriter Project. The students
were selected for their understanding of library work and
their academie excellence.' They were Mrs. Phyllis Betz
Ochs, ML Jackson Davis and Mrs. Karen Brown Anable.
Mr. Edwin D. Reilly, Director of the SUNY A Cornputing Center had started in 1967 a partial(three hours each
week day) tirne-sharing service. The service was named
SUNYATSEN, SUNYA Time-Sharing Electronic Network.
However, the only computer language available over
SUNY ATSEN was a CDC (Control Data Corporation)
version of FORTRAN, FORmula TRANslation, which was
not a suitable language for our purposes because it had been

developed primarily for numerical work. ML Reilly solved
the problem by assigning graduate students from the
SUNYA Computing Center to work on our project.
7. CHOICE OF FIRST COMPUTER LANGUAGES
We chose to experiment with two particular computer
languages, because between the two of them they fulfilled
our requirements for data processing languages for Iibrary
applications..
We chose TRAC, Text Reckoning And Compiling,
language, as the language that best met our requirements of
ease of learning by alphabetic iliy-oriented persans and for
its eapability of easily manipi.lating alphabetic and numeric
data. Mr. Calvin N. Mooers of Rockford Research Institute,
Inc., a non-profit organization locatcd in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, developed TRAC language for time-sharing
use between 1963 and 1965. He arranged for us to use
TRAC through the computing service of Boit, Beranek and
Newman, Inc., in Cambridge, Massachusetts, which was J 50
miles away from Albany, New York.
ML Mooers had decided early in the development of
TRAC language to facilitate its wide use by rigorously
standardizing the language. His purpose was ta ensure that
any customer of any commercial cornputing Iacility which
offered 'TRAC language' would be using exactly the sarne
language. Consequently, the custorners would not have to
learn a new variationof the languageeach lime they wished
to use it at sorne other location. For this reason, if TRAC
language is to be offered comrnerctally, it must carry the
TRAC trademark secured from the Rockford Research
Institutc, which indicatcs that the language offered meets
the Rockford Research standards. MOOERS (1967 a, b, c,
d.).
According ta ML Mooers. the SUN YA School of
Library Science project in 1968 was the first group ta
investigate the case of learning TRAC language by adults
who had no data processing trainingor aptitudes.
ln 1967, seme school children with mathernatical
aptitudes had experimented with TRAC as a self-education
1001. The group named thcrnsclves R.E.S.I.S.T.O.R.S., The
Radically Emphatic Students Interested in Science, Technology or Research Studies. They were:
' ... an informai group of boys and girls aged Il through
16 who met regularly on weckends during the school
year and more frequently during the summer in their
old but sturdy computer-ladon Red Barn outside of
Hopewell, New Jersey. 10 tcuch one anothe r computer
skills and otherwise have fun.' R.E.S.I.S.T.O.R.S.
(1969)
They becarne sa enthusiastic about TRAC language that
they were the first licensed users, for the large surn of
$1.00.
8. CHOICE OF SECOND COMPUTER LANGUAGE
The second language of choice was BASIC, Beginner's

All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code, thal had been
developed at Dartmouth Collège in Hanover, New Hampshire. fts original purpose was la make possible student

homework in mathemarics and engineering from terrninals
On the campus. ft was developed cooperatively by faculty
and undergraduate students. KEMENY et al. (1968),
KURTZ(1969)
A student cun lcarn BASIC in ail hour or Iwo by sitting

down and experimenting with it at any of the more than 70
campus terminais. BASIC was designed ta have a clear
logical structure and English-Iike codes. It has proved use fuI
for many purposes, including manipulating alphabetic data.
In 1968, BASIC was the most widely available
time-sharing language in the United States. ]t is still sa
today. Even IBM found it advantageous in 1969 to offer
BASIC as a software option with their equipment. It is
therefore highly probable that our gradua tes would be able
ta employ BASIC again in the future.
9.

HARDWÀRE CHOICES

The choice of input equipment was not difficult
because there was available only one inexpensive and simple
keyboard. This was the Teletype Madel 33 ASR teleprinter.
The keyboard is similar ta that of the ubiquitous
typewriter, except that only upper case alphabetic letters
are available. This lack is unfortunate because librarians
have ta have high standards of readability since they
provide rapid and frequent access ta the same alphabetic
materials.
The cost of a Teletype Madel 33 terminal in Albany,
New York, in 1968, was approxirnately $65.00 for
installation, and the same amount for monthly rental,
Connection ta the computer facilities was over regular
telephone lines using standard dialing methods. ft was
charged according ta the regular station-ta-station rates. By
way of comparison, for a two hour demonstration of TRAC
language, the telephone costs. between Albany and
Cambridge amounted to about twice the cast of the
computer, approximately $40.00 compared ta $26.00.
We rented two Teletype Terminais in arder ta be able
ta give demonstrations easily ta classes of 30 ta 40
students. We found we could accomodate groups of about
JO students for a 15 minute period around each terminal,
for observation and 'hands on' experience with TRAC
language.
We also rented a paper tape punch and a tape reader
attached ta each terminal. This ensured rapid and accurate
input of typed matetial while we were connected to the
cornputing facility. The cost was approximately $15.00
additional for installation and the sarne for monthly rental,
We found the punched paper tapes provided a good
visual aid wh en explaining ta students the codes that were
being transmitted from the keyboard over the telephone
Iines ta the computing facility. Also, paper tape was easy
and inexpensive ta store, or duplicate, and it could be used
ta produce additional printed copies of the demonstration
materials.
10. LECTURE BEFORE THE TRAC LANGUAGE DEMONSTRATIONS
In his first introductory lecture, Mr. Mooers characterized a computing facility as merely . another central
utility or service. ft should be thought of in the same way
as one thinks of the heating plant of a university. Users
expect such a central facility ta accomodate with easeto
the variety of demands that they choose ta place on it.
Users of cornputcrs should not -have ta be concerned
with the 'brand narnc' or the technical specifications of the
particular equipment that they are utilizing. The computing
service merely has ta bc able ta assure the tirne-sharing user
of two things. First, it must be able ta assure them that the
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equipment available ta the service has the versatility
required ta han die the language preferred by th~ user.
Second it must be able ta assure them that the service can
provide economically the amount of storage space the user
requires. Therefore, according ta Mr. Mooers, t,he com~uter
has finally become the 'rernote computer, a rehable
servant distant and largelyunknown ta their time-sharing
masters, The two computers we used were respectively
1000 feet and 150 miles distant from our terminais. Such
distances had no effect on our operations.
Librarians are lucky because the kinds of manipulation
of alphabetic data that they have ta do are simple and basic
since they are the common ways of handling records.
Therefore, librarians usually can use general language,
general programs, and general equipment. They do not have
ta suffer the cast or discomfort of developing specialized
tools.
The kind of record that lends itself best ta data
processing operations is a record that can be design cd and
controlled by the user and that has easily identifiable parts
that need ta be searclted or rearranged. Bibliographies or
catalogs, whether in card or book format, are library
examples of this kind of record. Librarians have mainly
delayed utilizing computer services because of their limited
capability of handling and printing alphabetic data. Now
casy-to-learn computer language and simple-to-operate
terminais compensate for these deficiencies.
Two main operations are performed on bibliographie
entries by librarians, namely arrangement and searching.
The matching of the descriptions of what is requested
against descriptions of what is available is an easy operation
for computer services.
Ta summarize, the main benefits of user-oriented
languages for librarians, or users primarily interested in
manipulating alphabetic data, are:
1. As an aid in identifying suitable tasks ta delegate ta
computer services.
2. As an aid in the analysis of clerical tasks, whether
delegated or not ta computer services.
3. As an aid in learning how ta gain access ta and control
of the increasing amounts of records being written in
computer languages.
Il. ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE REACTIVE TYPE·
WRITER PROJECT
The Total cast of the Reactive Typewriter Project ta
the SUNYA School of Library Science was nearly $47,000.
This does not include payment for rent nor ta any full-tune
staff, including the project direct or, Mrs. Bohnert. The
project officially began in May, 1968, and ended in July,
1969. However, activities begun du ring the project were
continued through the 1969·1970 academie year.
During the summer session of 1968, wc gave class
lectures and demonstrations to nearly 100 SLS students in
three library science courses. ML Mooers gave the first
lecture and demonstration of TRAC language, including
'hands-on' experience at the terminais for every student.
Later two SLS students gave the demonstrations. They
learncd TRAC language in short sessions with ML Mooers
and by experimentation at the terminais. The students werc
Mrs. Phyllis Betz Ochs and Mrs. Karen Brown Anable.
Only four TRAC instructions, out of a total of 34
available, were sufficient ta give an exercise in a basic
library task, namely the selection of bibliographie data ta
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be stored and the determination of how it can be retrieved,
The four instructions were:
RS, Read String
OS, Define String
CL,CaIL
PS, Print String.
Ta bring TRAC language into operation over a
time-sharing terminal requires;
(I) connection over telephone lines with a computer
service than can provide a TRAC language facility,
(2) typing the code name of TRAC language wanted,
(3) typing the customer identification number assigned by
the computer service.
Ta check tl.at TRAC is operating correctly, a simple
'ECHO' test is used. The user types any string of characters
and if the computer service immediately responds by typing
the same string of characters, TRAC language is operating
correctly.
Ta command a computer service ta perforrn specifie
work;
Examples:
The user types:
1) a special code for the beginning
of a command
#
2) The codes of the instructions being
used.
RS
3) The data ta be manipulated by each
DS
instruction
a) when one datum or argument, the
instruction codes, comma, and
datum
Ps,OKAY
b) when more than one datum, the instruction
codes and commas before each datum.DS, B, THE BIBLE
4) The codes for indicating scope of a command
are parentheses enclosing the data and
instruction code.
(OS, B, THE BIBLE)
5) a special code for end of a commando '
6) Complete commands.
#(PS,OKA Y)'
#(DS, B, THE BIBLE)'
7) multiple or 'nested' commands. #(OS, NI ,#(RS))'
Ta make TRAC language even more English-Iike and
simple ta use, Mr. Mooers provided us with two TRAC
programs.
The first program, named EASY, elirninated the
necessity of the users having ta type codes ta indicate
either (1) the beginning of commands or (2) the scope of
commands. The EASY program automatically inserts at the
appropriate places these codes. These codes are invisible ta
the user, since they are not typed out at the terminal
keyboard. The four already mentioned TRAC instructions
suffice ta bring into operation the EASY program. Then ta
cali EASY into operation, the user types:#(CL,EASY)'
The seond program, named OEF, DEFine, is used with
EASY. ft provides a format that distinguishes the name
from the text ta which it has been assigned, and replaces
with one instruction what previously took three instructians ta accomplish.
The program crea tes a 'table of contents' of names
associated with the ad dresses of the stored texts ta which
the narnes have been assigned. Then ta cali DEF in
operations
The user types:
the computer responds by typing:
CL,DEF'
NAME .. (Waits until user types in
a name, such as 'LB'.)
TEXT.. (Waits for user to
type in a text, su ch
as 'LEA BOHNERT'.)
Ta retrieve the text,

the user types:
the computer responds by typing:
LB'
LEA BOHNERT
Also, du ring the summer session of 1968, a SUNYA
computer science student, Mr. Lester Dowell, developed a
concordance pro gram to be shown SLS studen ts over
SUNYATSEN, SUNYA Time-Shanng Electronic Network.
We had received a copy of a concordance program in
BASIC language from DR. T. E. Kurtz, head of the Kiewit
Computing Center of Dartmouth College, Hanover, New
Hampshire.
According to Dr. Kurtz, the program named VOCAB
was in the spring of 1968, the only BASIC program
designed to manipulate text, or alphabetie strings. The
prcgrarn had been written by Mr. Kirby Nichern, an
undergraduate student at Dartmouth, to demonstrate to the
English Department how a time-sharing computing facility
could aid in the making of a concordance of a Iiterary
work. Mr. Niehels chose as the text 'ALTARWISE BY
OWL·LIGHT', a poem by Dylan Thomas.
Mr. Dowell translated the BASIC program into the
FORTRAN language, which was primarily designed for
arithmetic work. He did have one advantage, the
concordance work to be done had already been specified in
data processing terms since it was a BASIC program. Mr.
Dowell developed a special English-Hke program for OUr
use, so the SLS students did not have to leam FORTRAN
language. He also assisted in c1ass demonstrations to nearly
50 students.
The program would (1) search a text for the
occurrences of identieal or nearly identical (same suffix)
words, and (2) would type out the nurnber of occurrences,
the variations if any of how the word had occurred, the
number of each variation, and the fraction of the text
involved in these occurrences. For instance, when the word
being searched was 'SEA', the computer would report:
'SEA' HAD OCCURRED TWO TIMES,
.
'SEAS' HAD OCCURRED ONCE,
'SEASTRAW' HAD OCCURRED ONCE, FOR A TOTAL
OF FOUR OCCURRENCES OF 'SEA', OR .055556 OF
THE TOT AL TEXT.
Finally, at the end of the sumrner session of 1968, Mr,
Jackson Davis, a SLS student, wrote with the help of Mr.
Mooers, the first TRAC program of the project. It was
named TlTLE SEARCH PROGRAM, TSP. The program
demonstrated what is involved when a computer service is
commanded to search a Iist of bibliographie entries. Mr,
Davis in addition to three of the four already mentioned
instru'ctions, had to use five other TRAC instructions:
EQ, EQuals
SS, Segment String
IN, INitial
DD, Delete
CR, CaU Restore
The TSP program searches a list of bibliographie entries
for a specified string of characters in a specified part of the
entries. If the string is located in the specified part, the
complete -entry is printed out on the terminal keyboard.
The search continues to the next entry whether the
specified string was located in the preceding entry or not,
until ail entries On the list have been searched. Neither of
the two TRAC prograrns, DEF'Of EASY, were used.
ln the academie year of 1968-69, two SLS graduate
assistants to faculty, Mrs. Phyllis Betz Ochs and Mr. Walter
Doherty, gave demonstrations of TRAC language to more
than 200 SLS students as weil as concordance dernonstratiens to nearly 100 SLS students.

Mr. Walter Doherty learned TRAC language from the
ether students and by experimentation-at the terminal. He
not only gave c1ass demonstrations of TRAC language but
wrote two TRAC programs. He named the programs,
CARDS 'and B, neither being an acronym.
The CARDS prograrn demonstrated what is involved
when a computer service is commanded to print a
bibliographie entry in three different formats l'rom one
typing in of the data. He used the DEF program and two
instructions, SS and CL. In addition, ML Doherty
doublespaced the computer typing so that readability, a
constant concern of Iibrarians, was substantially improved.
To cali the CARDS program into operation,
the user types:
CL. CARDS, APPLETON, TOM SWIFT AND HIS GIANT
MAGNET, GROSS ET, 1943.
the computer service responds by typing:
AUTHOR:
APPLETON
TOM SWIFT AND HIS GIANT MAGNET
1943
GROSSET
TlTLE:
TOM SWIFT AND HIS GIANT MAGNET
APPLETON
1943
GROSSET
PUBLISHER:
GROSSET
APPLETON
TOM SWIFT AND HIS GIANT MAGNET
1943
The B program demonstrated what is involved when a
computer service is commanded to search a list of
bibliographie entries by title or author name, and there IS
more (han one entry with the same author's name. The
DEF program cou Id not be used because it requires an
unique narne for each part of an item or entry.
If 'author' and 'first title' is equal to 'author' and
'second title', the computer service responds by typing:
'ALIKE'. If the second title is different but the author's
names are identieal, the computer service responds by
adding the second title onto the bibliographic entry in
which the author's narne first occurs. This results in aIl the
titles by the same author being printed together.
For example, if there are two books by Shakespeare
listed in a bibliography and the user types:
#(CL, SHAKESPEARE. WM.)'
the computer responds by typing:
SHAKESPEARE, WM.
HAMLET
AVON PRESS 66
MACBETH
AVON PRESS 67
Also, during the 1968-69 academie year, we requ~sted
the SUNY A Computing Center to provide an operational
program for Iiterature seaches. Mr. Paul Cleveland was
assigned to help us. We chose as the material to be searc.hed
the bibliographic descriptions of the more than 350 senunar
papers that have been prepared by SLS students over t~e
last twenty years. The seminar paper, worth three academie
requirements, is a requirement for the Master of Library
Science degree. Previously there had been no access to the
serninar paper except by the name of student(s).
To provide the bibliographic descriptions, about 50 SLS
students in the required Research Methods course, Lib.
608, prepared during the 1969 fall semester FORTRAN
coding sheets for aIl the seminar papers, Each student:
1) established the descriptive cataloging data for each
papcr, including title, author, faculty advisor and date,
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2) expanded the title of any seminar paper whose title was
not suitably descriptive of its contents by adding words in
brackets after the title, 3) assigned ta each seminar paper
one or more of the 26 subject categories designed ta
provide sorne subject access ta the seminar papers. The
subject categories consisted of well-known Iibrary tapies
such as reading, user surveys, readers' services, public
Iibraries, and Iibrary networks and cooperation.
During the 1969 spring semester, the SUNYA Computing Center keypunched the bibliographie data and
developed a search program for use over SUNYATSEN.
However, the final program had ta be rewritten in another
language because of the acquisition during the summer of a
more powerful computer, an UNIVAC 1108 operating
under the EXEC 8 time-sharing system.
The search program was named UBSCI, UBrary
SCIence. Il was written in COBOL by two computer
science students, ML Paul Bailey and Miss Kaye Marron.
They also developed an English-Iike command language for
us ta use over the time-sharing terminai. At least 50 SLS
students made searches during the fall sernester, 1969, ta
assist them in choosing or preparing their own seminar
papers or ether academie work.
There are six search commands in the UBSCI program.
They are directions ta search for a specified string of
characters appearing in a specified part of the file. The six
parts that can be searched are:
1) the title, including any expansion in brackets, 2) the
name of the author(s),
3) the name of the faculty advisor,
4) the codes of the subject categories assigned,
5) the year,
6) the accession number.

TlTLE
SUBJECT
AUTHOR
ADVISOR
YEAR
ACCESSION
SORT
SAVE
RECALL
PRINT
NEW
BYE
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The computer service responds ta any search command
by typing: TlIERE WERE 000 ENTRIES LOCATED. The
search cornmands can be used sequentially. For instance,
one can search for a specifie ward in the titi es, and if any
entries are identified with the ward, one can search them
for the name of a particular faculty advisor.
The second, fourth and sixth searches are inefficient to
perform individually over a time-sharing terminal and are
available ta ail users in computer printed bibliographies for
easy manual reference.
There are four file control commands in the UBSel
prograrn.
They are:
1) rearrange file by one part of the entry, such as name of
author,
2) store rearranged file for future use,
3) cali back file from storage,
4) type out at terminal keyboard a file that has been
searched or recalled from st orage.
As a part of the preparations for calling into operation
the U BSCI prograrn, the computer service types: DO VOU
WANT A LIST OF AVAILABLE COMMANDS.

If the user types:
YES
the computer service types:

SEARCH ALL ENTRIES FOR TERMS ENTËRED (60 CHARACTERS MAX.)
SEARCH ALL ENTRIES FOR SUBJECT-CATEGORY CODE ENTERED.
SEARCH ALL AUTHORS FOR NAME ENTE RED.
SEARCH ALL ADVISORS FOR NAME ENTERED.
SEARCH ALL YEARS FOR 2 DICIT YEAR ENTERED (EX. (5).
SEARCH ALL ACCESSION NUMBERS FOR NUMBER ENTERED
SORT THE SUB-FILE BY YEAR. AUTHOR. ADVISOR. OR ACCESSION.
SAVE THE CURRENT SUB-FILE in SAVE 1 OR SAVE 2.
RELOAD EITHER SUB-FlLE 1 OR SUB-FILE 2.
PRINT THE ACTIVE SUB-FILE.
ERASE THE CURRENT FILE, START A NEW SERIES OF SEARCHES.
END THE PROCRAM - FOLLOW WITH A FIN TO SIGN-OFF.

We also had requested three computer print-outs of the
bibliographie descriptions of the SLS serninar papers. Two
would be alphabetically arranged by name of faculty
advisor or code of subject category assigncd, and
chronologically within each group of papers. The third
would be arranged alphabetically by name of student.
The main purpose of the biliographies was to provide
access by subject category and by faculty advisor. A
secondary purpose was to provide library students with a
good example of an inexpensive but readable computer
printed bibliography.
The printed bibliographies will:
1) be suitable for copying onto Slô by Il inch sheets of
paper,
2) have pages num be red,
3) have no hyphenated words because too long words for a
line have been moved down to next line.
4) have only complete bibliographie entries on each page.
It was the first time that the SUN YA Computing Center
had provided pagination of its output.
12. CONCLUSIONS
There were two main conclusions drawn from the
Reactive Typewriter Project. First , we demonstrated that
library students could learn easily and quickly to command
a computer service to perforrn library tasks using a
tirne-sharing terminal:
1) with the aid of one of the new user-orientcd languages.
such as TRAC,
2) with a special search program for a list of bibliographie
entries, such as the descriptions of the more than 350
SUNY A seminar papers.
Second, the projeet demonstrated that SLS students
who learned to program TRAC language, could communicate effectivcly with computer science st uden ts wh en we
wanted a special search program and print-outs to be
developed for the SLS seminar papers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Student control systems are by no means new. They fall
inta two classes, the first of which requires each student
routine ta calI the supervisor, while the second arranges for
the superviser ta calI the student routines. The first method
is more cornmon, and is easier to insert into mû st operating
systems, but can be confounded by illegal (or missing) calls
ta the supervisor. The second approach offers greater
control provided the operating system can be prevented
from rejecting the entire job when an error occurs. The
MASTER system is an example of this second class.
A grading system should have several properties,
including:
(i) immunity ta syntactical or execution errors met
in processing student programs;
(ii) non-interferenee with the student's mode of
writing, or with his control of the system;
(iii) provision of suitable summary or detailed reports
ta the instructor;
(iv) security of bath input data ta be supplied ta the
student (ta prevent cheating) and of any marks
awarded by the instructor;
(v) flexibility in dealing with various prograrnming
languages.
We first consider briefly the MASTER system in relation
ta these requirements.
Many student control or grading systems have difficulty
in adequately dealing with 'fatal' student syntactic errors,
and with tight loops. These problems are detected and
reported automatically by MASTER.
The MASTER system Interferes with the student only in
that it requires all student routines ta be written as
subroutines with set parame ter sequences.
The system automatically produces a report file
containing status information for each student routine, and
any 'answers' produced by the student. It is also possible
for the instructor ta examine the student's output and ta
write comments onto the student's output.
It is not possible for the students ta Interfere with data
or other mes used by the instructor.
The current version of MASTER is limited ta only one
programrning system at a time. This paper is written around
a FORTRAN version, but other varieties are readily
produced.
The following paragraph outlines the procedure involved
in using MASTER from the instructor's viewpoint. This
overall view is necessary for an understanding of the more
detailed description given later.
The instructor contrais the MASTER system through
two routines supplied by him, which are called MAIN and
REPORT in this paper. The MAIN program is used ta set

up appropria te test data, ta arrange for the required setting
of time limits, ta calI (apparently) a single student prograrn,
and ta store the student's results. Each student writes his
own version of a subprogram, whose name and ordering of
pararneters is stipulated by the instructor. The entire set of
subprograms, and MAIN, are processed by the MASTER
system ta produce, in paralIel, a file which con tains all the
information relevant ta the operation of the students' jobs
and the normal (printed) output expected by the student.
FinalIy, the routine REPORT is called in by MASTER ta
read back the file and ta produce any desired sumrnary
and/or historieal reports.
This is no limit ta the number of students which can be
processed at one run, nor need this nurnber be fixed or
specified ta the system. Any student program may loop,
fail ta compile, or otherwise 'run wild', without upsetting
the overall operation or affecting any other student.
2. PROGRAMMER'S DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

2.1 Implementation
The MASTER system is designed ta run under the
standard SCOPE 3 monitor, RUN FORTRAN compiler and
GPSL loader in use on the CDC 6400, and the MASTER
system is essentially a modification of the normal control
sequencing among these systems.
The system is dependent upon the fact that the 6400 is
an assembly of II functlonally independent machines, one
high performance and JO peripheral processors (PP). The
overall monitor routine resides in one of these PP's and
allocates the main processor and the other nine PP's ta
various jobs on a multiprogramming basis. It is thus possible
for the monitor, or any other, PP ta be isolated from a
prograrn which "runs wild" and toconstruct a system whieh
is immune ta bugs in a program under test. This is of course
done for SCOPE itself, and the MASTER system is in effect
at a second level of immunity. The details of this procedure
are available from the author.
2.2 Processingfor MASTER jobs
The MASTER routine is called in by a normal job
control statement, and itself generates the job control
statements required ta run student jobs submitted to il. It
generates a set sequence of control statements for each
student, thus simulating a "control statement loop" which
is not normally possible. (A later version of SCOPE allows
limited looping, but the reporting of errors is inadequate
for current purposes.) These control staternents make use
of certain parameters which may be included in the
MASTER control statement. (Details are given in Table 1.)
The notation "P 1" etc. in the following refers ta these
parameters.
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The following assumes sorne knowledge of the SCOPE
system; see (1).
The first statement generated is
RUN(S",,,SUPER,PS)
This statement forces compilation of the instuctor's MAIN
program and stores thè relocatable binary abject code on
the file SUPER.
The second statement is
RUN(S"",REPORT)
which compiles the report tabulating program ta be used at
the end of the run in ta file REPORT. Il is worth noting
that MAIN and REPORT are compiledonce only.
MAST ER is now ready ta start on the student decks.
For each deck it copies a record form INPUT ta COMPILE.
If the end-of-fiIe has not been reached, it checks the first
card for a valid identification. The first 20 characters are
saved as the deck identifier for the report file and are also
entered in the dayfile ("operating log") and listed at the
top of a new page on OUTPUT. The card is then blanked
out and the files COMPILE and LGO are rewound. The
sequence of control staternents
RUN(S",COMPILE",PS)
LOAD(LGO)
SUPER.
is thcn executed. These produce an abject version of the
student routine on LGO, load this routine and the instuctor
routine MAIN, and initiate execution of MAIN. When the
program terrninates, either normally or abnormally, a
report record is written on file P6. If answers were retumed
they will be included, otherwise noise is written ta fill out
the record ta the fulliength.
The dayfile is then searched and en tries relating ta this
job are printed on OUTPUT.
When finally the end of file is reached on INPUT, the
control statement REPORT. is generated. This calls the
report program into execution ta tabula te the data on the
report file.

CALL QSTORE (A)

any coding concerned with "on the spot" checking
of answers, and commenting ta the student

CALL QFINISH

END
After the desired number of executions (or after an
unsuccessful attempt) a report record consisting of seve rai
sets of answers together with 4 header words, is written
from the buffer onto file P6. Words 1 and 2 hold the first
20 characters of the studenr's name cardo Word 4 holds the
number of successful student executions. Ward 3 holds the
status data for the student in 3 law-arder octal digits, which
are called the CONTACT, ERROR and PHASE codes
respectively.
The PHASE code indicates how far processing for the
deck proceeded before termination. The other fields
indicate the reason for terrnination. Details are given in
Table 2.
If ail executions termina te correctly, the status ward
will indicate a "clean sheet". If any execution terminates
abnormally, those remaining for this student will be
abandoned and the status ward will indicate the nature of
the abnormal termination. (lt is therefore desirable ta
supply data in increasing order of difficulty.) Il is possible
to use the above mechanism to execute several different
prograrns per studcnt in one MASTER run, but if any errors
occur the whole of the rernainder of the student's work is
passed over (not just the current program). This procedure
is therefore not usually suggested.

3. FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE INSTRUCTOR
4. GRADING STUDENT EXERCISES
The MAIN routine specifies the desired actions ta
MASTER by a series of calls ta routines named QSTART,
QTIME, QSTORE and QFINISH. The routines QSTART,
QFINISH carry out necessary opening/closing actions for
each student in turn, and the instructor has merely ta
include one cali ta each at the extremities of MAIN.
The routine QTIME(n) is used ta set up a time limit of n
seconds for the next execution of a student program. This
limit can be dependent upon the data supplied for this
execution. If the student does not return control to MAIN
within this time his calculation is eut off. and an appropriate entry made in his report.
Provided each execution is successful, the student
routine may be called again and again. The results and/or
instructor's 'marks' for each individual run are placed in a
protected buffer by means of a routine QSTORE, which
weites P7 words on each entry.
A typical instructor's routine MAIN will thus contain
ca Ils somewhat as follows:CALLQSTART

CALL QTIME (2)
CALL STUDENT ( ... L...)
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The grading of student exercises submitted ta MASTER
can either be done by the instructor from the output
supplied by the system. or hl' a suitablc routine included as
part of the REPORT processing. The gruding formula to be
used is of course somewhar dependent on the subject
matter, but may include
(i) the correctness of any numcric or symbolic
answers retumcd by the student routine,
(ii) the efficiency (time or space) of the routine,
(iii) the number of runs required ta bring the routine
to a workable state,
(iv) the generality of the routine,
(v) the 'error proof' or 'fail safe' properties of the
routine.
It is probably not possible ta satisfy every instructor
sirnultaneously , and the 'normal' system is sa arranged that
various parts of the grading routine can be altered or
ignored. The normal system allots marks separately for
correctness, efficiency and expeditious check-out.
The 'correctness' of a routine is easily determined if
there is only one answer, or at worst several discrète
answers. In many cases however a numeric answer may be
approximately correct, and it is desirabIe ta allow sorne
part of the marks for answers near the correct one. The

current version of our grading routine takes as parameters
the correct answer and a penalty scale, which specifies the
inarks ta be lost for departures from. the correct answer.
This scale is assumed linear. Errors can of course arise from
many sources, ranging from arithmetical blunders and
transcription errors ta inappropriate methods, but it is not
possible ta allow for these variations in a general routine. In
sorne cases it is possible for the instructor ta arrange a
graduated set of test data ta 'explore' the student routine
and sa assess the method. This is however a difficult
procedure, as may be ilIustrated by a trivial example.
Consider an exercise in an elernentary course In numerical
methods, ta solve a nonlinear f.mction of one variable. The
test data consists of a set of function and derivative
evaluation routines and starting values. Each of these
triplets is supplied in turn ta the student routine:
Triplet 1: The Iinear function f = x - l , starting value o.
Failure ta obtain the correct solution exactly is an
indication of a gross error in the student's algorithm or
coding. No marks are awarded in such cases.
Triplet 2: The cubic equation f= x' - x' + x - l, starting
value O. There is one solution, reached immediately by an
application of Newton's method, which the students are
expected ta Use. Again, an exact answer is required. Triplet
3: Several 'text' examples (changed from time ta time) with
full marks allotted for solutions within a tolerance of
0.001, zero elsewhere. (This reflects the performance the
students are told ta aim at.)
Triplet 7: (approx., depending on instructor)
An iII-behaved example, such as f = x'o - l , Xo = \>.
Most students at this level of experience are expected ta
'catch' this ex ample via sorne limit on the number of cycles,
and a passing mark is awarded for any answer. This is
reduced ta zero if the routine was eut off by MASTER, or
increased if the answer is better than that obtained by the
blind application of the Newton-Raphson process. A
student who used (e.g.) a secant Iteration out of ignorance
might thus ob tain above average marks 'unfairly'.
Similar techniques may sometimes be used ta assess the
generality and "fail safe" nature of the routine, but
obviously no generalized technique can completely check
out any routine submitted ta it. lndeed there are few
situations in which even a particularized technique can
completely check out a routine.
The efficiency of a routine may be assessed by timing it,
or by examining the storage used, while the efficiency of
the student involves bath of these factors and the number
of runs needed ta construct the routine. In ma st cases il is
sufficient ta simply record these quantities for perusal by
the instructor. 'Marking' is sometimes attempted by
specifying an acceptable execution time and a linear loss
function for overtime. This approach may be extended in
the way described by Bennett (6), and our currenlly ma st
elaborate version assumes a linear loss function for bath
overtime and extra runs. The instructor is asked ta
nominate the standard tirne and rate of loss, and the
number of runs which would attract a given score if a
'perfect' time was achieved on that run. For example a 1
second run, with a loss rate of 2 mark/.2 second, with 5
runs allowed, is assessed as follows:Nominal value of exercise: 5

time
runs

.75-.85 .85-,.95 .95-\.05 \.05-1.15 ...

3
4

Il

9
7
5

5
6
7

3

10
8
6

4
2

9
7

8
6

5
3
1

4
2

o

Note that it is assumed that the rate 2/0.2 also dictates a
loss of 2/run; a rate of 1/0.1 wou Id imply a loss of I/run_
Il is however doubtful whether this procedure is
justifiable as a grading deviee; it may serve ta give the
instructor a quick guide ta performance. Il is not true that
that performance improves monotonically, let alone
linearly, with run number as assumed by the above scheme.
Il is in fact necessary ta decide which run should be graded.
The current version always chooses the best performance,
regardless of its position in the submission arder. Finally,
the system is used ta supply summary statistics by student,
ta bring out his overall performance, and by exercise, ta
indicate exercises which are tao easy or tao difficult. This
processing is done on demand by standard techniques.

5.

DISCUSSION

The MASTER system is notably superior ta many
grading routines (references (2) - (5)), in that it do es not
depend upon there being a known number of student
programs which arc syntactically correct. Further, the
student is not required ta conform ta any but the usual
prograrnming rules. He is not, for example, told ta include a
cali ta sorne instructor routine within his own program. He
does of course have ta conform to the instructor's ordering
of the parameters orthe routine, and he therefore cannot
be asked ta decide what the parameters should be, except
perhaps from among a "noisy" set.
Under the existing compiler, it is theoretically possible
for parts of the routine MAIN ta be overwritten by a
student prograrn, but at least the status ward will be correct
in th~ report. In ail cases of overwriting the time limit
option will eventually return control to MASTER, sa
assuring recovery. The status word will then have phase
code 3 and probably sorne error code. A specialized
compiler is being wrilten which will, inter alia, check for
this condition.
ft is not possible for the student to accidentally
Interfere with the report file.
If the instructor wishes to check the student's answer
immediately for possible comment to the student, he may
insert appropria te code after CALL QSTORE. Any output
at this point will appear on the student's output. However,
as MAIN is currenlly reloaded man y times, extensive
checking etc. is best left until REPORT.
The operational disadvantages of MASTER are slight.
Potentially, it could degrade the performance of the
muftiprogramming system and it does increase peripheral
processor time compared with independent running of each
student job.
The MASTER system involves the FORTRAN (or
other) compiler, and the entire run must therefore be made
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with a large core assignment. Such jobs cause relatively
inefficient machine utilization, especially when the overall
time Iimit is large (for a large class) and the job of high
priority (for academie reasons of class schedules, etc.) and
probably [/0 bound. Further work in the direction of using
the whole of core for in-core files (in the interests of
reducing backing store accesses, currently a bottleneck) will
probably remove (rather than solve) this problem, as the
system will then effectively become a single-program with
no input or output activity.
The peripheral processor time is of course increased by
a large factor as one pp is '.'active" for the en tire run.
However, as there is no shortage of PP's this is not yet a
seria us operating problem.
The overall elapsed time may be slightly increased due
ta the bookkeeping activities of Master. However this is
usually counterbalanced by a saving l'rom the student's
reading of a file being replaced by parame ter transfer l'rom
the instructor's routine. In many' cases this effect results in
an overall reduction in elapsed time.
The major reaction ta MASTER by non-computing
science faculty members was over the ban imposed on
students reading data "directly" l'rom cards. This is not a
necessary restriction - an alternative version allowing such
input has been designed but not implemented - but was
dehberately imposed in the interests of economy and ta
ob tain two pedagogical advantages. The economy of course
arises. l'rom the elimination of large nurnbers of backing
store transfers (as ail reading of cards is done independently
and results in backing store files). This could be arnended,
but the ban on student input ensures that student routines
are not "tailor made" ta known data, and also means that
students need not concentrate on the input rules of the
prograrnming language, which are often a source of
confusion in elementary classes. Al'ter some discussion, our
colleagueswere convinced that the "secrecy" advantage
alone was sufficient reason ta ban student data cards. In
those few cases where students need access ta unstructured
raw data, it is possible for the instructor ta set up a suitable
file which can be read by the student.
6.

PERFORMANCE
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TABLE 1 - MASTER PARAMETERS
Effect

Name Value
Pl

L or LIST
else

P2

M orMAP
else

Default Value

print a source listing of
each student program,
no Iist

L

print a core map for
each student program,
nomap

M

P3

D or DAYFlLEprint dayfile entries for
each student pro gram,
na dayfiles
else

P4

up ta 4 octal
digits

CP time Iimit for each
student program

JO but
see QTlME

P5

up ta 4 octal
digits

execution output line
Iimit for each student
program

200

P6

file for report
up ta 7
character name

D

TAPE JO

dimension of answer
P7 up ta 2
decimal digits array ta be included in
report for each student
program execution
P8

up ta 2
decimal digits

maximum number of
answer groups in any

student's report, Le.
if the maximum number
of executions of a student
program in any one
MASTER run is n, P8 n

=

TABLE 2 - ERROR CODES

The MASTER system came in ta operation for the 1969
academie year (March-November) and has been accompanied by a reduction of over 50% in the number of
separate student jobs. Some of this reduction was due ta
stricter control measures, but there is no doubt that a great
deal of the usual class work was submitted under MASTER.
Ta date there have been no problems with the system.
7.

(5) Temperly, J.F. and Smith, B.W. (1968) "A. Grading Procedure
for PL/I Student Exercises", Comp. J. 104368-373.
(6) Bennett, LM. BAGS -. Basser Automatic Grading Systems.
Tech. Report, Basser Computing Laboratory, University of
Sydney.

Phase

o
1
2
3
4

5
Error

o
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
Contact
1

o

Interpretation
Bad name card
FORTRAN errors (Tailed ta compile')
Loader error
Execution error (reached QSTART)
Termination error (reached QFINISH
but did not termina te normally)
Normal completion
Interpretation
No errors
Time limit
Arith. error (divide by 0,
illegal address, etc.)
PP abort
CP abort
PP calI error
Operator drop
Dise limit
Interpretation
Bad QSTART/QFINISH calls

O.K.

(Phase4 errors arevery unlikely, unlessthe instructor routine MAIN
is in error,or if the time ltmit is reached betweenCALLQFINISHand the
end of MAIN.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The United Kingdom Coordinating Committee for Examinations in Computer Studies set up a subcommittee to
study teaching languages in the Autumn of 1968. The
committee is still active and has not completed its
objectives. Il reported back to the main committee in the
Summer of 1969 and received approval for its work and
was asked to continue along the lines recommended by the
stibcommittee. During the first year, 1 was the chairman of
the subcommittee. This position is now in the capable
hands of W. Tagg who represents the B.C.S. on the
subcommittee. When the committee was set up, it
contained representatives from the following interested
parties:
B.C.S.
C.G.L.!.
Institute of Computer Science
NCC
R.S.A.
SANCAD
SCCAPE
During the first year, various people joined the subcommittee by invitation, including a representative from the
AEB, who offer an A-Ievel course in Computer Science. In
this paper, 1 intend only to outline the work of the
subcommittee during its first year. Il will be of considerable
interest to report later the subsequent work of this
hard-working subcommittee.
2. PRELIMINARY WORK
Il was essential to establish a clear understanding of the
aim of the subcommittee and. what responsibilities it should
undertake. With this in mind, the subcommittee discussed
at sorne length the problem of providing common
programming languages for use in examinations and courses
in computer studies. This discussion was valuable, as the
representatives had varied and extensive experience in both
examining and teaching on these topics. With an array of
confltcting objectives, contrasting experiences, and areas of
special interest, it was surprising and reassuring that the
subcommittee was able to support common objectives and
terms of reference.
Il was accepted that basic features of any commo..
language must meet the educational requirements of the
courses; i.e., the need to develop the basic concepts of the
computer and programming. Il was also recognized that the
practical needs of the students and teachers would be a
major influence and that the restricted availability of
hardware and software would have to be continually kept
inmind.

The subcommittee then considered the range of courses
under consideration and identified two distinct facilities
which are needed:

2.1 A low-level language giving insight into computer
concepts and leading to fundamental, low-level programming concepts.
2.2 A high-level language to enable problem-solving concepts and techniques to be explored. (In particular the
demonstration ofapplicationsprogramming]
These facilities are mixed in various quantities, depending
on the purpose of a given course. Il was also recognized
that different instructors approach the same material in
different ways, even when following the same syllabus.
Some dlsagreement arose on the roles of high and low-level
languages, in particular kinds of courses such as "apprecia·
tian courses" and "systems analysis courses". It seerns c1ear
that at present the evidence is still conflicting as different
people achieve success by using exclusively one or the other
and even a mixture of both. The picture is further
confused, by the time restriction, which varies from course
to course. However, the subcommittee concluded that
nothing good would arise, if they could recommend a
common basis for both, while not suggesting either be
adopted in any specifie course. If asked to recommend, 1
wou Id suggest both be made optional features of ail
courses.
. The subcommittee then decided to concentrate on the
identification of the low-Ievel facility. (The study of the
other facility is now underway.) Il was felt that the
position of the low-level area would be more practicable, as
the features are less conflicting and the number of facilities
currently available very limited in number. The existing
facilities were then discussed, in the light of their use by
members of the committee and evidence they had obtained
from their sponsoring bodies. There were two varieties of
language, which were the ones in widespread use with
recognized courses such as TAM2 and the C & G 319
anemonic code and ones used mainly in particular
institutions such as MINAC. The subcommittee agreed that
the low-level facility must be established, with a welldefined and consistent hardware base, together with an
assembler program defining an extemal version of the
hardware machine language. In the light of limited facilities
and the wide variety of computer installations which have
to be considered, the subcommittee thought the hardware
base should be such that it is realisable by means of a
simulation program, working in a variety of actual
computers. Il is worth emphasizing that this is different
from providing a compiler. Each of the simulations should
be able to use a common assembler (assembly language
compiler.) The existing facilities did not meet these needs,
being either too complex or not sufficiently well-defined.
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The subcommittee then undertook the task of specifying a
suitable facility. After considerable work, the subcommittee have evolved a fairly consistent draft of the
specification of the low-Ievel facility, which is the result of
man y discussions and, of course, considerable changes in
direction and emphasis, 1 feel that the recommendation
should meet the needs of most educators in this field. The
writing of software, to test the ideas, is currently being
undertaken by the subcommittee.
3. THE LOW-LEVEL FACILITY
The facility is best described as consisting of:
a. A well-defined hardware configuration
b. A simulator for the hardware
c. A well-defined assembly language
d. An assembler
e. Good documentation
1 am not going to attempt to give either a detailed or
exhaustive description of the facility, but rather indicate
the lines along which the subcommittee have developed
their ide as. The United Kingdom Coordinating Committee
has authorized the City and Guilds of the London Institute
to publish the documentation produced by the subcommittee. These publications should be of considerable
interest to educators in this field. It is planned to produce
special documentation as follows:
f. Detailed formai description of the machine and
assembler
g. A guide description to the machine and assembler
h. An introduction to the machine and assembler
1. A version of the assembler written in its own code
j. A detailed description of the implementation of a
simulator
4. THE SIMULATED MACHINE

It is an automatic stored-program digital computer. It is
not intended to use this facility for serious or substantial
prograrnming. It is assumed that students will be able to use
some suitable high-Ievel language for this purpose (COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/! , BASIC). The machine provides arithme tic operations with binary operations and some logical
operations defined as transformations of binary words as
bit patterns. The binary words are interpreted in accordance with the 2's-complement convention.
The word length is to be 18 bits (6 octal digits or 3
six-bit character patterns). The store size is 1024 cells (1 k)
and they are to be addressed-Sl2 in increments of J to+SII
using a 10 bit binary pattern. The instruction format is to
be single word one-address, which will have a 7 bit function
specifier and a 10 bit operand specifier. This leaves a spare
bit, which is to be used for diagnosticpurposes(e.g. trace
facilities). Instructions fall into three types:
IMMEDIATE the operand 10 bits are extended to form an
18 bit immediate operand (8 copies of bit 9
extended to its left)
DIRECT
the operand 10 bits are the address of a cell
which holds the 18 bit operand
INDIRECT
the operand 10 bits are the address of a cell
which in turn holds the address of a cell
which con tains an 18 bit operand

Function Code
octal decimal
070 --S-6-

binary
0111000

076

0111110

S9

description
Store Ace in cell
specified
Store Ace in cell
whose address is in
the cell specified

4.2 Certain hardware facilities are associated with reserved
cells +0 ta +15.
+0
+1
+2
+3

Z
P
A
B

+4

T

+S
+6
+7

R
IC
L

a read only cell, containing 18~bit~
the current instruction address cell
the 18 bit accumulator
the 18 bit accumula tor ex tension
(to the left of A)
the read only test cell, used to record
the results of comparisons, etc.
the division remainder cell
the instruction count cell
the subroutine link cell

4.3 The basic operation of the machine can be best
appreciated by looking at the instruction execution cycle.

Get

CUTTent

Increment
by cne

instruction

CUTTent

P(0.9) + 1 ~P(0.9)

Increment instruction
count by 1
Extract functionspecifier
Set type indicator
Extend operand specifier

fm~ "'''.0'

S(P(0.9)l-+C1

address

Gel address
Get indirect addrcss/operand

YES- IfTYPE = C
Get address
Gct operand
Execute instruction
If le = 0 then stop
Go back

IC+I-IC
CI( Il.17) ~F(0.6)
f(F) ~ TYPE (0,0)
g(CI(O.9)) ~OP(O.J 7)
01'(0.9) ~ADDR(0.9)
SIADDR(0.9») ->OP(O.17)
OP(0.9) ~ADDR(O,9)
S(ADDR(0.9)l->OP(0,17)
Ex(FP(0.6):ADDR(O.9):OPiO.17))

4.4 Example of a logical instruction ----AND
AND immediate

A(O,I 7)i\OP(0, 17) -+A(O,17)
A(l7) -+B(i) for i = 0( 1) 17
tesl ([ BA]) -+T(lS, 17)

This would complete a logical "and" operation bet ween the
extended ope rand part of the instruction and the accumulator. It would then set the B-accumulator using the left-mos!
bit of A and finally reset the test register.
4.S Example of ail arithmetic instruction ---MULTIPL y
MPLY direct

n(bxp) -+ BAfO,3S)
test([BA])->T( 15,17)

where b is the 36 bit Zs-complement numeral held in
BA and p is the 18 bit 2s-complement numberal held in
the cell specified by operand.

4.6 Example of a transfer control function -- lUMP IF
ZERO

4.1 Some examples of instructions are:
A PUT instruction which places the contents of an
accumulator into a cell
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lUMP indirect

IflT(l6)] = 0

then ADDRCO,9) -+pCO,9)

This couses the next instruction ta be found in the cell
whose address is specified in the cell, specified by the
ope rand part of the instruction.

5.1.3 Job Tape
**START
* JOB

: EX. 1 :
4.7 Example of a 110 operation -

*

(JI;lNPUT (21; OUTPUT

*

4.7.1 INCHE - causes the input of the next character from
an input stream character
->

o

CHAN 1
LI) ICHD 1
SUBN 33
JAND LI
L2) ICHD 1
OCHD 1
WUND21
CPYD 20
SU BD 21
JAND L2
HALT
*RUN =22

6 bit lfrom input-stream] ->S[ADDR(0,9)](0,5)
z (6,17)
->S[ADDR(0,9)](6,17)
move input stream forward.

4.7.2 OUTCH - causes rightmost 6 bits of specified
operand are used as internaI bit pattern ta produce output
character on output stream.
[OP(0,5)] ....c haracter ....push down output stream

4.8 Operational switches
These will again be simulated and will provide such
con trois as:
START
- loads predetermined instruction
MANUAL/AUTO
18 Hand Keys
using hand keys ta set P
LOAD CONTROL
hand keys copicd ta store ail
LOAD STORE
specified by P and others
5. THE ASSEMBLER
This is a program that converts the assembly language
into ils machine language form. Il is ta be implemented in
two forms, that is ta say, in terms of itself, and loadable in
the simulated machine, and in a special fôrm independent
of the simulated machine. This language is very simple and
is explainable in every case, in terms of the simulated
hardware. Il is envisaged that the language can be taught at
various levels of sophistication, including the most elernentary.
5.1 Example of program
The assembler accepts a form of assembly language,
which is not completely in a one-tc-one relationship with
the machine code. In many implementations, there will be
four different classes of information processed by the
computer, simulator directives, assembler directives, assembly code and program data. Il is not intended ta give a
comprehensive view of the assembler, sa a simple example
is given for a simulated machine, with paper tape input and
output (such as might be implemented on a PDP8 or
Elliott803).
5.1.1 The prograrn searches a data tape 100 king for the
character ,,1" and then punches the next 10
characters.
5.1.2 Flowchart (see page 111/174)

H = 20
LIST
10
(Select PIT 1/0)
(Read Character ta Acc)
(Check for 1)
(Jump ta LI if not 1)
(Read Character)
(Punch character)
(Count characters punched)

(Jump ta LI if Store 21 is not 10)

ABCDE 1 234562345 6 DATA TAPE
5.1.4 The program uses two constants, stored at the head
of the prograrn for counting. The test data tape should
cause the output of the string of digits ,,2 3 4 5 6 2 3 4 5
6". Note that the internai form of the character ,,1" is 33.
Most of the instructions are almost self-explanatory, but if
mal' be worth mentioning that "WUND 21" will cause the
contents of store 21 to be incremented by one.

5.2

Diagnostics

It is intended ta specify a complete set of diagnostic
facilities with the assembler. There will then be no
ambiguities, or loçal dialects, which will confuse students in
examinations. Sorne special debugging facilities, such as
"optional printing" and "trace" will be specified. Il will be
also possible to build into the simulator program some good
diagnostic facilities, to enable the educator ta control the
test prograrns being submitted by the students. Typical
facilities of this kind will be described in the documentation referred ta in 3.10. Il will be easy to explain how
diagnostics are produced, because the structure of the
machine and assembler will be simple. This, it is hoped, will
enable the educator ta avoid any mystery.
6. CONCLUSION
The progress made by the subcommittee has been
remarkable and 1 would like ta thank ail the members who
gave sa freely of their time, effort, and experiences. The
achievernents briefly described above are the result of much
work and discussion by the whole committee and 1 would
like ta rnake clear that persona! acknowledgements will be
made, when the official documentation is produced by the
City and Guilds of the London Institute. This paper is ml'
personal vicw on the work and does not represent the final
conclusions of the subcommittee.
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1. INTRODUCTION
the TEACH system [Fenichel et al. [1970)] is an
automated instructor in elementary programming. Like any
other instructor in elementary programming, TEACH
expresses its examples in a particular programming
language. The language used by TEACH is UNCL, which
was designed especially for the purpose.
The designers of UNCL and TËACH came to agree
upon several principles of language design for elernentary
programming instruction. This paper describes sorne of
those principles.
The work described here was a result of long,
sometimes heated, and almost radially-symmetric discussions among Professor J. Weizenbaum, ML J.e. Yochelson,
and the au th or.

2. DIGRESSION ON ELEMENTARY PROGRAMMING
INSTRUCTION
ln the early days of programming, students were
initiated into this discipline with the study of machine
language. In the very earliest days, there was no other
language. Later, when the first higher-Ievel languages
became available, it was still almost essential for even the
most casual user to have an intimate knowledge of the
underlying machine. In any event, there was then little
established substance to computer programming beyond
the tricks of coding.
By the early 1960's, co ding had become a minor skill,
and the established problems of programming were
problems of producing algorithms to solve various
easily-described problcms, such as those of searching and
sorting. Elernentary courses began to rely upon higher-level
languages, using machine language only secondarily. The
problems of man-machine communication were still
thought to be severe, so it was usual to teach one's way
through a language systematically, statement-type by

statement-type,
Today, the dominant problems of prograrnming are not
problems of coding, or even problems of devising ingenious
small aigorithms. Instead, the dominant problems are those
of big programs -- programs too big for any one man to
comprehend completely. This shift in emphasis is only
beginning to make itself felt in elementary courses.
Obviously, we cannot ask the fledgeling programmer to
write a big program (in the sense just described) as part of
his homework exercises, even if the notion of big program
is appropriately scaled down. Instead, he must learn the
nature of programming just as he once learned the nature of
speech .- by example. Instead of asking him to produce a
srnall program, we ask him to modify a big one. The big

program demonstrates techniques of organization and
convention which could be invisible or unjustifiable in any
quantity of small coding exercises. While his early
modifications may require him to master only a small
portion of the language in use, he will be exposed from the
first to much or ail of that language.

2_1 Principle #1: ft is more important that programs be
readable than that they be writable
This principle derives as much from a view of
programming 1per se' as it does from any view of
programming education. On the latter ground, the
argument is simple. Those who are new to programming are
not skilled at decoding programs, even their own. At the
moment of need, they will discover from their rnanuals
that, e.g., arrays in APL [Berry [1969]] are created by an
infixed use of the Greek letter p. Of course, this letter is
quicker to type (more writable) than the word "array". But
an hour later, they will see their own
17pA
and be mystified again.
This argument is especially strong when student
exercises consist of modifications to existing big problems.
Even though these exercises may each involve a small subset
of the language in which the big programs are written, the
point of the exercise is lost if the remainder of the program
is altogether unintelligible.
Finally, as the student's modifications to the big
program become more and more profound, the case is
clinched. For now he is up against the dominant problem in
programming, That is, he is now concerned with ma king his
programs comprehensible to people, as weil as machines.
His programs must not only work; they must also seem to
work.
The truth-values in UNCL are named "true" and
.false", as in Algol [Naur[l960)], BASIC [Kemeny and
Kurtz [1966]], and SPL [Anger et al [1969]]. The pun
encouraged by APL and PL/I [Anonymous[1964)] (i.e.,
true = 1; false = 0) is eschewed. In AI?L or in PI/!, the

expression
5>6>7
(1)
has the same value as
6<7
(2)
while in UNCL, the expression (I) is not merely false, but
even ill-formed.
Identifiers in UNCL may be of arbitrary length,
Students take only a short while to give up the use of
witless, non-mnemonic, one-character identifiers in the
BASIC style; they tend to settle in the range of six to nine
characters.
Most operators in UNCL are given mnemonic manes.
The four arithmetic operators are given their usuai infix
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representations, of course, and UNCL uses FORTRAN's
double asterisk for exponentiation. But UNCL's stringconcentration operator is spelled "CONC", despite the
inconvenience of this spelling relative to, say, PLI l 's "II" or,
esea less readable but more writable, APL's comma.
The assignment statement of UNCL ëmbodies a
keyword, "set". ln an earlier version of UNCL, we had
allowed students to elide this word, so that assignment
. statements might look like the corresponding statements in
FORTRAN or PL/!. We found that students then managed
to confuse the notions of assignment and static equality
was, in that version of UNCL not denoted by the
equal-sign.
UNCL does not perform any implicit conversion
between data of different types. Every operation perforrned
by UNCL is one which the user has specified.
Unlike the keywords of PL/l. the keywords of UNCL
are reserved. This prevents opaque constructions Iike PL/! 's
"if if then then = if;".
Unlike FORTRAN, BASIC and APL, UNCL does not
use numbers as its primary means of referring to pro gram
statements. lnstead, the student is able to utilize mnemonic
labels.
Like Algol, APL, LISP [McCarthy et al. [1966], and
MAD [Arden et al.(1965]], but unlike FORTRAN, BASIC,
SPL, and PL/! UNCL has distinct notations for (1)
function-application and (2) reference to elements of
arrays. Like LISP and MAD, but unlike any of the other
languages just mentioned, UNCL has distinct notations for
mention and application of no-argument functions.
Because functions in UNCL may return functions or
arrays as their values, strange expressions are conceptually
possible.
lnstead of
set x = L(3)
set y = x.(2)
(3)
set z = g.( )
set w = z (5)
where the first three lines show function-application and
the fourth shows an array-reference, wc might allow
set y = (f.(3)).2
set w = (g.( ))(5)
.
(4)
Constructions like those of (4) are actually allowed in LISP
and PAL [EVANS [1968]]. They are forbidden in UNCL-the inconvenience of (3) is more than repaid in readability.
UNCL provides data-directed output as the standard
means of output, and the results of this output (e.g.,
x=3
y(5) = true
A = array of 0, 2-dimensional
(5)
A(I,I)=3.5)
are always acceptable as input. When collimated output is
desired, UNCL uses picture formats. The use of pictures is
uniquely well-suited to the on-line environment, where the
program input deviee is the same as the data output deviee.
ln this environment, the correspondence between pictures
and the associated output lines is immediately evident.

2.2 Principle #2: Sa that students may efficiently find their
errors, these must be localized ta the narrowest possible
context
Errors (indccd, ail programming) must be restrictable
to subsets of the language. A student must not, for
exarnple, be able to blunder iuto sophisticated errors
involving obscure (to him) features of the system.
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These restrictions are imposed in UNCL by including a
numerical .Jock-level" as part of the interpreter's know,
ledge of its user. UNCL's input scanner is controlled by
top-down syntax tables, and each construction of UNCL
has a lock-Ievel of its own. If the user's lock-Ievel is less
than the lock-Ievel of sorne construction, .then he canner
use that construction.
UNCL's forty or fifty lock-Ievels are so arranged that
whatever the lock-level of the user, the language accessible
to him is a coherent one, without dangling, incomplete
features.
ln the batch-processing environment, the human cost
of waiting for another run may be large. ln such an
environment, there may be good reason for a language
processor to make assumptions, when presented with
erroneous input, as to "what the user must have had in
mind." These assumptions will usually be wrong, but when
they are right they may save the user considerable ennui
[Freeman[1964], Morgan [1970]].
ln an on-line environment, the above argument is
without force, and the user's on-line file storage may be
endangered by executing miscorrected programs. III
rejecting automatic program-correction, UNCL rejects not
only the heroic measures of CORC, but even the default
attributes and conversions of PLI 1.
By demanding the use of keywords, much of UNCL is
highly redundant, so that errors may with sorne certainty
be accurately described (e.g., "faulty left-hand side of SET
statement"). Other portions of UNCL are as irredundant as
all-purpose infix notation always is, and simple diagnostics
concerning such input are rarely helpful. On receipt of
erroneous input, UNCL's input scanner unwinds its own
recursion, producing diagnostic messages at several (typically 3 or 4) levels of specificity. Experience seerns to show
that the middle-level messages are most useful.
Semantic programming errors must be localizable to the
smallest possible unit of action.
UNCL's READ statement fetches only one value; if it
fetched more, the situation following errors in input format
might be difficult to describc.
UNCL's mechanism for creation of local variables does
only thar; it does not complicate matters by giving initial
values to them.
Unlike JOSS, where an array's number of dimensions is
fixed incidentally when the first value is assigned, the
number of dimensions of an UNCL array must be explicitly
specified in an array-creating assignment.
Following an execution error, the offending statement
must be specified in the diagnostic messages. This
specification should not be an ugly, non-nmemonic account
of the statement's position on the printed page. Jnstead, it
should locate the statement in terrns of such labels as the
student may have used and, in any event, in terms of the
block structure of his program.
ln UNCL, a statement is specified by the name of the
function in which it occurs, followed by one or more
steplocators, each of which is a label or a step number
within a block.

2.3 Principle #3: Languages for student use must be based
upon a small number of clear ideas
III UNCL. as in LISP but as in no other widely-used
language, a function is an object. Functions can be
manipulated just like any other values, so that
set f = function of x

ret urrr sqrt. (x) + sin. (x)
end
if simple _ sqrt _ wantcd then f = sqrt
type f. (3/4)
is good UNCL as (suitably transliterated) it is good LISP.
When a function is a well-defined object instead of, say, a
random collection of lines (as in BASIC or TCL (Moore and
Main (1968))). the student's intuitions regarding argument
hinding, etc. can be borrowed from his background in
mathematics.
The virtues of referential transparency (approximately
call-by-value, in the sense of Algol) have been presented by
Landin (1964 and 1966) and, in a somewhat broader
context, by Quine (1960).
ln an on-line prograrnrning structure subject to dynamic
changes by the user, call-by-narne or call-by-reference
wou Id sornetimes pose the problem of having a parame ter
pointing back to a name or reference which the user, by
action at sorne deeper level of recursion, has deleted.
On the other hand, UNCL's strict discipline of
call-by-value might be expected to founder when arrays are
handled. If, when an actual parameter had an array as its
value, the UNCL interpreter copied the whole array, then
UNCL would indeed be foundering. Not only would the
implementation cost of array-valued pararneters be exorbitant, but ordinary functions like
clear_first __ cell = function of a
a(l) = 0

return
end
would be impossible.
ln Iacr, UNCL does not copy arrays given as actual
pararneters, nor does it copy Iunctions given in the same
contex!. Instead, what is passcd is a copy of the header
which mcors the array or function in question.
This is not a pair of ad hoc deviees created for this
problem. Rather, functions and arrays happen to be the
only ex amples in UNCL of objects with modifiable
substructure. Such objects should never be passed by
copying their detailed structure, since this may be
dynamically changing. Instead, a system of headers is the
natural technique.
Because data-directed output is standard in UNCL, it is
casy to create a file consisting of lin es Iike those of (5).
Such a file has a natural Interpretation as a sequence of SET
statements.
Other sequences of statements may be found (a) by
reading from the console, (b) in blocks similar to those
bounded by begin ... end in Algol, or (c) as the bodies of
no-argument functions.
ln UNCL, these four cases are handled by one
con cep tual mechanism, Any of the statements
DO FILEsss
DO CONSOLE
DOBLOCK
END
DO function name
increases the depth of recursion and then causes execution
of statements from the named source until either (1) the
end of the source is reached, or (2) a RETURN statement is
executed. At that time, the récursion depth is reducedand
execution of the DO is complete.
Execution errors (including user interrupts) in UNCL
are handled by a simple mechanism. A diagnostic message is
printed and then:

(1) If the error occurred during execution of a
statement taken from the console, then execution of this
statement is simply concluded.
(2) If the errer occurred during execution of a stored
or filed statement, th en UNCL increases the recursion
depth and listens for statements from the console. When
the user RETURNs from this listening, the erroneous
statement (or its user-provided replacement) is restarted.

3.4.Principle #4: A language for use by students should
facilitate good programming practice. ln particular, the
languagemay be designed sa as ta make certain types of
bad practice impossible.
UNCL stores comment statements, and of course ail
UNCL programs shown to students are appropriately
commented.
Unlike the editing faciiities of APL and BASIC, the
editing facilities of UNCL are of the modern, contextdirected variety (Deutsch and Lampson (196 7 )) .
UNCL allows the student to store his programs and data
in narned, device-independent files.
UNCL provides no means of tracing the assignments to
and use of selected variables. Instead, UNCL allows the
student to trace the arguments and values of selected
functions. This means of tracing encourages modularization
into short functions to which explicit arguments are given.
Although programs need not be typed in to UNCL
with indentation rellecting their block structure, theyare
never typed out without such indentation. Similarly, even
when the SET keyword was optional during input of
assignment statcmen ts, it always appcarcd when such
statements were typed out.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

A program suite has been developed to enable a student
to further his understanding of Numerical Aigorithms by
communicating with a computer in a conversational manner
via a terminal. Practical experience of using algorithms is
essential for the understanding of numerical analysis, but to
obtain experience using a desk calculator, which is the usual
way, is a laborious process and errors are easily made.
An alternative is to program the algorithms and test
them on a computer through a batch processing service.
Whilst this is very educational, it is also very time
consuming, and hence the number of algorithms which can
be examined in this way is very small. By incorporating
tested algorithms into a program suite which can be run on
line instantly without involving the user in any
programming, the student can learn the basic features of
many algorithms in a short time.
A student is guided ta a particular algorithrn in the
course of a dialogue with the computer system. Having
made his selection the student is asked to choose from a
nurnbcr of test functions and ta feed in test data in a
prescribed manner. The algoritlun, in the form of an
ALGOL prograrn, is then executed and the results
communicated directly to the student. Programs can be run
interactively so that data can be fed in, in the light of the
algorithm's progress. Repeat runs of the algorithm with new
test data and runs of an alternative algorithm can be carried
out without recourse to the whole selection process. Only a
srnall amount of tex tuai information is conveyed to the
student at any stage. Full descriptions of the algorithms and
suitable tests to apply are supplied on a printed guide to the
system. If a visual display were available this material would
be incorporated into the system. However the slow rate of
producing printed copy makes the idea not feasible at
present.
2.

COTAN SYSTEM

The suite runs under the control of the COTAN
rnulti-access system which is available on KDF9 computers
with suitable configurations see Poole (1968) Cotan 3
Service Manua!.
The KDF9 computer is connected to a small PDP8
computer which acts as a multiplexor for a number of
teletype terminaIs. The user is allowed to type in a whole
string of input which is collected in the PDP8. The main
computer is then asked to suspend its background job to
attend to the user's requests and usually ail the requests will
be serviced without further interaction. Thus the COTAN
system could be said to be interactive only when necessary.
Entry to the COTAN system is by a special pass

sequence which guards against unauthorised use. To enter
the teaching package it is first of ail necessary to enter the
COTAN system and so a universal password has been
arranged. This allows anyone to enter but the user is given
only a restricted number of facilities. This limits the danger
of files being contaminated inadvertantly.
The system enables a user to input, arnend, store, or
manipulate data by means of built in commands. Files are
stored perrnanently on a dise, with back up facilities on a
magne tic tape archive system. Sorne of the comments cali
for responses by issuing prompts. In the listing of a file the
prompts are 'From? ' and "I'o? ' which enable the user to
specify just that part of the file which he wants listed. An
exceptional command, on which the teaching package
relies, is called ALGOL. On typing this the main computer
suspends its background job, inputs the program specified
by the user, compiles it, executes it , outputs the results to
the te letype and then resumes its suspended job.
There are restrictions on the size of the program and
the length of the run that can take place using this
cornmand but the prograrns in the teaching package are not
seriously hindered by these restrictions.
The teaching package makes a great deal of use of a
COTAN facility, to build up macros which are files
consisting of commands. They can be stored and
manipulated as data files but control can be switched to
them and then they are obeyed as a. series of separate
commands. Macros can generate further macros and they
can also be stored and then obeyed an unlirnited number of

times.
Many users can have simultaneous access to the COTAN
system even using the same password. This makes the
teaching system accessible by a whole c1ass simultaneously.
A difficulty arises if data is to be stored perrnanently as
users with the same pass will be competing for the sarne
space on the dise and overwriting might take place. The
teaching package has been designed so that when in
operation no new disc files are created and so this danger is
eliminated. COTAN allocates a temporary working space to
each user and thus any relevant information can be retained
without danger of corruption from other sources.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE TEACHING PACKAGE
The flow ch art fig. 1 outlines the steps that the package
performs. Sorne sections are optiona\.. The 'Description of
Facilities' section is only examined by a newcomer ta the
package and it explains, amongst other things, the use of
the teletype keyboard, the correction facility, the notation
adopted, the suppression of print out facility and other
points which need a fuller description than is possible in the
main sections of the package.
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Ali the listings are performed automatically and the
amount of typing required by the student is kept ta a
minimum. The 'Failure Messages' section gives information
as ta how the user might proceed when a failure has
occurred. This can happ en for instance if the student has
initiated a computation which runs longer than the time
allowed or maybe accu pies tao large a space.
The amount of choice that the structure allows is quite
large.
FIGURE 1.
Structure of the Teaching Package
ENTRY TO COTAN
1

ENTRY TO PACKAGE
r-

...

~DESCRIPTION OF FAClLITIES

LISTING OF TOPICS
1

INPUT CHOlCE OF TOPIC
, - - --e- 1

LISTING OF ALGORITHMS
FOR CHOSEN TOPIC
1

INPUT CHOlCE OF ALGORITHM

--...1

LISTING OF TEST FUNCTIONS
1

LISTING OF DATA INPUT INSTRUCTIONS
1

INPUT CBOlCE OF TEST FUNCTION
1

INPUT OF DATA
1

OUTPUT OF RESULTS
'----'---'--->-t-IFAILURE MESSAGES
EXIT FROM PACKAGE AND
FROM COTAN
A student can select a topic from a list of tapies, then
select a method from a choice of methods, and then select a
test function from a list of test functions. Finally he is
given a free hand ta select the appropriate data for the
actual run ta be performed.
4. PROGRAM SUITE
The areas which have been included sa far are,
i) Real roots of an equation.
ii)Solution of linear equations by direct and indirect
methods.
Iii) Quadrature.
Iv) Interpolation.
There are many possible methods of finding the roots
of any given equation. Six methods have been included in
the suite. The standard test functions that are supplied
include a simple cu bic polynomial equation and an
equation involving trigonometric functions. Using the
system it is extremely easy to compare the rates of
convergence of the six methods on the same test function
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and of course this will show that some methods fail ta
converge in certain circumstances. The behaviour of the
Iterations when the limit of accuracy is reached can also be
shown very vividl Y• Such a feature is not easy 10
demonstrate on a desk calculator because of the large
number of calculations involved.
III conditioning is an important aspect of linear
equations. This system enables the student to observe how,
in the case of an iIl conditioned system, very difficult
solutions are obtained with sets of data which differ only
slightly. The importance of various techniques such as
in lerchanging of rows can be shown by running comparison
programs, sorne including the technique and others not.
ln numerical quadrature a comparison of methods can
be made. Other points can be indicated such as the fact that
there is agreement to n decimal places in successive
estimates based on different intervals does not me an that
the n decimal places in the iterate are correct.
Proofs of various properties which are complicated to
derive are often omitted in a course although the properties
are sufficiently important ta warrant inclusion. Students
are much more willing to accept the statements of the
prôperties if the y can verify the validity of them in a
number of cases. The non-convergence of interpolation for
certain functions over special ranges is one such instance
and the student can be told how to verify this by using the
programs available.
5. STUDENT REACTIONS
ln general those students who have used the package
have been favourably impressed. The early versions of the
System were tried out on M.Sc. candidates who had no
previous knowledge of the subject but were attending an
introductory course on numerical analysis. Il is difficult ta
assess how successful the scheme has been in teaching them
as no tests have yet been tried. However it is clear that they
have enjoyed using the system.
The simplicity of operation and possibly the novelty
has encouraged them and ail were eager ta try.out as man y
algorithms as possible. Some attempts were made of course
to break the system in order ta see how it would stand up
to accidentaI mistakes. COTAN is weil constructed ta deal
with invalid rcquests for instance. If non existent filenames
are used then the user is informed that the file cannot be
found and the command begins afresh asking for a new
filename. This facility carries over to the teaching package
which is thus quite ro bu st as far as misuse is concerned. Il is
not possible to leave the system satisfactorily at any
arbitrary stage. An opportunity occurs after every run of an
algorithm and this comes round very frequently.
Experience of using the system indicates that students
quickly become irritated at receiving redundant information, a feature which is unfortunately only too common in
a batch processing service. Steps havebeen taken to remove
ail irrelevant output. COTAN already has the means to
suppress suc cess messages for most commands. Typing a
decimal point before the command works in most cases.
For other commands it has been necessary to use an ernpty
file as a 'dustbin' in su ch a way that the student is never
informed of a file's disposaI.
The response time of the system is not as quick as one
wou Id Iike but it is sufficiently fast for students not to
become impatient. On the suppressed commands the
teletype 'charters' without printing and this is reassuring in
that it indicates that work is proceeding.

6. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Il is felt that the scheme has already proved itself to be
a worthwhile teaching aid. The slow speed of the teletype
restricts severely the amount of information which can
usefully be printed at any stage and puts a big responsibility
on the programmer to produce statements that are short
clear and unambiguous.
The COTAN system allows for a higher degree of
interaction than has been used so far. An Algol program
may suspend itself in mid stream and ask for more data.
The binary program is dumped and later resumed when the
new data has been received. This method of operation
enta ils rather large overheads and its use has been
discouraged. However for sorne problems it will afford' the
student the possibility of including a visual monitoring into
the numerical process. An example where such an
inspection would be useful is in trying to decide whether a
function is sufficiently smooth to be used in sorne other
numerical process such as interpolation. In this situation it
would be advantageous to see the difference table before
proceeding.
An extension of the package which is in many ways
desirable, is for the student to be allowed to input his own
test functions. This is certainly possible but brings with it
the difficulties of teaching the correct form of input and
also of dealing with the man y different types of mistake
that would occur.
The structure of the package shows its basic simplicity
and il is clear that il could be used to help teaching many
other subjects. Numerical analysis because of ils need for
computation al power takes most advantage of the link to
the main processor but the information retrieval properties
of the scheme cou Id be exploited much more, especially
when a visual display unit becomes available.

REFERENCES
Poole P.e. (1968) A uscr's guide to COTAN.
Computing and Applied Matherna tics Group, Culham Laboratory,
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Il is widely suggested that exposure to computer
concepts and applications is desirable for nearly ail public
and secondary school students. The belief seems to be that
the computer wiII play an increasingly important role in the
shaping of lives and environment and that, therefore, ail
students should have some firsthand experience with the
computer. The most common way of obtaining this
experience is through actual programming by the student,
but learning a programming language such as FORTRAN
does not quarantee any insight into the computer and its
possibilities. In particular, interactive use of computers is
difficult with such languages.
More and more, experience with computers wiII be
obtained earlier in one's schooling and wiII occur with less
emphasis on the mystique of computer use. Computers will
soon appear in the primary grades where they will be used

EARLY LANGUAGE LEARNING

For the young or beginning programmer or for the
student who is being introduced to programming as a
supplement to his study of mathematics, algebra or science,
FOCAL provides a simple and straightforward feature that
will give him "desk calculator" results immediately upon
his first approach to the computer. Statements typed in the
"immediate mode" in FOCAL are not stored but are
executed as soon as the line is typed. Thus, the student can
start with a simple output statement containing an expres-

sion and sec immediately that the computer can perform
use fui arithmetic operations. For example, he can type
"TYPE 1+2," to which FOCAL will reply " 3.00000,"
introducing the normal format in which outputs from
FOCAL will appear. This result is immediately verifiable by
the student and shows him that he can write staternents
that are comprehensible to the machine. The concept of a
variable and the storage and replacement of values in
variables can be introduced through the immediate mode.

as an adjunct to other curricular areas such as reading,
mathematics and science. As computation becomes more

The student can cxpcriment and verify these mechanisms
for himself without the complexities of program structure.

economical and widespread, computer education wiII be
accepted in the earlier grades as a tool and learning aid,
It seerns to us that for this to be worthwhile, much
thought should be given to the experiences that will
accomplish this exposure most effectively. In particular, the
programming language used must have features that facilitate early learning and use, yet provide a richncss that can
hold the interest of students who want ta explore more
complex problems and make use of the power of modern
computers. The language should be conceptually current, in
that it should take account of the development of
computer systems, hopefully indicating the future state of
the art rather than recalling the history of computation.
With the increasing availability of timesharing and of small

At this point, part of the processing the computer is
doing has already been removed from the direct observation
of the student: the computer is using stored information
that does not appear in the current statement. Il may be
useful to capitalize on this as an explanatory deviee; no
pro gram has yet been stored, but the mechanisms of storage
have been introduced. When the student encounters prograrns that are stored and executed from memory rather
than from the teletype, the concept may be more easily
grasped if introduced first in the immediate mode.
Nearly ail features of the language can be used in the
immediate mode, allowing students to experiment and
verify each new point about the language as it is introduced. They can verify that changes in the order of
parentheses and operators do make differences in the
results obtained - and in the processes executed. Since any
arithmetic expression may be included in a TYPE statement, many demonstrations consist of one line of code
typed in with immediate feedback. Statements may be
- combined on a line. The FOR statement, for example, may
be used in the immediate mode, and the one-line program
SET A;I; FOR 1;1,300;SET A;A*I;
followed by a TYPE A, computes 300! without storing a
program. The amount of computation that can be done in a
short time is illustrated for the student by simpleprograms
such as these, and he can experiment and discover for
himself what differences the alteration of some parameters
makes in the difficulty of the program for the computer.
Discussion of the reasons for these differences can lead
naturally to fundamental cornputing processes and hence to
important concepts that have comprehensible examples.

cornputers, direct human interaction with a computer may
be expected to increase; interactive construction, debugging, and use of prograrns is likely to occupy a significantly
greater place in computation when today's students leave
school. Their computer training should reflect this.
There are already a number of small computers in
schools for instructional purposes; many of them are Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-8:s, and offer an interactive
language, FOCAL', which has some of the qualities we
have envisioned above. The language, a descendent of JOSS
(Shaw, 1964), is implernented as an interpreter and is
accessed through a teletype as an on-line terminal.
This paper discusses some of the reasons that suggest
the use of this language for student prograrnming. This is
not meant as a promotion of the language, but a discussion
of tcatures of student programming based on a concrete

example.
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Although the usefulness of the immediate mode caleulation ability is likely to continue, the novelty may saon
wear off, and some students will be eager to perfonn
operations requiring stored programs. This can be introduced by use of some of the same examples, where the
statements which set initial conditions of the problem are
set off in separately numbered Iines. The demonstration can
then show that the same results occur although the visible
commands are fewer - in fact probably just the word GO.
The ide a of a stored program can be iIlustrated further by
changing one statement and observing the results; a
statement that sets the initial conditions of the problem
might be a good one for this purpose. The student can be
reassured that the program is still present and that the
appropriate changes have taken place by the use of the
WRITE staternent, which prints out ail or selected parts of
the program. As the student progresses, the idea of on-Iine
editing of text may be introduced through the command
MODIFY which permits the alteration of individual characters in a line without having to retype the entire line. Some
of the more interested students will want to find out how
the MODIFY command works.
FOCAL con tains no formai subroutining mechanism
with parameter passing conventions; nor does it have a
formai block structure that characterizes advanced algebraic
languages. These concepts may be introduced, however, by
use of the line numbering scheme of stored prograrns. Lines
are numbered with a decimal number, with one or two
digits to the left of the decimal point and two to thc right.
The left digits denote a group affiliation of like-numbcred
lines, and this may be ernployed to obtain a block-like
structure in programs. Subroutining is permittcd by the DO
command which specifies a line or group of lines to be
executed in the midst of the current line being cxccuted
when the DO is encountered. Ali variables are global to the
entire prograrn, so sorne care must be exercised but this is
Iikely to be of more concern to those who havc learned
another language previously.
Plotting of functions and ether results of computations
is . facHitated by two functions that set the x and y
coordinates . of a point on a display, if the student's
equipment configuration has an oscilloscope. If not, there
are interesting plotting techniques available for the teletype. The TYPE command doesn't provide a carnage return
or new line unless instructcd to by a special character (! )
so that one may type spaces within a FOR loop, one per
pass through the loop. The placement of a character on the
graph thus depends upon the number of passes through the
FOR loop. This is deterrnined by the upper Iimit provided
in the FOR statement, but this limit can be an expression in particular, the function being graphed (plus some
normalization if necessary). With a Iittle c1everness, a
one-Iine program can produce the graph of a function as
shown in figure 1. This kind of output can be a use fui
teaching aid and even a motivator. Students, at least for a
while, appear to be fascinated by graphing capabilities of a
terminal, and FOCAL has features which make graphs
relatively easy to produce.
Perhaps one of the most important features of interpretive and interactive languages - and particularly of
FOCAL - is the way in which immediate commands and a
stored program can be combined in debugging. The use of
the immediate command to set the initial conditions of
variables and to cause execution of portions or ail of'a
program is important. Il also allows the inspection of
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results of execution of the stored program, Ali of this is
accomplished in an interactive dialogue between user and
computer, which gives an exciting and meaningful
"trouble-shooting" or diagnosis flavor to the debugging
process. This is extrernely important in teaching the
concept of a ,;bug" as something real that can be found by
examining its effects and reasoning logically about their
antecedent conditions.
3. THE ADV ANCED USER
If a student is introduced to programming by me ans of
FOCAL, will he find the language ·useful and interesting
after he has mastered it? Is there sufficient richness to
encourage his use of it for more complex problems? No
detailed analysis of the characteristics that might make it
useful at higher levels will be atlempted here, but evidence
that the language is use fui - even by adults and advanced
researchers - is found in Digital's user group Iibrary. The
most recent catalog (Digital, 1969b) of programs in the
Iibrary Iists many FOCAL items. Examples include analysis
of variance, grade averaging, polynomial curve fitting,
matrix manipulations, and applications in surveying, seismic
refraction and instrumentation calibration. The authors
include both Digital's own programmers and research
scientists in diverse academie and industrial positions. That
these programs have been contributed to the Iibrary
indicates that their authors consider them to be nontrivia!.
4.

DRAWBACKS OF THE LANGUAGE

There are ways in which FOCAL may be disappointing
to the advanccd user or fall short of illustrating critical
computer concepts. The lack of facilities for multidimension al array st orage and external files of data are of primary
conccrn.

Without c1aiming any long-run merit for the limitation
of arrays to one dimension, it is fair to suggest that the
manual's illustration of a method for Iinearizing multidimensional arrays may have some educational value when
done or demonstrated for the first time. The serious user is
Iikely to find this a limitation.
Ali input and output on most versions of the language is
limited to the teletype. An exception to this is the facility
for the storage of parts of programs using the L1BRARY
commands where the language is irnplernented on larger
machines. This will not Iimit the user with computer-bound
procedures, but for the user with a pool of data to be
analyzed by many programs this is quite important.
Expansion of capabilities to include bulk input/output
would not constitute a major problem, although many users
would then find the array restrictions confining.
5.

IMPLEMENTATION AND AVAILABILITY

One of the prime reasons that FOCAL has been
considered as a language for student programrning is that il
is available on several small and relatively inexpensive
computers. The PDp·8 series of computers has already
enjoyed a long Iife in the product line and shows no sign of
fading from the sm ail computer scene in the near future.
The machine is now avaHablein Europe, Australia and
Japan as well, FOCAL is also offered on the larger PDP-9
and PDP-IS.
The interactive features of use of a terminal to access a

computer, rather than the batch procedures used in many
schools today, seem worth teaching. Surely interactive
computing will increase rapidly, and il is likely that the
world in which today's students will live will be characterized by many types of interactive access. FOCAL is a
language that takes advantage of interaction and provides at
least token amounts of on-line editing of materials, providing a useful environrnent Tor learning about computers.
Anyone who has worked with students will acknowledge
the motivational and interest-arousing properties of a
terminal that is on-line, and the educational problem
becomes one of sustaining intorest. A language which can
be used irnmediately and is '.apable of complex development is a crucial requirement.
An obvious alternative language having many of the
desirable characteristics noted above is APL (Iverson,
J962). Jt is available on System 360 Model 50 and larger
IBM computers and a subset is available both on the 1130
and on the J500 CAl system. Debugging by executing parts
of programs is easier in FOCAL, while numerous complex
operators give APL considerable power. Zinn (1969)
provides further comparisons of FOCAL, APL and other
languages.
The costs of a FOCAL terminal and appropriate PDP-8
computer vary. A single terminal operating from a PDP-8L
can be acquired for about $10,000 (U.S. priees); this falls
to about $7,000 per terminai for a Jô-user TSS/8 timesharing system. In the latter system, other languages are
simultaneously available; the purchase priee can go below
$6,000 per terminal in a FOCAL-only, 7-user PDP-81
system. FOCAL is c1early available at less cost th an APL at
the present time.
6. CONCLUSION
We have attempted to explore a number of attributes
that make a language suitable for student programming.
Among these were ease of initial use of the language, its
modularity, a richness that allows sophisticated use as weil
as interactive features that make its execution understandable and make it easily debugged. ln addition, it
should reveal the future state of the art while remainins
relatively inexpensive.
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WRITE ALL
C FOCAL V3A
04.20 COMMENT
GRAPH AFTER DIGITAL <1969>
o 4 ./~o FOR 1 =0.1.30; TYPE "*".1; FOR J=o. 20+ 15*FSI NCI HFEXP< - 01 *I >;TYPE
*>Do 4

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, the fast increase in computer
usage has brought serious problems in training computer
users and operators and, moreover, the time employed in
this instruction is quite considerable. The subject should be
brought in contact with the computer as soon as possible;
continuing his education by means of direct trials and
experiments. This is the only way to become quaIified. The
computer itself is required to assist the beginner du ring his
education.
The subject we wish to deal with is teaching Assembler
language with the assistance of the computer.
We think that the knowledge of the actual way the
computer proceeds in operations is essential in order to
solve several types of problems, if the use of special and
sophisticated languages can avold the se problems. Assembler language contains aIl the elements of programming and
also, in its study, the beginner can develop a correct habitus
for handIing aIl future problems.
This teaching program is executed on a simpIified machine,
because actual complex operations could impair the process
of leaming. But, àt the same time, aIl the elements of the
program will be logically consistent and self-contained in
order to pursue the end we have described. In order to learn
about computer operations, it is necessary to explain the
results of each operation (instruction to the computer and
its execution).
The machine procedure we simulate is to be cIearly
understandable, so it will be possible to follow the internai
configuration at each step. With this characteristic, we can
achieve several results in an efficient and fast way.
Assuming this possibility, the student will be brought
gradually into contact with the actual computer and
Assembler language.
The structure of this software system is built in two levels.
At the first level, the hardware behaviour is simulated with
an absolute octal language.
At the second level, we have a symboIic assembler language
with a larger number of instruction, but, always limited.
This level requires the introduction of the assembler with
the approach to compilation problems.
By increasing the number of instructions and enlarging the
hardware simulation of the computer, the system develops
to the size of an actual assembler. The system is
programmed in FORTRAN in order to use it on different
computers. At present, we are studying the input-output
problem for a third level of this system.

The basic instruction word consists of an octal function
code, accumulator designator, index register designator and
operand address. The indirect addressing is not available at
this lcvel.
The instruction repertory is now quite reduced, but the
selected set is sufficient to achieve the solution of many
programming problems. Because of our didactic interest,
sorne hardware instructions will be introduced at the next
level, requiring the appIicant first to produce a software
routine performing the same operation. In this way, the
student can understand better the structure and logic of the
machine.
The card instruction format is the following:

1op
1 2

op
R
X
adr

o

lei !xl
4

1 ad,
la

101
1213

is the instruction octal code;
is the number (from 1 to 6)'Of the accumulator register;
is the nurnber (from 1 to 6) of the index register;
is the ope rand address (from 0 to 777 8 ) ;
is an option with the following meaning:
* causes the printing of the initial and final contents
of the location used by the instruction;
dumps aIl used storage after the execution of the
current instruction.

Note that aIl programs at this level arc loaded in core
beginning from the location 10 8 •
ln the following description:
(U) means the content of the word of the location u ;
(X) means the content of the index register, and if this
registeris missing it méans zero;
U means the address adr + (X).
The available instructions are demonstrated below:
LOAD -

30 or

(U) is loaded in to R.
STORE -

1 JOIIRI

lxI

1 ad' 1
la

1 2

12

31

(R) is stored in to U.
ADD-

32
the value (R) + (U) is Ioaded in to R.

ADN2. FIRST LEVEL

1

33 (addnegative)

133II RI

lxI

ad,

the value (R) - (U) is loaded in to R.
The simulated hardware features are 1000 8 36-bits of
storage words, a program address register, a current
instruction register and six control registers, that can be
used as accumula tors and index registers.
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JVMP-

34 (unconditional)

I3_'.J.I__-'-L--'-_...J
lxI l,d,

1

L

this instruction causes the computer to execute
the instruction at location V.
LMJ-

35 (load modifier and,.:.j_u~m.:.,p:...)~ ~_~~

13·IIRI Ixl

,de

1

the location of the next instruction is loaded in
to R and the computer executes the instruction
at location V.

TZ-

36 (test for zero)
if (V) is not zero the computer executes the next
instruction, otherwise the computer skips the
next instruction and proceeds from there.

TG-

37 (test for greater) 1 37 I IRI

lxI

...

if (V»(R) the computer executes the next
instruction; otherwise the computer skips the
next instruction and proceeds from there.
RSC-

40 (right shi ft circular)

LM_o-'-LIRl.l

L--.J

data
s
adr

is a positive octal nurnber 2" -l ,
is the sign,
is the octal location in which data, with its sign,
is loaded.

A special data card with 0 in the three first digits indicates
the end of the data.
At this level the only diagnostic messages are ILLEGAL
OPERATION, and ILLEGAL DATA for instructions and
data not conforming to the codes and 10 the established
formats. The execution stops in consequence of an error
and a durnp of the core storage is produced. There are two
control cards which must be used to run a program.

** AAL

at the beginning to access to the first level,
Absolute Assembly Language

**FlN

at the end.

Let's see now an example of a first level program, which
uses a special subroutine ta perform the product of octal
positive nurnbers, simulating the hardware instruction
MVLT not present at this level.
We represent the proposed problem with the following
diagram where A, B, C are data:

(R) is right shifted of N. places and as bits are
pushed out of one end of register they re-enter at
the other end, thus no information is lost.

LSC-

LI_.,..LI..LIR-tl_ _---.L..l.-..J

41 (Ieft shift circular)

This instruction is like the RSC but the shift is
on the left.
RSL-

Xl

LI'_2.L1.LIR..LI _ _-L.J--.J

42 (right shift logical)

(R) is right shifted N. places and, as bits are
pushed out, the vacated bit positions arc filled
with zeros.

LSL-

43 (left shift logical)
This instruction is like the RSL bu t the shift is to
the le ft.

RSA-

44 (right shift algebraicaI) LI_
••..LI-tIR-lI_ _---.L..l-...J
(R) is right shifted N. places and, as bits are
pushed out, the vacatcd bit positions are filled
with the first bit of (R); the sign of (R) is not
1ost.

A listing of the running program follows (see pages III/ 190-

196)
3. SECOND LEVEL

STOP -

45

LI4_'L I

--.J

This instruction causes the computer to hait.

The second level is a symbolic assembly language with
an increased set of hardware instructions and an assembler
that provides for the translation of the mnemonic codes
and the assignment of core locations to the labels and
variables. At this level there is also a diagnostic system to
assist the user during the debugging.
The new card instruction format is
1 Labe\

3 4
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s

16

1

,Comm,

5 7

',Operand~ PI ,comments

10 12

22 24 26

]

80

is the possible label of the instruction;
Label
is the mnemonic code of the instruction;
Comm
Operands me ans the registers and the variable; this field
may contain three subfields separated by
commas, blanks are not allowed .
ln the following description:
Ri
is the accumulator register indicated with i=I,6
Var
is the name of the variable
X
is the index register indicated with
Note that U now means the address of the variable Var plus
(X), and that R+ 1 indicate R(i+ 1).
At this leve], the available instructions are those of the first
level plus the following:
MULT R,VAR,X
(R) is algebraically multiplied by (U), the most
significant 36 bits of the product are stored in R,
the least significant 36 bits of product are stored
in R+ l.
DIV
R,VAR,X
The contents of Rand R+ 1 are algebraically
divided by (U), the quotient is stored in R, the
remainder is stored in R+ l.
SZ
VAR,X ( store zero)
Zero is stored in U.
TE
R,VAR,X (test for equal)
If (R)=(U) the next instruction is skipped.
TL
R,VAR,X(test forless)
1f (U)«R) the next instruction is skipped.
OR
R,VARX
(U) is compared bit by bit with (R) to form a
logical sum in R+ l.
AND
R,VAR,X
(U) is compared bit by bit with (R) to form a
logical product in R+ l.
NOP
(no operation)
A special instruction RES permits to load the data:
RES
VAR,M,N
Reserves M'words, beginning from the address of
the variable VAR, and loads them with the
decimal constant N,
The diagnostic messages are
*1
Double definition for a label
*2
Syntactical error
*3
Undefined instruction code
*4
Memory overflow
*5
END card is missing
*6
STOP instruction is missing
The control cards of this level are
**SAL
at beginning to access to the second level,
Syrnbolic Assembly Language;
**EXEC at end of program cards to execute the
assembled program;
**FIN
at end.
Let us see now an example of a second level assembly
program performing the ten first prime numbers.
(See page 111/197)
REFERENCES
Flores 1., 1965, Computer Software, (Prentice-Hall , INC, Englcwood

Cliffs, NJ.).
IBM 7040 Data Processing Systems, Student Text, 1963, (IBM).
Knuth D.E., 1968, The Art of Computer Programming, Vol. 1/
Fundamental Algorithms, (Addinson-Wesley Publishing Company).
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***

NOU:
LOAD

30

STOR

31

ADD

32

ADN

33

.lUMp

Lfo':J

35

TZ

36

TG

37

RSC

40

LSC

41

RS~

42

LSL

43

R5A

44

STOP

45

END

77

LISTING OF H.UN1'HNG PROGRAM
.... AAl..
30 "1
100*

30
35
37
34
45
30
32
31
34
30
31
30
31
43
42
31
36
32
30
43
31
30
42
31
33
31
36
j4
34
17

2
3
1

4
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
5
5
5
2
2
2
4
4

1 00'"

101 ...
102+
200+
C!Ol-t
202+

203'
204+
20!i+

206+
000
."FIN

IlI/19ü

101*
22*
102*
16*
1010
1010
1010
10*
205'
200*

20:3*
201*
43*
43'
202*
202*
200*
200 ..
1*
200*
201*
10
20t*

204*
206*

206*
26.
OOU ..
23
3
100
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
Tab. 2.1

34

UUMP OF U5EO MEMORY

2

7

6

000

000000000010 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777 777

DIO

300100000100 300200000101 350300000022 370100000102 340000000016 450000000000 300100000101

020

310100000101

030

310200000<02 360000000202

~20100000200 ~00500000200 4~0500000001 ~10500000200 ~00200000201

040

310200000201 330400000204

~10400000206 ~60000000206 ~40000000026 ~40000~00000

~20100000101

~40000000010 ~00400000205 ~1·0100000200 ~0010000020~ ~10200000201 4~020000004~ 42020000004~

4 20200000001

777777777777' 777777777777

050

777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

060

777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

070

777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

100

000000000023 tluOOOUOOOO03 000000000100 777777777777 777777777777 777777771777 777777777777 777777777777

110

777777777777 717777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

120

777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

130

777777777717 777771777777 777771777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

140

777777777717 777777771777 777777777777 777777777717 777777777717 777777777777 177177777777 777777777777

150

177777777777 777771777777 777771777777 771777177777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777

160

777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777177 777777777777 777777717777 777777777777 777777777777

170

777777777777 777777777777 777771777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777777777 777777771777 777777777777
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(OPER) =000000000000
(OPER) =000000000002
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206
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026
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026
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(R2) =00000000000 1
(R2) =OOOOOOOOOOU 1

1. COHl'.
F. CONF.

Oo~

202
(OPER 1=00000000000 1
(oPER) =000000000001

202
(oPER) =000000000001

032

1. COHl'.
F. COHl'.

Icl}=0~2
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F. COHl'.

200
(Rll=00000000002~

(Rl) =000000000071

(OPER) =0000000000'6
(OPER' =0000000000'6
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O.lj

.lO

200
(RS) =0000000000~6
(RS) =0000000000~6

O.l~

O.l5

O.lb

037

O~O

0~1

042

'.l

001

.lI

200

jO

'2

jl

.l,l

.lI

.lb
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IRS) =00000000011~
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(OPER) =0000000000~6
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IR21 =00000000000 1

(OPER) =000000000001
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201
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1)43
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F. CONF.
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THE. GROWING SYSTEM FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE -

GSEP -

HAS BEEN ENTEREO

***

STORAlit:: ASS 1GNEf'J.ENT FùK VARIAULES (NAME 'LOCATION)

zaso

~Tl::P

041
057

LOC

0NE

042

VETT

OCTAL

SYMBOLlC

l'

a-

345-

è7-

e-

910-

111~·

1314'
15'
16*
17'
1819'
2021.

ANNA
01U
011
012
013
014
015

016
017
020
021
U22
02,3
024
025

2~·

026

23*

027
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037
040

24_
25·
26-

27*
28'"
2<;;"
30jl'"
32.j3*

3lJü30000QO<+1
jUOttUOQOOO42
310400300U43
320300000042
320400000042
31 0400300U43
3j0400000042
320300000042
j2(;400000055
300100000055
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TEST

NO
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340000000032
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4:,0000000000
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• *.t.,'m

043
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RES
RES
RES
RES
RES
RES
STRT
LOAD
LOAO
STOR
ADD
AOD
ST OR
ADN
ADO
AOD
LOAl;
TZ

TW0

REM

055

056

COMMENT

ZEHO,I,O
ONE,!,l
TWO,I ,~
VETT,IU,O
REM,I,u

X, 1 -i o

010
R3"ZERù
Rtf ,ONE
R4,VETT,R3
R3,ONE
R4,UNE
R4, VETT, RJ
M:I.J,Or'iE
R.3,QNE
R4, TwO
RI,T"-O
VETT,Rl
JUMP NO
JUMP yES
R4,VE:.TT,R1
DIV
STOK R5,RE.~
TZ
REM
,JUMP A
,JUMP LOOP
ADD R1,ONE
JU"'1", TEST
STOR Htf,VE.TT,R3
AOD R.3,ONE
R3,X
TG
STOP
JUMP LOOP
END
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COPI-II:

A

GENERAL

PURPOSE

PEDAGOGICAl

SYSTEM

Robert G. Milburn, Jr. and Raymond E. Sandborgh

1. RATION ALE

1.1 Introduction
More than anything else, the development of the COPI
System was dependent on the potential it could offer for
useful research on teaching, This research was heId ta
consist principally of two clements, a) the development of
alternative computer-based instruction al strategies and b)
their evaluation in an environment from which reasonable
extrapolation ta operational situations could be carried out.
Virtually ail of the design decisions affecting the development of the COPI System stem from a) and b) above.

1.2 Functional Requirements
The former indicates that COPI System was ta comprise
a portion of the automated interactive, l.e., cybernetic,
clements of a computer-bascd pedagogical system. This was
taken ta mean that COPI was ta provide a facility for a)
creating automated instructional rnaterial, b) administering
and monitoring of the administration of the rnaterial, and
c) reporting on a) and b). Instructional rnaterialwas taken
ta include data which could be stored , retrleved or
controlled by a computer along with algorithms, transformational processes and rules governing the storage, retrieval, display and interaction with the materia! by a learner.
The specifie characteristics of the system, induding for
example, the syntax of the interactive dialect associated
with the system, was determined in part by the broad
functional characteristics stated above and by the specifie
design criteria listed in the following section.
1.3 Criteria
COPI was designed ta facilita te research on teaching. Il
was expected that the great majority of users of COPI
would be. individuals who were not highly sklllcd in the
design and use of complex data processing systems. The
first criterion was that COPI be oriented toward teachers
and researchers who typically are not data processing
experts, sa that the y could maximize their use of the
system.
A second major. decision resulting in design criteria,
related ta the system's role as a research facility, was a
decision ta develop a gcneral-purpose facility which was ta
be unbiased relative ta any specifie tcaching strategy or
discipline area. The implication of this decision was that
COPI should have capabilitics for both intrinsically logical
and adaptively logical tutorial strategies, as weil as strategies
which were socratie. In addition, provision was made for
simulation, games and for lcarner-controllcd strategies.
The third criterion also sternmcd from the research
orientation. Specifieally the system was to be highly
modular in order to facilitate change.

The fourth criterion was that the system be a large-scale
system in terms of the number and variety of terminais
which could be supported concurrently. This criterion
resulted in part from the need ta reduce the cast of
providing researchers with sufficiently large test populations. Il also resulted from the need ta study the system
implications of such large-scale systems. Presumably, in
arder ta evaluate and plan for the implementation of
economically viable automated teaching systems a system,
which at least approxima tes in size, the planned system,
should be used as a source of data.
The previous four criteria have dealt with software. The
fifth criterion dealt with hardware, specifically,' the
interactive terminals. Il was decided that researchers in
automated teaching would require terminals which made
available a variety of media for output of stimuli and input
of response. Il was further detennined that such terminais
must be economie and modular so that the researcher rnight
readily configure a terminal for a particular media mixture.
I.4Summary
The COPI System Software was designed ta be tool for
research on teaching such that various instructional
strategies could be examined in environments which
modeled various actua! c!assroom settings, The requirements (in general terms) of such a system are: ta provide a
means for creating instructional material, adrninistering and
monitoring the instructional material and method for
reporting on the administering and monitoring of the
instruction.
The five principal design criteria for the COPI System
are: 1) that the system be user-oriented, 2) that it be
general-purpose and 3) modular, 4) that it suppport a
relatively large number of concurrent users, and lastly , 5)
that the tenninals be modular multi-media terminais.

2. DETAllED DESCRIPTION OF COPI-II, lEVEL BI

2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes in some detail the specifie
characteristics of the COPl-II, Level BI System as it
currently opera tes on the UNIVAC 1108 and 1106 Data
Processing Systems. The Chapter is divided into two
sections, the first of which deals with the software system
and the second with the hardware associated with this
particular implementation.
2.2 COPI-II, Level BI software
The COPI-II, Level BI (hereafter referred ta as Level
BI) software is divided into three subsysterns which parallel
the thrce functional requirements cited in ch. 2.2. These
three subsysterns include 1) a non interactive preprocessor
or compiler, 2) an interactive transaction oriented
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processor, and 3) a non interactive post-processor or report
generator. The interactive dialect in which instructional
materials are written in common to ail three functional
areas and will for convenience be discussed first.
2.2.1 Level BI interactive dialect
The Level BI interactive dialect or author language
constitutes the medium by which the conversational or
interactive data is specified. This data is thought of as a
heirarchial data structure made up of individually addressable conversational elements which may be collected into
LESSONS, and lessons which may be collected into
COURSES. The distinction between lessons and courses has
less significance from an educational point-of-view than
from the system point-of-view. Therefore, we will concem
ourselves at this point with only the conversational
element.
2.2.2 Conversational element
Much of the published literature on COPI refers to the
conversational element as a FRAME. In spite of an
apparent and increasingly common sensitivity to the use of
the term frame we shall employ it here with the note that
COPI frames are principally understood as delimiting major
entry points in a matrix or space composed of conversational elements. The frame is then thought of as a
convenient way of describing hierarchical elements which
constitute lessons and courses. The existence of secondary
entry points into the conversational stream which was
inferred above will be described in ch. 4 as .Jntra-frame"
branching.
An example of a frame is given in fig. 1. This example

FIG.

of a simple tutorial frame contains the following basic
frame elements: 1) frame label, 2) text, 3) anticipated
responses and response processing logic, and 4) rein forcement texts. Should this frame be branchcd to during an
interactive session the result would be the transmission of
the tex t or stimulus to the remote terminal,
ln this particular example, the text information beginning
on line two and extending to the first double dash
delimiter, on line 12, would be transmitted and displayed,
For the purpose of this discussion we shall assume that the
leamer is interacting with the system through either a
cathode ray tube display (CRT) or a teletypewriter both of
which employ conventional alphanumeric keyboards. The
text portion of the example includes a question. At' any
time after the text is received and displayed the learner may
respond. In this example the anticipated response is an
alphabetic string which from the learner's viewpoint is
simply a word or phrase. 1n normal circumstances the
leamer will simply enter-his response by dcpressing one or
more keys on the terminal keyboard.
Upon receipt of the learner response, the second
portion of the frame is referenced. In fig. 1.• the second
portion of the frame consists of four lines of anticipated
responses and associated response processing logic. The first
anticipated response, METEOROID, is followed by a
number of commands which are referred to as a Logical
Unit.
The logical unit associated which the first anticipateù
response contains three elements: 1) reference to a
mat ching algorithm, KM, or Keyword Match. 2) a
reinforcement cali. PRlNT, and 3) a branching directive.
GOTO 125. This infonnation is interpreted by the system

1. An Example ofa Frame Written in COPI-II, Level BI Author Language

FRI24
WE HAVE SEEN THAT ON A CLEAR NIGHT A METEOR CAN BE DETECTED
APPROXIMATELY EVERY TEN MINUTES. HOWEVER, DURING CERTAIN TIMES
OF THE YEAR THEY ARE MUCH MORE NUMEROUS. AT TIMES IT IS
POSSIBLE TO FIND METEORS APPEARING AT A RATE OF ONE PER MINUTE,
OR EVEN ONE PER SECOND. THESE CELESTIAL FIREWORKS DISPLAYS ARE
CAL LED METEORIC SHOWERS, AND OCCUR WHEN THE EARTH ENCOUNTERS
A 5WARM OF METEOROIOS.
BEFORE GOING ANY FURTHER, "NAME", LET'S BE SURE WE HAVE OUR
TERMINOLOGY STRAIGHT. WE HAVE, IN THIS LESSON, USED THE WORDS
METEOR, METEOROID, AND METEORITE. WHICH TERM REFERS TO THE
ACTUAL SOLID OBJECT WHILE IT IS STILL IN SPACE?-METEOROID--KM, PRINT
METEORITE--(DM, PRINT
METEOR--(DM, PRINT B,
-·NM, PRINT C, DO 247,

A, GOTO 125-B, GOTO A21) (GOTO A2B) (DO 247, GOTO 124)-GOTO A22) (GOTO A28) (DO 247, GOTO 124)-GOTO 124--

ACORRECT METEOROID IS THE TERM THAT DESCRIBES THE OBJECT WHILE
IT 18 STILL IN SPACE. METEOR REFERS TO THE VISIBLE L1GHT TRAIL
CREATED WHEN THE METEOROIO IS HEATED TO INCANDENSCENCE BY THE
EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE. IF THE METEOROID REACHES THE EARTH'S
SURFACE IT IS CAL LED A METEORITE.-·
BSORRY, BUT THAT ANSWER·IS INCORRECT.
CONE OF US IS HAVING A BAD DAY.
AGAIN.-·
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LET'S REV.lEW THE TERMS.--

LET'S LOOK AT THE PROBLEM

as follows: Meteroid is the first anticipated character string
or anticipated response. Test the actual response, as entered
at the keyboard by camparing it with the anticipated
response. Perform the comparison, or MATCH, according
la the Key Ward Match algorithm. If the match is succesful
(in this case, the- string MATEOROID would need be a
subset of the actual input string) then display the
reinforcement string identified bythe label A and branch to
the frame whose label is 125. If the match is not successful
then test the actual response against the second anticipated
using the associated response processing logic.
This pro cess is then repea ted until either a specified
branch takes place or the anticipated responses are
exhausted with no branch. In the latter case a modal
convention will result in an automatic branch ta the next
frame.
The example given in fig. 1. exhibits four additional
characteristics of the syntax of the interactive dialect. The
first of these is the No Match, abbreviated as NM, found in
the fourth line of anticipated responses. NM is said ta be
another Match Type falling in the same category as the KM
previously mentioned. NM implies that if no match
occurred in the preceding anticipated solutions, that the
response processing directives in the logical unit associated
with the NM should be processed, Level BI match types
currently include the two already mentioned as weil as the
following: Direct Match, a literaI character by character
comparison, Phonetic Match, a transformation algorithm
Long [1968] for determining whether words sound alike
and lastly a combination of phonetic match and key match
which searches for the phonetic equivalent of the anticipated response as subset of the actual response. The
planned extension of these match types is discussed in ch.

3.
A second additional characteristic is the DO statement.
The DO statement is a branching command which differs
from the COTa in that COTa results in unconditional
control being passed ta the referenced frame, whereas the
DO statement only temporari!y passes control ta a frame or
a sequence of frames. Following each DO statement is a
related COTa statement. The COTa in this case specifies
ta which frame control will be passed when the sequence
called by the DO is exited. The DO statement may then be
viewed as a kind of a subroutine cali. DO statements may
be nested sa that one subroutine may cali another.
A third characteristic is termed "Multiple Logical
Units" and is shown in fig. 1 in the logica! units associated
with the second and third anticipated solutions. Multiple
Logic Units are used ta provide for varation in response
processing as a function the number of times a particular
path is taken through a given frame. Thus in the example,
should a student make the response "METEORITE" on an
initia! pass he will branch ta Frame A21. ShouId he again
respond with "METEORITE" on a subsequent pass he will
branch ta Frame A28.
The fourth and last characteristic ta be mentioned is
the existence .of a special character string in the text
portion of the frame. In fig. 1., the eighth line of text
Contains the string *NAME*. This string is a special case of
a general capability which takes the form *a, b, c, .... n*
where a, b, and c, etc., represent alphanurneric characters
which make up a label for an alphanumeric string whose
contents have been set in previous interaction. The string is

set through the use of an ASSICN statement which permits
the author ta assign a symbolic name ta a particular input.
ta then save that input and later use it as he would any
other character string. Thus had the author used the
ASSICN ta colle ct the name of the student, the student
would see his name in place of the symbols *NAME*. Data
entry symbolics may be used as anticipated solutions as
weil. A use of this type would take the form:
*NAME*-KM,PRlNT A, COTa A2-.
The foregoing discussion does not constitute a complete
description of the syntax of COPI-II, Level BI. A complete
description would of necessity include, in addition ta what
has been given, the following: a discussion of specialized
deviee commands such as for the CRT or slide projector, a
discussion of counters which are author set or student set,
the method of testing counters, response latency contrais,
macro definitions, and specifie qualitative and quantitative
limitations on the use of these commands. A complete
description of these and several other capabilities has been
published separately, Milburn, et al., [1970a ).. [1970b J.
This completes the discussion of the Level BI syntax.We turn now ta a highcr level view of the software
according ta the functiona! areas mentioned previously.
2.2.3 Level BI Compiler
The Level BI compiler Bucholtz [1969b) operating as
batch processor accepts card image data containing
instructiona! rnaterial coded in accordan ce with the Level
BI author language. The compiler essentially packs the
input into fixed format, variable length files suitable for
retrieval and use by the interactive system. The printed
outputincludes the following: 1) a source listing organized
by lesson within course with flags for control card errors, 2)
a concise error listing organized by frame within lesson,
within course, listing syntax errors internaI ta the frame, 3)
a listing of frames referenced but not found, 4) a listing of
frames found but not referenced, and 5) an index of
frames, lessons and courses compiled. In addition, the
compiler outputs a special source file for use by the
interactive edit.
In surnrnary then. there arc three important outputs
l'rom the compiler, an object file, a source file, and a
diagnostic listing. The compiler operates cornpletely
asynchronously from every other element of the Level BI
System and can thus be used ta prepare instructional
material while an interactive process is taking place
involving previously compiled data.
2.2.4 Level BI Interactive System
The level BI Interactive System may be discussed from
a system point-of-view and user point-of-view. We will first
discuss the interactive system from a user's view point.
2.2.4.1· User FuncÙons
The Level BI lnteractive system provides three main
classes of user functions. These are I) Student Functions,
2) Instructor Functions, and 3) Utility Functions.
A student may perform the following actions at a
remote terminal under control of the Level BI Interactive
System: a) he may identify himself by name and student
number, b) select a lesson or course l'rom a glossary, c) start
the lesson he has selected, d) termina te the lesson, and e)
define and cause the system to perform mathematical
calculatians. In addition, the student may determine at
sign-on time whether he wishes to begin a lesson or course
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at its defined beginning or ta begin at the point where he
left off in some previous session. Should he select the latter,
the system recalls the entry automatically and initiates the
lesson at that point automatically.
The calculatian mode Relles
(I 969b) provides the
student with the ability of using the computer terminal ta
perform student defined computations during a lesson. In
effect, the student is given a high-Ievel desk calculator
,which canicarry out calculations and sequence through a
series of statements involving branehing, conditional
branching and calculation.
Statements within the calculation mode may consist of
constants, variables, operators and functions. Constants
may be negative or positive and are stored as fJoating point
decimal numbers ranging l'rom 999999999999.99999 ta
-999999999999.99999. Variables are identified as single
alphabetic characters (A-Z) and are always decimal
numbers. Operators for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and exponentiation are provided, as are
functions for sine, eosine, square-root, integer or truncatian, and for the obtaining the absolute value.
The calculation mode pennits execution of one line
statements of the form:
R= 2.3
A = (3.1415) X(R**2)
SQT(4-20)
In the last statement above, the system would return
the result:
4.00000*[, or 4.00000* J -1.
The calcula tian mode also provides for the execution of
short sequences of statements of the following form:

DO

R

5

C

2*R
71'*0

A
V
S

(4'd)(R*A)
4*A

o

«C/2*7I')**2)*7I'

END
Execution of this "program" would result in the 1'01lowing output:
S 514.159 00,
Haupert, et al.,[ 1970].
In addition ta the above, the calculation mode provides
the student with Format Control enabling him ta cause the
statements ta remain static on the CRT or ta automatically
roll up after each output or input sequence. After
completing a calculation a student may cause the system ta
automatically return ta the point in a lesson l'rom which
the calculation mode was entered.
The Level BI Interactive System provides the following
Instructor Functions:l) aIl student functions, 2) control
over student numbers, 3) privileged review of lesson
material, 4) use of the interactive EDIT and 5) system
termina tian. Access ta priviledged instructor functions are
protected by bath sign-on procedure and by special
mechanical overlays that operate in conjunction with the
keyboard of the CRT.
The EDIT functiop may be employed only at a CRT
remote terminal. EDIT allows the instructor ta view
selected lessons in soulte format, make corrections, and
cause the revised lesson ta be recompiled and storèd by the
system. At the instructors option the revised lesson or
lessons may either be added to the lesson me or replace
previously compiled lessons. ED[T operates completely
asyehronously with the remainder of the interactive system,
pcrmitting simultaneous student use and instructor edit of a

=
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given lesson without mu tuaI interference.
Lastly, the Level BI Interactive System provides for the
transfer of lessons or courses l'rom magne tic tape ta drum
or disk. This capability is use fuI in an experimental
environment where it is not desired ta main tain large
permanent drum or disk mes. In an operational environment lesson mate rials would normally be storcd in rapid
random-access mass storage and this feature would receive
only occasional use.
2.2.4.2. System Functions
The Level BI Interactive System is l'rom a systems view,
a real-time, transaction-oriented processor. It is composed
of three principle classes of elements. These are: 1) deviee
oriented handlers, 2) executive and control routines, and 3)
applications processors.
The deviee handlers constitute an openlist which at the
time of this writing include bath CRT handlers and
teletypewriter handlers. Bath types of deviees may operate
concurrently or the system may use only one or the other.
The student terminals, whether CRT's or TTY's may be
operated locally or remotely, on single drop or multidrop,
multiplexed or not, or any combination of the above.
The applications processors comprise an open ended list
which currently includes the following: a) framehandler, b)
calculation mode, c) edit, and d) utility routines. Framehandler is the processor which controls the interaction
between the student and the instructional materials.
Effectively, each of the applications processors becomes a
mode of operation as far as a student or instructor is
concerned. The addition of applications processors has been
provided for in arder ta facilita te specifically the addition
by the user of specialized simulations or games which might
then operate in cam mon with and be selectable l'rom or as a
result of tutorial conversation.
The Executive and Control routines serve ta Iink the
varia us terminals with handlers and applications processors
as required. Each terminal active in the system may be
under control of a different applications processor.
2.2.5 The report generator
The third principal element of the Level BI Software
system is referred ta as a report generator HAUPERT
(1968). This element will be referred to hereafter as the
GRADE Program (General Record Analysis and Data
Evaluation). The GRADE Program operates on data whieh
is collected during the interactive process. Il is a batch
program which collects, sorts, and analyzes the data in
arder ta produce two outputs. The first output is called a
"Student Progress Program Listing" and the second a
"Frame Listing". Effectively the GRADE outputs describe
the performance of individuals and the performance of the

curriculum.
The Student Progress Listing con tains a complete trace
of the activities of every student who was active during the
reporting period. The report Iists the student's namc,
nurnber, elapscd time on the system, and according to
course and lesson, the sequence of frames or path that was
taken. The time spent in thé frame, the anticipated
response which collected the match, and changes in counter
values are also shawn.
The Frame Listing gives statistical performance information for the education mate rial on a frame by frame
basis. Each frame referenced during the reporting period is
Iisted according to lesson and course. In addition, a

distribution is given of the references associated with each
anticipated response, Mean and median response latencies
for the frame are Iisted also.
2.2.6 Summary statistics
The COPI-II, BI Software System has been implemented on UNIVAC 1106 and 1108 Systems which operate
under "EXEC 8". Ch. 3.3 gives a brief description of the
1106 and 1108 compu ters.
The entire Level BI Interactive System requires
approximately 23000 decimal 36-bit words of core storage
for operation. To this must be added approximately 10
decimal words for each terminal and 563 decimal words for
each line. The lesson assembler utilizes approximately
15000 decimal words of core and the GRADE Program
approxima tel y 25000 decimal words. Each of the three
principle elements also rnakes use of drum or disk storage.
The exact requirements for storage on drum or disk depend
on the quantity of education al material and the number of
students indexed by the system. We may note that
requirements for one-to-twenty billion characters of drum
or disk storage are not unreasonable and could easily be
reached in an operational environment,
It has already been noted that the COPI-II, Level BI
System operates under EXEC 8. The most important
implication of this is that concurrent processing of background batch, demand and other real-time processes is
permitted. The total computing power available for such
use depends on the number of interactive terminaIs
requiring service and their response frequency. At the
present time no specifie maximum number of terminais [or
operation under Levcl BI has been fixed. No estima te is
given here as the maximum will always be a funcrlon
directly dependent on the mix of terminais, line speed,
curriculum characteristics and hardware configuration.

2.3 Hardware
2.3.1 Central Site
The COPI-Il, Level BI System is at present implimented
on the UNIVAC 1108 and 1106 Data Processing Systems
operating under EXEC 8. The configuration of thèse
systems required in order to run the COPI-Il, Level BI
System is that minimum configuration required for EXEC 8
operation with the addition of communications facilities.
MILBURN, et al., (i 970a).
Both of the processing systems indicated above are fast,
medium to large scale systems, capable of operating as Unit
Processors or as Multiprocessors. Main mernory storage is
composed of up to 262 000 36-bit words. Read/restore
cycle time [or the 1106 is 1500 nanoseconds and for the
1108,750 nanoseconds.
Bath systems have optional magnetic drum storage
units and magnetic tape units as weil as punched card and
printer subsystems.
2.3.2 Rcrnote terminais
At present the rernote terminais employed by the
COP[-Il, Level BI System are limited to CRT's and TTY's.
Specifically, either KSR or ASR 33 or 35 Teletypewriters
are permitted. UNIVAC Uniscopc 300 or Uniscope [00
Cathode Ray Tube Displays are pennitted in either a
one-per-line configuration or in a multiplexed configuration. The Uniscope 300 and Uniscope 100 are self
eontained Cathode Ray Tube Displays, utilizing a self-con-

tained core mernory capable of storing and displaying 1024
eharacters or more. Both deviees employ extensive editing
capabilities and make use of either an overlay or wallet
sized card which has a unique identifier code associated
with it and whieh is optionally employed by the system to
control access to specialized functions. Bath displays are
alphanumerlc only. The Uniscope 100 offers upper and
lower case alphabets.
Operating in conjunction with the Uniscope 300 or
Uniscope 100 are two optional random access image file
deviees, The first is a random access microfiche display, the
second, a low cost randorn-access slide projector. The image
me deviees may be operated singly or jointly, in con junetion with a particular CRT display. Bath deviees connect
directly ta the CRT, through which they are accessed and
controlled by the remote processor. Additional media
deviees under development or evaluation are mentioned in
ch.3.

2.4Summary
ln this section Level BI software was discussed from
both systems and users areas view-points, Descriptions of
the major features of Level BI were presented along with
the basic hardware requirements. The necessary hardware
was discussed for both the central site and student
terminais. A comparison of the characteristics of Level BI
with the the criteria in ch. 2 from the basis for extension ta
the system, which are discussed in the succeeding sections.
3.

EXTENSIONS TO THE SYSTEM

3. [ Need for extensions
The need for extensions to the system arise as a result
of the fact that the design criteria, ch. l, have not been
entirely met, as weil as from recent developments in the
field that have yielded insights into sorne possible new
directions for such a system. It is felt that a major weakness
lies in the difficulty a user may have in writing complex,
conditional statements that are related to known student
characteristics or student history A second area for
concern relates ta an inability ta easilyIink student files
and curriculum files into the author language in order to
provide for flexible control of these or use of them by the
author. Recent developrnents in Drill-and-Practice Systems
and Computer-Managcd-Instruction Systems have been
reviewed and it has becorne apparent that the current
system is not sufficiently flexible to handle these areas
effectively in other than an experimental mode.

3.2 Scope ofextensions
Extensions to the COPI-II, Level B[ System arc taking
place in two phases. In phase one. Level Blis being
extended ta Level B2 with the addition of I) seven new
match types, 2) author defined counters, 3) the ability ta
display counter values during the interactive process, and 4)
the ability to branch within a frame, from one logical unit
to another. This last addition will make possible multiple
and varied response acceptance and processing by one
frame and will greatly simplify coding in certain commonly
eucountered circumstances.
ln phase two of the extensions a new syntax is being
defined as COPI-Ill. Emphasis on COPI-Ill will be in the
area of improved string processing and generative techniques. Specifically, provision will be made for generating
instuctional mate rial from elements of the subject matter
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according to defined procedures and relationships, COPI-III
will also provide for sorne automatic selection and
modification of rnaterial or alternate material based on
experience by the system.
COPI-III will aIso incorporate a drill-and-practice
subsvstem as defined by Suppes [1969] and Jerman
[1970], and a Computer Managed Instruction Subsystem
for which characteristics are currently under study.
.
FinaIly, in the area of terminal systems, additional
media deviees are under study with ernphasis on audio
techniques and packaging of the en tire student station as a
modular system.
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"CHIMP"
Kathryn Wolff and R.J. Munn

Il is generally assumed in the educational process that
learning will be much improved if every student is provided
with his own individual tutor. In studying computer
assisted instruction we look to the computer to be that
tutor and in doing so we assume that the student is learning
more and understanding more when he studies lessons
presented by a computer which can analyze and respond at
once to a student's input. The truth of su ch an assumption
obviously depends on 'the quality of the lessons studied via
the computer and their relevance to other studies which the
student undertakes. Il should be equally obvious that po or
quality lesson material will remain poor no matter how it is
presented.
While mass-produced curriculum materials may be
suitable in certain educational situations, it is not likely
that conversational computer programs will be successful,
especially at the University level, unlessthe course material
presented by the computer matches what we may cali "the
local conversational mode." A trivial example of this would
be in notation; that is, subjecting a student to two different
notations, one in the classroom and another at his terminal
may mask the underlying principles being taught. We must
hope then that the University faculty will be willing to
prepare their own computer materials for interactive
teaching. To lure the faculty in doing this two things must
be done:
(i) The faculty must be convinced with realistic examples
thar computer assisted instruction does have a role in
the teaching process whether this be in just the simple
drill type interaction ..or in a more fundamental way,
and
(ii) The preparation of lesson material must be made no
more difficult than the careful preparation of a set of
lecture notes.
One might hope that this second condition would prove
extremely 'attractive tothe faculty member truly interested
in his teaching proficiency. The discipline necessary in
sequencing lesson material for computer presentation to a
range of studen ts might assist the lecturer in developing the
most logical conceptual hierarchy for presentation of a
particular tepic. One, in addition. might hope that
effectiveness of teaehing in certain ways could be studied
by the lecturer, since the computer provides both a
replicable teaching situation and. if desirable a permanent
record of each student-Iesson interaction.

The situation at the University of Maryland is similar to
that at many other universities and colleges. Typically, the
campus has access to one or more digital computers with
Iimited mernory, many users, Iimited time sharing facilities
and a computer science center not primarily concerned
with computer assisted instruction. The faculty member
who wishes to present sorne part of his course material via a
computer rather than by c1ass lecture or reading assignment
is thus faced with an extensive programming task totally
unrelated to the material that he is teaching - unless the
author language assumes the burden for him.
A carefully designed CAl language should therefore
have sorne and preferably ail of the following attributes:
1. The language should be easy to learn and obvious in its
operation.
2. The often used basic operations should be designed in a
way corresponding to the na tu rai requirements of the
teacher, not of the computer.
3. Insertion, replacement and deletion of material should
be as easy and as natural as any other form of text
editing.
4. The language should allow the presentation of material
in a natural and efficient way.
S. The language should provide for the analysis of bath
verbal and numerical responses.
6. The system should be coded in a common, high level
language allowing for easy transfer from machine to
machine.
7. The system should put as small a strain as possible on·
the computer system with reference to facilities usage.
The CHIMP language was developed for the easy
preparation of CAl lessons in the physical sciences at the
University of Maryland. The Attributes of the CHIMP
language are outlined briefly in Table 1. A general scheme
for the presentation of a simple one question/answer
sequence is shown in figure 1. Ils implementation in CHIMP
is shown in figure 2. Il is obvious that.it is a sizablè amount
of coding if we are to handle the sequence' in a realistic
way. Il is also obvious (by the fact that we haven't included
explicit text and responses in figure 2) that the sarne
sequence could be used in each such question/answer
sequence. Il thus is entirely natural to turn over to the
computer the task of inserting the variable parts in the
sequence wherever they occur. We can do this in CHIMP by
the deviee known as a macro. The macro corresponding to
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the sequences of figures 1 and 2 is shown in figure 3. Il
consists of primitive CHIMP co ding with two additions; the
substitution symbol il. and an end of line symbol\. The
macro has been given the name ST RAT 1 which will be
used ta identify it subscquently, Now an author can use
this macro by writing his lesson as shawn in figure 4.
Anything between consecutive backslashes is substituted
for the corresponding substitution symbol in the macro
definition, after the strategy STRAT 1 is invoked. (A
'number of editing features are available in arder ta format
the text for CRT output but these are not essential ta the
discussion).
When the language was being developed it seemcd
reasonable that the typical faculty mernber would have
access to bath a secretary and a key puncher, Il seemed
quite unlikely that he would choose ta sit at a terminal and
type in a lesson segment of typically 1000 [ines when he
can have il punched on cards and run as a batch job. Hence,
while it is possible ta prepare a lesson at the terminal in
CHIMP, no particular emphasis has been placed on
interactive lesson construction. The language does have a
number of interactive editing commands should the author
decide ta modify his lesson file directly, rather than
modifying the lesson dcck,
Many of the CAl languages currently available have
extremely primitive computational facililies available "ta
bath the author and student. This is strange when one
considers the computational power potentially available.
Rather than utilize the general purpose software available
for our computational sequences, it was decided ta build a
compiler as an integral part of the language. The language
chosen was "BASIC" and the implementation allows bath
the student and author ta use it at will. ln addition, an
indirect communication bctween student and author is
established since they can effectively share the 260 simple
BASIC variables and can thus transmit information through
them.
The availability of such a large number of counters
permits the lesson author ta construct logic for ma king any
desired branching sequences; if a large number of exercises
of varying difficulty arc available in a lesson file each
studcnt may have a selection of problems tailored ta his
demonstrated level of ability (cf. figure 4, incremental
eounter Z 1 whieh switches on attaining a value of 5 with
the CHlMP eommand LIF). Aecess 10 "BASIC" by the
author has increased the scope and redirected the emphasis
of the lesson material. No longer is the author limiled ta
examples that are within the analytie mathematical ability
of the student.
As CHlMP has developed as a language over the past
eighteen months it has become apparent that we have a
powerful tool for preparing interactive lesson segments for
computer use. One of the reasons for this we feel is that the
language was developed in an interactive mode. No attempt
was made ta present the faculty with a system purportedly
anticipating their every need but rather ta develop a
language that the faculty found useful.
Il has become obvious in our liml-ted experience that
the macro approach ta CAl is extremely useful and we are
building a library of tested macro sequences. Two very
important aspects that have emerged in macro use are:
(i) They can be uscd ta rapidly prepare a large number of
sequences of a similar type with very little effort - for
example drill exercises in solving routine chemical
calculations. see figures 5 and 6.
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(ii) The construction used in the macro definition is an
explicil definition of the teaching strategy.ln the early
stages of the education process much needs ta be
learned about the best way ta present a set of simple
concept: randomly, linearly, conditionally and with or
without rein forcement? Each such "strategy" is easily
represented as a macro construction and lessons with
identical text and varying strategies are easily constructed by teachers ta fit their local situation. The
generality of the strategy makes available comparable
data on student performance.
In the higher levels of education this second aspect of
the strategy approach may become less inportant although
its utility value in producing lessons easily will remain.
ln summary CHIMP represents a language developed in
an interactive environment, which has proved extremely
popular with users. We realize that the system as it stands
has limitations which we are endeavouring to rernove. Il
seems ta us that while the power ta write interactive lessons
is an extremely useful one, the real power of CAl will be in
its ability ta supply students with the power ta manipulate
and organize data or concepts and the Iike and ta see
immediately the consequence of their actions. In building
the language we have allowed ourse Ives the ability ta add ta
the language quickly and easily with little or no penalty in
increasing the facilities usage. At the present time we are
designing file interrogating processors ta be used in much
the same way as BASIC is now used for computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although the basic principles of programming can
nowadays be taught better in a higher level language, there
is still a need for educating programmers who are able ta
work on the level of assernbly languages. For those jobs
where the utmost is required from a machine and especially
for many parts of the 'hard' software as for example 1/0
packages, deviee controlling routines, interrupt routines,
assemblers, compilers and tracers, one still must work on
the level of the instructions available in the hardware
repertoire of the machine.
Over the past 10 years, a lot of experience has been
gained in Bolland by using a hypothetical machine called
SERA for courses in elernentary and advanced prograrnming. (1). The name was jocularly coincd and stands for
Scerningly Easy Reckoning Automaton (Schijnbaar Eenvoudige RekenAutomaat in Dutch). The main reason for
crcating such a hypothetical machine was that mast real
machines have lots of irritating idiosyncrasies and irregularities in the construction of their order codes which, from
the standpoint of practical and efficient use, are perfectly
acceptable, but, from the standpoin t of teaching the
fundamentals, real machines are often too complicated and
their manu ais too thick. lt would be a waste of lime for a
pupil to work himself th rough such a thick handbook,
while he' has ta change to-a different real machine later
anyway. A second reason is that on the neutral ground of
universities, high schools and other teaching institutions il
is very difficult not to make unsolicited propaganda for a
partieular manufacturer. A third reason is ta standardize
the machine language for a certain class of state examinations. A similar case is the City and Guilds code, which is in
use in Great Britain for the same purpose.(2).
2. BISTORY
The original ideas for creating a hypothetical machine
in the style of SERA were developed very gradually by
many people among whom notably were: P. L. M. van
Berkel, M. Euwe, G. C. Nielen, W. L. van der Poel and D. H.
Wolbers. The old SERA (which we shallnow cali SERA 60
for convenience) was never specified by mutual agreement
between lecturers to a great extent. In fact, in the
beginning, every lecturer invented new instruction codes on
the spot whenever he needed them. Gradually there came
some uniformity in the mnemonics and the instruction
repertoire. At the same time (1962) the first implementations of SERA 60 were made on Stantec ZEBRA,
Telefunken TR4, Honeywell 125, IBM 1401 and Digital
PDP8. As the host machines differed in ward length and
radix some implementations resulted in binary SERA's,

others in decimal SERA's. These discrepancies resulted in a
certain degree of incompatibility of programs. As long as
only arithmetical operations were done with programs
written in assembly language no harm was done, but
programs explicitly manipulating with bit patterns and
depending on word length (e.g., decimal and binary shift
instructions) were incompatible. The abovementioned implementations ail were pure interpretive systems, although
for the Electrologica XI, a compiling version was written.
ln the latter case it is no longer possible ta manipulate with
instructions.
To surnmarize a few highlights common to ail implementations: The instruction word was composed of two
parts: an address part in the least significant part and a
function code in the most significant part. One bit in the
function part was uscd to indicate whether the address part
was to be used as the operand itself or whether the content
of the address had ta be taken as operand. The
unconditional jump had an funclion part = 0 sa that e.g., a
return address from a subroutine could be used as a jurnp to
that address. One of the most use fui instructions was the
MOD, whieh modified the instruction immediately following by the content of its address. In this way and at the
cast of one extra instruction every address in store could be
effectively uscd as an index register. In the same way
repeated MOD instructions cou Id be used for multiple
addrcssing.rStill when..one had to use the sorne modification
ovcr and over again, it could only be done at the cost of
two instructions every time. There was no agreed system
for interrupt handling. For an abbreviatcd description see
Appendix l, where the mosl important function codes are
explained in a practically machine free, ward length free
and radix free ALGOL 68 description, which should be
self-explanatory. For SERA 60 a ward Jength free
assembler was written which was described in its own
assembler languages and which could assemble itself, once a
handcoded copy was placcd in' the machine, irrespective
even of radix and exact coding of the different mnemonics
for the functions. (3), (4), (5), (6), (7).
3. SERA 69, INSTRUCTION FORMAT
ln the last few years it was realized, that the features of
SERA 60 were not adequate for representing the structure
of present day machines. Especially the inability to deal
with interrupt systems, more complicated 1/0 equipment
such as disks, data transmission links, displays, memory
protection, relocation, multiprogramming, etc., was heavily
felt. Therefore a (small! ) committee was set up ta find
common ground for defining a new SERA. This committee
had the difficult task of designing a machine with the Jeast
possible number of exceptions, a simple instruction
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repertoire and ail the abovementioned features. Although it
would be interesting to discuss how and why we arrived at
the solutions chosen, 1 have to restrict myself in this lecture
to the ultimate outcome alone.
The store of SERA 69 is byte addressed (1 byte; 8
bits). Most operations are performed on words of 4 bytes.
Also the instruction format is always one word. Words
always start in addresses which are exact 4·folds. The
instruction format is as follows:

o

page. This gives 4 possibilities: (1) page completely
protected (this can mean: unavailable in core. Swap with
another page in background store), (2) writing and reading
forbidden but instructions can be executed from that page,
(3) reading permitted but writing protected, and (4) page is
fully accessible.
When the s-bit ; Othis is denoted in the mnemonics by
having the 4th letter a 0 (for direct operand), when s > 1
the 4th letter is (for Indirect). The correspondence between
a written instruction in mnemonic code with symbolic
address and modifier now looks as follows:

1 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 la 11 12131.( IS 16 17 18 19202122232425262728293031

The function part f can designate 256 different operations
of which only 45 are used. The remainder will all be
trapped by the non-existent operation interrupt when
working in user mode. By the so-callcd extra-code bit e the
user can define another 256 different operations in his own
region of the' store by a particular kind of subroutine. Ali
other part of the instruction word keep their normal
significance and can be accessed in these subroutines.
Because of this possibility of creating extra-code many
sophisticated instructions have been omitted such as
double-length floating-point operations, editing and special
conversion instructions and stacking instructions. They can
ail be easily defined in extra-code.
The register designation r selects one out of 8 registers
to aet as the active accumulator. However, reg. 0 always
con tains 0, sa in fact there are only 7 registers designated
by A, B, C, D, E, F, and G. The empty register
is
designated by L. These letters appear again as third letter in
the function mnemonic as was the case in SERA 60 with A
and B alone.
The same 8 registers play a dual role as index registers.
The index register uscd is indicated by the i part of the
instruction.
The right hand halfword is the address which can range
over 2 1 6 bytes directly and 2'0 bytes indirectly in monitor
mode. The calculation of the effective addrcss is done in
the following steps:
(1) The address of 16 bits is cxtended to full word length
by adding copies of bit 16.
(2) The content of index register i is added in full word
length.
(3) Now the s-bit cornes into play. If s ; a the address
obtained in steps 1 and 2 is used as a direct operand
itself. If s ; 1 the content of the address is used as the
operand.
Taking this content of an address is a different process
in user mode and monitor mode. In monitor mode the right
hand 20 bits are used to range over a full 2' 0 words
directly but in user mode only the right hand 16 bits are
used. Of these the left 4 bits are used to look up a real 20
bit address in a table of which the starting address is given
in a register RELOK. To this 20 bit address the line part is
added ta give the actual address used. Thus each user can
have up to 16 non-contiguous pages assigned tohim by the
monitor, which will look to him as one contiguous region.
For each user the monitor keeps the relocation table.
Changing from one user to another only requires refilling
RELOK with another starting point. Only the monitor can
do this by protected instructions. Furthermore, the
relocation tables also contain two protection bits for each

a
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The use of the s-bit ma kes interregister transfer
instructions superfluous; e.g., BPAD B (Take positive in A,
B modified but Direct) will take the content of B into A
Disregarding the relocation in user mode, the operand for
most instructions can be succinctly exprcssed as:
OPERAND :; if s ; a then l[iJ+ n' else M[l[iJ] + n' fi
where I[i] denotes the content of index registcr i, n'
denotes the elongated address and M[x] denotes the
content of location x.
The available repertoire of instructions is surnrnarized in
appendix 2. A few instructions on this list rnerit further
discussion. The old property that an unconditional jump is
represented by an ernpty operation part has been kept from
SERA 60, i.e. SALO is equivalent to the old SAI.
instruction. But a complete family of other jumps has bccn
added. Ali jurnps will effectively set a return address in the
register, mentioned as the third letter of the mnemonic. If
this is an L this has no effect as L is in fact a non-existent
register. Furthermore, ail jumps are conditional and test the
condition register CONO on three criteria: < 0,; O,and > o.
Of these three possibilities only one can be fulfilled at the
same time, On the other hand, three bits in the jump code
are devoted to 8 combinations: ail, <or ;, < or >. <,; or
>, ;.>, nothing, jumping resp, always, only whcn smaller or
equal, etc .. The SN, jump never, still can be used to set a
return address to the next address in sorne register.
The instructions for take, store, add, subtract are rather
conventiona!. Multiply, divide, right shift and left shift will
use two registers, namely the mentioned one and the
previous one for the least and most significant part of the
product, dividend, or number to be shifted resp.
The compare instruction fills the condition register without
disturbing an accumulator and can a1so be used to set the
condition to a switch in store by cornparing with L; e.g..
VGLl JOHN; SZLO THERE will jump to THERE only if
JOHN was zero.
Sorne instructions have f;;' 128. These instructions are
protected in user mode. This means ihat they will cause an
interrupt. Whether the monitor still wants to execute the
required effect is up to the monitor, but is the normal case
with TRAN, TEST and STOP. The transput will be dealt
with later.
Sorne other instructions have an address which is Ilot
used as such or as source of an operand, but which points
to a control sequence. This sequence usually consists of

more than one word of data. This is used on the TRAN,
TEST and VERP instructions and will be discussed under
TRAN.
4. THE [NTERRUPT SYSTEM
The interrupt system is kept very simple and has no
provision for automatic levels of priority. The monitor can,
by software, treat sorne interrupts with higher priority than
others. There are 32 channels on which an interrupt can
come in. The interrupt channels correspond to the 32 bits
in a word and are controlled by two masks, The enable
rnask EMK con tains a 1 in each bit position corresponding
to a channel for which an interrupt can be permitted. If the
enable bit of a channel is 0, then that channel can never
cause an interrupt and the deviees on that channel could be
regarded as not connected or non-existent. If the enable bit
is on, then an interrupt is accepted if also the corresponding
bit in the interrupt mask MK is 1. Otherwise this interrupt
request is caught in the CATCH register untiI the bit in the
interrupt mask becomes l, or could be cancelled if the
enable bit is made O. As saon as an interrupt cornes through
bath masks, the following actions take place simultaneously: the instruction counter lC and a second instruction counter PIC are swapped. The second instruction
counter could have been prefilled with the address where ta
go on after the interrupt, and after the swapping it will
contain the place where to go on with the interrupt
prograrn. The existing interrupt mask MK is saved in a
second mask PMK and the interrupt mask MK itself is made
zero sa that no other interrupts can come in. The mode of
operation is forced into monitor mode. (I! is quite possible
that the system was in monitor mode already. Also the
monitor can make itself susceptible ta interrupts if it has
set some of the rnask bits ta 1). And lastly a register ealled
the interrupt register [NR will reeeive the information on
the kind of interrupt being made. This could be the number
of the deviee on a certain channel plus information on
eventual errors,
Sorne interrupts are caused by the processor itself such
as a protection violation in the relocation procedure or the
execution of a non-existent instruction. This can only
happen in user mode and these interrupts have priority over
any of the masked interrupts. The interrupt register is filled
with a negative characteristic for such an interrupt.
lnterrupt for arithmetical overflow can be normally
masked off by bit 3 I , as weIl in user as in monitor mode.
They will not be discussed further.
The instruction VERP (= move characters) can take a
long time. Special provision has been made to allow in terrupts in the middle. The effect is properly described in appendix 3 although this effect could be achieved more efficiently
in an implementation.

or quarter word binary.
(2) The second word gives the number of bytes ta be
transported. For some functions this piece of data is
irrelevant.
(3) The third ward contains the number of the channel, -the
number of the deviee on that channel and the function
(e.g., seek, read, write etc.) which has ta be initiated.
(4) The fourth and possibly the fiîtli. word if needed will'
indicate a deviee address such as arm positioning on a
disk or long address on a ward addressable drum.
When TRAN is given in monitor mode it will start
transput on a real deviee. Once the TRAN has been given,
the program goes on with the next instruction and the
information transport requested will take place on a cycle
stealing basis. When the transport is finished, an interrupt
will be received from the channel if the corresponding
enable bit in the enable mask and the bit in the interrupt
mask are one.
TRAN can also be given in user mode. The form of the
control sequence can be exactly the same. But as the
instruction is trapped as a protected instruction, the
monitor can now actually do the action with completely
different real TRAN instructions. This gives the possibility
ta make a flexible assignment of logically interpreted
deviee numbers and functions and the real resources
allocated.
'
TEST will practically only be used in monitor mode ta
inquire in ta the progress or the correct finishing of a
TRANsport. If the transport is finished and correct, the
instruction following TEST will be donc. Otherwise the
control sequence will come into action. This is composed as
follows:
(1) The first word contains an address to where a jump will
be made if the transport is not yet complete or if the

transport has sorne errors.
(2) The second word contains the information on the status
of the transport. Ifnegative, the transport is not yet corii-'
pIete. The amount indicates how many bytes still have ta
be transported. This enables the user to utilize the bytes
wh.ich have been transported ta the buffer, while the rest
of the transport is still going on. [f the word is positive,
this is an indication that something has gone wrong, lt
depends on the k.ind of deviee as ta what the significance
is and what ta do as a corrective action.
(3) The third ward contains again channel and unit nurnber
as in TRAN for identification purposes.
(4) For slow deviees this ward contains the running buffer
count. A fast deviee could very weIl have a' special
hardware register. Then a zero in this location will not
be changed du ring the transport and does not allow for
intermediate inspection.

6.
5. TRANSPUT
The input and output is governed by two instruction
types: TRAN and TEST. Bath instructions use the effective
address ta point ta a sequence of control words. In the case
of TRAN this control sequence contains:
(1) as the first ward the beginning address in store
(relocated ta user arca) from/ta where transport of
information takes place. AIl information is transported
in the form of bytes, whether this represents characters

USES

SERA 69 can be used in courses of high level as weil of
low level. If used in elementary courses, many advanced
features can be omitted. In fact a mini-implementation has
been made already on the PDP-S. In this implementation
relocation, protection, paging and interrupt have been
omitted.(9) The repertoire of functions has been reduced
ta the first 31 (not counting bit 0).
On the other hand SERA 69 can be used in courses
dealing with the actual construction of multiprogramming
monitors and operating systems; e.g., it is nat necessary to
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have a really big machine having the full complement of
2 2 0 bytes. Even in a machine which can provide for only a
limited number of pages, the pages not present in core can
be flagged with protection bits 00 in the relocation table, so
that on interrupt a page swapping can take place and the
user still has a virtual store which is much bigger..This can
ail be programmed within SERA 69 itself and using no
machine pro!\nimmin!\ fi the host machine.
Some instructions have been left out deliberately; e.g.,
there are no stacking instructions. These could be created in
a number of ways.
(1) One could use an accumulator as stack pointer and
write 2 instructions for a stacking operation. (Fast but
c1umsy).
(2) One could write a macro to generate these 2 instructions. (Fast and elegant).
(3) One could write extra-code instructions. (Elegant and
easy but slow).
(4) One could trap some unused functions and retum the
required effect to the user by the monitor. (Very
convenient but not so fast as 1).
ln appendix 3, a description of SERA 69 in ALGOL 68
has been appended.

APPENDIX l.

An AlGOl6B description of SERA60
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BTlI: M[70P] :. ,\CCUil, TOP .. ,. 1;
PSU: Vo[Ta?J

; .. DC'nClI,j H[TOP .. 1J

Jt:CR'P.MEl'i'rj
:_ 1..111K; BO'M'OM : .. TOP .. : .. 2;

JNCRE>lEN'l'1

POP, I!O'M'O!': :_ Ml'fOP :~ BOTI'O~ _ 2J; LINK :. Mt'TOP.. 1]; IUCREM>:!IT;
~ ruSH anll pop from .. tl!.cl< ~

roe. IllS7RUCTI011

IliA; ACCUA

I~

nECI~'r.;.1t :m

Q!'EllAh'D; lM;

îr,put character from in;'ut cbnnuol;

trrAI output cher-ac tee te> output chann(-1

~

IlI/212

Oo.:"':-c!l":'

the ùccumn: .. t o r-e. AIl>,) 1/0 i" very l1l1:lo."<,,':l.v (:'('I.tCt!o.

50A; Cot:nJTIO~ : .. ACClIA .. 0; TEST;

REFERENCES

<'l.!~h <!or.

ln t hi s. dcxc r-i p t zcn no consill"l'.'ll:or, ill !:ivcn 1,0) noee <kl'.<lh<

;m

l''CRD~T;

liCcurq H1CRDIEh'T

{1:;'9J~ busy. (/t, /1, ••• /t),
APPENDIX 2.

Instruction reperloire of SERA 69

faction
SArD

SArI

SVrD
SY.rD
SMrD
S1,rD
S(;1'D

SVrI
51\1'1
Slolrl
l;Z r I

3

4

SNrD SSrl

5
6
7

HPrD
IlNrD

8 Take pOllitive
9 Tnk.e nceative

se-t

IIPrl
~mrl

ar-r

l, '''",. "",," ,. '",.

IC,

1~;:

ln

Dl!!"l

1:A

HJH;!

t)5

Ih",l'I;l.chinc1

!P., ~. the inflll'Ucti<>n rceister, holdinG the present inlltructiO:: ~

• the instruction counlet'

1

Il;!!,

4 tI,e

nllmb,dev",d,~,

IhH~lf

in monitor mode

+

4

i

lime,

one,,~l,hi.tO IÈ~:t!1),byteo--=-~~?t74,-

-

bytet .. ~(?f24 - 2"(16), l.ytll'2 • ~(zt16 - '10),
bytd • bin 255, long addNt:D m:l~k - bi,,{êf<'O - <\),
addrcso ;:;k •

!1.!!«'tI6 - 1),

Ill:; .. ~("tt9

index

"fI6),

-

reg mok ~ ~(;1?] - <1:'0), pllge mallk .. È1.!l(Q16 - '2t12),

"lliU"t)1 ..

linc mnok .. ~(?t12 _ 1), prot mn.ok

'2f30) ,

r-e..l pneo 'IIaDk .. :~,!E.c2t~0 - <11(2);
• ,Procerjures •
~ l'cg .. i!!.!: ~(IR / \ reg maek

40

20), { eive:t nr- of Ilceur.r~la~or'

~I. (i!!.!.x)!!!.~:~x.1.!!lL, A, B,

~ cffaddr. !l.it~: 1(~
+

(170 IR

(m

cv

u, E, p. C~;

I\.innel." mask ...... 16») +

1.2.~addrn"lJ rna6k

(ra

I\Ilddre68 1M.6k)

1 zero),

• (~Jt)bitcl ..u: r',adlock ~ lIo'It ,. -?i INr.J;;;lRUf"'I' ~

i : .. ~(x f\!one:addrclIs ,!,,!sl\)1

(lli II,li)
.l?!!!.S I1tore.
i

1..

;':4) • (.l:1.!.!.

<;-

1\ 1;;)'teO
1\ bytel

:. ~ (y

<- 16) ...

(lli MIi.?)

<-

8) +

~ M(i+~]

Q.

-+ 24);
-+ 16);

1\ bytll2 -+ 8);
1\ byte)); t mutu.f.!.h

'''!!2!~ (y

M(i+3) ,. ~ (y

il

~1(;"1)

(~x, )<):{'t mutex;..u: writclock ~ IIIR ,. -), I1rrE!!RUPl'!l2.!.

~(ll"/\10nl:llddren8rrJ1Dk);

MCi)

~ re ï ccate •

(2l.!!!. x)!.U!!.' if MODE ..

0.!..!:!2.

..!!!E! ~

P[I!'t0 .. x / \ pa.go llI-l0k _

10 1

~line_x/\lil'lllll\llllk •
1'010

relocword • flltch(R'2.LOC + plIge).

lli

protection • ~!!.-(reloc wOrd

~ rea1~l::"c .. reloe word

but the identifioru are cho[len in Ilucllll

~ proteclion~l.!.!!.

lhat they arc nelf-explltnalory. Of nU l'0ulSible devicell onl;; olle i8
which l..nC'''·"

+ ctart

0 ,

1"

~ Con::tnnLP •

i n trilnsput arc very murh Ül'pl.,mentalion bcund , They are not properly

de!lc;'H~d

l>:O!J~~

hitr. ZIH'O .. bin 0, four .. bin 1\, eie:ht • hin 8, twelve ~ bin l?, e i x t een .. bin 16,
-

~ fIotc!,

io r.UllPO!!cd ta be )'2. soee quantitieo which ploy

fl.dv<lotill.:"e ie ta"rn of

~ er.able

~wrilclock,rt!1tdlock,lleCOI)d.ex,{toprnvent:lsecondEXF.C;'n\tlll:'rmodn.

thr l'lits "idth, i.e .. tr,c number of b i tn in

€.a,

1 1'1·:1:,

CATCH, ~ catcnl'!o the

.!2.lch.1n, dev, "et, runction, t ,

An ALGOL 68 description of SERA 69

tioclarednccording 10 ALCOL

!!:!!

~ ÀlUiliilry variables, hiddcn rel.:"ietcl'ç
~operand.addr,

In~hi'-'deGcriptionn,oetqullntjtieo/l.redecl'lredormild,,~,

t."y

i

intc ...r "pt rccister, ",hcre ecu rce of interrurt can be acen

hool J.;OVSllU:>Y : .. r:,Ise ,

Io![i+?]

the row of bo01t!ar"

interrul,t l:Iôlo::k

interrupt::+

.!..:!..!:

Y.(i+t] ;. ~ (y

i.e., ... row of boot&a.n, wr,crc

~ cecond inlltruction ccunt.er- {

mar.y. • r.t;,l){;, ~ the reloc,"Üion tabh po tnt er-

Return 10 uner- 1'00de
Take en<lhlc l'I.u:k
Take inter",pt lMl,Ik
Tllkc llecono:! int"rl"".ll't m~!Ik
r.tt~ 8econ.:! lr,lltrnction eount~r for Ownppinc
Store (lWill'p"d lmaructlon countt'r
::;Lvre i n~errupt ""Ci" ter
Takc rolocalion t .. ure pcj nt er-

APPENDIX 3.

4 PIC,

+ 1'1':1\, 1 eccond

lo:K, • interrupt Ir.ask

Th .. following inGtrucliolUllre "Il protect ..d "nd n"e uc ed only by the ...omlor.
1'2F.
129
130
t't

of

corln,

r-

n

TilKD TRKI
HV/W 11\111
H~KD
Hl<:Y.I
l!PIŒ HNlI
HPOD lIPOI
IlPOI

f

l,it!; L, A, B, C, D, E, r, C, ~ accu ....
1l.1a.·.orll 0;' j."dex reeioterç ~

OPrI
A.....r l
V}.JJ"I
IlLrl

APrIl

M th (Ire are ehllnnolB for dey

[i :n:lm"'n,. of oe·:lcc:l]iE.i nchon. nUlr.bor, runrÛ"1; cOllnt;

+ llc/:intern

10 Store pOllltiv"
tl Ad~
So:ot conei ~ ion
17Subtract
Setcon:!.ition
ve-n
1) HuJtip1l
DLrD
14 !livid"
COrn 0(11'1
15 '\G~ an.l c .. rry
For nrulti_lrnf.lh oj-er... Üor,....
AOrD AOrI
16 Subtractilndcarry
t'or multi·-le:lf:tl: ol'erati".:o
EllrD EI1rl
17 Labieal AND
:';eLconcitlon
ta
LogicalOR
osrn Olo'i'!
Set cond r t rcn
SctCont!.itlou
XOt'D xo-r
19 Exclu[liv"OIl
RSrD RSrI
20 Right Dhift doubl" l'Cf;..
[,SrD LSrI
2t t.er e ehift double n~I.:'
2'2 Compare
VCrD VCrI
:>ct eto,.di tl cm only. rio 0;>1'1·;) l~ on
EXrTl DrI
") c.;:,cute
Ilextnddre;lD ln l'
PJ:rD llArI
<'4 T.Lke charnc t e r
BKrI
?5 Storecharacter
KNrD
26 Convertof:haract..,rll tonumber
AddreRo lli'lr"I:;).rde~
Convert number to charactcro
IIKrD
.1ridrcGn <ho;l'e/l'lr<l"ô
STrD STPI 156 Stop
prc tcc t oa H:l::tructi'H,
/,d,h'(O(l8 pOln~fl_ 1;0 c ontr o I oeq ,
THAli
157 Tr ..neput
TEST
t58 Teot trllnsput r-tatull
A~dreoll poiroU; tu con'.rl.»
'1f-.q,
)1 S,.are phcc in firat 3?
DOr}) POrI
)7
Floatins: "dd
DArD DArI
)) Fltoatint::"ubLrllct
DI/rD IlVrl
34 jo'lcating multiply
DDl'D DIlrI
3~ Floatint; dlvide
36 Take aIl rceit::terll and c cndt t t cn fro"" fi "UCC('Al'lVI' wordo
!tAL!
37 Storl' 1111 ret:itler!l and condiHun (COndItion ln "''''rd 0)
D'.Ll
VERP
38 ~:ove chnrnc tern
Ad.:!rellG p<'intl:l t., co,; t r-c 1 !"-q.
OPrD

lMny

[t:f'u;T1bl:rofd(l',j(;c"J~eore-<lddreGB,dl:viel:addre.~:I,devicl!Teloci
lllnumb,·rofdc\"ie'l3J~error,

JU'llp&1wilJ'O
,lump on /l.t m-=>Dt
Jumpon differcnt
J\lmp on flmnllcr
Ju",ponntlenst
Jumpon;o;ero
JU'llp on ereater
Jump never-

su-n su-t

+ao

(l:?'1l!..!:.!. channf\! l:1fOl"'ootion;

The m~,~moni~s are .'(IVen ln Dc tc h , T.1CY cou Id be cinne~n ('~.<;::l~
by redefinition Of" in the 11.l'sc",i;ler. r- lit.1nda ter L, A, e, C, !J, E, ;;', ,,!. ; ••

1\

1\

l'rot IIlllllk),

real pa.e:e maok,

(INR ,. _1; Il;TDU!UPl') ,
( ....riteloCkl.re(ldlockh~).

undcr the deaigT1ationlll tllio dey. and thio chan,

Iœitelock ,,,'true~1

the pomlibiHty to deocribc 1/0 deviecn runnÜ.,g in

i!.l

renlp.ago+lino

p"rallel with th" central procesnor in A.LCOL 65. Of aIl poooible funclion
çodeG Clven in App"ndil." 2,on1y th .. c!>sentia1_and tho/llOllt inter(!Gting
on~"

• Now followlI the p....ra.llel otilort of the central interpreter Ilnd aIl

'Ir" given. rhe doublc-lone:th involving operatiOnD such ae m...ltip1)· :'Ind
flo:>,,~ing

ehifhng, lhe

periphnraldovice"+

poinl op"r...tions, nnd the convert operaliono al'e not

givl::l here. for" f.Ill dOl'cripl1on C'f the "hardware" of SERA th" "caner ie
refcrre<1 tO(IJ.
As

rule the proCram"'er-ncceooiblo regiotero ar8 e:iven identifiero

11

E.!:~
IC 1. &ero; ~ otart in 10clltion zero
MIC

in amall lette;,".

• C",ntral Interpreter ~

~en

PreHminary declaration of aIl regioten. conotilllto, other quantiUell n;Jû

1

+

2120 - tl.!.!:.!.

H

;

~ The otor"

INR
iD

reprollented by

Il

t',"w of int"s-era.

i.':!l

b)~: nib; ~ n,hHt 1er-. opcrator

+

5?':"" .. (~a, ~ b)bi ~G: a1-b; f ohirt ril;':l~, oporator ~
~-1- .{~.,.,l)~:.!!b.. ;o;'lTo~a
fa rncursivedefinitjonof.
e1s€:' (il. /\!:el b
2.E. - .. {~~, l;)!i!!'

V~

a

1\ b)

• {Il / \ b <- 1)!!.1 faddinl: bi.nary

a • ~ b ... onel fllubtr ;. add co,,".pl

+

~.

~ ',lUtex • /1, ~ for llIUtu:!1 exelueion of tw'. procllBllell, influcncing tho

çame quantity

+

0;

1 ..

1"

tE!:. x ~

'ctiannlll

29

~x0

y -

!.2.!.!!..!!..!!2.

chan

1"

x'Ot;

inf~~n(ehan];11iuoylChan]j1-inutex

eloe 1'rm1tnxl INTERPRE'l' QI

rancin/; from 0 ~o (1.'15 and. eff"ctively ueed ilS a b~h •

~& <- .. 2, _ ... 2 1 ~ priority of opera tort nhift leet and ri.6ht iD 10>< ~

~ <- .. (bitl') a,

chan

CATCH ,. CATCH 1\ not(bin 2f()1-Chan));

proceLlureo.
lo

+

initially no inlerruptll allowed, no de"lice connl'lctild

nEXTI -!-mutex; if (y: .. CATCH I\MK) ~ zoro

~
~

1.

FMK ,. zerO,

i

in capitalo in tl;e ALGOL prol;'r6lMllc, hidden varinbleo Ilnd conBt!lnts aro written

INTERllUPI': y 1. IC
Y.OVEBUSY 1.
nrrERPRETI

V (HO\'E!lUSY!bitO!:tero);
10

eeeonol ex 1.. rndlock 1.

!!!..!.!!.!; "

roadloekl .. ~;IRI .. fetch(y};
E:ŒX::t1I'EI writeloCk 1_ relldloek h
operand ,_

lC 1.. PIC

V longaddr

ll'.3ok,

PIC, PIC 1.. YI J')D( 1_ MK; MX 1_ zero; MODE 1.0;
1.. roloCllte(IC)

1\ 10nE;8ddr

tnaOk;

IC, .. IC ... four~

fllllle; L 1.. Zerol

(130 IRjfetch(rel ocll te(eff"ddr))[ef(addr);

f'unetion ;_ ~(lR

1\

byteO -+ 24);

~ otop • /1, ret:tllrt .. /0 1

[l:numbcr of de~'icclI]~ activato.

(/0,/0, •..

,/0);.110 1Ilan,y ail there aro

de\'ice o ~

1II/213

EXTRÀCODEI

l! 90

"R ~ y : .. rctch(rclocll.te(~ fu~ction .....

.2»;

TEST; eh:o.n , .. abs«(y ; .. felch(re1ocatc{crfaddr

n~{y 1\ byte2
l!. roa~o;:vJ ~ 0 thon

Dtoro(relocnt~(y), Je);

ëev

otore(r<'l1ocnte(y

Cour),o.,erandh

otorc(relocatc(y

fl1ght), eCfaddr);

utorc(rolocato(y

twolvo),

le

!!.

1_

~

.!.!!.

function + 1

1!1R , .. -41 INTF-RRUP'1' .!l;

~

JUMP, JUMP, JUMP, J1.J)tP, JUMf', JUMP, JUMP, JUMP.

tlOIŒXIST, NONEXJS'l', FLA1lD, FLSUB, FIJIi'JL,

smrv,

parallel ar.1 follow ti 1e

.!!. 31 0

4 The

KK~ lliRl" -51 INTERRUP'l'

4

IR / \ ~COlm

reild,y[dcvJ);

f!J

pattorn

whi1o~orror(thiDdllviceJ~

<0 V
V
.!!!2!!. re

h.

i;

LOAD MK, LOAn PMlC,

M(llpecinl rolocate(coNi addrlllls(thill. ëevtce] +

~I

content of(devico addrlloo(thie dllvicll] ... i)
(ort"1ll"

~ otoro roturn oddrCllD

70JR/\~COmJ .. 0
fi 0 IR / \ ~ COlm> 0

4

i f achon(tiliç devioo] _ read ~ ~ i ~ mlmbllr(thill. device]

-

!!:!!.!lEXT.!l1

Jl'J~P; r(rec) l~ IC;

i!GO

f1f11ll0

(ruMina count[thiD devicll]

.!.!!. RETURN TO USER, I,(l,U) DlK,
STORE erc, S'OORE ne, LeAD P..E'LOC
155 !!l STOP, TRAH, TES'!' ~;

diffcrcnt functiono

lli

hoelvll), runnin8' eount(dev)

~ lroey( thi\l channel];

LOADA1.L, STOREAi..L,

NOVECHAR~I

.!:!!.! funaUon _ 127

NONEXJS'1'1

of.

~.~ ( {llcli'Jr1te(thia devicc];! IllUtexl rend,y(thia devrce] , .. -1111Jl\ltcxl

LOAOCHAR, 'S'I'ORECHAR, CONYCiWUlUli, COh"lN11MCHAR, NO!o'EXIST, NONE:(IST,

funcUon _

1\ byte);

, + Now fo110:'3 an oxamplo of one ef thll aevtcce , AU dllvicoll. run ir.

roUBLE SUB, LOG.lND, LOCOR, EXCL OR, RIOH'I', LEFl', COMPME, EXEC,

~

oiaht»

'lmutexi 1fE:X'l'

.Yl!.!!

LOADPOS, LOADIŒO, STOREPOS, ADD, SUBTilACT, MtILT, nJVIiIE, roUBLE:ADD,

LOAD PIC.

of.

r.lIltcx;

IC :_ fetch{re1ocnte(offnddr»);

otorc(rolocate(efraddr

ni

MODE .. 1 / \ function > 127

~

8);

_

otore(rolocato{offaddr + Coud,

ln l\rogrMQk)r

y ... silttoen; IN'l'ERPIŒr

1_

+ jump

on cond i t i on

of do

+

dll.vice] .- pooitivll er-r-cr- indication)

QI

do! acUon( thill devico] • write!!!!!!.

....

~ rnutexi (2 ~(Jl-thill chllMel) 0 DlK

1 CATCH

lli

+

1 read,y(thiB

i)] :..

+ Ilnd

h

~- CATCH

V

2 1'{)l-thio- channol) ); channol informnUon(thio channel] ...

thill ehunne l + thio devicll + pOGitivo erl"Or indication;

+

rcad,y[thia dovicoJ l.. (readylthifl ëevfce] ~O

f

1" opor".nd.!l; !ip'T;

1 0);

l' eratex

)~,

Tho etecx re (:.lclulliv<'b conneoted to ohanne l l <'.nd ill. alço dcv i ce 1.

I.{lAD?OS' l{rcs) , .. oper1t.Ilfl.; 11EX'!';

Itiçcompot'ccl,oitwopll't'lI thodovicah'lndll.'-....lndtheclockpropor.

I.OAOlIEC: I{reg) : .. :lero - operand; NEX'l'j

The c tock l'ropor 'mly ticlm "very uni t of lime a.nd r-egf at er-e the numbc" of

SI'ORBrcS;.!!.130!R~Dtorc(rolocal"(offll.ddr),I(rcg»
~ (310 xx Hm e.. -5; !!JTERRUM')

1

corf;) :.. l(res) ioo J{res)

t1cl-;e. The device ~·,an(Uer Sil.'oc the ti:ne ..hon TIlAN il' l'carline ln t!w core

11, lfEY.T;

arldl"ef'o, Tt lleta a limer 1.0 numbcr

+ operand; lltXT;

CO~1J:_ lire!':) ;_ l(::-Cll') _ opcrllnd; 1ŒX'l';

lOGMTD:

COlm ;_ l(roe;) : .. l(rog)

LOCO:t:

CO!HI

EXf:L'OR:

CO:ID 1..

CO).lPA!lE:

COlm l. I(rcg) - epllrand; lŒ:<T;

1\

1(f"Il;,) 1.. l(roB) /\~ oporand

otorc(opecinl l"Cl:zcOlte{coro addrellllL 1J), Ume)

V~

~llction[lJ_\.I'rile~

t
t

J(reg) /\opcra.ndl

liI:X1;

A 31 0

EXECI (ollcond ex

lU:

1 ren h

-6; IIlTERRUM'),

f

no cnat n of executee

4

IRI"Gol'cl"al\d;I(rcg);.effadtlr"four;9ccendci(I-~;m'Ctrr~:;

'oo _2; I:rrERRUPT),
J(l'eel/\~ hyto}'" (130 IRI~ y.~(roloc:J,te(crfnddr»)) 1

WADCHAR: (roadlocklJtlll

l(rcg)

1"

1\

ofradùr

byle3); IrtX.T;

(writolock!IIfR;. -3; Il!'ïE1lRUM');

STOP.ECHAR.

Y.t!!'!.

:,oIoeato(crfaddr)J : ..

I(j)
STO!lF.ALLI

fotch(roiocll.te(orfaddr ... M.!!. 4

h

otore(rll1ocate(effnddr), CONn),

M.!!. <1

tlterfl(relocate(effnddr +

!2!.
)<

Je

A

IC 1_ opcrand

ho

'l

uubr-cu ~i ne t e ",h~rc tne

ucer- ..'nnlod to 60' It id up te th~ fl>onitor, whethor contl"ol i a d fr-cc ccd ther"
ntroaltimeor:l.florasir.TUletedtime+
lheo1ockpr o l'c r +

,

~i2..(dc!'1yoncu,",itoftimc;ti,r,el .. li"", .. on")~,

~

8!!!?
j»l /,'&:(1;

{t

"top;

L:

!L

f

otart butt'ln prclloed ~ 'Î'_reçtart ~ L..cl

>,

{Allothcrdevicellt

j ~ 8 ~

~,ofparallolproccoDcllt

j), l(j); IiEXT;

~iofd{locripli'J~t

fProtllctedinl;t\-uctinnGf

RFm1RN Ta UStll;J.lY. ... PMK; MOVEilUST

b~syL lJ; ts: i ~ numhel"l1J ~ dclay one unll of time- ;
V li!! 2f30; ? mutex i!. ) ~ ,

mulu; CATCH : .. CATCH

, C:Ol"'J nddreç::L 1J oUll contu.inn the lIddreoo of

, The parallol procec", lIinulatine tll'" lI.tnrt bUllo..

ili( I(rog) / \ byte3 ); IfEXT;

COJ.1J ,_ foteh(rolocatc(crfaddr); ~ j ~

LOAOALI.,

allOIol.9 an inlcrn,:pt aft.:-r thflt l'Iu':lbcl"

~ ~( .. nctivi\te[l]; .!!. actionl1J _ roud ~

operand; "'EXT;

J{roc) ; .. l(rcg) Voperll.nd; 1/EX'l';

1..

a~rl

ef ticks when TI!..':; il' uncd ...ith tho wri.te funetion f

~UBTilAC'l':

10 opora nd l

lona,'lddnllaok; ~:ODE: h. 1; 11J.xT;

tThoproccdurct.pccilllrclocatewillnotbcl';.CCificdhoro.Itiaill.T,ost
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LOAD 001
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STOnE PIC:

1I10re(cffaddr, PIC)1 1ŒX'1';

ol.'l.rClow. Thoy arc !lol dencriheu here

S'I'ORE Hm.

otore(effnGdr, ~ lNR); !lI:X.T;
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tÇtOPI

STQ!'I

f
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j
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1..
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chan : .. abll ((y

;_ felch(rcloeate(effaddr .. eight»)/\ byt(3);
byte:! _ 8);
f extrllct contrlll ooquence

deY

; ..

~

(y

:Ict

ho

~

(y / \ bytel _

1\

+

16);

dcvad._ flltclo(relooate(effaddr ... t"'ulve));

!!

21(}I-c'un)

0

Ev.K.!!.!!.2.
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devic_caddrfn".v~_l~ d,ovad;

,tranofllrcontrol data t"f

action[dovJ 1" net;

+dcvico+
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dll\'iClll'olocldovj : .. RELOC;
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t

Il,;

~'EX.'i';
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l.

INTRODUCTION

During recent years the teaching of programming,
particularly in auto-code or high-level language, has
increased to such an extent that it now includes most
universities and technical colleges, and a large number of
schools at the secondary level (e.g. BIRKIN, 1969). In the
latter two categories particularly, the students are
frequently given only an introductory course, without
necessarily making formai use of a computer. until they
move on to higher education or into industry or profession.
When they make this move it is quite possible that they will
find themselves using a different language than the one they
learned at school or college, and this may pose problems for
them if their introductory language was carried to too great
a depth.
It is therefore desirable that a studentshould be given a
very thorough grounding in a language of about the level of
Mercury Autocode, Elliott Autocode, etc. One approach to
this problem is to design special-purpose languages purely
for teaching beginners, su ch as BASIC (NIXON, 1969);
another approach is to teach actual languages such as
Mercury Autocode, etc. Il seerns a pit y, however, to
increase yet again the number of programming languages in
existence, but the obvious disadvantage with the early type
autocodes is that these are rapidly becoming obsolete.
For these reasons the sub-set of ALGOL described in
this paper has been defined, and this will henceforth be
referred to as the "AGL sub-set of ALGOL", or more
simply, as "AGL". This can be described very briefly as
"Mercury Autocode written in ALGOL notation", and
since it is a strict sub-set of ALGOL it introduces students
to programming by means of a simple autocode-type
language, but which nevertheless is part of a "living
language". This means that subsequently they can move
"upwards" to full ALGOL, or "sideways and upwards" in
sorne other language, without the necessity to "unlearn"
anything.
A second consideration, in this type of teaching, is the
desirability of providing very extensive fault monitoring
facilities, since this can reduce considerably the load on the
teacher in helping students to get their programs working.
Whilst programs written in AGL may of course be run with
any ALGOL compiler (subject to the usual input/output
considerations), the fault monitoring provided may not be
considered sufficient for introductory purposes. Since AGL
is fundamentally a simple language, however, it is relatively
easy to write a compiler specifically for this purpose, and to
include in it rather more monitoring facilities than exist in
most ALGOL compilers. Since student programs tend to be
numerous but short, sorne installations may also consider it
worthwile to provide for batch processing in such an AGL
compiler.

The remainder of this paper will be divided into two
parts: (a) the definition of AGL, with additional descriptive
notes - this is independent of any particular computer, and
(b) a description of the implementation on the Atlas
computer - in which extensive monitoring and batchprocessing have been included.
2.

DEFINITION OF AGL

A formai definition of AGL is given in Table 1, in a
notation which is sornewhat more simple than the usual
meta languages, and which consequcntly may be given to
students for reference purposcs, once the y have assimilated
the

main featurcs of the language.
notation of Table 1 assumes the following

The

conventions:

(a) upper case WORDS are uscd for defining the language single upper case Icttcrs may, however , be used as
alternatives for the corresponding lower case letters.
(b) symbols which have particular meanings:
"defined as"
1
"or"
&
.Jollowcd by" (omitted whcre no ambiguity can arise)
?
"option"l"
integer type (prime follwing a definition word)
"pattern repea ted as often as desircd"
(c) ail ether characters are part of the language as shown
(d) NIL has the mcaning .,nothing"
The following abbreviations will also be used throughout
the remainder of the paper:
CHAR
CONST
OPTR
COMPAR
COMPND

CHARACTER
INT
CONST ANT
OPND
Ol'ERATOR
EXPR
COMPARATOR STAT
COMPOUND DECLAR

INTEGER
OPERAND
EXPRESSION
STATEMENT
; DECLARATION

Additional Details of AGL

2.1 Arrays, Expressions. and Assignments
Arrays are assume d to be of type reaI, this being the
only type allowed.
Expressions are evaluated from lèfl la right ; except in
so far that multiplication and division are carried out before
addition and subtraction.
.
If the variable to which an assignment is being made is
of type integer, then the right hand side must be one of the
following:
(a) an expression in which ail ope rands are integer variables

or integcr constants, and which does not contain the
division operator,
(b) the "entier" function.
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(c) input of integer data (see below).

2.2 Input and Output
Although the ALGOL 60 report (NAUR, et al, 1963)
did not specify any standard form of input/output, it was
considered desirable that a teaching language such as AGL
should include a defined form of input/output. As given
here, the relevant procedure calls are taken from Atlas
ALGOL (I.CT, 1964), and operate under following
conventions:
(a) VARIABLE .; read - this procedure calI reads the next
number from the data, and assigns it to the given
VARIABLE. The numbers forming the data will be in
fixed-point form, with an optional sign, and will be
terminated by a space or new line - this character will
be read as part of the number.
(b) print (OPND, INT, INT) - prints the value of the
OPND in fixed-point from if the first INT parame ter is
non-zero - in which case this INT will specify the
number of character positions to be output before the
decimal point. If however, the first INT is zero, then
the instruction will print in standardised floating-point
form. In either case the second INT indicates the
number of decimal places to be printed. The number
will be followed by 2 spaces.
(c) NAME' :; readch - reads the next single characier
from the data and assigns its "numerical value" to the
given integer location. The "numerical value" of each
character will be according to sorne pre-determined list
which will be included in the compiler.
(d) printch (OPND') - prints the character whose
"numerical value" is equal to OPND'.
(e) write text « STRING j) outputs ail the characters of
STRING. However, if spaces are required in the output,
these will have to be indicated in the STRING as $. The
symbols () are used as "string quo tes" in Atlas
ALGOL.
(t) space (OPND'), newline (OPND') - prints the specified
number of spaces or newlines.
2.3 Control Statements
The format defined for labels was chosen to correspond
with that for numerical labels in languages such as
FORTRAN, whilst retaining the ALGOL principle of
identifiers which commence with a letter. The preferred
format uses upper case L, since lower case may be confused
with the digit 1. To simplify the writing of a compiler, it
might be desirable to impose sorne limit on the value of the
INT used in the label (on the ATLAS implementation this
must be in the range 1 - 127).
With respect to compound statements, labels are
considered to be "global", and ail labels in the pro gram
must therefore be distinct. lump instructions within a
compound statement may therefore refer to labels either
inside or outside that compound statement. Jumping into
such a statement, however, is not allowed.
ln a for statement of the form
for i :; p step q until r do ......
the values of p, q, and r must be such that
(r-p)/q + 1
is a positive integer.
For statements may, in principle, be "nested" to any
depth, but in practice a limit may be imposed by the
compiler (on the Atlas implementation this limit is la).
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2.4 Miscel/aneous Statements, etc.
The delimiter comment and everything following it, up
to the next serni-colon, will be ignored. Comments must
always be terminated by a semi-colon - even when
followed by end.
The existence of a "dummy" statement implies the
following:
(a) end may be labelled, since it is a dummy statement in
fact which bears the label.
(b) the statement before a label/ed end must be terminated
by a serni-colon.
(c) the last statement before an unlabelled end may be
terminated by a semi-colon if desired.
(d) the begin of a compound statement may be terminated
by a semi-colon, but not the first begin of a program
since the concept of a dummy does not apply to
declarations.

2.5 General Example
The following program for sorting la numbers into
ascending order is written in normal Atlas ALGOL, but
within the limitations of the AGL sub-set. It will be seen
that the restrictions of AGL are relatively unimportant,
whilst the structure of this program in such that it could be
casily re-written in an autocode or ether high-level
language, with few changes other than notation.
begin
real a integer i,j, k, n; array z[ 1: 10];
for i :; 1 step 1 until la do z[i] :; read;
for i :; J step 1 until 9 do
begin k :; i; n :; i 'li 1;
for j :; n step 1 until la do
begin if z[j] < z[k] then goto LI;
k :;j;
LI: end;
a :> z[k]; z[k] :; z[i]; z[i] :; a end;
for i :; 1 step 1 until la do print (z[i], 2, 0)
end;
3.

IMPLEMENTATION OF AGL ON ATLAS

3.1 General
Although an ALGOL compiler is available on Atlas, a
separa te AGL compiler has been written in order to provide
much more extensive monitoring facilities, and to allow for
batch processing. This second factor was quite an important
one, since it has enabled any number of AGL programs to
be run as one Atlas "Job" (HOWARTH, PAYNE and
SUMNER, 1961), with a considerable saving of the
overheads in cost and time. On Atlas, these overheads
include .,inter-job gap", time to find and read the compiler
from the Supervisor (KILBURN, HOWARTH, PAYNE and
SUMNER, 1961), etc., and form a considerable proportion
of the total time for student programs using the normal
ALGOL compiler.
Whilst input is norrnally assumed to be on Atlas-coded
7 track paper ta pc (using a Friden flexowriter), versions of
the compiler have been provided which allow for input on
Mercury-coded and Elliott-coded S-track tape. The appropriate version can be called for in the "Job Description"
(HOWARTH et al, 1961). and these are known as AGL s
and AGLE respectively (the normal version being AGL 7 ) ·

Special punching conventions. however. must be adopted in
these cases, and these are givcn in Table 2,

of each prograrn and its data, and serve to re-set the
Compiler wh en the amount of data called for by any one
prograrn differs l'rom the amount given.

3,2 Method of Implementation
• The AGL Compiler has becn written in Atlas Autocodc
(BROOKER, ROHL and CLARK, 1966), rnaking lise of the
"phrase structure" facilities (BROOKER, MORRIS and
ROHL, 1967) for the initial reading and syntax checking of
the AGL programs, (Table 1 is essentially a copy of the
phrases and formats used in the Compiler), The analysis
parts of the Compiler, however, were written mainly in
Atlas machine code, within a Iramework of Atlas Autocode
su b-rou tines,
Atlas Autocode also allows programs (in this case the
AGL compiler) to be defined as a "special compiler"
(MORRIS and ROHL, 1967) which mal' be "called" by
means of a Job Description only - this being followed by
the data, This facility is particularly useful when the AA
program is itself a compiler, and for which the "data" is a
program in some particular language - in this case AGL.
The decision to make the AGL Compiler capable of
batch-processing indirectly led to a simplification of the
method of handling the input/output and fault monitoring
in AGL. Since the Compiler is kept in store du ring the
execution phase of each program, it is not necessary ta
make the compiled program completely self-contained, in
the sense that control can be passed back ta the Compiler
for certain specifie tasks such as reading and printing. ln
faet the Compiler itself makes use of the corresponding
sub-routines of Atlas Autocode by calling these in the
normal way, control then being passed back ta the
compiled AGL prograrn by suitable links, The sarne
technique is used for the execution-time fault monitoring
also , though in this case control does not rcturn to the
particular program which is faulty.

33 Program Headings and Batching
Each batch of programs, forming one Atlas Job, must
be preceded by a Job Description, and finish with the
terrninator ***Z.. The Job. Description must finish with a
statement requesting the part icular version of AGL
required; control at this point is passed l'rom the Superviser
to the corresponding Compiler,
Within any one batch of programs, each program must
be preceded by a "title" of the form:
title any string of characters;
This title will be printed as the first line of the output, and
thus serves to identify each program with its results. The
syrnbool is used ta indicate a space, as in the "write text"
instruction,
Each program is allowed a certain amount of computing
time and output, but if either limit is reached the program
is terrninated, with suitable monitoring, The arnounts
allowed are normally 1000 instruction interrupts, i.e , about
6 secs of computing, and 100 lines of output. The
programmer, however, mal' assign his own limits by either
(or both) of the following instructions:
computing INT;
output INT;
These must appear between the title and the begin of the
program,
.
Finally, each program and its data, except the last, must
be terrninated by +++T, the last one being terminated by
+++Z (followed by ***Z, as indicated above). These
terminators enable the Compiler to detect the complete end

t

t

t t

3.4 Monitoring and Fault Diagnostics
As rnentioned in the Introduction, one of the main
abjects of this implementation was the provision of
monitoring facilities which give the programmer as much
information as possible. For this reason the Compiler
attempts to monitor the structure of the prograrn, and any
faults, by méans of a .,line nurnber". Unfortunately this
concept does not exist in any formai sense, and
consequently the numbers given out by the Compiler must
be considered only as a rough guide. Nevertheless this is
normally sufficient, since the given line number normally
applies ta the line containing the next semi-colon.
During the "compiling phase", the begin and end of the
pro gram are rnonitored, together with the corresponding
Iine numbers. The start and finish of ail for staternents are
similarly rnonitored. Instructions which are syntactically
faulty are also monitored, the line number in this case being
followed by *. An attempt is made by the Compiler to
indicate the type of error in each case, the complete list of
monitored compile-lime faults being as follows:
ILLEGAL USE OF HEADING
ILLEGAL USE OF "BEGIN"
ILLEGAL USE OF DECLARATION
ILLEGAL USE OF LABEL
ILLEGAL USE OF BASIC STATEMENT
The above 5 faults imply the use of an instruction which
is syntactically correct, but which is used in an iIIegal

position in relation to the other instructions.
NAME') HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED
NAME' liAS ALREADY BEEN DECLARED
NAME') HAS BEEN DECLARED AS AN ARRAY
NAME? HAS BEEN DECLARED AS A SCALAR
NAME? HAS NOT BEEN DECLARED AS "INTEGER"
The last 3 faults indicate the use of a mme in a context
which is not allowed in relation to the declared type of
that name (e.g. the use of a real name as a "subscript"),
RHS IS NOTOF TYPE "INTEGER"
An attempt has been made to assign a general

"expression" ta an integer location.
ILLEGAL USE OF "REAL" QUANTITY
A "real" ope rand has been used where only .Jnteger"
operands are allowed, e.g. in the "space" instruction,
NON-INTEGER IN "FOR" STATEMENT
"FOR" NESTING TOO DEEP
SUBSCRIPT OUT OF BOUNDS
LABEL? ALREADY SET
LABEL? OUT OF RANGE
INSTRUCTION NOT RECOGNISED
This is followed, on the next line, by a copy of the
unrecognised instruction,
ST ATEMENT TOO LONG
Instruction more than 256 characters in length.
INPUT ENDED DURlNG COMPILING
+++T, or +++Z has been encountered whilst still trying
to compile the program,
OUTPUT L1MIT REACHED DURING COMPILING
If any faults are detected during compiling, then the
program is terrninated entirely by
COMPILED PROGRAM FAULTY
If, howevcr, there are no detectable faults du ring the
compiling phase, then this will conclude with
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PROGRAM COMPILED AND ENTERED
and the prograrn will proceed ta the "execution phase".
During execution. checks for various faults are applied,
e.g. atternpts ta find the square root of a negative quantity.
references to array clements with subscripts outside the
declared bounds, etc .•The complete Iist of executlon-time
faults is as follows:
DIVISION BY ZERO
EXPONENT OVERFLOW
An attempt ta calculate a nurnber greater than ID' r 4
(sometimes implies "division by zero")
SQUARE ROOT OF A NEGATIVE
LOG OF A NEGATIVE
EXCESS STORE
This can occur if very large arrays are dcclared, in which
case the ..store" requested in the .lob Description must
be increased. However it is more Iikely that some other
fault in the program has caused this.
NON-INTEGRAL "FOR" LOOP
The condition given in § 2.3 for the pararneters of a for
statement has not been satisficd.
ARRAY SUBSCRIPT OUT OF BOUNDS
May <1150 refer to switch jurnp,
LABEL NOT SET
SPllRIOUS CHARACTER IN "READ"

SORT NUMBJI:RS .P-AWPLE

AGL 5lJB-SET OF ALGOL

3

START OF PROGRAM

4
4

S'D\RT OF 'fUR' S'D\TBMENT

6

S'D\RT OF 'FOR' S'D\TJ:2dIlNT

aw

8

OF 'mR' STil.TEMIlNT

S'fART OF 'mR' S'D\TBMENT
HiD OF

10

'FOR' S'D\TBMIlHT

11

mm

13

START OF 'FOR' STATm.lIlHT

13
13

OF 'FOR' STA'IDl.mT

IlHD OF 'FOR' STATBMmiT
IlHD OF PROGRAM

PRGRAIil COMPILED AND IlHTBRED

10

17

24

27

31

CC*PILING

INS'lRœTlœ COUNT

96

OU'IPUT COUNT

28

56

56

CJt

mnu.

101

Data docs not cornform to description given in ~ 2.2(<1)

ATTEMPT TO READ "REAL" DATA INTO "INTEGEfe
COMPUTING LlMIT REACHED
OUTPUT L1MIT REACHED
INPUT ENDED DURING EXECUTION
+++T or +++Z has been encountered during the
execution of an .. input" statement.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

COMPLETE INPUT ENDED
The last program/data was not terminated with +++Z.
When an execut ion-time OCClIrs, the program is
terrninated (with appropriate monitoring and line nurnbcr ).

The ACL sub-set
number of courses .at
iucluding courses for
rive hours of lectures

and an indication of the current state of the "working arca"

takcn over a fivc-wcek period, seern to be quite adequate to
!!;Jin a reasonable undcrstanding of programming to the

of the store is given. This is donc by printing ail scular
narnes. together with their current contents. and similar!v
for the first ten clements of each arrav. Location's
containing zero. howevcr, are omitted entirely from this

list.
Finally, the output for each program concludcs with
the total computing and output amounts used (the
corresponding figures are also given for the compiling phase
only). This .Jogglng" may then be uscd by the programmer
as a guide for modifying his requested computing and
output limits. as described in § 3.3 above ,

3.5 Example of Output
As an exarnple , the program given in § 2.5 was run with
the AGL Compiler. preceded by
title sort i numbers i exarnple:
and followed by data:

27 5 31 56 8 17 56 24 92 10
The resulting output is reproduced below:
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of ALGOL has been taught on a
Stretford (Lanes) Technical College.
teachers from local schools. About
and rive hours of practical sessions.

AGL lcvel. As mcntioncd in the Introduction, the extensive
monitoring providcd by the Atlas implementation un-

doubtcdly helpcd the students ta get their test programs
working quickly. and with general supervision only from
the tcachers.

Relative tu sorne of the modern high-level languages.
AGL may be considercd to he over-sirnplified, particularly
in vicv. . . of the lack of dynarnic array declarations and
sub-routine Iacilities. The AGL sub-set of ALGOL.
howevcr. is only intended as an initial teaching language.
with the crnphasis on the [irst princip/es of prograrnrning.
This will be reflected in the early exercises which the
students will attempt. and for which the more sophisticated
concepts arc unnecessary.

ln some respects it may even be beneficial in the long
run for the student ta learn the basic principles at such a
low level. For example. two-dimensional l'rob lems can be
prograrnrncd in AGL by ineluding the necessary instructions ta access the data when stored one-dirnensionally.
Similarly , a simplified form of sub-routine structure can be
crcated by introducing the concept of "return links". and
using switch jumps ta return ta the main prograrn. The
experience and knowledge th us gained will undoubtedly
help Ihe student when he progresses ta the refinements of
full ALGOL or ether high-level language ,

The AGL Reference Manual for Atlas
A reference Manual has been written for people wishing
ta actually use AGL on Atlas(RIDING, 1969). This gives a
more detailed description of the language, with examples of
complete programs and results, and more details regarding
Job Descriptions. "numerical equivalents", etc. Copies may
be obtained, on requcst, from the University Computing
Service, Manchester University.
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EDUCATOR'S PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

l ,1 A ssumed hardware configuration:
Before going into the detail of the programming
language, a brief description of the assumed hardware
configuration of the CAl system will be given,
The CAl system is an on-line, real time rnultiprogramming system for individualized education' of large numbers
of students. The computer to be used in this system has tc
be provided with on-line, real time processing features
including the hardware interrupt structure, In addition,
fast-speed, large-capacity mernory, such as drum and dise,
are also required as on-line auxiliary memory.
Terminal deviees for students are assumed to be as
follows:
typewriter, random access slide projector, random access
audio tape recorder and CRT with keyset and light pen; the
CRT display deviee has character generation and vector
generation functions, The large varietyof terminal deviees
can be selectively used in the most effective combination
for the educational purpose.
As a means of student response, keyset and Iight pen
arc considered. The keys on the keyset are divided into two
types: those used by the student for entering constructed
response to questions and those used by the student to
control his progress through the lesson mate rial. The former
includes alphanumeric characters and various special
symbols, and also Kana characters which can be used for
education in Japanese, The latter includes eight types,
Function of each type will be described in detail in the next
section.

1,2 Teaching Methods:
The current CAl system ace omo dates a variety of
teaching modes:
Iinear, bran ching, tutorial and inquiry, Fig. 1 schematically
shows a complete set of teaching rules perrnitted in this
system,
The material presented to the student is classified as
question and comment according to the content.
The question expects an answer from the student. The
comment expects an understand-answer as to whether the
student understands it or not, ln Fig, 1, Qi den otes the
question presentation, and ci comment presentation,
The lesson material is organized into three types of
sequences:

(I) the main sequence which is the main route of lessons set
by the educator and has a possibility of being passed by ail
students, (2) the hint sequence which is provided for the
students who have difficulty with the questions in the main
sequence, and (3) the cali sequence which is given to any
student who wishes to do extra and more challenging work

at will. Within each of three sequences, the same teaching
rules apply. In the cali sequence, the student is able to cali
ether sequences and, in this way, proceed through the
mate rial selected by himself until he is satisfied.
Now, teaching rules will be explained in detail. If the
male rial presented is a question, the student usually makes
his answer to il. He constructs an answer message by using
the keys on the keyset. When the answer message has been
constructed and the student pushes the ANS key, this is
rcad as the answer into the computer. Until the ANS key is
pushed, the student is able to correct the answer to his
satisfaction, This is important from the man-machine
interface viewpoint, and to realize it, an editing program for
student input is incorporated into the system software,
Moreover, the student is able, if required, to answer by
indicating positions on the CRT screen by means of the
light pen, Upon receipt of the answer, the computer
program judges the content and selects an appropriate next
step,
In provision for such a case when the student fails to
find the answer, the hint sequence can be provided. The
student requests it by méans of the HINT key. At the end
of the hint sequence, or when the student has found the
answer on the way and pushes the OK key, the teaching
sequence retums automatically to the original. question,
Then, the student makes his answer and proceeds in the
main sequence, If the student cannot answer at last, a
program is available by which the student is able to request
the correct answer, To request the correct answer, the
student must use the CA key. The REV key can be used to
request returning to the previous step in such a case when
the student wishes to review the comment presenled in the
previous step. Since, if the HINT key, CA key and REY key
are abused by the student, there may be adverse
educational effects produced, the educator is able to
specify by a program as to whether the use of these keys
should be perrnitted or not. If the use of any key is not
permitted, but the student requests by means of that key,
an appropriate notice is given and the teaching sequence
does not progress.
The educator is able to Iirnit the response lime of the
student. In this case, if the student fails to answer within
the responsé lime, the TIME UP condition is satisfied and
corresponding branching is done.
Thé CALL function is provided for the following
educational methods and is expected to be effective, ln the
education given by the main sequence, some students rnay
wish to do extra work and the others may wish to obtain a
more detailed comment than presented. ln the rnathematic al education, it may becorne necessary to consult
formulae or numerical tables, ln these cases, the CALL
function provides a means for the student to freely arrive at
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the material he wants. For this purpose, at the same time
that a question (or comment) is presented ta the student, a
Iist of mate rials available is also presented sa that the
student is able ta select any material he desires from it. The
student types in the narne of the material desired and
pushes the CALL key, and the material is fumished. The
call sequence mal' comprise either a single material as in the
case of furnishing the numerical table or a series of
materials as in the main sequence. ln the cali sequence, the
student is able ta call the material of other sequences. Thus,
the student is able ta solve the problèrn given, working with
the materials selected at his will from those preparcd. Ta
retum from the cali sequence ta the original step in the
main sequence, the RETURN key is used.
Unlike the case of question presentation ta a comment
presented, the student need not answer. When the student
has understood the comment weil and pushes the NEXT
key, he is aBowed ta proceed ta the next step. Since no
answer is needed, the ANS key, HINT key and CA key
associated with answering are not used. The other keys mal'
be used in the same manner as in the case of question
presentation.
Except for fixed destinations such as 'reverse' and 'cali'.
the educator is able ta prescribe arbitrary branching by a
program for any student response. The conditions for the
branching are the content of the student response and thc
history of his work (scores, counts of incorrect answers.
etc.). Time-up is considered also as a kind of student
response.
It is an outstanding feature of this CAl system that, by
making use of these teaching rules, effective education can
be realized such that the text written by the educator is not
forced on the student, but various requests arising on the
part of the student in each situation can be accepted.
Although the requests of the student are acceptable. the
work of the student must still be undcr the direction of the
educator and necessary mate rials be prepared and arranged
to ensure effective use by the student.
2. DESCRIPTION OF TEACHTRAN:

2.1 Statements
TEACHTRAN has been developcd as an educator's
programming language in which the educator can write the
teaching rules mentioned above easily. A special consideration is given so that the teaching sequence prepared by the
educator can be directly transferred ta the computer
program in an intuitively easy ta understand form. A
general teaching flow chart for CAl is shawn in Fig. 2. Four
stages arc included: (1) question (or comment) presentation, (2) student rcsponse to it, (3) judgement of student
response and branching, and (4) evaluation on each
branching (for instance, loss of scores due to incorrect
answers, count of incorrect answers, etc.), Correspondingly,
statements in Teachtran are divided into four types:
presentation statements for (1) and (2), branching
statements for (3), assignment statements for (4), and sorne
misceBaneous statements.
2.1.1 Presentation statements
The presentation statement specifies the content of the
material presented to the student and the conditions for
answering by the student. lt is slightly differentiated
between question presentation and comment presentation.
The staternents for the question presentation arc as follows:
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(1) QiSLlDE:j
(2) TAPE:k
(3) (C) TYPE: .. ABC .... " (rn, n) / (m', n')
(4) (C) DRAW: (Xo,Yo) (" YI) ... (xn,y n) /
(x(ltl' YIl+I)'" (x m, Ym) / ...
(5) TlME: 1 :sEC
(6) ANS: "ABC ... " / "A'B'C' ... " / ...
(7) ANS: ("0 .-.: XI, Yo - YI) / (x,' - Xl, y, - Yl) / ...
(8) REQ: HINT/CANS/REY
Qi on line (1) is the statement number. It is given at the
head of a series of statements which specify the question to
be presented, and shows the number of the question. The
staternent at line (1) specifies that the jth frame should be
presented by the slide projector, The statement at line (2)
specifies that the kth voice should be presented by the tape
recorder. The statement at line (3) is either TYPE or
CTYPE, and specifies that the message braccd by quotation
marks should be displaycd by the prin ter or CRT. In the
case of CTYPE, the previous display is cleared before a
new display is given. (m, n) shows that the typing should be
started from the mth line nth row position on the screen
(m', n') shows that a display of student input message
should be started from the m'th line n'th row position. The
statement at line (4) specifies that a polygonal figure
forrncd by connecting coordinate points specified in the
subsequent list should be displayed. Thèse staternents arc
concerned with the content of the material ta be prescntcd,
while statements at lines (5), (6) and (7) deal with the
conditions for student response ta the question. The
stateruent at line (5) is uscd to limit the response time of
the student. The statement at line (6) lists up ail student
answers expected by the educator and coincidence of the
student answer with the cxpected one is judged. Expected
answers are called ANS 1, ANS2,
in the arder in which
they are arranged. The statement at (7) is used when the
expected answer is a position on the CRT scrcen, and
(Yo ....... X 1. Yo . . . . YI) rneans a square rcgion with Xo ~ x ~ XI
and Yo .;; y';; Y t- If the position indicated by the student
falls within this square region, it is considered that the
student answer is in coincidence with the expected answer.
The statcment at line (8) specifies whether the hint request.
correct answcr request and reverse rcquest by the student
should be perrnitted or not for the question.
Presentation statements for comment presentation arc
the sarne as the staternents given above, except that ANS
and REQ: HINT/CANS statements arc not used because the
student nccd not to answer, and Ci is the staternent
number.
no

2.1.2 Branching staternents
Execution of the presentation statement is completed
when any response condition specified is satisfied. Usually,
it is followed by branching statements which select the
mate rial to be presented subsequently. The branching
staternent is a compound statement which is able to specify
both conditional jump and evaluation functions simultaneously. This .avoids the prograrn becorning complicated if
complex branching is required: Branching staternents are as
follows.
(9) (i) IF ANSn
Destination/Assignment statements
(=D./A.)

(l0)
(II)
( 12)
(13)
(14)

IFTIMEUP-+
IF HINT-+
IFCANS-+
IF SWn -+
IF ACCn

~

D./A.
D./A.
D./A.
D./A.
ACCn'(orN)-+

D./A.

(15) --D./A.
The general form of D./ A. is as shawn below,
Ci -- Statement number/assignment statement/assignment
statement/ .....
i on line (9) is the statement number. IF ANS li --D.A.
méans that, if the student answer coineides with the nth
expected answer, a jump ta the destination specified by
D.A. is made, and at the same time, the branching is
evaluated in accordance with assignmcnt statements. ANS a
is a special one assigned when the student answer does not
coincide with any expected student answer at ail.
Staternents at lines (10), (II) and (12) specify jurnp
conditions of time-up, hint-request and correct answer
requcst, respectively, In this CAl system, switches and
accumulators for recording the history of the work of the
student are provided. Staternents at lines (13) and (14)
specify jumping ta be made with reference ta this record.
On (13) jumping starts when SWn is set, and on (14), the
jump condition is determined by comparing the content of
ACen with ACCn' (or integer N).
The statement at line (15) specifies uneonditional jump.
A detailed description of D./ A. will be given below. The
final destination is specified by the statement number part.
Ci is calle d the insertcd comment, and bcfore going (0 the
final destination, this comment is prcsentcd. The inserted
comment can be used convcnientlv 10 inscrt routine
sentences such as TRY AGAIN ir' the student makes
incorrect answer or TIME UP when the rcsponsc lime is up.
The part for the assignmcnt statemcms is uscd 10 change
the contents of switches or accumula tors and contain an
arbitrary number or assignme nt statemcnts separatcd by
slants (1). For instance. reduction of scores due 10 incorrect
answers from the accurnulator which holds the score is
spccified here. The Iorm of assignrnent statements writ ten

here is as follows.
2.1.3 Assignment staterncnts
Assignment statements are used tu change the content

of the switch or accurnulator in the evaluation of student
response or recording of the history of the work.
(16)#SWn: = 1 (orO)
(17) SW:=I(orO)
(18) ACCn: =± A ± B
A and B denote ACC n'or integer N. The statement at
line (16) specifies the nth switch ta be set (or reset). The
statement at tine (17) specifies ail switches ta be set (or
reset). The staternent at line (18) specifies that the value
calculated on the right-hand side should be assigned ta
ACCn.
2.1.4 Miscellaneous statements
~
lesson name
(1 9)
(20)
remarks
(21)
END
(22)
HEND
(23)
RECORD
(24)
SPRECORD
The statement at tine (19) defines the name of the
lesson, and is given at the head' of the program. By this
name, the student caIls the lesson to reccive program
services. Line (20) provides a me ans for the educaior to put
any comment in writing the program. It is indepcndcnt of
teaching, END is a control stateruent which shows the end
of the program. HEND represents the end of the hint
sequence. Upon execution of this statcrncut , rcturning to

the original question for which the hint was given is made.
A signifieant feature of this CAl system is the capability
of cornpletely recording the student response. This record
includes the number of the question (or comment)
presentcd, the key pushed by the student, the tirne required
for the student ta respond, the total time required , and the
content of the switch and accumulator. These data can be
proeessed at any time when the statistical information
becomes nccessary. Whether or not such a record should be
made or not can be controllea by the program. RECORD at
tine (23) starts recording and SP RECORD at line (24)
stops il.

2.2 Examp/e programs:
ln TEACHTRAN, the following complex teaching
logics can be programmed easily.
(1)
ACC 1: = a
(2) QIO SUDE: 5
(3)
ANS: "BOOK"
(4)
ACCI:=ACCI+I
(5)
IF ANS r -e l û
(6)
IF ACT 1 = 1 ->CIO --QIO
(7)
IF ACC 1 = 2 --C20 ->QIO
(X)
....n O/ACC 2: = ACC 2 - 3
(9)
10
IF ACC 1 « 2 --QI 1 ! ACC 2: = ACC 2 + 5
(la)
-+QI!
( 11) CIO TYPE: "NO, TRY AGAIN"
TIME: 2 SEC
(12)
As the statements at lines (2) and (3) show, the 5th
frame slide is prescnted to show the content of the
problem. BOOK is the expected answer which is assurned to
be correct. ACC1 is used ta count the number of times of
student response , and ACe 2 is used to count the seure of
the studcnt. Before presenting the question, ACC 1 is
c1eared (Iine (1 )), and when the student response cornes.
the content is inereased by 1 (Iine (4»). At line (5) if the
student answer is correct. jumping to the statcment at line
(9) is made. If the student answer is incorrect, control
procccds to linc (6).
At line (6), in the case of the first tirne of incorrect answcr
control proceeds to CIO where TRY AGAIN is printed out:
Two seconds later. 010 is prescntcd again. In the case of
the second rime of incorrect answer , at line (7), control
proceeds to ('20 whcre an appropriate comment t o aid the
student in finding the correct answcr is given. Theil, QIO is
presented once again. The detail of C20 is Ilot shawn above ,
ln the case of the 3rd time of an incorrect answer. at line
(8) . control proceeds ta C30 uncondit ionally, and at the
sanie rime. the score is dccrcascd by 3. When the student
makes the correct answer. control proceeds from line (5) ta
line (9). If the correct answer is obtained by the time of the
second try, the score is increased by 5 and the ncx t
question Q Il is given, Otherwise , the score is unchanged
and control procce ds to Of l (at line (la».
3. FUTURE EXTENSIONS
As shawn above , such sophisticared educational
programming that has cornplex branching sequences can be
realizcd casily by means of TEACHTRAN. For Iurther
replenishmenr however, the following points must he
invcstigatcd.

The first problem is ta enable the edueator ta program
processing of the message invoiced by the student. With the
currenl design of TEACHTRAN_ the basic match type
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prepared by the system is a direct match which is a
one-ta-one correspondence between the students reponse
and the educator's anticipated response. Ta facilitate other
match types than direct match, TEACHTRAN has AID
function. The statement AID n causes CAl ta cali and
execute a machine-language subroutine residing in the
system. This function permits the educator ta add new
match types as weIl as other new capabilities ta the system.
The only disadvantage is that AID subroutines must be
written by a persan familiar with the internai structure of
CAl and machine-language programming technique. If the
educator wants ta have direct access to the student answer
for examining it, staternents for processing character strings
should be provided, together with reinforcement of logical
and arithmetic operations. As a rneans of referring ta the
character string input by the student, a fixed narne, for
instance, ANS should be prepared. In this connection, it
wiII also be necessary ta adopt variable names in place of
the fixed names such as SWn ACCn in current TEACHTRAN, sa as ta enable the educator ta define the variables
freely. A question arises here however, as ta whether the
educator is able ta take full advantage of these functions.
Next, at present, the record of the work of the student
is not transferred between lessons. In sorne cases, however,
it may be effective ta refer ta the results of preceeding
lessons up ta the last time.
Furthermore, with the assignment statements now
available, it is difficult ta carry out such complicated
calcula tians as retrieval of statistical information from the
result of the work of the student and ta control the
students' lesson course on-line by the results. At present,
however, it cannat necessarily be said effective ta use such
a detailed educational information on-line.
4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We have developed a concrete CAl system based on the
above meruioned idea. This system utilizes a small scale
computer Hitachi's HITAC-IO as the central processor unit.
The computer has a core memory of 32,768 words (I6-bit
ward, lA US cycle rate). A dise is used as an on-line
auxiliary rnernory. In spite of small scale, this computer is
designed ta have excellent on-line, real tirne processing
functions and is extremely low in cast, and therefore, is
quite suit able for the experimental CAl system.
The current CAl system has four studeni terminais,
each of which consists of typewriter and random access
slide projector. Random access audio tape recorder and
CRT of teaching machine-oriented type and low cast are
under development and will be added in the near future.
The computer capacity is enough for about 50 students
ta be instructed simultaneouslyand individually. The
response time of the computer in this case is considered ta
be within 3 seconds.

4.1 Operatingsystems
As shawn in Fig. 3, the software system of this CAl
system consists of an on-line lesson monitor and several
off-line utility routines such as compiler, record output
routine, etc., which are controlled by the system monitor.
The computer operator can control the en tire system by
typing in commands on the console typewriter. The system
monitor, receiving the command from the operator, loads
the core with the corresponding routine ta execute it. In
addition, it has an interrupt control routine for various
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on-line control services.
The educator's program is read into the computer,
converted ta an abject program by the compiler, and
registered on the library. The student wiII select the desired
lesson from the library , When the lesson is over, the record
output routine outputs a record of the work.
The CAl system is an on-line multiprogramming system
giving simultaneousand individualized instruction for large
numbers of students, Thus, inside the computer, many
different programs for different students wiII be run
simultaneously. Ta accomplish this with only small core,
such a method is.used in that each lesson is stored on the
dise in the form of a library, and only the needed part is
taken out at a needed time ta the core for execution. The
lessons are compiled into abject programs of 512 ward
blacks. The dise-ta-core transfer of the pro gram is carried
out by each black. The abject program is relocatable ta
permit effective use of unoccupied area in the core and
also, it is re-entrant sa that a plural number of students can
use it simultaueously , In this connection, a data area called
status black is provided for each student. This area
accomodates 1/0 data, switches and accumulators and is
used for storage of various status information. Varions
queues generated inside the computer are constructed as
chains of status blacks. The lesson monitor is a program for
job scheduling, 1/0 control, core area maintenance,
interrupt control, etc., required ta ensure smooth progress
of lessons. Recording the work of each student is another
task of the lesson monitor; upon receipt of the student
response, it checks whether recording is necessary or not
and, if the necessity exists, the record is made on the disco

4.2 Usingthe CAl system
Now, the procedure for operating the CAl system wiII
be explained. Il is necessary ta minimize the procedure
rcquired for the student to initiate a lesson. The studcnt
first pushes the CALL key ta cali the computer. Then, as
requested by the computer, he keys in the desired lesson
narne and his name. Thereafter, the lesson is started
automatically. The end of the lesson is effected automatically by the educator's program. If the student wants to
stop on the way, he is only required to key in END and
push the CALL key.
The educator can make preparation for a lesson by
inputting the command through the console typewriter.
When the educator calls the system, the system responds by
TYPE IN COMMAND. Then, he keys in COMPILE ta cali
the compiler ta the core. The TEACHTRAN lesson is read
into the computer. In the course of compilation, checking
for syntax errors is done and, at the same time, a Iist of
various pieces of information on that program is printed
out. For any perfect program which has been checked out
for errors and does not require the output list, the
command NLCOMPILE is used. At the end of compilation
and with no error detected, COMPILATION OK is printed
out and the program is registered in the library. Then, as
LESSON is input, the lesson monitor is loaded on the core
and the system is ready for starting a lesson. Now, the
student can make a Iesson caIl as described previously.
When the lesson is over and the educator types in
ORECORD, a record of the work of the student is output.
Moreover, using the command such as PLIBRARY,
DLIBRARY or DRECORD, the educator can take listing of
lessons registered in the library, cancel the existing lessons,
or cancel the student's record.

CONCLUSION
The CAl system presented in this paper is characterized
by the fact that is uses a small scale computer, and is
designed to permit experiments on as much variety of
educational methods as possible with a view to research
purpose. The educator's programming language described
here has been developed along these lines. The ,opinionl of
field educators regarding this language is that 'at present,
the technical level of the educator regarding the programmed instruction is not so high and it is a question of
whether such a high branching function as prepared in this
language can be utilized fully'. In this respect, a need is felt
that, along with the development of such a CAl system, the
study of educational algorithms including the computer
teaching should be pushed in the field of education.
Our subject in future is to collect the data on actual
experiments with this system and to make efforts for
improvement and optimization of the system. Urgent
problems to be solved are: (J) techniques for teaching
program preparation, (2) cost reduction, (3) evaluation of
effects of the CAl system and (4) establishment of the
preparedness on the part of educators.
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PROGRAMMER

COMPATIBILITY

A.J.A. Vermijs

1. THE PROBLEM
It is well-knawn that there is practically no computer
pragram readily understandable ta programrners who have
nat taken part in its design. Even if these programmers
belang ta the same te am and are familiar with the type of
cading used, it is aften faund that anly the authar himself
can grasp it. Sadly enaugh, the information in the program
appears ta be tharaughly disguised. The authar is the an!y
persan who knaws his way about this maze and none of his
calleagues will venture inta it in an attempt ta retrace his
steps.
Actually more effort gaes inta the familiarizatian with
an existing program than inta re-designing the same
prograrn from scratch. Minar functional changes ta be
implemented in programs made by others have often led ta
complete re-pragramming of the original prablem. An
unknawn number of duplications arises from the fact that
programs written by other people for similar problems aie
nat understaad.
One important cause of this unfortunate situation is, in
many cases, the lack of program documentation. Program
listings are. by their very nature, nnt ideal program
descriptions, l'et the additional documentation sa badly
needed is failing as often as not.
However, the principal cause, in our opinion, is the fact
that programs are not arganized systematically. Ta
accomplish our goal of understandability, standards have ta
be create d in data and program structure and the se
standards have ta be enforced upan ail people in the group.
lt wauld be unfair ta say that nathing is being do ne
about it: flexibility and madularity are treated more or less
as quality standards; what we want is not ta reject such
standards but ta add new ones in arder ta promo te program
interpretability and achieve compatibility between programmers.
It is evident that this campatibility has its limitations.
Ta understand a program one needs knawledge of the
conventions used as weil as of the type of co ding and of the
machine. Yet the principal step tawards understandability
is ta have conventions defined and adhered ta by the
programs actually written.
We propose ta cantribute ta this by evalving a
philasaphy cave ring sa me prablems of data and pragram
structure.

2. EVOLVING A PHlLOSOPHY
The system which will be described here will yield its
full profit only if it is set up at the beginning of the
develapment of the software for a new computer. The
correct time to agree on basic conventions which can work
through inta ail the software that has ta be dcvelaped, is

befare any program whatever has been created for the
particular machine. If this point is fallawed in practice, a
high degree of uniformity will be achieved in ail sorts of
pragrams, bath in support programming for pragram design
and in the ma king of test pragrams and application
pragrams.
It is essential that the structure ta be enfarced embraces
bath data and programming. With the detailed hardware
da ta of the new machine as the pain t of departure, the first
goal will be ta structure that hardware data which
influences the farthcaming build-up of programs. Typica!
cases in point are the cammand codes for peripherals,
configuration data, etc. There is hardly any program which
daes nat use this data. On top of this, conventions have ta
be defined on data pracessed or generated by the programs.
This is an endless task, it is true, but the vital thing is that
the data structure for a given prablem be madelled at an
carly stage. Ail tao aften the definition of the data
structure is a graduaIll' evalved by-product of cading sa
that the final result lacks system and cansistency. The same
gaes for the programming structure. It is necessary ta
define quite generally what the program structural elements
are and haw they hang tagether.
For the purpase of illustrating these general considerations, wc shall work out an example in the following
chapters. A few prablems will be deait with which cancern
input, output and pragram coordination for a given
computer system. The exarnple will try ta praduce
conventions which remain within the assembler symbalic
code. Withaut pretending ta have warked out procedures
which are of universal application, the authar is l'et
canvinced that the standards laid down belaw provide a
faundatian for a progamming system which will yieid
readily understandable programs within its awn limitations.
3. GENERAL SYMBOL DEFINITIONS
Befare any description can be undertaken we have ta
give sorne genera! definitians for system labels.
For ease of presentation it is assumed that the
assembler used can handle labe!s of at least 8 alpha-numeric
characters. It is important that system labels are standardized for aIl programs. This prevents the same kind of
information from being labelled differently by different
programmers, thus daing away with the first cause of
misunderstandings. A typical set of conventions as meant
here is naw given.
The first character position is reserved for identifying
the type of rnemory address:
P for absalute addresses
T for relative addresses
K for routine start addresses
S for subroutine start addresses.
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Character positions 2 and 3 are allocated to a
mnemonic symbol for an 1/0 system or a program, e.g.
CP for card punch
CR for card reader
DR for magnetic drum unit
DS for disk store
KB for keyboard
MC for master control program
PP for paper tape punch
PR for paper tape reader
TW for typewriter, etc.
Positions 4 to 6 are available for mnemos to identify
functions, data fields, etc. such as:
CHN : channel number
CTR : control
PRG : program
RST : request status
SRG : subsystem register
SSN : subsystem number
TST : test
WRT : write, etc.
Positions 7 and 8 are reserved for entry and exit
specifications in routine and subroutine labels.
4. A COMMAl'lD AND DATA STRUCTURE FOR
OPERATIONS

lIO

4.1. 1/0 Commands
The majority of computer designers do work along
logical and well-defined lines. Their systems are modular
and man y of the system modules have a general purpose
structure. 1/0 channels, for .instance, are suitable for
connection of control equipment for a large variety of 1/0
deviees, The 1/0 addressing and command structure also
have similarities for different types of subsystem.
ln this Iight it is amazing to see how often this hardware
system concept is ignored by programmers. When programming 1/0 routines for the different types of peripherals,
they do so in different ways, thus en ding up with a
mulli-coloured set ofI/O programs.
To demonstrate how it is possible to avoid such
divergence from a pattern, let us use the 1/0 concept
iIlustrated in Fig. 4.1.

actual content of a command depends on the individual
type of subsystem and operation involved but there is a
general layout fitting ail program activities for 1/0
operations.
Ali these facts provide us with the fundamentals for the
creation of a universal 1/0 function, using subsystemdependent command tables and subsystem registers.

4.2. Command tables
Any 1/0 operation can be defined with a table of
appropria te commands and additional information. The
generallayout of the table may be as follows:
- Command code for status request to channel control
Correct channel status code before operation
Command code for status request to subsystem
Correct subsystem status before operation
Command code for channel operation
Command code for subsystem operation
Time-out setting for channel
Time-out settings for subsystem
Ready interrupt expected indicator
Correct channel status after operation
Correct subsystem status after operation.
The content of this table is formed by the command
codes for output to the channel and subsystem, the correct
responses of the units involved and the additional indicators
and data.
For each type of operation for each type of subsystem
a command table is generated. The tables are ail composed
in accordance with the standard format, and together they
are a systematic réflection of ail 1/0 hardware specifications. Il is easy to indentify a particular table, using the
conventional system labels; for example:
PMTWRT for magne tic tape write operations
PDRRED for magne tic drum read operations
etc. etc.
Ail items in the cornmand tables are labclled, relative to
the table head address P..... as exemplified below:
PMTWRT: head address of table for MT write
operation
TMTCRS: request status command for channel
TMTCST: correct channel status
TMTSRS: request status command for subsystem
TMTSST: correct subsystem status before actual write

command
A Deviee Controller and the associated Deviee are
jointly designated as a subsystem.
Generally speaking, the following elements are of
importance for 1/0 operations with any subsystem:
type of operation
configuration data of the subsystern, such as channel
number, interrupt entry, etc.
what kind of status of a channel or subsystem
equipment is required before the operation is performed
what kind of status is correct after the operation is
performed
additional specifications such as time-out settings,
interrupt request expected, etc. etc.
These elements differ for different types of operations
involving various types of subsystems. What they have in
common, however, is the basic sequence for commanding
the various units of the 1/0 structure .. The nature of the
channel/subsystem configuration dicta tes a logical series of
commands for performance of a certain 1/0 operation. The
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etc. etc.

4.3. Subsystem registers
Data related to each physical subsystem are brought
together in subsystem register. This comprises configuration
data such as subsystem number, interrupt request entry,
actual subsystem status, data on the transfer being executed
Iike block length, start address, etc. The registers are
labelled per system as, for example, PMTRSGI, PMTRSG2,
etc., and consequently each item in a register is labelled,
relative to the head address:
TMTCHN channel number
TMTSSN = channel connection number (subsystem
number)
TMTITC = interrupt connection of this subsystem
TMTCAR = start address in memory for current data
transport
TMTBLC = length of current data block.
The assigment of the data' to the registers follows the
rule that comparable data for different registers are given
the same line distance from the head address (T label). An

=

anonymous designation is then sufficient. Typical cases in
question are the numbers of the subsystem-to-channel
connections and the number of the subsystem itself (since
each subsystem requires such numbers).
An example will make this clear.
TMfCHN ; TDRCHN ; TDiCHN ; .'.h ; rSSCHN,
where SS offers a label applicable ta ail the subsystems in
the left-hand member of the equation. Please note that this
equating function extends only ta address positions relative
ta the head address. The contents of the various memory
locations will inevitably vary.

4.4. The 1/0 handler
The careful preparation of the 1/0 data structure
described above will yield a result as shawn in Fig. 4.2. Per
type of subsystem a set of command tables is available one
per operation, as weil as a set of subsystem register, one per
physical unit. For the actual execution of the 1/0 operation,
ail we now need is a single universal 1/0 function. This 1/0
handler is started by a higher arder 1/0 routine and is given
the head address of a command table and of a subsystem
register. The 1/0 handler now inputs ail the command codes
of the table in the correct sequence and checks for correct
operation by the use of the response codes Iisted. The
rernarkable thing about this is that we now have only a
single 1/0 routine universal enough ta han die ail types of
subsystem. Ali the specifie data of the different subsystem
types is available in well-defined tables and is no longer
hidden in pages of forbidding code.
It is clear that a programmer familiar with this basic
structure can easily grasp the logic in 1/0 operations for
different subsystems and will have no difficulty in adding
1/0 operations or subsystem types: it is merely a matter of
adding new command tables and subsystem registers.
. This philosophy can be carried through readily ta
higher arder 1/0 functions. The basic logic for such
functions is organized in operation tables listing command
table labels. Another universal 1/0 routine is now required
to execute the operations listed in the new table thus
performing the higher order function. In this case, however,
the tables have to contain also logic information on the
type of action to be ta ken if a basic operation is not
performed in the correct manner. The 1/0 function
described first can make use of a universal error output but
this is of no use in the higher arder routine. Even so, the
kind of logic meant here is arnenable to structurizing no less
than the normal operation.
5. DEFINING THE ELEMENTS OF THE PROGRAM
STRUCTURE
By elements of a program structure are understood here
to be those sub-areas into which a problem area is broken
up .. The. breaking-up of a problem area takes place in stages.
glVlng nse ta a number of levels. There is a hierarchical
arrangement of levels, the top level presenting broad
functional specifications of the highest order sub-areas
whilst the lowest level accommodates the detailed
specifications of the smallest functionalunits (routines).
Alongside this vertical structure, there is a horizontal
one in the Conn of funetions common to more than one
sub-area; typical functions of this type are:
master control program (monitor)
1/0 handler
subroutines.

A number of representative definitions of the various
sub-areas will now bc aivcn:
System- A complcx"of programs and data which together
realize the specification laid clown l'or a particular
application field.
Program - A cornplex of routines. subroutincs and data
which together realize part of the specification laid
down by system analysis.
System data - Permanent and/or dynamic data kept in
registers and/or tables for use by ail programs of the
system.
Prograrn data - Permanent and/or dynamic data kept in
registers and/or tables for use by ail routines of the
program.
Routine and subroutine ~ A routine or subroutine
perforrns a single logical function by means of a

restricted number of instructions.
A routine is initiated at an entry by the monitor and
. returnsvia an exit to the same monitor.
A subroutine is initiated at an entry by a routine or
subroutine and returns via an exit ta the position
defined by the initiator.
Routine label (starl address) - The first character of a
routine label is K. Positions 2 and 3 form the prograrn
mnernonic, positions 4 to 6 the function mnemonic.
Example: KAABBB.
Positions 7 and 8 identify a routinc entry or exit.
For an entry the numbers 00 to 49 are rescrve d, for an
exit the numbers 50 to 99.
Example of an entry: KAABBB02.
Subroutine label (start address) - The Iirst character of a
subroutine label is S. Positions 2 and 3 forrn a process
mncmonic,

e.g.: TI= translation subrout ine
SG ; sorting subroutine
AC = arithmct ic subroutinc.
Positions 4 to 6 Iorm the function mnemonic.
e.g.: STLBTO; translate binarv to octal.
Positions 7 and 8 identify a subroutine cntrv or exit.

For an entry the numbers 00 to 49 are reserv~d. for an
exit the numbers 50 to 99.
The functional brcakdown of a program into routines
and subroutines should be done as consistently as possible
according ta the functions rcquired, and a clear distinction
should be made between control functions (CTR) and
executive functions (EXC).
6. MONITOR
ln addition ta the pains laken to structurize the data it
is essential to determine in advance how the programs ~re
to be structured internally for optimum programmer
compatibility. And this cannat be done unless the problem
of prograrn-to-program coordination is solved at a central
point by a master control or monitor program.
For the conception of such a monitor, two objectives
have to be-kept in rnind:
The monitor should ensure optimum efficiency in the
use of the available process time.
The interplay betwecn a great number of programs or
program parts should be coordinated with due regard la
the priority rules applicable ta the system.
Let us assume that we have a computer system with a
number of hardware priority levcls which are controlled
by a special microprogram. The tasks devolving on this
rmcroprogram are:
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To control progress autonomously with due regard to
the various priority levels.
Autonomously to control the saving operations for
programs to be interrupted and the restore operations
for programs to be started.
We shall further assume that each of the priority levels
con tains a number of programs which may differ in priority
between them.
This interplay of programs should, as a logical whole,
. form the realization of an imaginary application field. The
way in which the monitor coordinates this becomes clear
from the following basic functions:
The monitor presents a program with an information
package (queue ceIl) picked from the associated queue.
The monitor starts the program.
The program takes over control and will, if not
impeded, complete a program run.
Dunng a run the monitor may be called for work
involving other programs. [f the priority level of the
prograrn invoked is higher than that of the current
program, the micro-program will instantly interrupt the
running program, save the information so far acquired
for a later re-start, and start the new program. If the
called program is of lower priority rating, the monitor
returns to the running program.
Any program run is terminated by a jump to the
monitor. The monitor will then allocate another
program in the sa me priority level for activation, and
the process described is repeated. If no other programs
are on hand in the same level, the level in question is
cleared and the monitor scans progressively lower levels
until eventually the machine cornes to rest in the lowest

level,
The process is started again by external activation.

When a program has been started on an information
package, it may be unable to complete the entire work in
one fun because at sorne intermediate stage il has la initiale
other programs for the purpose. The consequence of this is
that the total work will be completed in anolher program
run.

When a program is interrupted, the saving of the current
data for a subsequent re-start may be implemented either in
hardware or in software, but the hardware solution is
preferable because it demands less central processor time.
The order of the activities in time may vary from one
moment to the next, and there is no question of any sort of
timetable to control activities. Accordingly, as the
occupancy of each priority level changes, the monitor
decides which program is to be activated first , giving
precedence to priority rules over the 'first come, first
served' principle. ln this way several programs can be
accomodated in the machine, even if they should have to
work together on a purely asynchronous basis.
With this approach there is no problern in making a variety
of programs cooperate with an input/output program,
which is a situation that will crop up very frequently in
practice. In this arrangement, each program may be
considered as if it and the other programs it has invoked are
the only programs at work in the system. This is possible
because, after it has initiated an activity in a different
program, it will receive a specifie signal indicating that this
activity has been completed.
When designing programs for this system, there is only
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one extra function to be kept in mind: the fact that each
program continues to bear responsibility for the activities it
has itself elicited.
This typical control function is now centralized per
program in what we may call a control routine.
Calls which are filed in a queue for a particular program
will, therefore, be of two types:
initial calls
re port-back calls
From all that has been said above it is now possible to
summarize the main functions of the monitor as follows:
accepting sources of activity from
a program at any moment
call
storing sources of activity in profunction
gram input mes
control of program priorities
initiate
the starting of programs
Up to this point we have shown how the various
programs are coordinated. There remains the question of
laying down the cooperation between routines of one and
the same program before it is possible to make the
definitive draft of the data structure of the monitor.

6.1. Routine linking
During the building-np and test stages of a program, the
routines of that program refer to one another not directly
but via entry-cxit tables. For each routine entry and each
routine exit an entry or exit item has to be defined. The
entry item should contain the start address of the routine
entry whereas the exit item will be filcd by a keyboard
command with the address of the entry item of the routine
to be started from the said exit.
The entry/exit items together with the mnemonic are
defined in a table per routine. For each exit two
instructions have to be defined, one to transfer the address
given by the corresponding exit table to the program data,
and one to effect the jump to the monitor. This extra data,
the exit instructions and the entry and exit tables, is
generated automatically during the assembly of the
program and serves, al il were, as function test points
during the program run.
Ali this enables the monitor to create an on-line flow
trace function because, when it receives a report-back signal
from an exit, it consults the exit table to fmd the mnerno
of the function and the particular exit number, and next
uses the same exit table to start the next routine. During
the run of the program, this on-line function can be
initiated by external command so that a document can be
printed afterwards showing the successive functions
performed. This - it will be appreciated - is a facility
which greatly simplifies fault tracing.
The entry and exit tables together may be regarded
alternatively as elements of a central distribution function
for routines, the distribution instructions ta king the fonn
of KAABBB50 - KAACCCOO. The instruction exemplified here has the effect of connecting exit 50 to entry 00
of function AACCC. With such instructions concentrated, it
is quite easy for the monitor to modify a sequence of
routines either during a test or during a program run, All
this is illustrated in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

6.2Program linking
A program is started

DY d,é monitor-onan entry of the

control routine for that particular program. A special
format is required for the entry table associated with the
entry that is called by the monitor when the program is
started for a run, for it is l'rom this table that the monitor
has to be infonned of:
the priority level of the program (TMCLV)
- the queue administration block (TMCQA)
the start address of the pro gram (TMCSAP)
in order that it can perform the cal! function.
This information is compiled in the program entry item.
The program initiate Iunction of the monitor is worked
out separately per hardware l'rio rit y level.
AI! queue administration blocks of the various programs
are linked together per priority level (QLA). This
information is sufficient to determine which program must
be initiated in accordance with the perference ru les.
.
The monitor data and prograrn structures are illustrated in
Figs. 6.3 and 6.4.

frarnework of the application program or the programming
system as a whole. Consistency in rnethod wiII then lead to
routines which are, to aIl intents and purpose, Just logical
concatenations of subroutines. For the implementation of
the program this nleans that ca ch routine requires only a
very restricted number of variations in instructions. The
bulk of instruction variation. is then concentrated in the
variety of subroutines.
Ali this makes for better readability of programs.

7.

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

7.1 If attempts to bring system into the activities of a
programming department are crowned with sucees, a major
step forward has been made in simplifying a number of
tasks inherent to the elaboration of an application program.
7.2. Systernatizing the procedure in working out a program
requires, as a starting point, a number of general models

with a minimum of restrictions.

6.3. Subroutine linking
Wc like to conclude this report on programmer
compatibility by showing how su broutine linkage has beon
worked out in the program structure described.
A subroutine may have several en trics, but it has only
one exit. Becausc of this limitation, the various possible
results arc coded in a fixed index register; the routine or
subroutine which invoked the subroutine under consideration collects the various rcsults with a standard jump table.
The transfer of data betwecn subroutines is effected by
putting the address of the data in another fixcd index
register prior to invoking the new subroutine.
A cali for a subroutine takes the standard form of two
instructions as exarnplified bye
1. SPC XMTUNL
- save area
- subroutine start address
2. JMP SMTUNLOO
3. REP
- re-eutry point.
SPC stands for: save program counter; this instruction
saves the prograrn count of position 3 by transferring it to
an area outside the subroutine. Which arca this will be is
determined during assembly.
JMP refers to the actual jump instruction which
specifies the address of the required entry label.
Please note that return jump addresses have not been
located within the subroutinc itself. There are two reasons
for this:
inclusion in the subroutine would lead to unnecessary
memory loading, which is unacceptable particularly
with very cleruentary functional subroutines:
in addition, it would solve the problem of subroutine
nesting only partly, viz., for one-leve! subroutines. By a
general subroutine wc understand a multi-level one, i.e.,
a subroutine which occurs singly in the mernory and
can be cali cd from diverse priority Ievels, thus running
the risk of multi-interruption. This irnplies that al! the
variable internai storagc space of the subroutine has te
be addressed differently for the different lcvels,
This can be effected in an efficient way du ring the
assembly 50 that the amount of core space is just
sufficicnt to accornmodate the mast demanding nest of
subroutines,

Ali elernentary functions arc implcmentcd as subroutines.
Of course the problem analysis will, in addition, give rise to
fUllctional subroutÎncs which have a meaning within the

One is inclined to accept the request "Make a program
which exactly meets these rcquirernents" as logical, for
such an approach promises optimum speed and efficiency
in completing the task. There is a fallacy in this way of
thinking, however, for a quite simple reason: there is hardly
ever the certainty that the requirernents laid down for a
program will caver aIl contingencies and will need no
modification. This fact forces one ta conclu de that all
program development is built on shif'ting sand unless the
ability ta deal with this situation is kept in mind from the
start. If the factors which affect the program parameters
can be determincd as carly as in the problern analysis stage,
the program cari be built sa, that a possible source of
variations cari be rendercd relatively harmless, Experience
shows that a program built along these lines can easily
competc in its dcmands for time and storage space, with a
solution that deals only with the problem on hand.
APPENDIX
1. An ovcrall diagram (fig. 7.1) ts given to illustra te in a simplificd
mariner the intcrplay between varicus part programs and the l/O
handler (Ieft-hand section).
2. This diagram will be used to visualizc the principles laid down in
the prcvious chapters. Let us, thcrefore, follow the routes
indicated by the black diagram.
3. Program AA is started by the monitor. Input for program AA is
a participant (queue cell) in the associatcd program queue.
Program AA is started and dlscovcrs that an 1/0 operation has to
be executcd. To this end, i t forms output data in a unique
memory location for the running priority levet. A subroutine
(cali o ther program) starts the monitor.
4, The monitor copies the output data into a queue ccil (dynamic
memory block) and next consults the queue administration
from a program entry table. The queue ccli is inserted into the
particular queue chain and the level indicator for the 1/0
program is activated.
5, When this happens, the next event depends on the priority
difference between program AA and 1/0 (micro-program of the
priority circuit),
5. LIf the priority level of the 1/0 program is higher, thore follows:
1 - interrupt of program AA
2 - start of 1/0 program.
5,2.If the priority lcvel of the 1/0 "program is not higher, the
following sequence of events takes place:
1 - a retum of the call subroutine to program AA.
2 - program AA completes the run for the participant and goes
to a ready exit which brings us back lo the monitor (initiale
function}.

3 the monitor will nex t dcal w\th ail participants in all
prugrams within the current priority level; whcn lhis is lïnishcd,
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the level in question il' c1eared and the priority circuit
(micro-program) can decide which lower level is to come next
(ln the situation under discussion this will be the 1/0 program).
6. The 1/0 program performs the following simplified functions:
6.1.- check if any one of the channels is free; if not, go to 6.6.
6.2.- if ycs, find out if there are participants for the free subsystcm;
if running work, go to 8;
if new .work , go to 6.5.
6.5.- idcntify the command table and instruct the subsystcm in
accordance with the table; go to 6.1 .
. (Wc new assume that the subsystem and channel take sorne time to
complete the ordcr and tRat each of thern will indicate by an
intcrrupt request that the arder has beon executed).
6.6.- go back ta monitor; the monitor now performs again the same
activities as describcd in 5.2.3.
After sorne timo the interrupt requcst cornes in from the
subsystem (sec .Jnterrupt hundling").
7. The interrupt handling function distinguishcs bctwcen two types
of interrupt:
1 - interrupts from the channcls
2 interrupts from the subsystcms.
7.l.Channel interrupt:
1 - determine if the interrupt is expectcd;
ifyes, c1ear the channel, report the 1/0 level and go to 7.1.2.
2 - go back ta monitor; the monitor now performs agnin the
activitics described in 5.2.3.
7.2.Subsystem interrupt.
1 - determine if the intcrrupt is expected:
if not, cali for alarm prin t-out and go to 7.1.2.
if yes, check l'rom the command table whethcr any more
commands have to be issued:
if ycs, issue the commands and go to monitor;
if not, cali for 1/0 leve! and go ta monitor.
8. The 1/0 program will now be re-started and will, when analyzing
the work in this situation, find Ihat ail 1/0 operations have becn
complcted. The 1/0 program will now flrst clear the channel and
the subsystem, after which il will report to the initial program
that ail 1/0 operations arc completed.
9. Program AA will be started again at some latet time , which
completes the information cycle.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 State of computer use in instruction
Many different kinds of computer and software systems
are being used by instructional research and development
projects in the U.S. today, and over a dozen are offered
commercially ta institutions that dare to venture into
operational status in this new field. Sorne srnall machines
have been programmed for use by a single student or a
small number simultaneously; larger systems handle up to
200 users spread throughout a city or across the country.
Many of the research and development projects use
general-purpose computer systems, imbedding the instructional applications among other software packages
"available to users, and the student may use the same
terminal and operating system for a variety of teaching and
learning aids.

Figures reported range from $.25 to $35.00 pel' hour of
student use at a learning station. One reason for the wide
range is the variety in assumptions made about how many
effective student hours can be scheduled in a month or a
year, whether the equipment is rented, leased or purchased,
and how much time will be spent in utility jobs, preventive
maintenance, or repair. The mode of student use is a big
factor in cast also, but the prospective buyer is notlikely to
be fully informed about this.
Computer-based leaming exercises have been written in
almost ail subject areas and for many age levels: from drill
in preschool reading to exercises in regional planning and
resource management. Much of the material makes Iittle use
of essential computer contributions, and sorne of it would
be as effective and certainly less expensive in another mode,
for example, a book or film cartridge or two-person game.

Programming languages and systems show even more
diversity than the hardware. Over 50 languages and dialects
have been developed specifically for programming conversational instruction. However, many of their differences are
superficial and sorne obvious needs of users still have not
been satisfied.

1.2 The need forthe study
ln general, there is a "grea! deal of duplication, and also
much variety and rapid change. The costs of development
and use of this new technology of education can be
considerable, and improved communication of relevant,
interpretable and current information is needed.

The costs of using these operational or experimental
systems and languages in education vary considerably.

For example, one of the current trends is away from the
programming of successive questions to be delivered by the
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computer under strict control of the author's sequencing
rules; and yet manufacturers joining the field are repeatedly
producing their own version of the 'easy-to-use' author
language for any classroom teacher to program just such
applications.
Another trend is toward generalized, even 'generative'
procedures which assemble curriculum material (questions
and answers) as they are needed for each individual student;
and yet educational technologists pursuing this course are
not weil acquainted with the accomplishments (and
disappoinlments) in the related specialty of 'artificial
intelligence' in computer science.
Project CLUE, along with other studies of current status
and trends, is intended ta aid those planning computer use
in education.
1.3 Objectives and intended audience
The final report of Project CLUE is arranged in distinct
sections ta meet the different needs of three audiences: 1)
students of educational technology and interested laymen,
2) educational administra tors, teachers and instructional
system managers, 3) educational psychologists and computer scientists.
To the student and layrnan, the report offers an
introduction ta the present performance, problems and
potential of computer uses in education. Technieal terminology has been minirnized, in the summary and interpretive
sections. Much of the specialized vocabulary for the fjeld is
clarified by familiar definitions and ex amples in a glossary.
The administrator or teacher, already familiar with the
debate about computers in educational technology, will
find recommended directions for computer use in educa-

tion, and background information on which the base
project proposais and new programs. For the specialist in
research and development of instructional uses of cornputers materials given in support of the recommendations
provide detail on differing opinions regarding compu ter
instruction,

dimensions

underlying

computer

use

in

education, and comment on system design. The index
should assist in location of material on specifie subjects, or
opinion by certain writers.

'2.

SCOPE OF COMPUTER USE CONSIDERED

2.1 The domain and a problem ofnames
Project CLUE has considered the use of computers for
instruction, primarily as a tool for learning and secondarily
for research on learning and teaching. Information was
assembled from primary sources into five major categories
of the instruction-Iearning system: operations and costs;
curriculum development; programming languages and
instructional strategies; evaluation; and documentation and
dissemination. The reconnnendations of the study can be
applied to five areas of computer application: learning
tools; management of retords and materials; presentation of
instruction; research; and exploration of new information
processing techniques.
Administrative u.ses of the computer for record keeping,
scheduling, resource allocation, and data processing were
not included in survey and review activities and are
mentioned only incidentally. Although these adminstrative
uses are extrernely important to educators, critical review
of this area was not as urgent as for the instructional
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domain, and particularly for the on-line interactive uses,
which are the subject of sorne controversy.
The scope of Project CLUE includes non-interactive
(e.g., batch mode) uses of the computer for instruction.
On-line interactive uses of the computer are often quite
costly to implement at their present stage of development,
and occasionally the same function can he served just as
effectively and less expensively off-line. Sorne systems are
arranged to provide results in 5 to 30 minutes from a
'remote job entry' terminal. The user does not have to carry
his punched cards to the computer center but is able ta
interact with the machine using a card reader andprintei
located for his convenience.
The documents of Project CLUE should not be
considered a report on just CAl or CMI or both. The uses of
the computer as an instructional ald have been represented
by a number of acronyms including CAl. CBI, CMI, CAL,
CAE, and many others. These labels tend ta become
associated with various uses of computers or individual
projects or vendors. As a result any single acronym can
mean different things to different readers.
'Cornputer-assisted' or 'computer-aided instruction'
(CAl), adopted by IBM in its early writing about
instructional systems, is now the most commonly used
acronym, System Development Corporation began with the
label 'computer-based instruction' (CBI), which was Iater
adopted by Stanford University and RCA. 'Computerassisted learning' and 'computer-augmented learning', it has
been suggested, are more descriptive of the variety of uses
of the computer in education. However, the resulting
acronym (CAL) is already associated with two computer
languages.
If the computer's role is to assist the teachcr in managing
instruction by handling performance records and curriculum files, the label used is 'computer-managed
instruction' (CMI). ln this use, the student does not receive
instruction directly l'rom the computer. Rather, non-computer media are 'managed' or schedulcd for him by his
teacher with the assistance of automatic data processing.
Perhaps a better label Is 'computer-assisted instruction
management' (CAlM).
Because acronyms tend to become associated with one
manufacturer, computer system, Or research and development project, they do no'( adequately label the en tire field.
For sorne observers the CAl label implies author control ta
the exclusion of the many possibilities for student initiative
and direction of the computer processing during instructional activities.
Authors of Project CLUE Interpretations have avoided ail
acronyms and when the CAl label is used it refers to the
narrower definition of computer use, e.g., drill and tutorial
modes. More comprehensive phrases are intended ta
indicate the wide scope of computer uses for instruction,
for example, 'computer-based learning,' or the 'computer as
a learning tool,' or 'interactive uses in instruction.' These
place emphasis on the learning pro cess rather than the more
controlled instruction process; they point toward the
opportunity to ex tend capabilities of the user when the
machine is programmed intelligen tly,
Nevertheless, adoption of any acronym such as CBL or CLT
has been avoided since it would only add ta the confusion
of initiais and meanings.
2.2 Dimensions of use
Numerous categories have been devised ta classify

interactive uses of computers: drill, tutorial, dialogue,
socratic, simulation, learner-directed, etc. However, criteria
used for such classification, or the underlying assumptions
from which the categories have been derived, have not been
clearly expressed. Therefore, il may be helpful ta identify
several dimensions of use and their relationships ta each
other, without attempting ta be exhaustive or theoretically
comprehensive.
2.2.1 Program control
Computer-based lessons differ in the control the writer
has over the student's course of study. At one extreme the
student can only follow the program; typically he finds
himself more restricted working at a computer terminal
than he would be with a textbook or set of drill exercises.
That is, the writer of a tutorial exercise has not provided
the computer instructions which would permit the student
ta look back, review or skip ahead as he does with printed
materials,
Control is desirable in sorne situations, and curriculum
designers have used this facility of the ·computer ta reduce
inappropriate skipping about or other distractions. Control
is also an advan tage when the lesson designer is testing his
materials and wishes ta know exactly what each trial
student has seen and when.
At the other ex trerne , characterized by alma st complete
user control, the computer is programmed ta serve the
student as a tool in the management of the information
necessary for solving a problem or achieving sorne other
goal. The most cornmon use is as a conversational
computer; that is, for ca!culations and other immediate
processing in response ta directions from the student. A
lesson designer can also give the student access ta large files
of information ta retrieve and rearrange facts as useful for
his study.
2.2.2 Diagnosis and prescription
Another dimension of computer lise concerns the
extent of data recording and intcrpretation in the
interactive program structure (e.g., the prograrn's facility in
diagnosing difficulties and prescribing new tasks on the
basic ofstudent performance and attitude).
At one extreme the computer follows student instructions
for problem solving or presents simple linear programs for
practice exercises without paying any attention ta the
student's problem solutions or to his response ta questions.
At this zero level there is no interpretation or prescriptive
feedback determined by the author's procedure ta be
displayed to the student or saved for future use by the
program procedure itself.
ln typical tutorial uses the computer program processess
student responses and tries to act upon them during the
instruction sequence by seIecting for the student appropriate remedial or new materiaIs. Su ch a program could also
give interpretation of response measures directly ta the
student, e.g., teIling him why he needs more practice with
or without allowing him control over future action.
ProbIem solving environments, typically unconstrained,
also may include Interpretation of student actions. e.g.,
presentation of the correct form for an ambiguous
instruction, suggestion of a solution procedure along a
direction already taken by the student, and evaluation of
his final '1'lution for efficiency in terms of number of
instructions or computer time used.
For any level of diagnosis and prescription, the extent

of control over the direction of instruction may vary from
nearly zero (where the student has almost complete
control) ta maximum control by the computer prôgram. In
other words, the program may tell the student why or on
what basis he is being led through an exercise whether or
not he is permitted ta change it. Similarly, any level of
control allows the full range of prescription.
However, if the computer is ta have a justifiable raie when
programmed ta maintain maximum control, it must he
acquiring and interpreting information for use in the
controlling procedure. Although the author may wish ta
have the computer record and store the maximum of
relevant information justified by potential use in guiding
students, he must design a procedure for diagnosis and
prescription which passes along ta each student only as
much as promotes leaming and favorable attitude, and
avoié the distraction of tao much information or irrelevant
Items.

2.2.3 Variety offunctions available ta user
The scope of opportunities for a user (whether student
or author) in an instruction al system may vary from a
completely pre-programmed and limited exercise ta the full
capabilities of a richly-equipped and general-purpose
system. The systems dedicated ta 'drill and practice' are
exemplars of a limited variety of functions available ta the
user: authors assemble pairs of items for presentation
according ta preset strategies, and students work on the
exercises in sequence and within the Interactive capabililies
of the system. Perhaps authors may be allowed ta adjust
criteria for triggering a standardised-computer response of
'wrong, try again' or 'too long, try again', and students may
choose among two styles of drill exercise.
Actually a drill-orien ted system may allow for considerable 'variety' in the sense of programming capabililies or
functions believed ta be worthwhile for the instructional
use of a system. A· package of drill exercises may include
alternative ways ta achieve the sarne performance goals, and
the author may write a complicated procedure ta select
arnong them on an individual basis using observed student
learning characteristics and current performance.
Although drills of limited purpose measure high on
'program control: they can also measure high on the
dimensions of variety and prescription.
Variety is an obvious dimension in consideration of the
content ta be utilized in a dialogue, the programming
languages available for solving a problem, the alternative
models ta be used as a basis for a simulation, or alternative
techniques availabIe ta the student ta reprogram the model
underlying the simulation.
2.2.4 Amount of interaction
As a dimension underlying computer use, 'interaction'
refers ta a computer operation in which particu!ar attention
is given ta the continuing ex change between user and
program. Typically the user types sorne instructions, the
computer types back .partial results, the user modifies his
original statement or continues with new instructions, and
the computer responds again, etc. 'Interaction' refers not
only ta the speed or rate of exchange between user and
machine but also to the extent of dependency of computer
reply on user input and vice versa.
'Interactive' has been used as a label for certain types of
programming languages and problem-oriented systems
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which have special features to facilita te 'conversation'
between user and machine. When the lesson (or system)
designer knows the student (or other user) will be there to
answer questions when the procedure doesn't know what to
do next, or to interrupt when it begins typing out more
than he finds necessary, the designer can use this to
considerable advantage in automating only parts of the
process and leaving the remainder to human interpretation
and judgement.
. Interaction may also imply 'dynamics,' e.g., changes in
parameters and substance to 'generate' new content or rules
or procedures for the student presently being aided, but in
a fashion not anticipated in detail by the lesson designer. If
full prescription could have been given in advance, delivery
could have been made without a generalized information
processing deviee, i.e., with sorne less expensive deviee such
as a slide projector or book!
2.2.5 Role of the computer for the individual serviced
The student may see the computer program as a deviee
which does scoring, analyzing, or retrieving for him; in
general, those things he would rather not do himself.
Or he may see it as a test imposed on him for an exercise he
must complete.
If the student does see the computer as a servant doing his
bidding, and a study aid doing what he asks, he might give
the results of processing more attention and thereby better
use the deviee to further his learning objectives.
The teacher, on the other hand, may see the computer
system as a proctor of required exercises and a validator of
performance in testing situations.
Of course, the individua! students still must be proctored
by sorne teacher or student aide if the system is to protect
against one student sitting in for another, or using
inappropriate aids of whatever kind (books, notes, another
computer, etc.). Someday machines may automatically
check fingerprints or 'voiceprints,' and various written and
procedural aids will be assumed available as part of the
performance task.
Human attitudes toward the machine cannot be as
predictable or as easy to determine as perhaps the degree of
program control or amount of diagnosis and prescription.
The role of the computer will be viewed from as many
different perspectives as there are people using it, and the
user's view of the computer will interact in varying degrees
with the other dimensions.
2.2.6 'Naturalness' of the communications between learner
and system
At one end of a dimension of natural to formai (or
pre-coded) language, the computer is programmed so that
the student may respond with terms and conventions
natural to him, and IittIe if anything abou t system
operation need be learned to use it. For language-oriented
topics the computer program must be capable of
performing complicated tex tua! analysis in order to
conduct a dialogue with the student. The cornputer's ability
to process natural language, and subsequently to diagnose
and prescribe on the basis of statements made by the
student without any constraints, approaches the realm of
'artificial intelligence' and presentIy is very much in a
theoretical and experimental stage of developrnent.
At the other extreme the user must learn how to give
messages to the system to recognize what has been
interpreted successfully and when to cali on human aid if
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the system does not respond understandably. This is no
hardship for topics of study in which the conventions of
computer use are consistent with the objectives of
instruction. Formality of communication is desirable in the
sciences and engineering where the computer and its
programming conventions provide appropriate constraints
on theorizing and mode! building.
2.2.7 Surnrnary
These six dimensions can be viewed as defining a space
or domain of computer use, and the modes usually
mentioned as simple categories (drill, tutorial, dialogue,
socratic, simulation, Iearner-directed etc.) are more appropriately described as filling some part of this domain. The
documents of project CLUE have used this conceptualization in a tentative way to establish a broader prespective on
computer use, and to open up new possibilities for
computer service to learners.
3. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE PROJECT
A framework for discussion and review was extracted
from primary sources during the early months of Project
CLUE (January through Mareil, 1969). Staff mernbers
searched for current and relevant mate rials in order to
interpret what was being donc, what had been planned, and
what was judged to be most needed and important. Project
directors and persons active in research and development
throughout North America responded to requests for
pertinent mate rials relating to their currcnt work. Staff
members visited sites of particular interest and attended
meetings and conferences.
Drafts of five statements of points of view were
assembled du ring the summer and mailed to ail persons
quoted directly and to other interested and knowledgeable
specialists in the field. Revisions were made by CLUE staff
during the fall and winter, and a preliminary draft of the
final report was distributed for review and comment in
February, 1970.
Throughout the project, CLUE staff mernbers coordinated their efforts with those of other projects reviewing
the use of computers in education, among them: a study of
the computer in higher education at Rand Corporation; a
survey of computer uses in college teaching at MIT;
program planning by the National Council for Educational
Technology, London; and numerous single conferences and
symposia.
4. HIGHLIGHTS FROM STATEMENTS OF POINTS OF
VIEW
Volume II of the CLUE report consists of chapters on
five factors in computer use. Each chapter juxtaposes the
differing opinions and predictions of experts. A number of
concise and sometimes controversial statements have been
selected for printing here to provide a summary pf tentative
findings, although baised by selection, and to provoke
discussions at the Conference.

4.1 Operating procedures and costs
A tremendous discrepancy exists between the ultimate
promise and the immediate possibility of the use of the
computer in instruction. Schools must drastically reorganize and be appropriately funded to absorb the necessary

refonn. Planning must anticipate obstacles which arise

when innovative changes occur.
Administrators rather than technologists must lead the
way in preparing for the new educational technology, and
preparation must begin at the lowest "management" level,
that is, in the classroom. A critical shortage of qualified
personnel can be remedied by efficient retraining programs
which should in particular promo te a new role for the
teacher as manager of instructional processes and tools.
In the funding of new technological systems, institutions will not go beyond instructional budgets for
conventional instruction unless federal or priva te funds are
designated specifically for instructional systems. Publishers
and other private investors should induce initial demonstratians and continuing diffusion effort, perhaps through

national commissions.
Although progress in the computer software field will
reduce the cast of producing instructional programs,
progress in developing instructional strategies may result in
more sophisticated, responsive, and individualized lesson
material and, therefore, more cast ta the user.
Reported costs per curriculum hour developed cannat
be generalized sin ce the figures depend on goals, manner of
computer use, appropriateness of the system, previous
curriculum development in the area, and the accounting
method used.

4.2 Strategies for developing effective uses of computers in
instruction
Ultimately

the

value

system

of

the

educational

comrnunity determines the worth of the vario us instructional technologies and methods hopefully with reference
ta actual learning and attitudinal outcomes.
The use of a computer as a leaming tool is ignored tao
often even though it has more immediate potential than
any other mcthod of use. Critics of automated tutors ask:
Should the computer control the child or the child the
computer? Probably the managers of future computerbased leaming resources willmake the primary sources of
knowledge directly available ta students through organized
files of information and procedures.
Explicit models are needed for instructional design. One
of the major problems faced by those developing
instructional strategy and content is the lack of prescriptions for design. Nevertheless, sorne professors appear ta be
more productive without the constraints of an explicit
model for instructional design.
Hierarchies of knowledge and learning tasks provide one
foundation for the design of individualization and its
description in flow-chart form. The hierarchial analysis
procedure seerns readily applicable ta any cumulative
subject matter (such as math or science) but less applicable
in highly verbal areas.
Documentation, that is, readable descriptions of
content and strategy, are essential to economical maintcnance and effective use of instructional programs. Widely
adopted guidelines for documentation will broaden the base
of users of effective instructional programs.
In the future, authors of substantial curriculum
packages will not be able ta afford the luxury of
individually shaping or tailoring each line of text in each
frame for each kind of student as has been true of nearly ail
tutorial applications ta date. Therefore , the first successful
development on a large scale will probably be for
well-structured subjects such as elementary foreign language

which can bc taught by stylized procedures.
Computer science eventually will provide a kind of
"artificial intelligence" ta be applied in the Îeachinglearning process in ail disciplines.

4.3 Programming languages and instructional strategies
No one language can be right for aiL Each user has a
different background, goal and level of access ta the system
to be considered: student, instructor, lesson designer,
researcher, etc. Each mode of computer use has special
requirements, and different styles of program preparation
benefit l'rom different language features, from simple
formats for describing curriculum material ta be presented
by stylized procedures, to system features with which ta
delimit a problem-solving environment.
A language and its implementation shape the strategy of
instructional uses ta a great extent. Il is better ta have real
needs of the leaming environment determine the procedures or information processing used, Some considerations
are: data available; processing capability; adaptability to
specifie tasks; generality of procedures; and manipulation
of files.
Universality cannet be established by a group organized
to set standards. Nor will any small number of languages (as
justificd by different requirements) be standardized
effectively and widely adopted. Translation among languages of sirnilar purpose is possible (and economie for
seme curriculum designs). Equipment differences, especially in the terminais (learner stations), cause most of the
problems.
Documentation (according to "publication" guidelines)
facilita tes preparation and revision of instructional prograrns, review by referees and potential users, and
communication to programmers who are to implernent
instructioual procedures and content in sorne ether system
and language. Natural language is not the ideal mode for
describing leaming exercises; some formalization of language appropriately requires the user to reflect on what he

instructs the machine ta do.
System features impose definite limitations on language
(and strategy), Hardware items, su ch as docks, interrupt
control, mernory protection, and terminal controllers, limit
what actions an author's procedure might take. Software
for handling files, editing text, Iinking precessors, and
connecting simultancous users of the system are important
factors for sorne uses. Communications capacity, measured
in bandwidth, elapsed tirne and charges, sets bounds on
conversation rates especially when diagrarns and other
graphie representations of knowledge are involved. Flexibilit y is important in language design to allow adaptation to
new ideas and opportunities. Economies is a primary
consideration for a processor (or its compiled program)
which will be operated for many students. Modularity is an
essential part of the design of systems (language processors)
which are to be modified later or translated to another
operating system. Documentation of any useable system
(language) is essential for prograrn maintenance as weil as

for user reference.
Interactive mode of computer use should be justified by
sorne essential contribution to learner and author. The
prograrn's reply should be immediate and responsive, and
usually sornething more than .wrong, try again".
A curriculum development group should rernain free of
the constraints of specifie languages even to the extent of
leaving the computer when the available software and
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programmers cannot implement the important features of
an instructional strategy. A software system should be
adapted to specifie uses and users; the managers should
main tain clear subservience of language maintenance and
system operation to project goals.

4.4 Computer technology for instruction and research on
instruction
Benefits for research on learning and teaching are
relatively greater than benefits for operational instruction
today, but sorne warnings are in order. Many research
studies do not require the sophisticated equipment of
computer-based systems. Many computer-based systems do
not provide essential data even for rather simple studies. A
learning exercise, whether for research or for operational
instruction, should not be computerized simply because the
machine would otherwise stand idle.
Contributions of CAl to the development of a theory of
instruction (and vice versa) have been questioned. Learning
theories are not relevant to school learning and instruction
theories have only begun to be developed. Specifie theories
of CAl distract the developer-researcher from the range of
instructional resources available.
Today's educational problems will not be solved by
introduction of CAl on a massive scale. Sorne small number
of functions computer do better than other ~edia
(including hum ans). However, the financial expenditures
and complexity of management required by computer use
today are not necessary to teach most students most
subjects. Alternative media and techniques should always
be examined.
Guidelines for developing instructional systems to
respond to individual differences in an efficient manner
have not yet been developed. Many computer-relatcd
instruction programs only give the illusion of individual
tailoring.
Research should be conducted to better the understanding of student learning and self instruction in
semi-automated environments. Administrators must look to
less expensive and more tlexible facilities both for
conducting the research and for administering instructional
materials.

4.5 Documentation and distribution of information,
learningmaterials, and teaching resources
The role of publisher and manufacturer is not decided.
The trust and cooperation necessary between educators and
manufacturers is difficult to achieve since the educator's
open environment and tradition of free exchange of data
are contrasted with the manufacturer's concern for
protecting proprietary information and/or not releasing
defective products too early.
Distribution of new materials and research findings
must be improved. Authors are not provided sufficient
incentive to document, distribute, and revise computerbased exercises. Potential users cannot choose wisely
without more complete information, reviews, and evaluative studies.
Guidelines for broadening the base of users of effective
learning exercises have been suggested. First, formalize and
standardize procedures of journal review and dissemination;
issue a periodic review of computers in education. Second,
provide better incentives to the author: academie credit
through professional review; copyright protection; and
reimbursement by the institution and/or by user fees. A
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third guideline concerns improved documentation of
learning exercises. Authors are advised to: describe essential
information with a standardized notation for the purpose;
derive a description from records of interaction between
"typical" students and the computer program; and perhaps
incorporate "annotations" for the reviewer within the
interactive program itself available for examination on his
request.
Curriculum development resources and training programs might be centralized in order to diffuse common
practices and increase likelihood of exchange. Competing
curriculum packages will be distributed through different
time-sharing services, and decisions based on quality and
economies will be made in the marketplace.
Cooperation between the universities and industry in
the production of programs is almost essen tia!. Of course,
the major responsibility for what is taught will continue to
be with the publisher and author rather than wilh hardware
manufacturers.
S. SUMMARY
This paper has described the framework for a critical
review of computer uses in instruction, and put forth some
tentative findings, but it is not possible to summarize the
conclusions and recommendations at this tirne because the
study is still in progress. Nevertheless, it does appear from
the work to date that one general operating principle for
persons planning projects in this area is to select carefully
among possible applications of computers those which best
exploit the computer role and to match computer
contributions to the real needs of learners. Furthermore,
the development of information processing tools for
learning can better be pursued with a subject or discipline
orientation than within the special area of instruction al
technology.
Information processing and computers will be used
widely in aIl subject areas, and these new tools for learning
and performance will interact in an exciting way with new
goals and means for education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The laboratory of the O.P.E. was established for the
purpose of elaborating experiences and checking knowledge
in the field of electricity with students at Bachelor's level.
This first experience led us to install, using an IBM System
360 model 30, a system which would allow teachers who
are not informa tics experts ta define a pedagogical strategy
at an adequate level of presentation and for ehaining of
control and educational items. In practice we have th us
created, on the one hand, a timesharing system with twenty
teletypes and, on the other, a source language which is
sufficiently simple and general ta be used possibly for other
disciplines.
At present, various groups from disciplines which are as
far apart as mathematics, physics, biology. and English
language, are using the system for three different
applications.
Students of mathematics are able ta learn how ta write
numerical algorithms through use of a conversational
programming language 'BASIC'. For the other disciplines, a
tutorial mode selected from a documentation system results
in two types of questionnaires being drawn up:
checking of knowledge on the basis of an ex ternal
course; ex amples taken from biology
education: presentation of a training course through a
ramified questionnaire (type Crowder), illustrated via a
course in English linguistics.
In our two examples we have selected for presentation
the two modes which are, in fact, mixed ta the extent that
the test questionnaires constitute part of the educational
questionnaires controIling comprehension as the presentation of various items progresses.

2. CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF THE SOURCE LANGUAGE
Withboth types of questionnaire the mode QCM has
been entirely reserved for free response. Analysis by
character, being tao restricted, has been dropped. It has
been replaced by analysis using keywords; characteristics
being as follows:
each item comprises:
one question black of 700 characters
one answer black of 700 characters which con tains up
ta 10 answers - type (RT), each one being associated
with a specifie comment.
Each RT consists of a certain number of keywords.
Students' answers coincide with this RT if they contain
exactly the same keywords, taking into account other
words which may be added to the answer within the limits
of the 56 characters assigned to the student. This allows for
a wide variety in the phrasing of the answers.

Each foreseen answer is associated with two types of
comment: comment true (CT) and comment false (CF);
altematively, one may also ask for coincidence in order to
disorder, and foresee various equivalent answers at the leve]
of an identical RT, using the functions OR and AND.
Furtherrnore, negations are systematically examined. Ali
negations which were not foreseen by the author cancel the
student's answer, even if ail keywords correspond. Specifie
characters have been recorded as ward separators. The list
may vary with the users' needs. Finally, an automatic 1001'
testing system prevents the student from taking the same
wax twice.

3. TEST OF KNOWLEDGE OF BlOLOGY
3.1 Principal characteristics of questionnaires:
The questionnaires involved are those for self-chee king
by students of the P.C.E.M. who are also following courses
and making both specifie and practical studies. Questionnaires are compiled by a group of six biologists. Presently,
two questionnaires arc being used: the first , short and
linear, is a simple test of knowledge; the second includes 31
questions, 4 of which are ramified. Its content is an analysis
of the course of the cycle in the animal world; the
questions relate to the training course, du ring interrogation;
however, the essential concepts arc brought up either
through forcseen answers from students, or in the text of
the questions or cornments, these concepts being: mating,
homologous chromosomes, chroma tic reduction, chiasm,
crossing over, autosomes and heterochromosomes, etc ..
lt is completed with the concept of re-establishment of
the diploid state due to fertilisation, as weil as the
importance of the mixing of the genes. Duc ta this fact, and
ta the fact that this is a simple check, the procedure is also
a process of revision for the student. This aspect is
enhanced through the possibility of appealing ta the
documentation.

At ail stages throughout thé interrogation, students may
ask definitions of terms or expressions whieh were
previously recorded in srorage by the teacher. This.
therefore, is a test of comprehension and reasoning rather
than one of mernory, since it does not ask for an automatic
restitution of the course.

3.2 Examples
By way of illustrations we give some abstracts of listings
and student - machine dialogue.
The results obtained from examinations taken by
seve rai hundreds of students arc now the subjeet of
statistical studies, bath quantitatively and qualitatively.
Furtherrnore, at the leve! of the analysis of contents, the
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biology group was obliged ta reconsider the structure of
education itself, thanks especially ta the feedback l'rom the
students.
4.

APPLICATIONS IN TEACHING ENGLISH LANGUAGE AT THE INSTITUT D'ANGLAIS CHARLES
V (Faculty of literature, Sorbonne, Paris).

4.1 General objectives
. Ta date. 5 questionnaires have been edited by a group
consisting of two teachers and three advanced students
(Masters level). The students are entirely engaged in the
conceptual work, since, having thernselves already received
the relevant education, they are better qualified than the
teachers ta Ioresee reactions l'rom the students on whorn
the experiments have taken place. Il should be emphasized
that this co-operation has provided excellent results, The
'guinea-pig' students are volunteers selected l'rom first-year
students, and also fourth and fil'th year students who are
planning ta teach.

4.2 Choice of linguistics
Among the subjects called 'Iitcrary", Iinguistics scerns ta
lend itself best ta programming. A theoretical rellection on
the English language, rather than practical training in the
language itself was chosen, since the dialogue with the
machine is performed only in writing, contrary to the
principle of teaching modern languages.
ln fact, we have noticed that computer-assisted
instruction should be included in a three-stage system:
practical jobs on the computer, practieal jobs in the
language laboratory, and specifically oriented jobs allowing
for discussion and intensification.

4.3 Example of the possibilities of such a system as is nolV
in practice at the Institut d 'Anglais Charles V.

ponder the language. Information is presented in a concise
and abstract way, relating ta distinct language elements.
The student is thus led ta show Iinguistic systems as e.g.,
time, aspect, number, etc., and next to indicate the
relationship between the various systems. One sees that the
language is presented as an autonomous system by
separating the Iinguistic levels (the apparent language
elements) l'rom the extra-Iinguistic levels (reality). The
student is frequently invited to stop to think and carefully
read the questions. In certain cases the student can actually
find the answer sim ply because he can understand English,
but then, he may be ternpted ta take a short-eut through
the réflection path, which naturally has a bad influence on
the rernamder of the questionnaire. One of our major
concerns is to convince the students, conditioned by years
of education based on the checking of performances, that
they should proceed at their own pace, and to take their
timo for il.

4.5 Example
We are new showing abstracts in the form of listings of
a questionnaire on numbers. (Fig. 4)
The automatic loop test, created in order to facilitate
the teachers' task seems, in sorne cases, to be a limitation
for the author who is to construct complex and superfluous
ramifications, during course writing, if he wants students ta
take the same way twice,
Il appears, therefore, to be necessary to have two types
of language: the first, a very simple one, leaving the author
Iittle freedom but allowing him ta become rapidly familiar
with the system; the second is undoubtedly less easy to
handle by ADP non-experts, since the various steps should
be specified by the author, but have the advantage of being
flexible.

Students at O.P.E. receive questionnaire' Q12, Q13,
relating to the breakdown of the verbal group in English.
The central role of the auxiliary, simple or modal. is shown,
as weIl as the following concepts: pausing aspect,
intonation and modality, through the breakdown of a
simple sentence such as: 'the delegates might have been
chosen'. The role of the 'locomotive' of the verbal group ts
assigned ta the lead auxiliary which leads us ta study the
application of the auxiliary as a leader of the verbal group:
tag questions, resumption during dialogue, open or closed
answers, etc ..
When students have been induced ta a réflection of the
theoretical type, the road has been prepared for practical
applications which will be carried out naturally at the
language laboratory. Thus, emphasis can be placed on
intonation. which is impossible with C.A.!..
Finally, the specifie studies are used for compiling files
of exarnples chosen during the lectures and their cornments.
ln or der ta strengthen his experience, the student who is
awarded less than 15 out of 20 marks at the final test is
invited to perforrn a series of supplementary drills, bath

4.6 First results
The machine produces surveys of -students' results
containingstatisticalresults of each session. These results are
elaborated with the co-operation of psychologists. With
respect to linguistics, it should be stated that the srnall
number of students tested and their high level of
motivation does not allow us at this stage to make
definitive conclusions as ta the value of the. system from
the viewpoint of acquisition of knowledge.
The essential profit obtained l'rom this experience, until
now, lies at the level of material analysis for teachers and,
in this field, research is only starting. But already the
demands of programming have influenced the approach of
many teachers, making them farniliar with pedagogical
group work and, further, with applying more scientific
rigour in a field where ambiguity of terms and the course of
reasoning are commonplace. Also the 'test' students are
invited ta express their criticism and appreciation with
respect ta the questionnaires which makes them play a
more active part, transforming the pedagogical relationship
by allowing the student to control the education he

writlen and oral.

receives.

4.4 Analysis and structure ofmaterial

5. CONCLUSION

The abject is education and not control. The course is
not dependent on any previous knowledge. However,
students, aIl English language experts, are supposed ta have
mastered the language weil. Performance is not observed;
therefore, questions are simple, and progress is rather slow.
The aim is not to trap the student, but to induce him ta

Ali experiences obtained until
enhanced by the importance of
secondary educational level rather
tion of a CAl system. We l'cel, in
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now at the O.P.E. are
basic research at the
than of mass exploitafact, that it would be

premature to make conclusions from the first results
obtained, based exclusively on relative performances. The
essential problem is still that the results. cannot be
completely analyzed in terms of the actual knowledge of
learning by experience.
ln this respect it is essential that computers be
considered as' simple tools and that the languages used be
adapted to the requirements of education.
Substantative modifications, requested by users, are
being made, developing the tutorial mode into an
interrogatory mode; increasing the quantity of information
exchanged between student and machine; developing the
documentation, experiment simulation.
Fig. 1
14

KI9
QUESTION la
The 46 chromosomes of the human species include 44
autosomes (22 pairs) and 2 heterochromosomes, or sex
chromosomes.
The general chromosome formula of a diploid cell is 2N ;
2A + 2 heterochromosomes.
The two heterochromosomes of the woman are X and
X, the formula, therefore, is 2N ; 2 x 22 + XX.
ln the case of the man, the heterochromosomes being X
and Y, the formula is 2N ; 2 x 22 + XV.
Then, what are the chromosome formulae for human
spennatozoids?

RIOJ+
1

cm

KI9 ANSWER la
The fonnulae are 22 + X and 22 + XV.
Yes

QIl

2 22+XI122XI122A+XII*22+XII
N=22XIIN=22A+X
22+Y1122Y1122A+YIIY11+ y IIN=22+y liN =22YliN =22A+y

cm

Right

QIl

3 221/22A//22+//22A+I/N=22A/IN=22+//N=22A+
XII+X
y 11+y 1122+y / /22Y//22A +Y//N=22+y 1/N=2 2YIIN=22A+Y
RighI.
QII

cm

4
ARF+Carefully read question again, and give both formulae
exactly and cornpletely.

QIO
Fig. 2
The 46 chromosomes of the human species include 44
autosomes (22 pairs) and 2 heterochromosomes, or sex
chromosomes. The general chromosome formula of a
diploid cell is 2N ; 2A + 2 heterochromosomes.
The two heterochromosomes of the woman are X and
X the formula therefore, is 2N ; 2 x 22 + XX.
lI: the case of the man, the heterochromosomes being X
and Y the formula is 2N ; 2 x 22 + XV.
Then, what are the chromosome formulae of the human
sperrnatozoids.
22+ X
Carefully read question again, and give both formulae
exactly and cornpletcly.

22 + XX
22 AUTOSOMES + Y and 22 + X
Righl.
Ali ovulae have, of course, the same formula 22 + X.
According to the previous data, how many tetrads will
form, du ring the forephase 1, in the case of the
woman?
TWENTY-THREE
Righ!.
ln a diploid organism there exist N chromosomes of
paternal origin and N of maternai origin.
During the anaphase 1. do ail N chromosomes of the
same origin maye ta the same pole?
THIS IS RATHER IMPROBABLE
Indeed.
Fig. 3
9 With a female, how are the diploid cells called,
which are ready to undergo the monthly cycle?
OOGONIES
The monthly cycle is not pcrformcd in the genies. Answer
again,
PRIMARY OVOCYTES.
Ycs, ovocytes 1, or of the first order.
la - Sarne question, for the male.
*OCM§PERMATOCYTES
Male germinal cells in which the rnonthly cycle is performed.
*OCM SPERMATOCYTES 1
Spermatocytes of the first order (2N Chromosomes).
THESE ARE THE SPERMATOCYTES 1
Yes
.
ln a general way the ovocytes of the first order and the
permatocytes of the first order are regrouped under the
term cytes of the first order.
II - With a female, how does one cali the ce Ils at the
end of the monthly cycle"
EGGS
No, that is a language error. In principle, an egg is a diploid
cell. Answer more exactly.
OVULAE
Yes, ovulae or ovotids.
12 - Samc question, for the male.
SPERMATOZOlDS
No, this de nomination is premature. The monthly cycle
does not directly produce spennatozoids. You have omitted
one phase (sperm being produced at the end of the monthly
cycle). Answer again.
*OCM SPERMATIO
Haploid male cell at the end of the monthly cycle.
THEREFORE THESE ARE SPERMATlOS.
Very good.
Fig.4 ABSTRACT OF K24-26
Q20

R20

cm

The zero article may be replaced before
'books' by the following adjectives: the,
these, those, sorne, any, no, few, many.
Now reduce this list to those which only
preceed the enumerative plural.
Inexact
*Q21
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RT
CFD

RT
CJO
RT
CFD
ARF

the//some//any//no//my
state only those adjectives which occur only
before the enum. plural.
Answer *Q20 again.
these/ /those//few//many
Good *Q21
these/ /those//few//many
incomplete answer. Answer *Q20 again.
Verify your typed answer, and answer *Q20
aga in.

Fig. 1

ABSTRACT OF LISTING OF QUEST. KI9
(question block and answer block 10).
The usage of the functions 'OR' and' AND' permits us
to foresee various representation of one and the same

answer.
Each eharaeter set, in which characters are not
separated by spaces, is globally processe'd by the machine as
one single 'word' (the 'separator' characters: comma, period
and apostrophe are excepted). Therefore, it is necessary ta
foresee such individual answer as e.g. N ~ 22 + X, or
N ~ 22 + X, or 22A and X, 22 + X, etc.
ln NT. 3 two 'tabulations' occur (function 'AND'); one
is the space between N = 22A+ and X// + X, the other is the
space between this latter group and Y// + Y//22 + Y//....
The student's answer should, in this case, include one of the
terms 22, or 22A, or 22+,.... AND X or + X, AND Y or + Y,
or 22+Y, etc.
The code CJD (D = disorder) here permi ts us ta accept

thèse terms irrespective of the arder in which they occur in
the student's answer.
Fig. 2
Abstracted answer from quest. KI9 (questions
10-12). The question ID is the one presented in the listing
shawn in fig. 1.
Fig. 3 Abstracted dialogue from quest. K18 (questions
9-12).
*DCM: the student, before answering the question
presented ta hlm, requests a definition from the 'dictio-

nary', an autornatic documentation system (DCM =
documentation). This concise (a maximum of 100
characters) definition may help. the studeru without
providing a complete explanation, ta

understand the

meaning of the question, or to be sure of the exactness of
an answer he is planning ta give. The dictionary may be
Sorne typical erroneous answers which are frequently
noticed are presented in this absuuct: 'ovogonies' or
'oogonies' for question 13, and especially 'spermatozoids'
for question 16. Following the comment given by the
machine, students answer more exactly in the majority of

cases.
Fig. 4
Abstract of listing of quest. K 80·Q 20.
The first RT is the one given at the end of the 1001'.
Norrnally one purs: 'False, the answcr was ......... .' But, in
the present system, after two questions the associatcd
comment is not given anyrnore. Students do not know
where they have gone wrong. Il was preferred, therefore, ta
give them the comment 'inexact' and ta have them retum
ta the normal sequence (Q 21), Q 21 stans with the
comment on the answer ta Q 20 which is, therefore.
received by ail students. For those who had given the right
answer, this serves as an enhancement, Iimiting the risk of
haphazard answering. In a general way, even if there is no
1001', each comment which may prove of in terest ta ail
students, irrespective of their answer, should be given at the
beginning of the next question in the normal sequence,
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hence the economy of characters in the blacks.
RT2
The machine compares the answers in the arder;
one therefore places everything one wishes ta
eliminate in front. In this case, ail terms of the Iist
ta be excepted.
RT3
Key-words ta be found, separated by tabulations,
RT4
Thanks ta the function OR one can foresee the
situation whcre the answer, without being faIse, is

incomplète.
ARF

ln this case, the false elements having been removed
in RT2, one supposes that no typing or writing
error is involved. Students hardly appreciate getting
the comment 'false' if they have just put down two
words,
Fig. 5
EXAMPLE OF STUDENT-MACHINE DIALOGUE K24-26 (question black and answer black 6),
The answcr tli the question Justify the pluralin "rny
experimental group arc leaming fast" is foreseen in the
listing, as follows:
Q06 The ward 'public' rcfers ta the plural.
There may be two types of Iorrns:
'The public don'! undcrstand ...' which reflects the

extra-linguistic reality , and
'The public doesn'r understand.. .' which is strictly a

grammatical form,
Justify the plural in
'My experimental group are lcarningfast'.
A group does not consist of one student only, hence the
plural.
Good
Mind l'ou. the single Iorm is also possible,
We have notice d that the single/plural form partly

covered the contradistinction unique/multiple.
R06 MULT//MULTIPLEj/EXTRA
L1NG//EXTRAL1NG//EXTRALINGUISTICjjEXTRA
L1NGUISTIC//SEVERA L/ jSEV j jMANY
CJO Right *Q08
RT
NO//NOT
GRAM//GRAMMATICAL//LING//
L1NGUISTIC//UN//UNIQUE
CJO Right *Q08
ARF Here is the answer: group refers ta the multiple
*Q07.
Q07 Either you have made a typing mistake, in that case
type, tm, or you haven't understocd, in that case
type hu.
R07 tm
UO Sarry *Q08
RT
hu
CFO Group indicates several students, hence the plural
form *Q08
ARF What have you been making up now... Let's be
serious. *Q08.

SIMULATION

IN

THE

CLASSROOM

William Russell Broderick

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many roles the computer can play in the
broad area usually referred to aS "Computer Aided
Instruction" (CAl). The National Council for Educational
Technology in the United Kingdorn has listed a number of
these in their Working Paper No. l "Computers for
Education". This paper concentrates on one of these,
namely, the role of simulation and game playing in the
classroom. The author feels that this area has a particularly
high poten tial in the English educational system.
2. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
Whilst one normally thinks of simulation and gaming in
conjunction with the teaching of sciences, we must not
limit our thlnking to this curriculum area: perhaps one of
the most significant advances in this field has been the
development of educational drama in the UK over the past
20 years. The aims of educational drama have been to give
students an understanding of themselves, their personal
potential and their potential in society through deep
personal involvement in dramatic activity, this deep
involvement usually being achieved through exercises in
concentration and free improvisation. The effects of this
and the students' behaviour are quite rernarkable and have
to be seen to be believed.
The Nuffield Science Projects in the United Kingdom
are also geared to student involvement in the study of
science and have moved away from the more formai
methods of science teaching which were prevalent in the
1950's. The aims of the Nuffield Science. Projects are to
give students a better understanding and appreciation of
scientific method; they are encouraged to conduct
experiments themselves, to formulate their own hypotheses
to devise tests for these hypotheses, and as a result of
carrying out these tests, modify the hypotheses in their
search for scientific truth. In this work one sees ernphasized
the importance of the students using discovery methods
and their personal involvement with investigating a
situation.
3. CONSULTATION WITH TEACHERS
An awareness of the above work caused the author to
discuss with teachers the significant contributions they felt
a computer could play in teaching. As a result of these
discussions, the broadest area of agreement was found to be
in the areas of CAl normally referred to as "Computer
Managed Instruction" and as "Simulation and Game
Playing".
There is little doubt that television simulations of the

Apollo II moon landing did a great deal to open the eyes
of the teacher and the general public to the potential of this
technique. Furthermore, more locally, The Royal Liberty
School takes part in a national competition organised
jointly by International Computers Limited and the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
whereby a group of students forms a board of directors of a
company and plays a business game in a competitive
environment. At this stage it is appropria te to define the
term "simulation" and 1 define it as follows:
"The creation of a realistic model of a situation which
the student may study, interact with, or control, to provide
him with a lifelike problem solving experience".
This model however does not have to be computer
based, indeed one of the most imaginative computer science
lessons the author has watched was with a group of nine
year olds who were acting the roles of the various elements
of a computer's central processor and input/output systems
and it was quite evident that these students were really
learning about the fundamentals of computer architecture.
ln devising any simulation for educational work, be it
computer based or not, it is important to define the
educational objectives to be attained. Furthermore, should
these educational objectives not be properly defined,then
the use of the simulation becomes very restricted and
follow-up work after the activity tends to become unrelated
to the students' learning and behaviour during the game,
ln our study of simulation and gaming with teachers,
the teachers themselves emphasized the importance of
simulation in providing, within the classroorn, models
which could not otherwise be achieved and studied: two of
these are mentioned below (See Section 5).
4. A SIMULATION IN GEOLOGY
Il was also discovered that sorne teachers had been
developing simulations of their own, and a report by Keith
Lovait, at the lime the Head of the Geology Department at
The Royal Liberty School and now on the research staff of
The Royal Liberty School Computer Department, is given
below for it shows how ideas for simulation are developed
by teachers and illustra tes the limitations placed upon both
the teacher and the class because a computer system was
not available for this work.
4.1 Simulation of Geological Prospecting
"The student of geology in schools has little opportunity to apply his knowledge of geological principles and
techniques in "real" situations bccause of the restrictions of
time and rnoney. This state of affairs is particularly true in
the field of geological mapwork and the student is
prevented from enjoying the excitement and intellectual
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stimulation of original discovery and interpretation which is
the basis of geological mapping.
ln an attempt to remedy sorne of these deficiences, it
was decided to devise a prospecting simulation, and.to add
spice to the activities.It was constructed as a competitive
game. Basically, the rules of the game are simple. Each
student is given a topographical map of what is described as
a geologically unexplored area. However, it is suspected
that huge quantities of oil could be present and so a
nurnber of commercial companies deem it worthwhile to
send in geological teams to rnap the area and search for
suitable oil traps. Each student acts as the chief geologist
responsible for planning and co-ordinating the mapwork for
a company.
The original map has a grid overlay and the student can
obtain geological information from any grid intersection.
This information is the usual information which any
geologist might record in a surface investigation and the
student plots the information on his topographical map.
Each student takes his tum to receive geological information and is limited for each tum to the information from
five intersections. The five intersections must form a set being either a block or string of adjoining intersections.
As the game proceeds the students build up geological maps
of the area and construct sections to help in the
interpretation.
When the studentthinks that he has enough information
he stakes a daim for a particular group of grid squares.
These daims are published to the rest of the competitors
who are not allowetl to daim or even prospect in these
areas.

A seoring system based on the oil traps discovered and
the amount of time taken to make the discovery completes
the competitive aspect of the game.
ldeally a computer should be used to store ail the
geological information about the area. ln a trial run of the
game the teacher acted as the store and although this
slowed the game down considerably the students still
enjoyed the exercise and gained a sound understanding of
sorne of the joys and difficulties of geological mapping.
ln the future it is planned to inc!ude geological
specimens as part of the information available at each grid
intersection which should increase the interpretation
elemen t considerably."

Liberty School, and for which there is a Fortran program
on our Marconi-Elliot 905 Computer, a model is created of
three competing companies marketing a domestic appliance
in four sales areas. Each company is represented by a board
of directors formed from amongst the students themselves.
The companies each have a sales advantage in their home
sales area and compete on equal terms in the fourth area.
The boards of directors are then presented with the initial
situation of the game and must decide how they are to plan
their use of capital so as to maximise their profit.
Amongst the decisions they have to make are the financial
allocations required for transport costs, advertising, administration, purchasing of additional plant to increase
production capacity and of course they must decide pricing
policies in the four sales areas. Il will be seen that the board
has to make an inter-disciplinary approach to this work and
when it has made its move details of ail three boards'
decisions are fed into the computer system which produces,
as output, a report of the state of the game alter that
period of play: the periods are normally reckoned to be of
three months duration. Il has been our experience that
during the first session in which the students use the game,
they are inclined to make judgements based on guess-work
but gradually they tend, of their own volition, to recognise
the importance of basing their judgements on facts and
they then start to apply more scientific methods to the
study of strategies for the game.
5.2 The Investment Game
An investment game has been specified (though not yet
implemented) to help in the teaching of mathematics where
a considerable amount of attention is paid in sorne schools
to the study of stocks and shares. Alas! ln the classroorn
this olten becomes yet another unrealistic application of
the unitary method of proportions. The purpose of the
game is to create a more realistic environment along the
lines of a business game where the student will in fact
manage a fairly large investment fund and will plan the
investment of this money in a wide range of securities.
The objectives here are not only to generate a stimulus in
the teaching of this aspect of mathematics in the
curriculum and to provide motivation for the students to
perform the mathematical analysis involved, but also to
integrate this work with economies taught and thus bring
more realism to the subject.

5. SOME SIMULATIONS BEING lNVESTlGATED
The science teachers in particular emphasized the
importance of interaction between the students and the
simulation and stated that without interaction the use of
computer based games would be a virtually indefensible use
of expensive resources. However, they saw a considerable
potential for creating mathematical models of physical
situations on a once only basis and recording these on to
video tape and using them during their normal teaching to
provide a dynamic model of the behaviour of the situation
under consideration.
The teachers also emphasized theimportance of interaction
when related to students' involvement in the activity being
simulated. They felt most strongly that this approach is
likely to have the maximum educational benefit.
Il will be beneficial here to describe briefly two games
of a competitive nature and two simulations:
5.1 Business Game
ln the business game which is played in The Royal
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5.3 Genetic Simulation
In Biology considerable emphasis is given today to the
teaching of genetics. Yet because of the time factors
involved, it is impossible to study this subject practically in
a laboratory and the teaching tends to be descriptive rather
than heuristic. At the request of the Biology Department at
The Royal Liberty School, a simulation model of genetics is
being developed and this is to be used interactively by the
students as if they were conducting a scientific experiment.
Il is anticipated that the students will be able to put into
the simulation varions configurations of dominant and
recessive genes and through studying the behaviour of a
simulation with respect to an accelerated time scale, they
will be able to study the changing behaviour of the
population and also to interact with the simulation at given
time intervals and change input parameters, this way
discovering the effects of introducing different genetic
characteristics into the population. Il is part of the design
specification to make a model completely general and to

allow the teacher to specify the biological area to be
studied.

5.4 Chemical Reactions
It has been strongly represented to us that a lot of the
students' basic misunderstandings in chernistry come from
not really appreciating what happens at the molecular and
atomic level in a chernical reaction. It is possible to view an
actual chemical reaction at the molecular level and
therefore one is forced to consider the possible role of
simulation in teaching this. This model has not yet been
specified and the objectives have not yet been defined by
the chemists. In their discussions the teachers outlined the
aim as being to present a dynarnic model of a number of
molecules interacting. It will be necessary to allow the
student to change the parameters of this model so that he
can study at first hand the effects of the presence of too
many or too few molecules. The model should also enable
the student to study and understand why sorne molecules
react and others do not.
The above four examples are selected from a number
which are being analysed for future development and have
been chosen to iIlustrate curriculum areas in which
simulation and gaming can play a part in bringing into the
classroom models of real life situations which cannot be
studied in a practical context in any other way. It is
important in the development of these models to ensure
that their behaviour can be replicated and to ensure that
they are so designed as to be capable of being integrated
with either normal teaching techniques or in the future
with other forms of CAL
6. SUMMARY

In case too glowing a picture of simulation has been
painted, it is appropria te to list sorne of the advantages and
disadvantages of simulation.

6.1 Advantages
6.1.1 Simulation may provide experience in a wider range
of educational objectives.
6.1.2 Simulation provides the leamer with a sense of
immediacy and involvement.
6.1.3 There may be a greater transfer between the learning
situation and real life although this has not yet been
proved.
6,1.4 Simulation can provide experience at a lower cost
than can be possible in real life (in areas where real
Iife costs are exorbitantly high).
6.1.5 Simulation can speed up a lengthy process.
6.1.6 Simulation can provide an ideal situation for practice
of good scientific method.
6.2 Disadvantages
6.2.1 It is difficult even with sophisticated visual display
units to create reallife situations.
6.2.2 To develop simulations is expensive.
6.2.3 Validation ofa simulation model may be difficult.
6.2.4 The study of the effectiveness of the simulation in
the classroom is usually difficult to conduct in a
scientific manner.
There is little doubt that much research must and will
be carried out in this field to discover how best simulation
can be used in the classroom. The author is convinced that
such expenditure on research will be expenditure in a field
with a great educational potentia!.
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COMPUTER EDUCATION FROM A GENERAL PURPOSE
D E C 1 S ION M A KIN G ENV 1 R 0 N MEN TI/
James B. Cowie

1. INTRODUCTION
The past twelve years have seen the development of
many management decision making exercises 2 / (alias
'garnes') which allow business students ta 'practice ' decision
ma king by organizing themselves in teams ta make
decîsions in a simulated competitive environment. Sorne
games are based on particular industries, others on special
situalions. They differ in complexity and level of decision
making. An extensive amount has been written on the
subject,' / including advice on how ta organize such
aclivities and about the potential benefits and costs of using
them. In ma st cases, the designers and users of these
exercises seem to have been primarily interested in
providing better insight in ta conventional business tapi cs
such as organizing for, planning and implementing
decisions. A computer is often used for fast processing of
the decision inputs but it is incidental ta the interests of the
designers or faculty administra tors.
This paper describes the design of a general purpose
desision ma king environment where the role of the
computer is more crucial. Greater use is made of the
capabilities of the computer for the bene fit of the
administra tors and the players. The level of detail of the
data is chosen to provide an acceptable data processing case
study with the associated problems of file organization,
processing and .control. 11. is difficult to give students
experience of typical business data processing applications.
ln this model the students see their decisions processed
against master files over successive periods. This involvement generates interest in the underlying procedures. The
enviroment also provides a convenient setting for modest
data processing projects which should add ta ils future
utility.
ln sumrnary, the distinctive claims for this effort are the
emphasis on the effective use of the computer ta support a
flexible design structure and the attempt ta provide insight
into typical business data processing apport uni lies and
problems.
2.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE GAME

Fig. 1 shows the decision areas which are included in
the model. For reasons of space and ta allow emphasis on
the data processing aspects, this description will not includea detailed statement of the rationale behind each decision
area, the decisions which are permissable or the formulae
by' which they are processed. This section is intended ta
provide only a general understanding of the features of the
game. ln simplest terms, teams produce a single product
and campe te ta market il in several districts. However, that
sixteen different versions of the game have been developed.

For any series of plays, the administrator chooses the
model number and the corresponding decision areas he
wishes included. The other decision areas need be of no
concern ta him. The following description will emphasize
the fullest version of the model.
ln the full model, a maximum of six teams operate in
up ta fourteen sales districts. Each tearn takes over a
company which has been established for two years. Files
exist ta de scribe the current resources of each team and the
current values of decision variables, sorne of which are
adjustable by the teams and others only by the
administrator. Teams have four opportunities per simulated

year to change as many or as few values of their current
decision variables as they please. These changes are
processed by the four primary runs each year. Il is
acceptable 10 make no adjustments, but it would normally

he unwise to continue such a polie}' OVeT several quarters.
There are also four secondary runs which alternate with the
primary processing. These are used exclusively 10 redistribute unemployed personnel. Those hired can then be
assigned in the next major run, which avoids any delay in

their utilization. 4/
Each team has a factory containing a nurnber of work
stations where line workers (direct laborers) work on
machines under the supervision of foremen. Support labor
must be maintained at suitable strengths ta prevent a
reduction in productivity. Different categories of workers
will be recruited from, and lost ta the labor pool. Each of
the three labor unions will negotiate annually new wage
rates and may cause production lasses through strikes.
Tearns may expand production within their factory or in
new facilities. This requires them ta carefully time phase
the acquisition of resources and select from capital
budgeting alternatives.
ln summary, in a quarter, total production depends on
available raw materials, line workers, their foremen,
machines and support personnel, ail employed in plants
large enough ta accommoda te them. Additional production
can be gained from various overtime alternatives and from
successful research and rnaterials handling add ta costs.
On the marketing side, attracliveness of the product is
affected by priee, advertising, salesmen, displays and special
effects which include research and developrnent. The
markets are iIlustrated in Fig. 3. The consumers in these
districts respond differently ta. the various marketing
influences. The total market attractiveness of teams
competing in a district generates a nurnber of orders which
are distributed among the teams. These orders become sales
only if sufficient finished goods are available. Trucks deliver
sales ta the districts. Operating plans are funded by profits
or by various types of capital financing.
The computer outputs from each major decision period
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contain results in each decision area, with a summary of ail
categories in the finance section. This section also contains
a cash flow analysis, a profit and loss staternent and
year-to-date information for the period just completed.
The game is based on a one-year cycle of activity. Raw
mate rials are ordered in quarter N; they are delivered, paid
for and used in production in quarter N+ 1; finished goods
are sold in quarter N+2; and revenue is collected in quarter
N+3.
3.

DESIGN FEATURES

Six aspects of the garnes' design will be discussed:
3.1 Requirement for decision changes only.
3.2 Repetitive processing.
3.3 The level of complexity chosen by the administrator.
3.4 The dynamic nature of the game.
3.5 The capacity to reorganize the game.
3.6 Open ended design.

3.1 Requirement for decision changes only .
The concept that only decision changes need be input is
useful not only because it is realistic but also for practical
reasons. It avoids the danger of the complexity overwhelming the teams in the early stages and, at any time, allows
them to select the decision areas they wish to concentrate
on. At various times they may wish to 'rest on their oars',
but there is always a wide range of possibilities if they wish
to explore them. Students are encouraged to think in terms
of critical decision variables which need frequent attention.
This leads them naturally into 'management by exception'
and consideration of those decisions which can be left to
decision rules within a computer algorithm.

3.2 Repetitive processing.
One may question the desirability of having as many as
fourteen markets (a home market for each tearn, 4 in the
city and 4 in the country). However, this concern seerns
more based on human distaste for excessive detail than any
technical difficulty, for the prograrn cari handle a multitude
of markets with an insignificant increase in tirne or space
requirements, This repetitive capability is the computers
forte. lt gives the administrator the advantage of greater
flexibility of market structure and the teams more
opportunity to carry out market experimentation with less
chance of interference from the adjustments of other
teams. Note than a team need not, and perhaps cannot, pay
close attention to ail districts simultaneously.

3.3 The level of complexity chosen by the administrator.
The decision blocks shown in Fig. 1 are programmed as
a series of subroutines. The main program selects or
bypasses subroutines according to the chosen model
number which is input as a datum. Sixteen different routes
are currently defined. The extrerne alternatives are Model
10 described earlier, in which ail decision areas are
included, and a model where only pricing and advertising
policies are relevant. In the latter case, marketing funds for
advertising are provided, and the output consists sim ply of
market attractiveness generated in each district by each
team. These special inputs of funds and outputs of market
attractiveness would not appear in the full model since
advertising allocations would be made from available funds
and market attractiveness would be converted within the
program into orders and sales.
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3.4 The dynamic nature of the game.
Some games suffer from a lack of incentive for tearns
who are doing weil to change a winning policy while teams
who start badly have difficulty in recovering. 'It is desirable
to build flexibility into the environment on some consistent
basis so that strong positions will deteriorate if unattended,
but teams will not have to deal with haphazard changes. In
this game, there are over seventy values in a cost table
which can be adjusted by administrator. These costs range
from as little as the cost of interviewing support labor to
the cost of purchasing a new plant in an expensive district.
A team will have more influence on other costs such as:
new wage rates which are negotiated periodically with
different unions; bids for and offers to sell capital
equipment; and salaries offered to present or sought after
personnel, etc. To offset rising costs, the market is willing
to pay higher priees as time goes by. Increases in costs and
priees would be more likely but the administrator can
manipulate these variables any way he sees fit. These
changing conditions require each team to be alert for
adjustments on a continuing basis, partly to meet
competitive pressure and partly to exploit further opportunities.

3.5 771e capacity to reorganize the game.
It is reasonable to expect a considerable amount of
informai information flow between students involved in
successive uses of the same game. The adrninistrator should
counter this, if necessary, by reconfiguring the enviroment
before the start of a new game. This capability is illustrated
by reference to Figs. 4 and 5.
Fig. 4 shows seven representatives from a family of
curves which express market attractiveness (measured in
points) as a function of priee. Different responses to priees
and priee changes are evident. The points from priee are
amalgamated with points from other sales influences to
determine overall market attractiveness (total points) of a
team in any district. The four parameters for each of the
seven priee curves are on file in a table. A second table
con tains the allocations of these curves to particular
districts (e.g., priee curve 5 to market district l, etc.). The
adrninistrator can easily make changes in the shape of the
priee curves (by inputting parame ter changes in the first
table) or he can reallocate priee curves to different districts
(using the second table). This can be do ne during the play
of a garne but it may be undesirable to modify the
environment too much while play is in progress.
Before leaving Fig. 4 it should be noted that the model
must protect itself against extrerne strategies such as
ridiculously high priees. This can easily be coped with by
having a rapid decline into negative points allocation (to the
right of Fig. 4) which will generate zero sales if the points
surn over ail sales influences is negative. Similar arrangements are made for the family of curves which determine
potential orders as a function of the mean number of points
of teams competing in an area. Fig. 5 shows the effect of a
parame ter value on one such curve. The family of curves
used represent different market populations and total
reation to market influences. Here again the choice of
pararneters and allocation of curves to districts are
contained within tables which can readily be changed by
the administrator.

3.6 Open ended design.
Not only docs the general design encourage expansion

by the modification or addition of decision subroutines,
but, throughout the program, systematic arrangements have
been made· to allow special inputs which may reward or
punish teams for actions taken. For example, an external
analysis and report on a production problem may be
rewarded by improved productivity and a marketing
campaign may earn ternporary or permanent inprovement
in specifie districts. The design is analagous to house wiring
where a number of plug points are provided without prior
commitment to their specifie use.
4.

switching to a different model number. His purpose might
be to have tearns estimate the underlying relationships and
detect when they have shifted. He can illustrate the impact
of complexity from more teams, variables or market
instability. He can simulate a monopoly, an oligopoly, the
impact of active and passive competition, etc. These
alternatives are available within the present program. If he
wished to combine the marketing variables in some
different fashion, the program would require a simple
modification. This version would then be available as an
option.

ADVANTAGES FROM THE DESIGN FEATURES
5. COMPUTER ASPECTS

The game structure has been designed to offer
considerable flexibility ta the administrator. Decision
blocks may be bypassed (see 3.3. above); they may be
included but in a passive state (i.e., no changes are allowed
in the current values of the decision variables); they may be
passive by preference of the teams; or the y may be active.
At different points in an academie course, model segments
may be omitted, passive or active. Extensions, or alternative
decision blocks, can be incorporated without fear of
overburdening the players with excessive complexity,
Similarly the administrator can select the number of active
and passive teams he wants to play in a particular garne.
Examples would be: one active te am only; one passive team
only; one active team and one passive team; six active
tearns, etc. He can keep agame interesting for the teams by
judicious changes (sec 3.4); he can readily select the market
structure which suits his purpose (see 3.5) or he can couple
the game with other course work (see 3.6). For example, a
team could present a report on an approach to evaluate
employee morale within its company with some ideas for
improvement from the real world. After a suitable lime lag,
the estimated costs and benefits of such an effort could be
introduced into the game. The need for this type of activity
may be questioned but if a complex game is to be effective,
it should be supported by faculty from a number of
disciplines. Those whose subject mate rial is primarily
qualitative should not be excluded. The game can provide a
forum for the contributions and interacting effects of
different disciplines. Its usefulness will diminish if it
concerns itself exclusively with quantitative elements.
Students react favorably to attemptsto integrate material
from different courses and have additional incentive to
undertake qualitative assignments if they see 'tangible'
rewards such as improved productivity in their company.
For the student, the most important feature of the
design is the wide range of personal involvement he can
choose from. Even in the most complex game, he can do
almost nothing or he can spend a considerable amount of
time and still not exhaust aIl his alternatives. This will
remain true over time even if his te am has gained a very
strong or a very weak position. The computing possibilities
will be discussed later.
As a specifie ex ample to illustrate this section, an
administrator might wish to use Model II where only the
variables priee and advertising are relevant. He sets up the
priee structure (see Fig. 4) by assigning his choice of curves
(or variations) to the 14 districts (or fewer). He similarly
allocates to districts the responses to advertising. He
chooses the number of teams which are to be active and
passive ln this game. During the play he may wish to change
parameters, to reallocate curves and number of active
tearns, etc. He may later include other variables by

The next portion of the paper will be concerned with
aspects of the projec!. This can be broken into four parts:
5.1.
5.2.
5.3.
5.4.

Implementation considerations.
Sample outputs.
Potential for student computer effert.
Post game discussion.

During the play neither the administrator nor the teams
need concern thcmselves with the underlying computer
processes. Of course, it will be necessary to have the output
checked and any errors corrected, but most of the
discussion of the data processing aspects takes place after
the game is over.

5.1. Implementation considerations.

.

This will be discussed in three categories: 5.1.1. general,
5.1.2. files, and 5.1.3. error control.
5.1.1. General Considerations
For each simulated year, four primary and four
secondary runs are processed. As stated earlier, the
secondary runs deal exclusively with the hiring of
personnel; aIl ether decisions arc handled during the
primary runs. The full garne has been run with 60 students
through two simulated years of play (i.e., 16 cycles). This
experience will be described more fully later.
The main program is written in FORTRAN IV, requires
over 4,000 source instructions, compiled in about 4Y.!
minutes and runs in object code in about 27 seconds for a
primary run. s/ Il requires, at present, 365 K bytes of core
storage and reserves ten cylinders of dise capacity for the
data sets.
.
The first choice to be made in designing agame such as
this was between writing a single general purpose pro gram
for aIl runs and aIl models and providing a separate program
for each alternative. The advantage of this second approach
is the reduction of space required for the simpler models,
but it complicates the program development and maintenance problems and was not used. Care must be taken in
planning storage use. The general approach is to branch
from the main program to successive subroutines, each
designed to process a separate area of decisions (e.g.,
machines or plant or salesmen, etc.). Each subroutine
should accept input from the data set on dise and decisions
from cards, process these accept input from the data set on
dise and decisions from cards, process the se to the main
program. Extensive use is made of COMMON the overlay
arrays and to pass necessary values between the main
prograrn and various subroutines. The sequencing of
subroutines is important, since some are interdependent for
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data. In such acase, careful consideration of subroutine A
followed by B or vice versa may save a significant amount
of storage.· Segments of program develop for one subroutine
may be useful for others. For example, there is similarity
between sorne of the processing requiremen ts for line
foremen and salesmen, and between machines and trucks.
This parallelism should be planned for before either
subroutine is developed. Useful experience can be gained of
the gains and lasses of adapting a program segment for a
somewhat similar purpose, versus developing a new
segment. In areas where the processing is identical, it is of
interest ta see if a tearn's policy seems ta be consistent in
these two ~reas.
5.1.2 File Matters
The data in the files are of four types:
(1) Data values available ta the administrator (e.g., cast
tables).
(2) Current decision values for each te am (e.g., priees).
(3) Current resources of each team and the administrator (e.g., teams' personnel ant those in the labor pool).
(4) Data values from an earlier run which need ta be
retained for a later time period (e.g., raw materials ordered
last period).
The data are oganized in a sequential stream in the arder of
the subroutines which use them. Sequential processing is
efficient for the primary run but less so for the secondary
run since only the personnel portions of the file are
effected by the latter. At one stage, the file was segmented
with ail the personnel data in one subfile and other subfiles
chosen to suit the different models available. This approach
worked but was abandoned because of complication in the
file control statements and an excessive number of operator
responses required ta authorize the. proeessing of each
segment of data. In the present form of one segment, the
operator responds three times: to allow the reading of the
input data set, the writing of the output data set and the
rereading of the ou tput data set ta confirm its correetness.
The program processes through ail subroutines (computations for most subroutines will be skipped if it is a
secondary run) and then passes through each of them again
to read back and list the output data set as a check. A key
value tells if it is the processing or read back pass through
the subroutines.
ln a typical batch processing application, an important
consideration is the number of successive sets of data values
preserved before the oldest set is overwritten. Here four
data sets are maintained on dise but the initial data set
(arbitrarily given reference number 8) is never written over.
Processing cycles through regions of the disc labelled with
reference numbers 9 through 12. '/ If a simpler model is
ehosen, only the data associated with the active subroutines
are needed, As illustrated in Fig. 6, two ways to deal with
this are 1) ta condense the initial data set down to only the
portions needed (shown as version 1) or 2) ta carry passive
data portions forward in their original form (version 2).
Version 1 is superior for processing efficiency but does not
·alIow a later switch to a more complex model without
restarting. Version 2 would allow sueha switch, The game
is currently designed using version 1 but the administrator
can choose a more complex model than initially desired and
disallow de cision making in certain areas. 7/
lt is also possible ta use this file structure to play more
than one garne at the same time. B / IfN+I regions arc used,
N·I games could be played. Care would be needed to
process the garncs in strict arder l'rom left to right across
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each row. Each garne could be a different model number if
desired. lt was explained earlier that the main program
selected or bypassed subroutines according ta the model
number. lt would be technically feasible ta number each
subroutine and to allow the administrator a completely free
choice to select any combination of subroutines he wished
included. However, a number of possible selections would
be ilIogical (e.g., omission of priee) and the present program
forces a choice l'rom the set of sixteen. This is not
restrictive since any decision area can be declared passive.
From one run to the next the only input that varies are two
control cards and the data deck. These control cards select
the input and output data sets which are appropriate for
the period of processing.
5.1.3 Error Control
A sample from the input forms is shawn for a team in
Fig. 7 and for the administrator in Fig. 8. The input
alternatives are amplified for line forernen in Fig 9. Note
that data fields can be multipurpose - for example - the
work station can be genuine (value in certain ranges) or it
ean transmit a code (99~fired). The formats in the program
may require:
(l) An optional input from a team (e.g., 1 of Fig. 7).
(2) An input with data from ail teams (e.g., K of Fig. 8).
(3) An option al input from a team (e.g., 3 of Fig. 7).
Additional cards are punched by the administrator and the
deck is assembled systematically using ail the adrninistrator
forms. The data deck can become quitc large and it is
desirable to sift out data errors before disturbing the data
set. A listing program points out the assembled data deck
by team, with a complete copy for the administrator. A
sam pie is shown in Fig. 10. This list of decision is approved
by each te am if correct. The data deck is then transferred
to the main run without adjustment. Eaeh rearn retains the
listing as a record of its submitted decisions. lt quickJy
becomes clear that sorne errors will invalidate the listing run
(e.g., a mismatch between the stated number of decisions
and the decision cards providcd), while others are valid but
not intended (e.g., a $500 saJary increase when 550 was
intended). The former error should be picked up as the data
deck is being assembled, while the latter should be dctected
by a team's review of its listing. The forms themselves try
ta reduce the incidence of the latter error by indieating
column boundaries for fields. These should be used ta help
verify keypunching.
During the first actual use of the game , after two
processing cycles where there were occasional errors of the
second kind (encouraged, in part, by ambiguity in one of
the forms), the se procedures were successful in generating
correct input data decks. Teams should be protected l'rom
catastrophic blunders in their input which are legal but
clearly not intended. For example, the arder card for raw
materials may be blank. In such cases, the program defaults
ta the values for the previous quarter.

5.2 Sample Outputs
The output of each subroutine is normally printed just
before returning ta the main program. In most cases it is
printed aIl at one time and consists of results for a tearn and
duplicate information for the administrator augrnented by
additional game data and sorne diagnostics ta eonfirm the
proper functioning of the program.
Figure JI shows an example for non-Ii ne (support)

personnel. The output for the adrninistraror may involve a

separate page for each team (e.g., Fig Il upper hait) or may
be gathcred on one page for ail teams as is done elsewhere
in the mode!.
Other considerations become relevant when wc deal
with subroutines using files. Figure 12 shows a typical file
for line workers for one tearn, The level of detail is
intended to be illustrative of a small business data
processing file and is set to discourage manual processing.
This file con tains items known to the team (first three
columns) and items on ability factors for which a team only
has estima tes. The latter factors are not typical of real
world personnel files. They are u tilized here to support the
game
for example
the foreman potential becomes
relevant only if a man is promoted. It helps to determine
his ability as a forcrnan. The processing of these elements is
typical, however. Figure 13 shows an output produced in
the run that generated the file shawn, in part, in Fig. 12.
Here again the output a team receives is duplicated and
amplified for the administrator. However, in this case, a
nurnber of output messages are generate d at the time of
processing of transactions against the master file and these
must be disposed of immediately or stored for later output.
The simplest method is demonstrated in Fig. 13, with the
output eut down the middle. Other alternatives include
u

u

storing the messages as written or using codes for messages

which would be put out later in separate pages at the end of
the subroutines. The output could also be placed in seven
regions in temporary storage on dise for the administrator
and the six teams, and thèse regions could be dumped at
the end of the run. This approach would eliminate the time
spent at present in separating the output (about 40 minutes
per primary fun) al the cost of processing lime and
ternporary dise space.
Figure 13 illustra tes different types of output messages.
Message A is 'advisory.' i.c., it confirms something wh ich a
team could compute for itself -- in this example, the
availability of a group which has complered its training
requirements. Message B is 'potentially recriminatory'. ft
might be prefaced by 'do yoe realize that. ..' MessageC' is
generarcd by the progral1l and cannot be predicted by the
team. The procedure for losing people assumes that seme
turnover is unavoidable but the probability of losing others
will be mfluenccd by how weil they are being treated.
For each group of workers tested, a rncasure of
satisfaction is cornpute d from comparisons of quantifiable
variables such as ability and rewards within a team and
within the industry. \t is weil recognized that qualitative
factors mal' be of greater significance in satisfaction in real
life situations. Such 'inadequacies' in the game might
stimula te more vigorous discussion of equivalent problems
in real life, particularly if there is a deliberate atternpt to
dicuss afterwards what significant reallife attributed cannet
be represented adequately in models. The algorithms for
turnover can be adjusted by the administrator to his taste.
He can increase it significantly or eliminate it completely.
1r. due to error or desired changes, a decision period is
rerun, such probabilistic events in the model mal' result in
sorne differences in the outputs in ail areas Iollowing the
first section which is modified. This is due to the effect of
the changes on the randam number stream. ft can cause
confusion if the erroneous fun has been distributed, sinee a
team mal' find output changes which apparently are not
directly affected by the modification that caused the rerun,
(e.g., an error in the machine subroutine, when corrected,
may late r cause salesmcn who has 'left ' to stay and vice

versa.) This problem of replication is familiar ta those
engaged in simulation cxperiments.
The last kind of message stems from illegal procedure.
This is not illustrated in Fig. 13. but if this team attempted
next primary period to assign L-MEN No. 17 ta further
training, the output would indicate that no such line group
existed and the arder was ignored. Similarly , if a line group
was ordered to further training for two months but this
group only had one mon th of eligibility, the output would
be that the arder had been adjusted to one month only. lt
is essential that all such illegalities be anticipated and the
action taken be published.
lt can be seen from Fig. 12 that the loss of line groups
17 and 57 are indicated by a zero in the first column. The
other details in these rows have not been rernoved since it is
useful ta retain them temporarily but periodic housekeeping is necessary. Figure 14 shows that the two line
groups who left team 5 have duly turned up in the pool of
available linernen . The accurate details, as they are on dise,
are shown at the top, while the lower half gives the
estimates of abilities which would be available ta the tearns.
Surnrnary outputs for a decision period are shawn in Figs.
15-19. These values are built up in a table throughout the
exorcise and are printed for cach team at the end of the
finance subroutine .

5.3 Potential for Student Computer Effort
Sorne projects can be carrie d out by students soleil' on
the basis of the data available ta them during play; others
require the collaboration of the adrninistrator. For
exarnple , in the first use of the game. one student wrote a
PL/I program to evaluate salcsmcns performance, since he
was responsible for decisions in this arca, and he was also
learning this language. This was carried out independent of
the adminitrator, in contrast to a second projcct whcre a
student was allowed access to the data base to reorganize
part of if into more usefuI forrns. This savcd reams sorne
clerical effort and he intended to sell or license this product
to the other tcarns, but it was not available in time to be of
interest.

Perhaps the simulation possibilities are of the greatest
interest. lt was mentioned earlier that the number of
successive data sets before overwriting is important. This is
normally thought of in terms of protection against
processing errors, However , in this garning environrnent , the
data set structure also allows simulation forward for up ta
three decision periods without disturbing the current data
values (since four data sets are preserved).
If the administrator allowed it. teams could use this feature
ta test strategies incorporating anticipated counter stratefies of the other teams if they sa desired. A maximum of
three periods forward is quite restrictive sinee interme diate
processing cycles have to be counted. This capability can be
upgraded by using more disc space and if N+ 1 regions
(including initial) are used, N-I forward cycles can be
processed without overwriting. The multi-garne possibility
mentioned earlier would cornpcte for disco space wiih these
simulation options. Similarly an administrator might allow
a team to replay a couple of earlier periods with different
inputs provided the current values were undisturbed. More
generally, the past decisions from the current and previous
games provide a fertile source of experimental data.
Access ta the program for replays or simulation
forward, as discussed above, is equivalent to being granted
the 're~1 world of the garne' for experimentation.
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Information from this could be compared ta data from
models of this 'real world' developed by the students. The
administra tor must also decide if he will release ta
successive teams the efforts of their predecessors, or
whether more would be gained by repeating sorne work,
perhaps with differen t results.
5.4 Post Came Discussion
NormaIly, post game anall'sis of a gaming experience
tries to strengthen the insight inta aspects of management.
A separate attempt is made here ta reinforce understanding
of the computer's role in support of business applications.
The discussion can be keyed ta the design and implementation of this game, ta computer projects developed for it,
and ta any interesting occurrences during play. The
important advantage is that aIl the students are quite
familiar with the environment, having been involved with if
for sorne time.
They can be shawn what needs to be considered ta get a
significant application working and to support it in
operation. They can reflect on the generality of the flexible
features of this model. In aIl aspects, there will be
alternatives with advantages and disadvantages. The implementation considerations discussed earlier will be of
interest. The need for error control and good documentation can be stressed. Separate attention should be given tc
errors in input, processing and the program (requiring
program maintenance).
A number of cycles mal' require ta be rerun. An
understanding of the consequences of these types of errors
and ways of minimizing them or their effect, is of value ta a
student, particularly if he is to be involved with data
processing in his career. If students have developed
programs for the game, they should be required to
document their efforts in a standard manner. These
standard requirements should be discussed with aIl
students, using game exhibits as examples. The studeuts can
consider the varia us types of outputs from this experience
and relate them ta the underlying processing. They can
study the reports, the different kinds of messages available
as described in the text, and the alternative layouts that are
possible. Evaluation can be made of projects, bath for their
worth and for their technical aspects -- for examplc, the
potential of a particular language. Out of aIl this, students
should understand more clearly what is involved to use a
computer effectively in business, what opportunities might
be available and the advantage of pursuing them.

6. GAME EXPERIENCE
The full model was first used with 60 students over a
twelve-week period. They received handouts on 'Information for the Players' and the 'Starting Position' in
addition ta outputs for aIl six teams for three periods based
on sample decisions which were chosen for their diversity.
The 'Information for the Players' con tains a summary of
the game, more specifie information on each of the decision
areas and detailed directions on the input procedures using
the forms. The 'Starting Position' describes the current
decision levels, assets and outstanding commitments.
Certain items in the files are given as estima tes. Eight
primary and eight secondary decisions were made with a
prirnary and secondary sequence taking about a wcck al the
beginning of play and about four days near the end. As
expectcd, sorne bugs appeurcd and a fcw more were
generated by sorne changes in the program as a result of an
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early evaluation of the model by the players and the
administrator.
However, the extensive pre-testing and supporting diagnostics avoided any holdup in the play' itself. The one
example of a spectacular error 91 was triggered by a change
based on immediate operating experience, After a period or
two of familiarization the runs proceeded smoothly with
only an occasional minor exception. The game was run as
an extra-curricular activity. Il was recognized in advance by
the author and by the participants during the exercise that
such a mode of play falls far short of realizing the potential
of this kind of activity. Il is essential that a more formaI
setting be organized with a significant faculty effort from a
number of disciplines. This first run might be considered
more of a final checkout phase, although the interest level
of most of the participants was very high and a post-play
questionnaire indicated great hopes for its future usefulness. As mentioned earlier, two student projects were
undertaken during the first game.
7. POSSIBLE FUTURE PROJECTS
The presen t form of the game provides a basic
framework for further developments of interest to faculty
and students. Useful extensions or modifications could be
developed in such areas as -- data organization, technical
support such as the use of terminaIs and displays, the
development of decision programs ta complement or
replace human effort, the use of different languages for
comparison of performance and ease of use, the use of
different decision rules such as alternative ways of merging
various sales influences, additional decision subroutines,·
etc. The common framework encourages such extensions in
the form of small research projects that would benefit both
the immediate participants and succeeding groups of
students.
NOTES
llThe environ ment was designed while the author was
at the Glasgow University Computing Laboratory and has
been implemcnted on an IBM 360 Model 67 at the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, Califomia.
2/0ne of the best known examples is widely used by
IBM. In this model, three teams campete to sell a product
in four districts. Each decision pericd a team allocates its
available funds over eight alternatives: production, additional plant, marketing in each district, research and
development, and consultancy information. Priees can also
be changed in each district. The model processes these
inputs from each tearn to generate production and
marketing results, and the funds available for the next
pcriod. This cycle is repeated as often as desired (twenty
times would simulate five years of play). Perhaps the ma st
remarkable feature ofthis simple model is the considerable
enthusiasm it can engender in team members for at least a
full day of play.

3/See, for example, Thomas H. Naylor. 'Simulation and
Gaming.' Bibliography 19, Computing Reviews, Vol. 10,
No. l, Jan. 1969. Martin Shubik , 'Gaming: Costs and
Facilities.' Management Science, Vol. i4, No. Il, July
1968. K. J. Cohen and E. Rhenman. 'The Role of
Management Games in Education and Research.' Manage-

ment Science, Vol. 7, No. 2, Jan. 1961. J. M. Kibbee, C. J.
Craft.' and Burt Nanus. 'Management Games.'
Reinhold Publishing Co., New York, 1961. P. S. Greenlaw,
L. W. Herron, and R. H. Rawdon. 'Business Simulation.'
Prentice Hall, Engiewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962.
4/e.g., If a salesman left a team (or was fired) at the end
of quarter l, he would be listed as available for the next
hiring run (quarter 1.5). He could he hired before the start
of quarter 2 and assigned by his new employer via a wuarter
2 input..
51The computer was an IBM 360, Model 67. The
operating system was OS/MVT and the IBM 2314 was the
dise unit used.
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1. THE COMPUTER SIMULATION OF OPINION FORMATION IN A POPULATION
Underlying the computer simulation is a complcx but
rather general rnodel. Il is cornplcx in that it tries to
capture ail of the important features of mass phenome'na,
rather than provide a parsimonious theory for any instance.
It is general that it can be used for any one of a number of
different sociological problems, e.g., attitudes, behavior or
past experiences.
The computer simulation is modular; it has several
components related to each other in the sequential
arrangement indicated in Diagram 1. Sorne of the cornponents canbe bypassed. Further some of the components
consist of a 'family' of alternative procedures-any one of
which is used for a particular simulation. Several of these
cornponents will be discussed briefly-corrcsponding to the
boxes of Diagram 1.

1.1 The Simulated Population

Ju::tlvities or Soclo1ogist

Acttvltl.cs of Computer

(11) Set pllrnmeters ~hlch contl'ol
the dmulatl0.11
(tU) Che substance ta BUl"Vey;
(:On&tn.,,:.t particubrqucsti.ona

Dll1gralll 1:

l!"man /lRd Computer Compollcnts
ofthoSimuLlItcdSutvey

The sociologist needs to describe the population
(Box A). This could be a hypothetical population or it
might be that of a particular community or society. The
population .is described in terms of its distribution in
respect to a number of demographie variables, e.g., sex,
race, education, and thelike.
If the simulation deals with a dynamic population, then
the sociologistrnust also supply parameters of change, viz.,
birth rates, death rates, marriage rates and the Iike. By
Monte Carlo deviees, the program then de termines which
people die, marry or have children (Box F).

1.2 Opinion Formation Components
If the simulation is static, then it begins with the
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opinion formation component (Box G). In this componcnt ,
mernbers of the population undergo experiences and fonn
opinions relative to the issue of interest.
The model for this segment is shawn in Diagram Il.
Diagram Il represents a rather general the ory which
expresses the causal connection between four types of
variables: (i) demographie traits of respondents, (ii) their
past experiences, (iii) their psychological traits, (iv) their
attitudes and opinions. The demographie variables serve as
independent variables and the attitudes and opinions serve
as dependent variables; experiences and psychologieal traits
are interme diate variables--partiaily dependent on the
demographie characteristics and independant in respect to
opinions and attitudes. 'These relations relleet the lime
order assumed among the different variables; thar is, for
example, psychological traits are formed in the individual
prior to his opinions and attitudes about specifie issues.
The exogcneous variables arc those that have not been
explicitly included in the survey. This will, of course, vary
from survey to survey. This model is reprcscnted in Iinear
equations like the foilowing:
(1) Yik =Ljailjk + e i,
IS the arnount of independent variable j
where X.
possessedJ~y respondent k, aij is the 'effect' of independent
variable j on dependent variable i, Y ik is thc amount of
dependent variable i posscssed by respondent k. and ei is an

cnac terrn incorporating the effects of ail variables not
explicitly incorporated in the survey.
For example, Xjk might be education or age of
respondent k, Y ik might be the degree of political
participation; aij would then be a mensure of the effect of
education on political participation. Il would be constant
over ail individuals in the population. and is a parame ter ta
be set by the sociologist doing the simulation.
Equation (1), then, states that a variable labeled

politicaJ participation, which is

[Ill

intermediate variable, is

'caused' by a number of ether variables which work their
effeets in an additive way- the effect of one being addcd to
the effect of another. The terrn ei incorpora tes the effects
of the exogeneous variables. At another point in the
computer routine for this eomponent, Xjk represents bath
independent and intermediate variables and Y ik represents
sorne dependent variable. (The model can be made more
complex by including quadratic terms and interaction
terms. For a description of a different model, see Harper'
(I968). For other examples of the simulation of public
opinion formation, see McPhee (1961) and Pool (1964).

1.3 The Interview Component
For the work reported here, the component of opinion
change, represented in Box H, was bypassed; therefore, it
will not be discussed. Once respondents forrn their
opinions, then the program moved to the survey
component, represented by Box 1.
The inputs to this segment are Yik, the values of the
independent variables i for respondents k. The interview
segment con tains a function that maps the continuous
variables, Y ik, to a .discrete variable, Zik, which has, say.
integer values from 1 to Mi, where Mi represents the
number of response aiternatives to question i.
For example, suppose question i, part of a survey on
attitudes concerning overpopulation, was the following:
Should two men with the same income but different
size families pay the sarne amount of income tax or
should the man with the larger family pay less?
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- - - sarne tax
- - - larger family pay less
Here Mi = 2. And other questions can have 3, 4, or manv
more alternatives.
~
The function f(Y)= Z, can be one that partitions Y into
Mi equidistant segments, or it can be more complex. But
once the value of Z is cornputed, this becomes the coded
response of the respondent, e.g., if Zik = 2 then respondent
k gives the second of the two answers to the question
above.
However, this is the response he would give if systernatic
error did not opera te. The opinion formation component
incorporated random error; the interview component
incorpora tes systematic error. That is, there are a number
of observation errors that intervene between respondent

and interviewer, which, in saille cases, alter the respondent's answer to the question. These errors are (1) the
respondcnt is not at home or he refuses to be interviewed,
(ii) he agrees to be interviewed, but he refuses to answer a
particular question, (iii) he begins the interview but
terminates il before it is completcd, (iv) he gives a false

answer ro a particular question, (v) his answer is recorded
ineorrectly by the interviewer. The occurrence of errer (i) is
a function of the demographie characteristics of the
respondent; errors (ii), (iii). and (iv) are functions of both
demographie characteristics and of question. Error (v) is a
function of interviewer and of question. These functions
are pararneters to be specified by the soeiologist (Box B).
The output of this compone nt is like that of the typical
survey: a set of punched cards which contained the eoded
answers of a sample of respondents. At this point the
simulation can either punch out data, which can he
analyzed by the soeiologist, or it can go directly ta a data
analysis component which analyzes the data in one of
several ways; those are the ways that sociologists typically
use: tabular analysis, regression analysis, pa th analysis. (For
a 'discussion of this see (Hirschi and Selvin (1967).)
However, data analysis is still an art so that the computer
(Box J) is a poor substitute for the soeiologist (Box E).
The computer, simulation has two objectives: research
and pedagogy. Among its research uses are the Iollowing:
(i) to replicate and thereby 'explairi' a set of real data, (ii)
ta devise a complex.; as opposed to a parsimonious, theory
of the process .of opinion-formation and the process of
surveying it, which will enable the 'sensitivity testing' of
different elements in the theory, and (iii) to explore the
relative usefulness of different techniques of data analysis.
The pedagogical objectives of. the simulation are discussed
next. (For another example of computer usage in
sociological training sec (Meyers (1969).)
2. TRAINING STUDENTS WlTH THE SIMULATION
So far, the simulation has been used in two ways: to
train students (i) in the procedures of data analysis, and, (ii)
in the techniques of questionnaire construction. Each of
these will be discusscd brielly.

2.1 Teaching the Techniques ofData Analysis
Among the topics that have been studicd, with .the aid
of the simulation, are the following: (1) the use of different
techniques of data analysis, e.g., tabular analysis, regression
analysis, and so on; (2) the occasions when one oranothcr
technique is , appropriate; (3) the effects of random,
systematic and sampling errors in data-either alone or in

combination and how to deal with them in each technique;
(4) the relative usefulness of different questionnaire designs
and sampling schèmes as these are affected by techniques of
data analysis,
Students carry out a series of assignments of varying
difficulty-each assignrnent directed to one of the topics
above. In a final assignment, the student is given a set of
data and asked to analyzc it as if it were real data.
The student must decide whieh technique to use, and
then use it--either with the aid of a counter-sorter and desk
calculator or by going to the computer and using his own
prograrns to analyze the data. He attempts to infer the
causal structure underlying the data. Since the artificial
data were generated from a known causal" structure, which
is known because il was arbitrarily created, his inferences
can be checked against the 'truth'. In this way he can learn
about the utility of a technique of data analysis and of his
ability to use il. Further, he can compare his ability to
make inferences from different techniques of analysis and
thereby leam about the relative utility of different
techniques.
ln addition sorne students have been excited about the
possibilities of the simulation and have created their own
exercises. For example , one studen t simplified the
simulatcd phcnorncna to include 7 independent variables
and 2 dependent variables, without any kind of error. He
then examincd the rclationship betwecn the two dependent
variables and 3 of the 7 independent variables and thereby
studie d the random error crcate d by the four variablesnow
considcrcd 10 he-exogeneous.
It should be pointed out that the student dces not l'et
internet with - a computer. Rather he is given a set of

gcnerated data to study and examine away from the
simulation. It should also be noted that sorne of the
problerns which me studied could be Investigatcd by

statistical analysis to arrive at cxpected values. However,
that the student works them out in the equivalent of a
'sarnpling cxpcrimenr' does not detract from his appredation of statistical analysis. On the contrary srudents
become excitcd in the possibilities of survey research and
they see the usefulness of statistics for sociology in a way
thar they did not through the more traditional me thods of

tcaching survey research.
2.2 Teaching Questionnaire Construction
This second use of the computer simulation for training
students Iocuses on the problems of constructing questionnaires and analyzing the pretest data-stcps (3) through (6)
among those articulated earlier. The opinion fonnatioIi
segment of the simulation was modified for this purpose.
This modification was an attempt to incorporate into the
simulation some of the effects of question wording and
order on the results of the survey. Specifically, four effects
were studied: those from (i) vague or ambiguous questions,
(ii) questions which, by virtue of wording, evoked more
than one attitude dimension, (iii) questions which evoked a
response because of an extreme emotional content, (iv) the
placement of questions relative to each other, i.e. response
to one question is inlluenced b)' the previous questions that
were asked_ Obviously, these are not ail of the errors that
can be made in questionnaire design; but they relleet the
major errors which students have made_ For some
discussion of these problems, see Deming (1944) and
Hagburg (1968)_
How ta incorpora te these effects in ta a simulation is not

easily answered. There are a number of approaches, For
exemple, one might view the respondent as a list-processing
deviee. Each respondent ls a repository of a number of lists,
The list is an ordered sequence of verbal staternents which
represent the respondent's feelings and attitudes about
particular issues. Answering a question consists of consulting different lists. If a statement on a Iist is similar to one
of the response alternatives of the question, that response
alternative is selected. Where a question is vague or
ambiguous, the respondent mal' not find a response on any
of his lists and hence resort to a 'don't know' answer, or he
mal' find possible answers on several lists and choose one
on a highly arbitrary basis. (For exarnples of this, see
Abelson (1963), and Cullahorn and Gullahorn (1963)_
Although this is. we feel, a useful approach, it is not the
approach we took. Rather, we conceived of each question
being characterized by numerical pararneters representing
(i) degree of vagueness, (ii) presence of words or phrases of
high ernotional content, (iii) the different dimensions de ait
with in the question. These incorpora te the first three
effects mentioned above. These numerical pararneters alter
the functional relationship between independent and
dependent variables expressed in equation (1) above.
For exarnple , where a question has a high degree of
vagueness, then the exogeneous variables -become more
important in influencing rcsponses-which means that the
student finds less of a relationship betwecn responses and
demographie variables.
The effects of question wording and the Iike are greater
for sorne respondents than for others. That is, there is an

interaction betwcen respondent and question. Ta capture
this, we also necd to characterize respondents by those
attribute s that determine thcir reaction to question wording
and order.
Two characteristlcs of the respondent are salience of an
issue for him and his feelings about that issue. For example ,
if one issue is 'water pollution', then this can be ofhigh or
low salience for the respondcnt; further, he can vary from
feeling that water is not polluted and have strong feelings
about those who daim it is, ta being indifferent, to
believing that wntcr is polluted and having strong feelings
about those who poilu te it or Iail to prevent it l'rom being
polluted.
If a respondent has a high salience on the dimension
'water pollution' but a low salience on .some other
dimension-say political activity-then a question measuring
these two dimensions will be most likely to evoke a
response from him based on the first dimension rather than
the second. Each time an issue is raised in a question, il
increases the salienee of that issue for subsequent issues_
These eharateristies of respondents--salienee towards
issues and the feelings about the issues--are represented as
dependent variables in the form 'of equation (1) above. That
is, they are, in part, funetions of demographic variables,
psychological traits and past experiences; they are' also
functions of exogeneous variables. Further, the variable
'salien ce' is changed during the course of the survey in
response to tlie questions that are asked.
This, then, is the structure of the stimulation as a
training device. How does the student use il? He first
constructs a questionnaire which is then examined by his
instructor who characterizes each question, by assigpil1g

numerical valÜes to the parameters, in respect ta vagueness,
slanted wording, and dimensions being measured. These
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become input to the computer. A pretest sample of, say, 50
is generated. Attitude and salience scores are computed;
Finally responses to the questionnaire are punched out.
The student analyzes the pretest data and then revises
. the questionnaire--and the parameters describing the
questions are suitably altered by the instructor. For the
second pretest, the revised pararneters and the output of
the first pretest becomes input. Then, in the second pretest,
the student gets answers to his questionnaire l'rom the same
sam pIe he used in the first pretest. That is, the sarriple of 50
give responses to his original questionnaire and then
respond to his revised questionnaire as if they had not
answered the first questionnaire. Between the two
questionnaires, nothing changes in the respondents.
Whatever changes that occur are due to the revisions in the
questionnaire. Thus, the student can study the results of
different questions on the sa me population. This is shown
in Diagram Ill.
How this approach works can be explained best by an
example. Students were asked to design a survey that would
get at people's opinions and attitudes about environmental
change, pollution and destruction; and, of course, they
were expected to provide ultimately sorne understanding of

the undcrlying causal structure of those attitudes, and
therefore had to incorporate some theory into their survey.
ln this assigrunent one student produccd the following
question:
Some people have demonstrated against environmental
pollution. How do l'ou l'cel about this?
--forit
- - against it
Obviously, there arc a number of difficulties with such a

lution. Thus, the

question would be charactcrized as

measuring these two dimensions.

The second time, the student got the results shown in
Table 1 which relates education, an indepcndent variable, to
response to this item, the dependent variable. That is, 19 of
the 50 respondents had at least sorne college education. Of
the se, 54% (or JO) said that they were favorable toward
these public actions on pollution, whereas of the 3 J with a
high school degree or less, 52% (or J 6) were favorable.
One would expect that education would make a
difference in how people answer this question; with
increasing education, people would more likely favor
political action against pollution. However, this expectation
is not born out by the pretest data.
The student revised the question a third time - but into
two questions: one concerned respondents' attitudes about
water pollution and the other concerned political action
against pollution. This rime he obtained a sharper
relationship between demographie variables and responses
to the question. His third attempt resulted in a rnuch better
questionnaire than his first attempt and he clearly
understood why it was better.
Now, it should be obvia us that the computer simulation
is not necessary ta teach students the principles of
questionnaire design; a teacher could make the sanie
assignment and respond didactically pointing out the
defects in the student questionnaire. Bot with the computer
simulation, the teacher does this also. The difference is that
the results obtained l'rom the computer simulation make
the lesson bath more meaningful and exciting.
3. CONCLUSION

question. The ward 'demonstratc' may have. become a

'Ioaded' ward, which evokes attitudes ta ward riots, hippies
or blacks. Thus the question would be characterized as
having a high degree of emotional content. In the pretest
12% of 50 respondents said they were 'for it' and 88% sa id
they were 'against il'. It is not clear what these answers
mcan. Are the 88% who answered 'against il', opposed to
environmentalpollution or opposed to demonstrations?
Thus, the question has a high degree of ambiguity or
vagueness. Furthcr, a question which most people answer in
the same way does not provide rnuch uscful information; it
would be a better question if the proportion choosing one
of the alternatives was closer to 50%.
The student revised the question to:
By writing public officiais; holding meetings, and the
like, sorne people are ex pressing their opposition to
environmental pollution.
How do l'ou feel about their actions?
- - favor these actions against pollution
- - do not favor these actions against poilu tian
The second wording mal' rernove the bias present in the
first wording, but the 'question still has other deficiencies.
The term 'environmental pollution' will mean different
things ta different people and hence will evoke a nurnber of
responses difficult or impossible to interpret. Hence, this
question would still be characterized as havinga high degree
of vagueness.
Suppose environmental pollution were made more
specifie - e.g., 'pollution of rivers by indus trial waste and
ineffective sewage disposai'. Now the question is less
slanted and less vague but it has one other shortcoming.
It would seern to evoke attitudes about one of two
different phenornena: collective activity and water pol-
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From these two experiences with the lise of the
computer as an aid in teaching research methods ta
graduate students in sociology, wc conclude that the
computer and computer simulation of phenomena offers
considerable and still unmeasured potential in the
education of the young. For us, it has made the lessons for
our students more realistie and relevant, and it has
motivated them ta teach themselves in a way that earlier
approaches had failed ta do.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The teaching of genetics at university level presents
sorne rather special problems. The distinct logical structure
of the subject and the statistical nature of its laws would
compel us to count genetics among the physico-mathe,:"atical sciences rather than with the traditional biological
disciplines. There is, however, one obstacle: in physics, for
instance, the student can observe the working of basic laws
by méans of experiments; ln rnathematics, he can master
the basic techniques by applying them to a great vanety of
problems. No such me ans are readily available for the
student of genetics.
. .
An object for genetic cxpcrirnents must fulfil very stnct
conditions: it must be fruitful and short-lived ; prefcrably of
a higher type organism to make observa tion easier. One
such an organism is the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster.
Practically ail modern gene tics owes its birth ta this fly.
Wc see that the suitable abjects are few. But if we ask
for an abject which is casy to manipulate, easy to observe
and can' produce sorne tcns of generations of some
hundreds of descendants each in a week (as compared with
physical and chemical experiments which take about an
hour) we come ta the disappointing conclusion that "there
is no Such animal. ,.
The usual solution hus becn to demonstrate the results
of severai expcriments: to have a little practice in various
techniques without the possibility of conducting mearungfui experiments and stick to theory afterwards. Even so, the
description of a genetic cxperiment (qui te apart from the
fact that it consists of the proverbial thousands of words
which are hardly equivalent ta a demonstration) tends to
contain rnostlv technical details concerning the fecding and
care of the animais. etc .. leaving little room for the basics of
cxperiment-plunmng which the student never lcarns.
The authors have been, for sorne time, working on a

computcr-bascd model of genetic processes which would
teach the student just this. If he can get any number of
descendants from two chosen animaIs (or plants) in several
minutes by pushing a few buttons, he can afford to give due
attention la the "strategy" of the experiment. The teacher
can use his responses to evaluate not only his knowledge of
the subject but also his general ability ta make correct
decisions in a complicated situation. In addition to this, the
student is brought into close contact with the computer
and gets at least sorne idea of what kind of help he can
expect of il in his work.
2. THE MODEL
As the basis of our system we have chosen the model
proposed in Neyman (1964). Since our abject was

stochastic modelling rather than statistical analysis, we felt
free to make certain modifications in the model sa as to
incorpora te certain features which were not contained in
the original model, We shall sketch briefly the process of
formation of new cells from the point of view of this
rnodel.
A new cell (it is to be remernbered that any organism
st arts its Iife as one cell) arises from the combination of
parts of two parent cells.
A cell (Fig. 2.1.) contains four chromosomes A, B, C, D,
grouped into two chromosome pairs AB and CD. The two
chromosomes of any pair are homologous with respect to
each other. On every chromosome there are five loci (circles
in Fig. 2.1.) in which genes may be located. Two genes
which are located opposite each ether in homological
chromosomes form an allelic pair.
Any gene may be in one of two states (we speak of alles) it
may be dominant or recessive. Let us represent a dominant
allele by 1 (one) and recessive allele by 0 (zero). Now any
property of the organism is influenced by one or more
allelic pairs in the original cell. Let us consider the ex ample
of the pea: its pods may be either yellow (Y) or green (G).
This property is deterrnined by one allelic pair:
Table 2.1
1 st gene
2 nd gene
property
o
0
G
1
0
Y
o
1
y
1
1
Y
We can express these relations also Iike this:
Table 2.2
1 st gene
2 nd gene
property
G y

o
1

o
o

1

1
1

o

1

o
o
o

0
1
1

1

Another exarnplc: the flowers of snapdragons may be
white, red Or pink. This trait is again determined by one
allelic pair, thus:
Table 2.3
1 st gene
2 nd gene
R WP
o
0
010
1
0
0 0 1
1
J
0 0 1
1
1
1 0 0
After these examples we are prepared ta accept the
following staternent: any trait of the organism may be
expressed as a (Boolean) function of 2n (Boolean) variables
representing different alleles
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3. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE

3.1 Programming
It does not seem necessary to go deeply into the
problems of actuaUy programming this model. Even at this
stage a competent programmer would he able to program
the model himself.
A few details, however, might be helpful, The machine we
used is the Soviet computer MINSK 22. We shaU briefly
recapitulate the relevant details:
two-address instructions
fixed word size of 36 bits plus a sign bit
regretfuUy, no practical time sharing possibilities
the input is from two tape readers and a typewriter, the
output on two tape-punches a line-printer and again a
typewriter, This typewriter is used for man-machine
communication in this program. For a machine
representation of the ce11, it was decided to divide the
machine word into 6 bytes of 6 bits each and to use the
last four to represent chromosomes. The first bit of any
byte is not significant.
a detail which, it was found, greatly facilita tes crossing
over handling,
The same representation was used for the gametes:
one cell held both gametes with the first and third
bytes (of the four) for one gamète and the rest for
the other.
The actual process of hybridization was simulated as
follows:
3.1.1 (One) A random number, uniformly distributed on
the interval (0); 1. was generated (in the sequel we
shall speak simply of random numbers) and the
splitting probabilities for the one chromosome were
subtracted from it successively until the first
non-positive result. This detennined the location of
the split in the first chromosome pair.
The same operation was performed for the other
chromosome pair and the crossing-over rearrangernents were simulated.
3.1.2 The division into gametes now entailed only
determining whether or not to interchange bytes 1
and 2 and 3 and 4. The probability of cach
interchange was 0,5.
3.1.3 The same process was repeated for the ether parent
cell,
3.1.4 The combination of two chosen gametes into a new
cell now required only an optional six-bit left shift
for the paternal gamete word, an optional six-bit
nght shift for the maternai gamete word, two
masking operations and a logical sumo It is clear from
the description that for one hybridization, eight
randorn decisions were made.
3.1.5 For the new eell, 20 random deeisions were made
concerning mutations. Narnely, if there was a ,,0" in
any given bit, the decision was made on the basis of
the "R to 0" probability, otherwise the ,,0 to R"
probability was used. This eompleted the process of
hybridization.
3.1.6 Every new eell was now searched for any sublcthal
gene combinations Iisted in a special table. A fixed
"survival" probability" was associated with each such
combination. If a combination was found, a randorn
decision was made as ta whether to ..liquida te" the
new ceIl. Thus, a new cell had to pass several "traps"
of varying danger.
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3.1. 7 If the cell passed this test, it was searched for gene
combinations listed in another table, which signified
the presence of certain properties. If a property was
found, it was displayed and a special "group
counter" assigned to that property was incremented
by one. This ended the process.
3.1.8 If the cell did not pass the tests of step 6, it was
.Jiqutdated" and the process started again with step
1. Thus one .Jiybridfzation" always produced one
"live" cell and perhaps several "abortions". In ail,
even in titis simple model, at least 28 random
decisions are made in each hybridization. This
accounts for the fact that in spite of the inherent
simplicity of the genetic mechanisms the individual
results are practically unpredictable.
This program forms the nucleus of the whole model.
Around this, various programs were built to insure the
performance described in 3.2. The program was written in
an autocode commonly used for the machine. However, to
ensure efficiency in logical operations and index register
use, steps 3.1.1-3.1.5 were written in machine code.

3.2 Performance
ln order to come as close as possible to natural
conditions, we must try to give the student as much
information as the actual experimenter has, but make
.Jooking inside the mechanism" difficult. This means thar
ordinarily the student is able to watch the process of
hybridization to know all its propcrties (or, in genetic
terms, its phenotype), but not the actual gene combination
(or genotype). Thus for the student the visible outcome of
one hybridization cycle will be a list of properties of the
new individual (this appears on the typewriter).
However, to make possible a deeper understanding of
the pro cess, a "genetic protocol" is printed in parallel on
the line prin ter. In titis protocol, a detailed graphie
representation of every hybridization cycle is given, similar
to that of fig. 3.2. Moreover , if the new cell is an
"abortion", it is also represented, but the "properties" line
is filled with crosses. On the other hand, these "abortive
cycles" are not represented on the typewriter in any way,
since they are not usually readily apparent to the
experimenter.
ln addition to the basic faculty of listing each new
organism, the system has various addition al features which
are Iisted here,
3.2.1. The nurnber of descendants which are to be produced
isspecified by the student.
3.2.2. There are several ways of choosing parents for the
next generation.
a)
Their genotypes can be read in from one of the tape
readers, This is used in two ways: for specifying the
original parents as a part of proble rn statement and
for providing "controllines". i.e., parents of a
specified genotype for a testing purpose.
b)
Their genotype may be set from the typewriter, i.e.,
by the student. The use of this should be restricted.
c)
The listing of properties of a new descendant on the
typewriter is foIlowed by a query "selected as parent
no.": As a reply to this, the student writes ,,1" if he
wants the individual in question used as a father in
the next generation, ,,2" for mothcr and ,,0" for
exclusion from breeding. The prospective parents are
put into a ..palcrnal stack" and a "maternai stack"
each of which bolds 20 en trics. From these stacks,

either of bath parents may be selected at random.
lt is also possible ta repeat the hybridization with the
same parents as before.
3.2.3. After the desired number of descendants has been
produced, the machine types out the number of
occurrences of ail properties listed in the mo del.
3.2.4. For statisticalpurposes it is often necessary ta deal
with large numbers of descendants. As the listing of
each separate descendant on the typewriter, and even
more so on the line-printer, slows the whole process,
it can be shut out by changing the switch setting on
the control-panel. This is a departure form our
principle of exclusive type writer control and will
probably be changed in later versions.
3.2.5.Statistical tests can be performed on the results of
hybridization. At present, only the chi-square test,
commonly used in biological research, is used. Other
tests will be added as their need is felt.
For the record of a typical student-machine conversatian, we refer the reader to Appendix 2. To facilita te
understanding, we rernark that in the autocode used,
integers from 1 to 400 can be used as labels for statements.
Aside from normal jump instructions, jumps can be
specified in input data. Namely, if an integer is followed by
a left bracket, an input instruction results in a jump to the
corresponding label, while the value of the variable
specified in the instruction remains unchanged,
We should also like to point out that bath appendices
are records of actual texts (in Appendix l , of input data
and in Appendix 2 of an actual conversation) with the
exception of comments in brackets which have been added
by the authors.
d)

necessary ta try ta model only real organisms. The
investigation of genetics of dragons, for instance, might be
quite interesting for the student. The main task for the
present seerns to be the co ding and testing of the largest
possible number of useful models. In addition, sorne
modifications will probably have ta be made in the program
itself: for instance, new routines for statistical testing will
be added. One serious limitation of the system is that it
opera tes on a machine with no time sharing and no remote
terminais. This means the student has ta come to the
computing centre and occupy the whole machine for sorne
time.
The authors would be very interested in helping
anybody ta put a similar system into operation on machine
without these limitations.
REFERENCES
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4. PRESENT AND FUTURE POSSlBILlTlES
In spite of its small size (as compared ta the Drosophila
with its 4 chromosome pairs and sorne 10,000 genes, or
man, whose 23 chromosome pairs are estimated ta contain
more than 50,000 genes) the behaviour of the rnodel is at
times quite complicated and exhibits most of the traits
investigated in classical genetics. Of course it is not
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